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Jonea. Btth (EUR) 
Friday, January :23, 2004 4:05 PM 
Karagiannis, Alexander, Bradtke, Robert A:, Fitzpalritk, Ulchaet J(Bruuels); Ries, Char1es P; 
Mennutl, Deborah; 'Fried, Oanlel - NSC' 
Brink, Bridget A(P): Hogan. Otrecx J(S); Coleman, Kl• J(S); Kelly, Craig(S) 
Flahauf s nontense 

Stalked this moming with Louis Michel to e,cpress his shock over F's alatemenlt. Just when he and LM had had sucl'l 1 
good meeting In Elr and just when things between 8e and the US were getting baek on track., Flahau1 saya tnese kinds of 
things. LM said he was personal~ embarrassed, this did not reffeet the views of the govemment 

I then tanted with the Amb and Uied all the points with him. I noted that S had juat lllked lo LM N well. The Amb uid he 
had talked with the office of the PM and the office or ~e FM last night, knowlr,g that F"haut's QUtburst WB$ a $erio1.1s 
probltm. (The Amb said he had lhe full te>ct. including in the original Flemill'I.) Me !aid he took run note of 111 my points 
and would r:,ursue this matter in Bru1&e11. I added that I wu aleo caning lo convey the fact that lfte Secrehlry hoped to 
follow ur:, wilh LM on the good meeting In Br.i$$els with a meeting in W1111hilglon. I toki him that S has no par1.lcular datn 
In mind, he would always prefer lo take into account when ~e FM might wi&h to travel to the US. I said we would want to 
work cio5ely to develOp I mutually convenient date. The Amt, was very/very pl11sed by tl'le latter 1nd said he would work 
wilh Alex once he ht1rd back on dates from LM. 

The Amb called me back less than an hour la\er to report he had talked with LMichel, who told him 1boul his eall from S. 
LM said !'le wae very embtrrane~. had apologlzed to S and had then called the PM. Thi PM agreed he had to do 
aomethlng. He c.lled Flahaut, bul couldn't ruct, him II tM latter was In a plene ov1r Africa, The PM Is now drafting 
what the Amb described a letter of reprimand, Whlctl the PM/Amb will share with us on Monday or so. Tho Amb wm call 
Alex, who can get It to us on the road. 
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TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfmvitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Air Force End Strength 

'J,v 
January 7', 2004 

Does this letter from the Air Force on their end strength fit your understanding of 

the situation'! 

Thanks. 

Auad1. 
l/l2/04SecAF !tr to SecDef re: USAF Endstrength 

DHR:dh 
01~604-15 
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'. 
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON 

JAN 2 2 2304 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT:USAFENDSTRENGTH 

Last week you asked, "why is the AF over their authorized 
endstrength by 16K?" We believe this is a temporary situation fueled by 
the Global War on Terrorism, and it is our desire and very clear goal to 
return to our authorized endstrength of -359K. 1'11 quickly lay out how we 
got to this point, then briefly discuss our plan for getting back within our 
authorized strength. 

Let me begin with Stop Loss. This measure obviously froze people 
in place and was not lifted until late June of 2003. Furthermore, some 
individuals were allowed to stay until as late as December 2003. We are 
just now able to understand the reactions of our people to the lifting of Stop 
Loss. What we know now is that some who intended to leave have decided 
to stay. 

Other policies, associated with the GWOT, also influenced our 
endstrength. We implemented programs to bring prior-service members A (l... 
back to active .duty to fill ~nown critical skill shortages (e.g. pilots).. 1 ~i~~. 
Although relatively small in number (-500), ARC volunteers on active duty CuA'°".41) 
beyond 179 days in lieu of mobilization also swelled the force. Perhaps 
most significant is our retention. For instance, our goal for first term 
enlisted is 55%. Our first term retention at the end of FY03 was 61 %. 
Across the board our retention is up, and for good reason! The tax and 
pay incentives, some implementedfor GWOT, really work. Imminent 
Danger Pay, Hardship Duty Pay, Combat Zone Tax Exclusion, Family 
Separation Allowance and a host of others, plus bonuses we pay to ensure 
we can retain critical skills, all add up to a very attractive compensation 
package that turns the tide toward staying in uniform, especially when 
faced with a still-uncertain economy. Now .... returning to the larger issue, 
we are meeting our programmed recruiting goal of 37K for FY04. 
Typically, we would expect to have about the same number of people exit 
every year. But because of all the above, and perhaps other factors, they 
are staying with us. 

That's how we got here ..... now what's the way ahead? We have the 
challenge of getting down to strength, while simultaneously correcting 
some skills imbalances that persist from the late 90's, and accounting for a 
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whole new mission--NOBLE EAGLE. Starting with recruiting ... we realized 
in an earlier programming exercise that we could begin to ratchet down 
somewhat and still retain the skills mix we need. We will reduce from 37K 
in FY04 to 35.6K in FY05 and 34.6K in FY04. And .... we're looking at the 
possibility of reducing the 37K in FY04. We have several other policy 
levers available to reduce endstrength and to get the right skills in the right 
places. These include restricting reenlistment in overage career fields, 
transferring (voluntarily) active duty members to the ARC, shortening 
service commitments, limiting officer continuation for those deferred for 
promotion, commissioning ROTC cadets direct to the ARC, limiting 
reclassification of technical school eliminees, rolling back separation dates, 
officer/enlisted retraining, etc. 

We believe living within our 359K authorized strength is the right 
thing to do, and we believe this a prudent approach to get there. What we 
would like to avoid is taking extreme measures(e.g., selective early 
retirement boards, reductions in force, excessive reductions in accessions, 
etc) that wreak havoc with morale, break faith, and can leave us with 
"bathtub" year groups from which recovery is long and painful. It is our 
goal to reduce to authorized by FY05 1 but depending on external variables 
(e.g, the economy), we may need relief until the end of FY06 to accomplish 
a measured drawdown, realign our forces to support stressed skills and 
avoid the aforementioned extremes. We'll know a lot more at the end d 
FY04. 
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TO: 

~tf;} CC: 
, .~Y,"' 
~ '\,\\'\ FROM: 

.Q@R. Dick M)1ers 'Powe...\ Mccte 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Reserve Aircraft 

~ 
January z.:r; 2004 

Another Reserve aircraft diverted and went to Libya with a Congressional 

delegation. I want to find out how we stop Reserve aircraft from doing those 

things if thev have not been authorizea bv me White House or by the DoD, 
" 

___________________________ ....., 
Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012104-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by --'-+-/ -"(p.....,,,._,/ o"'-+q ___ _ 

OSD 0912 6-04 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore. Assi.~~=-u. 
for Legislative A'rfairs, (b)(6) 

February 5,2004 10:00 AM 

SUBJECT: Response to SEC DEF Snowflake ,# Ol 2704-3regarding Reserve Aircraft 

• CODEL Weldon traveled to Libya on 25-26 Jan aboard a Navy C-40 (Fl Worth 
Reserve unit). CODEL itinerary also included stops in Tunisia, Kuwait, Iraq, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, U1.bekista11 and Germany. 

• OSD Legislative Affairs arrangedDoD suppol'L for the CODEL, but declined 
Weldon's request to support a stop in Libya. 

• We reversed this position after we were aclvisecl by NSC Legislative Affairs that 
Congressman Weldo11 had intervened with Andrew Card and Steve Hadley and 
obtained their approval. 

• FYI: CODEL Boehlert has re<1uested lloU support to visit Libya, Kuwait 
and lra~1 l2-18 Feb. At the suggestion of State nnd NSC, CODEL Stevens 
has requested DoD support to ,·isit Iran, Kuwait and lrat1 13-21 Mar. 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake 
CODEL Weldon Manifest 
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CODEL Weldon Manifest 

Rep Curt Weldon 

Rep Solomon Ortiz 

Rep Steve Israel 

Rep Candace Miller 

Rep Rodney Alexander 

Rep Elton Gallegly (Libya only) 

Rep Mark Souder 

Rep Daffell lssa (Libya only) 

Mr. Doug Roach 

Mr. J.J. Gertler 

Mr. Harald Stavenas 

Mr. Marc Wheat 

Mr. Richard Mereu (Libya only) 

L TC Craig Collier 

L TC Gregg Blanchard 

Sgt Thai Kov 

Sgt Hugh Griffin 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~· 

SUBJECT: DoD Historical Advisory Committee 

January 27 ,2004 

Please move forward smartly on the proposals to revamp the DoD Historical 

Advisory Committee. I like the idea. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l/24/04 DcpSccDef memo to Sec Def 

DHR:dh 
012704-8 

~l:~s·e· ;;;;~~~ ~~· .... ;r~·i i~ t ..................................... .. 

OSD 09127-01' 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
November 29,2003 

SUBJECT: DoD Historical Advisory Cmte 

What do you think about having u single DoD Historical Advisory Committee 

rather than several. 

We could combine all the existing ones and then tone it down over time and sec 

that the services get to recommend people. 

Thanks. 

DHR/!!Zn 
113003.03'1 

( 
t . I whi r,J fir~ : 
Lp, fit h,n vJ,6 

Attaclt: Info Memo to SD from DuBoi.t 11/19103 DoD Historical AC 
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~1EMO TO: Secretafy Rumsf'eld DATE: January 24,2004 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: DOD Historical Advisory Committee 

Don, 

In order to respond to your snowflake on this subject, I askrd..,l(b_)_(
6
_) __ _. 

to give me his private views. The attached paper comes from him although we 
should not circulate it with his name on it without b.is permission. 

1 think (b)(5) rccommcnuation makes a Jot of sense. If you agree. us a next 
step I would ask and two or three distinguished historians to undertake a 
review of how we organize our historical advisory com~s, to l:ome Lip with 
more detailed recommendations along the lines of wha~has here. 

I believe this could be done relatively quickly~ and it would give us a good 
basis for moving forward. 
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SUBJECT: DOD Historical Advisory Committee 

1. Our current system has the folJowing disadvantages: 

a. It is service-based, where the reality of warfare is joint and 
combined operations; 

b. Nominally, we ask the advisory committees to cover a great deal 
of ground, from advising on declassification, to commenting on 
commemoration and museum design, to quality control of long term 
studies. In actual fact, they accomplish little. In particular, I suspect they 
do us very little good in the area DOD can use history most - timely 
operational history and analysis in support of professional military 
education and decision-making; 

c. Like most advisory committees, they spend too much time in 
plenary session, not enough in well-defined projects; 

d. The personnel currently assigned to various committees is, to put 
it mildly, uneven. With some notablc exceptions, they arc heavily weighted 
to insiders, friends of the services, and undistinguished academics. 

2. Military history is the foundation of military education, and has been 
recognized as such for centuries; no profession rests so heavily on history as docs 
that of warfare. The health of our official military history programs is not, 
therefore, a matter merely of fulfilling a bureaucratic requirement, but rather of 
insuring the intellectual health of our armed forces. 

3. The gulden age of American military history was in the 1950's and early 
1960's when some of the country's leading historians - Kent Roberts Greenfield, 
R.R. Palmer, Samuel Eliot Morison, Frank Craven, and many others -
participated in the preparation of the official histories of World War 11. These 
superb works, which have stood the test of time, were produced swiftly, and in 
time to contribute to professional military education and policy-making. 
Particularly in the Army's case, this was possible because of support at the very 
highest level, from Generals George C. Marshall and Dwight D, Eisenhower. We 
cannot imitate that experience exactly, but the lessons are that quality and high 
level attention matter. 
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4. DOD should, therefore, create a high profile and energetic DOD 
Historical Advisory Committee. Its key features should be: 

' 
a. A very strong, compact executive committee of half a dozen, and 

a much larger pool of members (say, forty or more) who would participate 
in ad hoc task forces and subcommittee. 

b. The executive committee, to include a chairman and vice 
chairman, should have some staff support, to include travel funds, and 
should develop an annual statement of work, to be approved by the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense; 

c. Examples of some of the projects that might be undertaken 
immediately would include assessments of: 

i. current operational history efforts; 

ii. the way in which DOD writesjoint and combined history; 

iii. the uses ofrecent military history in professional military 
education 

iv. the desirable mix of in-house and contract history writing. 

d. Those recruited for the advisory committee should be some of the 
best military historians in the United States. More than half of the 
committee's membership (and certainly more than half of the members of 
the executive committee) should come from outside DOD institutions. 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE., .... 1. ,.... :.'.l. 3: !1_ 5 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON .• ' ,. J -

, 0MO'tr$TA,ill;T!CN ANO 

MANA.()EMENT 

WASlllNGTO.'.'l, DC 20301-1950 

INFO MEMO 

November 19,2003 

...._,,,'/.J OR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
~ ... 111 

~\· .r;V ( FROM: Raymond F. ~Q_rr~,tor of--Atninistration and Management 
\ 1 I< crLJL,,<.A O"'"·----. 

/

, SUBJECT: DoD Historical Advisory Commlltcc 

• This responds to your question regarding the DoD Histo.rica.l Advisory 
Committee, which was established in 1993. 

• The purpose of the Committee is to provide advice to the Secretary of Defense 
and the secretaries of military departments regarding the professional standards, 
historical methodology, program priorities. liaison wilh profei.siona] :gmnps and 
institutions, and adequacy of resources connected with rht~ varfotrn historical 
programs and associated activities of the Department or Defense. These ·include: 
historical , archival, commemorative, museum, library, art, curato1fa], and related 
programs. 

• The committee consists of three subcommittees: the Department of the Army 
Historical Advisory Committee; the Department or the Navy Htstorica] Advisory 
Committee; and the DoD Historical Records Dcclassificutiori Panel (HRDAP). 
The first two subcommittees report tu theiT Service Secretaries and the third 
formally reports to you. 

• A listing of subcommittee members is attached. 

• Administrative oversight of the subcommittees is the respons1biii1y of the OSD 
Historian, who is also the chairman of the HRDAP. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: As statc.d 

~ 
Prepared By: Jennifer Spaeth,L___J 
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Secretary of the Navy's 
Advisory Subcommittee on Naval History 

October 2003 

Rear Adm.iral Thonms A. Brooks, USN (Rct.) -Joint Military Intelligence College 

Vice Admiral George W. Emery, USN (Rct.) -Naval Historical Foundation 

Dr.John B. Hattcndorf- North American Society for Oceanic History 

Rear Admiral John T. Kavanaugh, SC, USN (Ret.) - USS Wisconsin Foundation 

Rear Admiral John M. Kersh, USN (Rct.) - American Operations Corporation 

Lox (Burt) Logan· USS Constitution Museum 

Dr. James R. Reckner -Texas Ttdl 

Virginia S. Wood - Boston University 
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, . ' 
Members of Department of the Army 

Hist01ical Advisory Committee 
October 2003 

Dr. Eric Ber gcrud - Depmtment of General Education Lincoln University 

Mr. Mark Bowden - Lincoln University 

BG James T. Hirai - U.S. Army Command and General staff College 

Dr. James T. Stcnsvaag • Chief Historian, Amy 

COL Robert A. Doughty- U.S. Military Academy 

Ms. Sandra Stroud - Depmtrncnt of the Army 

Professor Adrian R. Lewis· University of North Texas 

Professor Brian M. Linn -Texa5 A&M University 

Mr. Howard Lowell· National Archives 

COL Craig Madden• U.S. Am,y War College 

Dr. John H. J'vlorrow, Jr.· LeConte Halj The University of Georgia/ 

Professor Reina Pennington· Norwich University 

Professor Ronald H. Spector - George Washington University 

----p- Dr. Jon T. Sumida- University of Maryland (Chaim1an) 

Professor Russell F. Weigley • Temple University 
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,II( . .. .. 

Members ofDoD Historical Records 
Declassification Advis01y Panel 

October 2003 

Dr. John W. Chambers- Rutgers University 

Dr. Ronald Hoffman - William and l'vlary 

Dr. Irving B. Holley, Jr. - Duke University 

Dr. Louaine M. Lees - Old Dominion University 

Dr. Brian Vandemark- U.S. Na\'al Academy 

Dr. James Hershberg- George Washington University 

Dr. Alfred Goldberg - OSD Historian (Chairman) 

Dr. David Annstrong - Chief, Joint History Office 

Dr. Jeffrey Clarke- Chief Historian, A1111y 

Dr. William Dudley - Chief Historian, Navy 

Dr. William Heimdahl - Deputy Chief Historian, Air Force 

Mr. Fed Graboske - Archivist, US. Marine Corps Hist01ical Center 
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. reply refer to EFw8279 and I# 04/001118-ES 

CC: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT; Iraqi Ministry of Defense 

. ) ,.;:.• 
~ 

January 27, 2004 

What is the scatus on the Iraqi Ministry of Defense'? Are dtey going to be ready to 

take over responsibility for security at some point? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012704-lD 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

(b )(6) 

0 SD O 91 2 9 • 0.fl 
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MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Luti UitJ. J.)rtjo'/ 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Ministry of Defense 

• You asked for a status report on the new Iraqi Ministry of Defense, and if they 
will be able to take responsibility of security at some point. 

CPA Milestones for Transition (see attachment) 

• New Minister of Defense slated to be in office by 1 April. 

• CPA order establishing the MoD to be signed approximately I March. 

- Order will probably place Iraq Civil Defense Corps under MOD. 

• CPA Senior Advisor for Security Affairs, David Gompert, is taking the 
following steps: 

- Locating, vetting and training approximately 50 Iraqi civilians to form the 
core of a civil service cadre for the new MoD. 

- Sending Iraqis to the regional training program at NDU ( 4 in class now, 
approximately 30 more to arrive at NDU on 23 Feb). 

- Conducting twice-weekly consultations with the GC's Security Committee, 
chaired by Iyad Alawi. 

- Incorporating key principles (i.e., civilian control of the military, ban on 
private militias, etc.) into the Transitional Administrative Law. 

- Working with British counterparts to place approximately six Coalition 
advisors alongside critical lraqi decision-makers within the new MoD. 

Remaining Issues 

• Loyalty, commitment and retention of Iraqi security personne1. 

• Iraqi Armed Forces require unit training and must be further integrated into the 
internal security structures to help combat the current insurgency. 

• Current Iraqi Armed Forces trruning program may not be optimum use of 
training resources; need to ramp up Iraq Civil Defense Corps and Police. 

Bottom Line: CPA believes that the Iraqi MoD will be able to take responsibility 
for key aspects of the security situation in Iraq by the transition date. That said, 
Coalition forces will be required to conduct major operations (counter-terrorist, 
counter-WMD, border integrity, etc.) for some period after the transition date. 
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CPA (W) Paper 
29 Jan 04 
1:38 PM 

Update on Nev,· Ministry of Defense 

• First Bires. The first 21 defense advisors were hired and signed contracts on 28 
January. They were selected from a pool of about 100 applicants. They will begin 
a period of training and orientation on 31 January 04 including attending a 
specially developed 3-week program organized by NDU. 

• Minister of Defense. Selecting a Minister will be a particularly tricky task and 
will require political finesse. 

o Senior Advisor Gompert broached the subject infonnally with Allawi and 
they've agreed to work collaboratively on finding the right candidate. 
Gompert will ask members of the Security Committee to provide 
suggestions to CPA. 

o After interviewing candidates. CPA would reduce the list to one person 
and then get Security Comn1ittee support for that person. CPA will also 
seek recommendations fron1 other sources in addition lo the Security 
Committee. 

o CPA's target is to have a Minister named by April I. 

• CPA Order. A draft CPA Order establishing an MoD is being circulated around 
CPA Baghdad for comments. It will soon be senl lo Washington for coordination 
with a goal of having Amb. Bremer sign it around March I . 

• Training. Three future Iraqi MOD employees are in Washington to participate in 
training at NDU. ln mid-February. approximately 30 people (ZO ciYilians and 10 
military) will arrive in Washington for a three-week course and orientation tour 
(Allawi and Gompert may be in Washington at that time). There will be two 
more of these three-week courses in the spring for people we hire subsequently. 

o Administrative requirements for visas, etc. and logistics to send these 
groups to the States are extremely cumbersome. 

o UK is designing a mentoring program and is actively recruiting personnel 
in London for it. We are also looking for American mentors, as well as 
one or two from other countries such as Poland and Australia. 

• New MoD Headquarters. Renovations are underway on a fonner elementary 
school that will be temporary quarters for the MoD staff. It will be ready for 
occupancy on March l 5'h when the staff returns from the Washington training. 
Contracts for work on the main building (the former Vice Presidential Palace) are 
being bid; that building will be ready in mid-May. 

• Public Affairs. Seeking to have uaqis as spokesmen on the Iraqi Anned Forces 
and new ministry. Allawi fully agrees. CPA is in further discussions with the 
Security Committee. A CPA working group is putting together a public affairs 
plan for the next several months and beyond. 
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Key Dates: 

January-February: 

February 23-March 12: 

March 1: 

March-April: 

April 1: 

April-December: 

Mid-May: 

July 1: 

Recruit and hire critical mass of people 

CPA (W) Paper 
29 Jan04 
1:38 PM 

Training in Washington D.C. (additional training in March 
and June) 

Establish new Ministry of Defense (promulgate CPA order) 

Select senior civil servants and military officers 

Appoint new Minister of Defense 

Training continues 

Open MOD Building 

Transition to sovereign Iraq 
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MoD Organisation Chart 

Prepared by: 

MINISlER 

Ol!MY IICMJAAV 
to•UNICATIOHS>& · 

1"'9.ilOINC:l 

Peter Velz/Security Affairs/CPA Washington 
D riv from various CPA Baghdad memostbriefings 
(b )(6) 

29 January -004 

CCIIIIWIDIIIG GENERAL 

IRAIQl-l'OIICH' 
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.. 

'ro: Doug Feith 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Intel Speech 

EF-BZBa 
(}f I ()()I J ZO-(S 

January 28,2004 

Please get to wotk on that intel speech. I think it is important for me to have some 

material before I go to the Hill next week, and I would like to read it by this 

Friday. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012804-ll 

;;:;: ~:;,;,:;;;;· ... ·; i. ~·1 ~ i .................... ·ri~· 
Policy ExecSes;'s Note 

January 30,2004 

mRNoscnzo, 

The attached was handed to L TG Craddock this moming. 

{!_, e__[)·~ 
ColonelC. L. O'Connor, USMC 

Director, Policy Executive Secretaiiat 

7 

OSD 09131-011 
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Iraq and WMD: The Intelligence Challenge 
SecDef Talking Points 

(NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION) 

OSDPolicy 
V30/04 

• Stopping WMD proliferation is one of our central strategic necessities in this 
period, given the possible link with terrorists and state sponsors of terrorism. 

• Getting good intelligence on WMD is therefore a priority challenge of our era. 
This is about more than just Iraq. 

The Intelligence Challenge 

• Intelligence is an art, not a science. It does not always produce "proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt" that would convict in a court oflaw. 

- Even good information may be uneven in quality, or sketchy. 

- Many things will be unknowable: e.g., a leader's intentions. 

- In closed societies, regimes set up elaborate systems to conceal, deceive, 
and frustrate outside observers (whether intel or inspectors). 

• Sometimes our intelligence has underestimated the danger. E.g., 

- After the Gulf War, we discovered Saddam's nuclear and other WMD 
programs were further advanced than we had thought. Also: 

- Iran's nuclear program; 

1998 Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests. 

• Roberta Wohlstetter's insight: Clues that make perfect sense after the fact are 
usually overwhelmed·· at the time •• by the cloud of irrelevant or misleading 
"chaff' that surrounds them. 

-- This is compounded by an opponent's systematic denial and deception. 

• The statesman's dilemma (per Henry Kissinger): 
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When the opp011unity for a leader to act is at hand, he inevitably has only 
incomplete information. When all the information is available, the moment 
to shape events wi II have passed. 

• There \Vi II often be majority and minority assessments of intelligence information. 
But a President must make decisions. 

• In an age of catastrophic terrorism, inaction can be the most dangerous course. 
After 9/11, are we to sit back? 

Lessons of Iraq 

• A glaring feature of the present debate is that we are accused simultaneously of 
two contradictory sins: 

In the 9/11 investigation, we are criticized for not "connecting the dots''. 
Bits of information here or there, which now stand out as forewarnings, ..... 

were obscure or ambiguous at the time (Wohlstetter's point). 

- In Iraq, the President is criticized precisely for acting on the basis of a large 
number of dots that formed a distinct pattern: Saddam's 12 years of 
deception and frustration of UN inspectors; his defiance of 17 UNSCRs; his 
use of chemical weapons; the large quantities of CW and BW that UN 
inspectors said were unaccounted for; the long record of Iraqi links with 
terrorism; the multitude of intel reports from multiple sources ( disclosed by 
SecState to UNSC on 2/5/03) -- all pointing to Iraqi possession and/or 
active pursuit of WMD and to the danger of allowing him to continue. 

- The burden of proof, under post-Gulf War UNSCRs, was on Saddam to 
prove he was disarming. 

- The world community shared this assessment, as demonstrated by UNSCR 
1441 (Nov. 2002). 

• It should be clear by now that regime change in Iraq was a precondition for 
finding out the truth. And regime change was a prerequisite for stopping whatever 
Saddam was doing: 

- Recall his elaborate organization dedicated to denial and deception. 

Some Iraqi scientists still gloat about concealing nuclear activities from 
UNMOVIC (Barton Gellman, Wash. Post, 1/7/04). 
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Another year or two of UN inspections would have done little to restrain 
Saddam's activities and yet might have led to the erosion of sanctions -
which would !have brought us closer to a point of imminent danger. 

• President Bush never said the danger of Saddam's WMD was imminent in March 
2003. The issue was whether the world community could safely wait, doing 
nothing decisive to prevent that kind of imminent danger from arising. 

• "Imminence'' is not a workable standard. If something is about to happen, it may 
be too late to stop it. 

• By ridding Iraq of Saddam's tyranny, the President and his Coalition partners 
eliminated the danger that Saddam posed. The world is now a safer place. 

Conclusion 

• The USG should certainly review how to improve our intelligence on dangerous 
WMD programs -- examining where we have underestiniated the problem as well 
as where we may have overestimated it. 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: ASD/ISA Peter W. Rodman .... ___ _. 
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Intelligence and Iraq: 

Critics's argument: 

OSDPolicy 
January 30,2004 

o You went to war for WMD and found none. The war was unjustified. 
You skewed the evidence and misled the public. 

Reality: 

• We knew, everyone knew, SaddamHussein had lots ofWMD for a long 
stretch of time. 

• He used WMD. 

• The UN inspectors in the 1990s found he had loads of WMD. 

• He forced the UN inspectors out in 1998. 

• He refused to show what had happened to his WMD and programs. 

• The UN Security Council and the US gave him repeated oppmtunities 
to come clean and get UN sanctions lifted. 

• He played games with Blix's UNMOVIC; his deceptions continued. 

o He couldn'tjust assert he had no wmd or programs; 
he had to prove it. 

o That's what the Security Council resolutions required. 

• When we face a wrongdoer behaving this way, taking action against him is 
the prudent thing to do. 

o After 9/11, you don't take chances. 
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On Not Finding WMD Stockpiles: 

• True. we did not. 

• The possibilities are that Saddam may haiv1>• 

o Destroyed them. 

o Transferred them. 

o Been deceived by his people. 

o Deceived his people. 

• We do not know the answers yet. 

OSD Policy 
January 30,2004 

• But when we face a wrongdoer refusing to do the simple thing and meet the 
clear requirements of Security Resolutions, it is prudent to act. 

Saddam bore the burden to show what happened to his proven "'MD, not us: 

• He was obligated under a decade of Security Council resolutions to prove 
their destruction unambiguously. 

• He refused to do so. 

• Only he could do what was necessary, not us. 
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January 28,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Quotes on WMD 

1 want to get some of the quotes about WMD made by Bill Cohen, Madeleine 

Let's gather all that 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
01'6')4-2D 

OSD 09132-0lt 
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January 28,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Quotes on WMD 

I want to get some of the quotes about WMD made by Bill Cohen, Madeleine 

Albright, Sandy Berger, Bill Clinton and Al Gore. I also want to get some of the 

statements on WMD by Carl Levin and other prominent people. 

Let's gather all that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0128()4...20 

OSD 09132•04 
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Recent Quotes by Former National Security Officials about WMD 

Madeline Albright 

Excerpt from (AP) "Interview-Albright concerned about anti-Semitism in Europe, still 
backs U.S. invasion of Iraq" (1/29/04) 
On Iraq, Albright said the resignation of David Kay, who led the CI A's search for weapons 
of mass destruction, had not changed her views on the U.S.-led action to oust Saddam 
Hussein. She said she maintained her earlier position that she agreed that the step was 
necessary, but had doubts about its timing. 

u I did believe that there were weapons of mass destruction by deduction, because in 1998 
when the inspectors left there were still weapons unaccounted for," Albright said, adding 
that she did not belieYe these weapons had posed an immediate threat to either the region 
or the United States. "In many ways I find it a mystery as to where these weapons are." 

Sandy Berger 

Excerpt from a HASC Hearing Transcript (11 /19/03) 
Today, the failure to locate weapons of mass destruction in Iraq points out how elusive 
indisputable intelligence can be. It brings to mind Will Rogers remark that it's not what we 
don't know that hurts, it's what we know that ain't so. America cannot afford to be 
perceived as pursuing a policy of shoot now, ask questions later. Our credibility and 
authority will be completely destroyed. 

I do believe Saddam Hussein represented a threat to the region, based upon his history and 
the capabilities we believe that he had and his intentions, which I think were to dominate 
the region. So I have supported regime change as an appropriate objective of American 
policy, really since the inspectors were thrown out in '98. 

And I supported the president in the buildup to the invasion. And although I'm not 
running for president, I would have voted yes on the resolution, even though I don't have a 
vote. Having said all that, I think that this was not such an imminent threat, of the kind 
that the chairman is talking about, that we could not have taken the time to do this right. 

And I don't think we did. I don't think we took !he time 10 build a coalition, the !rue 
coalition. We had four countries on the ground. We had countries many of whom gave us 
air space and didn't shoot our planes down when we went over their air space. But the lack 
of that coalition was not terribly important in the war because we own the game when it's 
military. We don't own the game now that it's trying to make a peace. And I think it's 
unforgivable that we didn't have a plan for the day after. Unforgivable, in my judgment. 
So I was for Iraq, but I was for doing it right. I don't think we've done it right. 
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Excerpt from (AP)· "Albright, Cohen Seek Support in Ohio (2/.18/98) 
"The lesson of the 20th century is, and we' vc learned through harsh experience, the only 
answer to aggression and outlaw behavior is firmness," Berger said. "He will use those 
weapons of mass destruction again, as he has IO times since 1983," Berger said. 

Bill Clinton 

Excerpt from M2 Presswire "Remarks by the President on Iraq to Pentagon personnel" 
(2/19/98) 
If Saddam rejects peace and we have to use force, our purpose is clear: We want to 
seriously diminish the threat posed by Iraq's weapons of mass destruction program. We 
want to seriously reduce his capacity to threaten his neighbors. T am quite confident from 
the briefing I have just received from our military leaders that we can achieve the 
objectives and secure our vital strategic i ntcrcsts. 

Let me be clear: A military operation cannot destroy all the weapons of mass destruction 
capacity. But it can, and will, leave him significantly worse off than he is now in terms of 
the ability to threaten the ,.vorld with these weapons, or to attack his neighbors. And he will 
know that the international community continues to have the will to act if and when he 
threatens again. 

Following any strike, we will carefully monitor Iraq's activities with all the means at our 
disposal. If he seeks to rebuild his weapons of mass destruction we will be prepared to 
strike him again. The economic sanctions will remain in place until Saddam complies fully 
with all U.N. resolutions. 

William Cohen 

Excerpt from CNN's "Daybreak" (l/30/04) 
O'BRIEN: In his testimony, David Kay said that intelligence failures date as far back as 
the Clinton administration. When we were talking to Congressman Porter Goss yesterday, 
he said that insufficiencies in the intelligence community go back to the early 1990s. You 
were the defense secretary at this time. Do you think it's the intelligence that's to blame or 
the administration's use of that intelligence that's to blame? 

COHEN: Well, I think we can go back and look at the fact that we had insufficient 
information from human intelligence. We have great technical capability to sec and hear 
things, but we don't have very many agents on the ground or spies on the ground so to 
speak. And so, there has always been a deficiency that we have recognized. But if we go 
back and look at this, we based the assumption that Saddam had weapons of mass 
destruction, No. 1, because he did. He used them against the Kurds and the Iranians in the 
past. 

Also, we found after Desert Storm that he had -- was well on his way to developing a 
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nuclear capability. And then, by his own declaration, he submitted documentation to the 
United Nations and the Security Council indicating he had vast amounts of VX, anthrax, 
mustard gas, missiles to deliver them. And so, by his own declaration, he indicated that he 
had these. 

So, this assumption was -- and this is, again, an assumption -- that by throwing the 
inspectors out and refusing to allow them to come back in that he still had them, was 
continuing his program. 

So, go back and look at what was the process and what was the substance of our 
intelligence analysis, and come to a conclusion then. 

Al Gore 

Excerpt from .Federal News Service Transcript of "Remarks By .Former Vice President Al 
Gore At The Commonwealth Club, San Francisco"(9/23/02) 
Moreover, if we quickly succeed in a war against the weakened and depleted fourth rate 
military of Iraq and then quickly abandon that nation as President Bush has abandoned 
Afghanistan after quickly defeating a fifth rate military there, the resulting chaos could 
easily pose a far greater danger to the United States than we presently face from Saddam. 
We know that he has stored secret supplies of biological and chemical weapons throughout 
his country. 

Car/Levin 

Excerpt from a Senate Armed Services Committee Heming: Transcript (9/19/02) 
We begin with the common belief that Saddam Hussein is a tyrant and a threat to the peace 
and stability of the region. He has ignored the mandates of the United Nations, is building 
weapons of mass destruction and the means of delivering them. Last week, in his speech to 
the United Nations, President Bush rightfully declared that the Iraqi threat is, quote, 
"exactly the kind of aggressive threat that the United Nations was born to confront." The 
president reminded the world that Iraqi aggression was stopped after the invasion of 
Kuwait -- in his words, "by the might of the coalition force and the will of the United 
Nations." And the president called upon the United Nations to act again, stating, "My 
nation will work with the U.N. Security Council to meet our common challenge. If Iraq 
defies us again, the world must move deliberately, decisively to hold Iraq to account. We 
will work with the U.N. Security Council for the necessary resolutions." 

We in Congress applauded the president's efforts to galvanize the world community 
through the United Nations to deal with the threat posed by Saddam Hussein, and our 
actions now in Congress should be devoted to presenting a broad, bipartisan consensus in 
that critical effort. This docs not mean giving .a veto to the U.N. over U.S. foreign policy. No 
one is going to do that. It is an acknowledgment that Saddam is a world problem and 
should be addressed in the world arena, and that we arc in a stronger position to disarm 
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Iraq, and even possibly avoid war, if Saddam secs the world at the other end of the barrel, 
notjust the United States. 

Nanci' Pelosi 

Excerpt from a Press Stakeout Transcript by Federal News Service (10/3/03) 
This morning, I had the opportunity to get a briefing from Dr. Kay on the interim report of 
his inspection team. I want to commend Dr. Kay and the inspection team for their hard 
work, for their diligence, for their service to our country. From the unclassified report that 
you have and the interim report -- which is an interim report -- it is clear to me that there 
was no imminence of a threat of weapons -- from weapons of mass destruction by Iraq. 
Because of the lack of imminence of a threat, it is clear that there was time for more 
diplomatic efforts to be made before we went to war. I want to make one distinction, and 
that is the distinction between having a weapon and having a weapons program. I mean, 
weapon program is an aspiration to want to get a weapon. It's a big difference between that 
and actually achieving one. And I think what we're seeing in Iraq -- there's a big difference 
between the aspirations and the capability to achieve that. In any event, it all comes down 
to in this interim report, the lack of imminence of a threat. I said at the time of the vote 
last fall that the -- as the ranking Democrat on the Intelligence Committee, that the 
intelligence did not support the threat that was being described. This interim report 
confirms that observation for me. 

Text of a Press Release from Representative Pelosi (12/16/98) 
Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi Statement on U.S. Led Military Strike Against Iraq As a 
member of the House Intelligence Committee. I am keenly aware that the proliferation of 
chemical and biological weapons is an issue of grave importance to all nations. Saddam 
Hussein has been engaged in the development of weapons of mass destruction technology 
which is a threat to countries in the region and he has made a mockery of the weapons 
inspection process. The responsibility of the United States in this conflict is to eliminate 
weapons of mass destruction, to minimize the danger to our troops and to diminish the 
suffering of the Iraqi people. The citizens of Iraq have suffered the most for Saddam 
Hussein's activities; sadly, those same citizens now stand to suffer more. I have supported 
efforts to ease the humanitarian situation in Iraq and my thoughts and prayers are with the 
innocent Iraqi civilians, as well as with the families of U.S. troops participating in the 
current action. I believe in negotiated solutions to international conflict This is. 
unfortunately, not going to be the case in this situation where Saddam Hussein has been a 
repeat offender, ignoring the international community's requirement that he come clean 
with his weapons program. While I support the President, I hope and pray that this conflict 
can be resolved quickly and that the international community can find a lasting solution 
through diplomatic means. 
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.January 29 ,2004 

TO: L TG John CraddoL"k. 

FROM: Dunal<l Rumsfcld 

SUBJECT: SLRG Meetings 

The seating for the expanded SLRG \Vas not good. All the military were together 

and all the civilians were at the head of the table, separate from them. We ought 

to intersperse people. Further, there were too many people in the room. We ought 

to tighten it up next time. 

I ,vant to personally have control over SLRGs and expanded SLRGs. It is an 

important insritucil)n. I can nor turn it over to people who don't understand that. T 

\Vill di:i ir myself, all aspects-the time, the agenda, the seating, who is invited, and 

who is going to present. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Sealing chart 

DHR:dh 
012904-7 
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Please respond by----------

%. 
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Adm fo.rgo Lt Gen Sharp V ADM Szemborski Gen Hi11 

Gen Handy LtGen Caiiwright V ADM Keating Adm Ellis 

Gen Jones VADM Cebrowski Mr. DuBois Gen Eberhmt 

Gen Hagee. Mr. Geren Mr. Di Rita Gen Schoomakc 

Adm Clark Mr. Moore Mr. Stcnbit Gen Jumper 

Dr. Ca1nbone Mr. Henry Mr. Haynes Gen Pace 

Dr. Zakhcim Dr. Chu 

Mr. Wynne Mr. Feith 

Dr.Roc~--_________ /G•nMyers 
Mr. Brownlee SccDef DcpSec Mr. England 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsteld ~ 
SUBJECT: Joint Military Intelligence College 

January 29,2004 

I had never heard of the Joint Militm-y Intelligence College. Please take a look at 

it, and tell me how you think it is doing and anything we ought to do to strengthen 

it 

Thanks. 

Attad1. 
l/2~/04USD(I) memo to SecDef re: JMIC Annual Rcpo11 rY03 

DHR:dh 
012904-11 
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Please respond by __ 2/IJ/_..,.._:iJ...,..(,{1-----
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11\°TELLIGENCE 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
5000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-5000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

From: Stephen A. Cambom .. ~ 

JAN 2 8 2004 

SUBJECT: Joint Military Intelligence Cu liege Annual Report - FY03 

The Executive Summary from the subject report is forwarded for your 
information. 

The directive (DoD Directive 3305.1) that requires this report to be sent to 
you is being amended to conform to the new organization. 

cc: Director, DIA 
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Executive Summary 

Academic Year 2003 was one of progress and promise for the Joint Military 
Intelligence College. The mission of the College is to educate military and civilian 
intelligence professionals who arr able to satisfy intelligence requirements as full 
partners in safeguarding and advancing: the na1io11' s interem and to conduct and 
disseminate relevant intelligencl' rl'search. [n both areas, education and research, the 
College experienced continued success thrnugh A Y 2003. The College is the center of 
excellence for the education ,Jf intelligence professionals. Opportunities provided by the 
College allow students to pursue education and research directly relevant to their careers, 
and personal and professional advancemenL 

The year began on October L 2002 with the opening of the Center for Strategic 
Intelligence Research. The success of the center, the fellows, and the research and 
writing they have cornpkted. cxceeded even the College's expectation.-, for its first year 
of operation. 

Colkgl' faculty and staff have worked hard to keep the curricula on the cutting 
edge ,Jf the inrelligence profession. Following 11 September 200 I, the need for 
education in rhe areas of cerrorism. infonnation operationf., denial and deception, and 
asymmetric wat'fare became critical. Changes in the curriculum have addref.sed all of 
these rcquirctnl'tlts. 

In August 2003, the College signed a Memorandum of Agreement with the 
NatiQnal Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) to establish a Graduate Crntrr at Nll\lA. 
At the same time, the federal law enforcement community increased the prio'rity they 
attach to educating their employees at the Joint Milltary Intelligence College. The 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Drug Enforrement Adminbtration enrolled 
students in the in-residence MSSI program, and discussions were begun to com;ider 
establishing a College graduate center for FBI and DEA at Quantico. Virginia. 
Additionally, the Drug Enforcement Administratic'l1 as!".igned an adjunct faculty member 
to the College to teach a course on counternarcotks. 

In 2003 the ftlm1ber of candidates for the Badwlor of SciL~nrr in lntrlligence 
(BSI) degree was 32 compared with 19 in the Class of 2002. undcrsroring the growing 
contribution of this program to the Services and the Community. 

At the August 2003 graduation exercise, 151 MSS1 degrees were awarded. 
Honorary doctorates were awarded to Deputy Director of Central Intelligence for 
Community Management, The HQnQrnble Joan A. Dcmp:-cy. and to Ms. AnnCaracristi, 
former Deputy Director ofNSA and Member of the Cl11lege's Board of Visitors. 

In the Sp1'ing of 2002, the Co lit gt w.x:epted tht' papers and memorabilia of the late 
Lieutenant General Vernon A. (Dick) Walter!';. USA. Hi1:- collection is now on display in 
the Vernon A. Walters Room of the College. 
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The International lntcl1igence Fellows Program completed its second iteration in 
March 2003 with military officers from the Asia-Pacific Region participating with 
American colleagues. 

The College's Annual Conkrence iu June 2003 drew over three hundred 
participants to consider the evolutionary role of rc-;crvc intelligence and its contribution 
to the defense and intelligence missions. 

In 2003, as the Colkgc moved forward to advance it-; education and research 
programs, the Director DIA endorsed the College'!-. request for $3.5 million additional 
funds to enable it to continue to increase the scope of its educarion and research 
programs. This request has been submitted as part of the FY2005-2009 budget. 

11 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301•1600 

ACTION MEMO 
June 17 > 2004, 9:00 AM 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: William J. Haynes 11,General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Addressing Sergeant Provance's "Cover-Up" Complaint 

• The attached ABCNEWS article, "Definitely a Cover-up" reports that Sergeant 
Samuel Provance, a member of the 302nd Military Intelligence Battalion at Abu 
Ghraib in September 2003, asserts that Major General George R. Fay's ongoing 
investigation of Military Intelligence at Abu Ghraib is a "cover-up,'' in thal 
during MG Fay's interview of him, MG Fay: 

• Actually focused on Military Police officer actions, rather than the actions of 
Military Intelligence officers; 

• Seemed to discourage SGT Provance from testifying; 

• Threatened to take action against SGT Provance for failing to report sooner; 

• Made SGT Provance feel as if it is he who is being punished and that he will 
be ostracized for speaking out. 

• Additional media attention is anticipated. 

OPTIONS: 

I. Take no action pending review and assessment of MG Fay's soon-to-bc
completed investigation report. If necessary, direct that the investigation be re
opened. 

2. Direct that the investigation's appointing authority specifically evaluate SGT 
Provance' s complaints and further direct or request an investigation of the 
complaints, as appropriate. 

3. Refer SGT Provance's complaints to the Inspector General of the Department of 
Defense for appropriate action. 

RECOMMENDA TTON: Recommend that you select Option I and take no action 
until you have had the opportunity to review and assess MG Fay's completed report 
of investigation. 1 ~ ,,,o Jc.....lor 

t.Jr:rrf: - ' ~ ·11 

~~:lt~i~,~ ~tt--t;;J.•. COORDINATION: VDJS. VADM Church 

Attachment: 
As stated. 
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SECDEFDECJSION: ~l Q / 
Approved~:Q(\_ 1L.v } i~ ~ 

IN 18 ZXM 
Disapproved ____ _ 

Other 
--------

cc: V ADM Church 
MG Maples 

~ Prepared By: Robert E. Reed, ODGC (P&HP),L___j 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Pete Geren 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 1"-' 
SUBJECT: Complaint 

May 21,2004 

What do you propose ,ve do about this complaint by Sergeant Provance about 

General Fay? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
ABC News ,tory: "Dcf'inilcly a Cover-up," May 18, 2004. 

DHR:dh 
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'Definitely a Cover-Up' 
Former Abu Ghraiblntel Staffer Says Army Concealed Involvement in 
Abuse Scandal 

~~r}an Ross and Alexandra Salomon 
~EWS 

May 18, 2004 - Dozens of soldiers - other than the seven military police reservists who have 
been charged -were involved in the abuse at lraq'sAbu Ghraib prison, and there is an effort 
under way in the Army to hide it, a key witness in the investigation told ABCNEWS. 

"There's definitely a cover-up," the witness, Sgt. Samuel Provance, said. "People are either 
telling themselves or being told to be quiet." 

Provance, 30, was part of the 302nd Military Intelligence Battalion stationed at Abu Ghraib last 
September. He spoke to ABCNEWS despite orders from his commanders not to. 

"What I was surprised at was the silence," said Provance. "The collective silence by so many 
people that had to be involved, that had to have seen something or heard something." 

Provance, now stationed in Germany, ran the top secret computer network used by military 
intelligence at the prison. 

He said that while he did not see the actual abuse take place, the interrogators with whom he 
worked freely admitted they directed the MPs' rough treatment of prisoners. 

"Anything [the MPsJ were to do legally or otherwise, they were to take those commands from the 
interrogators," he said. 

Top military officials have claimed the abuse seen in the photos at Abu Ghraib was limited to a 
few MPs, but Provance says the sexual humiliation of prisoners began as a technique ordered 
by the interrogators from military intelligence. 

"One interrogator told me about how commonly the detainees were stripped naked, and in some 
occasions, wearing women's underwear," Provance said. "If it's your job to strip people naked, 
yell at them, scream at them, humiliate them, it's not going to be too hard to move from that to 
another level." 

According to Provance, some of the physical abuse that took place at Abu Ghraib included U.S. 
soldiers "striking [prisoners] on the neck area somewhere and the person being knocked out. 
Then [the soldier] would go to the next detainee, who would be very fearful and voicing their 
fear, and the MP would calm him down and say, 'We're not going to do that. It's OK. 
Everythi ng's fine,' and then do the exact same thing to him." 

Provance also described an incident when two drunken interrogators took a female Iraqi 
prisoner from her cell in the middle of the night and stripped her naked to the waist. The men 
were later restrained by another MP. 
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Pentagon Sanctions Investigation 

Maj. Gen. George Fay, the Army's deputy chief of staff for intelligence, was assigned by the 
Pentagon to investigate the role of military intelligence in the abuse at the Iraq prison. 

Fay started his probe on April 23, but Provance said when Fay interviewed him, the general 
seemed interested only in the military police, not the interrogators, and seemed to discourage 
him from testifying. 

Provance said Fay threatened to take action against him for failing to report what he saw 
sooner, and the sergeant fears he will be ostracized for speaking out. 

"I feel like I'm being punished for being honest," Provance told ABCNEWS. "You know, it was 
almost as if I actually felt if all my statements were shredded and I said, like most everybody 
else, 'I didn't hear anything, I didn't see anything. l don't know what you're talking about,' then 
my life would be just fine right now." 

In response, Army officials said it is "routine procedure to advise military personnel under 
investigative review" not to comment. 

The officials said, however, that Fay and the military were committed to an honest, in-depth 
investigation of what happened at the prison. 

But Provance believes many involved may not be as forthcoming with information. 

"I would say many people are probably hiding and wishing to God that this storm passes without 
them having to be investigated [or] personally looked at" 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFB'IIS~,c : i :: ,';: ,.,:·.: . 
1950DEFENSEPENTAGON L,;, --·· ·' ; , :' ... , 

wAsH1NGToN, oc 20301-19!50 SECR~P/ :': :,:· '.'~r: ::·:-:~'.;·. 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

INFO MEMO 
7~1 .lT: 18 P:l ~: ?1 

June 17, 2004 5:00 p.m. 

FROM• .. Raymond F~, D~~tration ~/~;j:;,menl 
SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial Pundraising Status 

• This responds to the attached snowflake which requests information on the status 
of fondraising for the Pentagon 9/11 Memorial. 

• The total construction requirement will be nearly $17 .5 million. 

• The tally of funds raised to date is $2.2 million. This includes $1. l million 
already collected by DoD/WHS and the Pentagon Memorial Fund, Inc. (PMF, 
Inc.) as well as$ I. I million pledged to the PMF. Inc., but not yet received. 

• While the early results were notable, the pace of fundraising is now slower than 
anticipated, and we will need lo put construction activilies on hold pending 
receipts. 

• The family group is still very cmrnnitted to taking the long view and doing this 
1ight. However, to build momentum, Lynda Webster has expressed a need for 
public endorsements and hands-on assistance from influential, high visibility 
individuals, such as former Secretaries of Defense, politicians, corporate leaders, 
and other notable figures. Jim Laychak, Chairman of' the PMF, Inc., has spoken 
with Secretary Laird, with whom he served on the design jury. Norm Augustine 
has told me that he will make some personal calls to potential donors. 

• Attached at Tab A is the current listing of the Executive Committee anJ Advisory 
Committee members for PMF, Inc. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachment: As stated 

l
(b )(6) 

Prepared by: Brett Eaton,...._ ______ __, 

l'f1t.. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT 

Larry Di Rita 

DonaldR~ 

JID1e 6,2004 

.,, .... ~q" 
~t:, ,~ 

How are we doing on the DoD Memorial Fund Raising? 

Thanks. 

DHR/uo 
060604.0818 

Please respond by: ______ ,_\_~_\ _______ _ 
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Pentagon Memorial Fund, Inc. 

Executive Committee (Confirmed Members as of June 3,2004) 

Norman R. Augustine 
Chairman, Executive Committee, Lockheed Martin Corporation 

Edward A. Brennan 
Executive Chairman, AMR and American Airlines 

Dr. Kurt Campbell 
Senior Vice President and Director of International Security, Center for Strategic and 
International Studies 

Lynda Carter 
Actress and Washington Community Leader 

Thomas E. Donilon 
Executive Vice President, Law and Policy and Secretary to the Board of Directors, 
Fannie Mae 

John W. Douglass 
President and CEO, Aerospace Industries Association; Former Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy 

John Fahey 
President and CEO, National Geographic 

Kenneth Fisher 
Partner, Fisher Brothers 

Joseph Kampf 
President and CEO, Anteon International Corporation 

General John Keane 
Former Vice Chief of Staff, United States Army 

John W. Madigan 
Retired Chairman and CEO, Tribune Company 
Chairman, McCormick Tribune Foundation 

Mrs. Donald Rumsfeld (Joyce) 
Founding Chair of Chicago Foundation for Education 
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Paul Stern 
Partner and Co-Founder, Arlington Capital Partners 
Partner and Co-Founder, Thayer Capital Partners 

Catherine Stevens 
Attorney, \\life of Senior Alaska Senator Ted Stevens 

Patrick T. Stokes 
President and CEO, Anheuser-Busch 

Advisory Committee 

Ms. Barbara Barrett 
President, Triple Creek Lodge 

The Honorable and l\.frs. "'illiam Brock 
Chairman, Intellectual Development Systems, Inc. 
Former Senator of Tennessee 
Community Leaders 

Sandy Brock 
President, SMD Design Consulting Firm 
Advisory Board Member, The National Air & Space Administration 
Advisory Board Member, Center for Strategic and International Studies 

Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr. 
Counselor for Center for Strategic and International Studies 
Former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Former Chairman of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
Former United States Ambassador to the United Kingdom 

The Honorable Henry A. Kissinger 
Fonner Secretary of State 
Fonner National Security Advisor 

Alma Powell 
Co-Chair, America's Promise 

General Brent Scowcroft 
President and Founder. Scowcroft Group 
President and Founder, The Forum for International Policy 
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Jack Valenti 
Chairman and CEO, Motion Picture Association of America 

The Honorable William H. Webster 
Senior Partner, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy 
Fonner Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Central Intelligence Agency 

The Honorable TogoD. West 
Former Secretary of Veterans Affairs 
Former Secretary of lhe Army 
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June 18,2004 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~-"'~----"' 

SUBJECT: Global War on Terror 

Attached is a paper J have written on the subject of the global war on terror, which 

raises some questions about what we call it. I do believe that how we characterize 

it, how we set it up, directly affect-; what we do about it and what our coalition 

does about it. 

After you have had a chance to read this, I would like to visit with you, possibly 

when we get together on Monday. I think it is an important issue. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
6/ I 8/04 SecDef paper: "What Are We Fighting? Is It a Global War on Terror'?' 

DHR:dh 
061804-8 
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June 18,2004 

SUBJECT: What Are We Fighting? Is It a Global War on Terror? 

Are we fighting a "Global War on Terror"? 

• Or are we witnessing a ''global civil war within the Muslim 
religion," where a relatively small minority of radicals and 
extremists are trying to hijack the religion from the large majority of 
moderates? 

• Or are we engaged in a "global insurgency·· against us by a minority 
of radical Muslims in the name of a fanatical ideology? 

• Or is it a combination of the two? 

How we describe and set up the problem determines how we will deal with 
it - what priorities we establish and. in short, what we and our allies do to deal 
with the problem. 

Since September I I ,2001, the US has moved from addressing terrorism as 
a "law enforcement,'' where we must find and arrest the terrorists, casting it as a 
"war" against terrorism, where we need to use our military might against the 
terrorist networks and their safe havens. That was an important and useful 
advance, freeing us and our coalition to use more vigorous responses. 

The question now, however, is should we refine the problem further? What 
we may be facing is not only simply a law enforcement problem, it is also not a 
global war against generic terrorists, but rather a war by a radical extremist strain 
of Islam, a minority of that religion, first against the moderates in that religion, but 
also against much of the rest of the civilized world. The extremists' grand 
objective seems to be to reshape the world - to cripple the US, to drive us out of 
the Middle East, to overthrow all moderate pro-Western governments in the Arab 
and Muslim worlds, and, in their dreams, to restore a "Caliphate" over large 
portions of the globe and reestablish an Islamic superpower. 

The important point is that what we face is an ideologically-based 
challenge. Radical Islamists may be centered in the Middle East, but their reach is 
worldwide and their goals are global. They are currently making inroads in 
different ways in Europe, Central and Southeast Asia, and Africa, a5 well as the 
Western Hemisphere, including the United States. 
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Europe, it seems, does not understand the problem. Some Europeans seem 
to think they can make a ''separate peace" (the "Spanish syndrome"). The UN 
Secretariat does not seem to get it either. For us to be successful - for the world to 
be successful - the US, the UN and the Europeans must have a reasonably 
common perception of what is happening - of what tbe threat is. The UN was the 
second target of the 1993 World Trade Center bombers. Yet the UN in Baghdad 
declared itself ··unprotected'' because they fancied themselves as "innocents." But 
they were again attacked by extremists, very likdy because the UN stands, in a 
general way. for the existing international system. To top it off, radical Islamists 
have recently put a price on Kofi Annan's head. The reward is in gold to show the 
extremists do not depend on nation states. 

It is likely that, over time, Europeans will be even more threatened than the 
US given their demographics. Israel, of course, represents the ulr,imare target i.n 
the Middle East - and is seen as an outpos1 of democracy, progress and Western 
values. It seems reasonable to conclude that the radicals' goal is an ideological 
goal, and that tem . .xism is simply their weapon of choice. 

We should test the proposition as to whether it might be accurate and useful 
to define our problem a new way - to declare it as "a civil war within Islam" 
and/or a "global ideological insurgency'· - and find ways to test what lh~ 
analytical results would be depending on how we set up the problem. 

A number of things follow from this analysis. 

If it is an ideological challenge, our task is nor simply to defend, but to 
preempt, to go on the offensive. and to keep the radicals off halance. We learned 
this lesson in the Soviet Union cold war case. 

For one thing, we will need to show the moderates in the religion that. they 
have support. We will need to find ways to help them. But tlhey must take up the 
battle and defend their religion against those who would hijack it. Only if 
moderate Muslims actively and effectively oppose the global insurgency will the 
extremists be defeated. 

Moderate Muslim leadership needs to create opportunities for their people. 
We can help. Their attitude with respect to women results in a population 
explosion and denies their nations one-half of the energy, brainpower and 
creativity that other nations benefit from. It is a formula for certain failure. 
Moreover, championing women's rights has a strategic importance: education of 
women in developing countries correlates closely with shrinking families, "middle 
class'' values, economic progress and likely erosion of the more extrerne forms of 
religious orthodoxy. 

2 
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We must encourage oil-producing Muslim states to diversity their 
economies and not use oil as a crutch. Oil equals wealth, but that they happen to 
be sitting on sand over oil detaches them from the reality that effort and 
investment lead to wealth for all of the rest of the world that does not happen to be 
sitting on sand over oil. Too often, oil-rich Muslims are again~t physical labor, so 
they hring in Koreans and Pakistanis to do the labor, while their young people 
remain idle. An idle population is vulnerable to radicalism, particularly when they 
conclude it is prudent to pay off the extremists so they can maintain their preferred 
positions. 

It is desirable, if not a necessity. for MiJdk Eastern nations to reform and 
institute n;prcscntati vc: systems that arc respectful of all thl'ir people, including 
women. The President's initiative is not "do-goodism:· but wise calculation: It is 
a<lvice to moderate states chat political reform is a way to strengt.hen t.hemselves -
to co-opt middle classes against the extremists. 

Finally, ideologies can be defeated. The Soviet collapse teaches us this. If 
lslamism · s goal is the fantasy of a new "Caliphare:· we can deflate it by, over 
time, demonstrating its certain futility. Simply by not giving in to terrorist 
blackmail - by not being driven out of the Middle East - we will demonstrate over 
time that the extremists' ideology cannot deliver. At some point, its futility will 
become clear and the present c:nthusiasrn will wane. Right now they arc on a high, 
but what if 5 to IO years from now they have achieved none of rheir goals (as 
Arafat has failed)? This is in our own hands. 

The failure of the Iranian regime would also be a blow tu thl' ideology. 
discrediting that ideology in the way that the collapse of the USSR discredited 
Marxist-Leninist parties most everywhere, except North Korea and Cuba. This. 
too, should be a strategic goal of ours in the struggle. 

So if what is occurring is not a war againsl terrorism, we need to consider 
changing how we <lescribe it and seek to get others to see the problem in a new 
way, because it will affect their attitudes and how they and we approach the 
critical problem of this decade. 

DHR:dh 
CumntMFRs/GWOT 

P888 
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POR OffiCIAL "SR &JUI 

JUN 2 1 2004 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetct'2.___A ~ 
SUBJECT: Anny Paper 

Attached is a paper that the United States Army is putting out. Pete Schoomaker's 

focus on the "Warrior Ethos" is taking hold. 

I think you will enjoy skimming through it. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
"Serving a Nation at War" 

DHR:dh 
Cl61904-2 
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FOREWORD 

President Bush told us that this war would be unlike any other in our Nation's histOI)'. He was; right. 

After our initial expeditional)' responses and successful major combat operations in Afghanistan and 

lraq, those operations have become protracted campaigns where we are providing the conditions of 

security needed to wage a conflict-a war of ideas. This is not simply a fight againsttenor-teJTor is 

a tactic. This is not simply a fight against Al Qaeda, its affiliates and adhcrents--thcy arc foot soldiers. 

This is not simply a fight to bring democracy to the Middle East-that is a strategic objective. This is 

a fight for the vety ideas al tlE foundation of our society, the w11y of lite those ideas enable, and the 

freedoms we enjoy. 

The single most significant component of our new strategic reality is that because of the centrality 

of the ideas in conflict, this war will be a protracted one. Whereas for most of our lives the default 

condition has been peace, now our default expectation must be conflict. This new strategic context 

is the logic for reshaping the Anny to be an Army of campaign quality with joint and expeditionary 

capabilities. The lessons learned in two-and-a-half years of war have already propelled a wide series 

of changes in the Army and across the Joint team. 

This learning process must not stop. Although this paper outlines the strategiccontext for the series 

of changes underway in our Army, its purpose is not to convince you or even to inform you. Its 
purpose is to cause you to reflect on and think about this new strategic context and what it portends 

for our future and for the Nation. All great changes in our Army have been accompanied by earnest 

dialogue and active debate at all levels-both within the Anny and with those who care about the 

Army. A<i this paper states, 'The best w.ty to anticipate the future is to create it." Your thoughtful 

participation in this dialogue is key to creating that future. 

Peter J. Schoomaker 

General, United States Army 

Chief of Staff 

R L. Brownlee 
Acting Secretary of the Army 
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

Amc1ica is a Nation at war. Tu win this war, we 

must meld all clements of our national power in 

a determined and relentless campaign to defeat 

enemies who challenge our way of life. This is 

not a "contingency," nor is it a ".crisis." It is a new 

reality that Soldiers understand all too well: since 

9/ l l, they have witnessed more than a battalion's 

worth of their comrades killed in action, more 

than a brigade's worth severely wounded. Their 

sacrifice has liberated more than 46 million 

people. As these words are written, the Army is 

completing the largest rotation of forces in its 

hisrory, and all 18of its divisions have seen action 

in Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan, or Iraq. We 

have activated more than 244,000 Soldiers of the 

Army Narional Guard and Army Reserve in the 

last two years, and more than a division's worth 

of Soldiers support homeland security missions. 

~;i~~itl:f#~X; 

For any war, as; Clausewitz pointed out, itis essential 

to understand "the kind of war on which [we] are 

embarking." Although the fundamental nature 

of war is constant, its methods and techniques 

constantly change to reflect the strategic context 

and operational capabilities at hand. The United 

States is driving a rapid evolution in the methods 
and techniques of war. Our overwhelming 

s ucccss in this c;n.dcaxor, how~vcr , .. ha~,4riv:~n rnari y 

~~~~~;~:~::f.peif ~~~~#~4~::~!ffl.~!f~ · 
through asymmetric nE!l!!!ln!!I and methods. ·· · 
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Some enemies, indeed, arc almost pc1fcctly 

asymmcttic. Non-state actors, in particular, 

project no mirror image of the nation-state 

model that has dominated giobal relationships 

for the last few centuries. They me asymmetric in 

means. They arc asymmetric in motivation: they 

don't value what we value; they don't fear what 

we fear. Whereas our government is necessarily 

hierarchical, these enemies are a network. 

Whereas we develop ruies of engagement to 

limit tactical collateral damage, they feel morally 

unconstrained in their efforts to deliver strategic 

effects. Highly adaptive, they are self-organizing 

on the basis of ideas alone, exposing very little 

of targetable value in terms of infrastructure or 

institutions. To better understand such a war, we 

must examine tte broader context of conflict, the 

competition of ideas. 

A cursory examination of the ideas in 

competition may forecast the depth and duration 

of this conflict. The United States, its economy 

depen<lent on overseas markets and trade, has I contributed to a wave of globalization both in 

' . 
2 

, markeL, and in ideas. Throughout much of the 

·.· ... ' •;, ... . 

world, political pluralism, economic competition, 

unfettered trade, and tolerance of diversity have 

produced the greatest individual freedom and 
material abundance in human history. Other 

parts of the world remain mired in economic 

dcprivation,politieal failure,and social resentment. 

tvfany remain irreconcilably opposed lo religious 

freedom, secular pluralism, and modernization. 

Although not all have taken up arms in this war 

of ideas, such irreconcilables comprise d o n s 
of potential combatants. 

Meanwhile, not all for

mer strategic threats 

have vanished. In the 

Far East, North Korea's 

nuclearization risks in

tensifying more than 

50 years of unremit

ting hostility, and many 

others pursue weapons 

of mass destruction. 

We confront the grow
ing danger that such 

weapons will find their 

way into the hands of 

non-state groups or in

dividuals. Armed with 

such weapons and with 

no infrastructure of their own al risk, such "su

per-empowered individuals" could be anxious to 

apply them to our homeland. 

On the international landscape the significance 

of American dominance in world affairs has 

not been lost on other states. Many are envious, 

some are fearful, and others believe that the "sole 

superpower" must be curbed. This presents 

fettile Miil for competitive coalitions and alliances 

between states and non-state actors aimed at 

cu1tailing U.S. strengths and influence. Such 

strategic challenges have the potential to become 

strategic threats at some point in the future. 

· ..... : 

A CAMPAIGN OUALITY ARMY WITH JOINT AND fKPEDITIDNARY CAPABILITIES 
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At the same time, in a globalizingworld, military

capable technology ii, increasingly fungible, and 

thus potential adversaries may have the means 

lo achieve parity or even superiority in niche 

technologies tailored to their military ambitions. 

For us and for them, those technologies facilitate 

increasingly rapid, simultaneous, and non

contiguous military operations. Such operations 
increasingly characterize today's conflicts, and 

portend daunting future operational challenges. 

We must prepare for the future, then, even 

as we relentlessly pursue those who seek the 

destruction of our WJY of life, and while waging 
a prolonged war of ideas to alter the conditions 

that motivate our enemies. Some might equate 

these challenges to the Cold War, but there are 

critical distinctions: 

• 

• 

• 

Our non-state adversaries are not satisfied 

with a "cold" standoff, but instead seek at 
every turn to make it "hot." 

Our own forces cannot focus solely on 

future. overseas contingencies, but also 

must defend bases and facilities both at 
home and abroad. 

Because some of our adversaries are not 

easily deteffed, our national strategy is not 

"defensive" but ''.oreventive.'1 

• Above ail, because at least some .current 

adversaries consider "peaceful coexistence" 

-wi:l:11 the United States unacceptable, we must 

either alter the conditions and convictions 

prompting their hostility--{Jr destroy them 

outright by war. 

That is not the strategic context for which we 

designed today's United States Anny. Hence, 

our Army today confronts the supreme test 

of all armies: to adapt rapid!J to circum~tan.ces 
that it could notforesee. 

CHANGE/NA TIME OF WAR 

The Army always has changed and always will. 

But an army at war must change the way it 
changes. In peacetime, armies change slowly 

and deliberately. Modern \varfare it-. immensely 

complex. The vast anny of capabilities, skills, 
techniques, and organizations of war is a recipe 

for chaos without thoughtful planning to assure 

interoperability, synchronization, and synergy. 

Second- and third-order effects of a change 

in any part of this intricate mechanism are 

difficult to forecast, and the consequences of 

misjudgment can be immense. 

Peacetime also tends to subordinateeffcctivcness 

to economy, and joint collaboration to the 

inevitable competition for budgets and programs. 

Institutional energies tend to focus on preserving 

force structure and budgetary programs of record. 
1u:50urc«.'1l1>k<is sptead· aqoss budget years and 

.... 1• r t I 

programs, 



Today, that measured approach to change will not k.mv at ho~ Such adaptation already is 'under · 
suffice:: Our cmtientf«'Ceis,~, and;.,in Wl!YS'· •• ·wsy:1n,tb¢upans~aru:l~~of 9Ut~t 
we could not perfectly forecast. Om.immediate training cciltea, the es~f,t° a. Futures 
demands are urgent,. and .fielding capabilities in Center in Training and Docttine Command, 
the near term may outweigh protection of the reformulation of the Army Campaign Plan, and 

program of record. We will shift resource rise a w:idecmngc,of consolidati,()n:and reorgaruzaripn 
away from fighting Soldiers. initiatives.in Army major oommaadsi. 

To be ·sure, this urgency does not excuse us from 
the obligation to prepare for the future, for the 

prolongationof this conflict aswell as the possible 

Esi;~~~i2.l:~fflDII 
those Future Foree ~s evcllif'tttaftneans ~tt!)Q~' .:~otld War I saw deployment of the 
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operations--confirms such a definition. Others services excels in combining a wide airny of 

view expeditionary as speed of responsiveness, 

but this perception, too. is not complete. In the 

Cold War, the United States was committed to 

reinforce Europe with ten divisions within ten 

days, but no one perceived that responsiveness 

as expeditionary. The reason for this is 

significant: in the Cold War we knew where we 

would fight and we met this requirement through 

prepositioning of units or unit sets in a vc1y 

developed theater. The uncertainty as to where 

we must deploy, the probability of a very austere 

operational environment, and the requirement to 

fight on arrival throughout thebattlespace pose an 

entirely different challenge-and the fundamental 

distinction or expeditionary operations. 

This challenge is above all one of mindset, because 

decades of planning and preparation against set

piece enemies predisposed Amc1ican Soldiers 

to seek certainty and synchronization in the 

technologies and tools in each dimension-land, 

air, sea. and space -to generate a synergy of 

effects that creates overwhelming dilemmas for 

our opponents. Today, that same emphasis on 

combinations extends beyond each service to 

joint operations. No longer satisfied merely to 

deconftict the activities of the several services, we 
now seek joint interdependence. 

application of force. We have engaged repeatedly Interdependcnccis more than just interoperability, 

in conditions of uncertainty and ambiguity, to be the assurance lhat service capabilities can work 

sure, but always viewing such operations a,; the 

exception rather than the iule. That can no longer 

be the case. In this globalized world, our enemies 

together smoothly. 1 tis even more than integration 

to improve their collective efficiency and 

effectiveness. Joint i.nterdependencepurposefully 

shift resources and activities to those are,Ls least combines service capabilities to maximize their 

accessible to us. As elusive and adaptive enemies tctalcomplementaryand reinforcingeffects, while 

seek refuge in the far corners of the earth, the 

norm will be short-notice operations, extremely 

minimizing their relative vulnerabilities. There 

are several compelling reasons for doing so: 

austere theaters of operation, and incomplete 

information-indeed,the requirement to fight for • 
information, rather than fight with information. 

Soldiers with a joint and expeditionary mindset 

will be confident that they are organized, trained, 

and equipped togo anywhere in the world, at any 

time, in any environment, against any adversary, 

to accomplish the assigned mission. 

A JOINT MINDSET 

First, modern technology has extended 

the reach of weapons rm· beyond their 

"dimensions or origin.'' For example, land

based cruise missiles threaten s Ii ps at sea, 

and land-based air defenses pose challenges 
to air-, sea-, and cvcnspace-b:ased<apabillties, 

Merely dcJcating the mirror-image threat 

within a service's primary dimension of 

interest can no fonger suffice. 

The touchstone of America's way of war is 

nt olU' armed 
• ' Second, in addition to ' achkviag diuinting. 

SUptCfflacy· widun the. ait, nwiame,, ..inti 

I· . 
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space dimensions, our sister services arc 

developing increasinglypowc1ful capabilities 

that can influence land combat directly. 

Finally, the nature of expeditional)' 

operations argues for leveraging every 
potential tool of speed, operational reach, 

and precision. By projecting coordinated 

combinations of force unhindered by 
distance and generally independent of 
terrain, we can achieve maximum effect for 

the Joint Force Commander without regard 

lo the service of origin. 

At the strategic level, interdependence has long 
pervaded the Anny's thinking. Lacking organic 
strategic lift, we can neither deploy nor sustain 
ourselveswithout the supportof the other services. 

But our commitment to interdependence has not 
always extended to the tactical level. Constrained 

by the tyranny of terrain, ground forces operate 

in a world of friction and position. Command 

and control are fragile, the risk of surprise is 

omnipresent, and our mobility advantage is 
relatively limited vis-a-vis our adversaries. Onct'. 

committed, we must prevail. The decisive nature 

of land combat underscores a preference for 

organizational autonomy and redundancy, and 

tends to prejudice Soldiers against relying on 

others for essential ingredients of tactical survival 

and success. In the past, moreover, that prejudice 

too often has prompted intcrservice 1ivalrics 
reflecting concerns far removed from the practical 

imperatives of the battlefield. 

A nation at war cannot afford rhatindu!gence. Mar 
relentlessly exposes theories built upon prejudice 
rather than proof, and Iraq and Afghanistan have 

been no different. The air-, sea-, or land-power 

debates are over. Ourcolleccive future is irrefutably 
joint. To meet the challenges of expeditionary 

operations,' the Anny can and must embrace the 

capabilities of its sister services right down to 

the tactical level. In turn, that will require us to 
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develop operational concepts, Capabilities, and of Taliban and Iraq imilitary.forces, we continue lo 

training programs that are joint from the outset, wage just such campaigns in Afghanistan and lraq. 
not mere.ly as an afterthought. 

The prerequisites of a commitment to 

interdependence are broad understanding 
of the differing strengths and limitations 
of each service's capabilities, dear 
agreement about how those capabilities 
will be integrated in any given operational 
selling, and absolute mutual trust that, 
once committed, they will be employed 
a<; agreed. At the same time, the Army 
requires a similar commitment from 
its sister services. The ultimate test of 
interdependence is at the very tip of 

the spear, where the rifleman carries the 

greatest burden of tisk with the least intrinsic The campaign quality of an Anny thus is not 
technological advantage. No concept of 

interdependence will suffice that does not enable 
the frontline Soldier and Marine. 

The same logic and spirit that informs joint 
interdependence also underscores the role 

of interagcncy and multinational operations. 
In a sustained conflict rhar is a war of ideas, 
all interagcncy clements of our national 
power must work in concert with allies and 
coalition partners to alter the conditions 
that motivate our adversaries. 

A CAMPAIGNQUALITY ARMY 

While our recent combat employments m 
Afghanistan and Iraq were models of rapid 
and effective offensive operations, they also 

demonstrate that neither the duration nor the 
character of even the most successful military 

campaign is readily predictable. Especially in 
wars intended t() liberate rather than suqjugate, 
victot)'entailswinning a competition of ideas, and 
thereby fundamentally changi.cg the ,conditions 
th.at prompted the c:onfiict. Long after the defeat ,, 

only its abilicy to win decisivecombat operations, 

but also its ability to sustain those operations for 
as long as necessary, adapting them as required 
to unpred.ictabl.e and often profound changes in 
the context mid character of the conflict. The 

Anny's preeminent challenge is to reconcile 
expeditionary agility and responsiveness with 
the staying power, durability, and adaptability 
to carry a conflict w a victorious conclusion no 
matter what form it eventually rakes. 

"ARE YOU WEARING YOUR 
DOG TAGS?" 

Does that question surprise you? It might if you 
view peace as our default condition, and war the 
exception. But our ne\V reality is very different: 

• A conflict of irreconcilable ideas. 

• 

• 

A disparate pool of potential combatants . 

Adaptive adversaries seEkiQg our destr1:,1ction 

, by any means possil-lle. 
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• Evolving asymmetric threats that 

will relentlessly seek shelter in those 

environments and methods for whkh we 
are least prepared. 

• A foreseeable future of cxti.:ndcd conth:r in 

which we can expect to tight every day, and 

in which real peace vvill be the anomaly. 

This new reality dri vcs the transformation u ndcr 
way in the Army. It is the lens that shapes our 

perception and interpretation ot the future, 

and governs our responses to its challenges. It 
is the logic for a campaign quality Army with 
joint and expeditionary <-:arabilities. Are you 

wearing your dog tags? 

CHANGING FOR CONFLICT 

THE CENTER OF OUR 
FORMATIONS 

Our core competencies remain; w train and 
equip Soldiers and grow leaders; and to provide 

relevant and ready landpower to the Combatant 

Commm1der and the joint team. Therefore even 

in ll rime of profound change, the Ametican 
Soldier will remain The center of our formations. 
In a conflic1 of daunting complexity and 
divcrsi1y, the Soldier is the ultimate platform. 
"Delinkable" from everything ocher than his 
values, the SL)ldier remains the irreplaceable 
base of the dynamic array of combinations that 
America can generate to defeat our enemies 
in any expeditionary environment. As the 

ultimate combinmion of sensor and shooter, 
the American Soldier is irrefutable proof that 
people arc more impor1nn1 than hardware and 
quality more important than quantity. 

Making Iha! S11ldiermore effective and survivable 

is the firs! requirement of adartation to a joint 

and t'xpeditionary environment. However much 

!ht"' tooh. or wm· may improve, only Soldiers 

v.·illing and able to endure war's hardships can 

exph)it them. Their skills will change as the 

specialization characteristic of industrial-age 
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warfare gives way to the information-age need 
for greater tle.x.ibility and versatility. What will 
not change is lheir warrior ethos. 

That ethos reflects the spirit of the pioneers who 

built Amc1ica, of whom it tightly was said, ' The 

cowards never started. The brave arrived, Only 
the tough survived." It is a subtle, offensive 

spirit based on quiet competence. It is an ethos 
that recognizes that closing with an enemy is not 

just a matter of killing, but rather is the ultimate 

responsibility reserved for the most respomible 

and the most disciplined. Only the true warrior 
ethos can moderate war's inevitable brutality. 

Just a<, the post-9/11 operational environment 

Army or within the joint team; what's important 

is that the Nation is served. 

has fundamentally changed, so too should the ORGANIZING FOR CONFLICT 
expectalions of lhe Ame1icans enlering Anny 

service_ We will ~ek individuals ready and Confronting an adaptive adversary, no single 
willing for warrior service. Bound lo each other 
by integrity and trust, the young Americans we 

welcome lo our nmks will learn that in the Anny, 
every Soldier is a leader, responsible for what 
happens in his or her presence regardless of rank. 
They will value learning and adaptability at every 

kvel, particularly as it contributes to initiative: 
creating situations for an adversary, rather than 

reacting to them. They will learn that the Anny's 

culture is one of seUkss service, a warrior culture 

rather than a corporate one. As such, it is not 
important who gets the credit, either within the 

solution will ·succeed, no matter how elegant, 

synchronized,or advanced. Tes ve,y "pe1fection" 

will ensure its irrelevance, for an adaptive enemy 
will relentlessly eliminate the vulnerabilities that 
solution seeks to exploit and avoid the conditions 
necessary for its success. Instead, the foundations 
of Army Transformation must be diversity and 

adaptabiiity. The Army must retain a wide range 
of capabilities while significantly improving 

their agility and versatility. Building a joint and 
expeditionary Anny with campaign qualities will 
require ver.;at:iie forces that can mount smaller, 

shorter duralion operalions routinely - without 
penalty to the Anny's capability for larger, more 
protracted campaigns. 

Modular Units. A key prerequisite to achieving 

that capability is developing more modular 

tactical org,.mizations. The Anny's force design 

has incorporated tailoring and task organization 

for decades, but primarily in the context of a 

large conventional war in which all echelons 
from platoon to Army Service Component 

Command were deployed. 1llis presumption of 

.. 
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infrequent large-scale deployment encouraged operations renders an ad hoc deployed force and 

the Army to centralize certain functions at higher a nondcploycd residue of paitially disassembled 

echelons of command, and implicitly assumed units, diminishing the effectiveness of both. The 
that deployment would largely be complete premium now is on employed combined-arms 

before significantcmploymentbegan. Moreover, .effectiveness at lower levels vice efficiency at 

presuming peace to be the default condition, the macro levels. Peace'will bctheexception,and both 
Anny garrisoned the bulk of its tactical units to tactical organi7.ations and garrison configurations 

optimize economic efficiency and management must support expeditionary deployment, not 

convenience rather than combined-arms training simply improvise it. Force design must catch up 
and rapid dcployability. Above all, the Army with strategic reality. 
designed its capabilities to satisfy every tactical 
requirement autonomously, viewing sister service 

capabilities as supplementary. 
That strategic reality is the immediate need for 

versatile, cohesive units-and more of them. 

Increasingly, ownership of capabilities by 
These presumptions no longer apply. Near- echelons and even by services matters less than 
simultaneous employment and deployment bow those capabilities are allocated to missions. 
increasingly characterize A1my operations, and Although divisions have long been the nominal 

those operations arc increasingly diverse in measure of the Anny's fighting strength, the 

both purpose and scope. Tailoring and task- Army also has a long history of deployment and 

0 
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teams. In addition, the Army has a broad an·ay of precision fires with the more permanent 
of reinforcing capabilities-both units and effects of ground maneuver. 

headquarters-but we can significantly improve 
their modularity. In the future, by shifting to such Modular Headquarters. The transformation 

brigade combat teams as our basic units of action, 

enabling them routinely with adequate combat, 
combat support, and sustainment capabilities, 

and assuring them connectivity to headquarters 
and joint assets, we can significantly improve the 

tailorability, scalability, and "fightability" of the 

Atmy's contribution to the overall joint fight. At 
the same time, the inherent robustness and self

sufficiency of brigade combat teams wi 11 enhance 
their ability to deploy rapidly and fight on arrival. 

Being expeditionary is farkss about deployability 

than about operational and tactical agility, 
including the ability to reach routinely 

beyond organic capabilities for required 

effects. If in the process the Army can 
leverage our sister services' mobility, reach, 

and lethality to satisfy some of those 
mission requirements, ail the better. To 
achieve that, we must expand our view of 

Army force design to encompass the entire 
range of available joint capabilities. At the 

end of the day, squads and platoons will 
continue to win our engagements, but no 
one can reliably predict-particularly in the 
emerging operational environment-which 

squads or platoons will carry the decisive 
burden of the fight. In an expeditionary ai111y, 

small units must be so well networked that 
whichever makes contact can leverage all joint 
capabilities to fight and win. 

Such joint interdependence is not unidirectional. 
The mo:-~ modular the Anny's capabilities, the 

better we will be able to support our sister 
services, whether by the air defense protection 

of our headquarters will be even more dramatic 

than that or our units, for we will sever the 
routine association between headquarters and 
the units they control. At division level and 
higher, headquarters will surrender organic 

subordinate formations, becoming themselves 

streamlined modular organizations capable of 
commanding and controlling any combination 
of capabilities-Anny, joint, or coalition. For 

that purpose, the headquarters themselves 
will be more robust, staffed to minimize the 
requirement for augmentation. They will 

employ separable, deployable command posts 

for rapid response and entry; link lo Home 
Station Operation Centers to minimize forward 
footprints;and be network-enabled organizations 

capable of commanding or supporting joint and 

multinational as well as Army forces. 

Trained, cohesive staffs are key to combat 
effectiveness. Today, because our tactical 

of an advanced sea base, compelling an enemy headquarters elements lack the necessary joint 
ground force to mass and thereby furnish targets interfaces, we have to improvise these when 

for air atta.:k, or exploiting the transitory effects operations begin. Thalmustchange. Majortaclical . I: 
11 ·: ',' 
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headquarters must be capable of conductingJoint work. Instead, units will need to achieve and 

Force Land Component Command OFLCC) sustain a Level of readiness far exceeding the 

operations. Major operational headquarters ability of any individual manning system. The 

must have enough permanent sister-service staff effects we seek are broad: continuity in training, 
positions to receive and employ a StandingJoint stability of leadership, unit cohesion, enhanced 

Force Headquarters (SJFHQ) plug, enabling unit effectiveness, 'and greater deployment 

them with equal effectiveness to serve as an Anny predictability for Soldiers and their families. 
Service Component Command.joint Task Force, 

or JFLCC headquarters. 

Stabilizing the force. Paradoxically, an Army 

that seeks maximum flcxibilitythroughrnodularicy 
must simultaneously maximize unit cohesion 
where it counts, within our companies, battalions, 

and brigades. Again, our altered strategic context 
is the driver. 1 n the past, our approach lo unit 
manning relleeted the industrial age in which 
our forces were developed. Processes treated 
people as interchangeable parts, and valued their 

administrative availability more highly than their 

individual and team proficiency. At the unit 

level, manning and equipping reflected a "first

to-last" strategic deployment system. Peace was 
the default condition, allowing late-deploying 
units to fill out over time, typically by individual 
replacemenls, during the expected prolonged 

transition from peace to war. 

To achieve these effects we arc undc1taking the 
most significant revision in manning poky in our 
Aimy's histmy. It entails four key changes: 

• First, we will shift the logic of our force 

structure from a scenario basis to a capability 

basis. We will need an adequate level of 

capability not only for employment, but also 
rotation for training, r~fitting, and rest. This 

does not preclude the requirement or the 

capability to surge for crisis response, but 
sustained commitment and rotation will be 



Second, we must abandon tiering unit 

readiness by "early" and "late" deployers. 

There will be no "late depkiyers/' merely 

"futuredeployers"whoare atdifferent stages 

of their rotation cyde. 

Third, we must synchronize om 

Soldiers' tours with their unit's rotation 

cycles. While accidents and casualties 

will preclude eliminating all individual 

replacements. we must minimize routine 

attrition of deployed units. 

Finally, we must stabilize the assignment of 
Soldiers and their families at home stations 

and communities across recurring rotations. 

As any personnel manager would tell you, "This 

changes everything." And so it should. Today's 

individual Soldier and leader development 

programs, for example, do not accommodate 

force stabilization. They will change. Current 

command tour policies do not accommodate 

force stabilization. They will change. There have 

been many previous attempts to experiment \Vith 

force stabilization, but those attempts always 

focused narrowly on only a few portions of the 
Army and invariably failed a<; a result. The Am,y 

will undertake a comprehensivepolicy redesign to 

stabilize the force. 

ADJUSTING THE TOTAL 
FORCE MIX 

Changes in our Reserve Component organizations 

will match those in the Active component. Reserve 

Component forces are a vital part of the Anny's 

deployable combat power. The National Guard 

will continue to provide strategic and operational 

depth and flexibility: the A1my Reserve vvill still 

reinforce the Army with skill-rid\ capabilities 

across the spectrum of operations. But with 

Reserve Component forces oonstituring m 

indispensabk portion of ow deployed landpower 
in this protracted confkt\.. an industrial-age 
approach to mobilization no longer will suffice. 

The model will shift from "alen-mobilize

train-deploy" to "wain-ale11-deploy." Reserve 

Component mobilization must take less tine and 

allow maximum mission time and more flexibility 

in managing individual and unit readiness, 

mobilization and demobilization, deployment and 

redeployment, and post-deployment recovery. 

We will adjust the Active/Reserve mix so that 

Active component forces can execute the first 

30 days of any deployment. For that purpose, 

some high-demand. low-density capabilities 

currently found only in the Reserve Components 

must be reincorporated in Lhe active force. Al 

the same time, while we will not expect Reserve 

Component units to deploy in the first 30 days, 

they will employ forces with.in hours for security 

operations within om homeland, As with the 

active forces, the need to build predictability into 

ii 

i 
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I TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

To change the mindset of an Anny, fow tools 

are as important ,L'i its programs of training and 

education. The U.S. Army haslongsetthe standard 

across the world in its commitment to Soldier 

and leader development. This strong legacy is 

our fulcrum on which to leverage change. We 
train for certainty while educating for uncertainty. 

Today's contlictpre:.ents both. 

Individual Training. The certainty 

confronting today's Soldiers 1s overseas 

deployment and probable combat. Some will 

enter combat within weeks or months of their 

basic and advanced individual training. Thrust 

into a conflict in which advcrsaricsfaroutnumbcr 

their comrades, our Soldiers must believe and 

demonstrate that quality is more important than 

quantity, and that people are more important 

than hardware. 0 n the battlefields we face, 

there arc no front lines and nor-ear areas; there 

arc no secure garrisons or convoys. Soldiers arc 

warriors first, specialists second. 

Therefore Soldier training will be stressful, 
beyond the comfort zone. We will adapt our 

I . 14 
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training programs to generate the stress ncccssaiy 

to change behavior and increase learning. 

Training ·will accurately represent tha 1igors and 

risks of combat. It will last longer than in the 

past and will put teams and Soldiers through the 

exhausting, challenging, and dangerous tasks of 

fighting. Soldierswll fight in body armor and will 

wear it ·in training. The safe handling of loaded 

firearms must be second nature. live-fire training 

routine. For a conflict of daunting ambiguity and 

complexity, training must imbue Soldiers ,,.,d_t-~ 

a fundamental joint and expeditionary mindset; 

an attitude of multifunctionality ratber tban 
specializa.tion, curiosity rather than complacency, 

and initiative rather than 

compliance. Above 
all, training must build 
the confidence t our 

)ldiers wll prevail 
against any foe. 

11 f/w lnln 
Our Combat Training 

Centers (CTCs) drive 

tt tactical culrure of 

the Anny. 

the Iii 
They are 

of our 

battlefield 

success over the past 

tv.o decades. ...... .. ~ that 
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every Army employmentpresumes a joint context, 

we will reinforce this key condition throughout 
our collective mining. 

Therefore we have begun introducing joint, 

interagency, and multinational components into 

our key training experiences at both the CTCs 

and our Battle Command Training Program for 

division and corps headquarters. We also support 
establishment of the Joint National Training 

Capability and have 1::egun routinely incorporating 

joint effects in our home-station training. All these 

efforts w i II make SoJc;ijets expert in the applicat;ion 
of iointait>abilities at.~~ationaI levd. 

. ,Attbe&mne~•t:~~~~:~S~~ 
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we have transformed trammg environments to 

reflect the more complex and ambiguous threats 
confronting our deployed forces. The ability to 
develop and disseminate actionable intelligence 

must be a key training focus. 

Integrated with force stabilization cycles, CTC 

rotations will be the capstoneexperience for forces 

preparing to deploy. But the heart of the Atmy's 

training remains the training conducted at home 

stations by junior officers and noncommissioned 

officers (NCOs). To ·empower them, we must 
shake a legacy of planning-centric rather than 
execution-centric training. We need battle 
drills rather than "rock drills," free play rather 

than scripted exercises, and Soldiers and units 

conditioned to seek out actionable intelligence 

rather than waiting passively to receive it. 

Professional Education. Just as training must 

reflect the hard certainties of the conflict l::efoze 

us, individuul Soldier ,md leader educmion must 

address its uncertainties. George C. Marshall 
once said that an Anny at peace must go to 

school. Our challenge is to go to school while at 

wur, The need to tea.ch Soldiers and leaders bow 
to think rather than rial· io thinle. has newr been 

' clearer. To dekat adat>ti:w: ,enemies~ we must OUt,:' ' 

~;:~,~~~'.~;~--(. 
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at the -end· of the day, war ·reinains more art tb;m. . 
science, and its successful f>tt*cution wilhe«1i.me · 
battle command more than battle managcm~t: 
We cun have "perfect" knowb:ige with very 
"impedect" understandm& Appreciation of 
context transforms knowledge to .undctstandirig. 
and. only education ".can mm · that. context .·. 

accessible to m;. Only education informed. :by 
experience will cnooutage Soldiers ·and leaders . 
to meet the irreducible uncer~ties of war well-developed cµku.rc of After Action_ Reviews; : 

with confidcncc,and to act decisivdy even-when ~ss~s -.4am~/~ g~./experie~~ of ~ 
events fail to conform to pla11 i11g assumptions semng 9f6cers, an4 NCOs; and th~ ~- from 
and expectations. joint and Army operational analyses· to formal 

As we improve leaders' skill and knowledge, we 

can rely more heavily on their artful application 
of leader knowledge and intuition. Planning 
will be iterative and collaborative rather than 
scqucnlial and linear, more a framework for 
karning and action than a rigid template. 
Adapting our military decision making process 
will allow us to capitalize on the American 
Soldier's inherent versatility, our growing 
ability to acquire and process infonnation, 
and the increased rapidity with which we 

can disseminate, coordinate, and transfonn 
planning adjustments into effective action. 

To that end, the Army will continue to tefocus 
institutional leaming, shifting Ccnrer for Army 
Lessons Learned collection a:s9Cts from the CTCs 
to deployed units. Similarly, tewgnizing that a 
learning, organization cannot afford a culture of 

inforJD~tion_ ownership, we mllSt s1munline the 

learning---d.istri.buted and in the ch1ssroom. 
At the same time,· some o(~e best battlefield 
kssons result from tragic but honest mistakes. 
We annot allow a zero-defects mentality to write 
off those who make such mistakes, and we will 
review .out ~der en,luation _ s~s to ensure 
they are leader development toois and not mere 
1nanagemcnt sorting tools. . 

leader Oev.elolH't•nt. The Army has al.ways 
prized , leader developmen~ and in peacetime 

has been willing to accept some persontel. 
tw:bulencc to broaden career experience. That 

is not aooeptable for an army at war. Effective 
collective training requires the participation of 
the entin: team~ and uni~ He not metiely training 
aids for commanders. rr we M'e serious about 
developing more versatile junior leaden, we 
must avoid too rapid a turnover of those leaden 
in the name of career development .. 

fl.ow of combat information to a~sure broader and The problem is somewhat less acute for middle-
fastc;.r dissemination of actional;,Jc intelligence.. and senior-grade officers, whose fewer numbers 

. . in any case make gccater_ asmgnment mobility 

At the individual level; ~, there is no limVoidabJe.· E"Vl!ll in their case, however, the 

substitute .for. ~xperiential teaming, and today's grywmg complexity ~ pCJli~ seqsitiv:ity 
Axm,y is the m(?St ~#~f-·:ex~rienoed _o~ ,r,int and -~ti?M~:_.openti~ns _urges 
Army_ in oil! hi-stocy._,., ~.'~e,.:~endou~.--- ~-. t~; _ _.~ ·-~~~ ·. ~~. -~~dy 

. ~. . . . .. . :···/~ )~,t ... - ~-~-··: -: ).~':. ·.,~.· : . .=..t:. .. ·. ·-:·:~;·;,~::.i .;,; >'·' =:t:;.:::·/ !~~-:;,.!:. ~ .. :· ... -· ·. ·. 
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implementing sophisticated selutions. Our legacy 
system of leader development will certainly 

evolve, ,tJith the alteration of some cmrent career 

roadmaps or the accreditation of a greater variety 

of substitute experiences. 

Just as we subordinate individual leader 
development to ml~on ,reqllin:ments, so 
too must we subo~ institutional leader 
developmaJ.tto joint~. Army training 
and education should produc.c imaginative staffs 
and commanders who understand.how to interact 

with other service leaders and how t() get the 
most our ·of· the full set Qf joint capabilities. To 
produce leaders who reach instinctively beyond 
their own service for s::ili.i:ials to tactical and 

operational problems, Army leader development 

must routinely incorpotat.ie joint education and 
experience. In the end, we seek a bend. of leaders 

abJe to think creatively at every level of war, and 

able to ooemewith eoual comfort in Armv~ ioim:,. 
. d multinational environments. 
mtera~ c.l!1 .• • . 
And ff achlevmg that r.equ.wes sul::mi«ing our 

internaleducational institutions to joint oversight, 

we should not shrink from it. 

DOCTRINE, MATERIEL, 
AND SUSTAINMENT 

Doctrine. The Army rightfully views itself 
as "doctrine-based." In the 1970s and 1980s, 

doctrine was the engine that transformed the 
post-Viemam Army into thevictorof ourpost

ColdWarengagements. Thatdoctrine, however, 
reflected the strategic environment dominated 

by a singular adv-ersary, and an opposing army 
in symmetric contrast to our own. Although 
the challenge of developing doctrine for a joint 
and expeditionary environment is different, it 
.is no less essential, 

In any era, doctrine links theory, history, 

experimentation, and practice. It encap-sufates a 
much larger booy of knowledge and experience, 

providing an authoritative statement about 
how military forces do business and a common 
lexicon with which to describe it. As it has 
evolved since the Cold War, Army doctrine 
portrays military operations as a seamkss and 
dynamic combination of offense, · defeme, 
stability; and support. Now we must exrend 
it to address enemies who deliberately eschew 
predictable operating patterns. 

To deal with such asymmetric opponents, 
doctrine must reflect the associated 

unce!:tainties. Uncertainty is 1n some measure 
in-separable from the nature of warfare. 
Asymmetry merely increases·· it. Doctrine 
cannot predict ~ pt¢ci~ tli1!ifUte aw:i form of 

~o~=:-~;;: 
qu~:q~to'C~: .. · . 
' '• ' ' ' • '' ,' ·~·:':!\~)·,I :::}:ti·',( • ,:': • I• ' • • 
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Such a doctrine, however, cannot simply prescribe 

solutions. Rather. it must furnish the intellectual 

tools with which to diagnose unexpected 

requirements, and a menu of practical options 

founded in experience from which leaders can 

create their own solutionsqukkiy and effectively. 

lts objectivemustbe to fosterinitiativeandcreative 

thinking. Such a doctrine is more playbook than 

textbook, and like ,my playbook, it is merely a 

gateway to decision, not a roadmap. 

exploitation of our own asymmetric advantages. 

It must also account for the inherently joint 

character of all Army operations. 1. 
1-fost important in today's environment, 

doctrine must acknowledge the adaptive nature 

of a thinking, willful opponent and avoid both 

prediction and prescription. H is not the role or 
doctrine to predict how an adversary will behave. 

Rather, its function is lo enable us to recognize 

that behavior, understand its vulnerabilities and 

our own, and suggest ways of exploiting the 

former and diminishing the latter. It will be useful 

only to the extent that experience confirms it, 

and its continuous review and timely amendment 

therefore is essential. 

The U.S. military enjoys an immense airny of 

capabilities that are useless if we overlook their 

prerequisites and limitations. Doctrine can help 

frame those capabilities in context, while not 

prescribing their tigid application in any given 

case. A doctrine intended fu· our emerging 

strategic context must underwrite flexible thought 

Materiel. Materiel development is a special 

challenge for an army at war, because we must 

not only anticipate and address future needs, we 
must meet pressing current demands. There 

is, however, a constant first priority: equipping 

the individual Soldier. In the past. the Army 

reserved the best individual equipment for units 

most likely to fight; in an expeditionary army, 

one cannot forecast such units. Every deployed 

Soldier needs the best individual equipment 

available. In an expeditionary environment, 

moreover, we can no longer continue to treat 

equipment as permanently owned by the units to 

which it is assigned. In a rotation-based furoe, I and action. and thereby assure the most creative 

. . 18 
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equipment ownership WII be the exception. We 

will increm;ingly separate Soldiers from their 

carriers and equipment, tailoring the materiel mix 

for tre mission at hand. 

Be:iiq most amenable lo adaptability, speed, 

and flexibility, aviation assets will be key to ,m 
expeditionary force. The lessons learned aftertwo· 

and-a-half years of war have provided our Army 

the opportunity to reassess near-term aviation 

requirements. We will fundamentally restructure 

our aviation program to ensure the entire Anny 

aviation fleet remains a keg tool of maneuver, 

with better command-and-control connectivity, 

manned-unmanned teaming,extendedaperational 

reach, and all-weather capability. 

Equally vital is the continued development of 
more rapidly deployable fighting platforms. 
The Future Combat System (FCS) remains 

the materiel centerpiece or the Anny's 

commitment to become more expeditionary, 

and will go far to rcconcilingdeployability with 

sustainable comhat power. We will remain a 

hybrid force for the foreseeable future, and we 

will seek ways lo imp rove the deployabi I ity of 

the platform& we already own. 

Meanwhile, neither current platforms nor the 

FCS will satisfy expeditionary requitements 

without significant improvement in the ability 

to develop apionable intelligence and increase 

communication& bandwidth al corp& level 

and below. The Anny, together with the 

joint community, must relentlessly address 

the architectures, protocols, and systems or a 

redundant, nonterrestrial network capable of 

providing the focused bandwidth necessary to 

support mobile Battle Command and joint Blue 

Force tracking. Lessons learned from Operation 

Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom 

continue to highlight the successes and potential 

of network-enabled operation:,;, The operational 

advantages of shared situational av.rareness, 

enhanced speed of command, and the ability of 

f,xces to self.synchronize. are powerful. In this 

light, we must change the paradigm in which 

we talk and think about the network; we must 

fight rather than manage the network, and 

operators must see themselves as engaged at 

ail times, ensuring the health and operation of 

tluo; critical weapons system. 

- ........ _. 

logistical structure for operations in developed 
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1 SERVING A NATION AT WAR 

theaters with access to an extensive host-nation for the protection of logistical installations 

infrastructure. Expeditionary operations promise 

neither. Simultaneity and complexity compound 

the eternal constraints of decreased time, vast 

distances, and limited resources, creating a 

pressing demand for a logistics system that 

capitalizes on service interdependencies. We must 

operationally link logistics support to maneuver in 

order to produce desired operational outcomes. 

We will only reaiize such "effects-based logistics 

c:ipability" when all services fu11y embrace joint 

logistics, eliminate gaps in logistics functions, 

and reduce overlapping supp0tt. \Ve require 

a distribution-based sustainment system that 

provides end-to-end visibility of and control over 

force-support operations: one that incorporates 

by design the versatility to shift logistical support 

smoothly among multiple lines of operation and 

rapidly changing support requirements. 

At the tactical level, that means eliminating 

today's layered support structure, instead bridging 

the distance from theater or regional support 

commands to brigade combat teams with 

modular, distribution-based capabilities packages. 

We intend to use the resources from current

day corps and division support commands 

(COSCOMs and DISCOMs) to create joint

capable Army Deployment and Sustainment 

Commands (ADSCs). These ADSCs will 

be capable of serving as the foundation for a 

joint logistics command and a:ntrol clement 

at the Joint Task Force QTF), and capable also 

of simultaneously executing the full range of 

complex operations-from theater port opening 

to employment and sustainment-required in the 

emerging operational environment. 

Finally, it is clear that the physical security 

traditionally associated with the rearward 

location of logistical facilities no longer 

and the lines of communication joining them 

to combat formations. And the Soldiers 

conducting sustainment operations must be 
armed, trained, and psychologically prepared 

to fight as well as support. 

Installations. Installations are an integral 
part of 'the deployed force from home station 
to the foxhole. Operational deployments and 

rotational assignments across the globe mean 
installation capabilities will transcend more 

traditional expeditionary support requirements 
associated with mobilizing. deploying, and 
sustaining the force. More than a jump point 

for projecting forces, installations serve a 
fundamental role in minimizing their footprint 
through robust connectivity and capacity to 

fol1y support reach-back operations. 

Tnstailation 'facilities must readily adapt to 

changing mission support needs, spiraling 

technology, and rapid equipment fielding. 

Installation connectivity must also support en 
route mission planning and situational awareness. 
Education and family support will use the same 
installation mission support connectivity to 
sustain the morale and emotional needs of our 

Soldiers and their families. 

BUILDING 
INTERDEPENDENCE 

Earlier we noted that our future is irrevocably 
joint. lntenlependence is central to both the 

expeditionary mindset and campaign quaLty we 

seek. Achieving it is first a conceptual challenge, 

for aU capabilities-not only matc1icl capabilities 
-spring from operational concepts. Joint 

operational concepts arc emerging, and the Anny 
has par1icipated actively with its sister services 
in their creation, articulation, wargaming, and 
experimentation. This effort identifies five key 

joint and expeditionary interdependencies: I can be assumed. On today's battlefields and 

tomorrow's, we must make explicit provision 
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Joint Battle Command. Making the flexible 

supported-to-supporting relationships first 
attempted in Operation lraqi Freedom routine 

will demand interoperable command-and-control 

mechanisms suppo11ed by comprehensive and 
redundant information networks. Effective 

joint intelligence. joint fires, blue force tracking. 
and Logistical support all require agreement on 

the data definition, protocols and standards 

informing 1he design of those networks. Army 
contributions to Joint Forces Command's Joint 

Baltic Management Command and Control 

QBMC2) Transformation Roadmap will be 

essential to assure the Aimy's LandWarNet, the 

Air Force's C2 Constelhuion, and the Navy's 

ForceNet reflect those common standards. 

lnlent1p, ... Conalnd end CDnlnll 
Opcuallllan Iraqi Fni,d• 

effective joint command and control system, 
Joint Fires and Effects. Interdependence the American Soldier vvill have the entire target 
of joint fires wl be vital to mitigating risk and acquisition and engagement resources of the 

reducing reliance on organic fires in a joint theater at his· fingertips. All of our modular 
cxpcdttionary environment. Linked through an solutions depend on enabling even our smallest 
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combat formations to leverage joint fires 
through mechanisms such as "universai 
observers" or "jointeffectscontrol teams." To 
facilitate more effective employment llf close 

air support in a non-contiguous battlcspacc, 
we need universal standards for observation, 
designation and target acquisition. The 
Air Force has demonstrated increasing 
resplJnsiveness in recent operations and has 
committed to a general officer-led Joint 
Force Air Component Command element at 

every Army corps exercise. Both the Army 

and the Air Force still have concerns, the 
Army for responsiveness and reliability, the 
Air Force for control and training demands. 
Their resolution will require cooperative 
adjustments by both services. 

dependence on itssisterservicesis nowhere more 

obvious than in the area of mobility, b()th strategic 

and operational. We cannQt wish away the laws of 

physics, but neither must we surrender to them. 
The solution of the Army's mobility challenges 
will require action ~ b()th the Anny and its 

partners. For its part, the Army must continue to 

improve its inherent deployability. This remains 

the focus of major development programs such 

as Stryker, the Future Combat System, and 

numerous complementary systems, all of which 

are being designed to satisfy the space and weight 
limitations of our mqjor tactical intra-theater lift 

capabilities. It also is a major objective of our 
tactical unit redesign. 

For their part, the Navy and A.it Force must 

resource strategic and operational lift as critical 
service competencies. Intra-theater Lift will be 
especially crucial in a future conflict in which 
enemies may be able to obstruct or deny altogether 
the useoffi:x,ed entry.points:s~ch.as airfields~· 
seaports.:··. To.overc.o~·-~ ;ch~~ we, iv,i.U. 
need ~' ability du-Q\lglt.;:veiiital eiwelopmerit 
to bypa-$s · dtos~ · ~try . P°-ffl9S · ~. !QJJJCS . of 
operational significance, fotces. ·with the mobility, 
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lethality, and survivability that can maneuver to 

and defeat these integrated point defenses. 

Current intra-theater lift assets do not have 

the range, payload, or open1tional profiles to 
support that requirement. Future lift a5sets 

will need ail of them. We also share the Marine 
Corps' interest in the feasibility of deploying 

from a Sea Base. The Army supports the 
development of a joint Sea Base capability and 

looks forward w a cooperative effort to address 

the intra-theater lift challenge. 

JolntAirand Missile Defense. Theincreasing 

range and speed of air and missile threats, and 
their potential ability to deliver weapons of 

mass destruction, place a high premium on the 

integration of service air and missile defenses. 
The ultimate objective is a joint system of 

complementary air defense kill mechanisms able 

to defeat mixed threats of varying complexity-

uf Am1y and Marine Corps programs to defend 
against cruise missiles. Other collaborations 

already underway include Joint Airspace Control 

Procedures,] oirit Identification Procedures,] oint 

Engagement Authority Procedures, and others. 

Common operational architectures will be key. 

Joint Sustainment. All the services have 

key interdependencies in the logistics arena and 

will experience even more in an expeditionary 

environment. There is a pressing demand 
for a jo1nl end-to-end logistics structure 

that permits reliable support of distributed 

operations in which deployment, employment, 

and sustainment are simultaneous. 

At the theater level, in cases where the Am1y 
is the predominant service component, we 

are willing to transform our current Theater 
Support Commands into regional joint logistics 

commands subordinate to the regionalcombatant 
the right amount and combination of effects al commander. Tf another service is the predominant 

the right time and place without regard for their component, that service's logistics organization 

domain of origin. could serve as the basis for a regional joint 

I 
I 

support command. with the Ann~ contribucine 

This arena already enjoys considerablcintegration in its normal Title X/WEAR (wa11ime Executive I 
of sm1cc progtams, most ,ecen: 1: ~;;;g/~;~;;::~•;nt) role. 23 . ·•· 
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The ch~ ahead arc si~ficant. But they 
are neither reckless nor revolutionary. 0 n 

the contrary. they reflect years of Anny study, 

experimentation, and cxpetiencc. We have 
delayed this transfonnation repeatedly, fearing 

that we could not afford such change in a time 
of turbulence and reduced resources. Now we 

reali:ze that what we cannot afford is more delay. 

The 3rd Infantry Division is reorganizing today 

to a prototype redesign that converts its combat 

structure from three brigades to four brigade 

teams. Other divisions•:.,fil soon. J 111. 

The best ·ay to Lr ti :if futt is . , 
create it: _The Almy is moving out and .:.:, 

is ::.;.;;::!;- fr.~ beginning. Our incentive: is not 

. : · e _ for change's. sake. Our im.eotive is 
effeC"tivcnci;~ in thhi ,rem c1 ,conflict. If 
......... ., ..... , ic defeat : adaptive __ 

the changes described . b.ere are a mere lrn 
r•,~ ..... ~ ... .., .. changes- that wiii ioiiow. 

brave Soldiers and adaptive .ladcn,constitute the 
best Arrriy iri the world, but ~c can be even better. 
It is inside of us and it is what the Nation expects. 

The future as we know it~ur lives, the lives of 

our families, this country, ev¢rything we lavt: and 

cherish-all depend on our success in meeting 

this challenge. An .JOll 1'Wlri"IJl'ff dog Jags? 

-·1 
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The Army Combat Uniform 
On June 14, 2004. the Army announced die selection of 
1be NW Army Combat Uniform IACU). 

; TM ACU Is the culmination of •nr month$ of 1'89UfCh 
J. and cl"9lopmetlf.. dtMtlopecf by Sold ..... for Soldiffl • 

. :. _ and la tlle uniform of ch~ by the overwhelming 
· -::· maJortt, of the AnnJ'• INden and Soldlera. 

. lha ACU consisla of a jacket, trouurs, patrol cap, 
·~ mofstu19 wicking t .. hlrt and improved hot weather and 
: tllfflpierate wulllardesen boots, la a new Unlvarul 

Camouflagepaa.rn, 

/ TM ACU .,...._.. Soldier performanc. bV providing 
: -a uniform tflat la tailorable to the Individual mission; 

provides enlaancN functionally and ergonomiM OV1r 
the •lstlng Batlle Dress Uniform (BOUI: end d«lft away 

. with 11H1Ul,...nts to p,ocure uniform• focused on 
· · · , specific environments-the ACU ia wortdwfde 

deploralJle. 

· · The unlonn wlll replace 111ulllple venlon1 of the cur19nt 
·. WOOdlWI pllllm BOU and WIii be easy to maintain, 
; thereby deaualng the out-of-pocket costs to our 
:-1o111 ... 

. : The unlfonn will be fielded to deploying units starting In 
: Aprl 20DS. and fteldlng to lbe entire Army is ax.peeled to 
· be compleltd br December 2007. 

'°; The Am,y Bliek a.r.t will remain authorized for wear 
_ · wllh ... naw ACU; no decllJon has bNII made 

concerning whllhtr 1be ACU Will replace an~ uniform 
:: ollel'llanllle8DU. 
,. 

1 11le ACU, Including compontnt 1Mtert11,. will be 
,: IIIMUfactunKI In the United stale• using the same 
/ lnduttrlal bli• that produce, the current BOU. 
' 

.tf 111a .ACU Is pad of the Anny's conlnulng effort to •quip +... . c lie Army's Curnnt Force today with Futunt Force 
· capabl ... and to provide Amellca's Most Deployed 

,/ Combat Sy•tem. our Soldiers, the best .state-of-the-art 
·-~~:. -... fpm:.nt. ~. _...,_. 
,: . ~.· . 

., ;;~- ff you have any quatton•, please contact Lilutenant 
.. : Colonel Craig Colller, Amr/ L-al•letm Ltalson, (7DS) 
/87-4418. 
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PM ePflt!ML t'f~'f! ettfLY 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

CC: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice · 

Donald Rumsfel/'j, ~ 
SUBJECT: Uzbeki~tan 

JUN 2 1 2004 

Attached is a report from Freedom House that gives Uzbekistan decent marks for 

some things they are doing. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Freedom House report 

OHR:dh 
O(ill:!()4-~ 

OSD 09220-04 
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Tashkent, Uzbekistan 
June 1, 2004 

THE SHELKOVENKO CASE IN UZBEKISTAN: 
Mission Accomplished - Lessons Learned 

Introduction and Summary 

I was part of a three-person group invited by the non-governmental 
organization (NGO) Freedom House to travel urgently to Tashkent, Uzbekistan in order 
to look into the case of an Uzbek detainee, Andrey Yur'yevich Shelkovenko, who had 
died on May 19, 2004, while in Uzbek police custody. The others in the group were Dr. 
Michael Pollanen, Forensic Pathologist in the Office of the Chief Coroner of the Province 
of Ontario, Canada, and Mr. James Gannon, Deputy Chief of the Cold Case Unit in the 
Office of the Prosecutor in Morristown, New Jersey. 

Our group's mission was to serve as international observers while the Uzbek 
government conducted what turned out to be a rather thorough and systematic review of 
the case. Two NGOs, Freedom House and Human Rights Watch, had been asked by the 
Uzbek government to participate in the observational mission. By Presidential decree, 
the government also established its own review commission, comprised of six Ministry of 
Interior and Ministry of Justice officials. Uzbek authorities in effect re-opened this case 
and their fuJJ investigation is still ongoing. 

Dr. Pollanen and I arrived in Tashkent in the early morning and Mr. Gannon later 
in the evening of Thursday, May 27. · 

r 

In the end, we determined that all the available evidence indicated that 
Shelkovenko had conunitted suicide by hanging and that the Uzbek authorities detaining 
him were not guilty of maltreatment, abuse, or torture. We determined further that early 
reports of torture-related injuries were understandable misinterpretations of changes that 
occur in bodies after death, such as decomposition. 

Beyond this, we discovered that the Shelkovenko case presented an opportunity to 
develop a check-list of"Jessons learned" and reconunendatlons for aH involved- Uzbek 
and international entities- and for various levels - technical and politica1. 
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Autopsy Review 

Early in the morning of May 27, Pollanen and I sat with representatives of both 
NGOs, Freedom House and Human Rights Watch, and surveyed computerized photos 
taken by HRW. We listened to HRW staffers relate how they had first been called by the 
deceased 's family members to look at the body and how they had offered them solace. 
HRW's initial work provided invaluable first-hand reporting of details. Upon reviewing 
the photos, Pollanen made a tentative preliminary judgment that the deoeased had 
probably hanged himself and had not been abused by the police. 

Later that morning, the body was visited at the city morgue by a delegation 
consisting of Dr. Pollanen and myself, as well as Uzbek government commission 
members, Uzbek medical experts, representatives .of both NGOs and the immediate 
family (mother, sister and wife). After the body was positively identified by the sister, it 
was transported to another part of the city, where a second autopsy was performed by 
Uzbek specialists and observed directly by Dr. Pollanen. 

At the second site, officials from the General Prosecutor's office did not 
immediately accede to getting started. The entire procedure had been arranged in 
advance through Uzbek government agencies, and the requisite documents obtained by 
the two NGOs from the government and the family of the deceased. Nevertheless, the 
General Prosecutor's representatives now wanted to be shown an additional Jetter from 
the mother detailing what new questions the second autopsy should investigate. lbrough 
on•the~spot negotiation, this demand was rescinded. {Thi,1i could also have been a 
misunderstanding. In Uzbek tradition, if not law, autopsies are commissioned by relevant 
authorities with a list of questions the autopsy is expected to answer.) 

The second autopsy was very thorough and lasted several hours. From the 
international side, only Dr. Pollanen attended This was arranged by design in order to 
limit this event to a strictly specialist level, thus permitting free t-echnical discussion 
among professionals. Pollanen was initially told he could not photograph the body, but 
this disinclination was reversed when he offered to share all his information and photo 
disks with the Uzbeks. The Uzbeks themselves did extensive still photography and video 
taping of the U.S. delegation vis"it to the second autopsy site. 

Two findings were made during the second autopsy. First, all the available 
evidence indicated that this was suicide by hanging. Second, there was no physical 
evidence of mistreatment, abuse, or torture. Pollanen detennined further that early 
reports of torture~related injuries were understandable misinterpretations of changes that 
occur in bodies after death, such as decomposition. 

The first autopsy had apparently set out to prove suicide by hanging, but not to 
disprove other possibilities. Consequently, some routine steps had been omitted, an 
oversight readily recognized and acknowledged by higher-ranking Uzbek medical 
specialists at the second autopsy. In contrast, the second autopsy performed a full range 
of forensic procedures, essentially filling in the previous blanks. 
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At the conclusion of the second autopsy, our group, U.S. Embassy staffers, Uzbek 
commission members and Uzbek medical ~pecialists (minus the Human Rights Watch 
NGO and the family, who had not proceeded beyond the morgue) met and discussed next 
steps. It was agreed that the hanging ligature would be brought to the site for analysis 
and that the members of our group would then retire to confer among ourselves. (The 
head Uzbek medical spedaJist wanted to announce joint findings aJready at this juncture, 
but this was aborted when it was explained that this would be premature.) 

Arrangements were made for the family to retrieve the body of the deceased from 
the second autopsy site and to vansport it to the deceased's domicile for internment. 

Investigative Review/Press Conference 

The folJowing morning, Friday, May 28, the three members of the group met to 
review developments and outline future strategy. (Gannon had arrived the previous 
evening, so this was the first time the entire three-person group had met together.) 
Gannon and PolJanen spent most of this day about one hour's drive from downtown 
Tashkent at the Gazalkent prison facility, where Shelkovenko had died. There Gannon 
observed Uzbek authorities conducting a review of criminal investigative and detention 
aspects of the -case. 

In his inspections and interviews, Gannon determined that the jail cell and its 
environs were compatible with the proposition of suicide ~y hanging. He had access to 
all relevant evidence at the crime scene, though some related materials were not 
immediately available and were promised at a later date. 

The police recounted testimony of Shelkoveilko's cell-mates, whom they cited as 
saying the deceased ha<l been anxious because he had implicated accomplices in the 
murder case for which he was charged and because he feared reprisals from these 
.accomplices. The police also provided Gannon a "booking photo" of Shelk:ovenko, 
which they said had been taken on May 18, one day before his death. Toe photo is the 
head shot ofa middle-aged man with a seemingly nonnal visage and no sjgns of bruises 
or injuries. Shelkovenko had reportedly been shuttled back and forth between a 
temporary lock-up and a more pennanent cell because of ongoing investigations into 
other crimes (thefts) for which he was being investigated. 

In general, Gannon found his investigator counterparts to be friendly and 
cooperative. The Tashkent and Oazalkent Chiefs of Police themselves also attended. In 
consulting later with our group, Gannon stressed that he was observing Uzbek procedures 
and that he was evaluating evidentiary material and testimony provided by the Uzbek 
police, since it was not in the group's mandate to conduct an independent investigation. 
Through a Freedom House intennediary, the group dispatched a list of additional 
documents and evidentiary materials requested for observation. {These were made 
available the next day, as recounted below.) 
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During this day (May 28), I stayed behind in Tashkent in order to provide a 
detailed report of proceedings thus far to the U.S. Ambassador and to participate in a 
press conference at Freedom House. Though the press event was organized around a 
different human rights subject, journalists were expected to bring up the Shelkovenk.o 
case. When this indeed happened, I was introduced from the periphery to give a 
preliminary presentation. 

At the press conference, I described the make-up and mission of our group and · 
stressed we were observing reviews being conducted by Uzbek authorities and not 
undertaking an independent investigation. I said it was premature as yet to announce 
even preliminary observations. I expressed the group's gratitude to the Uzbek 
government, to the family of the deceased (to whom I also conveyed our deepest 
condolences) and to Freedom House. Finally, I commended the Uzbek government for 
its openness and cooperation during this process and expressed the hope that this would 
lead to greater cooperation in the future between the Uzbek government and the 
international community on issues of mutual concern, like human rights. 

Further Investigation/Meeting with Family 

On Saturday, May 29, the group met with the deceased's mother and sister, who 
had been brought to Freedom House offices in Tashkent. It was clear from the outset that 
the family members had expected to hear a conclusion that would confirm their 
suspicions of maltreatment and torture. 

But Dr. Pollanen explained that all of the body features he had seen were 
consistent with natural post-mortem changes in the corpse. He said that the deceased 
had, from all available evidence, died by hanging and that there were no indications of 
maltreatment prior to that. He also provided a comprehensive survey of all the details of 
the second autopsy he had monitored. 

The family members were gratefuJ for the detailed explanation, but remained 
skeptical on certain points, such as place and circumstances of death. The mother 
especially found suicide a difficult scenario to accept and wondered whether her son had 
been forced to hang himself. Pollanen noted that there were no forensic signs that 
Shelkovenko had struggled against the hanging. 

Later that evening, the group was invited to the General Prosecutor's office in 
Tashkent. There the set of additional documents - that had been requested earlier as a 
resuJt of the first examination of the jail cell and environs in Gazalkent-were reviewed 
by the group, especially by Gannon in his capacity as a criminal investigator. 

The additional documents conformed with the scenario of the arrest and detention 
of Shelkovenko, and his later death by hanging at the Gazalkentjail. Reports of the 
jailers, depositions from cellmates, ambulance logs and medical reports were all perused 
by the group. 
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Uzbek Commission/Fina/ Press Conference 

On May 31, after a brief perusal of documentation concerning the mother's 
complaints against the police and the official responses to these -complaints, the group 
held a final meeting with the Uzbek commission named to conduct the review of the 
Shelkovenko case. 

During the final meeting between our group and the Uzbek commission, we 
provided a summary of our observations, as well as our confirmation of Uzbek 
contentions that Shelkovenko had hanged himself and not been abused or tortured. 
Pollanen and Garmon gave detailed reports of forensic and investigative observations, 
while I provided a check-list of "lessons learned" and recommendations. 

Freedom House Tashkent Director Mjusa Sever expressed her satisfaction that a. 
new level of cooperation had apparently been achieved. But she told the Deputy General 
Prosecutor that his office should be more open to international queries and promised him 
that there would be more such cases in the future. Sever said she was concerned that the 
Shelkovenko family not become the target of officially inspired pressure or intimidation. 

The commission chairman, the Uzbek Deputy General Prosecutor, said that 
respect for human rights was a priority for his office and pledged to take our 
recommendations under serious consideration. He cautioned that Uzbekistan was a new 
state and that democratization was still an ongoing process: He acknowledged that 
Uzbek legislation was gradually developing toward greater protection of individual 
citizens' rights. 

At a final Freedom House press conference at the Hotel Radisson in Tashkent, our 
group was introduced to an audience of about 50 journalists, foreign representatives and 
others. We then announced swnmaries of our final observations. Copies of those 
summaries were distributed at the event to all attendees. 

At the press conference, some journalists and foreign representatives took the 
opportunity to pose questions and seek clarifications. They were especially keen to 
discover details about the forensic finding of suicide by hanging and lack of physical 
evidence of torture. Very quickly, the questioning turned from this particular case to the 
general human rights situation in Uzbekistan. Though this broader scope did not fall 
within the mandate of our mission, I did note that there were legitimate concerns in the 
international community about this and that there was recognition by the Uzbek 
government of the need for improvement and for implementing new procedures. News 
from the press conference was carried extensively by domestic Uzbek media and to some 
extent by international media. 
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The Role of Human Rights Watch 

In my pre-departure briefing at Freedom House headquarters in Washington, I 
was told that a fellow NGO, Human Rights Watch, was a partner in this mission. It was 
HRW that reportedly had had first contact with the Shelkovenko family and had assisted 
the family in making early assessments oftlte body's condition, photographing it and 
even moving it from place to place to ensure it was preserved and not interned. Both 
HRW and Freedom House had been invited by the Uzbek government to observe the 
Uzbek re-investigation of the case. 

HR W staffers provided our group its first in-depth briefing on the case and 
showed digital photographs they had taken. But as soon as they learned that our 
preliminary observation assessed that this was probab]y a hanging and that torture was 
not involved, they expressed surprise and effectively withdrew from the mission. I had 
the impression that HR W had prejudged the outcome. That was reinforced by a press 
statement issued by HR W's Asia Bureau in London aJready May 21, in which HRW had 
declared - prematurely and inaccurately, as it turned out - that this was a case of Uzbek 

. government-sponsored torture. This press statement pointedly linked 'the Shelkovenko 
case to the issue of whether U.S. government aid should be continued to Uzbekistan. 

On May 28 and 29, I had two phone calls with the HRW chief in Tashkent in 
which I urged her organization to maintain a presence in our activities, and recalled that I 
had been told they were partners in this mission. HRW staffers had accompanied the 
family to the morgue the morning of May 27 for identification of the corpse, but were not 
seen again until the May 31 Commission meeting and press conference. At these two 
events, they did not participate, but only attended. 

It was difficult to escape the impression that HRW lost interest in the 
Shelkovenko case as soon as it became clear that our mission's observations would not 
demonstrate Uzbek government culpability for human rights violations. Certainly, its 
instantaneous dissociation from Freedom House and from this mission was unannounced 
and unexpected. 

At the May 31 press conference, I publicly recommended - without naming HR W 
- that organizations that had issued premature erroneous statements Qn this case 
demonstrate their seriousness and professionalism by issuing retractions or corrections. 

On June I, HRW posted a correction on its Internet website alongside the May 21 
statement. 
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Lessons Learned and Recommendations 

During the course of observing this case, the three members of our group assessed 
that there are numerous "lessons learned" and recommendations that could be deduced 
from the experknce. 

In effect. the Shelkovenko tragedy seemed to present a wealth of opportunities 
that could, if exploited, enhance human rights standards in the country, assist in 
deepening domestic refonns and strengthen relations and confidence between Uzbekistan 
and the international community. 

While numerous international missions have offered recommendations on this 
general subject, we do not believe our check-Jist substantially diverges from those of 
others and it might even provide useful additional dimensions. Recommendations 
intended for Uzbek authorities are offered in the spirit of mutual cooperation and full 
respect for the Uzbek government and the sovereignty of the state. In the end, it is for 
Uzbek authorities to detennine whether these recommendations correspond to their 
interests and can be implemented. 

The following is a list of the primary '~lessons learned" and recommendations 
from this mission, for both Uzbek and international entities (governments and NGOs). 
While the first several "lessons" are aimed at the "quick fi:,c" technical level. several 
others are intended for the longer-term policy level. And, while many of the "lessons" 
and recommendations are intended for the Uzbek goverrunent, some others pertain to the 
international community. 

• Preserving physical evidence. Authorities need to move quickly and 
expeditiously to identifyt seize and preserve all possible items of physical 
evidence. In this case, this would have included the ligature used for hanging 
(which, in fact, was quickly secured), as well as the detainee's clothing and 
belongings~ incidental objects and all other physical items in the vicinity. 

• Maintaining separation between examination and autopsy. It is apparently 
common practice in Uzbekistan for the same medical specialist to perf onn a 
routine medical examination during life and an autopsy on the same body after 
death. In order to avoid the appearance of irregularity. Uzbek authorities can 
consider the utility of dividing these functions. 

• Integrating efforts. The professional integrity of the forensic autopsy should 
stand alone, as should the contribution of investigative and other efforts. That 
said, an integrated final approach, rather than a compartmentalized one, would 
call for multi.-disciplinary information sharing and would likely lead to more 
productive results. 

• Protocol on 'death in custody.' In Uzbek law, there is as yet no special protocol, 
or regulated procedure, for investigating the death of someone in police custody. 
Instead, such a death is given the same treatment as any homicide. Given the 
special circumstances and sensitivities involved, Uzbek authorities might consider 
introducing a new protocol on 'death in custody.' 
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• Creating a record. Authorities need to create a thorough and immediate 
documentary record of a crime scene, including a log of events, interviews with 
relevant people involved and a full photographic record. In the Shelkovenko case, 
many interviews were conducted several days after the death, possibly in reaction 
to public attention to the incident. 

• Demonstratingfull trar.sparency. In general, authorities need to conduct 
procedures that demonstrate full transparency vis-a-vis the public, other agencie,s 
of govenunent, the media and the international community. This is above all a 
matter of instilling confidence in the people that government agencies are 
conducting themselves in a straightforward, professional and efficient manner. 

• Conducting a complete autopsy. Forensic medical experts should ensure that 
complete postmortem examinations are performed on all deaths in police custody, 
including dissection of the neck. It is also important to perform supplementary 
dissections to effectiveJy demonstrate the absence of significant findings, such as 
lack of injuries associated with torture. 

• Ensuring complete reviews. In general, it is important that authoritjes conduct 
thorough and professional reviews, and to do so with an eye toward the public 
character of many of their actions, vis-a•vis both domestic and international 
public opinions. In the She)kovenko case, Uzbek investigating authorities sought 
to prove a suicide by hanging, but did not find it necessary in their view to 
disprove public or on-the-street suspicions about maltreatment or torture. 
Shaping activities in a way that faciJitates the govenunent's communicating with 
the people wou)d seem to be an important priority. 

• Inviting outside observers. Authorities can often enhance the credibility of and 
confidence in its own findings by inviting professional international participation 
or observation at an early stage. The Shelkovenko case presents the international 
connnunity with a rare opportunity to support the thrust of the Uzbek 
government's original findings, thus providing a basis for enhanced public 
support for reform-oriented government actions. 

• Accepting the citizen's right to question. Authorities can demonstrate maturity by 
accepting that individuaJ citizens, families and public associations have an 
inherent right to discuss decisions by a govenunent. For this reason, govenunent 
authorities should refrain from reprisals against those who first questioned these 
decisions. 

• Accepting the government's right to govern. Citizens, famiJies and associations 
bringing government decisions to the attention of the international community can 
demonstrate corresponding maturity by understanding the need for closure 
through final decisions by their own governments. Though they may not agree 
with the government's action, and may have even suffered property or other loss 
because of it, any society wiJl sense a need for closure and movement forward. 
(Again, on the government side, this tension can be alleviated through pro-active 
public information mechanisms, respect for citizens' rights and mechanisms 
designed to demonstrate government responsiveness to citizens' interests.) 

• Enhancing inter-agency coordination. Better inter-agency coordination among 
government agencies can lead to a more cohesive approach and more productive 
result. In the Shelkovenko case, while high-level Uzbek officials probably sensed 
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that a de facto exoneration of their government was in the offing, lower-level 
officials were likely not made aware of this and sometimes assumed defensive 
even stone-walling postures. 

• Communicating with the public. Both Uzbek authorities and the international 
community need to ensure that public infonnation is provided objectively and 
expeditiously, both to media outlets and to the general public. This can be 
accomplished through various means, inc1uding timely press conferences, public 
statements, special briefings, etc. Above a11, perhaps, the Shelkoven.ko case once 
again points up the need for a pro-active Uzbek government public information 
program, including training of government agency spokespersons. 

• Gathering the facts first. As a "lesson ]earned" for NGOs and the international 
community, public statements should be handled with seriousness and 
professionalism. At the least, relevant information and facts should be gathered 
and analyzed prior to the issuance of public statements. In this case, Human 
Rights Watch, one of the two NGOs originally engaged, prematurely (and 
inaccurately, as it turned out) declared this to be an example of torture by Uzbek 
authorities. After the results of our mission were announced, HR W posted a 
correction on its Internet website alongside the erroneous declaration. 

• Correcting misstatements. Of course. any corrective actions taken by the 
international community should be brought to the attention of the host 
government, thus serving to ensure the government of the best intentions of the 
international community, and demonstrating objectivity and transparency in its 
own actions. The U.S. Embassy (Press Office) can ·assist, if not through a public 
statement of its o~ then by infonnally contacting media outlets to help set the 
record straight. On the part of the major media and wire services, this presumes 
their willingness to acknowledge and publish corrections. 

• Following through with objectivity and transparency. International organizations, 
once having launched inquiries into events in the country. need to see their actions 
through to the end, regardless of the consequences. Jn this case, Human Rights 
Watch was one of two prime NGO movers behind the international inquiry into 
the She]kovenko case. But, as soon as HRW learned that its early presumption 
(and public declaration) of Uzbek official culpability was incorrect, it effectively 
withdrew participation in the case. This withdrawal has not only impacted on 
HR W's credibility in Uzbekistan and worldwide, but on the credibility of the 
international community in Uzbekistan. It also tends to reinforce the darkest 
suspicions of some Uzbek officials that the international community is arrayed 
against them and is not interested in giving them an objective opportunity. 

• Helping the citizenry. NOOs with a publicly declared in interest in assisting the 
citizens of foreign countries in which they operate should recognize responsibility 
for results of actions taken. In this case, given the post-mortem condition of the 
body, the Shelkovenko family could not have been faulted for believing initially 
that their son's death was irregular. Because of the final outcome of this case and 
because of the family's alliance with foreign NGOs in the country, however, the 
family is arguably now in a very difficult position vis-a-vis the Uzbek government 
and Uzbek society. The NOOs involved with this family will have to decide for 
themselves to what extent they are responsible for the family's ongoing welfare. 
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In the future, greater sensitivity needs to be shown by NGOs toward the Uzbek 
citizenry, especially in understanding their vulnerabilities and long-tenn interests. 

• Setting up a human rights group. The Uzbek govenunent and internationaJ 
entities should consider using the experience of the Shelkovenko case to 
institutionalize a human rights monitoring group that would consist of a small 
group of representatives from Uzbek government agencies, local NOOs and 
embassies. The group could routinely review selected cases with an eye to 
applying a cohesive approach to instances such as the Shelkovenko case. In the 
end, such a group could greatly enhance mutual confidence-building, strengthen 
the reform process in govenunent and enhance human rights standards. 
(Alternatively, the Uzbek government could consider expanding the mandate of 
the special commission established for the Shelkovenko case.) 

• Providing in-depth special briefings. Given the notoriety of the case, our group 
offered to make itself available for in-depth special briefings to selected audiences 
in Uzbekistan and elsewhere, including Uzbek institutions, institutions of other 
governments (especially the U.S. government) and international organizations. In 
this connection, we have offered through Freedom House to provide a series of 
briefings in Washington, incJuding to the Department of State, institutions dealing 
with Central Asian affairs, human rights activists and U.S. Congress. This would 
provide opportunities for discussion of details not appropriate in public settings. 
The group could provide objective infonnation on recent developments in 
Uzbekistan to Washington policymakers. The "lessons learned" check-list- or 
parts of it, depending on the audience - could also be included in the briefings. 

• Introducing forensic and investigative primers for USG officials. Both the 
forensic pathologist and the criminal investigator offered to hold training sessions 
at the U.S. Embassy for local U.S. officials interested in gaining a quick primer to 
help with future human rights cases. In this connection, both also offered to hold 
similar sessions with non-U.S. international representatives in Uzbekistan. 
Finally, the group recommends to the Department of State's Foreign Service 
Institute (FSI) that a course be introduced there for U.S. foreign service personnel 
assigned to human rights portfolios in embassies abroad. 

• Increasing training and exchanges. In the opinion of the group, the Shelkovenko 
case provides the Uzbek government and the international community with an 
additional stimulus for training programs and professional exchanges on various 
levels. Through U.S. government-sponsored and other international programs, 
the opportunity is presented for further professional interchange among 
govenunent policymakers, forensic pathologists, criminal investigators, police 
officials and human rights activists. 

[~!il=d t:chrie1l 11po1ts .:ill 1H 1111tmiitiil, 1 r J; l!y f1llrnsr se@ 92fQ§!'l 
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Victor Jackovich 
Ambassador (ret.) 
President, Jackovich International, LLC 
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Spacial Asst. __ .. _ 

b Bh&rsky. ____ _ C/3-f lLE COPY 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfm\itz 

SUBJECT TSG and Tem>rism and Battle of Ideas 

t=F---817-3 
~z.,., 
J.3anary 30, 2004 

I-o~ /oo l?.10 

Do we bave the tbeater security cooperation group focusing on terrorism and the 

battle of ideas? 

Thanks. 

OHR.db 
01~004-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 2- L tf. L ,) t/ r, 

FEB I I 2004 

OSD 09227·0• 
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POLICY 

Pett e,ppfetkfc; BS!l 8NhY 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 •2000 

INFO MEMO 

February 10,2004 
1-04/001270 
EF-7566 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: DoD Security Cooperation .md Ilu&tle of Ideas (U) 

• (U) TI1e. DoD Security Cooperation Guidance is under revie.w. Combatting 
Terrorism remains ~most imponant theme. with particular emphasis placed on 
using Security Cooperati(.ln adivities to .suppmt waging the battle of iJeas. 

• ( U) We anticipate providing you a coordinated draft of the Security Cooperation 
Guidance within a month. 

~ Prcpanxl bJ: Andy Hoehn, ik'Puty Assi.o.1ant Sl.'tnuryufDcfcu.sc (Stntkgy)L___J 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLi 

G 
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January 30,2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Les Brownlee 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
Dov Zakheim 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld )2 _fa.. 

SUBJECT: Financing Army Force Levels 

As I indicated to Pete Schoomaker before he met wjth the President and before he 
met with the House Armed Services Committee, .it is .important that all of us are 
precise in what we say about all aspects of the Army force level and 
transformation proposals. 

Specifically, people should avoid talking aboo'I financing Jim Army plan in any 
way that appears certain, because we do not have certainty yet We need to 
achieve certainty. We need to bring to closure an understanding wil:b Josh Bolten 
as soon as possible. 

My clear, current understanding with Les Brownlee. Pete Schoomaker, Andy Card 
and the President is as follows: 

- DoD believes the FY04 Supplemental wm enable us to pay for the costs 
of this program to be incurred by the Army forFY04. 

- DoD will recommend to 0MB and the President that we finance the 
Army's costs for this program for FY05 through an '05 Supplemental , 
which we anticipate will be introduced in January or February 2005. 

- The question about FY06 and FY07 funding is open, It will depend on 
the President and Congress determining what aspects of the 
modernization and transformation of the force that we will be 
undertaking can be characterized as "resetting" or "reconstituting the 
force" in the wake of Operation Iraqi Freedom. DoD's view is that all 
of it, or a very large portion of it, should be so considered, as was the 
case for two or three years after Desert Storm. It takes that long to reset. 

CLO~E Jie,tt, OSD 0922~-0lt 
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- With respect to any costs that go beyond that period, and/or which are 
not approved in a supplemental, DoD may have to use any funds that we 
decide should be so allocated out of the inflation-plus $10 billion we are 
scheduled to receive each year for the FYDP. Unfortuna1e1y, we can 
probably anticipate that the plus $10 b'ilhon could only be $4 or 5 
billion if the Congress continues to add still more benefits and 
entitlements that are not requested. 

- To the extent none of the above succeeds, the fonding obviously will 
have to come from the Army through savings in other ur(;as, which 
would be very painful to their procurement account. 

- Finally, the other agreement I have w:ir.h the Army and the .President is 
that, at this time, we ha vc agreed to increase .from 33 to on.ly 43 
brigades - not to 48 brigades- and to delay a decision on the 5 
additional brigades until we are close to lhe agreed-upon off ramp. So, 
this is a two-part plan. First, ramp up to 43 transformed brigades. 
Second, al the appropriate time, decide whether or not to continue to 
build from 43 to 48 brigades. 

- We must all be careful to not create inaccurate impressions on the Hill 
or with the Press. We need to make sure ·we speak with precision and 
clarity and all say the same things in the same way. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012904-14, 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Josh-

Josh Bolten 

Donald Rumsfeld <yJ.
Financing Army Force Levels 

January 30,2004 

Attached is a memo I have just sent out to our folks. I think it conforms to our 

brief discussion on the subject and the discussion I had with the President. 

Please let me know if you are comfortable with it If not, I will fix it. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
1/30/04 SecDef memo re: Financing A1my Force Levels 

DHR:dh 
D13004·6 
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CL0!,13 JIC,tt, 

January 30.2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Les Brownlee 

CC ; 

Gen. Pete Schoomakcr 
Dov Zakheirn 

Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 2_fa.. 
SUBJECT: Financing Army Force Levels 

As l indicated to Pete Schoomaker before he met with the President and before he 
met with the House Armed Services Committee, it is important that all of us are 
precise in what we say about all aspects of the Army force level and 
transformation proposals. 

Specifically, people should avoid talking about financing the Army plan in any 
way that appears certain, because we do not have certainty yet. We need to 
achieve certainty. We need to bring to closure an understanding with Josh Bolten 
as soon as possible. 

My clear, current understanding with Les Brownlee, Pete Schoomaker, Andy Card 
and the President is as follows: 

- DoD believes the FY04 Supplemental will enable us to pay for the costs 
of this program to be incurred by the Army for FY04. 

- DoD will recommend to 0MB and the President that we finance the 
Army's costs for this program for FY05 through an '05 Supplemental, 
which we anticipate will be introduced in January or February 2005. 

- The question about FY06 and FY07 funding is open. It will depend on 
the President and Congress determining what aspects of the 
modernization and transformation of the force that we will be 
undertaking can be characterized as "resetting" or "reconstituting the 
force'' in the wake of Operation Iraqi Freedom. DoD's view is that all 
of it, or a very large portion of it, should be so considered, as was the 
case for two or three years after Desert Storm. Jt takes that long to reset. 

CL08E HOLt> 

OSD 09228-04 
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- With respect to any coses chat go beyond thar period, and/or \Vhich are 

not approved in a supplemental, DoD may have to use any funds that we 
Jecide should be so alJocated out of the inflation-plus $10 billion we are 
scheduled to receive each year for the PYDP. Unfortunately, we can 
probably anticipate that the plus $10billion could only be S4 or 5 
billion if the Congress continues 10 add still more benefits and 
entitlements that arc not requested. 

- To the extent none of the above succeeds, the funding obviously will 
have to come from the Army through savings in other areas, which 
would be very painful to their procurement account. 

- Finally, the other agreement T have with the Army and the President is 
that, at this time. we have agreed to increase from 33 to only 43 
brigades-not to 48 brigades-and to delay a decision on the 5 
additional brigades until we are close to the agreed-upon off ramp. So, 
this is a two-part plan. First. ramp up to 43 transformed brigades. 
Second, at the appropriate time, decide whether or not to continue to 
build from 43 to 48 brigades. 

- We must all be careful to not create inaccurate impressions on the Hill 
or with the Press. We need to make sure we speak with precision and 
clarity and all say the same things in the same way. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012904-14 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

CC<')~f! 1 I©LB 2 
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February 2,2004 

TO: Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Note from Mel Laird 

Herc is a note from Mel Laird on the subject that he would like to talk to you 

about. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
24-30January 2(X}4DoD Iraqi Transition Straicgic Assessment Teams' Weekly Update 

DHR:dh 
013004-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

0 SD O 9 2 3 0 - Di. 
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..--r; 5.Q.c.. 

Ft-OE "°· = __ e )(-6) - Jan. 36 2884 06!53PM Pl 
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• FROM : LAIRD 11,G ; j(b)(6) 
(b)(6) I I TO l(b)(6) 

Jon rO 2004 B5.: 53PM P2 
J~I :'··i:'t2.:!4 :(:4J FROH:Kfiill'aurnu~ I P ... ., 

~t?J 
l(b)(6) 

Metvin R. Laird 

Jimuary 8, 2004 

Dear Jack: 

!(b)(6) ~nd I api:!c~iatcd receiving the Chrislruas cud and note fromITEITTand you. The note of 
pnu5c and support for our tr0ops in 2004 is something I'd like to ttJ.lt 'w@i' you privntd~ about at 
the time of the Alfalfa Club dinner lattr this month. 

The All-Volunteer Service will work well in connection with our Tofal Force Conc:ept, only if 
lhe commitment of Regular Forces around the world is properly pllilned. ~ c,,, o:mtry's 
conunitment of Regular Forces, as of January 1, 2004, another l 75~000 il Asmy persorutel i, 

needed to ensure. proper rotation 1f we continue pre,ent.dcpioymcnts around 1he world. ~ C!ln 

count ou using Reserve mid Guard Forct:S on the planning basis of eight months active duty 
when call~ for regular dut~' .in each two-year period. We will have no problem~ recruiting 
eilher Regular. Reserve, or Oua!:d For~s if ie remember the "qu11.lity of life" we musl ml:linL&n 
for our senice persom1el an.1 for their families. Most Americans have no idea of the 
commitment<; mnde by the Guard and Rt'servt' .in our present deployment. We still have not 
gotten our sc:viu personnel up to the p,ay scales ofpolice!nen., firemen, and many others, which 
ml! falling behind even ,,ith the most recem pay increases. Pay is still important, but other 
considerations must also be taken into account I recently served on Secrctary RumsfcJd's 
Commission tiJ select dte proper tihute to the men and women ~ lo~t :in the September 11 
attack on the Pentavon. \\r11c:n we compllre h! million dolar award to some oftbe f.,milies who 
suffered in the attacks .in Washington and New York, with the losses of the families of our men 
and women on active duty every day, it does cause some of these families (if not our troops) to 
wonder. All these lossts are truly mou.'lled 

The AnnJ has to spellk out otl this ma.'lpowei problem if we are to meet oll a·cqucslS around the 
globe. Some .in civilian leadership have the cpi.nion that manpower comrninnerm uo\md the 
world c~.n be filled by our Total Foret«: with no re-;pect to the number of men and women m the 
Regular farces. 
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(b )(6) ...,..,..,.,,.,. _ _..._r,-=.__'3 ... H! ... 2004 06: 54PM PJ • FROM : LAIRD 
PrOE _.,..,...,,...._.___ ......... _ ___. 

... , I ~c I I, ~ I ....... ~"'W ~ ._l(b~){6~)~~~1 P.2 "'-

• 
" 

General John W. Ve!!~cy, Jr. (USA, Ret.) 
Jru,u~ry 8, 2004 
Page Two 

I h~ve argued this point with Rummy, but he still insists no more manpov.~r end strcn~ .is 
needed. I'l1 talk with him aswn next week. l cm proud of our AU-Volunteer Foiw end the Tornl 
Force Con.ce:pt. which I initiated, but we just can't take it for grnnted. 

With best wishes and kindest personal regards. f am 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Melvin R. Laird 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld rr}, f{_ 
DATE: January 3 1,2004 

SUBJECT: Follow Up From Our 9/11 Commission's Meeting on 1/30/04 

I. Haynes will get the quotes from the Woodward book and the other book 

where Shelton was quoted. 

2. Haynes is supposed to get the veto letter. 

3. Cambone will send them the Cohen list - show it to me before it goes. 

4. Larry will find the "Major Directions" paper. 

5. You will give me three pieces of paper showing precisely: 

• What we did on terrorism and Homeland Security pre~9/l l; 

• What T did on 9/1 I; and 

• What we have done on terrorism and Homeland Security post-9/11. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
013104.05 

\/~ 
........ 

~ 
' 

OSD 09231-0/f ~ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

LTG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

January 31,2004 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

I need an appointment with Dan DelJ'Orto and I want to see physically what 

shows up on the federal register and how we can get it right. This is confusing and 

I don't know the answer. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
103104.10 

Respond by: ________ a_\,._,o_\ ..... o_~ ________ t(/ ___ ~----

G._ ~: _,,;; 

Sc~ w~ k C(7Vl"Ml,.Jc 

OSD 09233•0A 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
OFFICE OF GENERAL co~.~.~E1-? ! Hi 2: 13 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON' ,- ,_ 

WASHINGTON, OC 20301-1600 

INFOMEMO 
October 20,2003, 10 a.m. 

SECRETARY OFDEFENSE 

Dan Dell' Orto, Principal Deputy General Counse/:;Jj fl~~ 
SecDef Gifts 

• This responds to your note to me of October 15,2003,regarding whether 
gifts that you accept are published. (Tab A) You also asked to see what such 
publications look like. 

• Gifts of more than minimal value that federal employees accept from foreign 
governments are itemized and published annually in the Federal Register 
through the Department of State in accordance with the Foreign Gifts Act. 
Other gifts are not published. Minimal value is currently set by regulation at 
$285.00. 

• At Tab B is the latest notice published in the Federal Register for applicable 
foreign girls accepted in 2002. The section showing gifts that you and others 
in DoD accepted is flagged for you starting at page 37260. 

• Gifts are reported to GSA and normally retained by DoD in a vault or on 
official display until the recipient prepares to depart his office. At that time, 
the recipient would decide which giHs he wishes to purchase, and the rest 
would be physically transferred to GSA. In the published report, "Reported 
to GSA for purchase" means that the recipient has expressed an interest in 

purchasing the gift. , 

1

~ \ ';J/J /I/· L .-

COORDINATION: NONE //~ (/ TD 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: 

u 
G 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfcl~ 

November 29,2003 

SUBJECT: SecDef Gifts 

Set a meeting with Dan Dell'Orto for me to go over this SecDef Gifts paper. I just 

don't understand it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
113003038. 

Attach: Info Memo to SD from Dell'Orto re: SD Gifts 10/)0/03 

U22534 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Geor~e P. Shultz 
(b )(6) 

Dear George, 

JUN 2 1 m4 

Here are some papers that, if T have not already 
sentto you, T think you will find interesting. You will 
note that some of your thoughts have found a home here! 

Thanks again for your wonderful hospitality. Joyce 
and I enjoyed the evening thoroughly. Please tell 
!(b)(6) lrhanks so much, and that the spurs and 
handkerchiefs arrivea-----

I 

Regards,/ 

. k:---
En closures/.-,,

Torture, 6/ I 7 /04 
Global War on Terror, 6/18/04 
Thoughts on Iraq, 6/7 /04 

11-L-0559/0SD/24643 
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June 17,2004 

SUBJECT: Torture 

Seeing the headlines in the press and the raft of articles and TV shows on the 

subject of ''torture," over recent days [ have been thinking about the issue. 

When the word torture is used, most people think of physical torture. For myself, 

I think of the videos that we have all had an opportunity to see of Saddam 

Hussein's people cutting off prisoners' hands or pulling their tongues out with 

pliers and then slicing off their tongues. 

But the impression one gets from reading the many editorials, op-ed pieces and 

news stories is that the United States Government has ordered, authorized, 

permitted, or tolerated physical torture. 

Before I make an assertion, I have to say that we still have a number of 

investigations going, and, understandably, we arc learning more as we go along. 

Also, I have to avoid saying anything that could later be characterized in a court 

martial as "command influence," where the result could be that a guilty defendant 

might be released. 

However, at this point, I can say with high confidence that I have not seen 

anything that suggests a senior military or civilian official of the US Government 

ordered, authorized, permitted, or tolerated torture or any other act inconsistent 

with the Geneva Conventions, other laws of the United States or the values of the 

American people. There have been some illegal acts, to be sure, some of which 

have already been punished and others that will be. 
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So it is important for those commenting on this subject to consider what the effects 

of their acts are,just as those of us in government have to consider the effects of 

our acts. 

• First, consider the effects on members of the US military when they read 

these articles, leaving them with the incoJTect impression that physical 

torture has been ordered, authorized, or tolerated by their government. 

They may begin to believe that that is true, which, to my knowledge, it is 

not. 

• Consider the Iraqi people and the people of the cmrntries in that region 

whose help we need to succeed. As they get the impression that the US 

orders torture, which it does not, it makes our task there vastly more 

difficult. 

• Finally, consider the reaction of those who may capture or hold prisoner US 

military or civilian personnel. They will contend that their acts of tortllfe 

are justified by what they can point to as press reports of US torture, as 

inaccurate as they may be. 

It is past time for those discussing this subject to do it in a more responsible way 

that does not overstate or misstate the facts. 

We are in a war. Let there be no doubt, the American people's lives am at risk. 

Those of us in Government feel a responsibility to strive every day to protect the 

lives of the American people, military and civilians. 

I don't get up every morning and say, "What might some critics say abmtt a 

decision T may make?" I get up every morning and say, "Within the laws of the 

United States, including our treaty obligations and the values of the American 

people, what can I do to help protect our people from more attacks?" We of 
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course check proposals and decisions with the lawyers before making such 

decisions. 

As of today, J can say that I have high confidence that the decisions we have made 

at the senior levels of the Department have been consistent with US treaty 

obligations, other laws of the United States and the values of the American people. 

And, further, I believe they have been in the best interests of our country. 

DHR:dh 
CurTenl MFRs/torture 

3 
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June 18,2004 

SUBJECT: What Are We Fighting? ls It a Global War on Terror? 

Are we fighting a "Global War on Tenor"? 

• Or are we witnessing a "global civil war within the Muslim 
religion," where a relatively small minority of radicals and 
extremists arc trying to hijack the religion from the large majority of 
moderates? 

• Or are we engaged in a "global insurgency" against us by a minority 
of radical Muslims in the name of a fanatical ideology? 

• Or is it a combination of the two? 

How we describe and set up the problem determines how we will deal with 
it - what priorities we establish and, in short, what we and our allies do to deal 
with the problem. 

Since September 11,200 I, the US has moved from addressing tenorism as 
a "law enforcement," where we must find and arrest the terrorists, casting it as a 
"war" against terrorism, where we need to use our military might against the 
terrorist networks and their safe havens. That was an important and useful 
advance, freeing us and our coalition to use more vigorous responses. 

The question now, however, is should we refine the problem further? What 
we may be facing is not only simply a law enforcement problem, it is also not a 
global war against generic terrorists, but rather a war by a radical extremist strain 
of Islam, a minority of that religion, first against the moderates in that religion, but 
also against much of the rest of the civilized world. The extremists' grand 
objective seems to be to reshape the world - to cripple the US, to drive us out of 
the Middle East, to overthrow all moderate pro-Western governments in the Arab 
and Muslim worlds, and, in their dreams, to restore a "Caliphate" over large 
portions of the globe and reestablish an Islamic superpower. 

The important point is that what we face is an ideologically-based 
challenge. Radical Islamists may be centered in the Middle East, but their reach is 
worldwide and their goals are global. They are currently making inroads in 
different ways in Europe, Central and Southeast Asia, and Africa, as well as the 
Western Hemisphere, including the United States. 
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Europe, it seems, does not understand the problem. Some Europeans seem 
to think they can make a ··separate peace" (the "Spanish syndrome"). The UN 
Secretariat does not seem to get it either. For us to be successful - for the world to 
be successful - the US, the UN and the Europeans must have a reasonably 
common perception of what is happening - of what the threat is. The UN was the 
second target of the 1993 World Trade Center bombers. Yet the UN in Baghdad 
declared itself "unprotected" because they fancied themselves as "innocents." But 
they were again attacked by extremists, very likely because the UN stands, in a 
general way, for the existing international system. To top it off, radical Tslamists 
have recently put a price on Kofi Annan's head. The reward is in gold to show the 
extremists do not depend on nation states. 

It is likely that, over time, Europeans will be even more threatened than the 
US given their demographics. Israel, of course, represents the ultimate target in 
the Middle East - and is seen as an outpost of democracy, progress and Western 
values. Tt seems reasonable to conclude that the radicals' goal is an ideological 
goal, and that tenorism is simply their weapon of choice. 

We should test the proposition as to whether it might be accurate and useful 
to define our problem a new way - to declare it as "a civil war within Islam" 
and/or a "global ideological insurgency" - and find ways to test what the 
analytical results would be depending on how we set up the problem. 

A number of things follow from this analysis. 

If it is an ideological challenge, our task is not simply to defend, but to 
preempt, to go on the offensive, and to keep the radicals off balance. We learned 
this lesson in the Soviet Union cold war case. 

For one thing, we will need to show the moderates in the religion that they 
have support. \Ve will need to find ways to help them. But they must take up the 
battle and defend their religion against those who would hijack it. Only if 
moderate Muslims actively and effectively oppose the global insurgency will the 
extremists be defeated. 

Moderate Muslim leadership needs to create opportunities for their people. 
We can help. Their attitude with respect to women results in a population 
explosion and denies their nations one-half of the energy, brainpower and 
creativity that other nations benefit from. It is a formula for certain failure. 
Moreover, championing women's rights has a strategic importance: education of 
women in developing countries correlates closely with shrinking families, "middle 
class" values, economic progress and likely erosion of the more extreme forms of 
religious orthodoxy. 

2 
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We must encourage oil-producing Muslim states to diversity their 
economies and not use oil as a crutch. Oil equals wealth, but that they happen to 
be sitting on sand over oil detaches them from the reality that effort and 
investment lead to wealth for all of the rest of the world that docs not happen to be 
sitting on sand over oil. Too often, oil-rich Muslims are against physical labor, so • 
they bring in Koreans and Pakistanis to do the labor, while their young people 
remain idle. An idle population is vulnerable to radicalism, particularly when they 
conclude it is prudent to pay off the extremists so they can maintain their preferred 
positions. 

It is desirable, if not a necessity, for Middle Eastern nations to reform and 
institute representative systems that are respectful of all their people, including 
women. The President's initiative is not "do-goodism," but wise calculation: It is 
advice to moderate states that political reform is a way to strengthen themselves -
to co-opt middle classes against the extremists. 

Finally, ideologies can be defeated. The Soviet collapse teaches us this. If 
Islamism 's goal is the fantasy of a new "Caliphate," we can deflate it by, over 
time, demonstrating its certain futility. Simply by not giving in to terrorist 
blackmail - by not being driven out of the Middle East - we will demonstrate over 
time that the extremists' ideology cannot deliver. At some point, its futility will 
become clear and the present enthusiasm will wane. Right now they arc on a high, 
but what if 5 to 10 years from now they have achieved none of their goals (as 
Arafat has failed)? This is in our own hands. 

The failure of the Iranian regime would also be a blow to the ideology, 
discrediting that ideology in the way that the collapse of the USSR discredited 
Marxist-Leninist parties most everywhere, except North Korea and Cuba. This, 
too, should be a strategic goal of ours in the struggle. 

So if what is occurring is not a war against terrorism, we need to consider 
changing how we describe it and seek to get others to see the problem in a new 
way, because it will affect their attitudes and how they and \Ve approach the 
critical problem of this decade. 

DHR:dh 
Current MFR5/GWOT 
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June 7,2004 

SUBJECT: Some thoughts on Iraq and how to think about it 

Military commanders and other visitors to Iraq have confidence and conviction 

about the progress being made and what they see as the solid prospects for 

success. But, television and press reports in the United States and in much of the 

world generally focus on the problems and the difficulties, creating pessimism and 

even despair. And it is the media that is shaping public opinion here and across 

the globe. 

Jt is fair to ask: Which of the two widely differing perspectives is coITect, or more 

correct, and, therefore, which view ought to be shaping U.S. policy and world 

thinking on this important matter? 

One reason for the disparity in perspectives may be the standard that one measures 

progress against. The dedicated volunteer soldiers engaged in the struggle against 

extremists are on the front lines. They see first-hand the extremists trying to 

hijack a religion from the majority of moderate Muslims. They see the terrorist 

insurgency that the Iraqi people face. They see, first-hand, ground truth. Further, 

they seem to understand that war has never been tidy, orderly or predictable. 

Our troops recognize that conflicts have always been difficult, that people get 

killed and wounded. They see the Iraqis who courageously step forward and 

become targets of assassins. They know that the purpose of terrorism is to 

terrorize, to frighten and to alter behavior - and it works. There have always been 

those who, when terrorized, change course and seek to appease the terrorists. Jt 

has been so throughout history. So, those brave souls on the front line of this 
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struggle see the conflict for what it is, and their expectations tend to be realistic. 

Their perspectives are rooted in an understanding of history and their own 

personal experiences. 

Conversely, those removed from the battle, who receive their information from the 

media, tend to see it differently. Their perspectives are shaped by those who seem 

to compare the many difficulties and challenges, not against history or personal 

experience, but against a false standard of countries that have already succeeded in 

their struggles for freedom, countries that today enjoy relative tranquility. The 

media report events in Iraq that are not tranquil and, in many cases, are ugly. So, 

our publics risk falling prey to the argument that all is lost, that the terrorists are 

sure to win, and that what is being done is imperfect, or wrong, or misguided, or 

even malevolent. 

The more correct perspective, I believe, is to look to history, to consider the 

struggles that have taken place over the decades and the experiences of countries 

that have made that difficult and dangerous journey from dictatorship to civil 

societies. Only by considering history can one fully appreciate that the path to 

freedom has always been djfficult, dangerous, and marked by ugliness. So, to 

measure the Coalition's progress against countries that have successfully achieved 

their freedom misses the point 

What is taking place in Iraq is not unusual. The Iraqi people are on a tough road, a 

road filled with lethal dangers. But, as tough as it is, it is the right road. It is a 

road that has been successfully, if perilously, traveled by a number of countries 

over the decades. So, despite understandable concerns, it can be done. It has been 

done. Our own country went through tough periods, surviving demonstrations, 

riots, battles, deaths - but we made it. We succeeded because the American 

people were steadfast and courageous and did not listen to counsels of despair. 

2 
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Many contended that Japan, Germany and Italy could not successfully move from 

fascism to civil societies. But, although it was not easy, they made it. In each 

case, it was hard. It took time. But they succeeded, to the benefit of the civilized 

world. 

For a people to achieve great things requires that they be purposeful and steadfast 

They must have a concentration span of something greater than a 30-second sound 

bite. They need to appreciate why Thomas Jefferson said of the path to 

democracy, "One ought not to expect to be transported on a featherbed." 

What is taking place in Iraq is hard, to be sure. It is far from perfect and certainly 

not predictable. But it should not be expected to be perfect or predictable. But is 

it failing? No. Is there a good chance it will succeed? You bet. One thing is 

certain. U.S. and Coalition forces cannot be defeated on the battlefield in Iraq. 

Coalition nations will suffer casualties, as they are, but they cannot be defeated. 

The only way this noble cause can be lost is if people become falsely persuaded 

that the struggle cannot be won or that winning it is not worth the cost. 

Those who seek the truth should challenge any who would measure progress in 

Iraq against unrealistic expectations. Ask: When in history it has ever been easy 

or predictable? When has a country gone from a repressive dictatorship to a 

peaceful, stable, constitutional, civil society without difficulties or loss of life -

"on a featherbed"? Why should Iraq be measured against an unrealistic standard? 

What is taking place is tough. It is uncertain. It is dangerous. It is ugly. It is 

requiring the sacrifice of fine young men and women - each a volunteer - and 

may God bless them all. But the very least they deserve is a totally honest 

assessment by their countrymen of what it is they are doing. The least they 

deserve is an accurate, truthful recognition of the progress that has been and is 

being achieved in Iraq, as well as in Afghanistan - the hospitals built, the clinics 
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opened, the schools staffed and provided new textbooks and the economic 

progress. And the least the Iraqi people deserve is an appreciation of the courage 

they have demonstrated - by their security forces and by the hundreds of Iraqis 

who have stepped up to become governors, city council members and police 

chiefs, at risk to their lives. 

The test of wills we face - and it is a test of wills, let there be no doubt - calls for 

balance and historical perspective. The American people deserve that. They 

deserve it from the media that benefits from the constitutional protections, and, 

with those protections, has a responsibility to be fair, honest, and accountable. 

The Iraqi people want their freedom, their security and the opportunities that will 

flow from them. More than SO percent of the Iraqi people say they want Iraq to be 

whole. They are opposed to a breakup of the country. We know, despite terrorist 

attacks, assassinations, and disruptions to services, and despite the fact that 

terrorists and extremists kill innocent Iraqi citizens by the dozens each week - and 

have killed some 400 Iraqi security forces - that 70 percent oflraqis say that 

getting rid of Saddam Hussein was worth the hardships they face today. Over 90 

percent of Iraqi Kurds and 80 percent of Shi a agree. Even among the minority 

Arab Sunnis) many of whom governed the country under Saddam Hussein, the 

figure is only slightly below 50 percent. So the Iraqi people understand that their 

lives are better today, despite the drumbeat to the contrary. 

It is instructive to ask: What might be the alternatives to the course we are on for 

the 25 million recently liberated Iraqis, for that troubled region, and for the United 

States? What alternatives do those who criticize and contend that all that is lost 

suggest? Some say leave. What if the coalition were to leave? The possibilities 

are not attractive. They include: 

A failed state, anarchy, with terrorists taking over and creating a safe haven 
to attack the United States and other civil societies. 
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A civil war and ethnic cleansing, filling up still more of Saddam's mass 
grave sites. 

Takeover by a neighboring country and radical clerics. 

A split up of Iraq into St'veral parts, or 

A new Saddam Hussein could take control and re-impose a vicious 
dictatorship. 

Which of those options would any argue would be better than the goal of Iraq as a 

single country, at peace with its neighbors;, not trafficking with terrorists and 

respectful of \vorne11 and all t'thnic. religious and minority groups within their 

borders? 

We arc on the right course. The difficulties; we face arc mHkrstandablc. given the 

history of countries that have navigated through these difficult seas. There is no 

better alternative for rhe lraqi people, for the region, for the United States or for 

the worl<l. 

I repeat: there is no way this struggle can be lnst cm the ground in Traq. Tt can 

only be lost if people come to the conclm.ion that it cannot bt' done. This struggle 

is being waged during an era of 24-hour nev,rs, st'ven days a \veek - for tht' first 

time in history. And it is being waged during a Presidential election year. when 

there seems to be a suspension of civil discourse. So. we are in for a rough period 

of months. But, when we are successful, it will bt> a fresh 21 51 ct>ntury 

demonstration of the good center of gravity of the American people, and their 

common sense ability to separate fact from fiction and perseverance from 

paralysis. 

DHR:dh 
CurrentMFRsnlloughts on Iraq 

11-L-0559/0SD/24654 
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TO: Dan Dell' Orto [L 
Donald Rumsfeld 9 
Judge Hiester 

January 2,2004 

Would you please check to see if it is conceivable that someone like Pete Biester, 

who has a number of years of Federal service as a Congressman and now is a 

judge, would lose his Federal pension by serving on the Military Commission 

Review Board? 

Please tell me precisely what will happen from the standpoint of his financial 

circumstance. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010204-8 

············~···················· 

~l'1 

(e,po,ti<. 

{1l~1L rJ~ 
iJi,; 

11-L-0559/0SD/24655 
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C:E\"FIIAI . COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

GENERALCOUNSELOFTHEDEPARTMENTOFDEFENSE 
1&00 DEFENSE.PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301·1600 

INFO MEMO 

January 7, 2004, 3P.M. 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, Gen~the Department of Defense 

SUBJECT: Judge Biester (Snowflake 010204-8) 

• You asked what would happen to Judge Biester's financial circumstances (with 
respect to his federal retirement) if he is called to active duty under 10 U.S.C. § 
603 to serve as an appointing authority. 

• His military service would not affect his current entitlement, if any, to Federal 
retirement (under either the Civil Service Retirement System or the Federal 
Employee Retirement System), but he could not use his military service to 
increase his federal civilian retirement benefit. 

• Judge Biester should check with Pennsylvania State retirement authorities to 
determine whether his military service would have any impact on his State 
pension. ~ wJ/ ~ ~ £-(.,L J-J.. Jt,....:.. 

COORDINATION: None 

:paredby: Paul S. Koff.sky. DGC(P&HP)/DoD,_l(b-)(5_) __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/24656 ,.. 
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January 2, 2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld vA, 
SUBJECT: Introduction 

b, F~ I ~ c,.,.r-
Here is the introduction from the Reagan Library th~1~ave ~~u 
might want to keep it down there in case I am going to go speak someplace and 

someone is going to introduce me. I thought the first few paragraphs were 

interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10110/03 Fred Ryan introducrion of SecDef al Reagan Library 

DHR:dh 
010204-13 

··················-······················································ _,, 
Please respond by ________ _ 

0-. _, 

~; 
~ i 

OSD 09239~04 ~ 
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SECRETARY DONALD RUMSFELD 

ADDRESS TO REAGAN PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY 
- 0'7TOBER 10, 1003 -

Transcript of Introductory Remarks By Frederick J. Ryan, Jr.: 
I 

Thank you, and good morning everyone. I think it's still morning. Hey, this 
is the Reagan Library - ifs always "Morning in America" here! It's my great 
pleasure to welcome you to the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library. 

Since first opening its doors 12 years ago, the Reagan Library has been host 
to many distinguished guests: ambassadors and emissaries, Cabinet Secretaries and 
Members of Congress, Fortune 500 CEO's and Captains of American Industry, 
Presidential Assistants and White House Chiefs of Staff ... 

But, we've never had a single guest who distinguished himself in all those 
roles ... until today. 

When I was given the honor to serve on President Reagan White House 
Staff, a very prominent man in Washington called to congratulate me. He said he 
would send me some essential reading material that I should fully digest and 
understand before beginning my job as Special Assistant to the President. 

I assumed I would be receiving a large parcel in the mail loaded with 
Briefing Books and bundles of policy papers. 

Instead, I received a letter-sized envelope and in it was a single document 
entitled "Rumsfeld's Rules". It was one of these documents that you may recall in 
the days before laser copiers, that bore the blemishes of dust particles, spots and 
hair line marks that were caused by repeated photocopying for passing on to the 
next recipient. 

But its contents were crystal clear. In it, Don Rumsfeld, White House Chief 
of Staff, a few years before, had provided uncommon wisdom to guide his team 
and future generations of White House Staff in the ways to perfonn their jobs with 
dignity, efficiency, honor and ... a great sense of humor. 

I know that to this day, "Rumsfeld's Rul~s" remains on the White House's 
''best sellers list". And, it is a wonderful source of guidance for anyone on 
government business, or life in general. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24658 
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I .... 

SECRETARY DONALD RUMSFELD 

ADDRESS TO REAGAN PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY 
- OCTOBER 10, 1003 -

Don Rumsfeld is now in his fifth decade of service to his country, and all 
along the way he has blazed a trail often as the youngest and most always the 
boldest. 

Elected in 1962 as one of the nation's youngest members of Congress, Don 
Rumsfeld 's entire career runs parallel to the quests and challenges our nation has 
faced since that time. 

For President Nixon, he directed the Office of Economic Opportunity and 
later headed our nation's Economic Stability Program. 

In 1973, he was asked to direct our national interest in a different way, as 
our Ambassador to NATO during one of the most tumultuous periods of the 
Vietnam War. 

Wben a different kind of tumult resulted in President's Nixon's resignation, 
Don Rumsfeld was called home from Brussels and asked to head the White House 
Staff of President Gerald Ford. 

The next year, he became our nation's 13th - and youngest- Secretary of 
Defense. 

While serving in the private sector in the years that followed, Don Rumsfeld 
was called back to service by Republicans and Democrats to play leading roles in 
developing America's most vital policy choices: Arms control, ballistic missile 
threats, U.S. - Japan relations, the Middle East and the global markets. 

When George W. Bush became the 43rd President of the United States, he 
asked Don Rumsfe]d to lead once again as our nation's 21st Secretary of Defense. 

Since then, Don Rumsfeld has lead our military with force and vigor, vision 
and imagination, tenacity and determination. 

Americans could not be more fortunate - or our enemies more unlucky -
that Don Rumsfeld is the man at the helm of the Pentagon. 

p]ease welcome, Secretary Don Rumsfeld. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24659 
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January 2,2004 

TO: L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1l\.. 
SUBJECT: LaPorte Memo 

Please set up a meeting for someone to brief me on this ,aPorte memo. I must 

say, I am not sure I agree with it. 

Thanks. 

Atlach. 
J 2/3 l/03LaPorte memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
010204·23 ... , ................................... , ..........•••••••...•••.•......•. 
Please respond by I / ~3 / O Y 
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December 31, 2003 
Mr. Secretary, 

The purpose of this erna i l is to provide you an update with 
respect to the relocation of the United Nations Command/Combined 
Forces Command (UNC/CFC) headquarters from Seoul (Yongsan 
Relocation) . 

Bottom Line Up Front: The Republic of Kc,rea Government 
(ROKG) desires Ul\lC/CFC headquarters Lo remain in Seoul. ROK 

National Assembly approval of US proposal to move out of Seoul 
is doubtful in the current political environment. Ministry of 
National Defense (MTT,?)l has presented a counterproposal for 
lJNC/CFC residual footprint. Overarching USFK realignment 
objectives may be at risk absent an accommodation that allows 
UNC/CFC headquarters to remain in Seoul. 

Since the conclusion of the Security Consultative Meeting 
in November, there have been several developments that are 
noteworthy. 

" On 8 December, LTG Campbell met with LTG Cha, the Deputy 

Defense Minister for Policy to formally convey our US proposal 
to relocate the UNC/CFC south of Seoul. LTG Campbell provided 
LTG Cha a detailed proposal which featured four principle 
elements: 

acres) 
* 

50-man UNC/CFC liaison team remain in Seoul 
us retains the Dragon Hill Complex (approx 20 

Ministry of Defense (MND) provide offices within 

the MND Complex for the Commander and Deputy Commander, CFC 
,. ROKG defray all costs associated with the 

relocation 

* On 29 December, LTG Cha met with LTG Campbell to present a 

ROK counterproposal and to :o~\.r:·_:1,:i :a :.e the MND and the ROKG' s 
desire for the UNC/CFC to remain in Seoul because of political, 
economic, and psychological considerations. LTG Cha indicated 
that the MND proposal would provide for an end state US 
•residual footprintn in Seoul of less than 200,000pyong (164 
acres). Currently, Yongsan is 895 acres. 

* On 30 December, National Security Planning Chief Suh Choo 

Suk, met with Deputy Chief of Mission, Mr. Mark Minton, US 
Embassy, to confirm the ROKG prefers the ln'J'C/CFC headquarters 
remain in Seoul. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24661 



* Recently, 14 7 National Assembly members (more than half of 

the National Assembly) proposed a resolution to retain the 
UNC/CFC headquarters in Seoul. The National Assembly retains 
the monetary veto on USFK realignments. 

The developments detailed above, coupled with my recent 
discussions with the Chairman ROK JCS and Minister of Defense 
Cho, make it clear, despite some mixed signals, the unified ROKG 
position is that the UNC/CFC headquarters should remain in 
Seoul. Discussions with a broad range of informed members of 
the government, the business sector, the faith co]ir,u:i.i ty, and 
academia lead to the conclusion it is very unlikely that an 
"Umbrella Agreement" which includes the relocation of the 

UNC/CFC out of Seoul will be ratified by the National Assembly. 
Moreover, it may also impede our progress in achieving approval 
of an amended Land Partnership Plan, which is key to the 
relocation of the united States Forces Korea and Eighth us Army 
to include the 2d Infantry Division. 

l have had my engineers evaluate the HTITD counterproposal 
for UNC/CFC to consolidate on a residual footprint of less than 
164 acres. It is doable but it will require 

* 30% reduction in the number of remaining military 

personnel ( from 1000 to approx 700) 
,. Phased approach to the return of SOFA granted 

land to ROt(G 
ROKG commitment to the additional costs 

associated with the diminished use of existing facilities and 
more expensive vertical construction 

t ROKG needs to publicly announce that they want 

the TJNC/CFC to remain in Seoul. Not a [S demand. 

Given the overarching objectives of our USFK realignment 
plan, it may be in our best interest to make an accommodation on 
the residual US footprint in Seoul in order to advance th c far 
more important objectives related to "enhancing, shaping, and 
aligning" the ROK/US Alliance. Absent an accommodation that 
allows for the UNC/CFC to remain in Seoul, our efforts to 
posture the Rm:;us Alliance for the 21st Century may be at risk. 

Recommend I work with the Ministry of Defense to assist in 
developing a plan which will be acceptable and can be agreed to 
at the Future of the Alliance VI talks 15-16 January. 

Await your guidance. 
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Very Respectfully, 
Leon LaPorte 
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3:27PM 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wo)fowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 1:J\ 
DATE: January 5, 2004 

SUBJECT: OIF 

On OIF I-II there are a coup)e of issues that come up. 

l. Airlift and the burden that puts on the system. 

2. Equipment that is in limited supply to the extent we have left-seat right 

side seat going on, two people are going to need the limited supply 

equipment. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
10504.13 

Please respond by: _______ -___________ _ 

OSD 09241-04 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

it.@ 

11-L-0559/0SD/24665 

Donald Rumsfel()t- f.o5 7 
January 5, 2004 

OIF 

3:32 PM 

When we get ready to do OIF II to III, the question is can we spread out the 

rotation so that they are not all occurring in a three or four month period. 

Obviously, to do that means we have to shorten some peoples' tours or lengthen 
,\ ' some other peoples' tours. We don,t want to lengthen them past up to one year. 

Therefore, it means shorter tours, which means we are going to have less value 

time in Iraq, either in an existing OIF II group or in the OIF lll group coming in. 

Somebody better get their head into that, fast, so we know the answers. 

Thanks. 

OHR/azn 
10504.14 

osa 09242-011 
Please respond by: --------1• l ..... '° ...... \ ..... o_"I _______ _ 

7~~ 
?ll21 /,Ju /J.l!6 ~ ~A', 
t:¥~:1/£ t77J ~~ ~li'JO oF7lle? f)b~ . 

to~<.:r&, 1 UFeo~ t't5,l!l'OAI A,JD rHe: 
~e=~1c:,;a:-~ ~~ r~ 4'rkr-
t~:sv5 Yeia /!!1)-l'SE 1'1\1 <:,u/lZ ~D 
f'IP-~ /J)B /v(~,t}tSR:' ~ ~ }&.(~ 

~.~~""1p4J<6.:!,,;Clerl~l,J"!!r'~~ 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rtimsfeld <} 
January 5, 2004 

SUBJECT: Response 

S:24PM 

Get a response back to Barzani on this Jetter. CJear it with policy. This is the first 

nice letter I have received from anyone in Iraq that I can remember. I believe he 

also wrote that excellent article in The Wall Street Journal (or possibly it was 

Talibani who wrote it). 

Let's get a decent answer out pretty fast and let me read it first. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
IOS04.20 

Attach: 12125103 Letter to SD from Masoud Barzani 

OSD 09243~0lt 
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' 
1%/31/03 WED 18:U FAX .... l'b_)<

5
_) __ ___JI KDP USA 

KDP-USA 
Kurdistan Democratic Party, Iraq 
J01S 18th Street, 1'J.W. Suite 704 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

FAX COVER SHEET 

FR~M: fa chJ.f¥er-ea~ 
FAX: (b)(6) 

TEL: 

NUMBER OF r AGES INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET~._,,..? __ _ 

MESSAGE: 

11-L-0559/0SD/24667 
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12131/03 WED .18: S1 FAX l(b)(
5

) 
DEC 29 ' ~: ~,,.. ____ ___, KDP USA ...... "l!ooz 

KURDISTAN EMOCRATICPARlY 
THE . RESIDENT 

P AR'l1Y A DEMOKRATA KURDIST ANi 
SEROlt 

SalaJ . ddin. 
K uro. '.'tan~ Iraq 

;;J D 'c:ember WOJ 

Hit xce-Ueney M1r. DoDBld R. n.um1feld 
Sur tary of Defe=•• 
Dtp tmeDt of Defoue 
Was ing1on, D.C. 
USA: 

De(Jr Mr. SuretarJI, 

This ~as .indetd been a moil momentous yeM for all of us and we a:e plnsed to h,ve 
parti ipated in the Coalition efforts lc:ad by the United States \hat have caused the 
do faU of one of the cruelest rejjimes and the stunniD& capture of one ofthe. most 
bni dictators of OW' ]ifeti.tne. 

'o\\rSt of h.istory has be.en ~hanged and the peoples of Iraq c:an dreaxn and. truly 
1hriv . The end of tbe tunnel is bccominii larger and bri&hter for millions here in Iraq 
and .scwhere: in this troubled reiion of the world. 

' 
Our . people greatly appreciate the work acc:omplisbcd to date and remain SUOJli 

supp :rters of the Coalition Forces. We axe commit1ed to working with you a! your 
pru-1 r:1s a.rid ;1llies to achieve our common go21.l$ tJI rebuilding a ntw and a better lraiq. 

l cs ecially acknowle:;Jge ~ ·sa1;1if,ccs of your miliwy personnel 111d civiliim 
adm' 1istrators who have been livioj and working among us he~ in Iraq. 

On · is htq,pY occasion., l wish you a Meny Christmas and a Happy New Yeu and tb.e 
p(;o ¢ of 1hi: United StAt&s progrcu and prosperity. 

Plea c accM>t my deepest appreciation and assurances of my highest corisidcration. 
I -r ' 

·' ,. 

sincerely, 

. 

-~ 
Mas ud Bar-Lani 
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12131/03 WED 18:55 FA.I 
DEC 29 '0:i,t ~: 36Pl::..:c,1,1------' 

IDP t!SA 
P,S 

·~001 

PARTiYA D£M0KRATA KIDWlSTANE 
SEROK 

:,c.ccllcncy Mr. Paul Woitowitz 
ry Secretary of Defense 
d Srates of America 
'ngtota, D.C. 

D~· i Mr. Deputy Sectdary, 

Thi · hu in.deed been a most mome.nttiur yea: for all of ua arid we ire pleased to have 
p ipated in the CoiiHtioo efforts leaJ. by tile United Siate.5 that have ca.used ~ 
do .fall of ODe of the cruelest rcalmeti and the stunn.lns captW'U>f one of the m0$t 
brut ,l dict~tor.s of our lifetime. We greatly appreciate your connibuticn to ~ndlnQ the 
era f dictatorship. · 

I 
! 

The course of hi.stol)' baa been ,b11i:2gc'1 and tl)c peopln; of Iraq CIII ch~am 1nd trUly 
thrl : . 1 would like to at!lurt you. of our continucd support for Coalitioh efforts in lraq 
and pur commitment to achievin~ e rederal, de;mocratic, 11Dd a pluralistic: state that 
resp tS the tiahts ofall iu citizens and p.o loaF thru.ten, its neighboun. 

l w nt to thank you for the support ~d sia«ifice.s made on our behalf to rehabilitate: 
and: reconstrUct Iraq. I Ut>f:cially acknowledge 'the ~crifices of your militaey 
per nnel and i:ivilian odminiSU"aton who he. ve been Uvinr e.nd working among 1.£11 

here '. n ltaq. 

On is occasion, J would like to convey our Seasonts Grectinss to you. l wish you all 
the 'e:y best a.nd the people of the United State! l'rospericy and progress. Me1TY 
C • .'Unl,lli 1U1d .Happy Now Year. 

·e accept my deepest appreciztion and a,c;surances of.my hi2hest conside.ration. 

s wi:e: ely, 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 

DATE: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfel<l "V~ 
January 7 ,2004 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

7:41AM 

Please set a meeting with David Chu, Larry Di Rita and Je15 J¥s. I want to talk 

about DACOWITS. Here is the material. _..;r~~ 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
010704.09 

Attach: Durnan Memo re: DACO WJTSMembership 

Please respond by:----------------------

cc_._ 

---- ---· 

0 SD O 9 2 4 5 • 01' 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The Senior Military Assistant / / ~ 

Sel,Z>~f -

-T>1t.01u;fl ~1/;p /H~ -4 r <#-- l>r. ck - /d µ, 

- ~1"'~ u !~~5 tn,(~ 
~ /H~ - '.µ...l:. µ ./., ck.. 

- f~r~ ~ Jr,;1/"~;;;,_ d::-
tlu(. ./,.Iv 

- Aik ti-a 5 ?n<C4';' dJ--

~ ~ - '/dl0W -bl?. 
- /,d(_ t.W.. f~L /),-tk .ri kd r .?«-- n-.-~ t1/df,( tksirc.. 

L 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

MEMORANDUM FOR JAYMIE DURNAN 

SUBJECT: DACOWITS Membership 

v?_:;~,-
As a follow-up to our discussions on Saturday, let me give you my views 

on several questions concerning the decision package with regard to the 
membership and leadership of DACOWITS. 

First, Ms. Sue Patane. She was a member of DACOWITS under the 
previous Administration, but her views and her actions do not reflect the priorities 
and policies of that Administration. Ms. Patane is a Republican and has been very 
helpful to me, Charlie and DACOWITS. She was the interim Chair during the 
transition period and has been a strong source of assistance this past year. Her 
personal philosophy, to the degree that we can see evidence of such, is aligned 
with those of the Secretary and the new Charter. She willingly gives her time and 
energy to the efforts of the Committee. She is very supportive of General Mutter 
and the Committee Members. I believe it would be a mistake to relieve her this 
year. If the decision is that she should be replaced, I recommend that we make it ,,.-- 1 
clear to her now that we will look to replace her next year. 

Second, with regard to the proposed candidates for new membership, the 
White House Liaison Office submitted all save Ms. Hoffmann. Charlie Abell 
interviewed each of those on the list proposed by the White House Liaison Office 
and we are comfortable with any of these candidates. As noted in the attached 
package, several are out of the country and are not viable candidates this year. 
The fact that Ms. Donnelly suggested several of the candidates is not problematic. 
Based on Charlie's interviews, each would be able to work within the framework 
of the new Charter and do a good job for us. , l \ 

.,A_'i\'°'i ~ 
/' ·/ 

Finally, Lieutenant General Carol Mutter has done an excellentjob as the 
Chair and I believe the best course of action is to retain her as the Chair during the 
next year. She quickly organized the Committee and its Members, prepared them 
for their work, and has produced an annual report that supports the Charter and is 
useful to me. General Mutter is attuned to the Secretary's priorities and has a plan 
in place to continue the Committee's work in 2004. l believe that it would be 
counterproductiveto make a change at this point and might well raise a political 
issue that we neither seek nor want. 

r. 11-L-0559/0SD/24672 ,..,. 



I should note that some have questioned General Mutter' s associations ,vith 
other ex tern al groups. Chari ie and I have discussed those affiliations with General 
Mutter and find her responses quite satisfactory. She has demonstrated the ability 
to lead DACOWITS in accord with the Secretary's priorities and the Charter. 
General Mutter is a professional military officer and has proven that she can 
provide leadership to a diverse group of professionals without permitting outside 
agendas from <live11ing the focus of the Committee. T strongly recommend that the 
Secretary retain General Mutter for this next year and that we plan for a transition 
to a new Chair next year. 

I would point out that the next meeting of DACOWITS is in early / 
February. We need to have the <lecisionsregarding the membership and the Chair 
made in the first halt of January so that we can notify the new members and get 
them processed in time for the February meeting. 

~ 

David S. C. Chu 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

ZillJ UEC 17 /,:·I fl: 20 

fr ~ ... : !r' 
SUBJECT: Status of Selection of FY04 Defense Department Advisory Committee pn 

Women n the Services (DACOWITS) Members · · ,.,'~¥:' , .. 
' .. '., / ~::t:/=.·;,-,,. (' ) 

• The FY 04 nom: nation package is cun-ently with th;·;I~~') t/i~<;.,HLO hm 
concerns nut 1 ome of the recommendations for ~rnrnilfce membership. 
Additio 11) , they would like a cun-ent member, Ms. Sue Patane, removed from 
the co ittce Ms. Patane is the last remaining member frdm the 1999-200'. 

ee and the WHLO believes it is time to replace her. r , . ' 
\., 

is the sot rce of all the recommendations (TAB A), with the exception of 
offman whc wa'> nominated by the SECDEF. The following is the 

"pri ritized" list st bmitted by the WHLO for DACOWITS nominees including the 
alt ates and the I eople that recommended them, respectively. One nominee and 
o~ alternate ( in italics) were unavailable as both are living overseas. One. 
al emate, Mr. Men ereau, was nominated in place of Ms. O'Flaherty and two new 
a ( mates were subsequently recommended by tlt~ Background on all the 

' ~ ' 
mi nees and alternates can be found at TAB B. / · . . ct. . C ' / { ) . J; . ) 

I... 
Lisa De Pasquale - Elaine Donnelly, President, Center for Military 
Readiness 

Margaret Hoffmann - SECDEF - Membership completed 

Page O' Flahcrzy - Living in Japan, not considered 1his year. 

Martha Kleder - Elaine Donnelly, President, Center for Military 
Readiness 

\ 

Adam Mersereau - Elaine Donnelly, President, Center fot .. Military 
Readiness (originally an alternate) 

11-L-0559/0S D/2467 4 
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Alternates: 

Zandra Krulak - living in England, not considered this year. 

Lisa Gutierrez - White House Liaison Office Staff 

Joy Silverman- White House Liaison Office Staff 

• A list of current committee members is at Tab C. 

• All members, including Ms. Patane, had been encouraged to complete a three-year 
tour to limit turn over. This stability helps manage turnover and retain a core of 
experienced members. 

• For FY04, we requested an additional two members be added to the committee. 
These additional members will keep a group of four seasoned members when the 
FY03 memberships expire in FY06. 

• In Dr. Chu's first meeting with the Secretary reference DACOWITS FY04 
membership nominations, the Secretary asked that Ms. Hoffmann be appointed 
immediately. This has been accomplished. She attended her first DACOWITS 
business meeting 20 and 21 November (TAB D). 

• This year the committee visited 15 installations and conducted 61 focus groups. 
Additionally, the chair visite.<l the four Service Academies. The Annual Report 
has been completed and submitted. 

COORDINATION: NONE 
Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Col Denise Dailey, USA, ... l'b_)(_
6

_) ___ __, 

2 
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Thaeler, Shannon E. M, LCDR, OSD • PB 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

LtCmdr Thaeler, 

Borman, Lance C, CTR, OSD 
Wednesday, August 20,2003 4:50 PM 
Thaeler, Shannon E. M., LCOR, OSO • P&R 
DACOWITS 

I've reviewed the files and spoke with many persons previously involved in this committee. 

The Office of White House Liaison is eager to see only the following persons on the DACOWITS Board: 

Lisa de Pasquale 
Margaret Hoffman 
Martha Kleder 
,Judith PageO'Flaherty (c.,,.,.,.~~ly t,,.,'j ,n J4,... .... ) 

Alternates would include: (Future .Jppoinlments) 

Adam Mersereau 
Zandra Krulak (cu.rr<..nf''f 1 .. ,;"j "' Erij,_~"_J_) _____ _ 

I you have any questions, I can be reached at rb )(5) 

Thank you, ..__ _____ ___. 

Lance "Chip" Borman 

1 
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FY04 DA CO WITS NUMINt..~ 

# NAME GENDER ETHNICITY/ REGION 
RACE 

EXPERTISE 

l Ms. Margaret (Muggy 1 Female 
Hoffmann 

2 Miss Lisa De Pasquale Female 

3 Vf rs. Martha Kleder Female-

' Mr. Adam Mersereau vlale 

White 

White 

White 

White 

Mid-Atlantic (McLean, Retired 
VA) 

Mid-Atlantic (Herndon, 
VA) 

Mid-Atlantic 
(Manassas, VA) 

5outh (Tucker, GA) 

Spouse cf Former Secretary of the Army. 

MA Counseling Processes, English, and American 
Literature and Poetry. Trustee, Capital Partners for 
Education. Asst Admissions Officer, Washington 
International School. Former College Advisor and 
Ccmnsrlor. 

Program Director, Clare Boothe Luce Policy Institute 

Military daughter (Navy). 

BA Public Relations and Journalism. Wrote numerous 
articles on women's issues. Former Promotions Director 
and Disc Jockey, radio station. 
Policy Analyst, Concerned Women for America 

Vlilitary experience , 2 years active Air Force enlisted. 
Former military spouse (Air Force) - 4 years. Family 
work force experience. 

BS Business. Former Air Force E3, Radio Broadcast 
Journeyman. Washington Correspondent, Focus on the 
Family. Radio News Editor, United Press International. 
.\Jews Director and Morning Announcer, Family Radio. 
<\ssociate Attorney, Long Aldridge & Norman LLP 

\1ilitary experience -4 years active Marine Corps officer, 
L year reserve USMC enlisted. Father and brother 
,vere/are Army officers. 

ID, BS Business Administration. Communications 
)fficer in the USMC. Written articles relating to gender 
ind the military, advocating restricting women in combat 
1ositions. 
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FY04 DACOWITS ALTEKNAT~ 

# NAME GENDER ETHNICITY/ REGION EXPERTISE • 
RACE 

s Miss Lisa Gutierrez Female Hispanic Southwest (Santa Fe, Director, Diversity Office, Los Alamos National Lab• • 
NM) 

Women's and family work force experience. 

BS Business. At Lab, involved in many women's and 
family initiBtives, including recruiting, childcare, and 
retention. Diversity Programs Director, Deloitte 
Consulting. Account Executive, Recruiting, Training, & 
Development ManBger, Procter & Gamble. 

6 Ms. Joy Silverman Female White Northeast (New York, 
NY) 

Father served in Army. 

Member, Mayor GuilianPs Commission to Combat 
Family Violence. National Spokesperson for the NBtionBl 
Victim Center's Anti-Stalking Program; helped to 
found/pass legislation. Trustee, Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. 
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I. Margaret Hoffman 

2. Lisa De Pasquale 

3. Martha Kleder 

4. Adam Mersereau 

5. Lisa Gutierrez. 

6. Joy Silverman 

FY04 DACOWITS NOJ\IIINEES 
(in priority order) 

FY04 DACOWITS AL 1~ER.NATE3S 
(in priority order) 
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Margaret McCabe Hoffmann 

l'b)(6) 

General Objective: To serve in the field of education at the secondary school or 
undergraduate coUege level, either as a counselor to students or in a staff position 
assessing and advancing new program ancl policy ideas and concepts for c du ca -
tional improvement in a school ar school system. 

Education 

1992-1994 Han•ard Graduate School of Education; Masters Degree 
.:in Counseling Processes. 
Focus: HLIEan Development and Psychology, concerning an 

application of rernediali psychologicaJ and pedagogical 
techniques to the at-risk adolescent population. 

Qualified to administer, score and interpret, with clinical supervision, 
the Bender-Gestalt, Kauffman Assessment Battery, Stanford-Binet, 
\VlSC-R, WPPSJ-Rand WRAT. 

1990-1992 H:an·ard Divinity School, Graded Auditor. 
Focus: Study oft he Development or O,J+naJ Ethics. 
Received Clinical Training in Pastoral Cous.cling, St. Ann's In The 
Fields, Lincoln, MA. 

1955-1957 Bryn Mawr College, Masters Degree in English and American 
Literature and Poetry. 

1950-1954 llryn Mawr CoUege, Bachelor of Arts in English Literature. 

PROFF.SSJONAL/VOLU1'"'TEER EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATION 

1997-2002 Capir11Par1ncn For Education, Washington, D.C. 
Non-profit organization fowided to fund a private school ed\Jcation 
and provide mentors for high school students who have baen moti
vated to and have suc~:ssfully applied to area private scbooLs. 

Trustee. Oair of the Schools Committee. Co-laison to Community 
Organizations linked to youth assistance. Scholarshipawardee inter
viewer. 

1977-1982 Washington International School, Washington, D.C. 

Assistant Admissions Officer. Compiled and reviewed academic 
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1975-1977 

1967-1968 
and 

]970-1975 

credentials for candidates from around the world to this bi· lingual 
program, K through 13, granting the International Baccalaureate. 

U. S. Amy, Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. 
Consultant. As spouse of the Secretary of the Army, while traveling, 
reported on aspects of teaching and curriculum in lJ .S. Army schools 
in the U.S. and on bases abroad, offering observations to base per
sonnel and at the Pentagon. 

Potomac School, McLean, Virginia (Pre·K through 9) 
Trustee: Diversity Committee; Parent/School Relations Corrunittee; 
Expansion and Plant Development Committee. 

1969-1970 St. Michael's and AU Angels Episcopal School, Dalla\ Texas 
Trustee: Parcnl/T ~a.chcr Relations Committee and Development. 

)966-1968 Mt. Vernon Seminary and Junior College, Washington, D.C. 
College Advisor and Counselor to Juniors and Senion; at the 
Seminary. Responsible for all social and academic courueling prior 
to applications and matriculations of each senior in classes of 50; 
wrote individualized recommendations after counseling fan:i.lies. 

Assistant to the Director of A<lmissons at the JUJ'lior College. 

l9(i:Z-1964 The Madeira School, Greenway, Virginia 
College Advisor and Assistant to the Headmistress. Responsible for 
college admissions counseling. writing all college recommendations. 
Represented School .t national meetings. As Family-in-Residence, 
assisted in daily operation of the School; acted as Assistant Head of 
the School during the search for a new Head. 

1959-1961 Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pcnns)'lvania 
Acting Director of Admissions. Responsible for selection of students, 
chairing faculty committee on admissions and directing an assistanl in 
charge of !inancial aid. Traveled the U.S.,speakingto students, 
parents and alumnae} attendingNAJS meetings. Freshman advisor. 

J958-J959 IllJ'D Mawr College, Assistant to the Director of Admissions. 
Conducted and reported interviews of prospective candidates for 
admission and aid; traveled the U.S., visiting schools,intervicwini 
candidates and addressing alumnae. 

1955-19557 Dormitory Warden. Graduate student in Residence as Counselor to 
Undergraduates. Responsible for personal counseling/clinical refemtl. 
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Lisa De Pasquale 
l(b)(6) I 

• Daughter of fen1ale military officer 

• Progran1 Director, Clare· Booth Luce Policy 
Institute 

• writer on won1en, s issues 

Notes: Miss De Pasquale 1s mother raised her as a single parent 
and LTCR in the Navy. At age 25, she has written articles that 
have been published in The Vvashin.gton Times, ,Touma( 
Newspapers, The Houston. Chronicle The Philadelphia Oaz'Zv 
Nev1JS, and The New York Post. 

Attached: '"Sacrificing Safety and Military Readiness in the Name 
of Safety" and "Feminists' Attack on Karen Hughes Shortchanges 
Women and Their Families" by Lisa De Pasquale frrnn the Clare 
Boothe Luce Policy Institute newsletter. 
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Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Senices Nomination Addendum 

Name: Lisa De Pasquale 

Tell us how you meet tbe follomng DACOWTTS selection criteria, 

Military Experience (actual service in the military- state years of service and 
highest rank/rate obtained): 

NIA 

Military Family Member (member ofimmediate family in the service - state 
relationship) : 

Both my mother and father served in the US military. My mother is currently a 
lieutenant commander in the Navy. Additionally, she served in the Air Force and with 
the United Nations in Egypt and Morocco. 

\\iomcm 1s Work Force Experience; 

I mn program director oft)1e Clare Boolhe Luce Policy Institute .in Herndon, Virginia. 
We are a 501(c)(3) organization that focuses on womcn>s issues,particularly free 
enterprise, gender sensitivity training in schools, coed military training, school choice and 
higher education. I have written numerous articles on these issues, many of which ha vc 
been fearured on the Rush Limb::rngh Radio Show, the Dr. Laura Show and on many 
other programs. 

Family-Related Work Force Experience; 

I have first hand experience as a child of a military parent and a particularly unique one 
a5 the daughter of a female mi1itaiy officer. I grew up with a single, working mother in 
the Air Force and Navy Reserves. In 1995,my mother. LCDRJudith Ashe, went active 
duty for the Navy and served :in Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Egypt, Germany and ilthe 
States. She cw-n:ntly works for the Defense Travel System :in Crystal City, Virginia-
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"1ay 1993-prcscnr 

Aug '1938-Apr 1999 

Sep 1~98-Dc:c:, 1338 

~p 1992-Nov 1993 

Lisa Janine De Pasauale 
(b )(6) 

Program Director, Cae Boothe Luce Policy lrurinuc 
• Write 1nic.lc.s and dim-mimte u, over 400 media cocu03 ~ch moMh 
• Notify media outlets of or~nii.,non·t activities and events 
• \\?rite cditcrb.ls fur tutio11:1.I publications on i!su~ ufccung womtn and young ptnplt 
• J\pp~r :u a medi:i ;pokcspmon for the !mtitu r, 
• Or&-. nizc monthly men to, ;r,g lunchcom for profes.sion;i.) w\lmcn in rh;: DC a.r~ 

• 01ga.ni7.e rnemoring events for young~ ~.nd ;r.J'lntul midc.rn :cm.in a.rs 
• Wri,c wd edir q\lnnaly n-dencr, l!su~ ~~per.:i andbrtid111rc.s 
• Ser.up ~fld dCJigMd 1>1cbiitc, up~tt end m:unuin wEbsi.tc 
• lvGn~g- t.he Cormrr.wve Women Speakers p (O~a,m .and OlhCJ' c.;impus 01.l[fi:;::\ch p1osr2.tn~ 
• Maiutain office network and DSL ccnncctioo 

Promotions Dii:ect.or.md Ils::Jocltey, WFCF 88.5 
• u:ir.,rdin;itcd limnc.r ~nd mJf e'>'t.n~, incJuding :i..nn1.1:i.l 5pri.n; Fli1~, which rni~e~ rTiQ1l')' to! loc.a.l ch:iri,ia 
• Upd:,1c:d and pubfo.hcd progs~ suidc: 
• Org;injud moa- 1h:u1 3 time, u many OtHlh' gi've:.~ys nnd promoti()n: t}u;j\ pmiow re~ .. rc 
• Notified lool mi:din of ~wion c-,,entl 
• Produ~d a vari,ry ofon-~r cor,cmt, including p,1bli~' arviu 4nno1.1,')~menu Mi pomotioru,l $pots 

Accounr T c..un Member, Flagler Public Rela:tio.ns .Agency 
• Edited M'ld pub)i.:hid the !iur Qew,l~iu1 for Com1,1'1.lr,5i:;:irl·oo dtp:.iimmt 
• Rc..1ca.Tcli.ed anti produc.:d , n llt'~rcd alWT1ni lis1 for FJ~l,r G:clkg.: 

Staff Writer, Tt:llal,a.u,i Dtmocrllt (drt. ] 50,000) 
• W101c biweekly ims reviews 
• Wzotc gu~,"I miclCJ for th-c T c:11 Democrat or.ti) A111-JI of l ~.95 

Olhcr Profcssion:a.l Acuviucr: 

Aug 2000-present 

Feb 2000-pres~nt 

Dec: l 999-prcscm 

Nov 199!)-pre.sr;;m 

Media Appcaranc~s: 

Member; W:i.shinE;"ton Network Group 

Contributor and Adv:isory Board .member. Rightg.rrLcom 

Public; Rdation5 D.~c:lopmcnt &sociitc, Con.!c.rvative Imcmc:t N.erwork 

Con.tributing Commentator, Cybc1c.ast News Service 

C.SPAN, Tht Wa;hing.on Tim~1 TheHouJfon Chronicle,St.Augwtinf Record, TheNrw 'f.orkPcs1Journal 
N~w:;p.ipcrs, Dr. Laura ~dio Show, Rui:;h Limbaugh Radio Show, and mo!e th.an a dozen oth~ra.d.io programs. 

Educ.:irion: 

.,hclo1· of Arts, majois in public rclacions and journalism :i.nd minor in political science,, Fl~glcr College, April 

~99 
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Taking conservali1•t? ideas lo .voung women and menJoring them info e,ffective/eaders; mKI making 
parents preeminent in rhe education of their children. 

• . .. 

Sacrificing Safety and Military 
Readiness in the Name of Safety 

(August 17, 1999) 

by Lisa De Pasquale 

A divided congressional commission endorsed sex-
integrated recruit training in the Army, Navy, and AirForce. 
Coed basic training was first implemented by t:iB Clinton 
administration in 1994. Because the military leadership has 
capitulated to political correctness, the placement of sare ,~.1omen 
in the services is creating an atmosphere that is diminishing 
morale and leading to dangerous situations in the event of 
conflict. 

Dis sen tors from the endorsement wrote, 11N ot only is there 
evidence of serious problems in gender-integrated basic training, 
but there is also substantial evidence that gender- separate training 
produces superior results." 

Consider a few facts showing the problems with a fully integrated 
military: 

~In today's armed services women are forced to live besid( 
men day and night in foxholes, tents, and c:l:hrabsurdly c 
quarters inevitably leading to a very visible number of 
servicemen and women to behave in inappropriate ways. 

i'.:f~Women have always served in our military \Ch honor. T. 
used to be commonsense separation of me n and women it 
their Ii ving quarters and the natural privacy and modesty J 

men and women want was the norm . 

http://www.cblpolicyinstirnte.org/coed.htm 11-L-0559/0SD/24685 5/6/2002 



Coed training 

AlJ pages © Clare > Boothe Luce Policy 
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~Jn preparing the rep011, commission members vjsi ted and 
talked with many female trainees on military bases aroun< 
nation. Most of the female trainees told the comm.i ssion tl 
they enjoyed coed trainng because the men were very helJ 
The males would do things like lift heavy objects and in r 
the females would do the mens' ironing or rorre other 
domestic service. As written in the report, "Gender:--integr 
training may be reinforcing, rather than eliminating, 
stereotypes." 

~In a recent report by the Cogressional Commission on Mi 
Training and Gender-related Issues, military ti-diners were 
asked if discipline had declined during the five ye a rs of c, 
training. Seventy-six percent of male trainers and 7 4 perc 
of female trainers said discipline had either '1somewhat" o 
"significantly" dropped. 

America must ensure that the mi I itary is as cohesive and 
effective as possible and national security must be the first 
priority. These priorities must take precedence overfeminist 
gameplaying about gender equity. Women can be effective 
members of the military if decision-makers will implement 
commonsense policies rather than feminist nonsense. 'Ire truth 
that radical feminists and liberals do not want to acceptis that the 
military is not a stage in which they can act out their latest 
political farce. It is a deadly serious world unto itself that m u s t be 
maintained at a high level of readiness. 

http://www.cblpolicyinstitute.org/cocd.htm 11-L-0559/0SD/24686 5/6/2002 



Taking conservative ideas Jo young women and mentoring them inro cjfative leaders; and making 
pa rems preeminc 11 r in the education of their children. 

Feminists' Attack on Karen Hughes Shortchanges 
Women and Their Fa111ilies 

Lisa De Pasquale 
Program Director 

In late April Counselor to the President Karen Hughes 
announced that she and her family are moving back to Texas so they 
can spend more time together. "I guess we're a 1ittle homesick," 
said Hughes. While Washington insiders scratched their heads~ 
feminists across the country turned red with rage. 

Hughes has always maintained that her fam i I y was her 
priority. For 18 months Hughes "home-schooled" her son whjle on 
the campaign trail with GeorgeW. Bush. Not only did the 15 year
old get to spend more time with his mother, he a 1 so got fre civics 
lesson of a lifetime. Those who know Karen Hughes aren't 
necessarily surprised by her decision to leave Washington. She 
frequently passed up evening events and avoided interviews on the 
Sunday morning talk circuit if they interfered with her fami 1 y" s 
church attendance. 

During her announcement to the press, Hughes 
acknowledged George W. Bush's "family-friendly" administration 
for helping her make her decision. Feminists pounced and declared 
that the Bush Administration is emphatically unfriendly to f am ilie s, 
especially to those on welfare. They also complained that too often 
women are the ones forced to make sacrifices for the family. As any 
parent will tell you, all parents make sacrifices, notj ust mothers. 

The liberal National Organization for Women's President 
Kim Gandy seized the opportunity to criticize the news coverage 
given to Karen Hughes. "Women will have arrived wh:n these 
kinds of decisions make the front pages as often for men as for 
women," said Gandy. 
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In The New York Times, liberal columnist Maureen Dowd 
bemoaned Hughes decision writing, "Women \~'ill rever get 
anywhere in this boys' administration, or this boys' town, or this 
boys' world, if they're going to sacrifice prime West Wing real 
estate every time their husbands and kids kvetch." 

Maureen Dow<l isn't the first to profess disdain for women 
who choose to spend more time with their family. Feminist author 
Andrea Dworkin, whose books are required reading forthous ands of 
Women's Studies students, wrote "The home ... i s the most 
dangerous place in the world for women." 

Catherine MacKinnon, another author promoted by Women's 
Studies departments wrote, "Feminism stresses the 
indistinguishability of prostitution, marriage, and sexual 
harassment." 

This anti-family attitude isn'tjust perpetuated among fringe 
radical feminists. Nightline' s Ted Koppel once asked a group aE 
women, "Dr. Laura lSchlessingerJ ca11s herself her kid'sm om. Do 
you think she does that to be provocative?" 

When did acknowledging motherhood becomeprovocative? 
"That's probably the only thing I don't do to be provocative! n said 
Dr. Laura at a student conference in Washington, DC. In addition to 
talking about her most important role, Dr. Laura's website 
(www,dr]nura.cgm) provides resources for stay-at-homem oms and 
dads. It includes articles on making money at home, tips on living 
on a budget and ideas for family activities. 

Feminists are simply missing the point - Karen Hughes' 
decision is testament to the enormous range of choices women have. 
Many women are examining their lives and finding out that the 
feminist definition of happiness and fulfi11ment doesn't work for 
them. Author Sylvia Ann Hewlett recently conducted a study that 
found 49 percent of the "most successful women" (those earning 
$100,000ormore) were childless. Many wereunhappyabout their 
unexamined lives and felt shortchanged by the empty promises made 
by the feminist movement. 

Angry.feminists are blind to the true values anddesires cf 
many women. The choice to leave a high paying, high profile job in 
order to have more family time is not proof of a patriarchal society 
or widespread social injustice toward women. It is evidence that 
women have more choices than ever before. 

hllp://www.cblpoJicyinstitute.org/hughes.htm 11-L-0559/0SD/24688 5/15/2002 
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Youth Intelligence polled 3,000sfogle and manied\Vo men 
between the ages of 18 and 34. Sixty-eight percent said that if they 
could afford to not work, they'd prefer to stay ho me with their 
children. Similarly, in a Cosmopolitan magazine poll of 800 
women, two-thirds said they would prefer to stay home with their 
children. These polling results - and the decisions of them any 
women who choose to be stay-at-home mothers - scare the 
antiquated feminists. It negates decades of feminist doctrine urging 
women to make decisions based on their career and the good of the 
movement, not on \.vhat is best for their children and family. 

Feminists have frequently attacked stay-at-mothers. Their 
recent behavior now sho\.vs the scorn they have for careerw o rn en 
who also put their families first. Rather than condemn Karen 
Hughes' decision as a blow to equality. fern in ists sh.:uldr ej o ice that 
a prominent successful woman is saying her most impottant job -
motherhood - is ta}cing center stage in her life. 

### 
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Martha Kleder 
rbj,6) I 

• Former Air Force Enlisted, military spouse 

• Policy Analyst, Concerned Women for America 

• Radio and television broadcast specialist fartre 
Armed Forces Radio and Television Service 
from 1981-1984 

I Notes: Mrs. Klee/er was the Washington Correspondent for Foe 
on the Family, where she provided radio coverage cf events 
impacting thefamily, covering Capitol Hill and the U.S. Supreme 
court. 
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Defense Advisory Committee on Women .in the Services N1,rnination Addtndun1 

Name: 
Martha W. Kleder 

Tell us how you meet the following DACOWITS selection crite:ia. 

Military Experience (actual service in the military - state years of service and highest 
tank/rate obtained): 

USAF, E-3 ,2 years 10months .in service. 

MHitary Family Member (member of immediate family in tne s~rvice · state 
relationship): 

From 1 9 82 to 1386 my husband at ti me was a USAF Er4. 

Women's Work Force Experience: 

Armed Forces Radio & Television Service 1981-1984. Radjc, & Television Broadcast 
Specialist. 

Out-processed from the service butrem.ained the wife of an; .ctive duty FA1mtil 19 8 6. 

WDCT-AM, Fairfax, VA, 1987-1~92, News Director. 

United Press Internationnl, 1990-1996, radio news editor. 

Focus On the Family, 1996-2001, Washington Cones ponder t for a daily radio nevvs 
program, Family News In Focus, 

Concerned Women for America, 2001-prcscnt, policy analyit with the Culture and 
Family Institute. 

Family-Rel.Died Work Force Experience: 

My first husband !(b)(5) I (1982-1986), served on active duty vvilh theCivil 
Engineers, we were stationed both at Elmendorf AFB in Alaska and Plattsbu1ghAFB in 
New York, living both off-base and in base housing. !(b)(6) !was ;ent on numerous TD Y's 
both for Operation Brim Frost and for advanced training . 
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Resume 

Martha Wilmoth Kleder 

Employment: 
2001 - present: 
Concerned Women/or America, 1015 151

11. St, N.W. Suite 1100, \'J.i a9'li.rgxn, D.C.20005. (202) 
488-7000. Position: Policy Analyst. Researches and writes on topi :s impact.i.ng the family, 
specifically covering the Federal Communications Commission, p >mography, occult ancl pagan 
influences, and military culture and families. 

1996-2001; 
Focus on the Family, 8605 Explorer Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80995. (7 19) 548· 
4600 .Position: Washington Coffespondent. Provided 1awo coverage of events impacting 
lhc family, covering Capitol Hill and the U.S. Supreme Court. Du1ics included some 
travel to cover events al the United Nations in New York and Nicaragua. 

19.90-1996: 
Uriired Press lnrernariono.1, 1510H Street, NW~ Washington, DC ;!0005. ( 202)898-8000. 
Position: Radio News Editor. Gathering sound bites and c.oncspotidenl reports on news 
events. Puc.kagc and provide hoUJly news and sports feeds to UPI .1ochors and c:usts. 

1987-1992: 
WDCT-AM~ Family Radio, L W.1 Suite 506,Fairfa.x. VA 22030. (''03) 27 3- 4000. 
Position: News Director and Morning Announcer. Provided news, sports, vvea'therai'I 
traffic reports <luring the moming drive time prog.1ammi.ng. Voice.cl and produced 
commercials and hosted a daHy Yi hour public affairs interview program. 

1981·1984: 
United States Air Force, Elincndorf APB, Alaska. Att,'W)(;:d Rank <•fE•3. 
Air Force Arctic Broadcasting Squadron. Originated radio 119\NS, intervie,.., pTOgrauis, 
public.· ~ervice a.J)now1um ents and hosted music progrnms. 

Education: 
Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA. l 992Awarded a Bachelors or Science Degreein 
Business. 

Defense l.nfonnation S":hool. Fon Benjarrun Harrison, lndianapofr;, IN. 
1981 CornpleteJ Ole Ba!:iic Broa<kaster Course. 

Memberships: 
Commcmor.1fr-.,c Air Force, National Capitol Squadron . 
American Legion. 
Prince Willi,un County Republican Committee, VA 
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Personal References: 
(b)(6) 

Martha Wilmoth Kleder 
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Ada1n Mersereau 
l(b )(6) I 

• Former US Marine Corps Captain, serving 
both single-sex and 1nixed-sex 

• Author of many ariicles relating to gender am 
the 1nilitary, such as "Won1en in Con1bat: 
Deadly Inefficiency of Current Law and 
and "The Military Should Fight Wars, Not 

. '' Se:x1sm. 

• Past Appearances on FOX News Channel and 
CBS Radio to discuss military readiness issues 

Notes: Mr, A1ersereau \father and brother both sewed :in th.e US 
Anny. He is currently a corporate attorney with Long Aldridge, 
and Norman UP inAtlanta. 

Attached: ''The Military Should Fight Wars, Not Sexism" by 
Adam Mersereau from IbeWalJ Street TnnrnaJ, Tuesday, March 
17. 1998. 
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EDUCATION 

ADAM G.MERSEREA U 

lONG ALDRIDGE & NORMAN LLP, Atlanta, Georgia August 199£.}resent 

Associate Attorney 
Genera 1 COt'p1mlt~ and 13 usinc ss Law 'Pr:ictice. 
Emphasis on lntellectuol Pr/'ir,trty and 1\-:c.lmakigy, 

Experience with drafting and negotiating contract:; of .all kinds, including 
complex service, m.inufocturing, and inde.irndcnt con1ractor a gr~ctncnl,, 
con(1dcntiali1y agreements, software, patctit and Ciaicr 1P licensing 
agreements, Internet service~ ri1:,rrEements, domain U..."Ullf anil J:P transfer 
agreement~. employment co11tmct11 and , ettlernent :igretmmts; experience 
with general CQrponte governance, handling lP in merg.er6 and acq u is it ions , 
and representation of start-up compimies; intimate knowledge of tr ad cm:irks, 
copyrights, and workin~ knowledge of patent law; so,me c~pcricncc with 
litigation und drafting demand Jene.rs, comphlint~, discovery d oc urnents; 
experience with advising Jilig-;i1ors in 1P (fo;pute.s; Tespomib!c for the day to 
day operation of the firm's domestic and fon::ign tradi:ma.rk pracricc, 
consisting or ove1 450 tr~ dermrks; some -c;>.ptn~r1ce wtth "ff ABli't i ga tion. 

Member of the Georgia Bar /\srndntio,n (Compuler Lnw Si::ction,), dE A. tlant3 Bar 
!\ssoc:i:ition, The Technology Alliance of Georgia, h! In ternatiom1l 
T~d~mark Association anll lbc F1::<l1."Tali.b'1 Society. 

OFFl Cl::N, lJNJTED ST A TES MARJ1'"E CORI'S 

Summer l n!t rnc1 or to Naval Acadtffny Mldshiprutn 
Assisted in de~ig:ning and implementing tt ~u.mmer cchrnat ion nml ~oJnin g program 

. for sophomores at the U.S. Navo.I Academy. 
lnt\J'ul.'lcJ over JOOOMidshiprne11 in p1ofct£ional military ,subjects. 

Communication.~ Officer. 
Appointed legal officer for unit of 250 Marine.~. Acted a.~ commantlcr's liPi i son on all 

Civilian and military legal m:n tiers. 
Selected to conduct two Judge Advacst.c Gcncr.al's lrivc1.1ig-.1.1.fon.i ("1:ililln.t 1). 
Special :.Laff officer to the commander of I 000 Marines for all m.1~ers involvjng 

communications and compul·ers. 
Commanded 48 M.2r:n~s, Responsible fonhc training, adm~,,htrat\Qll and ~ v:-ih.1:1tion 

of all p,,sonncl. 
Respon6ib!c for rhe operation and maintenance:: of $5 million .in communications 

equipment. 

JURJS DOCTOR, CUM LA UDE Georgia State U1til1Effsity School of Law 1998 

CALI Awards for Ex c:cllcrn:e in Legal Writing, Selected Topics in lvrisp~ d enc,: and 
National SecurityLaw. 

Sclccrcd to Editorial Board, ARA Rc3} Propc:ny, Probn'tc and 'l\utJournal 
(USC). 

Graduarc Research Assimnt, Depu1 mtnt of Risk Management and!nsura.n c e, 
GSU College ofBusiness Administration. 

GRADUATE ECONOMICS STUDY, TneUniver.~ity ofOklnhnrna GPA4.0 
(7 credit hours, taken for personal improvement andcnjoymcn't.) 
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B.S. ntJSlt-'ISS ADMJNJSTRA TlON. Colh:!!e of Charbton 199 I 

fol.lrldcr and President, Sigma c·hi h.:it~'rmty (Jot.i Epsilon Chapter). 
Omicron Delta Kappa National Lc.1<l~rship S(>ciety. 

E. Gail Glmnnells ,md A.dam G. Mersereau, Internet .Jun°!',dicticm (Co-Au Lhor),THE 
COMPUTER LAWYER, vol. 16, no. 10, October 1999, p. 19. 

Joan T. A. G~bcl, The New Rda1ionship Between Injured Worker and Employer:A n 
Oppurtunityfor Res1r11c111ri11g she SysMn (Research Assistant), 35 AM. BUS.L. J. 4 0 3 
(1998). 

Ad:im G. Merstreau, the Military Should Fight War.,·, Not Sexism, THE WALL STREET 
JOURNAL, March 17,1938, A20. 

Adam G. tfersereau, Women .in Combat: The Dea,Jly lM!ficiency a Curre11.t T.aw u nd Policy, 
3 THE HOLY CROSSJOURNALOF LAW & PUB. POL. 39 (1998), 

Joan T. A. Gabel, The Emergillg Btid Faith Cmma of Acrion Takes on the Exclusive. Remedy 
Doctrille (Research Assistant), 48 MERCER LAW REV. 63 (1996) . 

Adam G. Mersereau, 'Diversity 'May Prove Deadly on the Ba11!efield~ THE \WL STREET 
JOURNAL,November 14, 1996, A20. 

Adam G. Mersereau, Repuhlicans Should Overlook Dole ·.f Suprrfit:iu/ ShfJncorr.ing.v ~ THE 
STATE,COLUMETA,S.C, Fcbruill)' 29, 1996,A9. 

TF A CH IN C{Pl!JjLI C SPF A KING 

t J.MackRobinson School of Business. Georgia State University, part time~n.~tructcrr for 
gracl1rn1e course in "L1w ond Ethics in Business,"Summer Session2000. 

Goi2Ueta Business School of Emory University. guesl lccluri:r on Corporatiore, Director and 
Officer Liability and Mergers and Acquisitions, June 22, 1999. 

Center for :Military Readiness 1938 Policy Conference on the Culture ofth:! Military at the 
U.S.Ciipiiol in Washington, D.t.., guest speah-r and panelist, October 21 . l ?98. 

WCNN News Radio, Atlanta, guest on The Tom Hughes Morning Show, to clklN. recent 
article in the Wall Street Journal, March 24, 1998. 

FOX News Channel (Television), The Crier Report, interviewed by Ms. Crier"'ith regard to 
militaryreadiness issues,DeCL'mber 17, 1997. 

CBS Radio, The Gill Gross Show, debated Brig. Gen. Wilina V;mght (USAF Rel.) on 
milila:ry readiness issues,November 18, 1996. 
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THE WALL ~TR~ET JOURNAL 
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 1998 

The Military Should Fight Wars, Not Sexism 

By Adam G. Mersereau 

Today representatives of the Army, Navy and Air Force will testify before the House 

National Security Subcommittee on Personnel on the Pentagon's latest investigation 

of women's roles in the military. The investigators, a civilian panel led by former Sen. 

Nancy Kassebaum-Baker, spent much of 1997 researching sex-integrated training 

and related issues. The panel concluded that the integration of the sexes durirg basic 

training is not working, and recommended that the Army, Navy and Air Force 

rescgregate basic training into single-sex platoons. Defense Secretary Wi 11 iam Cohen 

has said he is still considering the issue, but he is likely to follow the recommendation 

of the service chiefs, who have already declared that they support the status q..o and 

oppose the proposed reforms. 

The reforms are indeed misguided·- but only because they do not go far enough in 

reversing the expansion O women's military roles. In hopes of winning Mr. Cohen's 

support, panel members assured him that their proposal mirrors the successful 

method the Marines already use. The truth is that the Marines keep ma le and female 

recruits totally segregated. In an attempt to get Marine-like results for the other 

services without resorting to the Marine method, the panel has stumbled upon a new 

arrangement that is drastically different~- and that would highlight the physical 

limitations of female recruits. 

To understand how the Kassebaum-Baker plan differs from the Marine approach, one 

must understand the military's seemingly enigmatic unit structure. The largestrelevant 

unit in recruit training is what the Army and Marine Corps call a battalion. A battalion 

contains roughly 800 soldiers divided into four companies. Each company consists of 

four platoons of about 50 recruits each. A recruit's daily life revolves around the 

platoon, but companies often come together to run, hike and conduct combat training 
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in the field. A significant aspect of recruit training is the healthy but fierce competiti an 

between platoons within each company. Drill sergeants foster that competition to build 

platoon unity and teamwork and to inspire recruits to stretch their physical abilities. 

Historically, the services segregated the sexes into separate companies or battalions 

for basic training so that men and women rarely crossed paths. When sex segregation 

became politically unpopular, each service save the Marine Corps integratedbasic 

training by thin I y dispersing women throughout each platoon. That way, military 

leaders hoped, the burdens of women's physical limitations, injuries and pregnancies 

would be diffused, and no single unit would suffer disproportionately. Feminists!ike 

this arrangement because it obscures the detrimental effects women .have on u n its 

during physical training. The method also pleases many at the Pentagon, in part. 

because it allows the military to "train like it fights," and in part beGause it passes the 

enormous daily burdens of integration down the chain <f command to small-unit 

leaders. 

The Kassebaum-Baker panel recommends that basic training in the Army, Navy and 

Air Force be resegregated, but not totally. lt suggests segregation at"the platoon level. 

In other words, when 50 female recruits are assembled into a platoon, that platoon 

would be grouped with three all-male platoons to form a company. The panel 

members are adamant that men and women would train together 70% of the time 

under their plan, suggesting that companies would continue to run, hike, go to the field 

and compete together. The panel also stresses that physical standards, whichhave 

been lowered to accommodate women, should be restored to preintegration I eve Is_ 

The net effect Of the new proposal is that all-female platoons would train side-by-side 

with all-male platoons, while high physical standards are maintained for all. C\:iy 

comparisons between the physical abilities of military men and women ffl:l.tibe 

inescapable and irrefutable. This is what happened when the Marine Co.rps 

segregated the sexes by platoon at the Basic School, a physically demanding 

secondary school tor Marine lieutenants. Even though the physical standards were 

more lenient tor female platoons, women's physical shortcomings were highlighted at 

every turn. The Basic School abandoned the arrangement in 1991. 
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If platoon-level segregation were carried outthroughoutthe other services, there 

would be no escaping the conclusion that the expansion of women's military roles into 

physically demanding combat and combat-support units has been a mistake. The 

Kassebaum-Baker panel probably didn't realize this, but Secretary Cohen and his 

advisers surely do. And the chances are slim that Mr. Cohen would a I low a side-by

side comparison of military men and women. Since 1992, the Defense Department 

has worked diligently to shield recruits in basic training from all physical tests that 

illuminate the drastic physical differences between the sexes. 

Although Mr. Cohen has announced his support for the panel's recommendation to 

abolish coed housing for recruits, he is unlikely to endorse the panel's central 

recommendation. It's likely that the status quo will prevail, with everyone evading 

responsibility. Mr. Cohen will defer to the service chiefs, who oppose re segregation -

but then, what kind of soldiers would they be if they waged an unwinnable waragainst 

their civilian leaders? 

Will Mr. Cohen at least acknowledge that integration of the sexes in b a s i c training i s 

not working? Probably not. Such an admission would leave him cornered. After all, 

there are only three ways to organize the sexes in boot camp: total integration, 

segregation at the platoon level or total, Marine-style segregation. An admission that 

men and wornen do not train well together would rule out all options ex c e pt total 

segregation. A president desperate to hold on to his feminist support will never 

endorse such a move. 

Basic training is an environment designed to simulate the stresses and strains of war. 

So an admission that mixed-sex units are problematic in basic training is an admission 

that they will be problematic in combat. Mr. Cohen will not make such an admission 

unless he somehow finds the will to support a total re-evaluation ofwornen'smilita ry 

roles. 

Such a re~evaluation is urgently needed. Each day brings American ea rer to its next 

military conflict. If Mr. Cohen does not stand up for the truth in peacetime, America's 

sons and daughters will one day have it forced upon them in war. 
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Lisa Gutierrez 
l(b)(6) I 

• Placed sales personnel in Saudi Arabia while 
working for Proctor & Gamble 

• Delivered many workshops on gender in the 
workplace, including those entitled: "Women 
Supporiing Women," "Los Alamos Women in 
Science" and "Theme for the 90' s ... Women 
Making Choices" 

• Concentrated on Global Diversity Issues as 
Diversity Programs Director for Deloitte 
Consulting 

Notes: Ms. Gutierrez is currently the Diversity Officer Director 
for Los Alamos National Laboratory. She developed a working 
families website "Kid Calendar, tt for the Los Alamos community, 
While at Proctor & Gamble, she managed over $30M in sales 
volume . 
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SELECTED ACHIEVEMENTS 

9 Dean, Systems Management Workshop(SMW). Procter & Gamble 7996 

9 Certified Trainer. GlobalApplication TrainerTraining(GAT) 1 Procter & Garrtie 7996 

9 Certified Trainer, Diversity I, Procter& Gamble 1992 

9 Certified Trainer, Interpersonal Managing Skills (IMS), Procter & Gamble 1990 

9 Certified Trainer, BA·FA?BA-FA? Diversity Workshop, Procter & Gamble 199'2 

9 Director, INROADS-Los Angeles Training Board, 1991-92 

} Director, University cf Colorado Alumni Association Board, 1991-95 

. ,. Founder, Western Multicultural Resource Team (WMRT), 1993 

1) Diversity Consultant, Univ. of Michigan M8A Program, 1995 

Diversity Consultant. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, CIM Week, 1996 

9 Consultant. Video Software Dealers Association. 1996 

g Director, Career Dreams Educational Foundation 1997 

• 9 Candidate. ThePhD Project. 1999 

9 Director. Casa Cultura Foundation 2001 

9 Co-Founder, Univ. of Colorado Women in Business Diversity Scholarship (since 
1990) 

9 Member, J. Aobert Oppenheimer Memorial Committee, (2002) 

9 Recognition. State of NM. "Cerro Grande Fire: Diversity in Action for Deaf 
Employees," (2002) 

Lisa J. ·Gutierre2 Page 1 
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EXPERIENCE 

12/99 
to 

Present 

Lisa J. Gutierrez 

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY (LANL) 
Administration Directorate 
Los Alamos. NM 

Diversity Office Director 
Responsible for leading and managing four institutional strategiesinclu ding 
Diversity;Zero People Mistreatment Incidents; Zero Ethics Incidents; and 
Quality of Work lite while implementing existing safety an q, security 
responsibilities. Appendix F Measures score: "Excellent. 

Diversity Awareness& Education: 
• Diversity Stand dO\m (4/00): Innovative design achieved99.U 0/o 

(-8800)of Lab employees and received an overall evaluation cf 
3.2 out ci 5.0. 

• Leading implementation & delivery of RDW & Associates 
"Leading a Diversity Workforce" diversity training for managers. 

• Required Management Training: Redesigned. and implemented 
awareness module v.bich is receiving above average score. 

• Guest Speakers/Events: Developed strategy for consuttantlg u est 
speaker process to enhance alignment with diversity education 
goals, LA NL strategic goals and Diversity Working Group goals. 
Has been implemented witl1 20+ speakers. Facilitated strategy 
with BUS and DOE to align diversity events with appendix F 
measures and revise the parameters for allowable costs ard 
events to allow consistent decision-making parameters. 

• Diversity Working Groups: Develop and align goals andresults of 
8 working groups with institutional strategies a n d initiatives 
including heritage months. Currently in the process ri 
restructuring DWGs into a multicultural Diversity/ Affomative 
Action Board. Received positive recognition on this "Best 
Practice" from www.diversitvinc.com (3102). 

• STARS Recruiting Trnining: Consulted with vendor, Rainmaker 
Thinking, which now includes diversity subject matter in recruiting 
training. 

Communication: 
• Websites: Diversity (www .Ian l.qov/orqs/1jvoD; Internati.rul; 

Working Families: www.life@lanl.gov; Kids calendar; diversity 
calendar al globaVcultural events (7102) 

• External: Consulting on strategy and results to end APAHE 
boycott of National Labs with the Committee of 100,the 
Organization of Chinese Americans (OCA); APAHE, NNSA, SN L, 
LUiL, etc. 

Paga2 4/23/2002 
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12/98 
to 

12/99 

Lisa J. Gut!errez 

Diversity Consulting: 
• Provide diversity consulting services to internal groups rd 

organizations including team or individual prob I em 'analysis, 
intervention ard issue resolution. Work in conjunctionwth pE:;er 
organizations like HR, Ombuds, OEO, etc. 

• Sub-contractordiversityconsulting: LosAlamos FireDept., 
(2000): Im Alamos County (2001) (4100): PTLA, etc. Qinsulting 
services have saved these organizations approximately $60, 00 O 
in diversitytraining/consulting fees. 

Additional Strategies: 
• Zero People Mistreatment: Working with Uf\lVl to condoclfocus 

groups to help define concept and have developed plan to begin 
educating and communicatingto achieve zero goal. 

• Quality of Work Ufe: Working with the Women's Diveraly 
Working Group, UC, DOE& HR to develop a childcaresolution in 
addition to providing other resources tor working families including 
the website and referrals to childcare options. 

• Office Management: Highest Upward Appraisal feedback among 
peer group of 42 in 2001. Through efficient negotiationand 
budget management, have returned approximately 10%annual 
budget each FY. Have implemented process to trainanddevelop 
staff on all core competency areas. 

DELOITIE CONSlJ. TING 
National Human Resources 
Chicago, IL 

Diversity Programs Director, Americas 
Responsible for defining, developing and implementing diversity programs 
to support the overall Deloitte& Touche diversity vision and the specific 
Deloitte Consulting strategies to achieve this vision including planrn n d 
programs in recruiting;education/awareness andcoaching pugrarrn; 
retention and advancement, internal communication, external recognition 
and communications and performance management. Scope ofposttion 
included Deloitte Consulting Americas Region (13,000 employees) 
focusing on the Diversity and Women's Initiatives and reporting 1D 3 
Partners. 

• Member, Scoping & Planning Team: Developed and delivered 
Deloitte Diversity Education Strategy 

• Designed and delivered innovative pilot diversity workshopw it hi n 3 
weeks for global education team with no cost and an overall rating 
of meeting 70% of Deloitte's needs vs. external diversl~consLilting 
vendor who took 10 months and $200,000 to provide aversion 
which only addressed 20% of Deloitte nee&. 

• Improved design and delivered at Deloitte Difference CiJIB 
Orientation (12199) with an overall score of 3.4/5. 0. 

Page 3 
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• Redesigned and implemented new and robust Knowledge Net 
(KNET) database and library tor Diversity and Women'sinltlatives. 

• Worked with Partner Diversity LeadershipNetwo rk ([lN)to 
develop strategies, communications ard diversity ideasto 
implement at local office level. 

• Provided personal diversity consulting intervention ocM:s to 
partners on issues including Global Diversity po I icy on Internet 
humor (So. Africa, etc.) 

09/97 DELOJTIE CONSUL TING 
to Central Region 

Chicago, IL 
11/98 

Lisa J, Gutierrez 

Central Region Learning Director (CRLD} 
Accountable for the overall execution and continual improvement of th,> 
training programs tor the 1100+ Deloitte Consultants Io cat e d intre Cent r a I 
Region {6 states). Responsible tor ensuring the learning cunirulum a n d 
programs are effective in developing the ski I Is and kn owled g e of 
consultants to service client needs and consistentwith the Perlonnance 
Development (C3) process. 

• Designed and developed infrastructure, roles, strategy and 
measures tor first ever Central Region Learning Director position 
and office to include smooth on boarding and assimilationof n e w 
hires; minimal downtime of consultants between clients am 
training; reduction in travel and other costs related to rai"g and 
just in time (JIT)training for client assignments. 

• Designed and facilitated innovative re,v hire orientation 
presentation linking recruiting, education and performafl<2 
development processes. 

• Assessed training delivery processes and recommendedchan ges 
resulting in over $100,000 savings in first 2 months cf employment 

• Designed and developed one coordinated education 
framework/curriculum and process for IT education. 

• Worked with multidisciplinaryteam to develop, design aoo begin to 
implement a technology solution to trackeducation ITT! 
development needs ct 1100Central Region employees. 

a Developed relationships across Deloitte Practices to inte;.irate into 
existing JCS and SAP processes by sharing an Oracledatabase at 
an overall cost savings of approx. $100,000. 

• Implemented knowledge transfer cf role.strategies andcontacts to 
Deloitte personnel and offices around the world to ntmze re -
work and enhance consistency and culture including Qra:a, 
Hong Kong, South Africa, etc. 

a Elected as Deloitte Consulting representative to National 
Education & Development UserTask1orce for SAP lmplementatlon 
during first 6 months of employment. 

Page 4 4/23/2002 
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• Designed, developed and delivered workshop on Adu It l...Earrg 
Principles with Senior Manager to Central and Sa u the r n Regions. 

07/96 THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
Customer Business Development 

to Huntington Beach, CA 

06/97 Account Executive, lucky Stores 
Laundry- & Cleaning Products/Food & Bev. 

• Responsible for development of 11 categories of business. 
• Provided category and strategic consulting to Lucky SnEs 
• Produced marketing and merchandising programs to imease 

total category sales. 
• Managed over $30 million in sales volume. 

07/92 THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
U.S. Recruiting, Training & Development 

to Irvine, CA 

06/96 

Lisa J. Gutierrez 

Group Manager 
Recruiting. Training, & Development 
Designed and implemented programs to staff, train and develop 
full and part-time sales employees in 6 states. Innovative pro gr a msaved 
P&G over $100,000 in consulting fees. Programs helped reta i n8 sales 
employees at a savings equal to $800,000 in 1995. Established globally 
recognized (1996) multicultural resource team to improve minority 
recruiting, retention, and advancement. 

• Training experiences: 
o Staffed 5 Systems ManagementWorkshops on rgi' 

performing work systems (Appointed De an in 1996). 
o Facilitated 14 Decision-Mapping strategic planning 

workshops. 
o Designed and facilitated over 10workshops in 

change/transition, diversity, and team building.· 
o Designed innovative mission woncshop to be implemented 

in 4-6 hours versus company average of 3 days . . 
o Designedand delivered first ever National Latino Sales 

Conferencewith highest rating for anyconferenceln sales. 
o Designed systems to coordinate 7 sales orientations and 

staff over 187 sales positions. 

Page 5 4/23/2002 
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03/91 

to 

06/92 

04/90 

to 

02/91 

11/89 

to 

03/90 

Lisa J. Gutierrez 

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
Commercial Service Products Group 
Irvine, CA 

District Manager, National Accounts 
• Strategic planning and development of contract sales ""1 Hilton 

Hotels, Taco Bell, American Restaurant Group. CaesarsCasinos, 
and Foodmaker, Inc. 

• Successfully defended competitive attacks and maintained 
contracts 'With Hilton and Foodmaker. 

• Managed over $20 million in sales volume. 

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COivfPANY 
Sales Training & Development 
Cincinnati, OH 

INROADS Program Manager 
• Designed and implemented internship program f o r 60 mi11ority 

high school and college students. 
• Expanded program to 15 sales markets. 
• Coordinated with employees in all functions, markets, µultd: 

sectors, ard levels of the company; including senior mmiagement. 
• Identified and negotiated consultant programs. 
• Over 50% of freshman and sophomore classes continuedon to 

full-time employment. 
• Recognized by JNROADS as one of top 3 National Coordi~ators 

(1990): and Training Director (1991). 

THE PROCTER 8 GAMBLE COMPANY 
Sales Training & Development 
Cincinnati, OH 

Training Specialist 
• Developed and implemented training programs for FoodseNice & 

Lodging Products(FS&LP) Division of220 Full-timesll'S 
personnel. 

• Identified and directed consultants to develop programs In 
persuasive selling, negotiation, time management, communication 
skills. 

• Redesigned existing programs to calibrates a I es representatives 
from acquisitions to P&G training methods. 

• Facilitated grocery retail training programs for first aid sa:crd 
level managers. 

Pag_e 6 
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07/89 

to 

10/89 

03/86 

to 

07/89 

09/85 

to 

02/86 

Iia J. Gutierrez 

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
FS&LP Distributor Channels 
San Francisco, CA 

C nit Manager, Sysco California 
• Led development of business at three Sysco divisions in Calif a rnia. 
• Implemented fiIBt sales "team" design aligned around a:sne:. 
• Managed and developed four direct repmts; promoted one to next 

level. 
• Managed over Sl2 million in sales volume. 
• Promoted to next assignment within 5 months. 

THE PROCTER & GA~1BLE COMPANY 
Foodservice & Lodging Products Division 
San Francisco, CA 

Unit Manager 
• Responsible for all business activities in East Bay territay. 
• Trained, developed, and managed three sales representatives. 
• Led strategic development of CU-Buulderrecruiting cm 
• Managed over SIO rnillicf1 in sales volume. 
• Ranked among top 5 unit managers (48 total) in Wes1em Region, 
• Founding Mernin of Inaugw-al Women's Effectiveness Network 

(WEN), San Francisco District' 

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
Foodservice & Lodging Products Division 
San Francisco, CA 

District Field Representative 
• Coordinated special projects to develop business with strategic 

prutner, Allied Sysco. Sysco Distributor Project rolled out 
nationally. 

• Responsible for on-campus recruiting at ASU and CU·Boulde r. 
• Implemented field sales training for rew hires. 
• Managed vacant unit representing over $5 millin in m. 
• Promoted within 6 months versus average of 12 months. 

Pag_e 7 
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12/83 

to 

08/85 

EDUCATION 

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
Foodservice & Lodging Products Division 
San Francisco, CA 

Sales Representative 
• Produced marketing and promotion campaigns .i::r locallltlolesale 

customers. 
• Managed sales volume of $4 million. 
• Won 3 out of 5 sales contests among district of ten. 
• Business indexed over 105 tl/o. 
, Promoted to next level in 20 months versus, ave rag eol30months. 

• B.S., University of Colorado-Boulder, 12/83 
• Majors: Marketing & Organizational Management 

Minor: Psychology 

OTHER TRAINING & EDUCATION 
LANL: 

Industry: 

LisaJ. Gutierrez 

• Science Day {4/02) 
• Science Day (4/01} 
a Univ. of California Management & LeadershipConference, Sll.Oieg o 

(12/00) 
a lnstitutefor Applied Management and Law, Inc. (12/00) 
• "Diversity in Science" Colloquium (9/00) 
• Motorola Project ManagementTraining {Intro) (7100) 
• DOE Contractors Annual Diversity Conference, Atlanta (5100) 

• Lessons in Leadership: Stephen Covey, 'Foor Elementsd' leadershipn 
(10/01) 

a IQ?C: Diversity Summit - Chicago {11/01) 
o I(;fe: Diversity Summit-Canada(4/01) 
• IQ:C: Diversity Summit-Canada(S/00) 
a Lessons in Leadership: "Large Scale Simulation & LearningDesign--

(10/99) 
a Project Impact, Atlanta (5/99) 
a The Conference Board: Diversity (2/99} 
o FASTRACWSAP3.0 Certification (12/98) 
a Lessons in Leadership: Peter Senge's "Leadership and the learning 

Organization" (4198) 
a Men and Women as Colleagues (4/98) 
a Fundamental Consulting Skills (3/98) 

. Page B 
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• Semco: Computers, Systems, Terms ard Acronyms ( 10/97) 
• World aass Recruiting Clinic (9/86} 
• Sales Management Training School {9/86) 
• Nev..i Representative Training Course (8184) 

PRESENTATIONS & WORKSHOPS DESIGNED & DELIVERED: 
Academia: 

Industry: 

Lisa J. Gutierrez 

• California Universities & Colleges Staff Assembly ( C UCSA} (~2) 
• Espanola Valley High School (10100) 
• Alcalde Elementary School (10/00) 
• Dixon Elementary School (10/00) 
• Northwestern University Kellogg Graduate School of Management, CIM 

Week, Global Kellogg Diversity Workshop (9/96) 
• Los Amigos High School (12195) 
• University of Colorado Career Services, Staff Diversity Training 

Workshop (5/95) 
• . University d Michigan Business School, Executive Ski I ls Diversity 

Workshop (9/95) 
• UCLA, Anderson Graduate School of Management, Graduate Women 

in Business Western Region Conference, "Networking andMentoring" 
(3/95) 

• Oregon State University, Panhellenic Leadership Conference(3/95) 
• University ct Colorado Alumni Association, Board tf D irectors1 Diversity 

Training Workshop (9194) 
• University of Colorado College of Business Speaker Series (1992) 
• UT-Austin, Hispanic·Business Student Leadership Co nf ere rice {3/91 ) 

• Hispanic Statement of Cooperation (9101) 
• Organization of Chinese Americans National Convention (7101) 
• IOPC: Diversity Summit-Canada: (4/01) 
• Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF) Career Exploration Day(2101) 
• Southern Nevada Hispanic Program Council(B/00) 
• Bechtel, Inc. (8100) 
• Northern f'..Jew Mexico Human Resource Association (7 /00) 
• IQPC: Diversity Summit Canada (6100) 
• IMAGE-NM{4/00) 
• ExpandingYour Horizons (3100)and (3101) 
• Los Alamos Women In Science {3/00) 
• Deloitte Difference Global Orientation-Diversity Module (12199) 
• Adult Learning Principles (7 /99) 
• Deloitte Experienced Hire Orientations {11 /97) 
• Intern Sales Orientation (6/96J 
• National Latino Sales Conference (5/96) 
• Systems Management Workshop, (1992-1996) 

Page9 4/23/2)02 
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Government: 

community: 

Media: 

• VSDA Regional Leader's Conference, "EffectivelyWorki ngv&l 
Volunteers" Workshop (4/96) 

• Sales College II {1/96) 
• 'Theme for the 90's ... Women Making Choices" Seminar {Stool 
• "Diversity Today" Workshop, INROADS-Los Angeles (8/93) 

• LANL Essentials of Supervision: Diversity Module (2001-02) 
• NM Indian Affairs Legislative Committee (11/01) 
• NNSA Tri-Lab Diversity Workshop: APIA Issues (co-designed& 

delivered with SNL, LLNL), (B/01) 
• CIA Leadership Seminar (4/00) 
• Foreign Service Seminar (4/00) 

• Los Alamos Kiwanis Organization (11 /00) 
• Take Your Daughters to Work Day (1998-99) 
• Espanola Valley Lions Club (7 /96} 

• KTAO Radio "Breakfast with Nancy" show (7/00) 

AWARDS/A ECOGNITION: 

MISCELLANEOUS: 

Lisa J. Gutierrez 

• State of NM, "Cerro Grande Fire: Diversity in Action for Deaf 
Employees," (11/01) 

• Training Advisory Task Force, INROADS-LosAng eles (9193) 
• Who's Who among Hispanic Americans {1991-92) 
• Bay Valley District Business & Professional Women, "Young Careeri.st" 

Regional competition, Third Place (1/87) 
! Todos Santos Business and Professional Women, 'Young Careerist'2 

Award (11/86) 
• All-time Record Month Sales (1987) 
• All-time Record Month Sales (7/84) 
• AIHime Record Month Sales (5/84) 
• Volume Energizers Sales Award (1984) 

• Q-Clearance status: ACTIVE 
• References available upon request 

Page 10 4/23/2002 
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Silverman 

• Member of Mayor Giuliani's commission to 
combat family violence 

• National Spokesperson for the National Victim 
Center's Anti-Stalking Program 

• Daughter of Army doctor (WWII) 

Notes: Ms. Silvermanformed a committee c£ 1,500 womenfrom 
around the state to work on Mayor Giuliani 's Senatorial campaign 

Jo r the 2000 elections. Her experience in woman and .fimi.ly 
related work has been mainly in the area a domestic violence. 

11-L-0559/0S D/24 711 



i Joy .A. Sitvennan l(b)(6) 

2D00- Mayor Rudy Giuliani Senatorial Carupaig• 

1991,. 

1993-91 

19!Ut-l000 

1989 

1988 

1986 

• Formed a commirtte· con5isting of 1,9)) + women Imm around the state. 
• Organizedstat.ewide fundmisin(!, events. 

Member of Ille MB,or'1 CommmiQn to Combat FamUy Violence 
• Ajded in a program d.evelopt:d to im:rc.asc awareness of domestic VDfRE in 1he 

teenage community. 

• Volunteered m the QJi:iciJ.6, New York Criminal Counliouse, counseling fema]e 
victims of domestic climes. 

National Spo~pcrson for the Notional Virli.m C~nter'• Anti-StalkhJgPrognm 
• Served as keynote spcakt:r at Throat ~rement Conferences and S!Blking 

Conferences around the countr)' promoting the modal stalking statute publi'lhed ey 
The National lradtulll o t Ja~ticc. 

• A idcd in the conception and pruliin.g of the New J~""'f SulJdne BDI (panod J.996)~ 
Testified before New Jtne)' Senate Judiciary Committee on behalf of sa.id legislation.. 

• Lobbied ir end 11p:ib on behHlf ot}l'.w York Slalklnc Bill ( passed 1999/lOOO). 
• Spoke .i'l support of tbe Federal S1alldD,t Sill, sponsored by S~nator KS)' Bailey 

Hutchc~ 

"Busb-Quaylt'' Ilite!toa Campa.lg.a 
• Served as a Nationw Vice Chairman 

Served•• a Trustee of The KcnnedyCentvr for the Performing Arts on 
appointment of Pnaiden& George Busb 

Nomiaalcd by President George Built toeerv~ •• th• UnJ1ed State, A mba11.,.to 
Barbados 11Pd the Euttru Carrlbun 
0 Bull1•Quayle '88" Elec1io11 Campaiga 

• Served asa vic~hDirmon of various fundraising fimctions. 
• Serveduone of fwr chairpersons of the New York State Jewish effort, 

f UJ1d111isjng. arrangingsurrogatciipen1dng programs and traveling throughout 
New York State .in connection with those programs. 

• Assisted Russ Schriefer, New York S1a1e campaign manager. 
• Worked for the "grass roots"effort .m New York State. 

Member, Now York City Mayor's ComrniMio• for Protocol 
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CurrentDACO\VITS Members (Total of 12) 
All appointed in October 2002 for a 3-year term, except for Mrs. Hoffmann who 
was appointed October 30,2003. 

Mrs. Catherine Aspy 
Dr. Lynda Davis 
Sen. J.P. Duniphan 
Ms. Bonnie Fuller Ford 
Mrs. Margaret Hoffmann 
LtGen Carol Mutter, USMC, Retired 
Ms. Susan Patane 
COL Darryl Ladd Pattillo, USAR, Retired 
Ms. Margaret Robson 
Ms. Virginia Rowell 
Col Vance Shaw, USAFR, Retired 
Ms. Rosalie (Ricky) Silberman 

~fembers who Departed in October 2003 
(due to personal commitments) 
Ms. Julie Hamre 
Mrs. Constance Homer 
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PERSONNEL AN 0 
READIJliESS 

l\1s. 
(b )(6) 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

OCT 3 0 2003 

Dear Ms. Hoffmann: 

I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected for membership on the 
Defense Department Advisory Committee on Women in the Services (DACOWlTS). 
While members serve at the pleasure of the Secretary of Defense, normally the term of 
membership is one to three years. 

Since its establishment in 1951, DA CO WITS has been providing 
recommendations to the Department of Defense on policies and matters relating to 
women in the Armed Forces. In 2002, the Committee charter added the realm of family 
issues related to the recruitment and retention of both men and women in the military. 
The Department of Defense needs dedicated citizens like you to build upon the past 
achievements of DACOWITS and to help us build the force c£ the future. 

The Department of Defense will be releasing a press advisory shortly announcing 
the new members. Until then, I would appreciate your cooperation in refraining from 
speaking with the press. 

Congratulations on your selection. I look forward to seeing you at DACOWITS' 
November business meeting. 

Sincel"ely. 

Principal Deputy 

G 
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7:40 AM 4/ CC3Z?f6 I 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug$ Feith 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 1"" 
February 12, 2004 

Washington Times Article 

The attached article on supposed major changes at the Pacific Command is 

troubling. Where could this be coming from? 

Thanks. 

DHR1azn 
011204.06 

)\\' !: -t :::; SD 
11~ '( &f {',I' 4.,-_...... ~0. t. t--~.e ~ h>.-1 Sf-,,i£ ~.,\ < e,t·,,.p;r t-S 

{>-..?h,t" tt~, jh,~A-l ptJ\\,t'( \~"'-h,y,1-.....,~{- (~ ·rk 

-t.'1. '" 1: \;..:kN :L ~"'C 1k S ~{( ti.., -tt.. ... ~t '1cv L t-<J 
~ tk.e i.-.. O,'\J t¥; ~vhd W 6v ld,\..,l ,dl., J l.,, .. i.~ )c.h,,. ( 

$ft<.,(,(, \rc(l.i l,,t..ht~J ~~O\.t (C\'\,\ M~ 

.5t,v( t'vf'(~- l CC\.i·+ ~i"\Dl ... w\....e...c-c +t'C \i:)..ttl--<" 

Soc t I. (.c,;_,}, C 0 ({lM, l\. r , I 
· Vt'\\ 1Y., ,., 

Attach: Washington Times, 2/2/04 "US Pacific Command Facing Sweeping 'changes" 

Please respond by: _______ ~-, .. ?_'1 _________ _ 

cYi, 1 

-OSD 09247·0~ 'l-> 

t\ 
~ 
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• 'U.S. Pacific Command Facing Sweeping Changes 

Washington Times 
February 2, 2004 
Pg. 11 

U.S. Pacific Command Facing Sweeping Changes 

Rumsfeld plan is designed to makef ore es more responsive 

By Richard Halloran, The Washington Times 

Page 1 of 2 

HONOLULU - Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld is planning a sweeping revision of the 
command apparatus through which U.S. military forces are controlled in Asia, in an effort to make them 
more responsive to contingencies from the Koreas to Australia. 

Military officers said the revision would take place primarily in South Korea and Japan, but would affect 
deployments throughout the Pacific Command's area of responsibility, which runs from the West Coast 
across the Pacific and Indian Oceans to East Africa. 

From its headquarters overlooking Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, it controls 300,000 military people and is the 
largest combatant command of the U.S. armed forces. 

Among the command elements that will most likely be dismantled in South Korea are the U.N. 
Command (UNC), U.S. Forces Korea (USFK), the Combined Forces Command (CFC), and the Eighth 
U.S. Army. Tn Japan, United States Forces Japan (USFJ) will disappear, but a new operational corps 
headquarters led by a lieutenant general will be set up. 

Tn addition, the position of the four-star general who commands the UNC, USFK and CFC will be 
abolished. At the same time, plans call for establishing a new billet for an Army four-star general at the 
headquarters of the U.S. Army Pacific at Fort Shafter in Hawaii. He will take control of Army forces in 
the Pacific region now under the command of a three-star general. 

In response to a query, the spokesman for the Pacific Command, Navy Capt. John Singley said: "The 
Pacific Command is currently reviewing plans to strengthen our defense posture as part of a larger U.S. 
government global effort in that regard. We are currently consulting with our allies and partners in the 
region and will continue to do so before any decisions are ma<le." 

"Some of these plans are near-term," Capt. Singley said. "Others are further in the future. The aim of the 
global-posturereview is to strengthen our defense relationships with key allies and partners, improve 
flexibility, enable l1Ction regionally and globally, exploit advantages in rapid power projection, and 
focus on overall capabilities instead of numbers." 

Officers informed of the shakeup pointed to Mr. Rumsfeld's wider plan to "transform" the Pentagon and 
the armed forces. 

Undersecretary of Defense for Policy Douglas J. Feith told an audience in Washington in December: "A 
key facet of transformation is realigning our global defense posture. That is, updating the types, 
locations, numbers and capabilities of our military forces and the nature of our alliances." 

In Asia, the officers said, the intent was to eliminate crisscrossing chains of command that are legacies 

11-L-0559/0SD/24716 
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" ·u.S. Pacific Command Facing Sweeping Changes Page 2 of2 

of World War II, the occupation of Japan, the Korean Wm-, the wm- in Vietnam, and the Cold War, 
which ended in l 989when the Soviet Union collapsed. 

These officers asked not to be identified because the review is still in process and no decisions have 
been made. 

"When we get through," said one officer, "it will be seamless." 

By removing layers of the current cumbersome mi I itary bureaucracy, they suggested, troops and ships 
and aircraft would be able to respond more quickly to any crisis on orders from the president and 
secretary of defense. 

Tn addition, the revisions are intended to appeal to South Korean nationalism and to tamp down rising 
anti-Americanism.The United States and South Korea have already announced that the U.S. 
headquarters will move from a congested area in Seoul to a new site about 7 5 miles to the south. The 
2nd Infantry Division will move from the heavily populated 'm-eanorth of Seoul to new bases farther 
south. 

Disbanding the CFC is intended to lessen South Korean complaints that it diminishes Korean 
sovereignty, said officers with experience there. 

The CFC controls both South Korean and U.S. forces, but is led by a U.S. general with a Korean general 
as second in command. Many Koreans have argued that it is their country and they furnish the bulk of 
the forces, and therefore, a Korean should command. 

"This would reduce the misperception that the US. controls the Korean military," said an officer. Tt 
might also take away a North Korean charge that South Korean forces are lackeys of the Americans. 

Disbanding the UNC, Mr. Feith said, "will undoubtedly be part of the whole discussion that we have 
regarding the realignment of our posture in Korea.'' 

11-L-0559/0SD/24717 
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January 12,2004 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

"'-"" OM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
' 

, \}' UBJECT: State of the Union 
·/ / 

i\\'-\ Andv-

Ts there any chance che Cabinet spouses can get invited to the Stnte of the Union? 

( 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011204-30 

I\\ 0 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Bill Winkenwerder 

Paul WTolfowitz 

Donald Rumsf eld i>-4 
June 6,2004 

SUBJECT: Newt Gingrich 

...... ,,,., .. 

Take a look at this note from Newt Gingrich. Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060604A.02's 

Attach: Gi.n}ridl emri1 "NewApproach" 3.23. 03 

Plea11e respond by, I }.1.1 

11-L-0559/0SD/24 719 
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"======!. 
From: ThirdwaveP@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, November 23, 20035:55 PM 

To: ttelher@darpa.mU: rcolwell@nsf.gov 

Cc: !(b)(6) loro: whgl@cdc.gov 

Subject: a new approach lo vaccine manufacturing-newt 

from newt 
11/23/03 

Page 1 of 1 

we should develop a nanoscale approach thinking cf a vaccine as a materials 
assembling problem rather than growing biologicals in eggs in the traditional way. 

the ultimate threat cf an engineered biological for which we have no vaccine 
(imagine an engineered flu so quarantining :a not a possiblity) reqwn.'Ssomething 
much more powerful and realtime than any biolgoically developed system 

DARPA NSF and NIH should create a collaboration with thre or four comepting 
teams working to develop a solution at the nano level that could re scaled up to 
literally manufacture a vaccine. 

this may seem too far out but it is no further than much of what h labs produced in 
world war two compared to capabilities at the beginning of h war. 

11/24/2003 
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HEALTH AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANTS FC RETA RY 01--< DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, [). C. 20301-1200 

INFO MEMO 

r ... 

JUN 1 7 2DD4 

,' ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: New Approach lo Vaccine Manufacluring- Email from Newt 
Gingrich 

• This is in response to your June 6.2004, inquiry regarding ::m email you 
received from former Congressman Gingrich regarding a new approach to 
vaccine manufacturing. namely using nanotechnology (TAB A). 
Nanotechnology is a tool that has received increased focus from the Federal 
government. academia and industry. 

• Providing safe and effective medical countermea5.ureshas been historical1y a 
lengthy process. often taking as long as 7-12 years to achieve licensure at a cost 
of hundreds of millions of dollars. I am eager for the Department of Defense to 
embrace new techniques and methodologies that result in licensed, improved 
products that protect the health of our Service members. While the current 
armamentarium of countermeasures is based on traditional development 
practices, the next generation of medical countermeasures should exploit novel 
techniques, including nanotechnology. 

• The Department of Defense is part of the National Nanotechnology Initiative, a 
consortium of Federal agencies headed by the National Cancer lnstitute 
dedicated lo coordinate efforts in nanoscale science, engineering and 
technologies. New classes of antimicrobials. toxin inhibitors ai;d diagnostic 
devices could emerge from their research efforts that support a number of 
homeland security capabilities within the medical defense arena. 

• The National Cancer Institute and the National Institute for Allergy and 
lnfectious Disease, both agencies of the Department of Health and Human 
Services, have operations at the Fort Detrick, 1\1.u-yland campus, co-located 
with the Army's institute for infectious disease. A strong and growing 
partnership is emerging among these Federnl partners. This campus should be 
considered as the cornerstone of our nation a] biodefense effort. 

• Another interagency group, the While House-established Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Medical Countermeasures Subcommittee,could take maturing and 
promising nanotechnology medical products and direct funding for their 

oso O 92 5 7-04 ., 
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procurement through initiatives such as Project Bioshie1d. I serve as co-chair of 
this group, along with counterpcirts from the Depm1ment of Health and Human 
Services and the Department of Homeland Secwity. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

A ttcich men ts: 
As stated 

Prepared by: COL CaiT, Medical CBRN Defense, .... r_)(-6) ___ ....... IPCDOCS 
66064,66299 · · 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Bill Winkenwerder 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

June 6, 2004 

SUBJECT: Newt Gingrich 

Take a look at this note from Newt Gingrich. Any thoughts'! 

Thank'i. 

DHR/azn 
0600().f A.02ts 

Attach: Gi.rqz::id1email "NewApproach" 3.13.03 

Please ro!ipOlld by: 610!) 
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P.Jge t of 1 

.... l<b_)(_6) ___ .... lc1v, oso --·--___ ,..,..., ____________ ... _____ ·-- -~.---... --
From: lbirdwaveP@aol.t'.Om 

Sent: Sunday, November 23, 20035:55 PM 

To: ttether@darpa.mil; rcolwell@nsf.gov 

Cc: dpavey@aei.org; whgl@cdc.gov 
Subject: a new approach to vaccinefflaf\ufacturing-newt 

from newt 
11/23/03 

we need a radically new approach to vaccine manufacturing. 

we should develop a nanoscale approach thinkfog of a vaccine as a materials 
assembling problem rather than growing biologicals in eggs in the traditional way. 

the ultimate threat cf an engineered biological for which we have no vaccine 
(imagine an engineered flu so quarantining is not a possiblity) requires something 
much more powerful and rea!time than any biolgoically developed system 

DARPA NSF and NIH should create a collaboration with three or four comepting 
teams working to develop a solution at the nano level that could be scaled up to 
literally manufacture a vaccine. 

this may seem too far out but it is no further than much of what the labs produced in 
world war two compared to capabilities at the beginning of the war. 

11/24/2003 
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New Approach to Vaccine Manufacturing from Newt Gingrich 

CoS~ HA 

USD (P&R) 

COORDINATION 
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'l'O: 

cc: 

Bill Winkenwerder 

Paul Wolfowitz 

, 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
_,,. 11 fiP\ DATE: June 6,2004 {;<> U,, I 

SUBJECT: Newt Gingrich J ,- \ 
Take a look at this note from Newt Gingrich. Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
0606()4A.021s 

Attach: Gi11grich email "New Approach" J.23.0J 

p,-.,,,,_,,,,,, I ~I 

'S\1'1 

11-L-0559/0SD/24726 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1200 

' , i -.._ r, I 

~-- .) 

INFO MEMO 

JUN 1 7 2004 

; ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: New Approach to Vaccine Manufacturing - Email from Newt 
Gingrich 

• This is in response to your June 6,2004, inquiry regarding an email you 
received from former Congressman Gingrich regarding a new approach to 
vaccine manufacturing, namely using nanotechnology (TAB A). 
Nanotechnology is a tool that has received increased focus from the Federal 
government, academia and industry. 

• Providing safe and effective medical countermeasures has been historically a 
lengthy process, often taking as long as 7 - 12 years to achieve licensure at a cost 
of hundreds of millions of dollars. I am eager for the Department of Defense to 
embrace new techniques and methodologies that result in licensed, improved 
products that protect the health of our Service members. While the current 
armamentarium of countermeasures is based on traditional development 
practices, the next generation of medical countermeasures should exploit novel 
techniques, including nanotechnology. 

• The Depaitment of Defense is part of the National Nanotechnology Initiative, a 
consortium of Federal agencies headed by the National Cancer Institute 
dedicated to coordinate efforts in nanoscale science, engineering and 
technologies. New c1asses of antimicrobials, toxin inhibitors and diagnostic 
devices could emerge from their research efforts that support a number of 
homeland security capabilities within the medical defense arena. 

• The National Cancer Institute and the National Institute for Allergy and 
Infectious Disease, both agencies of the Department of Health and Human 
Services, have operations at the F01t Detrick, Maryland campus, co-located 
with the Army1s institute for infectious disease. A strong and growing 
partnership is emerging among these Federal partners. This campus should be 
considered as the cornerstone of our national biodefense effort. 

• Another interagency group, the White House-established Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Medical Countermeasures Subcommitteet could take maturing and 
promising nanotechnology medical products and direct funding for their 
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procurement through initiatives such as Project Bioshield. I serve as co-chair of 
this group, along with counterparts from the Department of Health and Human 
Services and the Department of Homeland Security. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attcichments: 
As stated 

l
(b){6) I 

Prepared by: COL Carr, Medical CBRN Defense, ... ____ _.PCDOCS 
66064,66299 . . 
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Page L of 1 

_1(b_)(5_) ___ I CIV, OSD 
----------- ...,....._, __ , -·-- -· ·---· - ---·-·--- .. - ·- .,.. ... ---- -- ··--

.t'rom: ThirdwaveP@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, November23, 20035:~5 PM 

To: ttether@darpa.mJJ; n:olwell@nsf.riiov 

Cc: dpavey@aei.org; whgl@cdc.gov 

Subject: a new approach lo vaccine manufacturing-newt 

from newt 
11/23/03 

we need a radically new approach to vaccine manufacturing. 

we should develop a nanoscale approach thinking cf a vaccine as a materials 
assembling problem rather than growing biologicals in eggs in the traditional way. 

the ultimate threat rf. an engineered biological for which we have no vaccine 
(imagine an engineered flu so quarantining is not a possiblity) requires something 
much more poweriul and realtime than any biolgoically developed system 

DARPA NSF and NIH should create a collaboration with three or four comepting 
teams working to develop a solution at the nano level that could be scaled up to 
literally manufacture a vaccine. 

this may seem too far out but it is no further than much of what the labs produced in 
world war two compared to capabilities at the beginning of the war. 

11/24/2003 
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New Approach to Vaccine Manufacturing from Newt Gingrich 

CoS, HA 

USD(P&R) 

COORDINATION 

COL Tom Kunnel 

Dr. David S.C. Chu 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Peter Rodman 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld '})"" 

SUBJECT: G\VOT Paper 

... L? 
June 15.2004 

.7-or/r.ctf/()j
er·f8"?tf 

I got your memo wirh suggestions on my GWOT paper. Would you go ahead and 

ed1L Lhe paper Lhe way )'l)U Lhinl.: it oughL to read, and give it back to me? Auached 

is the mosr recent version. 

I would appredate it if you could get il back to me by Thursday. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/14/04 What Are We Fighting? Is Ct a Global War on Terror'? 

DHRdh 
061504-3 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

71.fi-j 

f!8Il 81 i i@li CL WE 61CE I 

Jay Garner 

Donald Rumsfel~

Suggestions for Iraq 

June 23, 2004 

Attached are some more responses to the questions you raised on Iraq. Thanks so 

much. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
6/21/04 CJCS memo to SecDef[OSD 09337-04] 

DHR:dh 
062304-14 

P8Il 8FM01ft~ ff8H 8I flff 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20316-9999 
INFO MEMO 

FOR; SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Mym, c1cs/JJl'I J~/ 
SUBJECT: Suggestions for Iraq 

•,:: . 

... r .... , ·,, .-. 

Cll-1851-04 
21 June 2001; 

-:•3 

• Issue. "Which of these suggestions do you think we are not doing that we ought to be doing? 
Let's get going on them." (TAB) 

• Conclusion. Many of the suggestions made by LTG(R) Jay Gamer are currently being 
addressed. 

• Discussion 

• Training for the Iraqi Anned Forces (IAF) is accelerated to achieve initial operation 
capability for one division in June 2004. IAF will consist of 9 brigades of 27 battalions 
by December 2004. Coalition mentors will be embedded in the lAF fonnations. 

• The Office of Security Transition led by L TG Petreaus now has responsibility for 
assisting the Iraqi Ministry of Defense. 

• Contractors will provide individual and collective skills training at the Kirkush Military 
Training Base for IAF trainees. 

• USCENTCOM is considering incorporating Peshmerga elements into the Iraqi Security 
Forces. 

• The Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) organized grievance cells at the govemorate 
level and determined that the system worked best at the local level. 

• Not later than 30 June 2004, the Iraqi Interim Government (IIG) will assume authority for 
Iraqi sovereignty. The HG will prepare for elections to a National Assembly by January 
2005. The Transitional Administrative Law mandates that the Iraqi Transitional 
Government submit the draft permanent constitution for general referendum by October 
2005. 

• The Iraqi Governing Council did not create a business development committee because 
CPA Order 64 allowed any Iraqi or foreign person to establish or own a company in Iraq. 

• Sister Cities International, a nonprofit organiz.ation, informed CPA that three US cities 
are in the process of setting up sister city relationships with Iraq. Three to five additional 
cities are interested in humanitarian efforts for Iraq. USAID Higher Education and 
Development Program awarded $20.7 million in five grants for university partnerships 
between US and Iraqi universities. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

TSA SD 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Ray DuBois 

Paul Wolfowitz 

DonaldRurnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: DoD Directives 

.June 21,2004 

Thanks for your memo on the status ofDoD Directives. Are there units that are 

lagging on getting this work done? 

Do you think we ought to establish a directive that requires that these directives be 

reviewed every two or three years? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/14/04 DuBois memo to SD re: Review ofDoD Directives Su1tw; Report [OSD 08556-04] 

DHR:dh 
06~104-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ , ___ q--+-_D~---

F6.iiti. Qliiliilil t L f JEE QbR JC 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

CF:::. ·: ·:~:·. ~~·.:: ~ '; :·.~
SECF/: r 1.H·: ~ :~·: .. i.:::~> .. r: :·:~~~ 

i'"'."ln :"!' r ti n•! \' rq 
--- 1 • - r , , .l ...,,,.- :.,, _ _;,.1 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ,.,~/·-·- \ 

June 14,200412:4~t,Y!!~ 

& Mana,rnt / . · Administration INFO MEMO 1 
.~~~ MEMORANDUMFORSECRETARYOFDEFENSE \~/J . 

?0-"" . ~ ...,.,. ' ""'O"' 
0::;:, FROM: RAYMONDF. D~BO ,DI$T00DMINISTRATI0NAND lf;;, ),· 
,., MANAGEMENT J/Jd~ Ji~ 

'<( r c-~ J I SUBJECT: Review of DoD Directives Status Report (: ·, fi 

• Of a total of 653 DoD Directives, 388 were identified for revision or can~ena!n. 
Tab A shows their current status. 

• Of the 388 Directives, 43% either have been approved or are in formal staffing. 

• 167 have been submitted for cancellation or revision ( 123 for revision, 44 for 
cancellation). 

• Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz has approved48 of the 167 directives submitted. 

• The above numbers reflect only the Directives either complete or informal 
coordination. 

• For example, the attached status chan al Tab A indicates that USD(Policy) has 
only submitted two of its 51 Directives identified for revision. However, 19 
additional Directives are drafted and in intema] Policy coordination (Tab B). 
USD(AT&L) has submitted 29 of its 50 Directives for revision, with 16 of the 
remaining 21 currently in draft or internal coordination (Tab C). Progress also 
is evident in other components. 

• The same chart shows that DA&M has identified 45 Directives for revision, but 
39 of these are Charter Directives. which require full and timely participation 
from Principal Staff Assistants and Components. 

• Following the SecDefs February 13,2004 memo expressing disappointment at the 
pace of this dfon (Tab D), the weekly submission rate increased by over 60%. 

• With regard to the OSD Review of Joint Staff Directives, a copy of Ryan Henry's 
April 8,2004 memorandum to the Secretary is .at Tab E. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Mr. Dan Cragg, ES&CDJ ... (b_)_(
6
_) ___ ___. 
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REVIEW OF DIRECTIVES 
PROGRESS REPORT 
FOR WEEKENDING 

6/4/04 

:\!UMBER Qa," CERTIFU:D REVJSIONS CANCELLATIO:\IS SIG:\IED 
C0\1 PO:\IENT DIRECTIVES CURRENT Reported" Suhmittcd Reported* Suhmiltcd Revisions Canccllalions 

USD(AT&L) 
USD(P) 
USD(P&R) 
USD(C) 
USD(I) 
ASD(NIJ) 
ASD(PA) 
ASD(LA) 
DPA&E 
IG,DoD 
GC,DoD 
DA&M 
WHS/B&F 
WHS/C&D 
WHS/DPO 
WHS/FOIA 
WHS/FV 
WHS/P&S 

TOTALS: 

113 
64 
193 

15 
58 
40 
14 
3 
2 

14 
36 
86 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

653 

38 
11 

103 
9 
8 

19 
11 
0 
I 
7 

19 
31 

1 
0 
0 
2 
I 

265 

50 
51 
79 
6 

45 
12 
3 
3 
I 
7 

16 
45** 

I 
2 
2 
0 
I 

325 

29 
2 

41 
5 
8 
5 
3 
0 
1 
6 
9 
7 
I 
2 
2 
0 
I 

123 

25 
2 

11 
0 
5 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

10** 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

63 

22 
0 
5 
0 
3 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

44 

10 
0 

13 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

34 

5 
0 
3 
0 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

14 

* Number identified by each Component in response to Mr. DuBois' memo of October 29,2003. 

** Of the 45 DA&M Directives identified for revision, 39 are charter Directives; 9 of the 1 Ocancellations 
are also chaners. While DA&M is the agent for updating, coordinating, and maintaining these Directives, 
processing updates is a participatory endeavor and cannot be completed without full and timely input from 
the concerned PSAs and Component Heads. 
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CL NUMBER DIRECTIVE TITLE 

HUMANITARIANAND CIVIC ASSISTANCE 
u 22052 (HCA) PROVIDED IN CONJUNCTIONWITf-1 

MILITARYOPEP,ATIONS 

C 4&l0.S1 
OD NON-TACTICALARMOR ED VEHICLE 
OUCY(U) 

u 5100.46 tOREIGN DISASTER RELIEF 

CLEARANCEOF RESEARCHAND 
u 20023 STUDIES WITf-1 FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

IMPLICATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSFERS OF 
u 2040.2 TECNONLOGY, GOODS, SERVICES, AND 

MIINITIOr,JS: 

DEPARTMENTOFDEFENSE= 
LI 2060.2 COUNTERPROLIFERATION {GP) 

.. 

u 3100.1 SPACE POLICY 

3Z30.3 DOD SUPPORT FOR COMMERICAL 
SPACE LAUN Cf-I ACTIVITIES 

VISITS, ASSIGNMENTS, AND EXCf-lANGE~ 5230,20 
OF FOREIGN NATIONALS 

6206.3 
DOD IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM FOR 
BIOLOGICAL WARFARE DE=FENSE 

ASSIGNMENT OF NAITONAL SECURITY 

3020,36 EM ERGrncv PREPAREDNESS(N$EP) 
RESPONSIBILITIESTO DOD 

IIY'"'~• ~ 

Proponent Responsibility: USD(P) 

DATE LAST 

PUBLISHED, CURRENT REVISE CANICe.. 
CHANGE'DOR REMARKS 

REVISED 

1016/1994 

51411987 

121•11975 

11!17.'1997 

7!5/1985 

lli<li1972 

7/9/1999 

J17119aa 

11/t&/1983 

1115.'1993 

SOLICIHA&APL Policy ""ti mated completion 6 

X 
18 wks, workingw/OSCA PerSOLIC about60°i< 
, completed, estimate 3wks to finish revls!on 

and another 3-4 for final coordination. POC: 
Todd Harvey 697·3191 

SOLICIAT Draft is 1 O%completed, working 
w/JJ4, estimated draft comple!l<Jn 15 Aug 04. 

X Antiterrorism Standards {2000.16) must tJe 
completed beforethi& directive can tJe 
updated. POC: COL Tennison 697-0742 

SOLICIHA&APL Policy estimated completion e 
X 8 wks. workil1g w/DSCA. Per SOUC about 40% 

completed. estimate 4·5 wks to finish revision 
and another 34 wks for final coordinatioli. 

POUSD(P) 

PDUSDPIOM&SlMS&F {Ed Rader). Contacted X 
Gwen Simpson@ Stnte 

X ISPITSP&CPIDTSA per Chesler under revision 

X lSPITSP&CP under revision 

!SPIFP COL TFWTT!ER on HOLD pen cling 
X issuance ot NSPD in2005 

ISPll'P COL TROTTIER on HOLD pending 
X issunnceol NSPD in2005 

X 
ISPITSP&CP • Pete Batten 602-5269 under 

revision 

X ISP/TSP!lCPP under revision 

HD- under revision. POC. D0nnaReuss/Chl1ck 
X Adams (703) 861·3528/8915 

Proponent Responsibility: USD(P) 

11-L-0559/0SD/24738 

RE'SPONSE= DATE= RE'CEIVED DATE OF NEW NEXT REVIEW 
IJATE IN C&RCl DIRECTIVE DATE 

\1121/2003 

11!21/2003 

11!2112003 

'1121/2003 

11/21.'2003 

11121/2003 

11i21i2003 

-

f 1/:Zl/2003 



DATELAST 

CL NUMBER DIFIEGTIVETITLE l'UBLl&H!O, 
CHANGED OR 

REVISED 

u 31125.1 MILITARY SUPPORT TO CIVIL 
2{4;1994 

AUTHORITIES (MSCA) 

u 3025.12 MILITARY ASSIST ANGE FOR CIVIL 
2/18i1907 DISTURBANCES(MACDIS) 

u 3025. 15 
MILITARY ASSIST ANGE TO CIVIL 

7.'911999 AUTHORITIES 

SSISTANCE TO THE DISTRICT OF 
u OLUMBIAGOVERNMENTIN COMBATIN 411311872 

RIME 

EMPLOYMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF 
u DEFENSE RESOURCES IN SUPPORT Of' 1214111175 

THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICES 

I. 6':1!1;193 

111111/1994 

INFORMATIONAL PROGRAM FOR 
LI 5410 17 FOREIGN MILITARY TRAINEES IN T11E ll126il'a~1 

UM~~rAr~ 

CURRENT 

Proponent Responsibility: USD(P) 

REVISE CANCEL 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

l( 

.'>( 

Per Waller Wai::r,ab.augh due,ctive will be 
incarpQrated ,ntc, the new De,le,nse, Support of 

CnnlA h r11 1r 

P~, Waller W;,:;h;,r,r,ugn. direwve will be 
included 1r,1he new Delense Soppc,r, ot Cr,,il 

A ri i gir · -.., ... 
P<'l'Wallef Wa~haoaugh. directive will oe 

in,,lu<1ed in1he new t,1,11,nseS..ppon 1)1 Civil 
Au h ritie due \Ive. 

Per t-0. w,11 b!! ,nclaa~ ·,r, ,ne new Deten>'.e 
Support ol CivilAuthorn,e~ c<,mb;,ning ~nme 

directive.-

Per HO, w,11 be ,nclaa~ ir, 1ne ,,.,,.. Dete11>'.e 
Support ot C1v,I Aothornie,s spport ol lJS 

Pus.11:11 S&rvices, 

ISA/Dl'MCl POC L TC Dll11 SMa !_7~) ~9-1198 
unde-1 te':.JJSIOn 

ISA/OSCA • F'OMl•dt" 10 LTClWalleria 10 !'1\)11 

coordination shee1 Should be cr,mpleled3d 
Qlr04 POC OawJJ Bu,hoil 6Dl-3ll6~ 

Proponent Responsibility: USD(P) 

11-L-0559/0SD/24739 

RESPONSE DATERECEIVE DATEOFNEW NEXTREVIEW 
DATE INDBAD DIRECTIVE DATE 

11,'21.12003 

11/21/2003 

1112112003 

11i21 i201l3 

11/21i20Dl 

1112112003 

11,2HWOJ 



Proponent Responsibility: USD(AT&L) 

-
DATELAST 

Ct ~UMBER DIRECTIVETtTlE PUBLISHED, CURRENT 
"EV!SE GANGEL REMARKS RESPONSE DATll 

DA TE RECEIVEC M,rnrn,wl NEXT REVIEW 
CHANGED OR INDBRD DIRECTIVE DATE 

RE:VISED -· 
-

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR MILIT ARYTROOF 
8/261197~ I CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT OF THE u 131!:i.6 DEPARlMENTOFTHEAIR FORCE 812611978 X INFORMALL YCOORDINATED 1211/2003 

OVERSEAS - I 

DOO PARTICIPATION INTHE NORTH 612.f/1!192 

I 
I 

u 2010.5 ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION &24/1992 X REDRAFTED 11124/2003 
i_NATO)INFRASTRUCTUREPROGRAM 

-
u 3201-1 IMANAGEMENTOFDODRESEARCHAND 

OEVELOPMENTLABORATORIES 3ilf1SB1 I X REDRAFTED 12/1/2003 

-
INDEPENDENTRESEARCHAND 

u 3204.1 DEVELOPMENT{IR&D) AND BID AND Si10l1993 X REDRAFTED 12/1/2003 
PROPOSAL(B&PJ PROGRAM -
ELECTRONIC WARFARE {EW) AND 

u 3222.4 CCMMAJ\IDAND CONTROL WARFARE 1'2811994 X REDRAFTED 11/2412003 
(C2W) COUNTERMEASURES 

-
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT{PSE}: 
ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBIUTY FOR 

u RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TESTlfJG, 
2'17/1989 X REDRAFTED 12/112003 3224.3 EVALUATION,PRODUCTION. 

PROCUREMENT, DEPLOYMENT.AND 
SUPPORT -

u 4100.15 GOMMERGIALACTIVITIES PROGRAM 3110119BS X REDRAFTED 11!24'2()03 

-
STANDARDIZATION OF MOBILE 

u 4120.11 ELECTRIC POWER {MEP)GENERATING 7,9!1993 X REDRAFTED 1218/2003 
SOURCES -

u 4120 15 !DESIGNATING AND NONI\.G MLTARY 
. AEROSll"ACEVEHICLES I 512/1985 I X REDRAFTED 1218/2003 

~ 

I I u 4270_5 I MILITARY CONSTRUCTION 312/1002 X REDRAFTED 11/2412003 
RESl'ONSIBIUTIES -

u 451011 DOOTRANSPORTATIONENGINEEP.ING 10/2/1995 X REDRAFTED 11/21/2003 

-

u SINGLE MANAGER FOR MILITARY 51511980 X NFORMALL YCOORDINATED 11.,21.12003 
4S25.6 POSTAL SERVICE 

u 4700.3 I MINERAL EXPLORATION AND 
EXTRACTION ON DOD LANDS 

' 
!ll2Bf19B3 

' 
X NFORMALLYGOORDINATED 1218/2003 

u 471S,1 ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY 2·24'1996 I X REDRAFTED 11;2412003 

Proponent Responsibility: USD(AT&L) 

11-L-0559/0SD/24740 



DATE LAST 

CL NUMBER DIRECTIIIE TITLE PUBLISHED, 
CHA.ltGEO Ofl. 

RMSED -
DEFENSEACQUISITION EDUCATION, 

u 5000,52 TRAINING,AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT 101251199\ 
PROGRAM 

1--

u 5134,5 DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY BOARD (OTB) 10/28/1992 

-

Proponent Responsibility: USD(AT&L) 

CURRENT REVISE CANCEL REMARKS RESPONSE DATE 

X REDRAFTED 11/24i2003 

X REDRAFTED 12/812003 

Proponent Responsibility: USD(AT&L) 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, nc 20301-1000 

FEE 13 2))4 

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARIES CF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF1l-JEDEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR. OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 

SUBJECT: Revie,v of DoD Directives 

!\fore than two months ago the Director, Administration and Management 
responded to concerns T have about the currency of DoD Directives and asked each 
of you ro review chose under your purview. You identified 384 Directives that you 
intend to revise or cancel. I expect these actions to be completed by April 1 ~ 2004. 
I understand that, to date very few revisions or cancel btions have been prepared. 

Our policy directives must be kept updated TO reflecT our approach to meeting 
the ever changing national security environment or they are simply of no use. 
Therefore, J expect you to personally review all of the directives you earmarked for 
revision or cancellation and ensure those proposed updaTt'S be coordinated 
expeditiously. 

#!f!t,. 

11-L-0559~,D/24 7 42 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DepSecDef ---

1-04/002818 
~f·2',t.1. 

FROM:Ryan Henry, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense forPolic-.. ......... APR 8 2004 

SUBJECT: OSD Review of Joint Staff Directives 

• This responds to your question about the desirability of an OSD review of Joint 
Staff Directives. • 

• The chairman transmits policy, procedures and guidance through CJCS 
instructions, manuaJs, notices, guides, handbooks, and pamphlets. Although not currently 
required by DoD Dim:tive, a recent ..wt. Staff data ca 11 indicated that about two-thirds of 
these document<, were coordinated with OSD prior to publication. 

• A" the Chairman mentioned to you., there is an ongoing effort to update CJCS 
publications, analogous to the OSD endeavor. Along those l.irE!s, Joint Doctrine 
Publications are staffed with OSD at the action officer level during the update process. 

• There is a broad effbtt underway to update JCS and OSD instructions to reflect the 
pon-9/11 environrrwent and the transformation vision as it applies to existing capabilities. 

o CJCS publicntion') thAt apply to the Services, combntant commands, and Def en~ 
agencies are required to be formally coordinated with those organizations during 
upda.tf'ircvision. 

• I believe that the fmnal and informal staff coordination that occurs throughout the 
review process provides requisite OSD visibility and oversight over Joint ~ 
publications. 

Attachment<,: As stated 

Prt:JlUc.d by: Pam Mirclsc,n, WHS/&ecurl ve Servires acd Dircrtivcs, l(b )( 6) 
SrevcnNctwlCJI, OPDUSD(P).l (b)(6) _ ----

FOR omcIAL USE ONL y 

11-L-0.559/0SD/24743 
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....... ·~·---------

lln reply refer to EF-8656 & 04/002818-ES 

•. 

'10: 

DATE 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

February 24,2004 

SUBJECT: Directives 

Attached is a memo 1 sent to Dick Myers and his response. 

4:0S AM 

I wonder if 1e ought to think about having OSD ro·iew the Joint Staff Directiles. 

If so, who do you think ought to do it? 

Thus. 

OHPJm. 
020:1404.0lo 

Info M~1M frorrt c~,,._ Myers 10 SD 2/')J/04 Re: Diuctlvu 

Pleaserupondby: ______ 3,..h...._:: __________ _ 

01-0:s-04 is:rr 1;; 

... ... 1·1-L-055'9/0SD/247 44 

.. . 



L 
'! ,, 

I 

Apr .1 3 0 4 1 0 : l 7 a 

. . 

INfO MEMO 

FOil: SEC.RFJ'AllY Of DEFENSE 

FROM: General Ric~ B. Mym, oceftl!"l/_1,/ 
SUBJEC'n Direclives 

-:-:, :-11 • •. - .... 

a-uu-ot 
U hllUHJ 100,I 

• Quatlou. ~ do we stand OD getting all of me J~ Staff tDd Cb&irmaD or 
lhe Joint Chiefs' directives reviewed ml upda:led to reflect where we arc 10Clayr 

, Answer. }"nm January through. March 2003. the Joint Sufi' conducteds 1pcc:ial 
rcvi~w of all 263 CJCS insuur:tior,s and manuals 10 addrel, ~ impact d 
arga:iiulioul and policy chan,ca. A total af 179 ~vn wen, identified rar 
revitiQD c;r cvi~tion action. To date, 127 (71 pcrceDt) ofthcae. c1ctlons C'9 

co.mplcte. AC"dons m the re..mahwt& 52 (29percent) an IChedulcd'f'or comph::tioa 
. by May 2004. 

• Ana17m. 1lle special review encompa!sed all CJCS directives, including those 
already undergoing 1. re1ularly 1chcd1.1led uscasmcat at the dzne. My staff 
continues tc nmnage_ lhia Rplar 1chedul,in1 system to keep guidance Clll"RD&. 

while monitoring th~ ~maining out-of-<:1(:lc updates. 

COORDINATION NONE 

A nachJnellt: 
A•~ 

PrepeJedBy: MG l\1.ichael D. Maples, USA; Vice Director, Joint Sta!fi .... l(b-)(-
5
) __ ___, 

'···, ...... ,;- · 1· 1 ~L-0559/0SD/24745 
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r r reply ref er to EF:8406 & 04/001637-ES 

February 8, 2004 

JUs_D ,-----
DougFeitb 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Troops from India 

Shouldn't we be trying to get India to send troops? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-:33 (ta compuler),doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ __.3......,...1/_l'--1-/....::CJIJm;...· .,.__ ___ _ 

OSD 09421\-01& 

09-02-04 11 :31 l N 

11-L-0559/0SD/24746 



' reee 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '7 }.._ 
SUBJECT: Response to Congressman Wolf 

Did we ever answer this June 22 letter from Frank Wolf? 

Thanks. 

Am1ch. 
6/22/04 Wolf ltr to SecDef 

DllR:dh 
072704-7 

July 27,2004 

~/:::~~ :.::;~~~ ~~- ... "g/ k z ~ ·y ........................................ ' 

reee osa o 94 2 j-04 
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, 08/22/04 18:Dl t'.U 

FRANK R. WOLF 
,~ o,n,111:r, \llf!G1,;1a 

COMM1lTEE ON APPRO~ATIONS 
~ 

CMAlll:MAN-CCl ..... ta-JUBTIC5:· 
STAlE AND JIJCIICl~Y •

•• 

.. - -. ' - ~ ' . . ----· .. 
,.._.. . ,. 
i... -, 

HOMELAND9lCUFll!Y 

'J1V,.HSl'Olff ATIO No~ U R'r 
AND INDE,-!NC>f:NT AQl~S 

CO,CHAIR-CONGRUSIONAL. 

~ongt:r•• of tlJt llnittb ~tatts 
J,our of ~omtatibn 

HUMAN RIGIITS CAUCUS 

The Honorable Donald Rumsf~ld 
~, Department ofDefeme 
'Ire Pentagon Roam 3E 880 
WashingtOn DC 20301 

DearSecre 

JurE 12, 2004 

11173 P.a-. ca,;,. P,o,oQ 
S\fff 1,0 ~°"• \IA11)111 

!(b)(6) 

!(b )(6) 

-.houa&.govlwa!f 

l wan to share with. you a copy of a letter I seJt to National Security Ad,,isor 
Condoleezza Rice asking that a TeamB be quickly assembled to travel t9 lraq, comprehensively 
review military cperatianstbcrc cni report bade to you, the president, the secretaeyofSate and 
her. 

As the handover of Iraq approach, I feel stmqly that fresh eyes on the target could 
provide invaluable assistaooe to the administration in lighting lhe war on terrorism crd securirg 
a free IIaq. 

Best wishes. 

FRW:ses 

SP.tu~t:r 

-,.,..,.,~ ~l) 

;A.J ~ ~c.b 

~s ~ ~J) nt,~ 
s 1:(l~ '1'(E_ qc') . Ck). ~o 

~ CA..CU-· - , ,~ "-L O SD 

11-L-0559/0SD/24 7 48 nt1SSTATION8IYfRINlEO~Pf s:ttktfU'e:: 
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FRANK R. WOU: 
1ffi DIITIIIC1', Villllll!IIA 

COMMITTEE. ON .APPRoPAIATlONS 
SIii£~; 

~HAIRMAf'j-C:0MMEI\CI.JUST1Cli• 
STA'TEANDJUOICIAAY 

HQNELANDSECUIIITY 

TIV,NS,.CRT•TICN,T'RWUIIY 
M"ll 1NllHPiDE'ff"6ENC1(S 

CO-CHAIR-CONGRESSIONAL 
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Ms. Condokezza Rice 
National Security Adviser 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington DC 205-00 

DearMs. Rice: 

June 17,2004 · 
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I write today to thank you for our recent meeting and again to reiterate my 
continuing concem about ensuring our nation1s success in cur operations in Iraq. ,As we 
discussed, J believe it is time for "fresh eyes on the target'} to assist the administration in 
the ultimate goal of winning the war on terrorism and keeping America safe arx:i secure. 

The success of our effotts in Iraq are critical to the war against terrorism, and we 
must do everything possible to provide for the safety and security of our service personnel 
in Iraq who are on the front lines of this war. We must act quickly, however, as the 
transition to Iraqi self-government is approaching. 

Needing the admonition in Proverbs - "for waging war you need guidance, and €or 
victory many advisers," I reconunend that the president quickly assemble n "'l'eani. B" fer 
Haq composed of persons with distinguished records of service to the country. The 
Team B concept has been successful in previous administrations when fresh eyes were 
needed to give the commander-in-chief dJjective information. President Reagan had a 
Temn B to fight communism. 

Team B's mission would re to travel to Iraq to comprehensively review military 
operations from the north to the south and report back directly to the president about its 
findings. But it must be on the ground h1 Iraq soon as the handover of sovereignty to Iraq 
tak-es effect on June 30, 

Team B would be formed to bring "fresh eyes" to our operations in Iraq and 
provide experienced counsel and advice to the president, to you and to the secretary of 
Defense as well as the secretary of State on how to reach the objective of stnbiliring the 
country and quelling the violence, putting in place m Iraq security plan and a successful 
exit strategy, and ensuring self-government for the Iraqi people. For this operation to be 
successful, however, the president must persoually direct the Department of Defense to 
cooperate fully with Team ·s and a mission, 

il'I! S1'J.TIONS::11Y rn1NT(O Of'j l'l\1'~11 MAO!' CF !'N!C.'l'Cl!O Pl!t~~ 
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Ms. Condoleezza Rice 
June 17,2004 
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I am recommending m the enclosed list the names of several indi-viduals with 
distinguished records of servive to our country who could ably serve a; Team B members. 
Of course, there 3re many more who would be similarly qualified Rr such an undertaking. 

I ask you to take this action immediately. America and the world need the 
leadership and bold action of our president. 

FRW:jjs 
enclosure 
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Suggested Names for Team B 

General Charles C. Krulak 
Served as Commander of Marine Forces Pacific and 31 n Commandant of the 

Marine Corps, 

General John R. Gah1in 
Served as 'NAT0Supreme Allied Commander for Europe, Commander-in

Chief of US. Army, Navy and Air Forces in Europe, and Ambassador during 
negotiations with Bosnia. 

Robe11 M. Gates 
Served as Assistant to the President and Deputy National Security Adviser 

from 1989-1991 and as Director of the CIA from 1991-1993, 

John O.Marsh,Jr. 
Longestsening Secretary of the Army. Senred as Counselor to President 

Ford and as a representative in the House of Representatives. Two sons in the 
military, one served in Dese11 Storn1i another with Delta Force in Somalia. 

General Eric K. Shinseki 
Senied as Commanding General of US Army Europe, Commander of Allied 

Land Forces Central Europe, Coinmander NATO Stabilization Force in Bosnia
Herzegovina, 28th Anny Vice Chief of Staff and 34* Army Chief of S::aff. 

General Gary Edward Luck 
Served as Commander-in-Chief of United Nations Conunand/Combined 

Forces Command and Commander of the United States Forces Korea. 

General Paul Gorman 
Served as Commander-in-Chief of the United States Southern Conmand, 

General Edward Charles ("Shy") Meyer 
Served a.., Chief of Staff of the United States Army. 

General John W. Foss 
Served as Amy Chief of Infantry and Commanding General €or Training 

and Doctrine Command. 

Brigadier General Terry Paul 
Served as the Mari11e Liaison Officer 111 the U.S. Senate starting in the 

sunu11er of 1989. 
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AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF CEFl!NSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1300 

July29,2004 1:30 H\1 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretacy of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs .... ~ ...... )(6 __ ) _ ____.J 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake# 072704-7 regarding Response to 
Congressman Wolf 

Congressman Wolf wn:te lo you on June 22, 2004. You responded on July 2, 

OSD 09425- 04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 2,2004 

The Honorable Frank R. Wolf 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Wolf: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your letter to Dr. 
Rice suggesting the creation of a "Team B" to assess the status of 
operations in Iraq. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

OSD 09425-04 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFEN~E 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1300 

July 29, 2004 1 :30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secreta1· of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs _(b_)(_6) __ _ 

Attachments: 
As stated 

osa 0942j-04 
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FRANI< R. WOLF 
10TH ~. VUIIIIIIIA 

COMMITTEE ON APPfilOP1'1ATION8 
~-!ii 

Clv.lllMAN-COMME!IICE-JUITICl::
IT"'T! ANI) JUl:>ICIAll'I' 

HOMl!l.AND Sl!CUFIITY 

TlWill~Ql\fATION-'l'IIIIAIIJR'f' 
ANO tltDEl'ENDEKT Alll:NCIES 

CO-CHAIR-CONGRESSIONAL 

(tongreii of tbt llnittb 6tatt 
l;OU!t of IUpttiimtatmtt 

l'IUMAN RIGKTI CAUCUI 

The Honorable Donald Rumsf eld 

Secretarv, Department of Defense 
The Pcnfagon Room 3E 8&0 
Washington DC 20.301 

June 22. 2004 

2111 CANHOII 11ou• o-11111,DINII 
w=uNCTOi.. DC 2(g15-481Q 

l<bl/6) I 
13lff P.a110. Cllfflll IICIAO 

5..-rE130 
H.NDON. VA aom 

!(b )(6) 

11 Q Nll!ITM C..-,.DN STRUT 
WINCHnM. VA 221111 

l<b )(6) 

VNN,/.hOUN.QOll/wclf 

I w share with you a copy of a letter I sent to National Security Advi$Ot 
Condoleeua Rice asking that a Te.am B be quickly assembled to tr.ivel tQ Iraq, comprehensively 
review military operations there and report back to you, the president, the secretary of State and 
her. 

As the handover of Iraq approaches, I feel stmqly that fresh eyes on the target could 
provide invaluable assistance to the administration m ~ the war on teITorism and securing 
a Bee Iraq. 

Best wishes. 

FRW:ses 

1-t• ta,.a{L S'i:i tu~Gr 

-n+,~ ~ ,,,,.,~ 
,-4.i ~ ~v~ 
~ s ~ ~.!) nr~ 

,:re, . C):.) I ~~D S 1!f'l<# 'i'fE-

~ ~' 
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FRANKR WOLF 
10""l- !llS'IJW:l'.1/IR(;INIA 

COMMlmE ON APPROPRIATIONS 
SU1C0MMrTTE£S, 

CHAIRMAN- COMMERCE.JUSTICE. 
STATE ANO J\Jl)!CIAAY 

HOMELAND Sf CUR/TY 

~~ 

CO-CHAIR-CONGRESSIONAL 

HUMAN RIGHTS CAUCUS 

C-ongrtss of tbt itlnittb s;tatrg 
}$out of ~rt1tntatibeS 

Ms. Condoleezza Rice 
National Security Adviser 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington DC 20500 

Dear Ms. Rice: 

June 17 ,2004 · 

11461VOJ / UVi.1 

')87~ l'AIIK C~NUR ROAO 
St.Jifl 110 

HE~NOQl'<, VA 2()171 

!(b )(6) 

1 10 No,.,.,. c..i.u,o NS~u-r 
W..C .. ST11'1. VP.. UI01 

!(b)(6) 

,,,,,._,t,o..ise.110'\llwolf 

I write today to tha'llc you for our recent meeting aaxl again td reiterate my 
continuing concem about ensuring our nation's success in our operations in Iraq. As we 
discussed, l believe it is time for "fresh eyes on the target" to assist the. administration in 
the ultimate goal of winning the war on terrorism and keeping America safe and secure. 

The success of our efforts in Iraq are critical to the war agai~t ·terrorism, and we 
must do everything possible to provide for the safety and security of 0 ur service personnel 
in Iraq who are on the front lines of this war. We must act quickly, hSwever, as the 
transition to Iraqi self-government is approaching. 

Heeding the admonition in Proverbs - "for waging war you rl~ed guidance, ancl for 
victory many advisers," T recommend that the president quickly assemble o '"IeamB" for 
Iraq composed of persons with distinguished records of service to th(ountry. The 
T earn B concept has been successful in previous administrations wh fresh eyes were 
needed to give the commander-in-chief objective infonnation. Presi nt Reagan had a 
'l'Ezln B to fight communism. 

Team B's rrussion would be to travel to Iraq to comprehensively review military 
operations from the north to the south and repo11 back directly to the president about its 
findings . But it must be on the ground in Traq soon as the handover of sovereignty to Iraq 
takes effect on June 30. 

Team B would be formed to bring "fresheyes'' lo rur operat~· ·1s in Iraq and 
provide experienced counsel and advice to the president, to you and o the secretary of 
Defense as well as the secretary of State on how to reach the objecti e of stabilizing the 
country and quelling the violence, putting in place an Iraq security .an and a successful 
exit strategy, and ensuring self-government for the Iraqi people. Fa~ this operation to be 
successful, however, the president must personally direct the Depiirtmel\t of Defense to 
cooperate fully with Team Band its mission, 

THIS STATIONEflYr nlNTfDON PAPER MADE Of RECYCLED FIBERS 
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Ms. CondoleezzaRice 
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I am recommending in the enclosed list the names of several individuals with 
distinguished records of service to our c:nmtry who could ably !)crvc I.! Team B members. 
Of course, there are many rcme who w:u1d be similarly qualified for such an undertaking. 

J ask you to take this action immediately. Amerit."a and the world need the 
leadership and bold action of our president. 

FRW:jjB' 
enclosure 

I ~I~ 
;?::::-. ---=--
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Suggested Names for Team B 

General Charles C. Krulak 
Served as Commander of .Marine Forces Pacific and 31 n Gomrnandant of the 

• I 

Manne Corps, 

General John R. Galvin 
Served as NATO Supreme Allied Commander for Europe; Commander-in

Chief of US. Army, Navy and Air Forces in Europe, ::ind A.mbas,ador during 
negotiations with Bosnia. \ 

Robert M. Gates 
Served as A&~istant to the President and Deputy National Security Adviser 

from 1989-1991 and as Director of the CIA from 199 J .1993, 

John O l\!Iarsh, Jr. 
Longest serving Secret~uy of the Army. Served as Counselor to President 

Ford and as a repre:Sentative in the House of Representatives. Two sons in the 
militm-y, one served in Desert Stonn, another with Delta Force in SomaJia. 

General Eric K. Shinseki \ 
Served as Coi nmandi ng General of US Anny Europe. Co~ma11de1 of Allied 

Land Forces Central Europe, Coinmander NA TO Stabilization Fq,rce in Bosnia• 
Herzegovina, 28th Army Vice Chief of Staff and 34iti Army Chieflof Staff. 

General Gary Edward Luck 
Served as Commander-in-Chief of United Nations Command/Combined 

Forces Command and Commander of the United States Forces Korea. 

General Paul Gorman l 
Served as Commander-in-Chief of the United States Southlfm Command, 

General Edward Charles ("Shy") Meyer 
Served as Chief of Staff of the United States Army. 

General John W. Foss 
Served as Army Chief of Infantry and Commandh1g General for Training 

and Doctrine Command. I 

Brigadier General Terry Paul 
Served as the Marine Liaison Officer in the U.S. Senate starting in the 

summer of l 989. l 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEF NSE: 

WASHINGTON 

I Juty 2,2004 

The Honorable Frank R. Wolf 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Wolf: 

Thark you for sending me a copy of your letter to Dr. 
Rice suggestingthe creation of a '7eamB" to ~s the status of 
operations in Iraq. 

With bt5t wishes, 

USD 094 2 5-04 
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DEPUTYSECRETARYOFDEFENi 
1010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1010 

The Honorable Frank R. Wolf 
U.S. House of Represenrari ves 
Washington, D.C. 205 15 

Dear Representari ve Wolf: 

I received a copy of your letter to Rice recommending~ "Team B" to assess 
operations in Iraq. The transition to lraQi overeignty has now occurred and our military 
operations there remain under constant and regular review by the Combatant Commander 
and the Joint Chiefs of Scaff. 

General George Casey. the new comman<lerofMultinati°ll~I Force-Iraq, and 
Lieutenant General Dave Petraeus, the new chief of the Office ,)f s.ecurityTransition
Iraq, have just assumed their new positions and are taking a funWl1liental look at our 
military strategy for Iraq with a particular strong focus on how .we ·can assist the 
development of Iraqi ~ecurity forces. They're doing this in partl.lel1 witl1 the new 
government of Iraq. which is undertaking some important new ~1fections in the strategy 
for fighting what Prime Minister Allawi correctly calls "the evi1 anemy." 

We've :,;ent a number uf a!'.-isessment tt>ams to Jrnq at qirious junctures to provide 
what you correct] y call ·'fresh eyes" to particular problems and v.v0 uld be prepared to <lo 
so again. However, I think right now the fresh eyes are being p1.o\,ided by the 
commanders and we should let them develop their plans. Morel .. vbr, I believe this kind of 
critical look is most successful when it is adopted and embraced ~y the commanders in 
the field-who operate under already challenging conditions-than when it appears to be 
outsiders writing a report card. 

I appreciate your continued interest and support and would welcome the 
oppo11unity to discuss this with you. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely. 

ft 

11-L-0559/M/24 760 
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The Honorable Frank R. Wolf 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Representative Wolf 

i July 14,2004 

I received a copy of your letter to Dr. Rice recommenDing a 

"Team B" to assess operations in Iraq. The transition to Iraqi sovereignty 

has now occurred, and our military operations there remain under constant 

and regular review by the Combatant Commander and the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff. 

General George Casey, the new commander of Multinational Force

Traq, and Lieutenant General Dave Petraeus, the new chief of the Office of 

Security Transition-Iraq, have just assumed their new positions and are 
I 

taking a fundamental look at our military strategy for Iraq with a particular 

strong focus on how we can assist the development of Iraqi f ecurity forces. 

They're doing this in parallel with the new government of I$q, which is 

undertaking some important new directions in the strategy f~r fighting what 

Prime Minister Allawi correctly calls "the evil enemy." 

We've sent a number of assessmentteams to Iraq at. various 

junctures to provide what you coll'ectly call "fresh eyes" to particular 
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problems and would be prepared to do so again. However, II think right 

now the fresh eyes are being provided by the commanders atJd we should 

let them develop their plans. Moreover, I believe this kind c f critical look 

is most successful when it is adopted and embraced by the c nnmandcrs in 

the field-who operate under already challengingconditiorn -than when it 

appears to be outsiders writing a report card. 

I appreciate your continued i11terest and support and, rould welcome 

the opportunity to discuss this with you. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/24 762 
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June 22,2004 

TO: Dr. William Schneider 

FROM: D0m1ld Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Admiral Ellis 

Admiral Jim Ellis is one of the brightest people I have run across. He is retiring as 

Combatant Commander at STRA TCOM. 

Ts he an appropriate person for the Defense Science Board? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062104-2.~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

INFO MEMO 

,.. ...... ,, , .... 6. 

' . 1.· ;·! ' . 
, ...... ~ /I 

- I ti.,•' 

June 23, 2004, 2:00 PM 
COMPTROLLER 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFE~SEd; 

FROM: Lawrence J. Lanzil~r 

SUBJECT: What Authorities We Should Ask For 

• The Deputy Secretary asked for my comments on Mike Wynne's proposals to 
waive certain regulations (including color of money rules). While it is loo late in 
Lbe congressional cycle to seek expanded authorities regarding the color of money 
rules, we will pursue additional flexibility during the next cycle. 

• Funds appropriated by the Congress are legally available to the Department only 
for the purposes for which they were appropriated. We follow established 
reprogramming procedures (prior approval) when we change the purpose for which 
funding has been provided. 

• When we submit supplementals, we often ask for funds in transfer accounts to 
maximize our tle-xibility. Funding can then be provided quickly. The $25 billion 
supplemental before the Congress contains such an account. 

• Another approach that increases our flexibility is to increase the use of broadly 
defined line items, such as the Quick Reaction Special Projects program. This line 
item provides innovative solutions to the warfighter. and we should work to 
increase its funding. 

• Mike suggests that the Services be required to identify $50 million of "carryover" 
funding to be set aside for unknown emergent requirements of the warfighters. 

• There will be programmatic impact to identify these offsets since "carryover" 
funding is not excess to requirements. I will work with the Services and the Acting 
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics on 
identifying funding for additional emergent requirements. 

• The Services have already financed more than $3 billion of emergent requirements 
in fiscal year 2004 and are working with the Combatant Commanders on a daily 
basis to address their needs. We will continue to work with them to ensure that the 
warfighters' highest priority, executable requirements are funde<l. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: John P. RothJ ..... (b-)(6_> __ ....., 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The l\1ilitary Assistant 

28 May 2004 - 1945 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. WYNNE, ACTING USD / AT&L 

SUBJECT: What Authorities We Should Ask For 

Sir: 

The Deputy Secretary has reviewed the attached 27Miiy04 l 200memo for SecDef and 
returns with the following comments: 

"This should get a chop or a comment from USD(C), LA and GC. 
It should move quickly. ff the above offices have conflicting 
views,j ust state them c lcarly and let Sec Def decide. PW' 

Thank you. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

~ - <:,_ _/l 
Step n .G~d 
Colonel, USMC 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Dcf cnse 

Suspense: Friday. 4 June 2004 
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ACQlTISITION. 
Tl::CH~OLOGY 
AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

ACTION MEMO 

May 27, 2004 1 12:00pm 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action 

FROM: Michael W. Wynne, Acting Under Secretary oA.,(~qu-is-it-io_n_, 
Technology and Logistics) '"7r 

SUBJECT: What Authorities We Should Ask For 

You asked, in a snowflake, about what authorities we should ask for to 
better serve the deployed warfighter. Congress has given us tremendous authority 
and flexibility but too often we are reluctant to use that authority and flexibility
we desire "top cover" to do something different. Criticism comes too easily, even 
given the flexibilities allowed. Hence, I suggest you reinforce through 
"delegation" to the Vice Chiefs of Staff of the Services and to Director, Defense 
Research and Engineering the authority to waive any non-statutory regulation, 
requirement, or policy in support of quick reaction requests of the deployed 
wmfighter, if the request comes from, or supports tactical operations of, deployed 
organizations, such as the Combined Joint Task Force Seven (CJTF 7) and CJTF 
180. The waiver authority would include: 

1. Communications Waivers, including JTRS. 

2. Requirements Waivers, including the process required by the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction 3170. 

3. Acquisition Waivers, including the process required by DoD 
Directive 5000. 

4. Testing \iVaivers, especially for Commercial and Modified 
Commercial Products, including safety testing: any/all non
statutory testing can be devolved to the area of responsibility. 

5. Procurement Waivers and Flexibiiities, including using current 
flexibilities to bring innovative solutions to the deployed 
warfighters' needs. Examples include use of urgent and compelling 
need, sole source justification, small business set aside, and 
commercial products procurement. 

G 
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6. Color of Money Restrictions, including financial management 
regulations. 

In addition, I recommend you direct the Service FMs to provide carryover 
funds, initially up to $50M, to support the deployed wmtighters' needs (It the end 
of the fi seal year. 

If you agree, J will take the lead within OSD and the Joint Staff and 
Services to make these changes happen. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Secretary of Defense approve or disapprove by 
initialing: Approve Disapprove __ 

Prepared by: Dr. Nancy Sprum,_j(b_H_6_) __ ___ 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

28 May 2004 - 1945 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. WYNNE, ACTING USD/ AT&L 

SUBJECT: What Authorities We Should Ask For 

Sir: 

The Deputy Secretary has reviewed the attached 27May04 1200 memo for SecDcf and 
returns with the following comments: 

"This should get a chop or a comment from USD(C). LA and GC. 
It should move quickly. If the above offices have conflicting 
vicws,just state them clearly and let SccDcf decide. PW" 

[hank you. 

.ttachment: 
As stated 

. - ~ f\_/7 
siep n . G~~~d 
Colonel, USMC 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

uspense: Friday. 4 June 2004 
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ACQlJISITlON. 
TECH NOi .00 Y 

A'>D LOGISTICS 

THEUNDERSECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-3010 

ACTION MEMO 

May 27, 2004, 12:00pm 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action 

FROM: Michael W. Wynne, Acting Under SecretaryoA«/'~qu-is-it-io_n_, 
Technology and Logistics) 7r 

SUBJECT: What Authorities We Should Ask For 

You asked, in a snowflake, about what authorities we should ask for to 
better serve the deployed wmi.ighter. Congress has given us tremendous authority 
and flexibility but too often we are reluctant to use that authority and flexibility
we desire "top cover" to do something different. Criticism comes too easily, even 
given the flexibilities allowed. Hence, I suggest you reinforce through 
"delegation" to the Vice Chiefs of Staff of the Services and to Director, Defense 
Research and Engineering the authority to waive any non-statutory regulation, 
requirement, or policy in support of quick reaction requests of the deployed 
warfighter, if the request comes from, or supports tactical operations of, deployed 

. organizations, such as the Combined Joint Task Force Seven (CJTF 7)and CJTF 
180. The waiver authority would include: 

L Communications Waivers, including JTRS. 

2. Requirements Waivers, including the process required by the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction 3170. 

3. Acquisition Waivers, including the process required by DoD 
Directive 5000. 

4. Testing Waivers, especially for Commercial and Modified 
Commercial Products, including safety testing: any/all non
statutory testing can be devolved to the area of responsibility. 

5. Procurement Waivers and Flexibilities, including using current 
flexibilities to bring innovative solutions to the deployed 
warfighters' needs. Examples include use of urgent and compelling 
need, sole sourcejustification, small business set aside, and 
commercial products procurement. 
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6. Color of Money Restrictions, including financial management 
regulations. 

In addition, I recommend you direct the Service FMs to provide carryover 
funds, initially up to $50M, to suppo1t the deployed warfighters' needs at the end 
of the fiscal year. 

If you agree, I will take the lead within OSD and the Joint Staff and 
Services to make these changes happen. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Secretary of Defense approve or disapprove by 
initialing: Approve Disapprove __ 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Dr. Nancy Spruill, .... ____ __. 
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TO: 
Ci( 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Jun Haynes 
Dou& Fl' 11\-l 
Donald Rumsf eta;,') 

February 25,2004 

8:30AM 

T think we've got to go to Congress and ask for changes in legislation on their 
T 

decision to cancel IME~ and FMC . Seems to me the one thing they ought never 

to cancel except in dte most egregious circumstances is the educational exchange 

programs. 

Thank, 

bl-lR/azn 
a22504.04 

Please respond by: _______ 3_, r _________ _ 

~I 
L 

OSD 09464•04 ~ ti 
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TO: Mira Ricardel 

CC: Doug Feith 
Paul Wolfowitz 

OM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Invitation to Croatian PM 

Febnuary 8, 2004 

How do we go ahead and push with State the idea of getting the Croatian Prime 

Minister an invitation to Washington? 

Thanks. 

DHJl:dh 
020804-41 (ti. computer).doc 

•••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _~-~-~-...:'1J.-,..'( ______ _ FEB I 8 al14 . 

tv1rn b11;J FRr~ fl r rr+E 

A/SC~ /JO 
/ 

1-fE /-lt-7 ~· ;CJ 

70 /Vl tJ v E THE· c/,._ c·A rr 14 tJ I? E"CV ue. s r- ro 77-1 e_ 

Tb,~ ~.h LL Re ~)c/1 RE SeC.-l)Er-" o R._ D 5 o 

--ro ~A-I St::. lt) I TH 

'57Z=.iJE= f{AbL1::::y. OSD 094 67•01& 

/VI IRR- ](OflA]tmmiii) 
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8:lOPM 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )~ 
n,a,t°11 , 

DATE: ~~6,2004 

SUBJECT: Croatia 

Draft a memo from me on Croatia trying to get this moved to the top of the pile, 

please. 

Thanks. 

DHRh:1z11 
022604.06 

Pfoase respond by: ' 34 ----------;.-------------
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February 8, 2004 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

CC." DoogFeith 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020604-4 l (Is comp.ater).ck,c; 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _3o __ ~-«h--...:....;::..'1J-+'f------- FEB / 8 2004 . 

/1+!5 WtTH D1t;J FR..1~ fr I rtfE 

A/s e, /-fE /+As Ai c1 a 13 :::;-c-c no rJs
1 

13 u r s A-y s 

!-IE /-/-;~<. /C/ LI{ tz&e: (:>( LC oF R~J6 r-s .. 

7D Mc vc THE CJ~ Cf1 77,19rJ r<e:v ucsr r-o 77-IE 

To 1::> l1J, L ,._ Re Q<.--' 1 RE.. s2:. <-DcP o R__ h 5 o 

tD KAISE l,v1TH <!LJ/\i DI 7< /Cc ()/<._ 

57Ev€ /-IADL'=Y· OSD 094 67•011 

/llt!Kft -
FEB I 8 2004 
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CHAIRMANOFTHEJOINTCHIEFSOFSTAFF ., . 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ ~J 
SUBJECT: Seams 

CH-1862-04 
24 June 2004 

I •~ +1 

• .l.is;u,e, "Let's discuss the problems of seams in the world. Seams between: 
Count1i.es; AORs; Departments and Agencies; Existing authorities and existing 
walls; Policies. It might be worthwhile to think this through." (TAB) 

• Conclusion. I concur in taking a broad look at seams, not only across geographic 
boundaries, but also within DOD. However, the greatest challenges are not seams 
within DOD, but those within the interagency. Fundamental interagencyreform 
must be a high priority for the US government (USG). In this regard, a unique 
opportunity exists to leverage the next phase of the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies (CSIS) Beyond Goldwater-Nichols Study. CSIS is uniquely 
suited to assist in efforts to mitigate and eliminate seams across the USG: Phase 
Two of its charter should include this ta.sk. 

• Discussion. Eliminating seams among combatant commands is evaluated 
continually at operational and strategic levels. Part of the assessment includes 
ongoing analys.is. of functional and geographic combatant commander 
responsibilities in the Unified Command Plan and alternative command structures 
better suited for 21st Century warfare. Additionally, the forthcoming Quadrennial 
Defense Review will provide an in-depth examination of functions, roles and 
missions of the Armed Forces. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As state<l 

Prepared by: LTG Walter L. Sharp. USA: Director, J-5:_j(b-)(_5> ___ _ 

OSD 09491-04 
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TO: 

·-·c, l. : 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

Pau 1 \Volfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld J ~ 
DATE: June 6,2004 

SUBJECT: Seams 

Let's discuss the problem of seams in the world. Seams between: 

Departments and 
Existing authoritie~ or existing 

It might be worthwhile to think this through. 

Thanks. 

[JHR;a7.n 

Ofi0ti04EOI~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/24777 



CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Seams 

CM-1862-04 
24 June 2004 

• hiw!. "Let's discuss the problems of seams in the world. Seams between: 
Countries; AO Rs; Departments and Agencies; Existing authorities and existing 
walls; Policies. It might be worthwhile to think this through." (TAB) 

• Conclusion. I concur in taking a broad look at seams, not only across geographic 
boundaries, but also within DOD. However, the greatest challenges are not seams 
within DOD, but those within the interagency. Fundamental interagencyreform 
must be a high priority for the US government (USG). In this regard, a unique 
opportunity exists to leverage the next phase of the Center for Strategic and 
Intemacional Studies (CSIS) Beyond Goldwater-Nichols Study. CSIS is uniquely 
suited to assist in efforts to mitigate and eliminate seams across the USG; Phase 
Two of its charter should include this task. 

• Discussion. Eliminating seams among comhalant commands is evaluated 
continually at operational and strategic levels. Pa11 of the assessment includes 
ongoing analysis of functional and geographic combatant commander 
responsibilities in the Unified Command Plan and alternative command structures 
better suited for 2 1st Century warfare. Additionally, the forthcoming Quadrennial 
Defense R..eview will provide. an in-depth examination of functions, role~ and 
missions of the Armed ForL'.es. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by; LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-5;_j(b_H_6> ___ ___, 

OSD 09491-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/24 778 



TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Paul Wolfowilz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Dona1d Rumsfcld J ~ 
DATE: June 6. 2004 

S UHJECT: Seams 

Let's discuss the problem of sea.ins in the world. Seams between: 

Departments and 

Existing authorities or existing 

It might be worthwhile to think this through. 

Thanks. 

fJHR,arn 
Of>U&04E.03s 

Please respond by: ________ t.,....J\:....•_I _________ _ 
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.. 
Pt5ft t5PPI@IJltE !SE t5Eft31 

INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRET ARY OP DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Snowflake Response: Seams 

zmq JUL I 2 flt {: 2 7 

DepSecDef~ 

USD(P) ~ roxr!U "'' t 
I-04/"'578 12 

• You asked the Chairman to address the issue of seams in the attached snowflake. 

• In response, the Chainnan suggests that we continue to examine seams in DOD. He 
also suggests leveragingCSIS 1s Beyond Goldwater-Nichols Study to address the 
greater challenge of interagency seams. I concur with the Chairman's 
recommendations. 

• Andy Hoehn's effort on integrated global command structure, which was discussed at 
the 24-25 May Combatant Commanders' Conference, tackles many of the same issues. 

• We will look to discuss this effort with you in the coming weeks. 

Attachment: as stated 

Prepared by: Lt Col Jim DeTemple, OSD(P)/Straleg~ .... (b_)(_
6
) _ __, 

f!Ok etttt[CIAE USE enra 

06-01-U4 13:06 !N 
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CHAIRMANOF 'lllEJOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO lVIE~JO 

FOR: SECRETARY Of DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richar<l B. Myers, CJC~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Seams 

CH-1862-04 
24 June 2004 

• Issue. "Let's discuss the problems of seams in tre world. Seams between: 
Countries; AORs; Department~ and Agencies; Existing authorities and existing 
walls; Policies. It might l~ worthwhile to think this through." (TAB) 

• Conclusion. l concur in taking a broad look at senm~ .. not only across geographic 
boundaries, but also within DOD. However, the. grentest challenges are not seams 
within DOD, but those within the interagem:y. Fumfomentul inter.agencynfonn 
must be a higb priority for the US government ( USG). ln this regard., a unique 
opportunity exists to leverage the next phase of the Center for S'trategjc and 
International Studies (CSIS) Beyond Goldwater-Nichols Study. cs:1s is uniquely 
suited to assist in efforts to mitigate and ehminate seam.13 at:ross the USG; Phase 
Two of its charter should include this task. 

• Discussion. Eliminating seams among combatant commands is evaluated 
continually at operational and strategic levels. Eect of the .assessment .includes 
ongoing analysis of functional and geogrnphk c.:ornbatrmt cornmun<ler 
responsibjJitiesin the Unified Command Plan and altemativecommand structures 
te::ter- suited for 21st Century warfare. Additionally, the forthcoming Quadrennial 
Defense Review will provide an in-depth examination of functions., roles and 
missions of the Armed Forces. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-S~ .... (b-)(_
6

) ___ ____. 
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JUN 1 7 2004 

INFOMEMO -· 
DepSecDef . ,4%~ 

USD(P) ~' 
1-04~ 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Ryan Henry, PD Under Secretary of Defense for Polic3~ 
SUBJECT: Snowflake Response: Seams 

• You raised the issue of seams in th:! attached snowflake. 

!'I' .. '" o() 

• We believe seams c;:m be divided into 3 broad categories: within DOD (includes 
i:egials uud AORs), int~~~mcy, and coalition. 

• Andy Hoehn's briefing on integrated global command structure, recently given at the 
Combatant Commx:lers' Conference, addresses pieces of the first two areas. 

• We were scheduled to discuss this with you t.,.~ggt our meeting lEB postponed. 

• We also have thoughts on interagency and coalition matters, which we are developing 
as separate pmducts. 

• i'e will look to meet with you shortly. 

Attachment: as stated 

( Preparedcy: Lt Col JimDeT-eq,le, OSD(P)/'Sttaqy._l<b_)(
5
_) _ _, 

iiOil Qiiil'1I t L TT.iii ~tJklf 
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~ .'. P;rriot.er- FILE COPY 
1·\ t ~A ~ INFORMATION RETENTION 
\ {;/' 

'P.D 
~F-9900. '10: Gen~ Dick ·Myers 

Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
DougFeith 

· Se l~"' 
~TE: Jur6,2004 

SUBJECT: seams 

NI 001r?1 ~ 

Let's discuss the problem of seaJffi il the world. Seams between: 

Counnn· ' AORs; 
Deparbnents and 
Existing ai.tlm.ties (I" existing 
Policies. 

It might be worthwhile to think this thrrugh. 

Thanks. 

DHR/a:m 
060604E..03s 

Please respon.d cy: _____ I, L ' 

11-L-0559/0SD/24783 

INFORMATION RETENTION 
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TO: Powell }.foore 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

February 8,2004 

~ O' ~lROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1A 
t?,/~ 
~ SUBJECT: Senator Ensign 

We might want to brief Senator Ensign on the Guard and Reserve when we brief 

Lindsey Graham. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-46 (ls computer).doc 

··········~······························································ 
Please respond by--------------

4l 

OSD 09517•04 
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TO: Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe19/l 

SUBJECT: Senator Graham 

February 8,2004 

I recall the questions I got from Senator Lindsey Graham of South Carolina in my 

hearing last week. Then I saw him in Munich at the Vv' ehrkunde conf ere nee. He 

clearly needs time with the'two of you. He is an officer in the National Guard. He 

is totally focused on the Guard and Reserve. mostly the Guard. I think he thinks 

much less about the active force, and l mentioned that to him. He wants to be 

helpful, but I think we are going to have to get him engaged and understanding 

what it is we are trying to do with the Guard and Reserve and rebalancing of the 

force· 

Please have a session for him-maybe bring him down for lunch. I would be 

happy to participate. It is important that we focus on him. We can save ourselves 

a lot of problems down the road. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-37 (11 compu1er).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by---------------
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WAS HINGTO N , D C 20301,1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS March 4,2004 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. fvloore, Assistant SecrelafY of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs,!(b)(6) ! 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflakes ft 020804-46 andi# 020804-37 

• You asked about briefings for Senators Graham and Ensign on t.he Guard and 
Reserve and rebalancing of the force. ~- Gen Schoomaker and Les Brownlee have scheduled rwo breakfasts with them 
(most recent was 24 Feb) and the Senators at the .last minute cancelled both. 

• We will continue to work with the Army to get the briefing to them. 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflakes 

11-L-0559/0SD/24786 



TO: Paul Butler 
Jim Haynes 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
February 25,2004 

SUBJECT: Kuwaiti Detainee@ GTMO 

1041AM 

We want to get the name of the Kuwaiti detainee at GTMO to the government of 

Kuwait. Please work with Bill Luti on that. 

We also want to think about whether or not we can transfer sare of the Kuwaiti 

detainees at GTMO to Kuwait. The Prime Minister believes they have the legal 

authority to detain them. I question that, but we ought to look into it carefuly. 

Thanks. 

DHR/ai.n 
022504.a.06 

Please respond by: ------~'3_\,_~-----------

OSD 09518·011 
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-
' .. 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Mira Ricardel 

Donald Rumsfeld '911.. 
February 25, 2004 

SUBJECT: Kazak Meeting 

10:41 AM 

Would you please make sure that we have a reference to the private meeting that 

we had with the Kazaks in Marc Thiessen's POTUS memo and also a separate 

memo. 

1 made some noles if you need help on it, but 1 will leave il to you. You were busy 

making notes and I was busy talking. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
022504.a.04 

Please respond by: ________ d._~ ..... -'----------

oso 09519'.':'04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld u. 
February 24, 2004 

4:05 AM 

You will recall they talked about the security force for the oil ministry, some 

14,000 people. Let's find out if they are included in the site protection list. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
0202404.06ts 

~.~ Please respond by: ______ v_}._...J ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/24790 OSD 09s2o-O~ 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld /A 
February 24, 2004 

Police 

405AM 

Do you remember who was going to do the mentoring of the police? They are 

now under the military but the military probably aren't the right people to do the 

mentoring, are they? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
0202404 .05ts 

Please respond by: ______ o_\_~-----------

OSD 09521·011 

11-L-0559/0SD/24 791 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

LTG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~{\... 

February 21, 2004 

SUBJECT: Hospital in Kabul 

10:19 PM 

Let's keep trying to connect me with Bill Steiger. I want to find out what the heck 

is going on with that hospital in Kabul. In the meantime, call Winkenwerder and 

have him look into it and find out why it is falling apart like this. 

Thanks. 

DHR1u1.n 
022104.131.!i 

Plea.Ie respond by: ------~"-+1~--=3 _________ _ 

OSD 09522·0" ~ 
11-L-0559/0SD/24792 



TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Haiti 

February 20, 2004 

Please sort through the Haiti issue for me and get back to me with respect to the 

responsibilities of the Department of State, the Depanment of Homeland Security 

and the Department of Defense. 

Thanks. 

DHR:<lh 
022004,20 ob 

·······················~~ 

OSD 09523:0JJ 
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TO: David Chu 

c c : Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 11\ 
SUBJECT: Individual Ready Reserve 

February 21,2004 

I am inclined to think we ought to begin tapping the Individual Ready Reserve for 

things like civil affairs and the like. What are your thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022!04-ll 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

OSD 09524-04 
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10:19PM 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld / 

DATE: February 21,2004 

SUBJECT: Briefing 

I probably ought to get briefed by Hadley or else have Wolfowitz or Feith brief 

me. Here's the note. 

It is on the trip he made to Israel 

Thanks. 

DHRlazn 
022104 OSts 

Please re!pond by: ________ 3--+-k----------

OSD 09525-04 
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February 20,2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1;1\ 
SUBJECT: Foreign Troops 

Please work with the Joint Staff to get more foreign troops engaged in Afghanistan, Iraq, 

Kosovo, and Bosnia to take our place. 

In addition, we have to get more folks providing force protection and worl<lng in Ku·wait, so 

we do not have to use so many of our folks. If people are looking for easier or less 

politically sensitive assignments, we can put them in the Kurdish area, put them in Kuwait, 

use them as force protection in the United Stales or in other countries, where we have forces 

to protect, or use them to help protect the UN when they go back into Iraq. We can find 

things that are less offensive or less sensitive from their standpoints. We need to have a 

person working this full-time, the way Dov has been tin-cupping the world for money. 

Please come back with a proposal. 

If we leave DoD to its own devices, we wiJJ end up dipping into the taxpayers' money and 

using DoD military personnel because it is easier, they are there and it seems to be a 

bottomless pit-but it isn't, it can't be, and it shouldn't be. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022004·26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please re~pond by -----------

OSD 0952~-0i. 
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8:59AM 
TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 
,-e:/! 

r(} .// DATE: February 10, 2004 
~ ~ .' 

, :J'\ _/ SUBJECT: Congress 
/ 

I think we ought to be sure that every member of Congress gets this publication by 

the U.S. Agency for Int'l Development entitled "Mass Graves" either from State 

or from me, with a personal letter. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021004.15 

Attach: "Iraq 's Legacy of Terror - Mass Graves" US Agency for Int 'I Development 

~a{ fl/ease respond by: ________ ,___ _________ ~lrl 

OSD 09527-04 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

THE. ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WA.SHINGTON , DC 20301 - 1300 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO MEMO 

February 20, 2004 6:00 PM 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE 021004.15, USAJD PUBLICATION ON IRAQ'S 
MASS GRAVES 

• In the subject snowflake you mentioned that you thought every Member of 
Congress should get a copy of USAlD's publication on Iraq's "Mass Graves." 

~ iufuoued us a hard aad electronic copy of the publication was sent to 
every office on the Hill. Additionally, USAID has been briefing the 
pubhcat,on at the various Policy Committee lunches. 

• We also sent electronic copies to the Military Legislative Assistants 
encouraging them to take the time to read the article. 

• USA1D sent 25 copies to our office to distribute as we see fit. More are 
available on request. 

Attachments: 

1. Snowflake 021004.15. 
2. Copy of USA I D's publication ''Iraq's Legacy of Terror- Mass Graves". 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared by: CDR Taylor Skardon. OSD/LA, Director Senate Affairs,._ ___ _, 

11-L-0559/0S D/24 799 
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A Vast Human Tragedy 
In a decade and a half of humanitarian work 
I have witnessed the aftermath of much human 
\ragedy, including the Rwandan genocide and 
the killing fields of Cambodia. In June 2003, 
I visited Iraq's mass graves, the most recent 
addition ta mankind'~ legacy of mass murder. 

Rows of white bundles containing bones filled 
room after room. Families filed by, searching for 
signs of those who had disappeared, some stolen 
during the night, others taken in daylight. E11en 
small children were not spared the butchery. 

The graves that Saddam Hussein's henchmen 
dug and filled with human beings a,e a bitter 
sign that mankind still has a long way lo go 
before every person has the basic human rights 
promi~ed by all our religions and cultures-the 
righ~ of life and libeny. 

Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari told the 
United Nations that under Saddam Hussein, 
Iraq was ha murderous tyranny that lasted over 
35 years." ·Today we are u11earthing thwsands 
of victims in horrifying testament," Zebari 5aid. 

I walked across the sandy plain~ of Iraq aod 
saw the ma~s gra11es that were iust found and 
are beginning to yield their tragic secrets. The 
bones tell a story of horror and shame: arms 
bound together, skulls pierced from behind. 
Hundreds in one long trench. 

Those who survi11ed inside Iraq, and those who 
watched helplessly from abroad, ha11e joined 
together to begin the long, painful process of 
accounting for the dead. British Prime Minister 
Tony Blair said on November 20, 2003, that as 
many as 400,000 Iraqis lie in these mas~ graves. 

They are l<urds, killed because of their ethnicity. 
They are Shiites, killed because of their religion. 
They are 5unnis, killed for their political views. 
They are Egyptians, Kuwaitis, and Iranians, 
killed because their lives meant nothing to 
Saddam Hussein, his sons, and their followets. 

As Saddam's evil regime collapMld in April 
and May, 2003, and his Baath Party ma~ mur
derers retreated into the shadows, lraqi5 began 
ro act on their formerly hidden grief. They 
searched for their loved ones rounded up over 
the years in campaigns of terror. They had 
heard rumors about shots in the night, mass 
burials, and vanished prisoners. Now they 
followed those bloody trails to the mounds of 
earth they suspected entombed their beloved 
children and parents. 

The new leaders in Al Hillah, Karbala, Najaf, 
al'ld a dozen other cities and towns around Iraq 
worked with U.S. and Britii.h forces to tr)' and 
protect some of the mass graves. We hope 10 

preserve the evidence of these crimes against 
humanity. 

Human rights groups have formed, assisted 
by USAID and working with the Coalition 
Provisional Authority, to urge people lo 
record the names of those being exhumed and 
deKribe the circu~tance~ under which they· 
were seiz~ and slain. 

Yes-people wan! lo find the remains of their 
loved ones and give them a proper burial in 
consecrated ground. But the Iraqi people also 
want justice-to punish those who callously 
killed their fellow citizens by the busload, day 
after day, year after year. 

Above ail, if people in Iraq and around the 
world hope to learn from the crimes of the past, 
the mass graves of Iraq must be documented, 
reported, and never forgotten or denied. 

This booklet is a 5mall, early marker on that path. 

Andrew Naisios, Administrator 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
January 2004 
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lrag's Mass Graves 

A LEGACY OF TERROR 

Since the Saddam Hussein regime was overthrown in May, 

270 mass grav6 have been reported. By mid-January, 
2004, the number of confirmed sites climbed to fifty-three. 
Some graves hold a few dozen bodi~heir arrm lashed 
together and the bullet holes in the backs of skulls testimo
r,y to their execution. Other graves go on for hundreds of 
meters, densely packed with thousands of bodies. 

"We've already discovered just so far the remains of 
400,000 people in mass graves," said British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair on November 20 in London. The 
United Nations, the U.S. State Department, Amnesty 
International, and Human Rights Watch {HRW) all 
estimate that Saddam Hussein's regime murdered liun
dreds of thousands of innocent people. "Human Rights 
Watch estimates that as many as 290,000 Iraqis haYe 
been 'disappeared' by the Iraqi government over the 
past two decades," said the group in a statement iri May. 
•Many of these 'disappeared' are those whose remains 
are now being unearthed in mass graves all over Iraq."' 

If these numbers prove accurate, they represent a crime 
against humanity surp,assed only by the Rwandan geno
cide of 1994, Pol Pofs Cambodian killing fields in the 
1970s, and the Nazi Holocaust ofWorfd War II. 

REPORTS Of MASS KILLINGS 

Beginning in the t960s, reports of mass murder began 
filtering out of Iraq. Saddam's Baathist loyalists arid 
police rounded up members of the Oawa party-they 
were never heard from again. Human rights groups ~id 
180,000 ethnic Kurds were rounded up and killed in the 
Anfal campaign in which hundreds of mountain villages 
were destroyed. Those left alive were moved into bleak 
collection cities that still dot the plains between Kirkuk 
and Svlaymaniyah. It was a crime so staggering thar, 
without hard evidence of bodies to back it up, many 
rel'u!.ed to believe it possible. 

Then in 1988 came the use of nerve and mustard 
gas against Iraqi-Kurdish civilians in Halabjah. Five 
thousand were killed in a single day. The world was 
shocked, but still, the missing people rounded up O\ler 

the previous months and years remained vanished. 

After !he 1991 Gulf War, Shiites and Kurds revolted, 
but the rebellion was quickly crushed by Iraqi tank5 
and troops loyal to Saddam Hussein. While Kurds gol 
protection from U.S. and British aircraft, creating an 
autonomous region in northeastern Iraq where they 
were safe from persecution, the Shiites were brutally 
repressed in the south, and tens of thouiiands vanished. 
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The following pages include first-hand accounts from 
three Iraqis who survived the mass murders. Each tells 
what took place in a way that no formal report can 
match. Vet the world is duty-bound 10 learn the facts
cold, brutal, and numbing-of what happened over 
these years and how a modem government, equipped 
,with the powers of a modern army an~ police, turned 
against its: own people. 

A HISTORY OF DENIAL 

lhe report$ of mass murder under Saddam Hussein 
had been made for years by the United Nations, the U.S. 
Government, HRW, independent journalists, and the fam. 
mes of people who were arrested and then vanished. But 
the Iraqi regime denied the repom, ref used to allow U.N. 
imiestigalions, and stonewalled human rights groups. 

"As in previous years, the regime continued to deny the 
widespread killings of Kurds in the north of the country 
during the 'Anfal' campaign of 1988," said the U.S. 
State Department's 2002 human rights report. NBoth the 
[U,N.J Spet;:ial Rapporteur and HRW concluded that the 
regime's policies against the Kurds raised questions of 
cti mes against humanity and violations of the 1948 
Cenodde Convention/I 

Finall>; the regime was swept away by U.S., British, and 
other allied forces in May, 2003, and the truth emerged. 
It came as no surprise that once the country was thrown 
open to the world press and international organizations, 
they might find evidence of thesf:! crimes against 
humanity. But few imagined the full extent of the 
slaughter that came to light. 

SEARCHING FOR THE GRAVES 

In early May, Saddam's police, paramilitary troops, and 
army fled from their prison5, barrac~, and killing fields. 
Thousands of Iraqi men, women, and children began a 
grim trek to the forbidden places they feared they would 
find their missing children, parents, and friends. 

Reports that mass graves had been discovered reached 
officials at the first U.S. admini,trative body in Iraq, the 
Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance 
(ORHA), which was later replaced by the Coalition 
Provisional Authority {CPA). A human rights expert from 
the U.S. Agency for International Development was one . 
oi the first outsiders to follow the Iraqis to the site of 
their grim discoveries. 

uSouth of Al Hillah in early May I heard about bones," 
said Sloan Mann of USAID. "When I showed up, people 

were randomly digging through the tite. I went there 
two days after the mass grave was discovered. 

"The site was very disturbed. Children walked barefoot 
in the grave. There were many families. Some were 
mourning. Some were curious onlookers." 

Mann stood on the edge ol a ditch some 20 meters long 
and 2 meters wide. About 25 sets of remains were 
showing.. all in neat piles, along with the clothes the 
victims had worn when they died; Some were the 
clothes of children. · 

THE UNITED STATES OFFERS TO HELP 

To help the Iraqis exhume their lovec ones, the CPA 
authorized Mann and other U.S. officials to assist. Mann 
was part of the first deployment of Abuse Prevention 
Units (APUs), created by USAID to protect human rights 
in emergencies or conflict. The teams offered quick 
grants to buy everything from shovels to exhume graves 
to computers for logging in victims as they ~re 
unearthed. Money was provided for training Iraqis in 
forensic medicine-the science of determining the legal 
cause of death-so that evidence might be obtained for 
prosecvtion of those responsible for the killings, Help 
was arso given to several Iraqi human rights groups, 
including the Free Prisoners Association and the 
Lawyers Association •. They began compiling lists of 
missing Iraqis, suspected mass grave sites, confirmed 
victims, and documents relating to disappearances. 

In some cases, former Iraqi guards, burial workers, and 
even executioners themselves came forward to tell what 
had happened. Some said that if t.hey had ref used to 
arrest and kill as OJdered, they would have been thrown 
into the pits themselves. 

The CPA and USAID officials working with the Iraqis 
quickly decided to divide the mass graves into three 
groups: 

• Emotionally overrun sites . 
These are sites that have already been overrun by 
people seeking the remains of their missing·relatlves 
and friends. Since the sites are disturbed-and it 
would be unthinkable to intervene to stop people 
from completing their search-U.S. aid is aimed to 
train Iraqis to assist the community emotionally and 
to collect whatever information is possible: victim 
names, circumstances of disappearance, etc. 

• Humanitarian exhumation sites 
In these sites, trained Iraqi professionals teach the 
community how to put together all the bones and 
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other remains from each victim~ properly identify 
the remains, and help families obtain the best 
accounting of what happened to their loved ones. 
The primary purpose of these excavations is to 
identify missing per50ns, although some evidence 
will also be recovered by local forem;lc teams. 

• Full aiminal investigation sites 
Between eight and 20 sites are expected to be 
selected for full exhumation for accountability 
purposes in the Iraqi Special Tribunal, which was 
recently established by the Iraqi Governing Council 
to try cases ol aimes against humanity, war crimes, 
and genocide. 

THE TASK AHEAD 

At the donor conference held in Madrid in October, 
funding, forensic teams, equipment, mortuary assis. 
tance, and training programs were requested from the 
international community to assist the Iraqi people in 
uncovering mass graves. These donations and assistance 
will be necessary for many years to come as the Iraqis 
mo\le forward in their reconciliation proces,, according 
to the CPA senior human rights official Sandy 
Hodgkinson. The CPA Offke of Human Rights and 
Transitional Justice has sent out staff to communities and 
talked about the need to have patience, preserve the 
sites, and respect the dead. So far, 270 suspec:ted mass 
grave sites have been found by Iraqis, the CPA, and the 
U.S. Army's Criminal Investigative Division. However, in 
some cases, mass grave reports have turned out to be 
either simply old cemeteries, or falsely reported to 
attract attention or to obtain funds. 

Another difficulty facing the effort to find and document 
mass graves is that those who carried out the murders. 
and other supporters of Saddam's regime, have threat
ened the human rights groups collecting evidence of 
crimes against humanity. The Free Prisoners Association 
has been attacked, and two assassination attempts have 
taken place. 

Another challenge is the weather-the rainy winter 
prevented the opening of most mass graves until 
February 2004. Nevenheless, the first of some 40 
international inwstigators began arriving in January 
2004. They will prepare evidence. tor the Iraqi Special 
Tribunal, an Iraqi institution that will prosecute some 
of the estimated 6,000 people linked to Saddam-era 
crimes. The plan is to begin prosecutions with Ali 
Hassan al-Majid (known as "'Chemical Ali"), a cousin of 
Saddam Hussein accused of ordering the gassing of the 
Kurds in 1988. 

CPA official Hodgkinson states that overall, the mass 
grave program will differ sligh~y from the process used 
in Bosnia, and will be specific to the needs in Iraq. 
Scientific methods of excavation for inwstigative 
purposes will be the same. Programs to identify the 
missing. however, will differ from Bosnia, where to 
date, only 8,000 of the 30,000 bodies believed to be 
buried as a resuk of the conflict have been r«overed. 

Mass graves are not evident to the untrained eye. 
Many are concealed under tons of earth or hidden in 
inaccessible military camps. Satellite and aerial imagery 
is being used to identify disturbed earth; ground-probing 
radar also helps locate remains. 

When a possible site is identified, a team including an 
archaeologist, anthropologist. surveyor, geologist, 
crime-scene officer, and satellite.image technician-
plus military support-goes to assess the site. 

The CPA's Office of Human Rights and Transitional 
Justice has complied a list of 270 reported sites act05s 
the country. Many sites are in the southwest and central 
areas around the ligris and Euphrates rivers. 
Exhumations require heavy machinery as well as 
excavation, mortuary, security, military, and explosives 
experts. The team of 20-30 people wlll need living 
accommodations for four to six weeks. 

Iraqi Human Rights Minister Abdul-Bask Turki said that 
in addition to families' need to find the bodies of missing 
relatives, excavating mass graves is important in building 
criminal cases against members of the former regime. 

IRAQIS WERE NOT THE ONLY 
VICTIMS 

It was not just Iraqi citizens who di58.ppeared into the 
mass graves. 

"Despite several well-publicized exchanges with Kuwait, 
Saudi Arabia, and Iran, the regime effectively ignored 

\11,brker,f remove Mmain.~ lrom a mas~ grave. ltflt!f identification, 
bodies J:,e wrapped in shrouds and curi«J to a mak~shiit mo,9,ue. 

. . . 
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requests from tho~ governments to account for those 
who disappeared during Iraq's 1990-91 occ:upation of 
Kuwait, and prisoners of war captured in the 1980-88 
Iran-Iraq war,• said the State Department report. 

After the liberation of Iraq, reports surfac:ed that all 
600 Kuwaitis carried into captivity in Iraq by retreating 
'troops in 1991 were executed. 

Egyptian officials also said they were seeking informa
tion about hundreds-possibly thousands---of Egyptian 
citizens who died or disappeared after they traveled to 
Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war to take jobs. Many were 
returned home in coffins-without explanations of how 
they diC:!d. 

A PLAN FOR ACTION 

Iraqi and U.S. foreign aid officials have prepared a plan 
for a long•range process of excavation that will meet all 
the needs for humanitarian, emotional, and judicial 
resolution of the mass graves. First, Iraqis with skills in 
forensic anthropology or simply archaeology are being 
identified to receive training by international forensic 
experts. Second, communities are being asked to 
recommend academics and professionals who want to 
learn the basics of forensic science. They will undergo 
training in humanitarian exhumation and the funda
mentals of basic skeletal anatomy to facilitate the 
identification process. 

The nuts and bolts of the exhumation process have also 
been planned: exhumation protocols, nationwide stan
dard operating procedures, administration, and logistical 
support Construction is underway to renovate a storage 
facility into a centralized evidence repository. Local 
human rights organi2:ations are being funded to increase 
their capacity to organize and collect doc:uments, evi
dence, and names of the missing. This will eventually tie 
in to a national outreach program for families seeking 
inFormation on missing relatives. Information on missing 
persons that local organizations are collecting will be 
moved to the central evidence repository. There a fu)!. 
time Iraqi staff will work to c:ompile a comprehensive 
database. The information will then be passed to human 
rights organizations in communities ac:ross Iraq. 

lhere are ongoing efforts to collect, verify, and combine 
information on suspected mass grave sites. A Danish 
forensic team arri\'ed in Iraq in October, and a Finnish 
team was expec:ted soon after. Swedish and German 
governments have also offered varying levels of 
assistance. Until the international teams are in place, 

Rerr111i11~ unearthed in II m11ss grave in Musayib are prepared for reburial 
by family membffl. 

forensic site assessments are being used to prioritize 
8-16 carefully selected mass graves for a full forensic 
exhumation basC:!CI on the following criteria: 

• the grave represents a main period of atrocity 

• the grave is relatively untouchC:!d 

• the grave may give evidence of crimes against 
humanity 

• the loc:al population permits securing and 
exhumation of the site 

A media campaign has begun through the daily news• 
paper Al Sabah, Iraqi Media Network, and other media 
outlets to explain the need to pre~rve grave sites. 
Getting the word out on a national level will help iden
tify the missing and encourage citizens to come forward 
with evidence of atrocities. Although there are few 
reports of loc:al impatienc:e with the exhumation 
process, local and religious leaders, nongovernmental 
organizations, and the media must be continually 
engaged on the need to protect grave sites and 
encouraged to have patience with the proc:ess. 

The Iraqi Governing Council set a major marker on the 
path to resolving the issue of the mass killings when it 
announced there will be a national tribunal for crimi· 
nals. This is the next, unwritten chapter of this story. • 
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Survivor Stories 
The follm-.•ing iestimonials are from 5urvivor.s oi e~&utiom tllat occurred out(ide Mahawil, a city north a( A/ Hil/ah, 
approximaiely 60 mife5 south of Baghdad. 

ALI'S STORY 

Ali,• 36, an aircraft mechanic, was driving his family 
from Al Hillah 10 his farm in Mah.awi! an March 6, 
1991, during the Shiite uprising after the end of the 
Gulf War. The city wa5 being bombed. 

Ali was stopped at a military checkpoint outside the city 
near a brick factory and ordeted to get OUt. Hii wife, 
newborn baby, and handicapped mother were ordered 
to drive away. 

Ali was ordered to remave his jacket, and uniformed 
men tied hi~ hands and feet with his jadcet .and pieces 
of cloth and placed a blindfold over his eyes. 

Ali could still see through the blindfold, however, and 
saw about 12 other people, including men, women, 
children, and elderly, pulled from cars, bound, and 
blindfolded. 

They were dragged to a white ToYoCa Land Cruiser .ind 
piled on lop of Heh ot~r over the !eab. No wQl'ds 
were spOken, because when <Jthers attempted to 5peak 
they received severe blow, lo the he.id and body. 

1t was approximately 10 a.m. when they arrived at the 
Mahawil military camp on !he outskirts of !he city. There 
they were unloaded, regist•ed, and eKorle<l into a 
large assembly h,dl fille<l with opproitimaltly 200 peo· 
pie. Everyone was sitring on t~ floor with their hands 

• All names have been rlw"I!-'· 

and fe!I tied. They were blindfolded and positioned 
facing the wall!".. 

Ali wa~ plated near the door and could see outside. At 
about 4:30 p.m., the military men built a large ring of 
tire\ aboul 20 fttt wide and set it on fire. Nert to the 
fire were large buses, and the soldiers began escorting 
people from the hall to the buset. At this time, people 
were also being carried out of the hall and thrown inco 
the fire. Ali believes that because the military was in a 
hurry to e,cecute them and not everyone would fit on 
the buses, they decided lo burn some people alive. After 
abo1..11 30 minutes of witnessing this, he wa~ escorted 
from the hall a.nd loaded onto a bus. 

At appro,cimately f> p.m., they were taken on a short 
drive to a ~wampy area behind the hric.k factory. It was 
dark and he saw headlight~ in front of the buse~. He 
believes. the lights were headlighu lrom the Land 
Crui~er~ driven by Saddam's rnen. He r;outd hear ~hots 
but l'OI voices. Ali wn paralyzed with fear. Everyone in 
the bu~ was blindfolded. 

After about 15 minutes, the bu!' in front of his drove 
away and the headlighlS were directly on his bus. They 
pulled seven to 10 people off the bus. Shots rang out. 
Ali's group wa~ the next to be pulled from the bus. In 
hi5 g,oup was a blind man, thn.."e brothers, a woman, 
i,nd her five year old son. The group w,n led to the front 
of the bu~ where the headlights were directly on them. 
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'They were pushed to the ground and then were pulled 
'up one at a time to be executed. They were pushed a 
couple of feet to the edge of the swamp and shot. Most 
would fall before being shot because they were over
come with fear. Ali does not remember any words being 
spoken-except the plea of the three brothers who 
begged that at least one be spared. They were executed 
one at a time. Next, the woman was shot in front of 
her five-year-old child. The child lunged at the legs of 
the executioner and was kicked away and shot in the 
face. The blind man wa5 then executed and his chest 
exploded on Ali. 

There were three executioners. They took turns shooting 
and reloading. Ali was last in the group to be shot, and 
the soldier who was to execute Ali shot between his 
legs. lhe soldier was then shot dead by another soldier. 
During this commotion, Ali turned to the swamp, 
jumped over bodies, and ran through the water. They 
shot after Him. He was hit in the left hand and foot and 
fell, breaking his nose. He continued on and made it to 
the other side of the swamp. 

A tractcx with soldiers came in his direction looking for 
him, so he tossed his robe into the water and hid in a 
thicket of cane. The soldiers saw his robe and sprayed it 
with bullets thinking they had shot him. A bulldozer 
appeared next and began shoveling dirt on it to cover 
what they thought was his body. Ali was very near and 

was knocked unconscious by falling rocks, but he was 
not completely buried. When the bulldozer ~ he 
pulled himself out of the dirt and crawled to an empty 
canal. He could 5till hear shots in the distance: a third 
bus had arrived during his escape. 

Ali crawled through the canal for about 30 minutes, 
making his way to a farmhouse. He knocked on the 
door, and was taken in by the family, which told him 
later that he uwas a piece of blood.'' He doesn't remem• 
ber much about the care they provided him except for 
the yogurt they fed him and the heater they placed near 
him. The family knew hi$ unties, so they clothed him, 
gaw! him a donkey and a cane, and told him to follow 
the canal to an uncle's house. Ali made it theNl, and his 
uncle cleaned him and took him to Baghdad the next 
day. He hid there for one month without telling anyone 
except his uncle. He returned home to discover his two 
brothers had been executed in similar roundups. 

He left the neighborhood and changed his identity. 
He wa$ al$0 protected by an intelligence officer in his 
neighborhood. When Saddam was toppled, he resumed 
his identity after having been in hiding for over 12 
years. He is a member cA the Human Rights Association 
of Al HiJlah. • 
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MUHANED'S STORY 
Muhaned,• 32, is from Al Hillah. From 1964 to 1991, 
he worked as a nurse in the army. During the 1991 
Shiite uprising he was stationed in the north. On March 
5, he traveled by bus to Al Hillah to see his parents. It 
was winter and he arrived early in the morning. Upon 
entering the city near a brick 'factory, his bus encoun
tered an arrny unit near the statue of Saddam. lhe army 
unit stopped the bus and would not allow entrance into 
the city. The bus driver was told there was a curfew and 
to return to Baghdad. Several people, Muhaned includ
ed, got off the bus to walk to Al Hillah. In his group 
were six meri (all Army and in uniform), an old man, 
two children, and a woman. The army unit saw them 
approaching and took them into custody. One of the 
men refused to be taken and wa5 beaten in front of the 
group. They were escorted to a military bus· and loaded 
in the back. Those who spoke were beaten and called 
traitors. 

They were taken to the Mahawil military camp, where 
their hands were tied behind their backs, and they were 
blindfolded. They were escorted into a large assembly 
hall. Muhaned could hear whispering. but he does not 
believe there were many people in the hall at that time. 
He sat on the floor and fell asleep. Around noon, some
body kicked him and took his name, and he fell asleep 
again. Around 3 p.m., he awoke to see that the hall 
was filled with well aver 100 people. His ties had 
loosened and he was able to see. He saw his neighbor. 
He also saw Ali (see first survivor story). They spent the 
entire day without water, food, or toilets. People were 
forced to go to the bathroom where they sat. 

• All N11111S h- been <:hilllged, 

At about 5 p.m. they began loading people onto buses. 
Muhaned was at the back of the hall and was one o( the 
last 10 be escorted out. There was no light in the hall, 
but through the windows, he could see the glow of a 
large fire. He could smell n.ibber burning. 

People were being escorted out to the buses in groups 
of about 20 at a time. Some people, howe\,er, were 
picked up and thrown into the fire. Muhaned and those 
ar0und him could hear the screaming. A woman yelled 
at a $Oldier, "Why are you buming these peoplef" She 
was told, '"'They are criminals."' From this, Muhaned felt 
safe because he had done nothing wrona. 

As the hall emptied, a soldier pointed at his group and 
said '"Take them. Captain Abbar has signed for them." 
Muhaned did not understand what this meant and 
began crying and praying. When he exited the hall, the 
fire was Ol'lly three to four meters from the entrance. 
Those who were walking slowly, or whose feet were 
tied, were thrown in the fire. The rest, including 
Muhaned, were escorted to the buses. 

Around midnight. they drow to a muddy road next to 
the swamp behind the brick factory. On one side was a 
swamp and on the other side a canal. He saw a white 
Toyota Land Cruiser and a bulldozer on the edge of the 
swamp. The Land Cruiser's headlights aCled as a spot
light on the front of the bus at the edge of the swamp. 

Saath party members piled out of the Land Cruiser and 
another bus and began loading their weapons. 
Muhaned and the others were escorted off their bus and 
forced to crouch at the edge of the swamp in several 
rows of she. At their feet were dead bodies. A 'WOman 
stood up ~nd silently wra~ herself In her long black 
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robe in the same fashion people are wrapped for a 
funeral. Although he was blindfolded, Muhaned's hands 
were free, and he moved his ID card into an internal 
pocket, hoping to preserve it so that his body might be 
identified. Everyone was praying. 

Six Baath party members lined up in front and to the 
side of the crouching rows. Muhaned was in the back 
row on the very edge of the swamp. Spotlights shone on 
them. A very large Egyptian man near Muhaned kept 
asking why they were being executed. At that moment, 
gunfire erupted and the man jumped to his feet. His 
body was sprayed with bullets and the force of his body 
knocked Muhaned back, flattening him and pushing 
him partially into the swamp. The Egyptian's body com
pletely covered him. The shooting lasted /or about 30 
seconds. The sold'1ers surveyed the bodies and discov
ered one person was still alive and moaning. They killed 
him. They did not discover Muhaned. 

The buses and Land Cruisers left the area. The bulldozer 
began to approach. At this point, Muhaned pufled 
himself out from under the dead Egyptian and hid in 
the cane so the bulldozer driver would not discover 
him. He could taste blood, but found no wounds on his 
body. He watched the bulldozer push the bodies into 
the swamp and cover them with mud. 

After the bulldozer left, Muhaned made his way to the 
canal and followed it until sunrise. He ended up in 
Al Hillah near the courthouse. He went to the river to 
wash the remains of the Egyptian from his body. A man 
spotted him and questioned him about the human 
remains on his shoulder. Muhaned refused to tell him 
anything and the man offered to help. He provided 

Muhaned with food and set him on the path to his 
house, 1elling him to stay within the farms. W~en 
Muhaned arrived home, he found that the army had 
bombed his house. Thankfully, his family had not been 
injured and he was reunited with them shortly after
ward. He did not tell his family what happened, but 
his wife discovered through his recurrent nightmares. 

Muhaned went to see a psychologist but did not tell 
the true story. A few months later he ran into Ali again, 
whom he had ~een in the hall. Both believed the other 
had been executed. They agreed never to speak of what 
happened. "Our lives depend on our tongues now," 
they said. They made a pact to claim to dislike each 
other so that if either were caught and forced to speak 
about the other's capture and attempted execution, the 
other could claim it was a lie. They both forged docu
ments, obtained new identities, and did not speak about 
their shared horror. They've lived in constant fear for 
over 12 years-fear of being discovered, recaptured, 
tortured, or killed. Muhaned was suspicious of every
thing. Any time a car parked in front of his house he 
felt panic. 

Finally, cul of fear, Muhaned left Iraq for Syria in 2000, 
but returned after the fall of Saddam. Now, Muhaned 
and Ali are close friends. ~For the fir!tt time in over 12 
years, l am free and living without fear in my country," 
says Muhaned, who is working with the Coalition 
Provisional Authority and the Al Hillah Human Rights 
Association. • 



HAMID'S STORY 

Hamid* was bom in Al Hillah in 1963, left school after 
the ninth grade, and began 'NOrking in his family's bak
ery. In 1982, like all Iraqi men, Hamid was required to 
join the military. He fought in the Iran-Iraq wat, was 
wounded and disabled in 1985, but continued C<l sen,e 
in the army until 1991. 

Hamid participated in the uprising that followed 
Saddam's retreat from Kuwait and southern Iraq. Many 
former army men participated in killing Ba.a.th party 
members in the south. In March 1991, Saddam's 
revenge was brutal: eJl'.ecutions wete carried out all 0\/er 
Iraq. Saddam sent forces through<Jul the country. impos· 
ing curfews and ruthle~s military rule. 

Hamid realled seeing a woman and child crossing a 
road after having received permission to do so. When 
the child dropped something and his mother went to 
pick it up, she was shot. Military plan~ flew OW!r Al 
Hill.ah and dropped leafleti informing people to evacu
ate the city beouie chemical weapons would follow. 
People were in a ~tate of panic.. Military units patrolled 
the city with loudspe.alcers telling soldi~rs to return to 
their units and ad\lising them that there would be an 
amn~ty. No one belit'~ it 

Hamid and his brother Hyder, (hen 19 ,md also a forme, 

soldier, decided to esca~ lo Baghdad. where they 
believed it would be 5afer. As they were cr~ming a 
bridge leading inlo Baghdad they were 5t<,pped al a 
checkpQint. blindfolded, and had their h,md) tied 
behind their backs. They and 18 others were dri\,en to 
the Mahawil military camp. 

In the camp's yard, they covld hear the SQUnd or pipes 
and cables hitting people and of people's screams. His 

group was forced to squat in the yard for hours. Anyone 
who iell or 5poke was beaten. Then they were "lined up 
like canle" and forced to march as the soldiers jf:!ered at 
them. 

Their blindfolds were removed near the entrance of a 
large hall. Hamid heard the sound of a skull cracking. 
He 1urned and saw an old man lying on the ground, 
blood gushing from his head. The man had fallen out of 
liM during the march. 

They were packed tightly into a hall with about 400 
people. Hamid was in the corner of the hall and near a 
window. There was. a fire outside-a large ring of burn
ing lira. He saw a man he knew being led from another 
!\all. The man was bleeding and sturnbling in the yard. 
Soldiers surrounded him and bear him with cables. 
Soldiers from Hamid's hall went outside to join in the 
beating. The man fell to the ground and was knocked 
uncon1.cious. The wldiers then picked him up and threw 
him into the fire. 

Hamid could see an officer named Abu Diba in the 
y.a,rd. A.bu Diba ordered th~ soldien to throw one of his 
own men into the fire: the man had .appea.red to objerl 
10 what wu happening. Three soldiers grabbed him and 
shoved him into the fire. Hamid could see the soldier 
s111..1ggling to set up bur his leg:;. were tangled in the 
tires. Hamid blacked out. 

Af1er hourr. of ~landing in the hall, the soldiers filled 
the noor of 1he hall with about six inches of water. This 
prevented anyone from sitting on the floor or sleeping. 
II was winter and very cold. Tht>y slood like this for 24 
hours. OUJing this time, soldiers would enter and call 
out a name and say "Ahmed Hassan, your family is here 
for you. Please com£> forward." As the person came for-
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ward, he would be escorted to the yard where his feet 
would be tied to a pofe or a piece of wood. Then he 
would be suspended upside down and soldiers would 
whip his feet and back with cables. When the prisoner 
Jost consciousnes5, the soldiers would splash him with 
water and continue the beating. 

A soldier entered the hall and told them, "We have 
killed the criminals and we are taking you to your 
units." They were then blindfolded and escorted out. 
He could hear the buses. They were told to run straight 
ahead where someone would receive them. Those who 
fell or who did not run were beaten to death with pipes. 
He could hear people falling to the ground and the 
sound of bones cracking and of blood splattering. He 
could hear the screaming and moaning of people being 
beaten to death. 

The 50 survivors were loaded onto the bus. The bu5e5 
pulled out and traveled for appro)(imately 15 minutes; 
the road was rough. 

When they stopped, people were unloaded in groups of 
three or four and led to the tops of small mounds of dirt. 
He heard a guard ask if there were any more left and 
when anotner answered no, gunfire erupted. Hamid's 
neck was grazed by a bullet; he felt bullets entering his 
leg. The force of the shots knocked him backward into a 
hole-a grave. He landed upside down with his feet in 
the air. Other bodies fell on him and pushed him down 
a slope. The executioners fired another round of "mercy 
bullets" directly inlo the holes, trying to ensure that the 
people were dead. Then there was silence. 

A few moments later the buses left and a bulldozer 
pushed dirt over the graves. Hamid's gravesite was on a 
slope that descended to a swamp. Because he slid down 

the slope, he was only partially buried. He could hear 
someone near him moaning. The man, an Egyptian, told 
him that the soldiers had left and that he could see the 
headlights on the main road. Hamid asked the Egyptian 
where he was shot, and the man replied that only his 
toes were injured. Hamid couldn't move due to his 
injuries, and he was partially buried. The Egyptian, 
Muhammed, pulled him out of the mud and up the 
slope to the edge. Hamid's leg was severely broken
the bone had pierced through his skin. 

They crossed the river. Muhammed helped him crawl 
up the bank by pulling him up with a cane. They hid 
in a canal. Hamid was very cold and thought he was 
dying. He asked Muhammed to go back and look for 
his brother. Muhammed confirmed that everyone at the 
site w,:u dead. 

They continued through the canal and then crossed 
some farmlands, drinking water from rivers. They trav
eled like this for days. A farmer discovered them on his 
land and shot at the Egyptian. Hamid convinced him to 
hotd his fire. The farmer took them in and provided 
shelter iri one of his buildings, but he told them they 
could not remain long. He left them and promised to 
return in one hour. Hamid and Muhammed were sure 
he would return with the military. Hamid urged 
Muhammed to leave to save himself. but he refused. 

The farmer returned with food and hot tea. After they 
ate, he treated the wound on Hamid's neck but told him 
he coutdn't treat the leg until the morning. At dawn he 
returned and said he couldn't sleep and was praying for 
him throughout the night. He gave Hamid a pillow to 
put over his face and proceeded to remove two bullets 
from Hamid's leg. He used a pair of rusty pliers and 
scissors to dig the bullets out. He removed fragments of 
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bone as well. He placed a splint on his leg and 
wrapped it with cloth. He gave them a donkey and a 
three-day supply of food. 

Hamid rode on the donkey and Muhammed led 
the way. He lost track of time. They felt they were 
being followed. 

They made it to a village neat Al Hillah-where 
Hamid's aunt lived. The aunt took him to the family 
farm. Muhammed stayed the night and continued 
north the next day. Hamid received medical care 
from a family friend who came to the farm. 

Hamid then decided he should return to his army unit. 
He went to Amara because he had many friends in the 
town. He put on his military uniform, and his family 
drove him to Amara. There were checkpoints all along 
the route, but they had no problems. Their car ran out 
of fuel and he saw a truck carrying regular army troops. 
He told them he had been injured but provided no 
details. He felt they had a good idea of what happened, 
and they viewed him as a hero and allowed him to join 
them. They took him to a military hospital where he was 
treated by Saddam loyalists. He told them he was in an 
accident and made no mention of bullets. When the 
)Hay showed that a third bullet remained in his leg, 
he became worried that he would be discovered. 

Soon after, he was offered a job in Baghdad with the 
highest level of the party as a supervisor for a building 
contractor. He decided instead to buy a car and work as 
a taxi driver. He also opened a Aower shop in Baghdad. 

In 1994, the "economic police" arrested him and he 
was tortured for 34 days. He was beaten and given elec
tric shocks on his ears, tongue, and nose. They wanted 
him to confess that he was a member of another party
all parties other than Baath were illegal. He was finally 
released, but his "criminal" file prevented him from 
gaining employment, so he returned to his flower shop. 

Two years later, in 1996, he was arrested by the 
"intelligence police: He was beaten and tortured for 
18 days and questioned about the uprising. He was 
finally released but was ordered to close his flower 
shop because he was accused of holding political 
meetings there. 

Hamid closed the shop and returned to Al Hillah with 
his wife and two young children. Since the fall of 
Saddam's regime, he has helped the Al Hillah Human 
Rights Association identify suspected criminals and has 
assisted in the location of evidence pertaining to 
mass graves. • 
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l think you ought to see that every person in the press corps gets a copy of this 

publication. 
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groups we work with. 
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A Vast Human Tragedy 
In a decade and a half of humanitarian work 
I have witnessed the aftermath of much human 
tragedy, including the Rwandan genocide and 
the killing fields of Cambodia. In June 2003, 
I visited Iraq's mass graves, the most recent 
addition to mankind's hegacy of mass murder. 

Rows of white bundles containing bones filled 
room after room. Families filed by, searching for 
signs of those who had di~ppeared, some stolen 
during the night, others taken in daylight. Even 
small children were not spared the butchery. 

The graves that Saddam Hussein's henchmen 
dug and filled with human beings are a bitter 
sign that mankind still has a long way to go 
before every person has the bask human rights 
promised by all our religions and cultures-the 
rights of life and liberty. 

Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari told the 
United Nations that under Saddam Hussein, 
Iraq was "a murderous tyranny that lasted over 
35 years." "Today we are unearthing thousands 
of victims in horrifying testament," Zebari said. 

I walked across the sandy plains of Iraq and 
saw the mass graves that were just found and 
are beginning to yield their tragic secrets. n.e 
bones tell a story of horror and shame: arms 
bound together, skulls pierced from behind. 
Hundreds in one long trench. 

Those who survived inside Iraq, and those who 
watched helplessly from abroad, have joined 
together to begin the long, painful process of 
accounting for the dead. British Prime Minister 
Tony Blair said on November 20, 2003, that as 
many as 400,000 Iraqis lie in these mass graves. 

They are Kurds, killed because of their ethnicity. 
They are Shiites, killed because of their religion. 
They are Sunnis, killed for their political views. 
They are Egyptians, Kuwaitis, and Iranians, 
killed because their lives meant nothing to 
Saddam Hussein, his sons, and their followers. 

As Saddam's evil regime collapsed in April 
and May, 2003, and his Baath Party mass mur~ 
derers retreated into the shadows, Iraqis bega11 
to act on their formerly hidden grief. They 
searched for their loved ones rounded up over 
the years in campaigns of terror. They had 
heard rumors about shots in the night, mass 
burials, and vanished prisoners. Now they 
followed those bloody trails to the mounds of 
earth they suspected entombed their beloved 
children and parents. 

The new leaders in Al Hillah, Karbala, Najaf, 
and a dozen other cities and towns around Iraq 
worked with U.S. and British forces to try and 
protect some of the mass graves. We hope to 
preserve the evidence of these crimes agair,st 
humanity. 

Human rights groups have formed, assisted 
by USAID and working with the Coalition 
Provisional Authority, to urge people to 
record the names of those being exhumed and 
describe the circumstances under which they 
were seized and slain. 

Yes-people want to find the remains of their 
loved ones and give them a proper burial in 
consecrated ground. But the Iraqi people also 
want justice-to punish those who callously 
killed their fellow citizens by the bu5!oad, day 
after day, year after year. 

Above all, if people in Iraq and around the 
world hope to !eam from the crimes of the past, 
the mass graves of Iraq must be documented, 
reported, and never forgotten or denied. 

This booklet is a small, early marker on that path. 

Andrew Natsio5, Administrator 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
January 2004 
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!rag's Mass Graves 

A victim, ~til/ lJ/indfolded, found /11 a mass grave in Musayib. 

A LEGACY OF TERROR 

Since the Saddam Hussein regime was overthrov.-n in May, 
270 mass graves have been reported. By mid-January, 
2004, the number of confirmed sites climbed to fifty~thre€. 
Some graves ho!d a few dozen bodier-their arms l;,ished 
together and the bullet holes in the backs of skulls testimo
ny to their execution. Other graves go on for hundreds of 
meters1 densely packed with thousands of bodies. 

"We've already discovered just so far the remains of 
400,000 people in mass graves," said British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair on November 20 in London. The 
United Nations, the U.S. State Department, Amnesty 
International, and Human Rights Watch (HRW) all 
estimate that Saddam Hussein's regime murdered hun
dreds of thousands of innocent people. "Human Rights 
Watch estimates that as many as 290,000 Iraqis have 
been 'disappeared' by the Iraqi government over the 
past two decades," said the group in a statement in May. 
"Many of these 'disappeared' are those whose remains 
are now being unearthed in mass graves all over Iraq." 

If these numbers prove accurate, they represent a crime 
against humanity surpassed only by the Rwandan geno
cide of 1994, Pol Pot's Cambodian killing fields in the 
1 970s, and the Nazi Holocaust of World War JI. 

REPORTS OF MASS KILLINGS 

Beginning in the 1980s, reports of mass murder began 
filtering out of Iraq. Saddam's Baathist loyalists and 
police rounded up members of the Dawa party-they 
were never heard from again. Human rights groups said 
180,000 ethnic Kurds were rounded up and killed in the 
Anfa! campaign in which hundreds of mountain villages 
were destroyed. Those left alive were moved into b(eak 
collection cities that still do! the plains between Kirkuk 
and Sulaymaniyah. It was a crime so staggering that, 
wi1hout hard evidence of bodie5 to back it up, many 
refused to believe it possible. 

Then in 1988 came the use of nerve and mustard 
gas against Iraqi-Kurdish civilians in Halabjah. Five 
thousand were killed in a single day. The world was 
shocked, but still, the missing people rounded up over 
the previous months and years remained vanished. 

After the 1991 Gulf War, Shiites and Kurds revolted, 
but the rebellion was quickly crushed by Iraqi tanks 
and troops loyal to Saddam Hussein. While Kurds got 
protection from U.S. and British aircraft, creating an 
autonomous region in northeastern Iraq where they 
were safe from persecution, the Shiites were brutally 
repressed in the south, and tens of thousands vanished. 
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The following pages include first~hand accounts from 
1hree Iraqis who survived the mass murders. Each tells 
what took place in a way that no formal report can 
ma1ch. Yet the world is duty-bound to learn the facts-
cold, brutal, and numbing-of what happened over 
these years and how a modern government, equipped 
with the powers of a modern army and police, turned 
against its own people. 

A HISTORY OF DENIAL 

The reports of mass murder under Saddam Hussein 
had been made for years by the United Nations, the U.S. 
Government, HRW, independent journalists, and the fam
i!ies of people who were ar,ested and then vanished. But 
the Iraqi regime denied the reports, refused to allow U .N. 
investigations, and stonewalled human rights groups. 

"As in previous years, 1he regime continued to deny the 
widespread killings of Kurds in the north of the country 
during the 'Anfal' campaign of 1988," said the U.S. 
State Department's 2002 human rights report. ''Both the 
IU.N.J Special Rapporteur and tiRW concluded that the 
regime's policies against the Kurds raised questions of 
crimes against humanity and violations of the 1948 
Genocide Convention." 

Finally, the regime was swept away by U.S., British, and 
other allied forces in May, 2003, and the truth emerged. 
It came as no surprise lhat once the country was thrown 
open to the world press and international organizations, 
they mlght find evidence of these crimes against 
humanity. Bu1 few imagined the full extent of the 
slaughter tha1 came to light. 

SEARCHING FOR THE GRAVES 

In early May, Saddam's police, paramilitary troops, and 
army fled from their prisons, barracks, and killing fields. 
Thousands of Iraqi men, women, and children began a 
grim trek to the forbidden places they feared they would 
find their missing children, parents, and friends. 

Reports that mass graves had been discovered reached 
officials at the first U.S. administrative body in Iraq, the 
Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance 
(ORHA), which was later replaced by the Coalition 
Provisional Authority (CPA). A human rights e)(pert from 
the U.S. Agency for International Development was one . 
of the first outsiders to follow the Iraqis to the site of 
their grim discoveries. 

"South of Al Hil!ah in early May I heard about bones," 
said Sloan Mann of USAID. "When I showed up, people 

were randomly digging through the site. I went there 
two days after the mass grave was discovered. 

''The site was very disturbed. Chlldren walked barefoot 
in the grave. There were many families. Some were 
mourning. Some were curious onlookers." 

Mann stood on the edge of a ditch some 20 meters long 
and 2 me1ers wide. About 25 sets of remains were 
showing, all \n neat piles, along with the clothes the 
victims had worn when they died. Some were the 
clothes of children. 

THE UNITED STATES OFFERS TO HELP 

To help 1he Iraqis exhume their loved ones, the CPA 
authorized Mann and other U.S. officials to assist. Mann 
was part of the first deployment of Abuse Prevention 
Units (APUs}, created by USAID to protect human rights 
in emergencies or conflict. The teams offered quick 
grants to buy everything from shovels to exhume graves 
to computers for logging in victims as they were 
unearthed. Money was provided for training Iraqis in 
forensic medicine-the science of determining the legal 
cause of death-so that evidence might be obtained for 
pro5ecution of those (esponsible for the killings. Help 
was also given to several Iraqi human rights groups, 
induding the free Prisoners Association and the 
Lawyers Association. They began compiling lists of 
missing Iraqis, suspected mass grave sites, confirmed 
victims, and documents relating to disappearances. 

In some cases, former Iraqi guards, burial workers, and 
even executioners themselves came forward to tell what 
had happened. Some said that if they had refused to 
arrest and kill as ordeted, they would have been thrown 
into the pits themselves. 

The CPA and USAID officials working with the Iraqis 
quickly decided to divide the mass graves into three 
groups: 

• Emotionally overrun sites 
These are sites that have already been overrun by 
people seeking the remains of their missing relatives 
and friends. Since the sites are disturbed-and it 
would be unthinkable to 'intervene to stop people 
from completing their search-U.S. aid is aimed to 
train Iraqis to assist the community emotionally and 
to collect whatever information is possible: victim 
names, circumstances of disappearance, etc. 

• Humanitarian exhumation sites 
In these sites, trained Iraqi professionals teach the 
community how to put together all the bones and 
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other remains from each victim, properly identify 
the remains, and help families obtain the best 
accounting of what happened to their loved ones. 
The primary purpose of these excavations is to 
identify missing persons, although some evidence 
will also be recovered by local forensic teams. 

• Full criminal investigation sites 
Between eight and 20 sites are expected to be 
selected for full exhumation for accountability 
purposes in the Iraqi Special Tribunal, which was 
recently established by the Iraqi Governing Council 
to try cases of crimes against humanity, war crimes, 
and genocide. 

THE TASK AHEAD 

At the donor conference held in Madrid in October, 
funding, forensic teams, equipment, mortuary assis-
ta nee, and training programs were requested from the 
international community to assist the Iraqi people in 
uncovering mass graves. These donations and assistance 
will be necessary for many years to come as the Iraqis 
move forward in !heir reconciliation process, according 
to the CPA senior human right5 official Sandy 
Hodgkinson. The CPA Office of Human Rights and 
Transitional Justice has sent out staff to communities and 
talked about the need to have patience, preserve the 
sites, and respect the dead. So far, 270 suspected mass 
grave si1es have been found by Iraqis, the CPA, and the 
U.S. Army's Criminal Investigative Division. However, in 
some cases, mass grave reports have turned out to be 
either simply old cemeteries, or falsely reported to 
attract attention or to obtain funds. 

Another difficulty facing the effort to find and document 
mass graves is that those who carried out the murders, 
and 01her supporters of Saddam's regime, have threat
ened the human rights groups collecting evidence of 
crimes against humanity. The Free Prisoners Association 
has been attacked, and two assassination attempts have 
taken place. 

Another challenge is the weather-the rainy winter 
prevented the opening of most mass graves until 
February 2004. Nevertheless, the first of some 40 
international investigators began arriving in January 
2004. They will prepare evidence for the Iraqi Special 
Tribunal, an Iraqi institution that will prosecute some 
of the estimated &,000 people linked to Saddam-era 
crimes. The plan is to begin prosecutions with Ali 
Hassan al-Majid (known as "Chemical Ali"), a cousin of 
Saddam Hussein accused of ordering the gassing of the 
Kurds in 1988. · 

CPA official Hodgkinson states that overall, the mass 
grave program will differ slightly from the process used 
in Bosnia, and will be specific to the needs in Iraq. 
Scientific methods of excavation for investigative 
purposes will be the same. Programs to identify the 
missing, however, will differ from Bosnia, where to 
date, only 8,000 of the 30,000 bodies believed to be 
buried as a result of the conflict have been recovered. 

Mass graves are not evident to the untrained eye. 
Many are concealed under tons of earth or hidden in 
inaccessible military camps. Satellite and aerial imagery 
is being used to identify disturbed earth; ground-probing 
radar also helps locate remains. 

When a possible site is identified, a team including an 
archaeologist, anthropologist, surveyor, geologist, 
crime-scene officer, and satellite image technician
pius military support-goes to assess the site. 

The CPA's Office of Human Rights and Transitional 
Justice has complied a list of 270 reported sites across 
the country. Many sites are in the southwest and central 
area.s around the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. 
Exhumations require heavy machinery as well as 
excavation, mortuary, security, mi\itar~ and explosives 
experts. The team of 20-30 people will need living 
accommodations for four to six weeks. 

Iraqi Human Rights Minister Abdul-BasitTurki said that 
in addition to families' need to find the bodies of missing 
relatives, excavating mass graves is important in building 
criminal cases against members of the former regime. 

IRAQIS WERE NOT THE ONLY 
VICTIMS 

It was not just Iraqi citizens who disappeared into the 
mass graves. 

"Despite .several well-publicized exchanges with Kuwait, 
Saudi Arabia, and Iran, the regime effectively ignored 

Worl<ers remove remains from a mass graw. After identilieation, 
bodies a:re wrapped in shrouds a/7d carried to a makeshift morgue. 
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. . 
requests from those governments to account for those 
who disappeared during Iraq's 1990-91 occupation of 
Kuwai1, and prisoners of war captured in the 1980--88 
lran-lraq war/ said the State Department report. 

After the liberation of Iraq, reports surfaced that all 
&00 Kuwaitis carried into captivity in Iraq by retreating 
troops in 1991 were executed. 

Egyptian officials arso said they were seeking informa
tion about hundreds-possibly thousands-of Egyptian 
citizens who died or disappeared after they traveled to 
lraq during the /ran-Iraq war to take jobs. Many were 
returned home in coffins-without explanations of how 
they died. 

A PLAN FOR ACTION 

Iraqi and U.S. foreign aid officials have prepared a plan 
for a long-range process of excavation that will meet all 
the needs for humanitarian, emotional, and judicial 
resolution of the mass graves. First, Iraqis with skills in 
forensic anthropology or simply archaeology are being 
identified to receive training by international forensic 
experts. Second, communities are being asked to 
recommend academics and professionals who want to 
learn the basics of forensic science. They will undergo 
training in humanitarian exhumation and the funda
mentals of basic skeletal anatomy to facilitate 1he 
identification process. 

The nuts and bolts of the exhumation process have also 
been planned: exhumation protocols, nationwide stan• 
dard operating procedures, administration, and logistical 
support. Construction is underway to renovate a storage 
facility into a centralized evidence repository. Local 
human rights organizations are being funded to increase 
their capacity to organize and colleo documents, evi
dence, and names of the missing. This will eventually He 
in to a national outreach program for families seeking 
information on missing relatives. Information on missing 
persons that local organizations are collecting will be 
moved to the central evidence repository. There a full
time Iraqi staff will work to compile a comprehensive 
database. The information will then be passed to human 
rights organizations in communities across Iraq. 

There are ongoing efforts to collect, verify, and combine 
information on suspected mass grave sites. A Danish 
forensic team arrived in Iraq in October, and a Finnish 
team was expected soon after. Swedish and German 
governments have also offered varying levels of 
assistance. Until the international teams are in place, 

Rem;iins unearthed in a m.us g,ave in Musayib are prepared for reburial 
by family members. 

forensic site assessments are being used to prioritize 
~ 16 carefuHy selected mass graves for a full forensic 
exhumation based on the following criteria: 

• the grave represents a main period of atrocity 

• the grave is relatively untouched 

• the grave may give evidence of crimes against 
humanity 

• the local population permits securing and 
exhumation of the site 

A media campaign has begun through the daily news
paper Al Sabah, !raqi Media Network, and other media 
outlets to explain the need to preserve grave sites. 
Getting the word out on a national level will help iden
tify the missing and encourage citizens to come forward 
with evidence of atrocities. Although there are few 
reports of local impatience with 1he exhumation 
process, local and religious leaders, nongovernmental 
organizations, and the media must be continually 
engaged on the need to protect grave sites and 
encouraged to have patience with the process. 

The Iraqi Governing Council set a major marker on the 
path to resolving the issue of the mass killings when it 
announced there will be a national tribunal for crimi
nals. This is the next, unwritten chapter of this story. • 
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Survivor Stories 
The following testimonials are from survi\'ors of executions that occurred outsid"' Mahawil, a city north of Al Hillah .. 
approximately 60 miles south of Baghdad. 

ALI'S STORY 

Ali,• 36, an aircraft mechanic, was driving his family 
from Al Hillah to his farm in Mahawil on March 6, 
1991, during the Shiite uprising after the end of the 
Gulf War. The city was being bombed. 

Ali was stopped at a military checkpoint outside the city 
near a brick factory and ordered to get out His wife, 
newborn baby, and handicapped mother were ordered 
to drive away. 

Ali was ordered to remove his jacket, and uniformed 
men tied his hands. and feet with his jacket and pieces 
of cloth and placed a blindfold over his eyes. 

Ali could still see through the blindfold, however, and 
saw about 12 other people, including men, women, 
children, and elderly, pulled from cars, bound, and 
blln clfolded. 

They were dragged 10 a white Toyota land Cruiser and 
piled on top of each other over the seats. No words 
were spoken, because when others attempted to speak 
they received severe blows to the head and body. 

It was approximately 1 O a.m. when they arrived at the 
Mahawil military camp on the outskirts of the city. There 
they were unloaded, registered, and escorted into a 
large assembly hall filled with approleimately 200 peo.. 
pie. Everyone was sitting on the '1oor with their hands 

• All names ha...e been changed. 

and feet tied. They were blindfolded and positioned 
facing the walls. 

Ali was placed near the door and could see outside. At 
about 4:30 p.m., the military men built a large ring of 
tires about 20 feet wide and set it on fire. Next to the 
fire were large buse~ and the soldiers. began escorting 
people from the hall to the buses. Af. this time, people 
were also being carried out of the hall and thrown into 
the fire. Ali believe$ that because the military was in a 
hurry to execute them and not everyone would fit on 
the buses, they decided to burn some people alive. After 
about 30 minutes of witnessing this, he was escorted 
from the hall and loaded onto a bus. 

At approximately 6 p.m.1 they were taken on a short 
drive to a swampy area behind the brick factory. It was 
dark and he saw headlights in front of the buses. He 
believes the lights were headlights from the Land 
Cruisers driven by Saddam's men. He could hear shots 
but not voices. Ali was paralyzed with fear. Everyone in 
the bus was blindfolded. 

After aboor 15 minutes, the bus in front of his drove 
away and the headlights were directly on his bus. They 
pulled seven to l O people off the bus. Shots rang out. 
Ali's group was the next to be pulled from the bus. In 
his group was a blind man, three brothers, a woman, 
and her five year old son. The group was led to the front 
of the bus where the headlights were directly on them. 
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They were pushed to the ground and then were pulled 
up one at a time to be executed. They were pushed a 
couple of feet to the edge of the swamp and shot. Most 
would fall before being shot because they were over
come with fear. Ali does not remember any words being 
spoken-except the plea of the three brothe~ who 
begged that at least one be spared. They were executed 
one at a time. Next, the woman was shot in front of 
her five-year-old child. The child lunged at the legs of 
the executioner and was kicked away and shot in the 
face. The blind man was then executed and his chest 
exploded on Ali. 

There were three executioners. They took turns shooting 
and reloading. Ali was last in the group to be shot, and 
the soldier who was to execute Ali shot between his 
legs. The soldier was then shot dead by another soldier. 
During this commotion, Ali turned to the swamp, 
jumped over bodie~, and ran through lhe water. They 
shot after him. He was hit in 1he left hand and foot and 
fell, breaking his nose. He continued on and made it to 
the other side of the swamp. 

A tractor with soldiers came in his direction looking (or 

him, so he tossed his robe into the water and hid in a 
thicket of cane. The soldiers saw his robe and 5prayed it 
with bullets thinking they had shot him. A bulldozer 
appeared nelCt and began shoveling dirt on it to cover 
what they thought was his body. Ali was very near and 

was knocked unconscious by falling rocks, but he was 
not completely buried. When the bulldozer left, he 
pulled himself out of the dirt and crawled to an empty 
canal. He could still hear shots in the distance: a third 
bus had arrived during his escape. 

Ali crawled through the canal for about 30 minutes, 
making his way to a farmhouse. He knocked on the 
door, and was taken in by the family, which told him 
later that he "was a piece of blood." He doesn't remem
ber much .about the care they provided him except for 
the yogurt they (ed him and the heater they placed near 
him. The family knew his uncles, so they clothed him, 
gave him a donkey and a cane, and told him to follow 
the canal to an uncle's house. Ali made it there, and his 
uncle cleaned him and took him to Baghdad the next 
day. He hid there for one month without telling anyone 
except his uncle. He returned home to discover hi§ two 
brothers had been executed in similar roundups. 

He left the neighborhood and changed his identity. 
He was abo protected by an intelligence officer in his 
neighborhood. When Saddam was toppled, he resumed 
his identity after having been in hiding for over 12 
years. He is a member of the Human Rights Association 
of A! Hillah. • 
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MUHANED'S STORY 

Muhaned,• 32, is from Al Hillah. From 1984 to 1991, 
he worked as a nurse in the army. During the 1991 
Shiite uprising he was stationed in the north. On March 
5, he traveled by bus to Al Hillah to see his parents. It 
was winter and he arrived early in the moming. Upon 
entering the city near a brick factory, his bus encoun
tered an army unit near the statue of Saddam. "Ole army 
unit stopped the bus and would not allow entrance into 
the city. The bus driver was told there was a curfew and 
to return to Baghdad. Several people, Muhaned includ
ed, got off the bus to walk to Al Hillah. In his group 
were six men (all Army and in uniform), an old man, 
two children, and a woman. The army unit saw them 
approaching and took them into custody. One of the 
men refused to be taken and was beaten in front of the 
group. They were escorted to a military bus and loaded 
in the back. Those who spoke were beaten and called 
traitors. 

They were taken to the Mahawil military camp, where 
their hands were tied behind their backs, and they were 
blindfolded. They were esconed into a large assembly 
hall. Muhaned could hear whispering, but he does not 
believe there were many people in the hall at that time. 
He sat on the Ooor and fell asleep. Around noon, some
body kicked him and took his name, and he fell asleep 
again. Around 3 p.m., he awoke to see that the hall 
was filled with well over 100 people. His ties had 
loosened and he was able to see. He saw his neighbor. 
He also saw Ali (see first survivor story). They spen, the 
entire day without water, food, or toilets. People were 
forced to go to the bathroom where they sat. 

• All names have been changed. 

At about 5 p.m. they began loading people onto buses. 
Muhaned was at the back of the hall and was one of the 
last to be escorted out. lhere was no light in the hall, 
but through the windows, he could see the glow of a 
large fire. He could smell rubber burning. 

People were being escorted out to the buses in groups 
of about 20 at a time. Some people, however, were 
picked up and thrown into the fire. Muhaned and those 
around him could hear the screaming. A woman yelled 
at a soldier, "Why are you burning these peoplel" She 
was told, "They are criminals." From this, Muhaned felt 
safe because he had done nothing wrong. 

As the hall emptied, a soldier pointed at his group and 
said "Take them. Captain Abbar has signed for tnem." 
Muhaned did not understand wnat this meant and 
began crying and praying. When he e><ited the hall, the 
fire wu only three to four meters from the entrance. 
Those who were walking slowly, or whose feet were 
tied, were thrown in the fire. The rest, including 
Muhaned, were escorted to the buses. 

Around midnight, they drove to a muddy road next to 
the swamp behind the brick factory. On one side was a 

swamp and on lhe other side a canal. He saw a white 
Toyota Land Cruiser and a bulldozer oo the edge of the 
swamp. The Land Cruiser's headlights acted as a spot
light on the front of the bus at the edge rJ the swamp. 

Baath party members piled out of the Land Cruiser and 
another bus and began loading their weapons. 
Muhaned and the others were escorted off their bus and 
forced to crouch at the edge of the swamp in several 
rows of six. At their feet were dead bodies. A woman 
stood up and silently wrapped herself in her long blacl< 
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robe in the same fashion people are wrapped for a 
funeral. Although he was blindfolded, Muhaned's hands 
were free, and he moved his ID card into an internal 
pocket, hoping to preserve it so that his body might be 
identified. Everyone was praying. 

SiK Baath party members lined up in front and to the 
side of the crouching rows. Muhaned was in the back 
row on the very edge of the swamp. Spotlights shone on 
them. A very large Egyptian man near Muhaned kept 
a~king why they were being executed. At that moment, 
gunfire erupted and the man jumped to his feet His 
body was sprayed with bullets and the force o( his body 
knocked Muhaned back, flanening him and pushing 
him partially into the swamp. The Egyptian's body com
pletely covered him. The shooting lasted for about 30 
seconds. The soldiers surveyed the bodies and discov
ered one person was still alive and moaning. They killed 
him. They did not discover Muhaned. 

The buses and land Cruisers 1eh the area. The bulldozer 
began to approach. At this point, Muhaned pulled 
himself out from under the dead Egyptian and hid in 
the cane so the bulldozer driver would not discover 
him. He could taste blood, but found no wounds on his 
body. He watched the bulldozer push the bodies into 
the swamp and cover them with mud. 

After the bulldozer left. Muhaned made his way to the 
canal and followed it until sunrise. He ended up in 
Al Hillah near the courthouse. He went lo the river to 
wash the remains of the Egyptian from his body. A man 
spotted him and questioned him about the human 
remains on his shoulder. Muhaned refused to tell him 
anything and the man offered lo help. He provided 

Muhaned with food and set him on the path to his 
house, telling him to stay within the farms. When 
Muhaned arrived home, he found that the army had 
bombed his hou!>e. Thankfully, hi!> family had not been 
injured and he was reunited with them shortly after
ward. He did not tell his family what happened, but 
his wife discovered thrOt.Jgh his recurrent nightmares. 

Muhaned went to see a psychologist but did not tell 
the true story. A few months later he ran into Ali again, 
whom he had seen in the hatl. Both believed the other 
had been executed. They agreed never to speak of what 
happened. "Our lives depend on our tongues now/ 
they said. They made a pact to claim to dislike each 
other so that if either were caught and forced to speak 
about the other's capture and attempted execution, the 
other could claim it was a lie. They both forged doOJ
ments, obtained new identities, and did not speak about 
their shared horror. They've lived in constant fear for 
over 12 years-fear of being discovered, recaptured, 
tortured, or killed. Muhaned was suspicious of every
thing. Any time a car parked in front of his house he 
felt panic. 

finally, out of fear, Muhaned left Iraq for Syria in 2000, 
but returned after the fall of Saddam. Now, Muhaned 
and A!i are close friends. "For the first tirne in over 12 
years, I am free and living without fear in my country," 
says Muhaned, who is working with the Coalition 
Provisional Authority and the Al Hillah Human Rights 
Association. • 
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HAMID'S STORY 

Hamid* was born in Al Hillah in 1963, left school after 
the ninth grade, and began working in his family's bak. 
ery. In 1982, like all Iraqi men, Hamid was required to 
join the military. He fought in the Iran-Iraq war, was 
wounded and disabled in 1985, but continued to serve 

in the army until 1991. 

Hamid participated in the uprising that followed 
Saddam's retreat from Kuwait and southern Iraq. Many 
former army men participated in killing Baath party 
members in the south. In March 1991, Saddam's 
revenge was brutal: executions were carried out aH over 
Iraq. Saddam sent forces throughout the country, irnpos• 
ing curfews and ruthless military rule. 

Hamid recalled seeing a woman and child crossing a 
road after having received permission to do so. When 
the child dropped something and his mother went to 
pick it up, she was shot. Military planes flew over Al 
Hilfah and dropped leaflets informing people to evacu
ate the city because chemical weapons would follow. 
People were in a state of panic. Military units patrolled 
the city with loudspeakers telling soldiers to return to 
their units and advising them that there would be an 
amnesty. No one believed it. 

Hamid and his brother Hyder, then 19 and also a former 
soldier, decided to escape to Baghdad, where they 
believed it would be safer. As they were crossing a 
bridge leading into Baghdad they were stopped at a 
checkpoint, blindfolded, and had their hands tied 
behind their backs. They and 18 others were driven to 
the Mahawil military camp. 

In the camp's yard, they could hear the sound of pipes 
and cables hitting people and of people's screams. Hrs 

• All na~ have been changf!ed. 

group was forced to squat in the yard for hours. Anyone 
who fell or spoke was beaten. Then they were "lined up 
like cattle" and forLed to march as the soldiers jeered at 
them. 

Their blindfolds were removed near the entrance of a 
large hall. Hamid heard the sound of a skull cracking. 
He turned and saw an old man lying on the ground, 
blood gushing from his head. The man had fallen out of 
line during the march. 

They were packed tightly into a hall with about 400 
people. Hamid was in the corner of the hall and near a 
window. There was a fire outside-a large ring of burn
ing tires. He saw a man he knew being led from another 
hall. The man was bleeding and stumbling in the yard. 
S0ld'1ers surrounded him and beat him with cables. 
Soldiers from Hamid's hall went outside to join in the 
beating. The man fell 10 the ground and was knocked 
unconscious. The soldiers then picked him up and threw 
him into the fire. 

Hamid could see an officer named Abu Diba in the 
yard. Abu Diha orderecl the soldiers to throw one of hls 
own men into the fire: the man had appeared to object 
to what was happening. Three soldiers grabbed him and 
shoved him into the fire. Hamid could !>ee <he soldier 
struggling to get up but his legs were tangled in the . 
tires. Hamid black.eel out. 

After hours of standing in the hall, the soldiers filled 
the floor of the ha\] with about six inches of water. This 
prevent&! anyone from sitting on the floor or sleeping. 
It was winter and very cold. They stood like this for 24 
hours. During this time, soldiers would enter and call 
out a name and say ''Ahmed Hassan, your family is here 
for you. Please come forward." As the person came for-
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ward, he would be escorted to the yard where his feet 
would be tied to a pole or a piece of wood. Then he 
would be suspended upside down and soldiers would 
whip his feet and back with cables. When the prisoner 
Jost consciousnes.5, the soldiers would splash him with 
water and continue the beating. 

A soldier entered the hall and told them, "We have 
killed the criminals and we are taking you to your 
units." They were then blindfolded and escorted out. 
He could hear the buses. They were told to run straight 
ahead where someone would receive them. Those who 
fell or who did not run were beaten to death with pipes. 
He could hear people falling to the ground and the 
sound of bones cracking and of blood splattering. He 
could hear the screaming and moaning of people being 
beaten to death. 

ihe 50 survivors were loaded onto the bus. The buses 
pulled out and traveled for approximately 15 minutes; 
the road was rough. 

When they stopped, people were unloaded in groups of 
three or four and led to the tops of small mounds of dirt. 
He heard a guard ask if there were any more left and 
when another answered no, gunfire erupted. Hamid's 
neck was grazed by a bullet; he felt bullets entering his 
leg. The force of the shots knocked him backward into a 
hole-a grave. He landed upside down with his feet in 
the air. Other bodies fell on him and pushed him down 
a slope. The executioners fired another round of "mercy 
bullets" directly into the holes, trying to ensure that the 
people were dead. Then there was silence. 

A few moments later the buses left and a bulldozer 
pushed dirt over the graves. Hamid's gravesite was on a 
slope that descended to a swamp. Because he slid down 

the slope, he was only partially buried. He could hear 
someone near him moaning. The man, an Egyptian, told 
him that the soldiers had left and that he could see the 
headlights on the main road. Hamid asked the Egyptian 
where he was shot, and the man replied that only his 
toes were injured. Hamid couldn't move due to his 
injuries, and he was partially buried. The Egyptian, 
Muhammed, pulled him out of the mud and up the 
slope to the edge. Hamid'5 leg was severely broken
the bone had pierced through his skin. 

They crossed the river. Muhammed helped him crawl 
up the bank by pulling him up with a cane. They hid 
in a canal. Hamid was very cold and thought he was 
dying. He asked Muhammed to go back and look for 
his brother. Muhammed confirmed that everyone at the 
site was dead. 

They continued through the canal and then crossed 
some farmlands, drinking water from rNers. They trav
eled like this for days. A farmer discovered them on his 
land and shot at the Egyptian. Hamid convinced him to 
hold his (ire. The farmer took them in and provided 
shelter in one of his buildings, but he told them they 
could not remain long. lie left them and promised to 
return in one hour. Hamid and Muhammed were sllre 
he would return wilh the military. Hamid urged 
Muhammed to leave to save himself, but he refused. 

The farmer returned with food and hot tea. After they 
ate, he treated the wound on Hamid's neck but told him 
he couldn't treat the leg until the morning. At dawn he 
returned and said he couldn't sleep and was praying for 
him throughout the night. He gave Hamid a pillow to 
put over his face and proceeded to remove two bullets 
from Hamid's leg. He used a pair of tusty pliers and 
scissors to dig the bullets out. He removed fragments of 
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bone as well. He placed a splint on his leg and 
wrapped it with cloth. He gave them a donkey and a 
three-day supply of food. 

Hamid rode on the donkey and Muhammed led 
the way. He lost track of time. They felt they were 
being followed. 

They made it to a village near Al Hillah-where 
Hamid's aunt lived. The aunt took him to the family 
farm. Muhammed stayed the night and continued 
north the next day. Hamid received medical care 
from a family friend who came to the farm. 

Hamid then decided he should return to his army unit. 
He went to Amara because he had many friends in the 
town. He put on his military uniform, and his family 
drove him to Amara. There were checkpoints all along 
the route, but they had no problems. Their car ran out 
of fuel and he saw a truck carrying regular army troops. 
He told them he had been injured but provided no 
details. He felt they had a good idea of what happened, 
and they viewed him as a hero and allowed him to join 
them. They took him to a military hospital where he was 
treated by Saddam loyalists. He told them he was in an 
accident and made no mention of bullets. When the 
x•ray showed that a third bullet remained in his leg, 
he became worried that he would be discovered. 

Soon after, he was offered a job in Baghdad with the 
highest level of the party as a supervisor for a building 
contractor. He decided instead to buy a car and work as 
a taxi driver. He also opened a flower shop in Baghdad. 

In 1994, the #economic police" arrested him and he 
was tortured for 34 days. He was beaten and given elec
tric shocks on his ears, tongue, and nose. They wanted 
him to confess that he was a member of another party
al I parties other than Baath were illegal. He was finally 
released, but his "criminal" file prevented him from 
gaining employment, so he returned to his flower shop. 

Two years later, in 1996, he was arrested by the 
"intelligence police." He was beaten and tortured for 
18 days and questioned about the uprising. He was 
finally released but was ordered to close his flower 
shop because he was accused of holding political 
meetings there. 

Hamid closed the shop and returned to Al Hillah with 
his wife and two young children. Since the fall of 
Saddam's regime, he has helped the Al Hillah Human 
Rights Association identify suspected criminals and has 
assisted in the location of evidence pertaining to 
mas~ graves. • 
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February 20,2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfc1tl'\))' 

SUBJECT: Copy of Resolution 

Please get me a copy of the Daschle, Levin and Kerry 1998 war resolution referred 

to in this letter to the editor. I want to read precisely what they said. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Washington Times letters to the editor, February 19,2004. 

DHR:dh 
022004-12 
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trade agreement with Australia 
that was concludedFeb.8 demon-

r••--•- ••••-- ,...,.. ,,...,.,,,.~.,.. ,.._.. 
by the knowledge that negotia
tions are give-and-take and do 

Under Clinton, Democrats were hawks 

us . Clmmccr of Cnmtn,'l\;C 

Washington 

With polls showing that an in
creasing number of Americans 
believe the Bush administration 
either lied or exaggerated Iraq's 
weapons potential, it is appropri
ate that the Senate Intelligence 
Committee investigate pre r 
claims by President Bush,o the 
Iraqi threat (''Bush con:ti with 
Kay, sets appointment · panel;' 

rat, in 1998 to co-~·sors of this resolution. 
resolution fng President Had the C 1 administra
Clinto ' o take all necessary tion followed th ugh with 
an ppropriate actions to re- these Democratic Se te lead· 

Nation, Feb. 3). · 
It is equally app riate that 

the committee xpand the 
probe to pinpoi the intelli· 
gence that prom ed then-Sen
ate Majority eader Tom 
Daschle, South D kota Democ-

ond to the threat posed by ers' admonition in 19 , there 
Iraq's refusal to end its weapons may not have been the eed for 
of mass destruction programs" ranking committee ember 
and "that would send as clear a Sen. John D. Rockef ler IV, 
message as possible that we are West Virginia Dem at, to in· 
going to force, one way or an- sist that the intelli nee panel 
other, diplomatically or mill- "address the estion of 
tarily, Iraq to comply with their whether intelli nee was exag • 
own agreements and with in· gerated or 1sused" by Mr. 
temational law." Sen. Patrick Bush in 4. 
Leahy, Vermont Democrat, and 
Sen. John Kerry, Massachusetts 
Democrat, also were co-spg 

i 

1 lrnve great respectfor.J;:iruce "tW)ci,m;ive'' in the fin,t plaee? J' . 
;artlett. bur his assertion11tat-··· Mr.Bartlettmustcometowifii 
nly "very low-end operations with the fact that, as He_wlett 
iat require little skill or train- Packard Chief Executive Officer 
1g" are being outsourced CarlyFiorinastated"Thereisno 
oesn'tre1lectwhalisgoingonin job that is Ame1ica's God-given 
1e marketph~ce(;:· Anxietieiover ri.ghtanzmore .. "TI1a1 ii:tclt\desthe 
;Ch outsourcmg, Comment,ir~·, high-skilled, h1gh-paymgiohs on 
'eb. 4). Since when are engi- which Mr. Bartlett would like to 
eering, radiology. software de- believe we still have a lock. 
elopment,accounting or archi-
:cture jobs considered '(low REP.DONALD A. MANZULLO 
nd"? These are the types ofjobs 
Jr which we encourage uu rchil
ren to get good edurntions but 
iat are being transferred rap
:lly overseas. In onecase,ahigh
aid, well-educated softwareen
ineer was sent to India by her 
ompany to train her replace
ients and, shortly thereafter, 
he and her entire team were 
red. Mr. Bartlett points out that 
ndians are competing on price 
nd quality. With India special· 
~ing in technol()gy, hmv can Mr. 
lartlett say only low-end jobs 
re affected? 

I aho dispute the notion that 
i.splaced workers are being 
n111sferred into better jobs 
rithin the same company. 
'hough l' m sure there are good 
orporate citizens out there, I 
now of more instances of com
,arues laying off white-collarU.S. 
,orkers und repladngthem with 
ffshore workers. What higher 
:ve\ of education do you !ell 
omeone with a doctorate to as• 
ire to'? Bven so. will doctorate 
ol<lers get decent jobs in their 
pecialties when 1hey were too 

Ch«inmu1 
Committeeon SE1.l.Bll5iness 
Washmgton 

• 
Regarding Paul Craig Robert's 

column "Where did the jobs go?" 
(Commentm-y, Sunday): The 
trend ro outsourcin2:and loss rf 
"manufacturing anJ k11owledge 
jobs" is ineviti1ble and, indeed, 
may escalate. 

There are several reasons 
for this. 

Firs1, with higlMpeecl com
munications (the Internet, e1c.) 
and modern tran,ponation, we 
are living in a global economy. 
We are not, nor can we afford to 
be. isolated from the rest of the 
world. 

Second. we do not have a mo
nopoly on technology or skilled 
workers. and many other coun
tries have high-tech and semi
ski I led people ~rho are hur<l
working, dedicated and (most 
important) a lot cheaper. In
evitably, busines.~es will be at
trncted to those sources of labor. 

Third. many countries are not 
saddled with restrictive laws 
and re2:t!la1ory agencie, (e.g., 
the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration, the En
vironmernal Protection Agency 
etc.), high taxe.~ or court deci
sions on employment practices 
Though such restrictions cer· 
tainly are well·intentioned,cap· 
ital will tend to shun that typeol 
business environment. 

Fourth, free-trade agree. 
men ts are too one-sided and oc 
not recognize realities. An au· 
toworker in Mexico makint 
$1.25 an hour (which is a hand. 
some wage in that country) ii 
not a good prospect for buying 
,1 S999 computer with all th1 
"bells and whistles," and any 
way, that computerprobablyu 
bemg made in Taiwan, main 
land China, Malaysia or wher 
ever. Maybe that Mexican au 
toworker will eventually cater 
up to American standards. bu 
that could take a very longtimt 
and, until then, what happen 1 

to our people and our economy 
Didn't Ross Perot warn us o 
the "giant sucking sound" o 
our good manufacturing job: 
going south? 

Meanwhile, we're runnin[ 
enormousdeficits and generatin1 
economir: "fault line.~" all ove 
the place, alltf which are danger: 
to our stability and. ultimatel) 
our democracy. 

L.BI..OOM 
Owings Mills, Md. 

Editor's note: The Jordanian Embassy 
has taken i!,sue with our headline yester
day on its letter regarding an op-ed on Is
rael's security fence. The headline on tlntt 

op-ed was "J or<lan l\vists the fence." A 
more appropriate headline on the letter 
from the Jordanian ambassador would 
have been °1\visting reality." 

We welcome your opinions. Oieds and Letters to lhe Editor should be 
originals and exclusive lo The hi to · · · mall: 
articles that a.re 750 words in le 1~1==ma3ted@washlngtotitlmes.corror 
350 words Letters may be edited for clarity and length Pleass include • m • • . ,,_,..~., ..... ,,, ., ........ ., .. ,,.,rl ,..;~'~'"'"'+"'l"'r,hr,na numh"' 1etters@wash1ngtonbmes.com 



February 20,2004 

TO: Jaymie Durnan 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "y flt 
SUBJECT: Scientists 

Please figure out whether or not these folks are criticizing the Department of 

Defense. I cannot tell from this article. It may be that they are criticizing DOE. 

Please ad vise. 

If they are criticizing us, T want to know precisely why, T know several of those 

fellows quite well and I want to get it straightened out. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Verganu, Dan. "Bush's Changes tu Advisory Process Draw Scientists' Ire," USA Today, 

February 19,2004, p. lOA. 

DHR:dh 
022004-8 
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Btsl's ehanges to advisory 
process draw scientists' ire 
B,,: Dan Ver.,ano 
U'SA'JCD\Y 

A bi partisan, al I-star roster of 
Nobel Prize winners and former 
federal sciem;e officials accused 
the Bu1JJ administration Wednes
day of politicizing science. 

'"When scientific knowledge has 
been found to be in conflict with 
its political goals, the administra

y tion has often manipulated the 
process through whicti science cn

e ters into ils decisions," charges a 
f document signed by 60 scientiMs 

in an unprecedented jo.int cffott by 
the leaders of the nation's science 
eswblishment. 

They arc calling for an indcpen
n dent congressional investigation of 

federal sc1em:e-advisorv policies. 
~ Signers include 20 Nohel Ptizc 

winners and 19 recipients of the 
National Medal of Science, award

JS cd by the president for outstanding 
a contributions in the fieH Nobel 
I- winners include former National 
1- Institutes of Health chief Harold 
,- Varmus to pioneering chemist 
it Richard SmaJ!ey. Medal winners 
ir include H-bomb dcsi~ncr Richard 
-e Garwin and Harvardpnysicist Nor
:s man Ramsev, both ailv1sers to ~ 
?- publican administrations. 
1s ' 'These arc very distinguished 
i- scicnti .sts with years of public ser-

vice,"says science pnlicy expert Al 
Teich of the Amc1ican Associarion 

le forthe AdvancementofScience. 
J= A separate,46-page report from 

the Uiuon of Concerned Scientists, 
ill a group that has been critical tf 
m administration defense policies, 
ly I accompanied the .statement. It de-

\ n- taib what the union says were po
~- liticallyintluem:ed science findnws 
st in the areas of health. environ

ment, agriculture arnl national se-

AP G NS 1997AVphnli t 

Garwin: Designerof 
the hydrogen bomb. 

Smalley: Pioneering 
chemist. won Nobel. 

Varmus: Ran National 
Institutes of Health. 

curity, among others. 
White House Ollicc of Science 

and Technology Policy chief John 
Marbureer dismissed the criticism 
as a "conspiracy report" of "dis
connected issues that rubbed 
somebody the wrong way."He said 
the administration must better ex.
plain iL~ processes to scicnlisls. 

From the Manhattan Project 
that created the atomic bomb to 
today's top-s~cret Pentagon pro
grams, sc1cnnsts have a long tradi 
tion of advising the federal govern
ment. But science has increasin~ly 
become the focus of political ae 
bate over the last decade. 

President Clinton· s failure to su 
port needle-sharing program to 
stop HIV transmission amo rug 
addicts - despite recom nda
tions from his science advi rs that 
he do so - generated m ch crit
icism. So did Preside t Bush's 
change of heart about a ampaign 
promise to limit carbo dioxide 
emissions. which have be n Unked 
to global warming. 

Researchers have been e erial
ly angry about adrn inist ion 
moves to "peer review·• fe 
regulations. excluding academ1 
scientists while encouraging par-

[icipation by scientists represent
mg the rcgulatcdmdustry. 

The report lib the following as 
objectionabl_e pr_actic~s. echmng 
past complamt.s from tom1cr gov
ernment researchers : 

i,. The removal of highly qual
ified scientists from h::ad-po1son
ing, environment. hcallh and drug
abuse panels and their rcplace
mc n t with industry 
representa I 

i,. For . . EPA, Health and 
Hu Servi s, f\griculture, and 
I rior De artment scientists 

om speaking publicly. 
i,. Revisions to the Endangered 

Species Act that limit scientists 
from commenting on the protec
tion of habitats. 

"' The disbanding of advisory 
panels on nuclear weapons and 
arms control. 

"' The dismissal of assessments 
by national lab experts on the like
lihood that Iraq had weapons or 
mass destruction. 

Marbu~er declined to address 
the sciennsts' specific complaints. 
He said he does not plan to bring 
the report to Bush's attention but ' 
hopes to involve federal age · 
· responding to it. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24837 
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·I TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Secretary Gordon England 

Pau1 Wolfowitz 
Ken Kreig 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: SLRG 

7:35 PM 

Why don't you do some preparatory work in anticipation of a SLRG of how we 

can reduce manpower in the Department to avoid the problem you've talked 

about; namely, Bethlehem Steel. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804 18 

Please respond by: 

11-L-0559/0SD/24838 



TO: Ken Kreig 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

DATE: February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: SLRG 

Please work with Gordon England on the attached memo. 

Thanks. 

Dl{Rlazn 
021804.19 

,Attach: Snowflake 2118/04 to Secretary England Re: SLRG 

11-L-0559/0SD/24839 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Secretary Gordon England 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Ken Kreig 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: SLRG 

7:35 PM 

Why don't you do some preparatory work in anticipation of a SLRG of how we 

can reduce manpower in the Department to avoid the problem you've talked 

about; namely, Bethlehem Steel. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.18 

Please respond by: ________ 3_\.Lt __________ _ 

OSD 09535·0~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/24840 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Jim Haynes 

Paul Woitowitz 

Donald Rumsfeltyi\, 

February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: Coast Guard 

7:35PM 

Should we go ahead and get the Navy the authority to do what the Coast Guard 

can do to board ships? Isn't the 21st Century different from the 201h in this regard? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.03 

\ 
G \,tlt Please respond by: ____________________ _ 

OSD 09537-01' 

11-L-0559/0SD/24841 



February 8, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1\\ 
SUBJECT: Yemen 

As you know, John Abizaid met with the Yemeni foreign minister and felt it went 

well. Apparently they want a ship back Aden. I wonder if we ought to consider 

this and possibly even consider sending the USS COLE back and make an event of 

it. It would probably be seen as a victory for us and Yemen, versus bin Laden, and 

possibly have a positive regional impact. 

Let's talk about this. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-73 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• -~-;_· -~~···················~74·········· 
Please respond by 1. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24842 
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TO: Marc Thiessen 

cc: Powe11 Moore 
LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1}~ 

SUBJECT: Charts in Congressional Testimony 

In the future when we are doing charts in Congressional testimony or 

presentations, someone should put into my remarks the point where it is 

appropriate to show the chart. Otherwise, I go through my remarks and 

completely forget about the charts, and the people don't know when to put them 

up. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
o~-10 (ts compuler).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by----------------

OSD 09539'.:04 

11-L-0559/0SD/24843 



TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld \)\v 
SUBJECT: Brief for POTUS on Rebalancing 

February 8,2004 

I think I have to put on the list to talk to the President what we are thinking about 

by way of rebalancing the Active and the Guard and Reserve. The Guard and 

Reserve are so sensitive that he needs to know what is coming. 

Please ask somebody who is involved to begin to prepare a briefing. We should 

do it in the next month. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-94 

....................................•..............................•••.. , 
Please respond by _________ _ 

;:Jb ~: 
y~/ 
-- 1JJ( 

9-
OSD 09540-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/24844 
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TO: L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld \l 
SUBJECT: Garner Memo 

Sec who I should send this note co. I don't know if Kadish reports to me or 

whether he reports through STRATCOM now. In any event, it should certainly go 

to Jim Ellis, probably Steve Cambone should get a copy and then whoever else 

ought to and it ought to say: 

Attached is an interestinx note fran retired xeneral Jay Garner. 

I would appreciate youfolks discussing his suggestions and 

letting me know what you think we ought to do. Thanks. 

Attach. 
l/23/04Gamer memo to SecDef 

DHR;da 
020804-63 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by----------

OSD 0951'1-0lt 

11-L-0559/0SD/24845 



.... 
• 81/23/2884 16: 32 .... l<b_)(_6_) __ ____, EXEC OFFICE 

January 23,2004 
/ 

,I 

Dear Mr. Secretary 

I read the Director of OperationalT1;st and Evaluation's report on the ability to assess lhe mission 
capability of the Ballistic Missile Defense Initial Defense Capability. The report Is fair lr1 Its concerns 
about assessing the system effectiveness, that "at this point in time, it is not clear what mission 
capatility will be demonstrated and that assessments will be "based primarily on modeling and 
simulation" "not end-to-end operational testing cf a mature integrated system." However, the 
assessment is not a "scorching criticism, and we can chsnge it to a positive assessment as follows: 

The Missile Defense Agency, DOT&E and STRATCOMcan work together to tailor the use of 
the Initial Defensive Capability to provide an initial limited operational capability, and a developmental 
and operational test bed. This cannot be achieved if the system is tested using the~ requirements 
based model of operational testing. \ 

The Initial Defensive Capability is not the full operational capability and the system has not 
completed a holistic operational test. A capabilities based test approach can be used to characterize 
and document the system's initial operational performance capability. Flight-testing, simulations, 
command and control exercises an1;f system integration checkouts completed prior to i'litial Defensive 
Capability can be used to determine the system's initial performance capability and expected level of 
protection. The basis for this is: 

Components of the initial Ballistic Missile Defense System have undergtme a series of 
intercept flight tests demonstrcting its ability to detect, track, intercept and dest1 oy 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile reentry vehicles. 

The integrated functions d" the system, to include battle management, command and 
control, communications, sensor performance and integration, ground-based interceptors, 
have been demonstrated. 

Flight tests, simulations and command and control exercises have stressed the 
systems operational software and computer systems. 

System Integration and Checkout ground testing (no flight intercept test: <f the actual 
system hardware and software will be conducted and should provide a reasonable level of 
confidence that the system is integrated and operational. 

The Initial Defensive Capability is the first increment ci. a capabilities based approach t1:i developing 
and providing Ballistic Missile Defense. Trying to fake early limited operational advantage of the 
system's antimissile capabilities under developmerit is prudent. After Initial Defensive Capability the 
Director Operational Test and Evaluation, working vw-ith the Missile Defense Agency and STRATCOM, 
should continue testing and assessing the initial Ba:llistic Missile System. Further, they collectively 
should establish a comprehensive capabilities based test program tailored to increasin11ly stress the 
system with operationally realistictE1stlng, to achieve block capability enhancements ard to grow the 
system to full Operationalpertormance capability. 

Thanks fi:r the opportunity to respond. 

Jay 

11-L-0559/0SD/24846 
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February 8,2004 

TO: Dan Dell'Orto 

cc: Paul Wolfmvitz 
Jim Haynes 
LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfdd v~ 
SUBJECT: Subpoena 

I would like to sec a timetable and an assignment sheet as to who is llojng what to 

comply 1Nith this subpoena from the Office of Special Counsel. 

John Craddock, please set a meeting for me to get briefed on it. 

Thanks, 

Altat:h. 

1/22/04 Subporn,1 

DHR:dh 
0201104-77 o& 

············~······················· ~Ip 

oso O 954 2-04 
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l _r.~ I Office of Special Counsel ~ 

Chicago Office: Dirksen Federal 811ildi111! lVn,hin,i;lvn V.tTiu:: .Btmif B11ilili1111 

, I. 

l'all'ick J Fit'!.f!mdd 
Special Oumsel 219 South Dear/Jorn Street, Fifth floor 1-100 New forkA l'enue, lllilllh Flaor 

cwar· Oifnoi< 606()4 
l<b 6 I 

rtfllChW I)(' NW 20530 
!(b 6 I 

l'lea$e 111((Jreu IJ/l ,Qri·espllJ1rl,:11ce Jr1 the WoshiJ1g1().11 OJJit:e 

Mr. Wi.lliam James Haynes, Il 
General Counsel and Defense Legal Services Director 
Department of Defense 
Washington, D.C. 20301 -1600 

Dear :Mr. Haynes: 

The attached subpoena duces tecum is being se.rved in connection with the investigation 
by Special Counsel of the possible disclosure to unauthori7.ed persons of classified 'inf.o:nnation 
concerning Ambassador Joseph Wilson, his ttip to Niger in Fcbnt,U)' 2002. his wife, and matters 
rdating thereto. To the extent the Department of Defense has pn1:viously prodm:ed clm:urnents in 
connection with this investigation that it believes may be responsive to the subpoena, the 
Department of Defense may provide notification that it intends to adopt prior production( s) as 
pait of its response to the subpoena. However, any adchtio:rml documents not yet produced that 
would be responsive should be produced pursuant to the auached subpoena. 

Thank you for your cooperation on this matter. Please do .not hesitate to call me if you 
have any questions. 

Very truly yoms, 

A.li:1J .~ 
PATRICK J. FITZGERALD 
Special Counsel 

11-L-0559/0SD/24848 



CO 293 fAev. ~1 l SIJtlco.r,c to Te,nilv B•h::o.-. Gn,nd Jurv 

Jauii£.O -~in±£s ~is±ri.c± ([our± .... 

____ _.r ... a ... B ....... T ... a .... E ___________ DlSTR!CT OF ---C~Q!,l,]ll,l;J™B:.:.u.i.i.J~A __________ _ 

TO:nepartment of Defense 
Washington, D.C. 2030.1-1600 
ATTN: Mr. William James Haynes; II 
General Counsel and Defense Legal 
Services Director 

SUBPOENA TO TESTIF'Y 
BEFORE GRAND JURY 

SUBPOENA FOR: 

0 PERSON [] D0C1JM8'IT1Sl OR OBJECT!Sl 

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear and te$rity befora me Grand Jury of the United States District CQiJr:t n 

the place. date. and time specified bek:lw. 

United States District Courthouse 
3rd. and Constitution A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 

SEE ATTACHMENT A. 

O Ple11.:s11. see additional information on r~a. 

Grand Jury 03-3 

February 6, 2004 

·n in ett111;: until you ara gran1ea ,IN'1'9 tc depan by tl'la ccun gr l,y· a11 gftlcar ai;tin; on 

Jan.uary 22, 2004 

J HA.1111.. A~ ""'D ~a 1'1tJWBl!II CF ASSISTANT Lt.S. ,A.TI'CIRNE\' 

Ronald Roos • ·· - · ·· · · · 
Deputy Special Counse.l 
U.S. Department of Justice 

11- L-0559/QSD/24849 Washington, D.C. 20005 
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... -···-· -·· ·-····· "·---·-··-.. -........ _ .. , ,., ........ . 

..::..,~~ ........... "-'~-..:....,.:...,~~·--.............. ____ ;.~· ........... ---~----.-:...--------~-----~- --
• 

::0 2513 ~. 11'11) Ir, - m T_..,, ...... n-.Jwy ----
~ 

RETUFlN Of SERV1CE Ul 

QATE P\..Ac:£ 
~ 

RECEIVED 
SY SERVER .. 

DA.ff PI..AQ 

- SERVED 

SERYaD QM ..-T-......i 

Tl<AV~.L $ERVIC:U 'IUl'AJ. 

-
" DECLARA I ION OF SERVER<%1 

.... 

I declare under penalty of perjury 'under the lews of the United St:3tes of A1'"'ria that the foregoing 
information containccl in the f\~m of Service and Statement of Service Fees js true and c-.,~ 

Exl!lcuta:j on-------------------------------------
.s.--- "' .,_, 

IU:ICIITIO.....U.. INFORMATIOS . . . 

!n lieu of personal appearance before the grand jury, 
be made by providing the requested information to FBI 

1
rb1(

6
)Pennsylyfnia Avenue, N.W., ,Room 7847, Washington, 

compliance with this subpoena may 
Inspector John C. Eckenrode, · 

D.C. 205.H. telephone number 

h 

(lJ Al ti> -II 1'118,. - I IUDCMMft& IM,,_,....,._ ol lu ..-.- - 1lu1• 1711!1, Jll•-•I llu- a.I e ..... 1~t ..,_.,,._ 11, Aul• •SIC!, l'ec:ia,11 llu, .. Ill Clw 
Pr-...-... 

t2!w,=- 1ne ,..u.,.,. -11 not~ r•n0.1'911·1o lN •ltnu1 11-n • ...,~. i,f a 1111>-n• 1U11M 011 NMlf of,.,. UIIIIM SbUI - an 11met1r Dr a,.ncy l"•MO' 
C Ruhl 41·.s,c-} • .-... ,, Jil.111., of Chou ""DCa111iue1 Rw~• l '1UU. 119d•ral 11111u ... of ::.n,...11•• 9'-oce,a11r., or°" ...-a1f ot canaln ,,.,,,.", oan•• aria e,-1m1na1 
••f•flft_llU -· .,, llft&Dla ta ... ,, loUEII Cltltl 121 USC 112!., llhlll 17(D) ~IHrtl IIUt• i,f Cflffllfl•I ~C'IIIIIVNI•, 

11 .. L-0559/0SD/24850 
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ATTACHMENT A 

All documents, including but not limited w. all electronic records, written records, telephone 

records of any kind (including but not limited to ,my documents that memorialize telephone calls 

having been made), coJTespondence, compmer records, e-mail, storage devices, notes (whether 

handwritten or typed or in any other format). memoranda, and diary and calendar entries in the 

possession of the immediate offices of the Secretary of Defense and Deputy Secretary of 

Defense, the Office of the Assbtanc Secretary fix Public Affairs, and che Office of the Under 

Secretary of Defense for Policy Department of Defense, and the staff and employees of those 

offices, concerning any discussion of the follov,'ing: 

1. Ambassador Joseph Wilson or his wife; 

2. Vale,ie Plame Wibl)ll tor "Vale1ie Wilson" or "Vale,iePlame"); 

3. A ttip undettaken by fonner Ambassador Joseph Wilson to Niger in 2002 (even if the 

itcms/docwnems themselves do not refer co him by name); including, but not limited to: che 

origin of such trip (including the pcrsom; involved in deciding who would go); thr findings or 

results of such lrip by Ambassador Wilson; any relationship Wilson had ,vith any employee 

at the CIA; contacts, attempted contacts, or discussion of contacts (directly or indirectly) with 

any members of the mediu l:onccming Wilson. his trip. or his wife. including but ,mt limited 

to, the following media and media personnel: 

Robert Novak, Crossfire. Capital Gang, Chicago Sun-Times. Knut RoyLT. Timothy Phelps, 

Newsday, Walter Pincus. Richard Leiby. Mike Allen. Dana P1iest. Glenn Kessler, 

Washington Post, Matthew Cooper, John Dickerson. Massimo Calabresi, Michael Duffy, 

James Camey, Time Magazine, Evan Thomas. News\veek. Andrea Mitchell, Meet the Press, 

Chris Matthews, Hm·dball, MS NBC, Tim Russr11. Campbell Bruwn, NBC, Nicholas Kristof, 

David Sanger, Judith Miller, New York Times, Greg. Hltt. Paul Gigot, Wall Street Journal, 

John Solomon, Associated Press, lJSA Today, Jeff Gmmon, Talon News. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24851 
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TO: 

cc: 

.,. 

FROM: 

Dan Dell'Orto 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Haynes 
L TO John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld f)~ 
SUBJECT: Subpoena 

February 8,2004 

I would like to see a timetable and an assignment sheet as to who is doing what to 

comply with this subpoena from the Office of Special Counsel. 

John Craddock, please set a meeting for me to get briefed on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I /22/04 Subpoena 

11-L-0559/0SD/24852 ---- . -·-~ 



DEPARTMENT O F DEFENSE 
OFFICE O F GENERAL COUNSEL 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D C 2 030 1-1600 

INFO MEMO 

February l 3,2004, 12:00 P.M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Daniel J. Dell 'Orto, Principal Deputy General Counsel(b J V,d 'Jd:-

SU BJ ECT: Response to Subpoena from the Special Counsel 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

This responds to your request for a time line and status report on the Department's 
response to this subpoena. (Tab A) 

The subpoena was served on us on Frillay. January 23. It sought documents from 
your office, the Deputy Secretary, Public Affair~ and the Under Secretary for 
Policy. We reviewed it and noted that it did not specify a date limit or the extent 

of the coverage in the Public Affairs and Policy offices. 

We clarified these points late in the afternoon of fanu,1ry 23 and put out tasking 
memoranda to the four offices named in the subpoena on Monday, 26 January. 

The searches were conducted at various times during the week of 26 January and 
the beginning of the following week. We consulted with the action officers in 
each office as they went along. The searches were completed by the end of the ll..iy 
on Wednesday, February 4. 

We reviewed the responsive documenLs and reports on the searche.s, then provided 
the response to the Special Counsel through the FBI as the subpoena called for on 
the date specified, Friday February 6. 

• A copy of the response is at Tab B. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 

As stated 

Prepared By: Stewart F. Aly, Acting DOC (Legal Counsc1)J ..... (b_)(_6) __ _.. 

0 
OSD 095'12 -04 

11-L-0559/0SD/24853 
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TAB 

A 
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( • Office of Special Counsel 

Patril"k J. Fitzgerald Cltka1• Offic,: Dir~,,. Fedel'IJI Building W,uJ,i,,po11 OJ!ia.· Bond B11iJ.di11g 
Special Co,msel 219So11tl,D,arbor,r Stl'68t,F[j/li Floor 14001.'&I YorlcAve1111e.Ni11th /l"loor 

l(b~~~yo Olinair06(J4 ,.,,..,., ' DC ~W205.l0 . _ !(b){6) ! 

JAii 2 2 2004 
Mr. William James Haynes, Il 
General- Cowisel and Defense~ Services Director 
Department of Defense 
Washington. D.C. 20301-1600 

Dear Mr. Haynes: 

The attached subpoena duces tecwn is being seITed in connection with ~ investigation 
by Special Counsel of the possible dl 9'.'l09.lte to unauthorized persais of cla.smied infomatial 
concerning Ambassador Joseph Wilson, his trip to Niger in February 2002, his wife, and matters 
relating thereto. To 1he extent 1he Depar1ment of Defeme has pmriousJy produeed doclmlents in 
connection with this inwst.:igatioo. that it believes may .be responsive to the subpoena, the 
Departmatt of Defense may provide notificationthatit intends to adoptp:ia production(s) as 
part ofits response to the subpoena. However, any additio.J18l documents not yet produced that 
would be responsive sln.tl.d be produced pursuant Co the attached subpoena. 

Thank you faryom- cxx:pe.rat:ial on this ,.a::.ta:. Pleue do not hesitate to ca II me if' you 
have any q.astia'l.9. 

V ~ truly yours, 

A-4Jd~ 
PATRICK J, FITZGERALD 
Special Cowl'iel 

11-L-0559/0SD/24855 
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------"m=R-'1HE=~--------D1STIUCT OF ---!!aaf.l!ial.szjli!Mi:1.Ji.J.I.&A----------

TO: })epartment of Defense 
Washington, D. C, 2030.1-1600 SUBPOENA TO TESTIFY 

BEFORE· GRAND JURY 
ATTN: lWr. William James Hayb.esi; II 
General Counsel and Defense Legal 
Services Director 

SU8POENA FOR: 
0 PStSON (] OOCUMBmS) OR 08.JECTISJ 

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to ~ and tes,;i:f\, befont the Gr.and Jury of 1he Unitad St:aai:s O'"mrict C?,fl at 

!'I.ACE 

UD:,i.teq. States District Courthouse 
3~ and constitution Avenue, NV!' 
Washington, DC 200. 01 

SEE ATTACHMENT A. 

\ 

Grand Jury 03-3 

February.6. 2004 

in effect until you are ;~1~, luva to depaff by the c:owt of by- an afflcar aa:dnQ Qn 

Nan 

• i 

. 
11- L-0559/0S D/24856 

Jan.uarJ' 22, 2004 

NA.Ill,. AOORESS AHO ~I! HUM8III 0, li$llflllffJJl'f U.S. A'ffl:IIWitl!.T 

Ronald Roos 
Deputy Special Counsel 

· u.·s·. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20005 
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-RECEIV£D 
SYSERVER , 

. SERVED 

: TaAVll:L 

RETURN OF SERVICE a> 

ST A TEMENT Of SERvtCE FEES 

DECLARATION OF SERV£R(2) . 

I TCT""-

1 ' 
I 

-· 

I dedant under penalty of peiury 'under the laws of the United Staus of America mat· the foregoing 
; .. fnrff'lll'finn ·m1112ined in the Ri=mm of Service and SQlb!Sne.nt of Service Fees.is .'b'Ue a,q C'Dl'nlCt. 

s.-·~-· "".9lnr 

In lieu of personal appearance before the grand jury, compliance with this subpoena may 
be made by providing the requested iufor-.a,tion to FBI Inspector John C. Eckenrode, ·-
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N·,w. • ,Room 7847, Washington, D. C. 20535, telephone number 
202-324-8220. 

.. 

ll 1 "' 1a -a - - • .... - •- - ,..._ af 1u -~ w llvl• l'tldl, i,_, 1111 ..... at Cl'fflNlla.l "'-..... ,_ 11- "5ld. "••II Ill- al c,.,. ........ . 
t. ;:- Hie ffll,M,I .. - NII M ,_,..., .. ,_ - 11.-n _.,1e,.1 01 a••-....- •11 ......it of••~..,. s1a1 .. •.,.~or.,._., u,_, 

/ lhll~ ··11 CJ, l"-•I ""'- Of a.It ... 1 IIW• llala l 1(dJ1 I"--, 1111- Of i::r.11'!1 .... ...._..,.., ., ""' -.If 1111 ~II In.,,..., •"1• NIO =r-1..,ln•I 
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ATTACHMENT A 

All documents, including but not limited to, all electronic records, written records, telephone 

records of any kind (including but not limited to any documents that mem01ialize telephone calls 

having been made), correspondence, computer records, e·mail, Storage devices, notes (whether 

handwritten or t:y(x!d or in any ot:l:E' format), nBJ:DJ:ar.da., and di.aty and calendar entries in the 

p;:,ssess.im of the immediate offices of the Secretary of Defense and Deputy Secretary of 

Defense, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public A.ffam, and the Office of the Under 

Secretary of Defense for Policy D4arl uet:. of Defense, and the staff and employees of those 

offices, concerning any diso:iss:icn ofthe following: 

1. Ambassador Joseph Wilson orhis wife; 

2. Valerie Plame Wilson (or "Valerie Wilson" or "ValeriePlame"); 

3. A trip undertaken by form.er Ambassador JOSEpl Wilsen to Niger in 2002 ( even if the 

items/documents themselves do not refer to mm by name); including.. b..tt not limited to: the 

origin of such trip (including the persons involved in decidingwho would go}; the.findings or 

results of such trip by Ambassador ,vilson; any relationship Wilson had with a,y employee 

at the CIA; contacts, attempted mta:ts, or ctiscns •• <.dat of contacts (directly or indirectly) with 

anylTE!li::ers of thenedi.a concerning Wilson, his trip, ac his wife1 mcl.u:iin;J but not limited 

to, the following media and media personnel: 

Robert Novak, Crossfi.t"e,Capital Gang, Chicag0Sm1-Times. K.nut Royce, TiroothyPbelps, 

Newsday, W:i1:a:" Pincus, Richard Leiby, Mike Allen, Dana Priest, Glenn Kessler, 

Washington Et:st, Matthew Cooper, John Dickerscn, Massimo Calabresi, Michael Duffy, 

James camey, Time Magazine, Evan 'lh:::mas, Newsweek, Andrea Mitchell, Me:. the Press, 

Chris Matthews, Hardball, MSNBC, Tim Russert, Campbell Brown, NBC, Nicholas Kristof; 

David Sanger, Judith Miller, New York Times, Greg Hitt. Paul Gigot, Wall Street Journal, 

John Solomon, Associated Press, USA Today, Jeff Gannon, Talon News. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1600 

February 6,2004 

PatrickJ. Fitzgerald, Esq. 
Special Counsel 
Washington Office 
1400 New York Avenue, Ninth Floor 
Washington, DC 20530 

Dear Pat: 

This letter provides the response of the Departmentof Defense to the subpoena 
dated January 22, 2004, regarding your investigation into possible disclosure to 
unauthorized persons of classified information. 

The Secretary and Deputy Secretary directed searches of their immediate 
offices; the documents located in these searches are attached (pages 1 through 53). 
Documents located in the search of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Public Affairs) are also attached {pages 54 through 78). No responsive documents 
were located in the search of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Policy). 

The documents provided with this letter are described in the attached index. 
Each page bears a Bates number and a label, "CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA, which we 
have applied for identification purposes. 

In accordance with my discussion with Ron Roos on February 3, I have retained 
here non-responsive documents in three categories: 1) articles published in the news 
media; 2) transcripts of broadcast media interviews, and 3) documents indicating 
contacts with individuals listed in paragraph 3 of the subpoena which did not refer to the 
subject matters listed in that paragraph and did not occur between June 1 and October 
31, 2003. These materials were submitted to us as they were located during the 
searches described above, which were conducted using search terms somewhat more 
expansive than those in the subpoena to ensure that nothing was missed. The non
responsive materials are available for your r-eview on request. 

There is one other document which we have not provided to you in full: a 
transcript of a meeting Secretary Rumsfeld held with the Editorial Board of the 
Washington Post on January 30 of this year after we received your subpoena but 
before we completed our search. We have numbered the pages (Bates range 56 to 78) 
but have included in the material provided to you only the two pages which comprise 
the passing mention of Ambassador Wilson. The remaining pages of the transcript do 
not address the subject of your subpoena at all, and as they contain comments of 
Board members and Secretary Rumsfeld's comments made both on and off the record, 

11-L-OSOSD/24860 



they are somewhat sensitive. I am retaining them and will make them available for you 
review on request. 

These documents are provided i11 addition to those previoUJsly provided to the 
Departmentof Justice in response,to a letter of October 24, 2003from Deputy Assistant 
Attorney General Bruce Swartz. We adopt that response as part of our response to this 
subpoena. I still retain three, pages described in my letter of November 5, 2003,to 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General Swartz. I will make these pages available to you tor 
inspection and review at your convenience. 

Some of the documents contain personal informatiorwf members of the public, 
such as private email addresses, and some pages contain information about friedns 
and family members of senior officials. These are pages 1, 2, 11 and 12. We ask that 
you handle them accordingly, noting the security concerns related to family members. 

If you have any questions, please, call me at _l(_b_>(_
6

> ___ ..... ! My email address is 
alvs@osdac.osd.mil. 

.- Sincerely, 

?4-.~.£~ 
Acting Deputy General Counsel 

Legal Counsel 

11-L-0559/0SD/24861 



INDEX OF RESPONSIVE DOCUMENTS 

Office of Special Counsel Subpoena 
January 23,2003 

Documents Which Do Not Beferto the Wilsons or Icia to Nicer Bates Ranae 

Entries from Secretary Rumsfeld's Calendar 1 to 2 

Entries from Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz's Calendar 3 to 6 

Entries from Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz's Call List 7 to 1 O 

Entriesfrom Assistant Secretary Di Rita's Calendar 11 to 12 

Entries from Assistant Secretary Di Rita's Call List 13 to 19 

Emails from Office of the Secretary of Defense Computer System 20 to 53 

Documents Which Do Refer to the Wilsons Bates Rance 
DoD Press Guidance dated October 3,2003 54 to 55 

Excerpt of Transcript of Washington Post Editorial Board Interview 62 and 63 
with Secretary Rumsfeld 
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6:30am 
7:00am 

7:30am 

7:45am 
8:00am-8:25 
8:30am 

8:50am 
9:00am-9:20 
9:25am 
9:35am 

9:50am 

11:00am 

(SA Erfurdt) 

PA Prep w/Di Rita@ Residence 
(T) Call w/Dr, Rice@Residence 

Wolfowitzreturns 4:00pm 

Depart Residence w/Di Rita (Ho11en Johnson wi11 meet@ NBC) 

Anive NBC Studio, 4001 Nebraska Avenue, N.W. 
Tape NBC Interview w/Tim Russett 
Depart NBC Studio 

AITive .AJ3C Studio, 1717 DeSales StreetN. W. 
Live ABC Interview w/George Stephanopou1os 
Press Stakeout 
Depart ABC Studio 

Arrive Residence 

Church 

JR, Marcy, Kailey, Lukas @Richmond 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 0000001 



08/28/03. 6:03 PM 

Friday 29 August 2003 
(SA Mike Erfurdt) POTUS@ Crawford 2-31 Aug 

Travel 

8:30am (MT) PDB via SVTC 

9:00am (l\1T) PA Prep w/Torie Clarke 

9:30am-9:45 Newsweek Telephone Interview w/Evan 'lh::nes,Di Rita 
(MT) 

10:00am-10:45 John McWethy/ABC Interview 
(MT) 

Dennys!Marshalls ~ 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 
11-L-0559/0SD724864 
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De Sec Wolf owitz Calendar 
Keyword: 1m Russert 

Search Mode: Entire Message 
Case Sensitive: No 
3723/2003 9:00AM s 
4/6/2003 9:00 AM S 
7/27/2003 7:45 AM S 

Find Results Report 

SD lnterv1ewwff1m Russert, Meet the Press 
Uve/NBC's Meet the Press(wNCJCS) w/Tim Russert 
Pretape Meet the Press w/Tim Russert, NBC Studios/Susan Wallace will join at NBC 

Dat~ PrinM Thursday. MruaryO~. 2()04 I 1 • 13 AM 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 0000003 



Dep Sec Woitowitz Calendar 
Keyword: Campbell Brown 

Search Mode: Entire Message 
Case Sensitive: No 
4/29/2003 12:15 PM S 
10/19/2003 6:30 PM S 

Find Results Report 

Lunchw/CampbeU Brown+, 3E912 
Farewell Party iho Campbell Brown, TBD 

Date Printed lhursd~~·. Fehn11ry OS. joo4 l I I.\ AM 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 0000004 



Message: Pretape Meet the Press wmm Russert, NBC Studios/Susan Wallace will join at NBC 
Category: AppointmenVMeetings 

Time: 7:45 AM toB:10 AM 
Alarm: 
Date: 7/27/2003 

Frequency: Single 
Attribute: Normal 

Date Printt'd Wfdn~sday. February 0,( 2004 2 59 PM 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 
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Dep Sec Wolfowitz Calendar 

Message: HOLD/KK 
Category: Appointment/Meetings 

Time: 6:15 PM to 7:00 PM 
Alann: 
Date: 6/4/2003 

Frequency: Single 
Attribute: Normal 

Entry Report 

Note: Dana Priest, Washington Post 

11- L-0559/0SD/24868 
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Woitowitz Call List 

9/22, 1740, Paul Gigot l (b)(6) I COMPLETED 
2003 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 11-L-0559/0SD/24869 0000001 



Wolfowitr Call List 

110/4, 1615, Paul Gigot ll.._(b_H6_) __ ___,I COMPLETED I 

11-L-0559/0SD/24870 
CIA LEAKS SUBFOENA 
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Woitowitz Call List 

10/29, 0710, Newt Gingrich re Walter Pincus WP l(b}(6) I WE OWE 
2003 article 

Update: Wanfl'd lo make sure you had 

10/29, 0915, seen the article. 
2003 
10/30, 1410, PBul Gigot 
2003 

l(b}(6) I COMPLETED 

11-L-0559/0SD/24871 
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Woitowitz Call List 

7/15, 1820, Paul Gigot 
2003 

l(b)(6) I COMPLETED 

11-L-O 559/0S D/248 72 
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Larry Di Rita 
Thursday,July 17,2003 
Time Printed: 1:23 PM 

• ·-· .... 
(Dropoff Isabelle) 

6:00 AM· 7:00 Atv1 Office/Phone Time 
7:25 AM· 7:45 Nv1 Staff Meetingw/Cambone, et 

al. (3ES80) 
6:00 AM· B:30 AM HOST Exec Sec Staff Meeting 

(3E880) 
8: 15 AM· 9:00 Atv1 PA Staff Mtg (2EBD0) 
9:00 AM-9:30 AM Bucci, Mainardi, Nestel, re: 

Schedule Meeting Prebrief (3E880) 
[l l'IIurphI, Trip Coordinator 

9:30 AM· 1 o:oa AlVI [PA Conference Call w/Press 
Secretaries] 

9:40 AM-9:55 AM Rhynedance(2EBOO) 
9:55 AM-1 0:.20 AM Eileen O'Connor, re: Interview 

(3E880) 
1 :00 AM- 11 :40 Atv1 Holcomb, VCJCS w/SecDef, 

re: Personnel (3E680) 
1 :30 AM-12:00 PM PA Conference Call w/Press 

Secretaries 
2:00 PM· 1 :00 PM Eric Ruff. Lunch (Gold Room) 
1 :00 PM· 1 :30 PM Exective Committee Meeting 

w/PA (2E800} 
1 :30 PM -2:00 PM PA Staff Time (2E800) 
2:00 PM-2:30 PM OHice/Phone Time 
2:30 PM•3:00 PM GaryThatcherw/Durnan, 

DuBois, O'Beirne, Nagelmann, re: 
lnterview(3E880) 

3:00 PM-3:30 PM NelsonWar1ield, re: Interview 
(3ESS0) 

3:30 PM-4:00 PM Evan Thomas, CDRJeff Davis 
(3E8BO) 

4:00 PM-5:00 PM Office Time 
5:00 PM-5:30 PM David Cloud (WSJ), re: 

lnteiview(3E880) 
5:30 PM-6:15 PM SLRG w/SecDef (3E928) 
6:30 PM· 7:00 PM DEPARTPentaaon 

11-L-0559/0SD/24873 
Copyright(c} f999by Open Text Corporation 
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Larry Di Rita 
Friday, August 29,2003 

PM 

4.nnolatmeatJM ·· 
(Drop off Isabelle) 

6:00 AM· 7·.25 Al'v1 Ottice/Phona Time 
7:25 AM· 7:45 Al'v1 Staff Meetingw/Cambone, et 

al. (3E880) 
B:30 AM-8145.A.M PA Staff Mtg (2EBOO) 
8:45 AM-9:30 AM Round Table w/DSD (3E944) 
9:30 AM-10:00 AM AMB Ghougassian(3E880) 

10:00 AM-10:30 AM Bucci, Mainardi, Nestel, re: 
Schedule Meeting Prebrief (3E880) 

ID Murphy, Trip Coordinator 
10:30 AM-11 :00 AM Herny, GEN Hawkins, Joanne 

Dickhow, re: Coord T earn on Bombing 
(2E936) 

11:00 AM-11:30 AM Office/Phone Time 
11 :30 AM· 11 :45 AM SecDef Newseek Telephone 

lntervieww/Evan Thomas 
12:00 PM· 1:00 PM Lunch 

1 :00 PM· 2:00 PM PA Staff Time (2E800) 
2:00 PM-2:30 PM Office/Phone Time 
2:30 PM-3:15 PM Luti, Bucci, etal, re: Trip 

Planninq {3E880) 

11-L-0559/0SD/2487 4 
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TELEPHONE LOG 
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TELEPHONE LOG 

Mr. Di Rita 

DATE TIME CALLER NUMBER REMARKS 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Murphy, Mary Claire, CIV, OSD 
Friday, Augus1 01, 20034: 11 PM 
Oi Rite, Lany, CIV. OSD 

The SecDefkn::w; Evan Thomas doesn't he -- thank you letter would be Dear Evan? 

Mary Claire Murphy 
Director of Protocol 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
l(b )(6) I 
MaryClaln:,M1r,h)'@OSD,pntapn.aQ 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Alexander, Rebecca, MSgt .. OASO-PA 
Wednesday, October 29,20034:49 PM 
Crowder, Susan, CIV, OSD 

Subject FW: 100uestions 

Forwarded per Kevin's request 

v/r 
rebecca 
--original Message--
Ftan· · · maillo:jay_camey@timemagazile.comJ 
Sent: Wed , 29, 2003 3:02 PM 
To: kevi'l.kelemSOosd.mtl 
Subject: 10 Questions 

Kevin, 

Jay Camey here. Was wondering whether Secreta1yWotfowitz. might be interested in being the 9.bjd: of lime's intewiew 
p&Qe. called "1 O Questions', for this week, given that he's just back from Iraq and h25 a heck of a story to tell. It's a straight 
up O&A, of which we run 10questions and answers, and it appears close to the front cf the ma~. Recentsubjects 
include Kofi Annan, which I did, Bill O'Reilly. Madeleine Albright and Rudy Giuliani. I can email you some cf these for 
reference if you'd like. 

Let me know. And thanks tor considering it. 

-Jay C. 

............................................................ 

James Camey 
Deputy Washington Bureau Chief 
TIME Magazine 
555 1 2th Street, ,Ml 
Suite600 Washi:. DC 20004 

1::
6>,=:w,e•Lm= 

This message is the property of Time, Inc. or its affiliates. It may be 
legally privileged and/or confidential and is intended only for the use 
of the addressee{s). No addressee should forward, print, copy, or 
otherwise reproduce this message in any manner that \NOUld allow it to be 
viewed by any individual not originally listed as a recipient. tf the 
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any unauthorized disclosure, dissemination, distribution, 
copying or the taking of any action in reliance on the information 
herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication 
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in error, please immediately notify tlE sender and delete this message. 
Thank you. 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 
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Unknown 

From: 
S.nt: 
To: 
Cc: 

Kellems, Kevin, CIV, OASD-PA 
~uescjav SeoJetrber ~2.2003 7:19 PM 

!{b)(6) 
rowder, Susan, CIV, OSD 

Subject: FW: A llttle bird.. 

Sir, 
Do you wish to engage on this one through a surrogate -- or not at all? 

V/r, 
Kevin 

-----original Message-----
rrom: Mike Allen [mailto:allenm@washpost.can.l 
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2003 6:27 PM 
To: Kellems, Kevin, C!V, OASD-PA 
Subject: A little bird. ... 

••. reports that there is movement towards going forward with a UN resolution that would 
give the UN a role with some of the international forces. I Call get the basics elsewhere. 
But if you have a second, I was hoping you might be generous enough as a SAO to give some 
sense of how this came about. Hope the honor cordon went well. Appreciatively, Mike,!(b)(6) 

l<b)(6) I 

6 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Jay, 

Kellems, Kevin, CIV, OASD-PA 
Friday, September l 2,20031 :23 PM 
DeFrank, James, COL, OASPPA 
caldwell, Bil, MG, OSD; Sher1ine, Stephanie, CIV' OSD 
AP on AJ Qaeda 

The latest (from Matt Kelly) is that he and/or John Solomon would be the ones who w:d:I see DSC ifve can carve out a 
naff'ow slot and he approves. 

They are frucing me something - perhaps a draft story or query. 

I assume that synchs with what Pauline is saying? 

V/r, 
Kevin 

11-L-0559/0SD/24886 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 

Kellems, Kevin, CIV, OASD-PA 
Tuesday • .line 10, 2003 6:59 PM 

l<b )(6) I To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Caldwell, Bill, MG, OSD; Crowder, Susan, CIV, OSD 
FW: Dana Priest 

-----original Message-----
From: Dana Priest [mAilto:prie1Cdiwashpo1t.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2003 6:57 FM 
To: kevin.kellemsiosd.ni.il 
Subject: Dana Priest 

Kevin, 

The Indonesia article describes in detail the aml;>ush in Papua and the preliminary 
asaeasment on the part of State, Indoneaian police arld FBI that elamants of the Indoneaia 
military carried this out. It will detail an intelligence report implicating GEN Sutarto in 
thQ attack (Nov. 27 SEIB) and instructing subordinatQS to withhold evidQncQ from thQ FBI 
(Feb., 22, 2003). 

It also details the Defense Department's efforts to maintain the flow of training funds to 
the Indonesian military, despite foot-dragging on the investigation. As you know they were 
not so cooperative when the FBI came the first time. I am saying the DepSec Wolfowitz still 
dominates t:. S. policy on Indone111ia. 

I would like to have him explain the rational for continuing the CT and !MET funding. Ard 
I want to follow up on the •new intelligence• he said he was aware of that pointed in some 
other direction. Having qu8ried my good sources after our conversation, I find no such 
intelligence. 

Thanks for your time, Dana 
l(b)(6) I 

11-L-0559/0SD/24887 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
SUb;ect: 

Importance: 

Dana, 

Cantrell, Steven, CIV, ATSO(IO) 
Thursday, October 03,2002 5:04 PM 
'Dana Priest' 
RE: Dana Priest 

I.DN 

! recently got back from travel ... still catching up on my in basket and ema.ils. I 
appreciate your interest in our office; however, since you are a member of the Press, I 
need you to make this request through Public Affairs. Cheers Steve 

Steven A. Cantrell 
Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of 

Defense (IntelligenceOver1ight) 

P.hone : j (b)(6) 
DSN: 
Unclas 
Secure ..._ ______ __, 

-----original Message-----
From: Dana Priest Ineilto:pr,estd@was.gost.com 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2002 6:03 PM 
To: steven.cantrell@osd.p;1ntagon.mil 
Subject: Dana Priest 

Steven, 

I've been meaning to write to you for a while to see if I could drop by for a chat. I 
looked at your webeite and I have to say that having covered the Pentagon for eight years, 
I had no idea such 4n office with such a miseion even existed. Better yet, could I take you 
to lunch out of the building anytime soon? 

Thanks, 
Dana .Priest 

l(b)(6) 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 
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Unknown 

From: 
sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

O!eszewski, Richard, GIV, OAS~PA 
Friday, October 17 ,2003 4:08 PM 
Caldwell, Bill. MG, OSD; Ganyard, Stephen, COL, OSD 
Crowder, Susan, CIV, OSO; Sher1ine, Stephanie, CIV, OSD 
Dana Priest, Washington Post 

High 

Kevin asked that I apprise yru of a phone call Dana Priest made here today regarding Patsy Spears. Priest is working on a 
profile of Patsy Spears and VI.O.Jti like to speak with the Deputy on that topic. Kevin had no recommendation regarding 
whether to speak wi1h Priest. but thought ,ru sh:luld be aware that she is pursuingthe story. 

Priest's#: _!(b_)(_5) __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/24889 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

George, 

!(b)(6) I CIV, OSD 
Monday, A&.gJSl 25,2003 1:19 PM 
Rhynedance, George, COL, OASD-PA 
Friday 

Just so you are aware, SD has scheduled Torie as follows on Friday 

9:00em - PA Pre-brief (forboth Thomes and McWethy) 
9:30 - Phore lntervlewwlth Evan Thomas 
10:00..10:~5- McWethy lnmrview 

Can you please give Torie a head's up'? 

Thanks! 

!(b)(6) 

11-L-055910SD/24890 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Mainardi, Cathy, CIV, OSD 
Thursday, August 21,2003 3:57 PM 
Wallace. Susan, CTR, OASD-PA 

Subject: RE: L TG Craddock w/Shenker, NYT. Friday 22 August 

That is so weird, honestly don't understand it all. 

----Original Message--
From: Wallace1 S.sm, CTR, OASD-PA 
Sent Thursday, ALg.ast 21, 2003 3:57 PM 
To: Mainardi, Cathy, av, OSD 
Subject: RE: LTGCraddod( w/Shanker, NYT· Friday22August 

Your e-mails are about the only thing entrusted to me now for SecDef ... ???????????? I seem fine with DepS&c's 
o~. -

FnNII: -=- ITI DY, 
5elll: 'T'hursd9/, ~ 21, 2003 l:"9 PM 
To: Walla!, Susa!, CD. OASl).PA 
S-- FIE: L TG Craddodc w{Shanker, NYT • Froi!lf 22 fJ.--

T hs nks. 

How is it going for you? 

--Original Message--
From: Wallace, Susan, CTR, OASD-PA 
Salt:Thursday, August 21,2003 3:49 PM 
To: Mainardi, Cathy, OV, 050 
Subject: FE: L TGCraddock w/Shanker, NYT - Friday 22 August 

10 is perfect for Thom. 

Fram: 
Sent: 
Tc 

-:.::ffD 

Thanks - let me know if 1ime works. 
Cathy. 

---Original Message--
From: Wheeler, HdlenJchnsat, av, OASD-PA 
sent: Thursday, August 21,2003 11:38 Ni.II 
To: Mainardi, Catl¥, CV, Cffi; Krueger, Brent, OV, OASD-PA; Wallace, Susan, CTR, 
OASD-PA; Rhynedance, George, CXl., OASO-PA; DeFrank, James, CXl., OA.50-PA; Cooper, 
..bm, av, OASPPA; Henderson, Hedy; Wli1rnan, Bryan, SES, OASD-PA; Willcox, Chris, 
av, QAS[).pA; Murphy, Margaret, av, OASPPA; Turenne, Jr, Bill., CIV, QAS[).pA; 8ucd, 
Steven, COL, 050; Keck, Gary LTC OASD(PA); De Frank, James, en., OASD-PA; Davis, 
Jeff, l.Q)=\ OASD-PA; Kellems, Kevin, av, OASO-PA 

11-L-0559t0SD/24891 
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Cc: curdo, Saal, av, OSD 
Subject: RE: LlGCraddock w/Shanker, NVT- Friday 22 August 

Bryan is on leave. Defrank will prebrief and tape. N:> time set until 
now! Thanks. 

-orlgjnal Message--
Fl'Gffl: Ml:inardl, Cathy, CV, 0SD 
Sa,1b 'llll.ndi!lr, Al95f 21, 200311:32 AM 
To: Wl'leeilr, Hollen Johnson, av, Clo\SD-f>A; Krueger, BrentOV, 0\50-PA; w.i.:e. 

SI.NI. CTR, OASl),PA; Rhynedance, Gea,ga. COi.. ~; DeFrri, llffles, COi... 
OASD-PA; (:ooper, John, OV, OASD,9A; Hendl!rDI, Hldr; WIiiman, 8ryln. SES, 
OASD-PA; Wlltvx, O'lril, av, °"50-PA; Mla'llhr, Mlrglrll, CN, CWil>-PA; Turenne., 
Jr, 811., av, CASO-PA; Bucci, Sl!!wen, COL. OSC; Ka:11, Gay l TC <»sc(PA); DeFraw, 
llmel, en. CASO-PA; °"'*, lelf, UDR, CWl>f>A; Kellems,, KMI, OY, CWiD-PA 

CC: CwtlD, Shalon. CY, 050 
LTG 01tckaack w(Shanlrlr, NVT • ~ 22 _. 

LTGCraddocksaid he would meetw/Thom Shankerw/NYT butwantedsomeone, he 
mentioned Bryan there to tape it. Should I still have Col Defrank down asprebrlef? 
Was a time set or should I set one, pemaps 10:00am w/prep 9:4Sam? 

Let me know· thanks, 
Cathy. 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 

---Original Message--
From: wheeler, Hollefl Johnson, 0\/, OASD-PA 
Sent Thursday, August 21, 2003 10:11 AM 
To: Mainardi, Calhy, CN, OSD; Krueger, Bnn, CN, OASD-PA; Wallace, 
Susan, CTR, OASDPA; ~ George,ca., OASD-PA; Defrank, 
James, COL, OASD-PA; Cooper, John, av, OASD-PA; Her'K:esrn, Hedy; 
Whitman, Bnran, SES, OASD-PA; WIiicox, Chris, OV, OASD-,PA; Murphy, 
Margaret, av, OASO-PA; Turenre, Jr, Bal., CN, OASD-PA; Sued, Stew!n, 
COL, OSO; Keck, Gary LTC OASD(PA); Deflai<, Janes, COL, OASD-PA; 
Davis, J ~ff J.CDR, CASO-PA; Kelerns, Ke,in, OV1 OASO-PA 
Cc: Curcio, Sharon, CN, OSD 
Subject: RE: PA Items@ TN:6 and others 

Updates: 

... See Def will do phone interview with Evan Thomas next 
Friday. Mr. Thomas would prefer to avoid the times 
12:00pm and 3:00 {Eastern), if 
... M,Wethy will not go to New Mexico. Mr. Di Rita and 
Whitman will work with McWethy to find an 
interview place and 
... Mark Thompson(TIME) interview is today at 2:30 
tent.) and will take place en route to NM. More on this in 
subsequent 
.. Thom Shanker (NYT) interview will likely take 
tomorrow with Gen. Craddock. Col Defrank will prebrief Gn 

11-L-0559/0SD/24892 
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Per Col Bucci would like to try these time for Friday 29 August@ Taos: 

9:30am(Mountain Time) • Larry 0\ Rita meetsw/SecDef 

10:00am--10:15 (MT)· Newsweekphoneintervieww/Evan Thomas 

10:30am (MT)· lnp:rscoABC intervieww/John McWethy 

It is my understanding from Bryan that Larry Di Rita plans to fly to Taos to 
meet wJSecOef on Friday 29 August. 

Let me know· thanks, 
Cathy. 

---Original Message--
From: Mainardi, c.athy, CN, OSD 
Sent: Monday, Alg.Jst 18,2003 11 :28 AM 
To: Mainardi, C'athy, CN, OSD; Krueger, Brent, CN, OASD-PA; Wheeler, 
Hollen Johnson, av, OASD-PA; Wallace, SJsal, CTR, OASPPA; 
Rhynedanoe, George, COL, OASDPA; Oefnm~ JilTes, COL, OASD-PA; 
Cocper, John, CN, OASD-PA; Henderson, Hedy; Abbott. Catherine, COL, 
OASD-PA; Whitman, &yan, SES, OASO-PA; Wlfk:cx, Chris, av, OASD-PA; 
Murphy, Margaret, CV, OASD-PA; Turern.!:, Jr, Bill., OV, OASD-PA; 
Bucd, Steven, COL, OSD 
Subject: Al'. Items@ TAOS 

SecDef has agreed to the Newsweek phone interview w/Evan Thomas 

AND 

In person interview@ TAOS w/John McWethy. 

Before I get started, any thoughts as to when Mcwethy wants to fly out? 
Would it make sense to do these either Thur 28 Aug w Fri 29 Aug? 

Let me know what would be best, 

Thanks· Cathy. 

11-L-0559.<0SD/24893 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Cc: 

Mainardi, Cathy, CIV, OSD 
Thursday, August 21,2003 3:56 PM 
Mainardi, Ca1hy, CIV, OSD; Krueger, Brent, CIV, OASPPA; Wheeler, Hollen Johnson, CIV, 
OASD-PA; Wallace, Susan, CTR, OASD-PA; Rhyncdancc, George, COL, OASD-PA; 
OeFrank, James, COL, OASD-PA; Cooper, John, CIV, OASD-PA; Herderson, Hedy; Abbott, 
Catherine, COL, OASD-PA; Whitman, Bryan, SES, OASD-PA; Wilkox, Chris, CIV, OASD-PA; 
Murphy, Margaret, CIV, OASD-PA; Turenne, Jr, Bill., CIV, OASD-PA Bucci, Steven, COL, 
OSD 
Curcio, Sharon, CIV, OSD 

Subject: RE: McWethy@ Taos w/SecDef Friday 29 August 

PS - SecDef said Torie should oome out to Taos w/McWethy. I! Over to you ! 

-original Message---~ 
From: Mainardi, Cathy, av, OSO 
Sent: Thursday, AlgJst 21,2003 3:47 RIii 
To: Mainardi, Cathy. CV, 050; ~' Brent, CV, OASDPA; Wheejer, Hollen .klhnson, OV, OASD-PA; Wallace, 
Susal, CTR, OAS()..PA; ~ George, ca., OASDPA; Defnmk, Jamffi, c~ OASD-PA; Q:q:er, John, av, 
QASD.PA; Henderson. Hedy; Abbott, Catherine, CO~ OASDPA; Whitman, B,yan, SES, OASD-PA; Willcox, a,~ 
CIV, OASPPA; Murphy, Margaret, OV, OASD-PA; Turenne, .i; Bill., CV, OASOPA; Bucci, Steven, COL, 050 
Cc: Curcio, Shan:11, av, 050 
SUhject: Mcwethy@ Taos w/s«Def Friday 29 August 
Importance: High 

I have been told to put this back on the SecDef schedule, per SecDef who just spoke with Torie. Will plan to do 
this Friday29 August in Taos (all times below are MT): 

9:00am - PA Prep in Taos w/larry Di Rita 

9:30am - Newsweek Telephone lntervieww/E\lan Thomas (already set) 

io:OOam-10:45 - In person intervieww/John McWethy. ABC 

Let me know soonest ifthis works - thanks, 
Cathy. 

11-L-055Q/0SD/24894 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Mainardi. Cathy, CIV, OSD 

Subject: 

Tuesday, August26,20033:10 PM 
Wheeler, Hollen.Jomson, CIV, OAS~PA 
RE: PA ttern.@ TAOS and odlels 

FYI-just in from Taos ~(b)(6) I says SDwl speak m Tone tomorrow m lhe phone,fcr ra.vlhe Newsweek Telephone 
Interview w/Evan Thomas is (T1 until SD talks k> Torie -1hanks, 
Cathy. 

-mQriginal Message 
From: llllalnardl, Calhy, av, 050 
Sent: Tuesday, Alq.JSI 26,2003 12:43 FM 
To: Wl"eeler, Hollen Johnsen, av, OASDPA 
Subject: RE: PA Items@ TAOS and olhers 

Col Bucci agrees that should work, 

Cathy. 

---01glnal Mrsagr·-
From: \/\/heeler, Hollen Jchm~ av, OASDPA 
Sent: TlssciP/, August 26,2003 12:22 PM 
To: Mainard!, Cathy, av, OSO 
Subject: RE: A\ Items@ TAOS and others 

It did work for the TIME one last week, just wanted to make sure the rules don't 
dalge vmen he's In taos. thx! 

--Q1ginll Mll'7 -·---,..... -. c.n.,, av, oso 
seat: Tuesdav, .Augua 26,200312:ll PM 
To: wtwar, Halen latnull, CN, ~A 

RE: PA .... e TAOS mt CIIIIIII 

You should contact cables to see 11 that would work, somds right. 
l(b)(6) I 

----Original Message-----
From: Wl"eeler, Hollen Jd'lma, av, OASDPA 
Slrlt:Tuesby, Augusl 26,2003 12:19 PM 
To: Mainardi, attv, av, oso 
Subject: RE: PA Items O TAOS iDi others 

We will need to record so can ve get Evant o call cables, cables to 
conference in recording studio aid then SecDef? Thanks. 

-()nglM ..... ··---,raw: Marad. Catt, CN, 05D 
5-1: TiusdlP/,AugLISt 21, 200311:11 AAI 
To: Wheeler, Hollen Jofnan. av. OASl>PA 
5~ Rf: PA lll!nll O T#:5 n1 Gltlerl 

He shruld go ttwaqi cables 

11-L-0559/0SD/24895 
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·-Qrigina I Message 
Prom: Mainardi, Cathy, av, 050 
Sent: Thursday, Au;Just 21,200311:17 AM 
To: Wheeler, Hollen Johnso11i CIV, OASD-PA 
Subject: RE: PA Items@ TAOS and others 

Thanks! 

-·-Original 
From: Wheeler, HdlenJohnson, 0\' 1 DASO.PA 
sent:Thursday, At.gust 21,200311:10 AM 
To: Mainardi, Cathy, OV, OSD; KruEger, Bat, CIV, OASD-PA; Wallace, 
Susan, CTR, QA.SD- PA; Rl1ynerl3rl:B, Geofge1 CXl., OASD-PA; D3Rark, 
James, ca.., OASD-PA; Qx+er, Joon/ av, OASPPA; Herderson, Hedy; 
Whitman, Bryan, SES, OASD-PA; WIiicox, Orn, CV, OASD-PA; Murphy, 
Margaret, CN, OJI.SD-PA; Turenrie, Jr, sm., CN, OASD-PA; Bucci, Steveri/ 
COL, OSO; Ke:k1 Gary LTC OASD{PA); DeFrari<, Jarne3, COL. OASD-PA; 
Davis, Jeff, LmR, OASD-PA; Kellems, Kedl, OV1 OASD-PA 
Ce: OJtiJ, Sh3ro1, CIV, OSD 
Subject: RE: PA Items O TAOS and others 

11:30 Eastern works for Mr. Thomas, Newsweek. 

--Origlnlll Message--
Fram: Mlinlnl, c.athy, CN, OSD 
SHI: Th&ndilJ, Augusf 21, 20031025 AM 
To: Wheellf, Holen Johnson, Cl!/, cw.D,PA: krueglr, Ell'ent. av. 

C».SD-PA; Wallace, Susan, CTR. OASl),PA; ..,...,a. George, 
CCll, QASO-PA; Defrri, laml!s, CCL, OASD-9A; Cooper, John, 
CV, QASO,,PA; HetDl!l'IOfl. Hldf; Wttitmln, Bryll\. SES. OASD
M; Wit.ml, Chis, CN, OI\SD-flA; IU'phy, Mlrglrel. 0V, OAS[). 
PA; Tlft1V11, Jr, 81., CV, 0\50-PA; 8uCd, .5t:l!'lle'I, CDL, 050; 
Kea, Gary LTC ~PA); D!frri, Jans. COi.,. CWil>PA; Devil, 
Jelr, LCDR. ~A; Kelleml. kew111. av, (MS().PA 

£.!:L............ CIRdO, ShlftW\ OV, 
_..,,_. A£: PA Iten O TAOS nl alhl!rl 

We had the Evan Thomas interview on for 1 O:OOam (MT} which which 
is noon our time. SD has a scheduled item a:. 9am and we had Larry 
Di Rita at 9:30 but I guess that is off now as Mcwethy is not going. 
So l would imagine we could move the call up to 9: 30am - let me 
know if that works it not, It will not be convenient to do it later for 
SecDef, 

Cathy. 

---Original Message--· 
From: V\lheeler, Hdlen Johnson, OV, OASD-PA 
Sent: Thursday, August 21,200310:11 AM 
To: Mainardi, C,ahy, av, 050; Krueger, Brent, CN, OJI.SD-PA; 
Wallace, Susan, CTR, OASD-PA; ~. George, CO.. OASP 
PA; Defrank, James, CO., OASD-PA; Cooper, kJin, c:N, OASD-PA; 
Henderson, Hedyj Whitman, Bryan, SES, OASD-PA; Willcox, Chns, 
av, OASD-PA; Murphy, Margaret, av, OASDPA; Turenre, J-, Bill., 
CN, OASDPA; Bucci, Steven, ca.., 050; Keck, Gary LTCOA.SD(PA); 
Defrank. James, COL, O.ASD-PA; Davis, Jeff, L.al,, OASPPA; 
Kellems, Kevin, av, OJI.SD-PA 
Cc: Curcio, Sharon, CN, OSD 
Subject: RE: PA Items@ TJC3 and others 

11-L-0559/0SD/24896 
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Updates: 

... SecDef will do phone interview with Evan Thomas 
next Friday. Mr. Thomas would prefer to avoid the 
times between 12:00pm and 3:00 (Eastern), if 
possible. 
-McWethy will not g;:i to New Mexico. Mr. Di Rita and 
Mr. Whitman will work with Mcwethy to find an 
alternative interview place and time. 
-Mark Thompson (TIME) interview is today at 2:30 
(time tent.) and will take place en route to NM. More 
on this in a subsequent emo.i I. 
""'Thom Shanker (NYT) interview wi II likely take place 
tomorrow with Gert Craddock. Col Defrank will 
prebrief Gen. Craddock. 

--()rlginll Mm:,ge 
From: MainlRI, cathy, CN, 05D 
5e11t: Mondltt, August 18, 2mJ l:04 PM 
To: Mlinlnl. caa,,, CY, 050; Krueger, Brat, av, OASD-PA; Wheli!!ler, 

Holen Jotnon, CV, 0"50-PA; Mllate, 5&aa\ ~ OASO-PA; 
Rt,ynedln:t!. Gl!!orge, OOl. a.\50-PA; Dd'rri, Janes, COl., OASD-PA; 
Ca:!Js, John. av, 0\!i0-9A; Nl!lldl!!rsan, Hect,; Abbott. ~ 
ca.. OASD-PA; Yt'hltnw\ 11rya1. SES. 0"5D-PA; Wllmc. Olrtl. av, 
c»S[).¥A; flllurpt,r, Mlr;arel. av, CWiD-PA; Tureme, Jr, Ill., CIY, 
OASCM'A; l!lucct. Sle!e,, CO., 05D 

Cc: Cun:io, Sharon, CY, 05D 
Subjed: RE: PA Ib!ffl5 0 TAOS 

Per Col Bucci would like to try these time for Friday 29 August@ Taos: 

9:30am(Mountaln Time) - Larry Di Rita meets w/Sec:Def 

10:00am-10:15 (MT)· Newsweek phone intervieww!Evan Thomas 

10:30am (l\,1T) • In person ABC intervieww/John Mcwethy 

It is my understandingfrom Bryan that Larry o; Rita plam to fly to Taos to 
meetw/SecDef on Friday29August. 

Let me know· thanks, 
Cathy. 

---Original Message--
From: Malnarctl, cathy, crv, OSD 
Sent: Monday, Al.gJSt 18, 2003 11 :28 AM 
To: Mainard!, Cathy, CV, OSO; Krueger, Brent, CV, OASPPA; 
Wheeer, Hdlen Johnson, av, OASD-PA; Wallace, Susan, CTR, 
OASOPA; Rhynedance, George, CXl., OASPPA; Defrank, James, 
COL, OASD-PA; Cooper, J:tn, CN, OASDPA; Har:r.imicn, Hedy; 
Abbott, 0.mE, COL, OASD-PA; Whttman, Bryan, SES, OASD-
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PA; Wilk:ox, a-at CIV, OASD-PA; Murphy, Margaret, av, OASD
PA; Turenne, Jr, Bill., OV, OASD-PA; Bucd, Steven, 00.., 050 
Subject: PA Dml@TPD3 

SecDef has agreed to the Newsweek phone inlerView"w/Evan 
Thomas 

AND 

In person interview@ TAOS w/John McWethy. 

Before l get started, any thoughts as t> when IVlcWethy wants to 
fly out? WoLJld it make sense to do these titlE" Ttu 28 Aug er 
Fri 29Aug? 

Let rm know whlt wouk1 be best, 

Thanks· Cathy. 

11-L-0559.l{)SD/24898 
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Unknown 

From: Wehner, Peter H. [Peter_H._Wehner@who.eop.govj 
Tuesday, September 30. 2003 4:09 PM Sent: 

To: CrowdM, Susan, CIV, OSD 
Subject: RE: PaulWotfowitz "Measured against any realistic standard, the progress that's been made in 

fr-;e months ... is extraordinary." 

Thanks. Sending around something like his transcript is a pleasure. And people find it useful, I think 

--Original Message-· 
From: Crowder, SUsal, CN, 050 fmailto:Susan.Crowder@o.sd.pentagon.mi1J 
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2003 '4:05 Rill 
To: Wehner, PeterH. 
subject: RE: Pau Wolfowitz: "Measured against any reali5tic !.tandard, the prt:91!.55. mat's been made in five months .•. is 
extraordinary." 

Peter, this is just great. He'll be vety interested to see who is getting tre transcript, and I know he appreciates the job 
you're doing. 

Susan 

-Original Message---
From: Wehner, Peter H. [mailto:Peter_H._Wehner@who.eop.p] 
Sent: Tuesday, Sef.*!i1b!I 30, 20033:42 PM 
To: Crowder, Susan, av, OSO 
Subject: RE: PaulWolfowltz; "Measured against any realisticstlndanl, the progress that's been n1...te in five months 
... i; extraordinary." 

Susan: 

Not a problem. Arnorg the names (many 01 whJrn are friends. most of whom I know and/or correspond with) that would 
interest you/Secretary WoHowitz: Tim Russert. David Von Dre hie/Washington Post, Fred Hiatt/Washington Post, Gregg 
Easltrbrook, Jon Rauch, Stuart Taylor. Bill Kristo/, BeaKristol, Charles Krauthammer, Paul Greenberg, David Brooks, 
David Frum, Kate O'Beime, Ramesh Ponnuru. Jonah Goldberg. William F. BuckJey, Vin Weber, Newt Gingrich, 
Senators Frist and Santorum. Brit Hume, Fred Barnes. Mod Kondracke, Peggy Noonan, Roger AHes, Mary Matalii, 
Karen Hughes, Ari Fleischer, Professors Jim Ceaser, Walter Bems, Bernard Lewis, Fouad Ajarn, Francis F'ukuyama, 
Hadley Ark.es, Robby George, Jean Elshtaln, Peter Feaver. Victor Davis Hanson, and Leon Kasa, Claudia WinlcJer, 
Steve Hayes, Terry Eastland, Tom Rose, PaulGigot, Bill McGum, Robert Bork, Sean Hannity, Mam Wolfson, Abigajl 
Themslrom, Midge Deeter, NormanPodhoretz, RichardPerte, KenAde/man, Bill Bennett, James Woo!Sey, Chris 
DeMuth, Ed Feulner, Ken Weinstein, Hillel Fradkin, George Will, Man Will, James Q. Wilson. Tony Blankley, Robed 
Pollock, Ben Wildavsky, Andrew Sullivan, Cal Thomas, Mona Charen, Charles Colson, Jeane l<irir.patrick, Jeff Bell, Jeff 
Jacoby, John Leo, John Podhoretz. Mark Step. George Weigel, Michael Novak, RichardJohn Neuhaus, Neal 
Kozodoy, David Makovsky, and others. 

11-L-0559/0SD/24899 
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It's a eclectic list, isn't it? In any event, feel free to share the names w/ Secretary Wotfowitz. But ifyou couk::J, please 
don't share it beyond hm. In general ltend to keep quiet re: my dealings Vllith folks. 

As ever, 

Pete 

--Original Message--
From: Crowder, am,, av, OSD [rnaUto:Susan.Crowder@osd.pent.agon.ml~ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2003 2 :46 PfJI 
To: Wehner, Peter H. 
Subject: RE: Paul Woffowitz: "Measured against any realistic stardard, the progress that's teen made in five 
months ... is extraordinary/ 

You shouldn~ g:J to any trouble. Just wondered. 

-···Original H~··-
From: We h w, Peter H. [mailto:Peb!r_H._Wehner@who.eop.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 30,2003 2:36 PM 
To: Oowder, St.san, OV, 050 
Subject: RE: PaJWotfowltz: "Measured against any realistic standard, the progress that's been made in five 
months ... is extraordinary." 

You bet; mypleas11e. 

As torthe mailings: I select names individually. I'll send it to you in a bit, since I'll need to reconstruct it. 

---Original Mesiage-,··-
Fram: Crowde', Susan, av, 050 [mailto:Susan.Crwder@osd.pentagon.mil] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 30,20032:31 FM 
To: Wehw, Peter H. 
CC: Kellems, Kevin, av, OASDPA 
Subject: RE: Paul Wolfow!tz: "Measured against any realistic Slandard, tre progressthat's been made in five 
months ... is extraordinary." 

Peter, thanks so much. I don1 supi:ose you have a copy of your mailing list lha1 I could show to PIN, do you? 
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--QrigfnalMessage-
From~ Wehner, F\:e' H. [mallto:Peter_H._WehnerOwho.eop.gov) 
S1nt: Tuesday, September 30,-2003 2:30 PM 
SUbjec:t: Pa.llWolfowltz: ''IVleaslledagainst any realistic standard, the progress that's been made in five 
rronths ... is e,maordlnary." 

A week ago last Sunday, Deputy Secretary c£ Defense Paul Wolfowitzwas interviewed by staff writer Jeffrey 
Goldberg as part of The New Yor!t.er Festival. I am attaching a transcript. 

The interview, which look place at the New School University in New Yori<, covered a range of SLi:rjed:s related 
to the W:lr to liberate Iraq and its aftermath. I found SecretaryWolfo'Witz's comments compelling and rooted in 
deep (and admrable) convictions. He also showed remark.able equanimity, given that (to take just one 
example) a protester rushed the stage, yelling, "Nazi war criminal!' (In all, sl;t. people were ejected from the 
event.) 

Despite attempts to shout down SecretaryWoh'owitz, the interview proceeded. I'm very glad it did I think you'll 
find it noteworthy. 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 

Kellems, Kevin, CIV, OASD-PA 
Wednesday. October 1s,20035:37 PM 

l<b )(6) I To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Caldwell, BIii, MG, OSD; Sherline, Stephanie, CIV, OSD; Crowder, Susan, CIV, OSD 
FW: slatt spreading the nBNB ... 

Sir, 
I very strongly reco~nd that you stop by this send-off if possible. It is 9Uaranteed to 
~ a lively, bipartisan and extremely connected group of people who rarely gather in one 
place·· and who will be in good spirits and favorably impressed with your accessibility 
and rumse of hwnor. 

V/r, 
Kevin 

-----original Message-----
From: a-kornblut9globe.corn [~ilto:a_kornblutiglobe.eom) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2003 5:45 PM 
To: su1an.la1allalnbc.com1 pete.williamsinbc.com; jordonljohnkerry.com; 
ke.n.stricklandinl:>C.com: jmillenti1eigeorgew~ush.com; john.harwoodiw1j.com1 
kovin.kellemslo1d.nu.l 
Subject: start spreading the nawlJ ... 

Well, it's probably already old new$ to most, but here it is again: Campbell is leaving DC 
to host NBC'a Weekend Today show in New York. 

Please join us in toasting her and bidding her farewell this upcoming Sunday evening, at 
her hou$e, around 6:30 p.~. L&t me know if you think you'll be able to make it, and eall me 
on my cell phone with any questions. And yea, we'll have the World Series on somewhere in 
the house, for those who need it. 

What: Jl'arewell to Campbell Bro"'" 
'\I\Jtw'I: ~u~dc1u October 19 6· 30 n m. 
WhereJb) 6) bff Colwnl:)ia Rd. in Adw Morgan 

her• is the carriage house behind the main condo building at that 
address; to find it go down the second all on your left of€ Mintwood 
Place, after turning off Columbia Rd. 
RSVP: Anne Kornblut, Kb)(6) !or akornblutiglobe. com 

Anne E. Kornblut 
The Blstoo Glob<: 
phone (b)(6) 
cell: ..._ ______ ___, 
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Unknown 

Fran; 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Ka/leml, Kevin, CIV, CASO.PA 
Motav II '.b' 28 201 6:08 PM 

!(b){6) 

Caldwell, Bill, MG, OSO; Ganyard, Stephen, COL, 0SD; Sherline, Stephanie, CIV, OSD; 
Crowder, Susan, CIV, OSD01eszew.;kl, Richard, CIV,OASD-PA 
FW: The Laura Ingraham Show 

Sir, 
I recommend that -- unless there isn't a brief windown Friday between 7 and 10 p.rn that 
isn't connitted to family·· you consider doing this nationally syndicate~ radio program. 
We can make your Iraq trip and your Senate testimony the main focus. It is a large and 
very friends audience ••• and a similarly friendly host. And you're always saying you want 
to do more radio. 

Tony D. can give you more insights into who she is and why this makes sense. 

V/r, 
Kevin 

-----o i~inal Mft@sfge-----
From; ~~(.b)~f§-l,--~~..-....... ...-....... .,,..,,..-.... ..... ,......,,. ....... ~~~~~~~~~_, 
Sent: Monday, July 28, 2003 5:00 PM 
To: Xevin.XellemalOSD.mil 
Subject: The Laura Ingrahcim Show 

Kevin·· Thank you so very much for helping me out. 

AJ5 I sa.id, this Friday, August 1, I will be in Washington to host the The 
Laura Ingraham radio show. Running nightly from 7-lOP.M. it reaches over 200 
stations including top markets like Los Angeles, Boston, St. Louis, and 
Washington, and features, of course, telephone calls from listeners. 

I would be completely thrilled and honored to have Mr. Wolfowitz as my 
guest for as nruch of the three hours as he would like -- that is, 15 minutes on 
up. our conversation will be wide-ranging from the news of the week to the war 
on terrorism to wherever our dialogue -- and listener's questions~- takes 
us. If there's anything he would especially like to cover, just let me know. 

Having long followed Mr. Wolfowitz' s career - - and been a huge fan o f his 
gutsy choices·· I am thoroughly excited to finally have the chance to speak 
with him. Though he is more than welcome to come into the Washington studio, 
we can also talk by phone -- his choice. Beyond that, please tell Mr, Wolfowitz 
that I promise he will enjoy himself .. that we will have not only a spirited 
conversation but a lot of ... fun... as well . 
call me =~]b~jd is sorne informetioo oc me 1; you have any questions please 

Nancy Collins is a print and television journalist specializing in 
interviews. She has been a Contributing Correspondent for Al!C's Prirnetime Live and 
20/20 and her interviews -- ranging from President Bill Clinton to Yasser 
Arafat to Jack Nicholson to Lind.ii. Tripp -- have appeared on the covers of Vanity 
Fair, Rolling Stone, NewYork, Reader's Digest, Harper's Bazaar and George 
magazine. When John Kennedy died, she took over the monthly George Interview where 
her conversations included: Tim Russert, Chris Matthews, Bill Richardson, JC 
Watts, Helen Thomas and Linda Tripp among others. 
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Unknown 

From: 
s,nt: 
Ta: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Kellems, Kevin, CIV, OASD-PA 
The June 19 2003 7: 17 PM 

!(b)(6) l 
Cai~Bui, MG, ~SD; Sherline, Stephanie, CIV, OSD 
FW: The Ru1T11feld-Wolfowttz teform agenda 

Sir, 
Possible call for Friday - but we would need first to fulfill your conni tment to Evan 
Thomas of Newsweek. 

V/r, 
Kevin 

-----original Message-----
From: Vernon Loeb [JMilto:loe~viw~shpost,cam] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2003 6:S! PM 
To: torie.clarke@osd.mil 
cc: kevin.kellemaioad.m.11; larry.dirita@osd.mil 
subject: The RWIIJfeld-Wolfowitz reton11 agenda 

Torie, Larry and Kevin: 

I am working on a piece tor this weekend about the extraordinarily ambitious refo~ 
agenda that you are pursuing at present, which includes civil service refo~, the global 
footprint review, the reserve-active duty force realignment, reform of the Army, 
environmental relief at military ranges, NATO reform and the ongoing overhaul of SOCOM, not 
to mention trsnsfo:i:mation and all that entails. 

I would love to speak with someone about your strategic thinking here: 
Do you feel you m"L21t go for broke this year, with next year having all the 

districtions of an election year? 
Is part of this ambitious agenda put forward to capitalize on See. RUlrlllfeld '• success 

in Iraq, his popularity with the American people and his clout on Capitol Hill? 
Can the U.S. defense establishment talte so much simultaneous change? 
And are you at all worried that, with ao many huge initiatives being worked at the 

same time, the individual reforma won't get the attention and the staff work they need to 
be successful? 

I couldn't let Torie go without asking at least one more round of annoying questions, 
right? 

Thanks a lot. 

Regards, 

Vernon Loeb 
Defense Correspondent 
The Washington Post 
1150 15th St. NW 
Washin on, DC 20071 
Tel. (b)(6) 
Fax. 
Cell .__ ____ ___. 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Duman, Jaymie, CIV, OSD 
Saturday, .lily 19,2003 7: 11 PM 
Nagelmann,Sarah, CIV, OSD 

Cc: 
Subject 

Di Rita, Larry, CIV, OSD; Korologos, Tom, CIV, 050-POLICY;'kennedyp@oma.centcom.mir 
WOC#6 

SATURDAY, JULY 19 

0715 Arrive Dulles 

0800 Residence 

1200 Lwtch with Sacr:.aa:yRurnsfeld 

Location: Pentagon 

Duration: I hour 15 minutes 

Attendees: CJCS, Feith, Korologos, Kennedy, Durnan 

1330 Briefing with M::td:e:t."S of Congress 

Location: Pentagon 

Duration: I hour 

Attendees: Senator Frist, Senator Warner 

Accompanying: Korologos 

1430 Prepar.ttion for Swtday news programs 

Location: Pentagon offices 

Duration: 45 minutes 

1515 Meeting with Secretary Rumsfeld 
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Location:Pentagon 

Duration: 45 min.tEs 

SUNDAY. JULY 20 

NOTE: OSD-PA is taping and transcribing all Sunday shows. 

0730 Arrive FOX for rre:tirg with Speaker 

Location: 400 N::r.th Capitol, 51n Floor 

0750 

0800 Pre-tape interview with FOX News Sunday with Tony Snow 

Accompanying: Senor 

0817 Depart for NBC 

4001 Nebraska, NW 

Washington, DC 

0900 LIVE interview with NBC Meet the Press with Tim Ru,;;sert 

Accompanying: Senor 

0920 Depart for CBS 

2020 M Street, NW 

Washington, DC 
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0935 Hold TjJre 

1000 LIVE interview with CBS Face rl1e Nation with Bob Schieffer. 

Accompanying: Senor 

1045 Depart CBS. 

MONDAY. ,IULY 21 

1015 Meeting with Secretary Rumsfeld, Josh Bolton, Robin Cleveland, 
Lanzillotta 

Location: Pentagon, SecDefConferencc Roan 

Duration: 30 minutes 

1045 Meeting-with Secretary Rumsfeld, 9nftary Snow, USec John Taylor, GC-DavidAufhauscr, 
Chief of S:affTim Adams, Bm:y MacDonald-Dir Iraq Task Force, Jim Fall, Iraq Task Force, Di Rita, 
Lanzilotta, 

ltX'ati en: Pentagon 

Duration: 30 minutes 

1115 Office T:ima 

Duration: 2 hours 45 minutes 

l 400 Meeting \\ith retired military analysts and civilian defense experts. 
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Location: Pentagon, Roan 3E869 

D.Jraticn: 1 hmrr 

Accompanying: Korologos 

B\. Contact,Brent Krueger, _!{b_){_6) ___ _ 

TUESDA V. JULY 22 

0830 Breakfast with House Leadership 

Location: TBD 

Duration: 1 hour 

Accompanying: Korologo5 

1000 Meeting with Vi.cl! President Cheney 

Location: White House 

Duration: 1 hour 

Deputies Co•mian 

1200 Attend Swearing-In Ceremony for Ambassador Eric Edelman 

1430 Meeting with us Senate 

Location: S-407 

Duration: I hour 

Accompanying: Korologffi 
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csarah, Sen Frist has asked tor more than an bout Work with Jorn Kon this. He should aet it 
blessed bv Jerry.) 

1540 (Tent)-Press Stakeout on House Side 

Location: TBD 

Duration: 15 minutes 

l(b)(6) 
LA/PA Contact:Claude Cha/ill. ____ _ 

lliOO Meeting with US House 

Location: House Armed 9=l:v.ica; Committee 

Duration: l how 

Accompanying: Korologos 

(If vou aive the Senate more than an hour. vou will need to do so with the house.) 

1715 Press Stakeout 

Location: TBD 

Duration: 1 S minutes 

Accompanying: KoroJogos/Senor) 

LA/PA Contact: Claude Chafin, .... !(b_)(_6) __ ___. 

WEDNESDAY. JULY 23 

0830 Depart Pentagon 

0855 NSC 

Location: White House 
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IXlratial: 45 minutes 

0940 Meeting with POTIJS and Secretary Rumsfeld 

Location: White House 

Duration: 20 minutes 

1200 National Press Club Newsmaker Lunch 

Location: National Press Club 

Duration: 2 hours {MAYHAVE TO BE SHORTER) 

Accompanying: Korologos, Seoor 

PA Contact: Holle11 Johnson Wheele~ .... (b_H_
5

> ___ __, 

l 400 Foreign Press Center Briefing 

IJ:x::ati m: National Pre,ss Club 

Duration: 45 mi.ru:es 

Accompanying: Korologos, Senor 

PA Contact: Hollen}ohnson Wheeler,! .... (b_H_6_) __ __, 

TBD Meeting Spanish Foreign Minister 

Iccatim: Embassy of Spain (2375 Pennsylvania Ave. NW) 

Duration: 45 minutes 

1630 Taped interview with CNN /..any King Uve (Senor) 

Location: CNN Studio, 820 1st Street, NE, Washington, DC (behind Union Station) 

Duration: 30 minutes 
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PA Contact: Hollen Johnson wheeler ~ .... (b-)(_
6
_) __ ___, 

THI rRSDAY. JULY 24 

0800 HOID FOR POSSIBLE BREAKFAST (Korologos) 

1030 Cl:Jf.6:e Roundtable with Syndicated Columnists 

Location: Pentagon 

Duration: 45 minutes 

Accompanying: Korologos 

PA Contact: Susan WallaceJ ... (b_)(_6) ___ _. 

1230 Pres'i Briefing with Sec Def end CJCS 

Location: Pentagon Briefing Studio 

Duration: 30 minutes 

Accompanying: Seoor 

1315 Lunch with Secretary Rumsfeld, Director Tenet 

Location: Pentagon 

Duration: 45 minutes 

1430 Conference Call with Large Regional Print Editors 

Location: Pentagon 

Duration: 45 minutes 

Accompanying: Korologos, Senor 

. . l(b)(6) PA Cont,act: Michelle Shortencamer, _____ _ 
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1600(1') Live to 'Iapa with PBS Lehrer News Hour 

Location: WE TA Stuiios, 3620 271h Street, South, Arlington, VA 

DJrat.i.al: 25 minutes 

Accompanying: Korulogt.ti, Senor 

PA Contact: Hollen Johnson wheeler, .... ~_)<_5) __ ...., 

FRIDAY, JJJLY 25 

DO NOT SCHEDULE~ PRJV A TE 

SATURDAY, JULY 26 

DO NOT SCHEDULE - PRIVATE 

SUNDAY. JULY 27 

DO NOT SCHEDULE - PRIVATE 

MONDAY. JULY 28 

0900 Depart Andrews AFB en route BIAP 

FIJGHT TJME: 15 hours30 minutes (estimate) 

TIME CHANGE:+ 8 hours 
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TURSQAY, Ull,Y 29 

0800 Arrive BIAP 
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Unknown 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Wallace, Susan, CTR, OASD-PA 
Thursday, July 10,2003 2:06 PM 
Mainardi, Cathy, CIV, OSD 

Subject: RE: Writers Round Table wlSecOef .. July 

Yes. 

' fNlllt: 
Sent: 
To: 
SUbjrld2 

so the 19 July date is dear for me to work on something else • correct? 

--Orign!II Heaagt 
Fl'Oftl: WIila, Suan, C'11I, OASD-PA 
s.1111: ~. JIA¥' 10, 20031:54 PM 
To: ~ cat,y, av, OSD; 'Nhltmlln, Brya,, SES, CWil>PA 
Sajld: I£: WIim RolRI Table W/s«Def • Ji;., 

Bryan said for meta check the August 16 date. Two of them were not available on the 19th due to vacations. 

Fnn: m~thy, m,= 
sent: llusdlr,"11A, 10, 2003 1 :37 PM 
To: wallace, Susal, CTR, OASDPA; Whlbnln, Bryai, SES, CASO-PA 
Sut,Jad: FE: Wrb!r.5 RoundTablew/Sedl!f- Jutf 

any word yet on either date, ldo rnlize W3 looked at 19July beforebutthoughtthe might not want to wait until 
Aug. let me know -thanks, 
Cathy. 

--Origlnll Hmage 
Frana: Miinardl, Cllht', OV, 050 
Sent: Wecfnesdart', July 09, 2003 2:13 PM 
To: Wlllace, Susan, CT1I,. OASD-PA; Whitman, 8lyan. SES. CASO-PA 
S~ RE: Wrters Rolnf Table w/Sl!d)tll - July 

Sorry it has taken so long to figure out a new date • new options for this are: Saturday 19 July Of 16 Aug. 
then after Labor Day. Realize this is not great, let me know what you think, 
Cathy. 

---Orijni Message--
Front: wain, SUsan, CTR,. QASO.PA 
!iellt:. ~. Jul}' 0'2, 20034:24 PM 
lo: Malnld, Cathy, av, 050; 'Whlmlln, Bryan, SES, OASO-PA 
SubJlld: RE: w.tm Round TablewfSecDd • J~ 

When I call and cancel the 12th, it would be gooo to have~ hint of when we might reschedule, ~ 
possible. So I haven't called people yet. Bryan, want to try another day? 

--Original •111·m11ag111,~ 
Pnn: Malnadl. talhy, av, 05D 
Sant: ~. J~ 02, 2003 12:52 PM 
TD: Manlrdl, c,thr, CIV, 050; WNtmln, 8,yan, SES, OASO-PA; Krulgll!!r, 8rerC. av, IJASO.IIA; .lohnlon, 

Hoi'lln, CV, CWiD-PA; Walla!, Sual, en. OASl»A; Rh,nedlla, Georve, ca.. OASO-PA; 
~ limes, CCX. OASD-PA; COOper, Jom, CV, cw;t>PA; Hlndl!tson, Hedy; Abbott, c.tienne, 
CCX. CASO-PA; WlllcCllll, a.ts, CV, OASl).pA 

Cc: 

CIA LE.AI(S SUBPOENA 

BruMI, DIW, Capt, OSD; UINII!!, Chris1l::lphe, J, Sgt, 050; Gontals, Elaine, T5gt, OSO; DNsch, May, 
av, OSD; Haulreclahl, Jahl\ av, OSD; M .... May Claire, av, OSD 
RE: Wl'ilM Roln:t Tatile w/Sll!:t.DCI - Juir 
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a<, poo on this one, just cannot oo. There is a chance SD will be at of town on 12 July but we 
will not know until the last minutes so I believe we will have to cancel this. Let me know rf we 
should try another date or wait until after Labor Day, 

Cathy. 

~Message-
Fronu Mainan:11, c:athy, av. 050 
Seftt: Wt!dl'lesdlV, JU!le 18, 2003 11:07 AM 
TO: Malnllnl, Clthy, av. 050; Whitman, Brys,, SES, ~A; Krulgef, Ble't. av, OASO-PA; 

Johnlon, Hollln, CV, CMSO-PA; WIiia, Sua1, CTR,, OAS()f)A; Rh,nedlnc:e. Gecqe, OJl. 
cw;o.pA; Defrar-. lame5, Cot.. OASl»A; Cooper, John, OV, Oo\SD-PA; Herdenion, Hett; 
Abbott. Ciilwrlne, COL, OASD-PA; WIim!, Chm, OV, OAS()f)A 

Cc: BRMn~ 06ane. Clpl, OSD; Ulle. Ch lrmpt'9 l, Sgt. 050; Gonmlm, Elalnl, ,W. OSD; Deutsch, 
May, av, oso: Hauiaedllhl. Jonn, CN, OSD; "~· Mary aan. av, OSD 

SUlfjct: RE; Wrbrs RDlnS l'lble w/Sed)t.f • lLf, 

any word on whim day· ??? I need to add something to 12 JuJy so I woukf like to know if I 
need to worry on this event - let me know • thanks, 
Catny. 

---Originli Mess.Ge 
Frta: Malnlnl. cathr, CN. 05D 
s.t: 'Thursdil¥, .Jt.ne 12, 2003 9;S4 AM 
To: Malnanl, c.tt,, CV, OSD; Whlmln,. 8rywl, SES, CWiO-PA; Kn.te!/llll!f, ..._ ~. OASD-PA; 

.1ol'lnlion, ttollen. av, OASD-PA; Wala. ~ 01', OASO-M; Rny,1anc:e, Gea«Qe. 
COL. c:».si>M; Ddrat*, .JBmel, COL. °'50-M; Oloper, Jahl\ ~. twiD-J'A; l'lendertcll,. 
Hectf; Abbott, Ciif1erlne. ca., 0\50-PA; Wllml, 0n. CV, OASO.fl,\ 

Cc: Brown, Dllr1e,. Capt, OSD; Ulle, Chi is:tDpner J, Sgt. 050; Gonzales, Bme. TSOt., OSD; 
()iaad\ Mlrf. av, 050; HiUedillhl. JcllYt, av, oso: ~. MIil' Clan. av, OSD 

St.lb,lact: WIIM Roi.I'd Tati. w/St1£.Df!I · J1.4< 

Would Hke to try Saturday 12 a 19 July for this · can you let me know what works best? 

w/SD, George Will, Jim Goagbnd. Charles Krauthammer, PaulGigot. 

Thanks, 
Cathy 

11:40. PA Prep 
1200-1300 • LuncheonRoundTable 
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QUESTION: 

ANSWER: 

QUESTION: 

ANS\\'ER: 

QUESTION: 

ANSWER: 

QUESTION: 

ANSWER: 

QUESTION: 

ANSWER: 

QUESTION: 

ANSWER: 

QUESTION: 

DoJ Investigation 
(Response to Query Only) 

October 3, 2003 

Rs the Depmtment of Defense received a 1etter from 
Depmtment of Justice asking them to preserve and maintain 
records on fom1er Ambassador Joseph Wilson and his wife? 

Yes, the Depattment received a Jetter from DoJ with this 
request on Thursday, Oct 2 to preserve and maintain such 
records as we may have relating to their ongoing 
investigation. 

Will DoD comply with the requests in the letter? 

Yes. we are We are cooperating 111 y with the Justice 
Department in their investigation. 

What specifically did the Jetter ask DoD to do'? 

Refer to DoJ. 

May l have a copy of that letter? 

No, you'll have to askDoJ for a copy. Hmvever, you might 
take a look at the White House letter on their web site. 

Did DoD issue a subsequent letter to the Department staff! 

Yes, the General Counsel wrote a subsequent letter to the 
staff spelling out how the deprutment \'BS to comply with 
the DoJ request. 

May I have a copy of that Jetter? 

We wi11 make the letter available in due time. 

W:IS DoD asked to produce specific items for the 
investigation'? 
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ANSWER: 

Source: 
AO!Telepbone #: 
Approved: 

CIA LEAKS SUBPOENA 

No, DoD 1'BS asked to preserve certain items and records 
and we nay receive a subsequent request to pmduce tlan 
for investigators. 

OASD/PA 
Maj Shavers/ ..... l(b_H5

_) _ ___, 

OASDRA (DPO) 
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CLOSE HOID. NOT FOR PUBL[CATION 
Q: But that the Administration now, it would be in the Administration and 

the country's interest now to say well it turns out that a lot of what was in that NIE 
was wrong. We'd like both for our credibility overseas and for the next time that 
there's issue like this, we'd like to go back and find out \C¥. The President doesn't 
seem to be saying that. 

Rumsfeld: Back affthe record. 

You're right. M y Lord. anyone with any sense knows that what we've got 
here is a series of successes in the intelligence community, some of which we can 
talk about and some of which we can't some of which are tenific and some of 
which are·· And we've got some things that are question marks. Then we've got 
some things that are not successes, that when you do get ground tnth it turns out 
different than what you thought. Anyone with any sense is going to want to get 
lessons learned fmn both. What did we do rightin the cases where we were right? 
What did we do wrong in the cases where it turns out ground tnth is different than 
what \Ve believed? 

What does it mean in terms of analytical work? What does it mean in tem1s 
of investment priorities? Ou~t we to be investing in different things? What does 
it lTEB'l if we go back and look at the other places where \ve've usoo the same 
techniques and the same procedures and the same analytical people or techniques? 
Ought we to review some of those things? 

You have to do that. And my goodness. we'll do it. How we'll do it is a 
question I'm sure is being debated over there. But it's a, and I haven't ,i?Ot 

conviction about what exactly the model ought to be. the fonnat. to do that. There 
are certainly times when a commission, an outside commission can be a big help. 
For one thing in the case of air Ballistic Missile Commission we were able to just 
focus on one thing, The people in these jobs are focusing on 50 things at any given 
time. They have the ability because of a desire to get to ground truth to slice 
through all the stovepipes. That's hard to do for people in government, to slice 
through -· Unless you're Tenet or Rumsfeld or the President and can ask for it and 
have time, the people down below tend to 2et stovepiped. So people on a 
commission can do that. There's a value to it. I believe. 

Right now, my Lord, all the stuff going on. You've got the congressional 

7 
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CLOSE HOLD. NOT FOR PUBLICATION 
stuff, you've got the 9/11 Commission, we've got subpoenasflyin_g an over the 
government on Ambassador Wilson. whoever he is, asking for all your sevens? 
Isn't that what they do in Hearts? So you ,get a list of 20 or 30 reporters and bunch 
of stuff, and I've got hundreds of people in this department digging through stuff 
like that instead of looking fonvmd. 

But no, the answer is absolutely. You're going to have to do it. How you do 
it, I don't know. The President will decide that, but there's no question but that you 
want to do it. We do it automatically in this department. We embedded 75 plus or 
minus people in the wm· on Iraq before it started, and ended up with the most 
intensive lessons learned effort I have ever seen in my life. I've been briefed on it 
now for probably seven or eight hours in four different settin)ts. We then went, 
have gone back to the Iraqis in iail and interrogated them, and out of jail ... both 
places, :md interrogated them m1d learned lessons learned from their perspective, 
,got their view of it. I ~ot briefed on that. It's fascinating stuff. That's something 
chat you simply must do. 

Now other depattments tend not to do it as much. George and I did ta1k -
We're still off the record~- did talk about this before the \Var. He does have a 
group doing it. l don't know if he's announced it or not. but he's had a group -

Di Rita: There's been public reference to Don Kem. 

Rumsfeld: Kerrs has got a group. How intensive that is. Tm sure it doesn't 
being, to approximate what we've done because we have a different set of issues, 
but George knows that 

Q: That simple sentence, you're going to have to do it. of course you want to 
do it. Why can't that be on the record? Why can't you say that? 

Rumsfeld: rm sure the President's thinking about it and he'll ask rre my 
advice and here I'm out preiudgin,2. it. He may decide for whatever reason, 
something I don't know about, why he'd rather do it a different way or something. 
Of course it's going, to ~et done. It has to. It's just a matter of time, I suppose, so 
someone over there announces something and says gee, this is how we want to do 
it. 

8 
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TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld'\)' 

SUBJECT: DSB Reports 

February 8,2004 

Please schedule me to get briefed on these two Schneider pieces. 

Set a meeting and give me a list of proposed attendees on the lessons learned task 

force. I want to do it this week. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated memo Schneider memo to SecDef 
1/2/04 DSB Lessons Learned Task Force 

DHR:dh 
020804-79 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

OSD 09543-04 
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Memo 

From the Chaimm, Defense Science Board 

To: Hon Donald Rumsfeld, Secretary of Defense 

Subject: OIF Lessons Learned Reports 

Secretary Rumsfeld, 

I am forwarding you two items from the Operation IRAQI FREEDOM 

Lessons Learned Task Force: the first is a briefing I have been trying to 

get to you on Quick Support Initiatives for Ongong Operations in Central 

Command. This briefing was put together by the Task Force, following 

an 11 December 2003 VTC session they held with GEN Abizaid; the 

second document is a Limited Distribution report on OIF Stabilization and 

Reconstitution issues and recommendations. 

~ 
Bill Schneider 

11-L-0559/0SD/24921 
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• DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 
LESSONS LEARNED TASK FORCE 

Operation Iraqi Freedom 

Quick Support Initiatives for 
Ongoing Operations in Central Command 

January 2,2004 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL V 
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• DEFENSE SCIENCE 

BOARD 

Task Force Membership 

Members: 
General Jim McCarthy, USAF (Ret), Chairman 

General Glenn Otis, USA (Ret) 

General Larry Welch, USAF (Ret) 

Admiral Bill Studeman, USN (Ret) 

Vice Admiral Dave Frost, USN (Ret) 

Major General Harry Jenkins, USMC (Ret) 

Mr. Larry Lynn 

Mr. Charles Gandy 

Support Staff: 
Brigadier General Mark O'Neill, USA, Executive Secretary 

Lieutenant Colonel Scott Dolgoff, USA, DSB Representative 

Dr. Tom Allen, Dr. Bill Knarr, IDA, Technical Support 

1oe,i e1o1o1e1.-t ~el! eutv 
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BOARD 

Quick Suooort lnitiativ.e.slnr 
Ongoing Operations 1n Gt:.NTCOM 

• Intensify support to CPA 

• Improve the interagency process 

• Develop a significant strategic message approach 

• Lift funding restrictions on Iraqi support 

• Establish a CENTCOM support office in DDR&E 

• Focus intelligenceon "manhunting"and other key 
activities 

F8A 8FFl81:l:k Wiilii ,Hllal' 3 
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• DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

l"Ol'i Ol"l"lelAL ti!!~ Oltt I 

Intensify Support to CPA 

• DoD is not equipped with all needed resources for this mission; 
interagency integration in the field is not effectively filling the gaps 
- CPA staffing requirements have grown significantly 

• Target manning is approaching 2000 
• Filling billets and extending tours beyond 90 days are continuing issues 
• CPA's role will change over time, but will probably continue for several years 

- CPA needs real experts in governance, finance, law enforcement, etc. 
• Military officers fill most of these billets but often don't have needed skills 

- CPA requirements can be partially filled with reach back 
- The Department needs more formal institutional support for this mission 

Recommendations: 
• Designate an FFRDC (such as IDA) to directly support CPA 
• Potential tasking: 

- Create, field and support a reach back pool of expertise for near-term CPA support 
- Form a center of expertise and innovation for stabilization operations 
- Develop into an enduring resource for this key dimension of military operations 

F8i;! 8FFl81AL tl81! out. 4 
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• DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

lmprc:>ve the lo1eragency Prc:>Ct 

0 Tc secut<e the desired outcomes in Iraq, the US gc::,ve1 
needs to be en @ wat< feeling 

0 lnteragency process is not produci~ g the required Sl 
from most other non-DOD agencies 

0 This lack of sup(l)Ort is impacting CPA effectiveness 

Reccmmendf;!ticns: 

• Quietly create an NSC-sponsored, SecDef-led interagE 
executive council to intensify needed support 
- Involved Departments must provide knowledgeable seni, 

• Require Deputies review of issues bi-weekly 

I UPI QI I ICIW OS< 014Ei 
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• DEFEamct:IENCE 

1"8PI 81"1"181AI:: W&ls 8 Ill::¥ 

Develop a Significant 
Strategic Message Approach 

• We are losing the perception war, particularly in regional 
countries/populations including Iraq 

- Message during combat operations phase well presented but 
process basically abandoned in post-combat phase 

- Al Jazeera is the most powerful influence on regional perceptions 

- The US is the inventor of media and advertising concepts but has not 
effectively applied them in the region 

Recommendations: 
• Hold a high level conference/workshop with influential people from 

affected sectors including academia, media and foreign governments 
- Validate the existence of the problem 
- Develop a strategic message and implementation approach 

• Use regional and commercial capabilities 
• Use interagency advisory council to provide direction 

1"8PI 81"1"181hl:: W81s 8111::¥ 6 
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• DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

P8fl 8PPl81AL tl!'ll!! eut • 

Lift Funding Restrictions 
on Iraqi Support 

• Combat forces do not have capability to comply with all 
funding limitations and accounting 

• Limitations are impacting mission accomplishment 

Recommendations: 

• Review all limitations affecting forces in Iraq 

• Provide waivers to DoD policies 

• Seek Congressional Committee relief where necessary 

FUR 01 I ICIAL tl8~ 811~\I 
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• DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

P'Oft eP'P"lelAL 1!18E 8PHs¥ 

Establish a CENTCOM 
Support Office in DDR&E 

• We are in a long war in Iraq and Afghanistan but much of DoD, 
the Services and industry are on a peacetime basis 

- Normal processes for fielding needed and innovative technologies 
are not fast enough 
Industry complaining about not knowing how to help 
Some organizations initiatives stifled 
Issues for immediate focus include vehicle vulnerability, detecting 
and diffusing improvised explosive devices, and S&Tto support 
manhunt activities 

Recommendations: 
• Initiate a process to get immediate combat needs identified 
• Designate DDR&E as CENTCOM support office and industry contact 
• Attach DDR&E representative to CENTCOM staff to create a rapid 

response capability, help set priorities and articulate demand for 
technological support 

,e,. err1e1At 1!18& @tJklt 
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Focus Intelligence on Manhunting 
and Other Kev Activities DEFENSE SCIENCE 

BOARD 

• Intelligence, especially HUMINT, needs to be more responsive 
and less bureaucratic 
- Resources must be applied to OIF/OEF unique intelligence problems 
- Technical needs include improved cave detection, close attack 

means, and improved explosive detection/cache detection means 
- Personnel requirements include assigning people with regional 

language and cultural expertise for tours lasting longer then 90 days 
- Intelligence should be optimized to support Influence and 

Messaging Operations 

Recommendations: 
• USDI, DIRDIA, Services and DCI/CIA define a quick-fix plan for overall 

improved OIF intelligence and support 
- Move to implement restructured DoD HUM INT initiatives ASAP 
- Ensure that currently collected information is quickly moved up the chain-of· 

command where appropriate 
• Define an Intelligence Community-wide technical improvement program 

focused on immediate technology solutions to CENTCOM requirements 

,e .. 8P'P'l91AL tt8! 8HL7f 9 
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l"e .. 61ilil61AL tf81l! 811LY 

Task Force Recommendations 
BOARD 

• Iraqi Freedom needs stronger institutional support to 
CPA and fielded forces to achieve mission 

• Task Force identified six areas that need immediate 
attention: 
- Intensify support to CPA 

- Improve the interagency process 
- Develop a significant strategic message approach 
- Lift funding restrictions on Iraqi support 
- Establish a CENTCOM support office in DDR&E 
- Focus intelligence on man hunting and other key activities 

• Action could quickly generate significant improvement 

118,t 81ilil61AL tf81l! 611L I 10 
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'IO: Les Brownlee 
Gen, Pete Schoomal..:cr 

cc: Gen. Dick rvryer:-i 
Paul W olfowitz 
Powe I I Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Briel' Senator~kCain 

February 8,2004 

I think you are going to have ro go up and brief John McCain. He is absolutely 

convinced that the evidence sht)ws thm there i, going 10 be a mass exodu, from 

the mi!iwrv because of the stress on the rorce. 

Thanks. 

DHR:d~ 
020804-91 

···················~······· 

OSD 09544-01' 
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DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310 

INFO MEMO 

April 2, 2004, 4:00 PM 

~~ 
,; L.~ ,.~-

FROM: R.L. Brownlee, Acting Secretary of the ~y i,,r ..WO \J 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Brief Senator McCain )o,>f 

• This responds to your recommendation that General Schoomaker and I meet with 
Sen. McCain to discuss potential shortfalls in recruiting and retention. 

• Although we have been unable to meet witb Sen. McCain, we have met with '--\> 
members of his staff on multiple occasions. Additionally, we have addressed his 
concerns on Recruiting and Retention during Posture Hearing Testimony on both C 
25 Feb and 3 Mar. 

• We will continue. to stay closely tied to Sen. McCain's staff in working this issue 
and are prepared to meet with him at his convenience. 

• General Scboomaker and I continue to monitor our recruiting and retention 
indicators for any signs of potential shortfa11s. We are confident, that shou1d any 
negative trends emerge we have policies, procedures, and incentives identified to 
correct the shortfall. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

CF: 
DepSecDef 
GEN Myers, CJCS 
GEN Schoornaker, CSA 
Dr. Chu 
Mr. Powell Moore 

Prepared By: LTC Stephen Mc Hugh .... l (b-)(_
5

) ___ _ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEMO 

.• 

February 12, 2004, 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~ 
FROM: R. L. Brownlee, Acting Secretary of the~ 

SUBJECT: Brief Senator McCain 

• This responds to your recommendation to meet with Senator McCain and 
discuss his concerns about potential shortfalls in recruiting and retention. 

w 
• I met v.,ith a member or Senat.or McCain' s staff on February 11,2004and ~ 

Ge.neral Schoomaker and I willjoint1y brief the Senator soon. I will provide C 
you a summary of the meeting, once complete. 

• General Schoomaker and I are dosely monitoring any indicators thal would 
foretell recruiting and retention shortfalls in both the Active and Reserve 
Component. 1 have directed the G 1 and M&RA to develop policies, 
procedures and incentives to prevent or remedy the problem. if it occurs. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

CF: DepSe.cDef 
GEN Myers, CJCS 
GEN Schoomaker, CSA 
Dr. Chu 
Powell Moore 

Prepared By: L TC Ed PalekasJ._(b_H_
5
l ___ _. 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

71.{i,j 

P18fl 8R kb tis t9815 81 Hslf 

Gen. John Abizai<l 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donal<l Rumsfeld Jl\. 
SUBJECT: Bahrain 

June 24,2004 

Are you concerne<l about Bahrain releasing people if they agree to not commit 

terrorist acts against Bahrainis? That is my understanding of what rhe government 

has done. It is worrisome. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
062404-8 ~,:~·S·: ;;;;::;; ~~-· •n••:,y;:r;:; •• •• •• •••u H •• • • • • • •• •• •• • • •. O •Ia a a• a I 

OSD 09551-0IJ 

liQA QliFlil:Us WOii 8flLY 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

~}.l~ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1\· 
~( '/ r SlJR.IECT: Expiration of Emergency 

\ tv\{\ 

February 8,2004 

· \Ve have to make sure we don't let the emergency expire, or we will lose all our 

authorities to continue to conduct the global war on terror and the activities in Iraq 

and Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020K04-97 

··············-··········· •..••....•...••...............••..........•.. , 

OSD 09564-04 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPART:vt:ENT OJ,' DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C . '20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 'vlt'"l01 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ 
SUBJECT: Extending the Declaration of National Emergency 

• You sent me a note stating, "We have to make sure we don't let the 
emergency expire, or we will lose all of our authorities to continue to 
conduct the global war on terror and the activities in Iraq and Afghanistan." 

• The President declared a national emergency due to the terrorist 
threat on September 14,200 I. In an executive order signed the same day, he 
delegated certain authorities to you that you may exercise during the national 
emeJgency. 

• Those authorities include the partial mobilization authority, the 
authority to waive end strengths, and the authority to institute stop/loss. He 
later delegated additional authority regarding emergency construction to 
you. 

• Under the National Emergencies Act, a national emergency ends 
after one year unless extended by the President. You forwarded proposed 
extensions of the September 14.2001, declaration of national emergency to 
the President in 2002 and 2003. The President signed both extensions. 

• My staff and the staff of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Reserve Affairs will draft another extension this summer. We will forward 
the draft extension to you through the Under Secretary for Personnel and 
Readiness during July. '5eC't>Er <X' 

- '(I ,..of td"ll. ~Q/ ~;0? I 

-w~ ~~ ~ 
• M-<. .,l" \\ ~ ~v..l<. ~ J~ u 
~ ... t..J,.. :s f*'7S' ~°" . 0 -C 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared by: Jim Schwcn~L..(b_H_
5

> __ ...., 

lJJ ~ 0 
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FEE-18-2004 13=11 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Dov Zakheim 
Ken Krieg 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Stress on Equipment 

We have talked a lot about the stress on the force. We need to look at what is 

happening with lhe stress on equipment. If r.he Services plan for X years life of 

certain pieces of equipment, and we end up using them at a much faster rate for a 

sustained period, at some point we are going to have to start budgeting to replace 

earlier. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-9~ 

/ 
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TO: SecNav 
David Chu 
Steve Cambone 
Doug Feith 
Mike \\lynne 
LaJTy Lanzilotta 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J ,{ ~ 
DATE: June 6,2004 

SUBJECT: Public Opinion Polls 

' '· ' 

Attached is a metric that the government of Columbia is using. I would like to see 

lhe metrics your units are using. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060604E.06ts 

Attach: Columbia US Cooperation Statistics 

11-L-0559/0SD/24939 
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·coLOMBJA - U.S. COOPERATION, I$ PAYING OFF'.:,_:,:,-\' 
. . : ' KEY FACTS AND.FIGURES . . ·:·. C '. • '-:· 

:·· .. t.: 'l. ~ •• • ~ ~ ~ .! ··· ... ·-t ._-. . . .... - .:._._: ~· ~; ",. • ~ 1 ·~·-··· 

COCA CROP (hectares) 

HOMICIDES 

- - - -
SOLnlERS 8 POLICE 

INCIDENTSOF TRRRORIS\f 

KIDNAPPINGS 

- - -
GDP GROWTH(%) 

t .2 111Dllan JQba 
.. ....., In .aoD; 

liDP(.ftwboul ......... 

,., -

.. 
I.I 

-
SOURCES: W<Jffl(F.ON OR\Jt;~ AND[Rf.\!F.; rllLl.)MRl..\N GOVERNMENT 
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--·COLOMBIA-.U~S. COOPERATjbN IS PAYING-OFF t-· 
~~):\/,r~._.- '- :· -~"'~tFA~~~--,~~-Fl~~RE~ . ;:' ·,: .. 

Colombia's War on Drugs and Terror 

)I reducing illegal,oca crop by 50% from December 2000 levels met andsuipassed 
tive achieved two years ahead of sdhedule (2003 vs. 2005) 

ill& or cocaine- as! mar1<.et value of $8 billion - seized by Colombian authoriliess111ce 
ry200t 2003 seizures were a record 114tons, a20%increaseover2002. More than 160 
luals extradited 1o the U.S. since Jan 2001. 

mts of terrorism decreased by 48'lJ during 2003,lowsst since 1995. Homicides decreased 
I\ 2003 (5.800 lives.saved) -1owestrate since 1987.Kidnappingsdecreasedby 26%in 
~Ver 2002, and by41%, from their high in 2000. 

llllt captures of guerrillas and Illegal seff-delenselorces increased 63% and 12B%, 
::livei)I, in 2003. 1,S41 guerrillas and 1,739 self ·dele11se forces dem<>bi1~ed in 2003. 

U.S. ~upport key to security improvements 

,011tribulion to fight drugs amterrorm Colombiahasbeen$3.2 billian(FY2000-FY2004). 
nbian investment has been $6.5 billion (8"k of annual GDP). 

d Fore&, enlarged by52,000 troops sirce Jan. 2001-a43% increase; mobilityenhancedb 
JrC¥ld&d' helicopters arid planes. U .s. training produce<1mr:,re srtectlve. professional military. 
ibiangovemmenttrained 73,000 soldiers;, hurnan rights and IHLin 2003. 

a pru,net establishedln everymunlclpalll)I in the country in 01 2004- a~rst for Colombia 
key precondition for delivery of ;~vsmmen( servica,. 

Social Investments are makillll a difference 

isabi:t-,ce; relief for 1.4 million lnternallydisplaced persons: 43,951 hecta/'9$ of legal crop• 
~ and 847 social proj11d.s funded, benefiting33,399 families. Jud!elal strang!Mnlng: 30 
oortroom5 and 37justlai houses, 3.421 judges and 599 eo,,cillalore trained. 

-.biengovemmentachievementsin20C3: ,n,ooo re.v,lot. inpubllc sehoo11: 1.061,651 
iffiliates to natio11alhealthsytlfflt; S million children r&CSf\led fDOd aid: 21, USamilies 
I to kll'fft-n91lll1H' program: l~hn~I education provided to 2.3millionyouths. 

Increased confidence fuels economic recovery 

1bl$'e GDP grew by 3.6!, In 2003-lhe highest growth-rate since 1995. Excluding Jjijcifctop 
gt'C'1!1h wu ,O;, i.2 mlr'°" ...- bb• were enaled . 

• boosled U.$ . .CQl!1mbl• bilateraltmi! oy 10%in2003. to a record $10.1 billion. 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 i 00 DEFENSE; PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

INFOMEMO 

June 25,2004 4:00 PM 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEF~ 

FROM: LawrenceJ. Lanzillotta~~ (/ 

SUBJECT: DoD Financial M~lement Balanced Scorecard 

• This is in response to your request to see what metrics my organization is using. We 
developed a Financial Management Balanced Scorecard (BSC) that supports the 
Department's BSC. Tab A reflects a list of our BSC performance measures; Tab B 
includes the actual metrics. 

• We improved performance through the use of our BSC. Some examples include: 

- During the recent mid-year review, we analyzed service obligation rates against 
their spending plans as one of the ways of determining requirements and/or 
possible assets. 

- Tracking liquidity in working capital funds led to a cash asset of over $1.5 billion 
being available for other uses. 

• The percentages be.low reflect a sample of lhe progress made between April 2001 and 
April 2004 in managing our financial transactions: 

- Reduced travel card delinquency rates. Individual accounts declined 

J2 percent; centrally managed accounts declined 74 percent. 
- Purchase card delinquencies declined 50 percent. 
- Overdue payments to <.:ontractors declined 59 percent. 
- Interest penalties paid on invoice payments to contractors <lee] ined 52 percent. 
- Since FY 2002, we have reduced the average amount of time to prrn;ess an Anti-

deficiency Act Violation report by I Omonths. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Greg Kuechler, ... !(b_)_(6_) _ __. 

0 SD O 9 5 9 8 - 0 4 
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FINANCIAL MANAGE~fENTBALANCED SCORECARD PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

Force Management Risk 

• Kumber or employee 
performance plans lbal align 
appraisals with specilk 
performance measurements 

• Kumhcr of training hours/ 
opportunitie~ available 

• Number of employees 
pa11icipating in training 

• Kumhcr of employees with 
pro fcssi onal ce1ti fi cations 

• Number of employees with 
advanced degrees 

• Attrition rates 
• Manager to workforce ratio 
• Overtime and comp time 
• Employees re,varded 

I I Operational Risk 

• Reduction or general b1ger 
abnorm<1l balances 

• Travel card delinquencies 
• Purchase card delinquencies 
• ADA Violations 
• Overaged suspense accounts 
• Overnged ac<:ounts J"l'.ccivablc 
• Problem dishursemcnts 
• [n-transildisbursemenls 
• Electronic payments 
• Ba.;klog of commcn.:ial payments 
• [nterc..,t penalties paid 
• Payment timeliness of 

non-credit card invoices 
• WCF: Cash, Liquidity, AOR, 

Work in Process; Fuel 
• Erroneous payments 
• Contract payments held for 

funding 
• Overaged accounts payable 
• Contract closeout timeliness 
• DFAS cost metrics 
• Current ratio (WCF only) 
• Inventory turnover rate 
• Quick rntio (WCF only) 
• Net cost operations 
• Overhead to total cost 
• Capital asset growth 
• Labor effidency ratio 
• Uncovered liahilities 

I Future Challenges Risk 

• Program A ... sessment and 
Evaluation 

• Obligation rates 
• Appropriations with negative 

balances 
• Trad budget request 
• Othn execution metrics 

{readiness, CO\l, .~chedule 
rerformancc, etc) 

• Funds subject lo cancellation 

11-L-0559/0SD/24944 

Institutional Risk 

• Unsupported accounting entries 
• Fund balance with Treasury 
• Environmental liabilities 
• Prorerty, plant and equipment 
• Intragovemmental elimination 
• Inventory and related property 
• Reconcile budgctary obligalions 

to net cost in the Statement of 
Finance 

• Present the Statement of net cost 
by specific program 

• Develop1m;nt of Business 
Architecture 
Modcnfr1.alion Program 

• Implementation of 
complementary accounting 
and finance systems and 
procedures 

• Implementation or 
complementary solutions 
for program planning and 
hudget <lcvclopmenl 



INCOMING 
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TO: SecNav 
David Chu 
Steve Cambone 
Doug Feith 
Mike Wynne 
Larry Lanzilotta 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1, ,{ ~ 
DAIB: June 6,2004 

SUBJECT: Public Opinion Polls 

Attached is a metric that the go,1ernmentof Columbia is using. I would like t.u see 

the metrics your units are using. 

Thanks. 

DHR/aw 
060604E.06lli 

Attach: Columbia US Cooperation Statistics 

Please respond by: __________ <,_k _________ _ 

0 SD O 9 5 CJ 8 - 0 4 
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'. : ·coLOMBfA- u.s. COOPERATION. rs PAYING OFF:::r ··1,~., 

' ·._ : . . KEY FACTS AND-FIGURES'.,. / ? :· .... ,:";:· 
'.;: £~.: •~ -~ ~--~ ~ ;:~: ._- - \ .. _ .. .:.~~-·~f ·· .. :·~·~.·-~·. · .. ·. -~ :~ / ':~ ;, ~.-.- .: . j • •• :.~;\ 

COCA CROP (hectares) 

HOMICIDES 

- - -
SOLDIERS & POLICE 

INCIDENTS OF TERRORISM 

KIDNAPPINGS 

GDP GROWTH(%) 

t.2mllll<lnlabs 
w-..1 In 2003; 

GDP 4.0% wllhoul ............ 

"'' 

u 

-SOURCES: UN OFFICE ON DRUGS AND CRIME; COi 1.l\JBIA'.\I GOVERNMENT 
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Colombia's War on Drugs andTsrro1 

ii reducing illegalcoca crop by 50% from December2Cl00 levels met and surpassed. 
tiveachleved two years allead of schedule (2003 vs. 2005). 

,ns of cocaine -estmar/<el value ol $8 billion -seizedlwColombianauthoriliessince 
.ry2!Jl)1. :1003 seizureswerea 1UJ.1rd 114tons, a20%increaseover2002. \l:nthan 160 
luals extradited to !tie {lS. since Jan. 2001. 

1nls of terrorism o~easad by 48% during 2003, lowestsirce 1995. Homicides decreased 
~ 2003 (5,800 lives saved) -1owestratesince 1987. Kidnappings decreased by 26% in 
~ver 2002. and by 41 % from their high in 2000. 

and captures of guerrillas and illc~I self-defense forces increased63% and 128%. 
::wely. in 2003. i,S41 guerrillas and 1.739 self-defenseforcas demobilizedm 2003. 

US support key to security improvements 

:ontributlon to fight dru;s andtatror In Colombia h11s been$32 bllli<ln {F'r'200().fY2004). 
nbian investment hasbeGn $6.S bilfion {8% ot annual GDP). 

d Forces enlarged by52,000 troopssioce Jan 2001- a43% increase: mobiltyenhancedb 
xi;Mded helioopt~ and planes. U.S. 1rainlng pn::,du::edmu111 effective. profw;i<inal mllil.ary. 
1bSan govemrn,mt lrained73,00J so!di•ra n human rights and lHL ln2DD3. 

• pre.•ni;:e establishedln evli'f)'m~inttie country/n 012004 - affl'$tforColombis 
key pBCOndition for delivery of gov,mme~! s..>r'lices. 

Social investments are making a difference 

1Sslstance: !eli&f for 1 .4 millionlnlemally displaced persons: 43,951 hectares of legal c:rop. 
>!'ted and647sod<!I proJt1ct11 I\Jnded, benefiting~,399 families. J~alclal strengthening: 30 
10Llllnloms and 37jusllai houses. 3.421 jooges and599 condllalorntralned 

'iliahgovemment achievements in 2003: 477,600 n•w •lo tis in public ac:h°"Js; 1,001,651 
,fl'iliat• lo nstlonsl health system; 5 million children received food aid; 21.135 families 
J to foml-tlfflgltf program:!~nJeal ldiJQ!lllon provided lo 2.3 millionyootlls, 

Increased confidence fuels economic recovery 

1bla'1 GDP grew by 3.6% In 2003 -1h1.! highest growth-alls since 19i5. EX~Udlr'lg l!ncl! cropj 
g,-i:t, was 4%.1.2 mlllon new jobs wart =ated 

, boosled U,S,.Colombla b1laterallnld• by 10%1n2003, to a m.ud$10, 1 bllifon. 
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e • • fhe i\'lttrks Prog:ra111 is no,v on-line! This hook onlv cont~ins the currr.nt n1l'trk eh arts. 
/\ II hi~fQrY and n~f<~renl'C n1at.crial no,v reside~ on the ''Th. /\C'.ccss thi~ m::.tc..-ia1 ,·i~: 

JITTPS://DOD-METRICS.DFAS.Mll, <You must have yourCAC activated to enter). 

In this book: 

DoD Financial Management Balanced Scorecard 

Alphabetical Metric Index 

Section I Strategy. V1s1on :;in_q Mt~SJQ.l'.l 

Sec11on II 

Section Ill 

Secffon IV 

Sectlo1t 'I/ 

Section VI Summa1~ Sc:_W!l9_a.".\Q.£.!l!!.c:1. 

Section VIII J;14ference Matem1I 

For vfsually Impaired il&Sistance, contat:1 an OSD Metrics Analyst 
by email at hq,osd.m9t'Jh:s@osd,m!.! 
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DoD FINANCIAL INDICATORS 
Table of Contents 

Section I Vision, Mission, Strategy, and Format 

@m Section II Financial Operations Metrics 

@ 
C::::J 
{o:2 Section 111 Budget-Related Metrics 
--

[? 
[!!£1 

~ 
Section IV Financial Management Enterprise 

Architecture Metrics 

@ 
g 

Section V Management Initiative Decisions (MIDs) [? Implementation Metrics 

Section VI Summary Scoring and Policy 

Section VII 

Section VIII 

Cascading Scorecard for Military 
Services/Def ensc Agencies 

Reference 
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ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEN~,· · 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON '•' .,,.:t .. : · 

WASHINGTON, D. C.20301-3010 

INFO MEMO 

June 25, 2004, 10:00AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec . 

FROM: Mr. Michael W. Wynne, Acting Under Secretary of Def~// f! (. JUN 
~~sition, 

Technology and Logistics) 

SUBJECT: Metrics 

• This is in response to your request to see what metrics I am using (TAB A). 

!'' :r. "'6 
' • 11 • .:. 

25 2804 

• I use the following metrics for major acquisition program pe1t'ormance, technology 
development, logistics responsiveness, and infrastructure. Specifically, these include: 

. Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP) Cycle Time 
- Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP) Acquisition Cost Growth 
- Maintain Balanced and Focused Science and Technology 
- Monitor the Status of Defense Technology Objectives 
- Customer Wait Time 
- Fund to a 67-Year Recapitalization Rate 
- Eliminate Inadequate Housing 

Details for these metrics are at (TABB). 

• In addition, I have seven acquisition excellence goals with a mix of metrics and 
activity indicators. (TAB C) lists my goals and representative metrics or activities for 
each. 

, For every major acquisition program, I also track and monitor ten key indicators as 
well as detailed cost and schedule trends. I review these with my staff and the Service 
Acquisition community each month. An example is provided at (TAB D). 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Dr. Nancy L. Spruill/Director, ,W.1(b)(6) I 
f.1· 
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TO: 

J 

SecNav 
David Chu 
Steve Cambone 
Doug Feith 
Mike Wynne 
Larry Lanzilotta 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld J ,{ .....--+ 
DATE: June 6,2004 

SUBJECT: Public Opinion Polls 

Attached is a metric that the government of Columbia is using. I would like to see 

the metrics your units are using. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060604E.06ts 

Attach: Columbia US Cooperation Statistics 
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~· COLQMBIA- U.S. COOPERATION IS PAYING OFF 
KEY FACTS AND FIGURES 

COCA CROP (hectares) INCIDENTS OF TERRORISM 

HOMICIDES KIDNAPPINGS 

- - - -
SOLDIERS 8POI.1Ct: GDP GROWTH{%) 

... - - - 11H -
SOURCES UN OFFICE ON DRUG.SAND CRIME; COLOMBIANGOVERNMENT 
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COLOMBIA- U.S. COOPERATION IS PAYING OFF" · 
KEY FACTS AND FIGURES 

Colombia's War on Drugs and Terror 

,1 reducing illegal coca crop by 50% from December 2000 levels met and surpassed 
tive ach1evedtw<J years ahead of schedule (2003115, 2005). 

ins of cocaine -est. maiketvalue of $8 billion -seized by Colombianauthoritiessince 
ry 2001 2003 seizures were a record 114tons. a 20% increase over 2002 More than 160 
luals extradited to the U.S. since Jan. 2001. 

mts of terrorism decreasedby48% during 2003, lowest since 1995 Homicides decreased 
ri 2003 (5,800 liessaved)- lowestrale since 1987 Kidnappings decreasedby26% in 
,ver 2002, and by41% from their high in 2000. 

md captures of guerrillas and illegal self-defenselorces increased 63%, and 128%, 
:!ively, in 2003. 1,841 guerrillas and 1,739self.defense forces demobilized in 2003. 

l! S support key to security improvements 

:ontribution to fight drugs andterrar in Colombia has been $3.2 billion(FY2000-FY2004). 
nbian investment has been $5.5 billion (8% of annual GDP). 

d Forcesmltrr,:ecf by 52,oo:J froopHir1ce Jan. 2001- a 43%increase; rnobilityenhancedb 
)l'(Mded helicopters and planes U.S. training produced more effective, professional military. 
ibia11governmenttrained 73,000 soldiers i11 human rights and IHL in 2003. 

, presence establishedineverymunic1pa!i1y in the country in QI 2004 - a11rst1or Colombia 
key pre-condition for deliiery of government services. 

Social investments are making a difference 

issistance: relief for 14 million internally displaced persons; 43,951 hectaresol legalcrop: 
,rted and 647 social projects funded, benefiting 33399 families. Judicial strengthening: 30 
:ourtrooms and 37 justice houses, 3.421 judges and 59900MIHators trainoo. 

ibian governmentachievementsin 2003:477,600 new slots in public scl1ools; 1,061,651 
iffiliates to national health system: 5 million children received food aid: 21,135 families 
I to forest-ranger program: technicaleducationprovidedto 2.3 million youths. 

lncreaoed confidence fuels economic recovery 

1bla's Gill' grew by 3.6% in 2003-thehighestgrowtn-rate since 1995. Exduding Illicit crop: 
growth was 4%.1.2 million new jobs were created . 

. boosledU.S.-Colombia bilateral trade by 10%in2003, to ar.cord $101 billion. 
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OUSD (AT&L) Metrics 

102 

New Start MDAP Cycle nm, in Months 

103 102 

• • 
FY'02+ 

-FY'l2•01Te,get ... ,v 'C2, Tt1'9'I 

Pre&ident'sBudgetS6 T Funding Percentages i 
Goals by lnvestment,lrra 

•Bo-.:Ro_. .Aopllld"-'",c~ IM-.dT-la!IY~I 

16 

FTZGOI 

CU51om.,- Wail lime (Day,) 
I~ 

FYIIXU n_. 

Fadltll!s RecapilallmllonMelric(l'IIIM! In y.,., 

-FRIIIY~ 

192 
-o-r.,goi. sn .... 

FV 2001 FY 2002 FY2Cl!t! FY 2004 FY 2005 

Annual Percentage Rateot Acquisition Cost Growth 
Target• 2ero Percent Growth Vear to Year 

13.9 

8.4 

I 
5.D 

I 
FY2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 F\'2006 

Ptn:entage ot De4el\9& TachrmloQv Obj&ctlvn 
Evalualed as ProgressingSatisfactory 

l'Y-

Pw;111tageol lnadeql.9lt Family HoU9ing Unll1 
Goal is z,ro Percllnt 

59 
93 51 

I 
... 

I 
39 

I 
,v Mt FY 2002 FY 20ll3 F~ 2/)04 FY2005 
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Major Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP) Acquisition Cycle Time 

FY 2002 FY 2003 
Acquisition Cycle Time FY 2000 FY 2001 TargeV Target/ FY 2004 FY 2005 

{Months} Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Target 

Acquisition cycle time 
N/Aa <99/102b (for new starts from FY 1 992 102 103 <99 <99 

through FY 2001) (months) 

Acquisition cycle time 
(for new starts after FY 2001) N/A8 NIA 55 <6617el' <66 <66 
(months) l 

Metric Description. Acquisition cycle time is the elapsed time, in months, from program 

initiation-when the Depat1ment makes a commitment to develop and produce a weapon 

system-until the system attains initial operational capability (IOC). This metric 

measures the average cycle time across all Major Defense Acquisition Programs 

(MDAPs). During the 1960s, a typical acquisition took 7 years (84 months) to complete. 

By 1996, a similar acquisition required 11 years (132 months) from program start to IOC. 

To reverse this trend, DoD established an objective to reduce the average acquisition 

cycle time for MDAPs started since 1992 to less than 99 months, a reduction of 25%. We 

achieved that initial objective. We did so through rapid acquisition with demonstrated 

technology, time-phased requirements and evolutionary development, and integrated test 

and evaluation. To continue that improvement, the Department will seek to reduce the 

average cycle time to less than 66 months for all MDAPs started after FY 20CIL To 

achieve that objective, the Department is introducing improvements to development and 

production schedules similar to those it initiated for managing system perfonnance and 

cost. Rapid development and fielding of weapon systems-leveraging new technologies 

faster-will enable U.S. forces to stay ahead of potential adversaries. 
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Major Defense Acquisition Program (l\i1DAP) Acquisition Cost Growth 

FY 2000 FY2001 FY2002 FY 2003 FY2004 FY2005 
Metric Actual Actual Actual Target/ Actual Target Target 

Redµce annual rate of nnwt~J'~r.-1 >.~~ll Downward Downward 
acquisition cost growth N/Aa +13.9%a +6.4% towar Oo/a/+5.0 tre~ trend 

towar Yo toward0% 

Metric Description. Acquisition cost growth measures the difference between the 

acquisition costs in the current-year's President's budget and the previous-year's budget, 

divided by the acquisition costs for the previous-year's budget, expressed as a percentage. 

The population is all Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) common to both 

current-year and previous-year budgets. A dollar-weighted average is calculated for the 

common MDAPs and adjusted for changes in quantity or inflation. Acquisition cost 

growth can occur for various reasons, including technical risk, schedule slips, 

programmatic changes, or overly optimistic cost estimates. Our refonn initiatives seek to 

reduce cost growth from all sources, providing an output target for procurement 

managers of individual systems, as well as for the aggregate procurement programs of the 

individual Services, The objective is to continue toward an ultimate goal of no acquisition 

cost growth. Managerial responses are expected to include both specific cost-control 

initiatives and process changes. 
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Maintain Balanced and Focused Science and Technology 

.. ~ ~- .: , .... ; 

President's Bu et % ·:'~:/ FY2000 FY2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 FY2004 FY 2005 

Basic Research :)};it? 15.2 16.3 14.9 14.0 12.8 12.6 

lied Research 40.5 42.1 41.7 38.9 35.9 36.8 
Acwanced Technology 
Development_ 44.3 41.6 43.4 47.1 51.3 50.6 

Metric Description. This metric sets objectives and tracks the percentage of funding in 

the three science and technology budget activities - basic research, applied research and 

advanced technology development - to maintain a balanced investment. This ensures a 

continual process of moving fundamental research to more applied applications which 

provide a better focus on national security requirements to advanced technology 

development which integrates technology into system prototypes for field experiments to 

determine military utility. 
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Monitor the Status of Defense Technology Objectives(DTOs)1 

I ~"~ooo FY 2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 
Metric al Actual Actual Target/ Actual Target Target 

Percentage d DTOs evaluated 97 96 97 ~70/96 :.&70 ~10 
as progressing satisfactorily 
toward goals 

OTO evaluated in 166 180 149 163 NA NA 
biannual review 

Total number d' D'l'Os 347 326 401 386 Ni\. """ NOTE 1. Metric baselinechanoed for CY 2004 ADR; data should not be cross referenced to revious , I p reprls. 

Metric Description. S&T investments are focused and guided through a series of 

Defense Technology Objectives (DTOs) developed by the senior planners working for 

the Secretary of Defense and the Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Each of these 

objectives highlights a specific technological advancement that will be developed or 

demonstrated, I.he anticipated date I.he technology will be available, the specific benefits 

lb.at should result from lhe technological advance, and lhe f uncling required (and funding 

sources) to achieve the new capability. This list of objectives also distinguishes specific 

milestones to be reached and approaches to be used, quantitativemeu·ics that will indicate 

progress, and the customers who will benefit when the new technology is eventually 

fielded. This met1ic measures the percentage of DTOs that are progressing satisfactorily 

toward I.he goals established for them. Although actual perfonnance continues well above 

target, I.he target will be maintained at 70% due to the inherent high risk of failure in 

technology development. 
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Customer Wait Time 

FY 2000 FY 2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 FY2004 FY 2005 
Metric Actual Actual Actual Target/ Actual Target Target 

CustomerWait time NAa 18 16 16/19 l;,J 15 
(days} 

Metric Description. Customer Wait Time (CWT) measures the number of days between 

customer order submission and customerreceipt of an item. The customer's order may be 

filled from assets on hand at the customer's military installation or naval vessel, or 

through the DoD wholesale logistics system. For purposes of this Enterprise Level 

Met1ic. CWT includes orders for spare and repair pmts ordered by organizational 

maintenance activities. CWT captured for orders considered below enterprise level are 

maintained by each of the Military Services and the Defense Logistics Agency. 
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Fund to a 67-year Recapitalization Rate 

FY 2004 FY 2005 
Target/ Target/ 

FY2000 FY 2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 Projected Projected 
Metrics Actual Actual Actual Target/ Actual Performance Performance 

Facilities recapitalization 141 192 101 671149 671136a 671107 
metric-FRM (years} 

F aci liti es sustainment 78b 70° 89 100/93 100194" 100195 
model-FSM (percent) 

Metric Description. The facilities recapitalization metric (FRM) is a performance 

indicator that measures the rate at which an inventory of facilities is being recapitalized. 

The term "recapitalization" means to restore or modernize facilities. Recapitalization may 

( or may not) involve total replacement of indi victual facilities; recapitalization often 

occurs incrementally over time without a complete replacement. 

The performance goal for FRM equals the average expected service life (ESL) of the 

facilities inventory (estimated to be 67 years, based on benchmarks developed by a panel 

of Defense engineers in 1997). The ESL, in turn, is a function of facilities sustainment. 

"Sustainment" means routine maintenance and repair necessary to achieve the ESL. To 

compute a normal ESL, full sustainment levels must be assumed. A reduced ESL results 

from less than full sustainment. For this reason, the metrics for facilities recapitalization 

and facilities sustainment are unavoidably linked and should be considered together. 

Sustainment levels required to achieve a normal ESL are benchmarked to commercial per 

unit costs; for example, $1.94 per square foot annually is needed to properly sustain the 

aircraft maintenance hangar inventory for a 50-year life cycle. The facilities sustainment 

model (FSM) adjusts these costs to local areas and assigns the costs to DoD Components 

and funding sources. For evaluating planned petiormance, both metrics (FSM and B™) 

are converted to dollars (annual funding requirements) and compared to funded programs 

in the DoD Future Years Defense Program (FYDP). 
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Eliminate Inadequate Family Housing 

I I FY 2000 I FY 2001 I FY2002 I FY 2003 
Metric Actual Actual Actual Actual 

FY 2004 FY 2005 
Projected Projected 

Number al inadequate 182,246 170,314 143,608 129,955 115,830 77,012 
family housing units 

Percentage of total 61 59 53 51 48 39 
family housing units 

Metric Description. The Department of Defense has established a goal to eliminate all 

inadequate family housing by the end of FY 2007. Each Military Service has developed a 

Family Housing Master Plan Lhat outlines the approach it will follow to achieve this goal. 

These plans identify the program requirements, by year, to eliminate inadequate family 

housing by FY 2007. 

Inadequate housing, in general, is any unit that requires a major repair, component 

upgrade, component replacement, or total upgrade. Each Service has evaluated its 

housing and identified inadequate units and developed a plan to eliminate this inadequate 

housing through a combination of traditional military constrnction, operations and 

maintenance support, and privatization. 
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OUSD (AT&L) Top 7 Goals and Representative Metrics/ ActivitJ' Indicators 

1. Acquisition Excellence with Integrity 

Metric/ Activity - E-Commerce expansion with Standard Procurement System (award 
winner) and Wide Area Work Flow System (award nominee), 

2. Logistics Integrated and Etlicient 

Metric/ Activity - Introduces Unique Identification (UID), gaining an international 
standard - and mandating Radio Frequency Identification for In Transit Visibility 

3. Systems Integration and Engineering for Mission Success 

Metric/ Activity - Activities to support this goal are designed to re-energize the systems 
view of integrated architectures, systems engineering, and re-invigorate the systems 
engineering environment. 

4. Technology Dominance 

Metric/ Activity - Initiate 15ACTDs each year, increase S&T across the Department to 
approximate! y 3 % of budget. 

5. Resources Rationalized 

Met1ic / Activity - No specific metrics. Activities to support this goal are p1imarily 
related to the 2005 BRAC process. 

6. Industrial Base Strengthened 

Metric/ Activity - Activities to support this goal included publishing industrial base 
capabilities studies, identifying industrial base and technology deficiencies and issues, 
and assessing the financial health of the aerospace/defense industry relative to the broader 
markets. 

7. Motivated,Agile Workforce 

Metric/ Activity -The primary activity to support this goal is the strengthening of the 
Defense Acquisition University which has won several awards. This area also includes 
the foremnner to National Security Personnel System, the Acquisition Demonstration 
Project. 
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Defense Acquisition Executive Summary (DAES) 
Global Broadcast Service (GBS) 

Program: GBS 
Service: Air Force 

Date: JUN 2004 
Reviewed: Yes 

. I Perf I Test i Log Cost . j Fund [ Sched l Cont ! Prod ! ~gmt. l Interop.: 
./.PM ________ _ 
IOSD ________ _ 

Highlights: 

General: The Global Broadcast Service continues to support deployed troops in Traq and 
on other battlefields around the world. The TEMP update has been reviewed by DOT &E 
and signed by the PM. The services must aggressively staff this TEMP within three 
months to suppmt all future governmenttesting. The program successfully passed the 
Development Test/Operational Test (DT/OT) I, phase Lin March 2004. DT/OT 1 phase 
2, scheduled for July 2004, will be a system-level test of the entire Internet Protocol 
architecture, evaluating the end-to-end peit·ormance of the Satellite Broadcast Manager 
and the final production Receive Suite configurations. NH has concerns about a possible 
disestablishment of the GBS program office in FY05. This would preclude development 
work on any upgrades or modifications, expected to be delineated in a planned ORD 
update and on any fielding issues extending beyond September 2005. 

Cost: PA&E rates Yellmv advisory because there are still no CATG approved contract 
plans for the EMD phase. 

Description of DAES Review Process 

The extract above is a representative sample of output resulting from the DAES report 
process. The DAES provides standard, comprehensive summary reporting of acquisition 
category T programs (nearly 90 programs) between milestone decision points. Tt is 
designed to provide, on a regular and systematic basis (quarterly), indications of both 
potential and actual program problems before they become significant in ten major focus 
areas (Performance, Test, Logistics, Cost, Funding, Schedule, Contractual, Production, 
Management, and Interoperability). Recognizing that problems are expected to surface in 
these programs aids in communication and early resolution. The DAES is an internal 
report for the DoD submitted by Program Managers (PM) through their acquisition chain 
of command. The- rep011 is independently reviewed and evaluated by the OSD Staff, and 
their judgments are reflected in the OSD line. 
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The following guide1ines are used in assessing the status of the program. The DAES 
review process is designed to understand the differences in opinion where they occur to 
assist decision-making and issue resolution. 

(1) On-Track (Green): All aspects of the program are progressing satisfactorily as 
evidenced by perfonnance facts, schedule, costs, and contractorpeti·ormance. 
Some minor problem(s) may exist, but appropriate solutions are available. 
Performance characteristics at the subsystem and system level are supporting 
program objectives and meeting threshold requirements. Milestone slippages, if 
any, can be rescheduled without requiring a significant amount of additional effort 
on the part of the program office or contractors. Costs are not expected to exceed 
approved funding levels and are not expected to exceed contract target costs by 
more than 5%. 

(2) Advisory (Green, Yellow or Red): Advisory indicates the program is either 
assessed to be between ratings, or is moving from one rating to another, thus this 
provides advance notification of shifting status. A Red (Advisory) indicates that a 
program with prior Red status requires higher echelon attention. The narrative 
will explain if the advisory means an improvement or a worsening in the status or 
area of risk. 

(3) Potential or Actual Problem (Yellow): Some event, action or delay has occurred 
that impairs progress against major objectives in one or more segments of the 
program. While appropriate solutions are within the Program Manager's ability to 
solve, timely action by the PEO, or by the DoD CAE ,or by the USD(A&T) may 
also be required. Required actions may include activating a W PT to develop a 
revised test strategy, or decision, or similar type action. In the case of a potential 
dsk to a major program OQjective or acquisition program baseline, the Program 
Manager should state this distinction in Section 3 (Program Manager's 
Comments). Early reporting is encouraged. 

(4) Major Weakness (Red): Some event, action, or delay has occurred that seriously 
impedes successful accomplishment of one or more major program objectives. 
Such a set-back to the program requires reorientation or reprogramming of the 
program effort, with the advice and consent of the PEO, and/or the DoD CAE, 
and/or the USD(A&T). Such a problem may be beyond the ability of the PM to 
resolve without significant action by the Component or DoD. A major weakness 
includes, but is not limited to, deviations from the acquisition program baseline 
that will result in a breach (see 6.2.1) or a unit cost breach (see 6.2.4). 
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F'iiR iiifl81J:L :WBIB 81 IE? 

June 25, 2004 

TO: General James Hill 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)A 
SUBJECT: El Salvador 

Thanks so much for your note on El Salvador. We'll send off a letter to the MoD. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
062504,2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 
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TABA 

1'0: Gen. Dick Myers 
Doug.Feith 

('(': 

FROM: 

SUBJECT 

Paul Woitowitz 1)(\ 
D0nald Rumsfeld j t \, .. 
Reykja'1ik 

Pleabie gh,e me 1he precise information on wha1 i!i going to happen in Reykjavik: 

that 'A-'a5 brought up al thts morning's mee1ing. 

Thanks. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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IO 

FROM: 

Sl.lHJEC r: 

fiJCO 

Dr. Condtilee:as Rice 

Dunald Rrnm,li:ld ?., £ 
Kurds u.nd Sunni) 

June 2!i, 2004 

I thjnk ~1 e need tu h:.11 c a bnelin~ to the PC !h,ll tee;; up a prupmal as to ho11· the 

lrnqh urc going tu .ml\e the prnhkm bet,,.,ccn the Kunh and thic Sunnig in tcnm uf 

the prnpcr1lc:; that Saddam Hus\ein totik from \he Kt1rd~. ;md U\,;; K11n.b now \\Uflt 

It is a seri,iu~ p,wu of fricti,)11. ,md there are tho~!.' who thin!,. it could lead to;; 

maj,ir cuntlil:c u...~ early a~ August It merits our atlcnti(lll. Jh; fla,,h points could 

l',1mc ~(km, ~o I v.ould chink we 11ould 1>,a1Jt to get a bridini; m the next 1wo 

IH'Cb 

Wll(<1r, 

,,,,;,l>l·C ,:i, """I'"">,,,~ 

OSD 
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TO: 

,./ o/OM ,.,jq DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

DovZakheim 

Donald Rumsfeld P{L 
February 10,2004 

10:45AM 

Why don't your write a letter to the Congressman, I think it was Vic Snyder, who 

asked about this chemical biological defense program and explain why. 

Thanks. 

DHR/am 
021004.20 

Please respond by: ______ ~_\ .... ,_<. __________ _ 

OSD 09653-04 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PEfffAGO;ll 

WASHINGTON DC 20301·1100 

Honorable Marty Meehan 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Representative Meehan: 

FEB 13 2004 

At the hearing last week you expressed concern that our Research and Development 
request for the Chemical Biological Defense Program (CBDP) had decreased by $146 million 
from the fiscal year (FY) 2004 appropriated level. Secretary Rurnsfeld has asked me to respond 
to your concern. 

There are two reasons for the decrease. The first is that the CBDP research and 
development budget received an additional $77.4 million in FY 2004 for congressional special 
interest items. These arc one-time FY 20(}4 increases; when they arc not considered, the dcc1inc 
between FY 2004 and FY 2005 funding levels is only $69 million. The primary reason for the 
$69 million decline in the base program is that several development programs are transitioning 
into production. Programs in this category include the Joint Service General Purpose Mask, the 
Joint Protective Aircrew Ensemble, and the Joint Biological Agent Identification and Diagnostic 
System. The CBDP procurement account actually increases by $90 million in FY 2005. 

Thank you for your continued support of our service men and women. You can be 
assured that the Department shares your concern that our troops receive the protection they need 
against chemical and biological threats. 

Sincerely, 

~N \~-----

Dov S.Zakheim 

0 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

February 18,2004 

Give me that strategy paper so I can edit it myself please. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021~04 II\ 

7:35 PM 

Please re1po11d by: _______ d_\....::~_o ________ _ 

OSD 0965'.j-Qlf 
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FOREWORD 

The attacks of September 11, 200 I initiate<l a new era of global conflict. The effectiveness 
of our sustained response across the government will determine the course of future events. 
Since 9/11, we are confronting new and fundamentally different challenges than those previously 
faced by the United States defense establishment. President George W. Bush is committed to 
meeting these new challenges before they become manifest and has...::-9!fined a clear path for 
ensuring the .security of the American people while. at the same tim~!:·advancing human fkeedom, 
democracy, and free en terpri sc worldwide. - -

- ~ ....... , 
. ... ~-

The Department of Defense actively supports the President's cc5iffl'tli_tment to the forward 
defense of freedom. Toward that end, The National Def~e Strategy out!i!3~s our approach to 
effectively contending with those security challenges we wHi likely confrcinfi\~t just those we 
are cnrrently best prepared to meet. It further outline(our intent .. to create those'f#9rabt~ security 
conditions conducive to a broad, equitable, and enduring peace-:::. Our experienc~ver the past 
few years have shown that we must continue to conscio-Uily tran.-~fQllTI how we Oifnk about our 
security environment, how we accomplish our strategi~~Q~Jectives, and how we adapt our 
military capabilities and attributes to ensw:e continued success: . 

This strategy takes an expansive view_ of the. s~curity enviroriment as a means to better 
anticipate challenges and identify opporlllIUties to infl_!,l;nce strategic outcomes well before 
compelling challenges become more dangerous and-less manageable. This strategy builds upon 
our efforts in the 2001 Quadr_~ial Defense Review (QDR) to develop an adaptable, global 
approach that expects s1:1rprise ancl contends effectively with strategic uncertainty. 

Events since the ciiWelopment;:'.6f the QDR affirm the need to develop new and innovative 
ways to accomplish our sirategic obj~ti\'.es b_y_ assuring our allies and friends; dissuading 
potential adv¢rsari.e&~ deterring and' countering aggression and coercion; and defeating 
adversan,c,si The Glo~ . .\.\"ar on.Terrorism has uncovered not only new security challenges but 
also ~p,teeedented opp'b~ties t~·re<lefine the status quo, shape strategic outcomes, and create 
conditions: for a favorable-.:internatiQµal order founded on responsible governance and the 
exercise ohJ[~ctive sovereig:riiy. 

The Deparlrri~J has already undertaken a number organizational, process, and operational 
changes aimed at tr~fon:.t!illg how we prepare for ru1d wage war. O.r Armed Forces must have 
the capabilities and attributes they need to contend effectively with the range of persistent and 
emerging challenges,.:. some notably different from those we faced in the past. 

When President Bush took office three years ago, he charged all of us with a mission to 
prepare the Department of Defense to meet those threat~ our nation will face as the 21st century 
unfolds. The National Defense Strategv is focused on fulfilling this mission. As a witness to the 
dedication and determination of our uniformed men and women and of the civilians who support 
them, J have little douht that we will succeed in meeting this mission. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

America is a nation at war. 

Yet, we live in an era of historic American 
advaritage and opportunity. Ours is a time 
where we both face a diverse set of 
gathering challenges and possess an 
unrivaled capacity to con tend with them. 

order by honoring our security commitments and 
wol'king with others to bring about a broad, stable, 
and secure peace. 

How WEACCOMPLISH OUR OBJECTIVES 
Four key activities will focus our efforts in the 
world. 

-

We are committed to a strategy focused on Assure allies aodcfriend.s. We will assure allies 
an active, layered defense of the nation and and friends by dC!llonstrating our resolve to fulfill 
its interests, as well as the creation of those our defensi:~coinni.j!rnents and protect common 
security conditions conducive to a broad, interests. :~:~ _ ···-
stable, and favorable international order that Diss~J-a=e poteotiRI H«f~~ries. We will work to 
supports tkeedom, democracy, and dissuade potential adversahe&.from adopting 
opportunity. The National Dej(mse Strategv tfiieatening capabilities and aftilii~j9ns by 
promotes close cooperation with those r~fOvU_·.· ... ~ .. ing o_u __ .. _:r k_e_ y military adv_iill_ :. 'fages. 
committed to thesepl'inciples and seeks to 

Deter ia_-o aressioo and counter· coercion. We will create opportunities, secure our collective -..-
deter aggression and coercion by maintaining 

interests, and contend effectively with .•• . capable andtapjdly deployable military forces 
_p_e1_·s_is_te_n_t_a_n_d_e_m_e_r_g_in_g_c_h_a_ll_e_ng_e_s_. ____ ._. _. __, and, when nee~; demonstrating the resolve to 

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
Four defense objectives w~ll:gu.f4e. _DoD 's securi'Y: 
activities. 

Secure the United Staie&Jrom dfrett attack. 
We will counter--e~ly·:an'if:-at a sa5distance--
those who seek to harm the·tJm.ted s"tatq, ,· 
Secure st~~tegi~ acce~~i:°iµ!d retaia slobal 
freedom of action. We willunderwrite the 

....... ···- ··:·'.'"''"' ··::i ... ,:':' .. , .. w,, 

security)prosperity and freedom of actlQ_tt of the 
United Stati$;jts partners, art4]Jte wider 
intemationaicijtn,munity by s~9ring access to 
key regions, liries, of communioation, and the 
global commons. 

Strengthen alliances ~nd partnerships to 
contend with common challenges. We will 
expand the community of like-minded nations and 
help partners increase their capacity to defend 
themselves and collectively meet challenges to 
our common interests. 

Establish security conditions conducive to a 
favorable international order. We will create 
conditions conducive to a favorable international 

use·,them. -. . . 

Dtf~iit:ad.\rersaries. At the direction of the 
President,..we will defeat adversaries at the time, 
place, and in the manner of our choosing - setting 
~e -~onditions for future security. 

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES 
Four guidelines •,rill structure our strategic 
planning and decision making. 

Active, defense-in-depth. We will focus our 
military planning, posture, operations, and 
capabilities on the active, forward and layered 
defense of our nation, our interests, and our 
partners. 

Continuous transformation. We will continually 
adapt how we approach and confront challenges, 
conduct business, and work with others. 

Capabilities-based approach. We will 
strengthen our opportunity-oriented approach for 
addl'essingpersistent and emel'ging challenges by 
setting priorities among competing capabilities. 

Managing risks. We will consider the full range 
ofrisk associated with resources and operations to 
manage explicit tradeoffs across the Department. 
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THE NATIONAL 
DEFENSE STRA.TEGY 
OF THE UNITED ST A TES 
OF AMERICA 

I. AMERICA'S SECURITY IN 
THE 21 ST CENTURY 

A. AM.ERICA'S ROLE IN THE WORLD 

The United States is a nation at war, yet we 
still enjoy an historic position of strategic 
advantage. Tn spite of our substantial 
advantages, however, we remain vulnerable. 

instability affecting others. Some may seek 
to terrorize om·population and destroy our 
way of life, as al Qaeda did on September 11, 
200 I. Others may seek to Umh our freedom 
of action globally or regionally, establish 
hostile dominance over key strategic regions, 
or attempt to make the costs of our continued 
worldwide commitment pro hi bi ti ve. 

Mindful of this diy~ array of challenges, 
the United States=fuid its international 
partners haveffil:bf_e September 2001. 
followed.~ clear, ·a~~ve, and principled 
strategy. "This app:machstrives to defend, 
pies~iv~~d extend pi~tand freedom 
·~ughout the world. TJic};l!(ional Defense 
-Srrategy will help the Unite:!$tates-achievc 
tb~~ .. broad:SQ·~ls by pron.iotirig\ frt active, 
laye1tji...9ntl ·ad~ptive approach· to securing 

According to the President's National the Umtil States and its interests. While the 
Security Strategy, we seek to use ouruniqUJ;}.. Notionaiiiefe.nse stnm;gyretain:; elements of 
position of strategic advantage "to bui Id a ··~:-:f..i(:i.~11 :. ... the 2()()1 Quadm.nniJ J Defense Review 
safer, better world char favors human ··~~~. "';·, ?\(,Q_DR) report,' JfJ,ifso reflects fondamenrnl 
freedom, democracy, and free enterprise." ·· chatji~~}.!1 the,~~urity env1ronment and the 
Our security and that of our pa_nµers .. lessons~~ ba've learned over the past few 
ultimately rests on an in~~-~ titio#}#;f)rder years.. . .. 
within which all nations!:enjoy the'-:'l>enefits 
freedom and prosper::1i%~ft~ ~ 

lo!·.~--::':'';': ' :.:: .. "!',::" - · ..... 

In combination.with. our int~itioh~j:.: '~?it·: .. ::::::;:· .... : 
partners, our,pl:fiffiooal str~fi~ . affo;d ;•; .. :~::.:'./ . 
us a uni_qyf opportunHy~!.~ure c~tive 
inter~.~~d build that nii i *1orc c~t-tr-abte 
intematiofilil:Drder. If WC are'tG:'8UCCeeJ:'i11 
this pursuitWe:must continue t~ rc1y 0~ 

traditional alli°~ ild partners while seeking 
to expand our paifi;jt~Jl.ips ai:9tlnd the world. 
We must continue t67.g&µv~tii.~ community of 
like-minded states corri@Hed to bringing 
about positive and cndlfring change to 
adverse security conditions Ji keliest to 
threaten the peace. 

Despite our position of enormous advantage, 
we remain vulnerable to diverse security 
challenges. These challenges take many 
forms, ranging from direct attacks against the 
United States and its interests to indirect 
threats posed by aggression or dangerous 

. The September 2001 attacks clarified our 
understanding of the fundamenta.l changes 
occun-ing since the end of the Cold War. We 
realized that,. without l'eso'Jute action. we 
could e:x.perience far greater tragedies i 11 the 
future . A purely dt:fensive approa(:h likely 
wo11Jd foil to address fhe threar of arracks on 
an even gre,(ter scale. From that day forward, 
a more activi~t defense of the nation and its 
intereslsbecarne the ha11mark of our strategy. 
This approach is evidenced in the ongoing 
gJobal war .on terrorjsm. lncleed, since 9/ 11 
the active defeat of terrorist organizations, 
like al Qaeda,. and their sponsors is the 
defining security interest of our age. 

The United States nnd its international 
partners have made significant progress in the 
global war on terrorism. This has been 
enabled by an unprecedented level of 
interagency nnd international cooperation. 
Over 170countries are engaged in activities 
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freedom:-:.-while seeking to prevent the 
development of future challenges to them. 

1. PERSISTENT AND EMERGING 
CHALLENGES 

ranging from freezing terrorist assets to 
sharing intelligence co providing combat 
forces for coalition operations. Our recent 
military successes in Afghanistan and Iraq 
are illustrative of this. In Afghanistan, a 
U.S.-led coalition defeated a Taliban regime 
that provided the. world's principal haven for 
temxists. In Traq, an American-led effort 
tt)ppled the regime of Saddam Hussein-a 
regime with a history of indiscriminately 
ernpl<Jying weapons of mass destruction, 
sponsoring and providing sanctuary to 
terrorists, and inflicting terror on its own 
people. 

.. America is now threatened less by conquering states 
than we are hy failing: ones. We are menaced less hy 
fleets and am1ics than by catastrophic technologies in 
the hands of rhe embittg;¢ few." -The President's 
National Security Sf!ftiigji": :. 

One of the _clearest changes in the strategic 
Jandscape-:grows ~ :9u.r superiority in 
traditk)JJ{lf f~mns of warfare. Our adversaries 
in~re=-asingl y are foregoini._~alleng~~g u .s. 

OJr experiences fighting the global war on ifflerests di_.rectly with tradrt~ __ (JJJ_(l/ m2,htary 
tenorism have underscored the need for a . --~means. Instead. they are adopnjfg'.a range of 
defense establishment postured to contend . asynuoetric-:cap~ilities and ~hods 
with this conflict for some time, while inte.ilded.ftrcircumvent U.S. military 
strengthening our ability to contend with,! advanti~_Thus an array of catastrophic, 
range of diverse challenges i~ the future/: ..:-~,:.. irregular)l{jryptive, as well as continuing 
This reality calls f<x an a<lapt1 ve strategy~ ·-.. ::-. .-, :\ ·. __ traditional methods-and capabilities represent 
predicated upon creating and seizing .. uie:four persisterif and emerging challenges 
opportunities and contending with our most .wemust.contend with to prevail in a new, 
compelling security challeng~ through an . 'more uncertain era. Jndjvidually, these 
active, forward defense ·in~~'-:-\.. ·· chaJleng~s are characterized in the following 

- · =:-. ways: 
B. A CHANGING sEglt_UTY ·.ft __ 
ENVIRONMENT -··- ,--~-. . • Traditionalchallengesare 1,trgely 

~:-·.: · __ .· -- ··_:.. _ _:_._ · · represented by states employing legacy and 
Uncertaintyji{ttiiclefiiii11~ characteri~tic of advanced military capabilities and 
the currenfstrategic envi.fJ?.P.!llent. ~ :c~~t recoonizable military forces in long-
and w.ili110t know precisei~tere an<J:~n estal;iished, well-known forms of military 
the i~t~~eHcuthe United S~~ will¥ competition and conflict. 
threatened}1er_~en the Unit~tates will 
come under da~:a~tack. We"'~ identify 
trends, but we cafui9;predict ~ecific events 
with any precision. ~~~~~io avoid . 
surprise, but we also must learn to expect it 

• Jrregrtlar challenges are unconventional 
methods adopted and employed by non-state 
and state actors to counter stronger state 
opponents. 

We must adapt to uncertainty by adjusting 
quickly and decisively to changes in strategic 
circumstances-better anticipating the most 
adverse among them and influencing 
strategic outcomes on our terms. It is no 
longer enough to react to change. Thus, this 
strategy focuses on securing our most 
treasured national assets~ur people and our 

• Catastrophic challenges involve the 
surl'eptitious acqui::;ition, possession, and 
possible terrorist or rogue employment of 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) or 
methods producing WMD-like effects. 

• Disruptive future challenges are those 
likely to emanate from competitors 
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developing, possess.ing, and employing 
breakthrough technological capabilities that 
might supplant our current advantages in key 
operational domains. 

There are often no hard boundaries 
distinguishing one of these categories from 
another. While the capabilities and methods 
within each differ, the most dangerous 
circumstances are those where we are facing, 
or will face, multiple challenges 
simultaneously. 

For example, during Operations Enduring 
Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, U.S. and 
coalition forces contended with both 

attractiveness of irregular methods, as well 
a'i the increasing avai I ability of catastrophic 
c,1p,1bi Ii ties. 

Even \'1lhere adversaries possess considerable 
capadty in traditional domains, they often 
seek to reinforce their position with 
catastrophic, irregular, and disruptive 
methods and capahilities. Therefore, some 
strictly traditional.tmf:.ats are giving way to 
hybrid challeng~i.-Effectively contending 
with these chall~ges requires the active 
maintenance of sufficient combat overmatch --~ -- ·-
in key areas of traJiilp!J~l military 
COI!}petitiQn:- ---

---
traditional and irregular challenges, in part irregular-Challenges. lrregulaz: .. methods of 
to keep catastrophic capabilities out of the inereJ1Sing ~stication-inclffefing 
hands of ten-orists. Transnational terrorist te~irtsurgency, civil war, and third-
groups like al Qaeda represent quintessential, party ~ ion-will challenge U.S. security 
irregular threats but are actively seeking~ ·.:.::-... ioterests-~!:i.feater degree than they have in 
obtain catastrophic capabilities. North Ko~ '~:: . _ the past. O'tit=idyersaries are likely to exploit 
at once poses traditional, irregular, and -::. _ - - -~~~b.ost of irre~lafmethods in an attempt to 
catastrophic challenges. Still other potential : ~ · ~~_JJ._._S. infltfince ,power, and national 
opponents-particularly rising.great powers ~:. .: . will oveF-~~-
or rogue states-may seek-,to'ft~~e _ 
breakthrough disruptiv.e.:~~abilfii~~ The adverse effocts of most irregular 
combination with traiffiwaal fonns:::ef -.-'.:_c~~Jlenges accrue cumulatively. We can 
warfare to achieve decisi~~~an~)~ ~~~pect opponents employing these methods 
niche areas. ·=::~~~:::·--:: .~·.::.~0j;~..: _,·.:·.· to take a long-term view. They will not focus 

.. :.:.:..: ...... --=:·:~~-::;:::... "~.;_ ·- on individua1 battlefield victtlries, but rather't 
While t~fi~~-;h~li~T~en ~~~e. on the steady erosion of American patience 
theiq1iifuctions are beslitmreciatea-:~· and will overtime. They will seek to exact 
explainea:1N1ividually. -:~~ .. increasing levels of human, material, 

financial, and political costs on the United 
Traditional C~nges. Tra?!!J.onal States so as to force a strategic retreat from a 
challenges are welfncognized:fonns of key region or adopted course of action. 
military competitiori-1~ largely by 
states-that is, armies~~vies and air forces. 
While traditional fo111li of military 
competition remain important, recent history 
suggests that they likely will receive lesser 
priority in the planning of adversaries vis-a
vis the United States. This can be attributet.l, 
in part, to U.S. and allied superiority in 
traditional forms of warfare an<l the 
enormous cost to develop, acquire, and 
maintain conventional capabilities. But it is 
explained as well by the increasing 

Two factors in particular have intensified the 
rapid growth and potential danger of 
irregular challenges: the rise of extremist 
ideologies and the erosion of trnditional 
sovereignty. Worldwide political, religious, 
and ethnic extremism continue to fuel deadly 
and destabilizing conflicts. Particularl y 
threatening are those extremist ideologies 
that sanction horrific violence-including the 
deliberate targeting of civilians and 
noncombatants. 
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The erosion of traditional sovereignty and the 
rapid growth of un-, Lmder-, and ill-governed 
tenitory has provided havens for terrorists. 
criminals, insurgents, and other groups that 
threaten global security. Many states are 
unable or unwilling to extend effective 
control over their territory, thus increasing 
the areas available to hostile exploitation. 
This is most prevalent in an "arc of 
instability"that spans portions of Central and 
South America, Africa, the Middle East, and 
southern and Southeast Asia. Irregular 
challenges in an<l from these areas will grow 
more intense over time and are likely to 
challenge the security of the Unite<l States 
and its partners for the indefinite future. 

Our ongoing global war on terrorism and our 
resulting operational experien~e call fol' a 
reorientation of our military capabilities to· -
contend with these challenges more 
effectively. 

nation, our institutions, ,tnd our free society. 
Thus, nc:w emphasis must be applied to 
capabilities that enable us to <lissuade 
acquisition of catastrophic capabilities, deter 
their use, and finally, when necessary defeat 
them prior to their posing direct threats to us 
and our partners. 

Disruptive Clialle,iges. ln rare instances, 
revolutionary tec~~.!Qgical developments 
and associated_~fitar/innovation can 
change the na~_of military competition 
itself and .. ffm'dain~~lly alter our concepts of 
warfare. 'ilithe futtire, .~me capable 
co~QJS may expfo&l\lJT perceived 
yµ,llierabilhies with th.is ~frevolutionary 

· tjj-~akthrou·gp. In doing so, "tlin-:would seek 
fo:Pf_P.vide ~lieD_!selves new mi(ijiry options 
thafoffsetJJ:S. military advantages in niche 
areas/---~(l.threaten our ability to operate from 
the stratig(2~~:m1mons- space, international 
waters and a~c~: and cyberspace. 

·-
MO$.f~!l.~J1 developments will afford 

Catastrophic Challen~es. ~ number of state . .. ;. opporicii~)mly temporary advantage. In a 
and non-state actors are vigorously seeking to ._ few instances, however, the United States 
acquire dangerous and__gistabiliz1ni:. ··.· could confront technological breakthroughs 
catastrophic capabilitr~~articulaijy :\ Jh~ would fundamentally alter our approach 
weapons of mass destrucii-On-:.PorOla:.... . ~security.These might include 
international borders, weak ccirihol'~'~ver~-'-:-: -- -breakthrough developments in sensors, 
weapons-r~l~ied·mai~rials. and expertise, and information processing, bio-technology, 
ongoinS:fevolutions iiriiif~atiorr::.:~:... miniaturization. cyber-operations, space, 
tech.J_lo.~~ are increasinglf~.~bling tJ;us";s ·: directed-energy, and other emerging fields. 
trend. Pafti~y]arly troublcso~is the ne:xus Allhough such breakthroughs are 
oftransnatit>@!Jerrorists. WMP- -,- unpredictable, we must be attentive to the 
proliferation, anff;Qgue states~J .Jnchecked, consequences that such possibilities hold, and 
this confluence raise~ ~.he prospect of direct plan and invest accordingly. 
WMD employment a~nst tfie United States 
or our partners. .., 

The continuing illicit proliferation of WMD 
technology and expertise makes contending 
with catastrophic challenges an enduring 
necessity. A single catastrophic attack 
against the United States is an unacceptable 
prospect. The strategic effect of a such an 
attack transcends the mere economic and 
social costs of mass <l~struction. Tt represents 
a more fundamental, existential threat to our 

2. CHANGING RELATIONSHIPS 

Fundamental changes within the international 
system accompm1y the four security 
challenges: 

• Our alliances and partnerships- a key 
source of strength - are adapting to meet 
common challenges. 
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• Key states are facing important decisions 
that will affect their strategic position in the 
world. 

• Some rogue states will continue to pose 
significant long-term challenges, while others 
will realize that their role actually weakens 
their security in the long-run. 

• A host of new actors-particulmlythose 
operating outside of traditional state 
control-have grown in the aggregate and are 
increasing their capabilities. 

Allies and Partners. Our inrernal'ional 
reh1tionships continue to be a source of 
America's strength. Shared principles, a 
common recognition of our security 
challenges, and a commitment to working 
together have allowed us and our allies and 
partners to collectively achieve greater ·. · · 
security. Nowhere is this more evident than
in our ongoing war on terrorism. 

Yet, as our seeurity chatlengcs change, our 
alliances and partnership~.muste~~inue to 
adapt. Today, our nation' and our collective 
interests are thre~tten6:f~~~-~y the P!OOictable 
tnulitional challenges of tliep~t, amt·more 
by actors posse~ng and employing · 
catastrophic, irreg,ila.r, and disn,ptive 
capabili!i_es and methods. As a result, our 
key, . lon~standing relationships in E1iropo; 
Asia, and;th9Wcstem Hemisphere contfnue 
to grow in sbopc; and function. In addition, 
we have broaden~;~)Uf circle ~f security 
partners around the world. This grov.1h in 
our alliances and partn¢rships must continue 
apace and stay ahead otthose challenges 
lil<PliP<::t tn thrp:itPn nnr·;..,...11..,...tivP intPrP<:k 

Kev States at Strategic Crossroads. Several 
key states face critical decisions about their 
roles in global and regional politics, 
economics, and security. These decisions 
have the potential to change their strategic 
positions in the world and their relationships 
with the United States. Their uncertain paths 
present us with significant opportunities but 

also potential challenges. On one hand, we 
may be ,tble to engage with them and assist 
them toward more favorable political change. 
On the other, should more adverse political 
and security circumstances prevail. some key 
states could evolve into capable regional 
competitors. 

In particular, given requisite levels of 
investment overt~ some states-
particu I ar ly risip_lf greaI powers-could 
eventually pose~gnificant future traditional 
or disrup(ive'ch~lifflges. They may 
u ltimat~I~i generate7

~ capacity to directly 
thre_ateri the United St~pval us in key 
~ of military and tec~gical 
~ompetition, and hold a n~-0f-0ur 
irit~~sts at °*~ by pursuing d~ce over 
key·r~~9¥: lri ·other cases, ifiidverse 
economic.-.polit'ical, and demographic trends 
continue,"cltrrcntly func1foning and capable 
statt::s could b~.o.me dangerously unstable 
anQ increasingly ungovernable, thus 
presenting the United States and its partners 
with enon:w:rns future irregular and 
potentially cata.rrrophic challenges. 

· We remain attentive to a possible renewal of 
·~td patterns of great power competition and 
the potential dang~rous destabilization of 
large, capable statt:s in the;: future. However. 
recent developments in large states like 
Rus:-.;ia, China, and India create strategic 
opportunities and encourttge hope for the 
future of freedom and democracy. As the 
National Secmity Strategy states, "Today, the 
international community has the best chance 
since the rise of the nation-state in the 
seventeenth century to build a world where 
great powers compete in peace instead of 
continually prepare for war." 

Persistent Rogue State Threats. Rogue 
states differ from one another in important 
ways. Yet each shares a number of common 
attributes. Foremost, the.se states reject basic 
human values. The elites of these countries 
squander national resources to benefit ruling 
cliques, foreign extremist clients, or their 
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anned forces; they disregard the demands of 
international law; and they serially violate 
international agreements. In addition, many 
seek WMD or other advanced military 
capabilities to coerce and intimidate 
neighbors, extort concessions, or offset key 
weaknesses. Some sponsor terrorists' 
activities and provide them safe haven. 
The most capable among these rogues-those 
possessing or close to possessing WMD
could collude with extremist actors and 
present the United States with unprecedented 
security challenges. 

Nonetheless, there is reason for hope. Some 
rogue actors may recognize that their security 
is best assured by rejoining the community of 
responsible nations-demonstrated by 
positive developments in Libya. 

New Actors of Strategic Signiffc:anc:J!.. The _ 
United States can no longer merely counter-:. - . 
the military capabilities of our state 
competitors to guarantee security. Indee~ 
the attacks of September 200 I and 
subsequent experiences indicate that 
fundamental threats to ~urity em~ite from 
a variety of both state-aq.d .JJon-stahf!()urces. 
Therefore, our security wlli:-depend·:~ 
increasingly upon. our ability to coritend.n~t 
only with threatening states but also with a 
range of cha! Ieng cs that operate outside the 
control.of.states. A diverse collection of... · 
terrorists,. inaurgents, paramili~es, and 
criminals ~iifp9se significan(ff:regular and 
catastrophic chiii~nges to the)Jnited States 
and its interests welLinto the future. Further, 
these actors are increasingly likely to 
undermine the legitimate governance of some 
key states and exploit un-, under-, or ill
governed areas as sanctuaries. 

3. ASSUMPTIONS FRAMING THE 
STRATEGY 

The folluwing broad assumptions about the 
security environment inform this strategy: 

• The United States faces an extended 
period of persistent conflict-largely 
irregular and potentially catastrophic in 
character. 

• The United States will not face a peer 
military competitor over the next decade; 
however, some prospective adversaries will 
continue to improve and adapt their military 
capabilities and 111~.r.~_se much broader 
traditional or dt.¥i'ptivi'chaJ1enges. 

• Statu~_guo coh.&tions in some key 
regions and.among ~~nle peoples are 
inherently unstable. ~y growing 
~ ulations, the globaliz~f extremist 

.. i(l~as, inequitable developmeitti iQt:i"easing 
d1if{~ction}~!l continued in~quate or 
irres~Jbfo governance will contribute to 
rising instability and violence. 

8 Some fiiendl)'. SJAtN will r.nmP. 11ntiP.r 

pres~ure from ~tor! hostile to U.S. interests 
and oould, under adverse circwnstances, 
deveiop 11.lt~ rogue, criminal, or ungovernable; 
entities. Likewise, some currently hostile 
states may choose courses more conducive to 

. re_s.ponsible international behavior. 

• Un-, under-, and ill-governed areas will 
continue to generate grave security problems 
requiring U.S. and international involvement 
and, at times, military intervention. 

• The grave danger resident in many 
irregular and catastrophic challenges 
portends the need for an activist approach to 
issues like proliferation and effective 
governance. 

• Bringing about durnblc, favorable change 
in crisis regions will require new 
competencies and expanded capacities within 
the U.S. government and the international 
community. 

• The United States will retain strong and 
expanding alliances and partnerships in a 
number of regions around the world. 
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• There is increasing diversity in the 
international community in gauging the 
severity of particular challenges. This 
diversity indicates that achieving past levels 
of collective involvement in the resolution of 
some security issues will be more 
problematic in the future. 

• Europe will remain largely at peace and 
will continue to seek to define its role in 
global affairs. However, Europe will also be 
vulnerable to irregular and catastrophic 
challenges emanating ti-om outside the 
region. 

e The most significant current and future 
traditional and disruptive chal1enges likely 
reside in or will emanate from Asia. 

• Th,., most significant current and futu~·.::..· :, 
irregular and catastrophic challenges likelf ' .... 
reside in or will emanate from the Middle ·, .. 
East, South Asia, and Southwest Asia. 

• A combination of irregz,idr~enges 
will continue to dest~'!?.i.!:f.i.e key sta~~ 
undennine effective;govem.ance, ariifincrease 
the likelihood of one or rrf oiil~igni~.ant-.. ... 
failed or faihng.'.·~~~:.i_n the Am¢fica{.Afri~~: :, ·::· .. 
or the Middle East::. ·.: · . ·.· . . .. 

The challeng~c;Qnfronting u~t~ombined 
with changing h{ijm_ational retiiiionships and 
the assumptions oiitlii)~~ he_~~/ -indicate that 
we will face a periodofim.certainty and 
instahil itywel\ into the:filture. This calls for 
a strategic approach designed to endure 
through adversity, accommodate change, and 
exploit opportunity. Thus, these themes, 
combined with requisite flexibility and 
adaptability, should inform implementation 
or the National Defense Strategy ,\(:ross the 
Department. 

I. I It 

.......... ~ 
'' -·-·-·· 

', ... 
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11. A DEFENSE STRATEGY 
FOR THE 21st CENTURY 

Our strategy seeks to create those security 
conditions conducive to a stable international 
order that supports freedom, democracy, and 
opportunity. We support an environment 
characterized by responsible and 
representative government; the peaceful , 
favorable resolution of regional disputes; 
open and competitive markets; and the 
protection and extension of effective 
sovereignty. 

Cold War defense strategy was predicated on 
maintaining a stable and predictable status 
quo. Indeed, for the majority of the previous 
half l.':entury, Amerkan strategy focused on 
containing Soviet influence and 
expansionism in critical regions- ce1tainly . 
not on producing far-reaching and 
fundamental political change. We 
deliberately equated the status quo, for good 
reason, with that degree of st~bilit:y_ necessary 
for the prevention of w;i.r between oµ;sel ves 
and the Soviet UnioJ.t. :·:??\·__ ::} 

. " 

Today, our strategic circumst~c-~.s are ..... 
notably different. ',We'live in an :tiistoric era 
of unprecl;1dented At~1eric.au advantag~ and 
oppor:tµmty, yet, also of urijqµe vulner~;µ.ry. 
It is one where we face both a diverse sef of 
gathering d~;~ges and pos~~ an -
unrivaled capaci~ty to do somet~ng about 
them. These factoii'-point to the' need for a 
bold and principlecfs~_egy.Jo secure the 
United States, its partn~fi:·~d its interests. 

A growing international consensus is 
emerging on the need for fundamental :md 
favorable change to those adverse security 
conditions that today and in the future will 
produce grave common dangers, Uncertainty 
and an inherently destabilizing status quo in 
some regions indicate that our strategic 
approach to security can no longer rely on 
reacting only to manifest threats. We and our 

allies cannot sit idly as terrorists plot against 
our citizens. Therefore, we must endeavorto 
defend ourselves before terrorists and their 
supporters are able to act on their designs. 
When called upon by the President to do so, 
we aim both to eliminate such threats and to 
bring about favorable, lasting change to 
preclude-the development of like threats in 
the future. 

The United Sta.~ lS fighting a complex and 
multifaceted,.'!V·~ ~·:.Military operations are 
central to .victory iri:·thi s war, but so too is the 
effectiy/ei:nploymmffgf other elements of 
nati~.naf:.:p9wer. Suc~~n the near-tem1 
are critical, but this confli~OQ(ely will persis1 

· for decades. In the end, wtilt~·~ _l:Jnited 
Stiiie~ can ~qmplish mui;h b'f jtself, we 
depclld.cm.the cooperation of allies and 
partneis'f~..:.f ffect meaningful change and 
remove tb.e:roc t sources of terrorist violence. 
This is espedaUy the case in the Middle East 
where the Unite4 'states and its partners are 
actively pursuing fundamental change today. 
The Presid~t has explicitly rejected the 
notion of sustaining the status quo in that 
vital region. 

,We are proc;eeding from this principle today, 
as the nation fights ,t global w~tr against 
ten-orism. Further, it will be imperative that 
we maintain this focus into the indefinite 
future. The nation 's role in bringing about 
positive change argues for undertaking an 
active, forward strategy focused (m defending 
human freedom, democracy, and opportunity 
while helping to develop a broader, more 
secure, and enduringpeace around the world, 

Our National Defense Strategy aiticulates 
objectives we seek to achieve; the actions we 
will take to accomplishour objectives; and 
finally, the underlying guidelines informing 
the strategy's implementation. 

A. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

Four defense objectives will focus and 
organize all of the Department's efforts. 
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1. Secure the U11ited States from direct 
attack. The sudden attacks of 200 I 
crystallized our appreciation of the 
challenges confronting us. From that 
moment, we were transfom1ed into a nation 
at war for the long tenn. The enemy is a 
complex network of actors, united by 
common strategic goals and employing 
largely irregular and potentially catastrophic 
means to attack us. They seek to undermine 
our international relationships, erode our 
innuence, and impose their own extremist 
views on civilized societies. This realil.ation 
established a new strategic imperative for the 
United States. 

We will counter-early and at a safe 
distance- those who seek to harm the United 

States. 

2. Secure strategic access and retain global 
freedom of action. The United States can.ti:<>! . 
impact that which it cannot reach or 
influence. Securing the nation's strategic 
access to key regions, lines of 
communication, and the global oommons
international waters and a.irspace, space, and 
cyberspace-underwrj~Jhe securify~ 
prosperity, and well;bei'rigof the American 
people and guarantees maxf~um.fteedom of 
action. At th~ ~e·time, securing access to 
these diverse-strategic domains supports the 
broadede:~urity and pros~rity of oui· . 
partnenFamµnd the world. F.mally, oti(:· -:-
assuring tti~~vcrsal, open, ·~ peaceful use 
of critical liii~t).:(.communic~n and the 
global commoris.s4Pports the Jjoader 
security of both the~~emati~iial economic 
system and key regions.:;.\ :- -

We ivill underwrite the security, prosperity 
andfreedom of action of the United States, its 

partners, and the wider international 
community hy securing access to key regions, 

lines of com,-mmication, and tire global 
commons. 

3. Strengthen alliances and partners/tips to 
contend with , challenges. Bringing 
about a brnad, stable, and secure order-

founded on responsible government and the 
exercise of effective sovereignty-is only 
possible through collective action. Thus, the 
United States relies on its allies and partners 
to help establish and maint~tin the wider 
peace, bring about favorable and durable 
change to the international order, and sustain 
the global influence and freedom of action 
we all collectively enjoy. 

,,.-
Toward these en.4.s; we--are adapting an<l 
expanding our.-·-IIµ_emationaJ partnerships. 
Though forged dl.l$1.g the Cold War, our 
traditional:partneri.~ .. around the world are 
as valnable t.pday as wh,ro. they were formed. 
Hmvevet if we are to su~d in bringing 
al>out fundplllental change·t~lhc; s~urity 
. ci~ics inJ;~y regions we miisf:fook to 
expaaj_ OUJ:. partnerships. ::·-

Adequately.address1ng the security 
challenges of th_e future will require adaptable 
security relati6ri$,hips--combining both 
traditional and non-traditional partners and 
partnership~. This includes helping others 
become individually and collectively more 
capable of contending with common security 
challenges. 

- We will expand the community of like-minded 
· 11arions and help partners increase their 

capacity to defend themselves and collectively 
meet challenges to our common interests. 

4. Establish securin, conditions conducive 
tg a favorable intematio11al order. The 
United States supports a stable and secure 
international order that favors freedom, 
democracy. and opportunity. Therefore, we 
will not tolerate overt aggression or coercion 
targeted at our international partners or 
interest~. Further, we will not sit idly while 
effective, responsible governance or wider 
security in key regions a.re actively 
undermined by irresponsible leadership, 
dangerous instability, e.xtre.mism, con-uption. 
or criminal behavior. 

The United States values its friendships and 
thus, the collective security of its friends. 
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Therefore, our foremost priority toward this 
end is our continued commitment to the 
security of our allies and friends around the 
world. However, our collective, long-term 
security interests cannot be achieved without 
bringing about a stable and secure order
founded on responsible government and the 
exercise of effective sovereignty in those 
regions likeliest to harbor the most dangerous 
security challenges. Achieving this broader 
mandate hinges on bringing about 
fundamental and enduring change to those 
security conditions that, left unchecked, will 
generate dangerous common security 
challenges now and in the future. 

We cannot achieve this objective alone, nor 
can we do so everywhere at once. Thus, with 
our finite resources we must confront the 
most dangerous and compelling challenges 
first. Most. frequently, the Departmen1· he~l?;, 
accomplish this objective through targeted' ::"/ 
bilateral and multilateral security cooperatio~ 
activities~ ften in collaboration with other 
elements of the United States government. 
However, given more derqanding~·.qangerous 
,\nd urgent threats to U?i, .~ur partriei.~,:. or our 
interests, the establishment.of favorable 
security ·conditions may.r&[Q~(C di~ ..... . . 
intervention and .collective rniJi.~ action~·:'. .... . . 

.... -.~~·::-: .. :1.!:~:-:.:.... · .. ~.··,'';')' ' .... ·.:: ,;,;• 
' . ;" ",, ·.: .. -

We wilf:treate cond{iiorl.!. condudiw..to a 
javorii:b.ie international ;;det by hci'Mr.zng 
our 

0

SeCU~lfY.·tOmmitments aml_working ·with 
others to· b~(~~: ~1bout a brodµ_; stable. and 

·:secure peace .. :·:.·.'. 

B. HOW WE ACCQMl!Ll.§U OUR 
OBJECTIVES ::?· 

Four key activities will focus our efforts 
around the world. 

1. Assure allies al{d friends. For more than 
half a century, U.S. defense policy and 
military activities around the world 
underscored the nation's commitment to our 
allies and partners. We demonstrated our 
commitment during the Cold 'W:D:' by sharing 

risks with our allies and physically assisting 
in their defense against possible Soviet 
aggression, Now, in light of the new 
chaJlenges we face, we must assure a larger, 
growing, and more di verse community of 
allies and friends of that sarne enduring 
commitment to their security. Our 
supporting security cooperation activities will 
help reinforce the nation's deep ,rnd abiding 
commitmenttoad~.!fid expandour 
traditiona] p~ps'to contend with 
emerging ch~ll~s of common concern, as 
wen m, bµUdneW:v,CJJrityrelation:-hips to 

. .. ,.:;;' ·-_,. 
cope w:itl.Feyer-changt~g. stra1egic 

• - .• '.~ · ~ h .lle-.. &-

c 1 crJ,JJD.stances . 

. ·r·. ,We wiJJ .assure allies ti1Z:l{J'r.{~nd-s by 
... :.·: .. ·:_r'ik.monstiwt11g our resolve {iiJulfill our 

dijtd~sl!jih,nmi1mems ,md protect common 
,• .. : :~?.. i!Jli!J"t.J'/j', 

J", . ,.. •• ,,. ......... 
2 . . Dissuad°i~dl!ers.aries. Jt is critical thal' the 

··0n11ed States gqahmtee :its future military 
fr.eedpm Qf ~ction by limiting the strategic 
options·av~1ab1e to :future Op.Ponents. We 
can shape future security competition in 
advantageous ways by operating forward 

.. wJtb ·tnmsformmionaJ concepts and 
·· :ciipabil"it'ies, Particularly irnpommt i$ 
dissundingmilitary C<)mpeti'tion in advanced 
tradirio.na.l or disruprive ·Capabilities, ~ls well 
as dissmtding would-be oppmtents from 
adopting cawstrophicor irregular methods 
to offset our recognized superiority in 
trcuiitimw1forms of warfare. 

We will work to dissuade potential adversaries 
from adopting threatening capahilities and 
ambitions by refocusing our key military 

.ad vant~ges. 

3. l)e/er aggressioJJ andcounter coercion. 
The dramatic events of the last few years 
underscore the requirement that the United 
Statescontinue to actively deter aggression 
and counter coercion enumating from a range 
of potential hostile actors. Effective 
deterrence demands a multi-faceted and 
comprehensive approach. It rests on our 
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recognized, unmatched capacity and will to 
defeat adversaries> attacks, de.ny their 
objectives. dominate them at any level of 
potential escalation; and. finally, hold at risk 
that which they value most. 

We will deter aggression and cunciun br 
mainwininR capable and rapidly deployable 

militaryf'orc.:es and, whm necessan, 
demonstrating rhe resolve ro use th;m. 

ur 
may 

seek to bring about more fundamental, far-"-"'-· · 
reaching change. --. · · 

ture 9.!11"·. ~apabilities 
t? s~ize the i~itiat~ve and,dkfafe ~~~ .tempo, 
trmmg, and direction Qfmilitary o~tions. 
Bringing such operatforitio a favoraB'le and 
decisive conclusion dem~!:that ~use 
military and nm1-m.Uitary actions,to 'iiniit a:.< . 
hostile actorf°sttat~~c-:ft~~oni-o'r action, 
deny t~.~jp"their ideologi?~~ase of support, 
defe_~t-:~ _organized resi~e, and ~:(~:.::: · 
establish··~ty conditioni-C-0".nduciv~to a 
broad, stableI ~ secure peac~l For the 
Department, tlii~~!!l entail a ~ge of 
military activities~fi<im. major fombat 
operations against ca:p..able~organized 
opponents to the potentiaJ for extended 
stability operations -including combat 
operations of varying intensity. 
The global war on terrorism illustrates this 
expanded conception of def eat. Our actions 
in the global war on terrorism are undertaken 
exp I icitly recognizing that attacking terrorist 
capabilities and physically defendinu the 
homeland alone will not produce str;tegic 
success. The comprehensivedefoat of 

terrorists with global reach has required that 
we: 

• Disrupt and destroy terrorist networks 
capable of threatening the U nite<l States and 
its allies; 

• Protect rhe homeland against further 
carastrophic attacks; and simultaneously, 

• Actively comb_~·.ent~st ideologies with 
rn~ng ideas 

Each ?f ~~e· effo~_focuses on denying 
terronsts :~cess to ~Jhe utility of the 
reso,~ :.. tlrey value m&1: leadership, safe 
~~ven, weapons, finance~(:(>logical and 

: ni.?ral SUpP9rt, foot so]diersr:iufi fin.ally, 
e~(?itable ·~__gets. From a st~itc 
pe~!i.'!'~,iFie- ideological st:rUggle is the 
critkaf :@'pt in this war. Largely prosecuted 
outside~~~ 
own governiji~!, this aspect of the war on 
t~!:forism seelcsi:iFmake terrorism 
u~ve~s~lly illegitimate, undermine terrorist 

. recruiting ~d indoctrination, promote 
success~l'-inodels of moderation to combat 
extremism, and finally. work to change 

;_ ad - - -
--institutions, and people among key 
populations. 

Another ,t~pect of the war on terrorism is 
Jenying terrorist organizations, like al Qaeda, 
access to catastrophic capabilities and their 
means of delivery. Such capabilities in 
irresponsible hands pose an unacceptable 
threat to the United States and its partners. 
Denying terrorists' access to WMD will 
include coercive and non-coercive measures. 
These include both the physical interdiction 
of prohibited materials and technologies. as 
well as preventive military actions when we 
are threatened. We also will strengthen our 
non-proliferation efforts in <liploma<.::y, anns 
control, multilateral export controls, and 
threat reduction assistance-as exemplified 
by the President's Proliferation Security 
Initiative. 
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defeat adversaries at the time,place, and in 
the manner <four choosing - setting the 

conditionsforfuture security. 

C. IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES 

Four guidelines will structure our strategic 
planning and decision making. 

l Active Defens~~-hr-Depth. Our first 
priority must be the defeat of direct threats to 
the United States-whenever possible, before 
they become mani fost. Terrorists have 
demonstrated that they can conduct 
devastating surprise attacks with no warning. 
Therefore, we can no longer rely on a 
reactive or defensive pm;ture alone. Allowing 
opponents to strike first --:_particularly in an 
era of proliferation and catastrophic . 
terrorism- is unacceptable. Therefore, ttie· 
United States must defeat the most dangerous· 
challenges at a distance. before they are · 
allowed to fully mature. 

This active approach to defens~ plllf>:ning is 
predicated on seizingJ~.(strategic ·~iative 
in all areas of defense 'ac~r:4}'- assiifing, 
dissuading, deterring, defealing- aiio·affords 
us the greatest ~trat~gi~ freedoiil-of a.cfion~ ', 
To conten9, with the n19st compelling 
circum~t~ces, it layers tli~'·nfltion 's g~f~ns~ 
capabii¥~, providing botk~unda1icf ~d 
choice in ·deeiding the time, 'p'fate, an4: ;• 
marmer of def6~J:~f those whq\rould do us 
incalculable hann: '. ... 

Prevention is a criticaf~~.?.ffonent of an 
active, defense-in-dept~> .Preventive actions 
include activities like routine security 
cooperation, forward deterrence, 
humanitarian assistance, targeted peace 
operations, ,md certain non-proliferation 
initiatives- indudingthe active interception 
of illicit WMD transiting the commons. 
Whe.n directed by the Presi<lent,preventive 
actions might also entail si15nfficant military 
operations. Under the most dangerous and 

the preemptive use of force. 

Tn crises, preventive action might involve the 

capabilities to prevent increased tensions 
from becoming open hostilities or to help 
defend or restore a collapsing friendly 
government. Those preventative measures 
intended to preemp;f{l-devasiating attack 
might 1nvolve qjisnbling:.Or destroying WMD 
in the po.sse~!t_~fterrorists or rogue states, 
or strikingJime-sensi:ti'Ve terrorist targets 
capable of:~npportiiiidirect attacks against 
the UiiHed Stat,es or i~..resb. 

.!·:&··· - .. >':·= ... 
..eii.r ifl'lemationa.1 partners~lr.riticttl to our 
. ·~ive, def~nse-in-depth. As'fi@dited 

ead[ij4 th~.ft.iiitce d Swtes cannot establish a 
favo:~it1nte:mf1tlonal order alone.. Thus, 
among 'fh(k~y goals of the National Securi(v 
Strategy is·~~r~ing wiU.l other nations to 

· r;soh'e regjonaj:i~ri!ies and tontlicts. In som~ 
c~i U.S, forc~s will be in .a supporting role: 
Icncffrig-BBS:istanc·e to others wheu our unique 

' capabiliHei are needed. ln other cases, U.S. 
forces wi11 be supported by allies assuming 

: . C'rlt:ical :roles. 

'the fornJ foyer of an actjve defense-in-depth 
is the physical defens.e ofrhe homeland. At 
the direction of the President or the. Secretary 
of Defense, the Department will undertake 
mi'Jitary missiom; at home to defend the 
Ul1'ited States, its population, and its critical 
infrastructure from ex:temal attack. lI1 
emergency cfrcumstances, we will act 
quickly to provide unique capabilities to 
other ft':der;,11 agencies when required by 
circumstances or when the need surpasses the 
capacities of civilian responders. Under 
limited and more temporary citcumsta.nces, 
the Department will provide support to other 
federal agencies for one-lime e'vents of 
limited scope and duration. 

We \Vill focus our military planning, posture, 
operations, and cap,1bilities on the active, 

forward and layered defense of our nation, our 
interests, and our partners. 

12 
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2. Continuous Transformation. Continuous 
defense transformation is part of a wider 
governmental effort chartered by the National 
Security Strategy to "transform America's 
national security institutions to meet the 
challenges and opportunities of the twenty
first century." Recent experience and lessons 
learned, as well as an assessment of persistent 
and emerging challenges guide our broad 
defense transformation. Just as our 
challenges will change continuously over 
time, so too must our mix of military 
capabilities. 

The purpose of transformation is to extend 
our key advantages and reduce our 
vulnerabilities in the face of an ever-changing 
strategic environment. Thus. transformation 
must focus both on contending with 
persistent and emerging security challenges 
and seizing opportunities created by chanp 
in strategic circumstances. Defense ·- · ·· -
transfonnation must proceed from the 
recognition that we are a nation at war, and 
we will be contending with persistent--but 
adaptive- challenges forsome tim«: to come. 

Transformation is not ·a~~~~ technoldgical 
advance alone. Rather, fr:ti::~out _c~ging 
the way we thi~,:!J?9_Ul our c~l~ges an~-.. c. ·• '.·:· . • ·: .. 

opportunities/ adapffiig.fue defense - .. 
establisl}w·ent to that entigbJ_enedpetswctive, 
and refQf~ing our capabff(~j~ to me~~
chaltengei_~<;. must confronff ~rsus those we 
are currentlr~~~ prepared to>_~eet. . 

. .... ..... --
Transformation sliciukt charteicontinuous, 
broad adaptation to 'n~ strategic 
circumstances, yet it is-g_kfoften narrowly 
associated with offsetting future high
technology challenges with our own 
advanced technologies. Future challenges 
will span the continuum of catastrophic, 
irregular, disruptive, and traditional 
capabilities and methods. Thus. our 
continuous defense transformation needs tu 
span this same continuum. 

Making difficult choices lies at the heart of 
our transformation efforts. Not every 
cap,1bility we possess is relevant to the 
challenges of the Future. Likewise, we 
cun-enrly are not fully prepared to contend 
with all the challenges we foresee. 
Therefore. one key in our transformation 
decision making will be the rigorous 
determination of the relationship between the 
current value of fi.1J;iitf. .. capabilities and the 
future value o(_£µftent capabilities. 

War presenfs.botlfieal constraints and ·- - --.. · ·"'-
importanfupportumiii& _for accelerating 
change an~ ·cultivatin-if."I~ulture of 
innovation. The global ~ :Q-!l terrorism also 
i~1parts an-·\.J!gency to defeiis~=~-::-
~fonnatt<w-i. we must tranJamt to win 
the cuq~pJwar. -

The Department has made some progress 
toward transfunnati9n. However. despite 
success to date:_.wtstill face irregular, 
cataS."fr(!phic, .disruptive, and advanced 
traditioijgfchallenges that demand a program 
of conti~tious, aggressive adaptation and 
change. 

.. ·-We will continually adapt how we approach 
and confront challenges, conduct business, 

and work wi1h 01hers. 

3. Capabilities-Based Approach. 
Capabilities-based planning and operations 
focus more on how adversaries challenge us 
than on whom those particular adversaries 
might be or where exactly we may have to 
contend wirh them. Jt focuses the 
Department on the growing range of 
capabilities and methods we must possess 
and employ to eff ectivcly contend with an 
uncertain future. lt seeks to center U.S. 
defense initiatives on reorienting our 
portfolio of military capabilities, linking them 
to joint operating concepts and functional 
capabilities across the broadest range of 
possible scenarios. 
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This approach represents the threat as the 
broad continuum of challenges addressed in 
Section l -;Kt a single discrete threat actor. 
In the past, threat-based planning tended to 
result in quantitative planning solutions 
associated with nanowly defined and highly 
scripted scenarios. It was a program- and 
platform-centric approach to planning. 
Capabilities-based planning starts from a 
more fundamental departure point by first 
identifying desired effects to be generated 
and objectives to be achieved. It then derives 
the requisite military capabilities needed to 
achieve those effects and objectives, and 
identifies the best means for infusing those 
capabilities into the force. 

Our approach to decision making will assess 
lhe likelihood of a variety of risk-sensitive 
consequences associated with particular 
strategic choices. Among the most notable of 
these is the likelihood of failure or 
prohibitive costs in pursuit of the strategic, 
operational, or management objectives 
imbedded w1thi111he strategy and its 
exerntion. Oor nppH:tach explicitly 
recognizes that so...~J~hjectives. though 
des.irab.le, .may ;gpfbe attainable and others 
may not a1w:~Yf ~ . worth the human, 
matcrial,J~i"iJ'.ncfiilf ~.!. strategic political costs 
assoc:iatea:'1Vith acmtWing them. Managing 
ris~i~~ they are dh°ih.identified, entails 
w.#fgbing tlleir re]ative iih~n_ance and 

· ~ng deliJ?erate cho:ices 107~9:°!t, directly 
Like the institutionaliz.ationof the Planning, re~~~~ orj;ri,~~:ct1y n:ritigate ~~ltl. 
Programming, and Budgeting System in the ·:::-:~~ ~~-:, , .. 
1960s, the introduction and evolution of The ii.i1~,gr4tt-e<l assessment and management 
capabilities-based approach will be a long-~_:.·.. of risks Frii\,l~s th.e Department to achieve its 
term process. It will directlysupportthe ·-:-:.:. · ·· .. ,. principal 0'6j"ijg.yes_p:1ore effectively. It 
management of risks by rhe senior Defense ·-,~ · :: :··.,..:All9WS for the ~ ntfouous .assessment and 
leaders, revealing strategy-driven tradeoffs ·.,. · 't,i~dent adjustment ,of Department priorities 
among cost, time, and military 9apability. . . : :.relaijve'::t1{Uie'ri.sks .involved, The defense 
Such an approach wi 11 beJ9c(l$~<P;)_f.l ":' '' risk :fra1nitvork established .Ill the 200 [ 
achieving the key ope~!~6nal cap~N!ities to ·.: Quadrerurial Defense Review (QDR) is the 
be discussed in Section--!!!:.;')t will ~'i!.ble ·:=:· .. P~partmen'fs vehicJe for :risk assessment and 
senior leaders to identifiaii:asses.!f:1}1~., ;~jwanagerner,t and will be used for all reports 
highly corn pie~ .. ~~~~~s and d~~9ri~· ··rac~-~Y· ·. and other correspondence dealing with risk 
the Depart?..1eiif:~ Prc.~~s~!¥ becati¥·9f the . ·· matters. lt focoseson the key meas critical 
benefits _Qfa capabilities.~li~ed app'r(j~h, we for the eva'luatio:n of the size, shape, posture, 
will ~~pp{Qy it as a found~tj~::.for -.~/t·.·. = commitmen:t, and inanag.eme11t of the force 
Departriieiji;~ide planning. ~'~E~i. ·: relative to the objectives of the National 

·::.:.-:;:: ;, ·::.-:~ Defense Strategy. This framework reflects 
We will strengi~11. our oppof.ffmity-oriented the lessons of the l 990sand the uneven 

approach tor addressing petsistent and success of the Department during that period 
emergingcha/le,i~,!eitingprion·ties in balancing strategy,, force structure, and 

4. Managing Risks. Effectively managing a 
variety of complex defense risks is central to 
operationalizing the Narional Defense 
Strategy. The Department takes a 
comprehensive, strategic approach to 
integrated risk assessment and management. 
This approach demands that difficult, 
deliberate risk choices be made in defense 
planning. 

resources. Tt further allows the Department 
to consider tradeoffs between objectives and 
a:es-ource constraints. 

In the 2001 QDR, the Department established 
a risk framework consisting o,ffour 
dimensions: ope ratiunal,future challenges, 

force rrwnag1:n11:nt, and institutional. This 
framework serves as the basis for assessing 
and managing risks in areas that are central to 
contending with the range of challenges 
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today and extending U.S. advantages into the 
future. 

By assessing and managing risks within and 
across these four dimensions, the Department 
can directly address the critical issues 
entailed in developing a more effective 
operational force, key enabling capabi I ities, 
and supporting infrastructure. In detail, the 
four dimensions of risk are the following: 

• Force management-Those risks 
associated with the Department's ability to 
manage its military forces as they fulfill the 
myriad missions associated with this strategy. 
Irs primary concern is recmiting, retaining, 
training, and equipping a ready force and 
sustaining that readiness to achieve the 
objectives of the strategy within force 
planning parameters. 

• Opetational-Those risks mos·t directly_:·. :; ·-~: 
associated with the current force ex.ecuting 
this strategy within acceptable human, 
material. financial, and strat~gic: .. poJitical 
costs. This entails asses~iµg ·a .full:~ge of 
likely near-term conti~~ncies a11d p~erations 
versus the array of cufreiit:1.raditiong/, 
irregular, and catastropl1i"ai~ Hen~ .-7 •• .. ' .. '. 

' ,; :~~.~·· :.;::.:: 

• Futur({ ,:hdifiirg:e.i~Thos~·ri~ 
associa~~ With the Deparlm~nt fulfilling this 
stratt;gi(~i!hin acceptable:~ over 'ult.:,:: ... 
long'-terin?.}!Ji.is entails ass·e~~g the ./: 
developmerif:offuture ca;pabiJii:i.es and 
operational coricq>j~ to assure .. ~llies, dissuade 
competition - acrd~ the spe9trilm of 
challenges - deter dit'~.futtlre threats, and if 
necessary, decisively defeat the range of 
future opponents. 

• Institutional -Those risks associated 
with development of new command, 
management, and business practices and 
controls to efficiently use finite resources and 
promote the effective operation of the 
Defense establishment. 

These four dimensions of risk cannot be 
assessed and managed independently, as 
choices in one area will have effects on 
others. Instead,, to manage risks effectively, 
the Department wilJ make deliberate risk 
choices within and across each broad 
category-maintaining a strategy-driven 
balance among them. Constant assessment 
and management will enstff,e 'that the most 
appropriate risk b~l.,c..! is adopted over time. 

-- -·---
We will_io,i_~er the full range of risk 

associat~ wiikrefsf!_,urc.es and operations to 
manage expliclfiradeoffi· across the 

. · · ·- ·: Depd-r.liilm.rt. 
- -:~ .. ..,......,.. ..... .. ....... ,__ .. . 

......... 'I. ...... ..... . 

. .. ..... ...... .. ,_, .. , 
Ours~wafrage of instability, uncertainty, and 
peri.l. Y~ 3.Jso one of enormous opportunity. 
Unlike ouiifuii9.ps dµring the Cold War, the 
mJJjn1enance oti:stabJe but adverse status 
'qiir:> .. W.Hl :no Jong~~ suffice. Tbe.refore, this 
. si.raiegy,~~'S to set the st.rategk conditions 
ne.cessarf for a favorab.lc and enduring 
inter.national order .founded cm .responsible 

:·:, goyenunent and e:ff ective sove:reiguty. The 
.Pt{'artmerrt sets the requ:isite co.nditions by 
retlress1ng, when summoned, those adverse 
security cfrcumstances likeliest to threaten 
the broader peace. 
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111. DESIRED CAPABILITIES 
AND ATTRIBUTES 

Our strategy demands capabilities and 
attributes that enable our forces to contenJ 
effectively with our most pressing challenges 
today and at the same time extend the 
adv~rntages that ,tllow us to do so in the 
future. 

cirwmstances. as well as the range of 
persistent and emerging challenges. 

A. KEY OPERATIONAL 
CAPAUILITIES 

The four security challenges addressed in 
Sectiont e.ither alone, but morn Jangerously 
in combination, require transformation of our 
operational capabill:j!~~· The eigl1t 
opera1iona1 cae~!JlfttieS'tl:iscussed below 
provide an_~~~i!~atio:n focus for the 

For our strategy to be viable and sustainabk, Dep.artrn~m. ·:-::-.-.::~. 
it needs to be supported by capabilities and · ... -:-:"~ ,:;-¥~:.. 
attributes that contend effectively with 1. · ::;::.. .i.· n' ini'i. ce. A strong 
persislenL and emerging challenges while l:.!H~1 igence capadty un<f"eii-!!s efforts acros~ 
extending relevant cunent and future . ~:~~ Departr:Qent to improve ~~,0nal 
advantages. These dual purposes cannot be ·-' · · c~ilitiesj/~ pport strategy, :p"juming, and 
achieved without a continuing commitment progf.am.nnn) deci5ions; and inform the 
to the maintenance of a quality joint force. Depa~itt''s risk management efforts. 
Foremost) we r~main committed to our -·::::·... Critical ~:@p§f intelligence objectives 
people- both uniformed and civilian. h1 :".~:i::·F:~:..... incJude: ·::.::=}~ .. ..'."" 
addition, the Department continues to drive;"\:,·":.:.'. :,:j:,:::\~:·... ·~ -;:;:..:-.::-
the force toward increasing levels of joint · ·! )f:'.Jllfl;'./l' Wanilng. The rnost important 
competency and capability-o.~ principle ::-:._ i i specfiij\mifigtheni:ni intel1igcnce is 
advantages in warfightins::::-.:}?j~.::\f,)i. ·· ·_.-_:,· improvuij"capabilities a:t t11e strategic, 

... ::.}::·.· <.fJ)t \. operational, and tactica1 level that enhance 
Our goal is nQt to b~id6~!_9..ant in a~preas of ·:.:i:,!?J!J ability to prnvide dec.:i~i rm maker~ 
military capability, but to~ _ess !!!~l .. ~j a e.quate early warning on the imminent 
mi11tary capabi!!~!e.~ _that al1ow3~ t(F~!:.~;.'t I-.::;:.:: ::·····.-::.:::::/ rl evel()pment or employment of ca rastroph i(i 
pnidently r~'Q¢'~:t?.PI) '¥}perab1Iw~~:.wh1l~ '" · : , ".::. capHbihties by state and nou-swte actors. It 
consolid,!tjhg and fortifMI.D,.&.key warJ.1iJ1tmg is equally critical 'that in1elligence is able to 
adVaJ!~ii- This mandates;~-¥.eful e·v~ !Won anticipate and assess comp]ex irregular and 
of those7

~ where we seelf:t~/educct risks disntpYii'll challenges in sufficient time to 
as well as ~ J ~ ntification of.!!!ose ot!icr enable adaptation in ourjoint capabilities. 
areas where WC3,~~ -prepared tgi~cept greater 
risk in light of n~~~alleng~;'fhere are 
three areas where we'i\till sttitegically 
leverage our advantage~;:~ b:ile 
simultaneously reducio~ vulnerabilities: 

• Devdoping and sustaining key operational 
c,tpabilities; 

• Shaping and sizing our forces to meet the 
near- and rnid-te1m needs of this Strategy; 
and, 

• Strengthening our global defense posture 
to contend effectively with new strategic 

• Delivering Exar:tiJig lntelligencefor 
M'ilitary Operations. To ·in-1prove support to 
'intelligence consumers, the DeJ,artment will 
transform Defense Humm1 Intell'igence, 
counterintelligence, and related -capahili ties. 
Programmed transformation efforts will 
support organizational and protess changes 
necessary to incre.ase capabilities relating to 
intelligence collection efforts, shift from a 
collector-centric to a mission-centric frame of 
reference,, and incorporate competitive 
analysis to anticipate adversary behavior. 
Emphasis will be on predictive vice reactive 
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analysis, inc I uding a dedicated effrnt to 
evaluate and understand future advanced 
traditional and disruptive challenge.s. 

• Horizo11tnl fotegration. Horizontal 
integration of intelligence capabi Ii ties across 
the Department and the broader intelligence 
community will enable us to responsively 
acquire, synchronize, con-elate, and deliver 
critical intelligence of all types to the 
decision makers responsible for executing the 
National Defense Strategy. 

We will strengthen our intelligence 
capabilities across the national security 

comnnmiry ro better support our strategic, 
operational, and resource planning and 

decision making. 

2. Protecting critiutl bases of operation, 
The capability to protect critical bases of-? .-. 
operation is central to U.S.defensestrategf"'- ' · 
it helps underwrite our political and military·· 
freedom of action, reassures the American 
people and our partners, an~ ;qa~les the 
timely generation and dep1oym~t~fmilitary 
forces worldwide. Protecting the Umted 
States from catastrop""hio-anack is tlii· 
foremost responsibility of tfie-JointfQrc.t in 
this regard. Thus.:it is our first prfonty in · : 
realizing tbis·capahility. Securiniiour critical 
bases of~p-eration starts-w1th adequate· . 
actionahk!ntelligence and. s~tegic wami-rig, 
but will onl~J:?~ fully realized.:when we:have 
the ability to defeat the spectrum of 
challenges to otiEcri.tical bases 6efore they 
are able to fu1ly rria~. . 

Future adversaries will ~ttempt to threaten 
our homeland or our iritemational partners 
with a range of traditional .. catastrophic, 
irregular, and perhaps disruptive methods 
and capabilities. We can identify some of the 
more obvious of these, including ballistic and 
cruise missiles and WMD. However, 
others-more akin to 9/11 or subsequent 
bombings overseas-may be more prevalent 
for the foreseeable Future. Thus, we will 
need to strengthen direct defenses against 

these persistent and emerging challenges, 
even as we develop new capabilities to defeat 
them at a distance. 

We will protect criticnl bases er operation, 
including, most importantly, the U.S. 

homeland, against the range ofpersistent and 
I emerging challenges. 

3. Oper11ting froufilre_ commons: space, 
international winers ana airspace, and 
cvberspac.e!c·~~a!Jility of our military to 
operate i1:1-:and fro~:!h_e global commons -
space,. iJ1teinationaf waters and airspace, and 
cy~~]5aee ~ is .an esse11t1~l component to 
realizing the President's -'1,i.jcm for a safer and 
&e.tter wor1d. The ability to fev·er.~e the 
661.i(tl!OflS i$,.-~sential to OUr pr(!Jecting power 
froiii-'~t!¢al bases of operation into crisis 
regioriif@:1J_1e time, place, and manner of our 
choosing~-'Ifallows us on a more routine 

. basis to ass~~a.Uies, dissuade potential foes, 
and deter adve~es. Our superiority 
through~-~t ~e'fommons has a stabilizing 
influericejirkey regions as well. Finally, our 
ability ta-operate unimpeded in and fi-om the 

: . commons is a critical component in the direct 
··· de.fense of the United States and its partners. 

Control of the battlespacebroadly- induding 
unimpeded access to and use of the 
commons-provides the force with the 
operational freedom of action needed for 
warfighting success. For example, our 
military reliance on maritime superiority has 
been unquestioned for some time. However, 
the potential adverse consequences of 
effective future advanced traditional or 
di!iruptive challenges to U.S. maritime 
opernlions are so signifitantthat we must 
continue to guarantee. our long-term 
advantages in thjs arena. 

Similarly, air and space power will remain 
important for enabling future joint and 
combined operations. The profound impact 
of space capabilities, in particular, on military 
operations has become increasingly evident. 
As the nation's reliance on spa,:e-based 
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systems continues to grow, we must guard 
against new potential vulnerabilities. A key 
objective for us, therefore, is not only to 
ensure our access to and use of space for 
military purposes, but also to deny an 
adversary's hostile exploitation of space. 

FinaJJy, the emergence of cyberspace as a 
new theater of conflict has necessitated the 
transfonnation of information operations (10) 
into a con: military competency on par with 
air, ground, maritime, and special operations. 
For example, our military operations depend 
ori the Department's ability to protect our 
information infrast.mcture and assure the 
security of the data that flows across it. This 
incre.ased dependence on advanced 
information networks creates new 
vulnerabilities that potential adversaries may 
seek to exploit using disruptive capabilities 
and methods. AdditionaJly, an adversary's ... 
use of information networks and technologi~!-.. 
creates opportunities for our forces to :·. 
conduct operationally and politically 
discriminate IO again& them ,yhen 
appropriate. Maturing IO into :a:core military 
competency will invol'ila fundamental shift 
in the Department's pt&8.1~5:.es, polt~i~s, and 
culture. ..,~~'=::: .'f~ . .., ... 

... 
... . ,- ----- ·~ ... ·--,.,-· --

We will operate in and from rhe ·~o~nmons by 
enhanch,g our ability iii-of,,rcome·c~a/.!enges 

to:dtif global maritime}ilit, space/and:: 
· ";: ·'.:"tyherspace operdf.UJlis. ·· · · 

4. Pro;e,:tin g· ind rnstain.ing. 'forces in 
distant anti-access-'inviro11meiits. Our 
capability to project amt:.sustain military 
power in distant anti-ac:ciss environments is 
central to supporling otir role in the world. 
Fully realizing the capacity to do soi s first 
predicated on our ab i Ii ty to protect our own 
critical bases of operation, as well as leverage 
the strategic commons to decisive advantage. 
The security of key regions and stability of 
allies and friends is supported by our forces' 
ability to project military power and 
prosecute effective military operations
often at strategic distances. Future 

adversaries understand the importance of this 
capability and likely will seek to deny or 
thwart those advantages that enable us to 
rapidly project military power .into crisis 
regions. Thus, it is essential that we continue 
to develop innovative approaches to 
overcome these challenges. 

Future anti-access. chal.le.nges could come 
from a variety of ~ced and legacy 
capabilities em,EiJciyecf'Hy a diverse array or 
potential ady_e.:t~~es. Saturation with W'MD 
of over.seasJfaseS:and ports arriving via 
cmise ~r T>al\istic :m''ISfnle or surreptitious 
de.liYt:ffmfgbt effectf~y.delay or disrupt 
oef;ccess in som.e crjs~~~/In.the littorals ... ' ' ... ~: .. :·~ ' 

. aitti-sh'ip cn1ise missiles~ ,tdV~~ diesel 
·s~lmJafrnes.._'.fligh-spe:erJ sman ·~offts, and 
advifuced:mine-s·w,gb1 hiriderihe timely and 
e:ffecthte·:employrnent of our maritime forces. 
ln additjoit regionaJ opponents \~Ould employ 
space asscii; .o.v,er-·tbe-horizon radars, and 

:Ittw-observabi:&.~nfuanned aerial vehicles for 
"w,hie-a:r~a sn:rvcillance .. tracki·ng, and 
. 't~rgetbig::q·f..o:llf forces. 111 the .future, these 
advance~ but traditional capabilities might 
be combined with truly disruptive 

:.~~.s,lmologies to furtbt:.r diminish our ability to 
:pfoject power effectively into a c:risis region. 

Sornenpponents rnay use less technologically 
sophisticated- but potenli,illy no less 
effectivt)-C,·1pabilities and methods to 
directly deny the United States strategic 
acces~ to particu Jar rt:gions or intimidate 
friemlly governments to do so. Their options 
ai:e numerous, They might involve 
capabilities and methods rnngjng from the 
innovative employment of legacy systems, 
like shoulder fired surface to air missiles, to 
the threat of traditional military or irregular 
attacks that seek to exact una<.:ceptable costs 
on or undennh1e the legitimate authority of 
friendly governments cooperating with the 
United States. 

We will projec:t and sustain ou,:forces in 
distalll aflfi-access environments in the.face 
of o continuum c£persistent and emerging 

challenges. 
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5. Denying enemies sanctuary. Adversaries 
will continue to secure their own critical 
bases by exploiting strategic depth to their 
advantage--including sanctuary in 
ungoverned territory The more we are able 
to hold an adversary's bases of operation at 
risk the more likely we are to limit their 
strategic options. Doing so demands the 
capability to surge military forces rapidly 
from strategic distances into any region of the 
world to effect swift and decisive results in 
future military conflicts. Thus, a key focus of 
this strategy is to develop the capability to 
deny sanctuary to any potential adversary 
wherever they might seek refuge. 

In some cases, denying sanctuary may 
involve discrete attacks by special operations 
or predsion strike capabilities on targets deep 
inside an adversary· s tenitory. Tn other 
instances, this may require the 
comprehensive defeat of significant irregulai-.. 
or traditional threats operating in and from-
ungoverned sanctuary with sustained, 
decisive combat operations. Denying 
sanctuary likely will require the d.evelopment 
of robust capabilities to .~onduct pe~istent 
and precise surveiH8!}c;~~P!ecision ! l!'ike, 
operational maneuver fro~~J!ateg,ic-~ 
distances, and sustained join(itli.Ii.tary::-~--' 
operations at .v~ng operational:depths...:..:....m . 
and from ~iistere gedgrap!!i.~ locaticiji~ Such 
capabilities will be needed fu..detect," i~te, 
track, ahct~~~troy in<iividuaf{~orist t"afgets 
anywhere· ir1J~ world; attack·.~ adversary's 
military capabilities in remote"18cations; and 

- r . " M - " 0 

finally, when nec·e~Sl!IY, permanently deny 
ungoverned sanctuafyby as1#ting partner 
nations in the restorat16ff.:of effective, 
responsible govemme~:; 

We will deny our enemies sanctuary by 
conducting a range of effective mi/iu11~v 

activities and operations in and from ausrere 
geographic locations and at varying 

operational depths. 

6. Conductitzg network-centric opemtions. 
Our ability to bring decisive capabilities.to 
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bear will increasingly rely on our capacity to 
harness, exploit, and protect our advantages 
in the realm of information. Rapidly 
advancing information and communications 
technologies hold promise for networking 
highly distributed joint and combined forces. 
Recent operations in the global war on 
terrorism have reinforced the need for joint, 
interoperable command, control , 
communications, ~ginp,uting and inte11igence, 
surveillance, aI14:feconhaissance capabilities. 
They have f!l!tl~~.t.!mderscored the 
asymmetrtfadv~~g~ that timely, accurate, 
relevant ~nnatioif-@:p~ides our forces. 
Ne~rlt-:~entric operati.9001 capability is 
geiierated by develo-ping:~atible systems, 
corisumer-friendly data, andligiJ.e_:_operational 
~cts. Jcffective applicatiiif of network
centri_;9~erai1o"n.s enables rapia and decisive 
campai~.:. 

Beyond battl~!i-eld applications, the 
· Department's t:iinsfonnation to 11 network-
. centric force wJlfadvance our ability to 

transpareqtly,manage risk across all four risk 
dimensioiis~ 1t holds the potential for 
increasing efficiency and effecti venessacross 
defense operations, intelligence functions, 
-~d business processes by enabling all users 
access to the latest, most relevant, most 
accurate information. Network-centric 
operations also will enable reach-back by 
more effectively employing people am.I 
capabilities without deploying them forward 
in cns,s regions. 

Transforming to a network-centric force 
requires a fundamental shift in processes, 
policy, and culture. By implementing such a 
fundamental shift, the Department can 
achieve the speed, accuracy and quality of 
decision-making that will ensure our military 
capabilities meet the full spectrum of future 
security challenges. 

We will conduct network-centric operations 
with compatible itiformation and 

communications systems, consumer-friendly 
data, and agile operarional constructs. 
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7. Improving proficiencv for irregular 
warfare. We will continue to face the 
chullenges of irrcsularwarfare under a 
variety of very complex circumstances 
throughout the coming dec[ldes. These 
challenges will transcend theaters and 
persistently manifest themselves ui.:ross a 
diverse array of likely contingendes. 
Separately or in combination with the oth~r 
challenges, the irregular challenge places 
unique demands on the force. 

We must be able to employ the appropriate 
capabilities to counter ;,.,.eg1.1/(lr opponents 
under complex operationalcircumstances
and to su&tain such operations ove.r 
significant periods of time. Doing so will 
require forces capable of quickly foreclosing 
lhe options of irregular adversaries, denying 
their strategic and oper::itional objn'li ves. 
tracking and locating small groups and high· 
value individuals, comprehensively and 
decisively defeating these opponents, and 
finally, rapidly establishing and maintaining 
security conditions conducive to favorable 
conJlict resolution. Acco!'llplishing ~II of 
these operational task~ r~uires a ·~ee of 
flexibility and adaptabiliij:.:~ot yet ~~sent 
across our current force. Sii~ess will also 
necessitate changes in our cun:.e:nr· 
capabilities1. organii~tions, doctrine, 
concepJ~f and culture. ·\: .. : :~ :·._ 

. ... -~ 
•. ,""'" .. ";.'7:' .. ';"', .. - ---... 1 · 

A decad~.~~~perat1onal expe~nce- ~· 
including tlie ~bat war on ten.:f?rism-· 
indicates that ~c.onc.eptions.:Of "gene.ral 
purpose forces" ~'.i,).f lirnitecfipplicability to 
the full array of cha1Iertfil,es..*e will face. 
Future U.S. forces must;& more modular. 
adaptable, and broadly employable. In 
particular, our forces must be better preplred 
for contending with persistent irregular 
challenges involving complex political, 
social, and security problems. 

Warfighters must be capable of rapidly and 
effectively transitioning from one military 
activity to another-combat and non
combat-an<l back again should 

circumstances change unexpectedly in an 
area of operations. Success under these 
circumstances may require extended stability 
operations- including substantial combat 
,Ktion. counterinsurgency, pea<.:ekeeping, and 
reconstruction. Today, these operations place 
uniqut" stresses on specific components of the 
force and will require more comprehensive 
joint and total force_<;olutions in the future. 

We will impr<pj_Four ability to contend with 
irreg11lar_c~·qJ~!lges by developing more 

modular. (}_daptah@;_[!11d broadly employable 
-· }ofr.es. 

-
" 

a;-~·: ... , ncre~sing capahilidi!:.Dfpartners-
. inurnatiorial and domestic ... ~on.e;·uf our 
striif:egic ohj_ectives is ultimat~fr~ttainable 
witlio.ut-Ure decisive assistance of capable 
partneria!.-~ome and ahroad. 

Abroad, the Uru,ted Stat.es has been 
transforming it~ international security 
rcla1i.9~bips~ Further, it ha.-; been developing 
new paitrierships, to effectively confront the 
continuum of challenges that confront us in a. 
new ci:ntury. As wt: reorient our own 

: military 1:apabilities lll ht!lp underwrite. thos.
relationships. we al:so seek to improve the 
capabilities of cunent and future coalition 
partners, as well as harmonize those 
capabilities with our own. 
One of the principal vehicles for 
strengthening our alliances and partnerships 
is our focused program of security 
cooperation. Security Cooperation serves to 
harmonize our th.inking with that of our 
partners on key strategic issues and helps to 
strengthen key relationships by: 

• Identifying ru·cas where cur common 
interests would be ~erved better by partners 
phiying leading roles; 

• Encouraging partners to improve their 
capability to operate in coulition with our 
forces. as well a5 their wi I I ingness to do so; 
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• Reducing impediments to cooperation 
with partner militaries and ministries of 
defense across the range of matters; and 
finally, 

• Spurring the military transformation of 

key allies through initiatives like joint, 
combined training and education; combined 
concept development and experimentation; 
development of i nteropernbi Ii ty standards; 
information sharing: and combined command 
and control. 

Security cooperation is also a primary vehicle 
for building expanded global capacities to 

meet common security challenges. The 
President's National Security Stmtegy called 
for the United States to invest time and 
resources to build international relationships 
and institutions to help manage local crises 
when they emerge. Toward that end, the-'. · .. 
Department of Defense, in cooperation wit.Ii 
other Departments within the U.S. 
government, aims to increase international 
capacity to conduct successful peace 
operations worldwide. Currently.~ well-trained 
and rapidly deployable:.military untts' for 
peace operations are-ill~~<J[t supplE~ 
Therefore, the United Stai~apd ittpartners 
seek to expand. µ,_i~_~e4:1dy supply ~f 
international Torce~Hivailable for ·peace 
operatiQns by better d~fiIUug the role$-~d 
contrjpiijfo_ns required or'ixtl~tia] · · · ···· ·· 
contribut1n&:11ations. -_:__ _ 

--· ..... _._ 
·-· 

The role of erilian~d partner capabilities is 
central to those stnit~gic actio:ris intended to 
dissuade future milit~~Q.mpetition as well. 
Advanced military exer~fs'es, particularly 
multi-national experimentation, can be 
decisive in this effort. They demonstrate to 
woulu-be competitors that potentially 
destabilizing capabilities will be ineffective 
versus a U.S.-led coalition possessing 
advanced, complementary capabilities 
intended to counter them. 

At home, we are seeking ways to increase the 
<.:apabilities of our domestic partners-local, 

state, and federal. In order to better secure 
the United States from direct attack, the 
Department seeks to forge effective 
partnerships with domestic agencies that, in 
the event of significant irregular and 
catastrophi<.: attacks against the homeland, are 
charged with point defense, security. and 
consequence management. In doing so, we 
seek to improve their ability to respond to 
these challenges effectively, while freeing up 
our own uniqu~.'3dpabilities to focus on the 
early defeat o.fili"-Se challenges at a safe 
distance ~Qi:oa.d. :.~:~:: . 

.. - --
Lik.c!"i~ .. _,;e seek to·~~r the capabilities 
ofeivilian interagency anrl:.'.international 
~armers to ~ssist in bringiniiairt:injf and 
dri:i~le res~t~ons to comple~f_prfses 
ov~ ... Jn· particular, the De°partment seeks 
to inc~~_the capa.city ofinteragency and 
intematio@-partners to undertake those non
core post-co~a!, s_labilization, and 
recpnstruction·~s that currently remain 
miiitaFY. ~esponsibilities. Onr intent is not to 
divest ff_""~post-combat responsibilities, but 
rather, to focus our efforts on those tasks 
most directly associated with establishing and 
m~intaining the secmity conditions that 
enable more comprehensive and lasting 
conflict resolution. 

We w;J/ assist our inrcrnational and domestic 
partners in increasing their capabilities to 

contend with complex issues qf'common 
concern . 

B. A TTRJBU'fES 

1. Shape and Size of Military Forces 

The Department's force-planning construct 
shapes, sizes, and global I y postures U.S. 
military forci:s to:* 

' four key conL-eptsinform this approach. 

• Homeland Dclcn.sc :1ctivities repre!ent lhc employment of 
u11i<1ue 1nili1arycapal>ilities at. ho1JW;-at varying levels -to 
Ct>rtlcnd with those circumstanc<:s dcsc,ibcd lll lhc conclusion 
of Sct1ion II, C., I . 
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• Defend the U.S. homeland; 

• Operate in and from four forward regions 
to assure allies and fiends , dissuade 
competitors, and deter and counter aggression 
and coercion; 

• Swiftly defeat adversaries in overlapping 
military campaigns while preserving for the 
President the option to call for a more 
decisive and enduring result in one of the 
two; and 

• Conduct a limited number of lesser 
contingencies. 

These force planning precepts help guide the 
Department in determining the needed mix of 
capabilities required in the force. Further, 
they are intended to inform decisions on th-e 
force 's overall size, posture, patterns of 

Ca111pu1gr1, to "swil'l ly del'eut" th~ effo.rts o(.advcrsaries llrt! 
undertaken 10 achieve a cin:urn~cribed SC'tof ci~tives aimed 
at altering an atlvasary\ unacceptable behaviaror policie~. 
swiftly denying an adv~a~.'9)Jrational or~c 
objectives, prtv,mting attack.~o[l!.l!s:.omrolled COEt1ict 
escalation, and/or rapidly re-cstati!i;J!ing securifi~90(iilions 
favorable 10 the United St.ates and its .paiuier,. '.'Swill!)' 
defeating" adver;il!,Y· elfw!s could incli.n!c-irangc of mililzzy 
activilies- rrpjn ;1abnity'opentions to majxs.combat that will 
vary substantially in s1ie and ilU1111ion. Exalfl)lesof"swi fl 
defeat" ?mpaigns include o,i~s) Deserl ~ and 
Al(lid..'P!J!ce. · - · _ . 

-,, , ---

• Carnpaigiii:iii~1l'in decisively'' arc uri~Jce,, to bring about 
fundamcntal; &:rnrable change in a crisinegion and crea!<! 
enduring resu1ii:.~i' likely entail len~ periods of both 
major combat and ~Jj_ty operations; require regime change, 
ddense. orresloration;"ll!Jd will includ.\\ significm1t 
ir1ve,1rnen1, ,11.the nation'srcsource, and time "Win d~isive" 
campaig11 , wi ll v«ry signi~.iii size ~nc.l m>pehul will he 
arnnng the Ill Ost taxing 5Cenanos:· "F.~«TllJ)kS of' conclusive 
cumpuigns wclml~ OperatiO!J(.S) }11.11 l'aus• and Iraqi 
Freedom 

• Lesser Contingency Operations are undertaken lo 1esolve 01· 
ameliorate :1 parciwlar ,el of crisis drcum,tam:.:s ;1nJ 1ypil·;1ll~ 
describe operations much more limited in duration and sc:ope 
than 1hme u1ule11ake11 in l't111junctinn with tht! mmt! ,uh,;t:,nt,al 
undertakings outlined above. Th.:se operations inclmle 
111ilita1)' a,tivities like shows of force .. strike, and r;1id,. n<>o· 
4.'011lha1ant evacu.alion operatinns, peac~ operatirn\s~ and 
disus1cr relief ur humanitarian ;1,sbtancc. Ltsser ,<1n1inge1K)' 
()))~rations range in siz~ from major undcrlakint!s tile 
Operation(s) Res/or,· Hope (>r Provide Q:nit'ort to the muc:h 
smaller, episodk J ispat,h of U.S. forces aniu11d the world to 
w ntend with a variety of emer~etKy rnndition,. 

activity, readiness, and capacity to surge 
globally to meet required demands. 

This force-planning framework is not focused 
upon specific types of conflicts, but rather is 
intended to provide a model for the 
capabilities required to adapt and contend 
with a broad range of scenarios. Rigorous 
analysis must determine the force 
requirements for!h~ost likely, dangerous. 
and demanding.circumstances. Assessments 
of the adequaci:ofU.S. capabilities will 
ex.amine mf bre~ffi .. ~d depth of this 
cons~c(~d not se~!O optimize for any 
one Me~:. Detailed asseisment based on these 
p~ifc:°iples~will enable i~ decisions on 
the specific _size and shape offt1S .. forces by 
hi~hghting)ln~as where the .Dqfartment 
might:~£.,~t prudent risk, as ~ell as those 
areas w~~ risk might be reduced. 

-
Importantly.the shape. size, and global 
posture ofU..S. forces guided by this 
constru~t p~o.vide the capabilities needed to 
conduct the global war on terrorism. The 
global war on terrorism is integrated across 
the breadth of the construct. In the end, all 
JJ.S. military operations in the war on 
terrorism help to assure allies, dissuade 
competition in key areas, deter adversaries, 
and defeat both state and non-state 
opponents. 

Defc11d the homeland. U.S. military forces 
must be able to defend the United States and 
its territory from direct attack .. The need for 
an active, defense-in-depth. abk to disrupt 
and defeat capable and diverse threats as far 
from our shores and allied territory as 
possible, is perhaps the critical component of 
sizing and shaping today. Tightly linking 
actions Lo provide for the direct defense of 
the homeland against external threats with 
activities of the overseas combatant 
commands to identify and intexdict such 
threats before they can strike is the sine-qua
non of our nation· s security. 
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Operate in and from four forward regions. 
Our force planning construct calls for tailored 
forces, which are primarily rotational, to 
operate forward in and from four forward 
regions-Europe, Northeast Asia, the Ea5t 
Asian Littoral, and the Middle East
Southwest Asia. These forces are 
complemented by capabilities for prompt 
global action to assure allies and friends, 
dissuade military competition, and finally, 
deter and counter aggression and coercion. 

Tn particular, effective forward deterrence 
requires adaptable forces that can respond to 
crises at their outset to manage escalation on 
our tenrn; and eliminate threats at a safe 
distance. Such forces are complernented by 
immediately employable global strike, 
special operations, and information 
operations capabilities that provide additional 
military options for preventing and dete.rti'ng . 
attacks. 

This does not imply that the United States 
does not or will not undertake a range of 
defense activities- including military 
operations- in other re~ons. Rath~~ it 
recognizes that the bulk.<>f 9ur forw#d 
presence is concentrata:l hi:,(Q:ur regi'b1~.frorn 
which the Uni t~.9' S~ates can Pf<?~~ute · .. i:'~ . ·: ... 
military operatff,'f1~·w'orld~ide. · . 

OJ A,, 

Swib(y.'~d,eat adversari~s/w.~ will ~~1aj1f 
uncertain' aho.ut where threatf might becornc 
manifest anf ~Jiat adversaries/might .' 
challenge us ot~~PI': allies. Thefefor.e, we will 
improve our abilffy~o ~urge globally when 
needed to rapidly seiz.fthe initiative and 
swiftly defeat adversarlj{tn overlapping 
military campaigns. Thfs capability will also 
ensure that a large percentage of our force 
can surge anywhere in the world to achieve 
objectives in widely dispersed theaters. 

Our operational experience in Iraq and 
Afghanistan reinforces the need for forces 
capable ofrapidly and decisively foreclosing 
an adversary's options, achieving decisive 
results in major combat actions, and setting 

the security conditions for an enduring post
contlict peace. Achieving these results 
requires the ability to transition one of two 
more limited military campaigns to a 
campaign that seeks more enduring results 
and to sustain operations in both over time. It 
also requires a force properly balanced and 
postured for rapid deployment and 
employment. 

Extended m:issigp.flikefy will include large
scale st:ihility 6j~s.ations that cntai1 
substantialeom'bnfhe1ow the threshold of 
major coiribat opei~-0.ns. Also, the rapid and 
de~il!iwe· 4efeat ~f oo;~es requires the 
.ibi1hy to :integrate fuJJy 'ciib~,.instruments of 
1iationaJ power from across i~~Jl:$: 
· G~~mment._;i:pd to ]evernge coiitributions of 
coaU:~~r .~~it:nen;, 

Conduct 'liisser continge11des. The global 
Jlature of American .interests may require our 
.armed forces 'tb·p~fo.nn .a limited number of 
lesi~ cpnfrngency ope:r.al'ious~ perhaps for 
extended periods of time. Such operations 
may help.prevent conflict by establishing and 
~ustainhig stable, secure conditions in key 
rfgions. Lesst:r· ,:ontingen,:ie£ also indude 
· sin al kr-scale, but bigh-inlt~ns'i ty com bat 
· operations such as strikes and raids against 
state and non-stnte ac1ors. Because lesser 
contingencies place demands on forces that 
are similar in kind, though not in scale, to the 
needs of the more demanding military 
campaigns outlined above, the Department 
will monitor closely the degree and nature of 
its involvement in lesser contingencies to he 
able to properly balance force management 
and t)perational risks. 

2. GlvbalDefimse Pvstun: 

While our nation already has embarked on 
transforming its network of overseas 
.alliances .and partnerships and its military 
ci1pabilities, it also must transform its global 
defense postme to better address new 
challenges. U.S.national security is closely 
linked to the security of our global partners. 
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The forward posture of our military 
capabilities and our demonstrated ability co 
bring force to bear to meet common security 
challenges are the most visible and tangible 
signals of American commitment to our 
friends around the world. 

• Developing rapidly deployable 
capabilities by planning and operating from 
the premise that forces will not likely fight in 
place; and, 

• Focusing on cap<1bilitics, not numbers by 
.-einforcing the premise that the United States 

During the 1990s, our forces remained does not need specific numbers of platforms 
concentrated primarily in their Cold WaJ or personnel in various administrative regions 
locations, from which they have had to be co be able to ex~ security 
deployed to deal with crises elsewhere. These commitment~-~-~-r .ctivety. 
deployments, along with operations in the - -
global war on terrorism, underline the fact Foremost.£-ii~g~globnl posture will both 
that we no longer expect our forces to fight in require. an~,result in~ng bilateral and 
place; rather, their purpose is to project mulbWeralt'elationslilPl?:With partner nations 
power rapidly into near or distant theaters. att1iind the world. Changian_yosture aim to 
Such precepts, combined with rapid advances _::::!ttengthen·~µr commitmenf~lective 
in technology, new concepts of operation, aeifim. We.ilso will cultivate o.ew 
and lessons learned in recent operations, are relatimtsmps-founded on comfuon security 
driving a comprehensive, strategy-driven inter~ti2These relationships will both 
realignment of all aspects of U.S. global --:. enhance oQ(mutual security} as we)] as 
defense posture. ":.. ..... enable gre.afd'._~£~SS to a number of new 

'~\ ·: ·;-..:~:.::1ocations aroundilfe world. Our international 
As the President stated, "A fully transformed - . ..-~~~SJl.JS \\jth both traditional and new 
and strengthened overseas f?_~-;..f J><>sture will :.~_· ... /:partn~ permit flexibility and freedom 
underscore the commi tm~Fo~tlf~\jnited · ,~ · of action?for US forces. 
States to effective collective actioa:fu the .. 
common cause ofpm-1iod libe~ Force ·-=:-;;z..We need to invest ourselves in a process that 
posture changes seek priiiiaril-,y.to ~en ~arantees the maintenance of strong and 
our ability to meet security commitments~.:~::~.: .. _ -.: diverse international partnerships well into 
more effectiveWiiHliis:new strfilegi~ ·--c..:.:- ·_- · the future. Doing so will en::tble a flexible 
landscap;~/ :As we do···§Si-~.will ~~-ded and adaptable global defense posture capable 
by th~~Tu_>wing consider~~~~: ··~·~.:-:--- of contending with um:ertainty and 

·~·,·~:::. . . . -~~::=., :=: supporting an array of diverse military 
• Develop·11\14!.ex1b1bty to c@"Jend with activities worldwide. 
uncertainty by7 emphasizing a~ty and by not 
concentratingmilffar:y forces in a few 
locations; 

• Encouraging transformation in allied roles 
and capabilities and developing 
supported/supporting relationships with 
allies; 

• Focusing within and across regions by 
complementing tailored regional military 
presence and activities with capabilities for 
prompt global military action; 

Kev cha11ges to global defense posture. 
These consideriltionsare driving changes to 
U.S. global defense posture in all of its five 
elements:facilities, activities, global 
sourdng and~urge, and prepositioned 
equipment and material. 

Faciliti.es. A network of' forward projection 
hubs and main operating bases, mainly in the 
four critical regions, provides the United 
States with unmatched ability to conduct a 
variely of missions worldwide .. However, the 
destructive power of ten-orists and rogue 
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states, and their willingness to unleash this 
power against U.S. and allied interests,place 
a high premium on even more rapid military 
action. 

We require greater flexibility to move into 
and through strategic pivot points and remote 
locations. We also require a broader more 
diverse array of forward operating sites, 
cooperative security locations, and associated 
access arrangements to strengthen operational 
flexibility. Such sites and ammgements 
generally should not require a permanent 
combat presence, but only a modest support 
staff or reliance on host-nation support for 
logistics. They will be focal points for 
combined training with host nations, and will 
have an ability to expand and contract based 
on operational needs. Joint sea-basing 
concepts also hold promise for contributing 
to the broader transformation of our overseas. 
military footprint. 

Activities. Advances in speed, lethality, 
stealth, and information shari-qg mean that 
our forces are significantl,y mo.hi:capable than 
were equivalent·sized ~ts in the recent past. 
We can realize efficieii~sa.in numruis of 
forward-stationed perso~hile mcr~asing 
the actual combined and j oinfmjlitary .. ~
capabilitie$ we can l;mng. to beatfii:a crisis. 
In additiQ..n; a declining:#nnfiasis oniorces 
desi~~t.Q fight in place'~ts to an;::;'.'.:-:--'.· 
increasingl~9tational joint'~~ence fort.I .s. 
forces in forward locations. ariif. -

--·~-. ., • .-.c 

consequently, relatively fewer:forces 
permanently statkiif#,~broad:;: :The size and 
character of physical lW!JieDCe and the 
character of our mil itary'.Iictivities in a given 
region will shitl-suQject to strategic and 
operational demands worldwide. 

Joint presence around the world will be 
managed dynamically to ensure that the full 
benefits that the military services' 
capabilitiesprovide can be employed to 
greatest effect. ln cases where the United 
States can lower its forward presence while 
maintaining or increasing its overall military 

capabilities, it will do soto minimize 
operational exposure, points of social and 
political friction, and the overall impact on 
host nations. 

Globalsourcing,and surge. To best tailor 
presence to operational needs, the 
Department is transitioning to a global force 
management process with the ability to surge 
a greater percentag.!?_=_aj' the force where and 
when it is needf!!i:worldwide. This 
managementprwess helps provide the most 
responsiv~d ipprpJ)riate capabilities at the 
time aod-pface of lie@:=:.: regardless of their 
thea~v{stationing. ~ the process of 
global sourcing and surg~mbatant 

~ (:pmmanders no longer "ownt-rorGeS in their 
~rs. Sucli a process provt~'f 
co•h~.risive insight into the'.glohal 
availabfilb'"of U.S. forces, accounting for 
ongoing ·op~~tions and constantly changing 
unit availabftlfy,.;:1.s y.,ell as an assessment of 
th.~~impact ana:~s associated with global 
SQ~lJ.1&~ .. 
Closely,J~-fo the concept of global sourcing 
is the ability to position "early entry" 
capabilities forward for rapid action, while 

·· relying on surge capacity fiom the United 
States or othertheaters to provide more 
robust, follow-on forces. ln this manner, the 
United States can simultaneously maintain an 
economy of force; keep its state-of-the-art, 
transformational capabilities forward for 
combined training, security cooperation, and 
operational purposes; and provide tangible 
evidence of our continuing commitment to 
our alliance obligations. 

Prepositioned equipment and materiel. 
Greater reliance on joint prepositioned 
equipment and materiel for training and 
operational purposes is critical to an 
increasingly rotation and expeditionary 
presence. A significant lesson fiom 
operations during the past decade is the need 
for more widespread prepositioning of 
support materiel - rather than simply combat 
equipment and munitions - in critical regions 
and along key transportation routes. Further, 
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due to its inherent flexibility and mobility, 
afloat prepositioning can prove especially 
valuable in a strategic environment that 
features uncertainty and the likelihood of 
strategic surprise. We can no longer afford lo 

view prepositioned equipment and material 
with a single service mindset. Rather, as in 
all other aspects of the Department's 
transformation, prepositioning, too, must 
increasingly take on a greater degree of 
"jointness." 

Realizing the key capabilities and attributes 
outlined above will enable us to effectively 
seize opportunities and contend, on our 
terms, with persistent and emerging 
challenges. Our strategy is tailored to 
contend with uncertainty and create those -__ _ . 
favorable circumstances that contribute to a-.· ~. ~::_.. __ · _ 
broad, stable, and enduring peace. Our key ·_ 
capabilities and attributes must complement :· 
this effort. They must confonn to. the 
demands of the envi1wur1eni wltil.e remaining 
adaptable to contend ~i~_ future c~ge . 

··~ ......... .. - , ~ ·- ·---

.• 
. . ·-. -

--- , ... .~-~ ....... 
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February W, 2004 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Reuben Jeffery r'IJ {1 
Donald RumsfeJd / pv 

SUBJECT: Installation Commander in Baghdad 

Here is a memo from Mick Kicklighter. He thinks we need an Installation 

Commander to manage the footprint in Baghdad. 

'101 

Why not get your head into it and give me a recommendation one way or the 

other? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/13/04 Kicklighter memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
021904-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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13 February 2004 

Office of the DoD Iraqi Transition Team 

MEMORANDUM FOR Secretary of Defense 

SUBJECT: Iraq Trip Report 

1. Ambassador Frank Ricciardone and I had a very productive trip to Iraq from 
January 30th to February 4th, 2004. 

2. The troops and other personnel we saw in Iraq were magnificent, as you know 
better than most. 

3. We are working to schedule a meeting to debrief you on our trip. 

4. Even in advance of our debriefing, we urge you to consider the following two 
recommendations that would help greatly improve current operations and facilitate a 
good handoff to State: 

a. Assign a Headquarters Commandant/Installation Commander to integrate 
the Palace/Green Zone requirements, including billeting, dining, security, etc. 
The Installation Commander would stay beyond transition. 

b. Assign a strong CPA Chief of Staff to crosswalk issues, integrate the staff 
and set staff priorities. The Chief of Staff would stay through the establishment 
of a US Mission and hand off tasks to a State Deputy Chief of Mission/Charge 
in a phased manner during the transition. 

c. The Department of State concurs with these recommendations. 

5. We look forward to the opportunity to discuss our trip with you. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25009 
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INTELLIGENCE 

UNde.YJWEW6?8lfENSE 
5000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 -5000 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF ,,.~~PENSE 
(COUNTERINTELLIGENCE & SECURITY)Lf- grJ>Dt-\ 

SU BJ ECT: US Army Investigations of Detainee Deaths and Abuse 

• This memorandum was prepared to update the Secretary concerning A1my 
investigations of detainee deaths and abuse in Afghanistan and Iraq. An 
initia1 memorandum on Army investigations of detainee deaths was provided 
in December 2003 (TAB A). 

• The U. S. Army Criminal Investigation Command (USACIDC) investigates 
the death of any detainee who dies in Anny custody. Detainees can be 
considered in two groupings. Those who are in custody on a military 
compound and those who are stopped for questioning or another reason off 
compound. The USACIDC does not receive a11 information on abuse 
investigations conducted by unit commanders. The fo11owing relates to 
investigations of detainee abuse on a military compound. 

• DEATHS: The USACIDC has initiated investigations into the deaths of 
fourteen detainees in Iraq ( I I ) and Afghanistan (3 ). 

o Deaths occuffe.d during the period December 2002 to January 2004. 

o In six deaths, autopsies were not conducted and the bodies were 
released to the families so further forensic investigation was not 
possible. Cause of death was listed as "undetermined." Investigations 
continue: but without forensic evidence from an autopsy, complete ~ 
resolution is unlikely. ~ 

~ 
Prepared by: Windell Courson, ... !(b_)(_6> _______ __, 
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o In some of the fomteen deaths, investigations indicate physic a 1 
ma1treatment may have been a factor. A synopsis of each case is at 
TABB. 

• ABUSE: The USACIDC has ten investigations into alleged detainee abuse. 
Six involve physical assault and mistreatment of detainees, two involve the 
discharge of a weapon in proximity to detainees and two involve sexual 
assault as we11 as physical assault of detainees. A synopsis of each case is at 
TABC. 

• The aggregate 40 personnel presently under investigation by USACIDC 
include members of both reserve and active units of the Army, and one 
Other Government Agency (OGA) civilian contractor. The civilian 
contractor is being investigated by his organization's Inspector General and 
the Department of Justice, with assistance from USACIDC. The incident 
previously reported as potentia11y involving members of a Navy Seal Team 
has been determined to involve Army Special Forces personnel instead. The 
potential number of personnel under investigation could increase as 
additional subjects are identified. 

• Eleven are military inte1ligence interrogators 

• Twenty-two are military policemen, seven of which are 
reservists 

• Six are enlisted soldiers other than military intelligence or 
military police 

• One is an OGA civilian contractor 

o To date USACIDC has not discovered criminal involvement at the 
command level. 

• HQ USACIDC currently has twenty-four off-post investigations. They are 
predominantly larceny and physical assau1t investigations. 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared by: Windell Courson, .... ________ __, 

f8ft 8ffl@IAIS Jt,8tg 8HtsT ISAV/ ~Fff8ft@IM:119HT 819FU:IITI1/19 
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• All of these matters are under active criminal investigation. 
Information related to these matters is law enforcement sensitive, 
dissemination of which is restricted. Any premature release of case
sensitive information could jeopardize the investigation and follow-on 
action; if any. 

• A copy of this memorandum was sent to Mr. Paul Butler, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Special Operations Program Support. 

COORDINATION: Commander, USACIDC 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared by: Windell Courson,----------
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INPOMEMO 

DEC 2 3 2003 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: UNDERSECRETARY OF DEFENSE (INTELLIOENC~ 

FROM: DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 
(COONTERINTELLIGENCFAND SECURITY) 

SUBJECT U.S. Army ai'raial Investigations of ll!tainee Deaths 

• Tiae U.S.Army Crirninal lr1"estigation Command (USACIDC) is currertly 
.in\lest:.igal:the suspiciousdeaths of seven d:ta.i.rS:!s m Iraq m 
Afghanistan. As a natter of pilicy, USACUX:: investigates 1he death of t6P/ 
CEtai.nee who dies :in Army astody. 

o In the seven death, (three in Afghanistan ruld fuJr in 
preliminary findings ~et that 1he physical b-eabnent of 1he 
detainees may have been a factor. 

o An aggregate of 16 personnel arepte3Btlyunder inv~tigation 
USACIDC in the seven suspicious daat:hs. 1111 s number includes 
natbas of both re,erve cl'd acti,,eunits of 1he Army, one CIA 
civilian contractor, and potentially, members ofa Navy Seal 

• Six are military intelligence interrogators (At least mo of these 
interrogators also ate suspects jn the October 7, 2003 assault of 
an Iraqi female prisoner.) 

• Eight are military police 

• One is an enlisted soldier detention sentry (non-military police) 

• One is a CIA civilian ron1ractor 
11-L-0559/0S D/25013 



o 'lb date USACIDC has not discovered criminal involven1ent at the 
command level jn the seven suspicious deaths. Invemigation is 
ongoing. 

• An cd:li.tiael five detainee deaths are attributed to heart attacks w1ile :n 
detention. The cause an::l manner of dmth .:il these cases are not yet 
determined. 

• HQ USACIDC will update the Anny leadership and the Counterintelligence 
Field Activity on subsequent developments 

• All of these IIBttets are mxJ.er active criminal investigation. All information 
related to these matters is law enforcement sensitive, disseminatial of which 
~restricted. Any premature release of case-seMtive infonnation could 
jeopardize the investigation and follow-on action, if cfff. 

COORDINATION: HQUSACIDC. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25014 
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SYNOPSIS OF WRONGFUL DEA TH INVESTIGATIONS 

o On 4 December 2002. at the Bagrarn Detention Facility, Afghanistan, Mr. 
Ullah died while in US custody. An autopsy detennined Ullah had suffered 
blunt force trauma, and the Anned Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) 
classified the death as a homicide. Investigation thus far has indicated three 
active duty enlisted Military Intelligence Soldiers and three United States 
Army Reserve enlisted MP Soldiers were involved at various times in 
assaulting and mistreating Mr. Ullah. Investigation is continuing with recent 
reinterviews of the Military Intelligence personnel now at Fort Bragg 
(Soldiers were redeployed from Iraq) and scheduled reinterviews of the 
reserve Military Policemen in Ohio and surrounding sta tes (unit since 
demobilized) (0 l 34-02-CJD369). 

• On 10December2002, also at the Bagram Detention Facility, Mr. Dilawar 
die<l while in custody. An autopsy determined Mr. Dilawar ha<l suffered blunt 
force trauma, and the AFIP classified the death as a homicide. Investigation 
thus far has indicated five enlisted Military Intelligence Soldiers and four 
enlisted MP Soldiers were involved at various times in assaulting and 
mistreating Dilawar. Investigation is continuing with recent reinterviews of 
the Military Intelligence personnel now at Fort Bragg (Soldiers were 
redeployed from Iraq) and scheduled reinterviews or the reserve Military 
Policemen in Ohio and surrounding states (unit since demobilized)(Ol37· 
02-CID369). 

• On 13June 2003, at the Baghdad International Ai.qxtt detention facility, an 
Iraqi detainee died while in US custody. An autopsy determined he died of a 
subdural hematoma to the head. Subdural hematomas are normally the result 
of a hard, fast blow. AFIP's preliminary classification of the manner of death 
was homicide. Investigation continues (0031-03-CID899). 

o On 21 June 2003, at a detention facility al the Asadabad Fire Base, 
Afghanistan, an Afghani detainee died while in US A1my custody. Testimony 
fi-om various Soldiers identified a civilian employee of an Other Governmental 
Agency (OGA) as being responsible for physically assaulting the detainee 
prior to his death. Investigation continues by the OGA1s JG and the 
Department of Justice with CJD assistance (0094-03-CID369). 

• On 3 August 2003, at the Camp Cropper <letention facility, an Iraqi detainee 
died while in US custody, no autopsy was conducred. and the body released for 
burial. The manner of death is currently classified as "undetermined"but since 
no forensic examination of the body was conducted, nu greater clarity as to 
the cause of death is expected (0025-03-CID9 l 9). 

• On 101 13, & 20 August 2003, and again on 3 November 2003, all at the 
Camp Cropper detention facility, an Iraqi detainee died while in US custody, 
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no autopsy was comJucted, and the body released for burial. The manner of 
death in each instance is currently classified as "undetermined'' but since no 
forensic examination of the bodies was conducted, no great.er clarity as to 
the cause of death is expected (0 l 39-03-CID259, 0 l 40-03-CID259, 0147-
03-CID259 & 0235-03-CID259). 

• On l I September 2003. at the Forwmd Operating Base Packhorse detention 
facility, an Iraqi detainee died while in US custody. An enlisted Soldier while 
on guard duty, failed to follow the ROE and shot the detainee who was 
throwing rocks. Case closed and relerred to the command for appropriate 
action. This Soldier was reduced t.o E-1 and administratively discharged 
in lieu of trial by court-martiaI (0149-03-CID469). 

• On 4 November 2003. at the Abu Ghurayb detention facility. an Iraqi detainee 
died while in US custody. The detainee died during an interview process by 
OGA and Anny Special Forces personnel. Allegedly, the detainee-also 
resisted am~sr and had co be physically restrained. A previous account of this 
investigation indicated involvement. of a Navy Seal Team. That account was 
not accurate_ Investigation continues (0237-03-CID259). 

• On 26 November 2003, at the 3d Am10red Cavalry Regiment detention 
facility in Iraq. an Iraqi detainee and fr)rmer A1my Major General, died while 
in US custody. Testimony from various Soldiers indicated local national 
interviews of the detainee on 24 and 25 November 2003, had involved 
physical assaults. On 26 November 2003, the detainee died while undergoing 
"stress technique" interrogation by MI Soldiers. Evidence of blunt force 
trauma was present on the body. Investigation continues (0027-03-CID679). 

• On 9 December 2003, at the 2d Brigade detention facility in Mosul, an Iraqi 
detainee died while in US custot.ly. No autopsy was conducted, the body did 
not exhibit signs of abuse or foul pl.iy, and Criminal Investigation Division 
currently classifies the de.ath as ''undetermined" with no greater clarity as to 
the cause of death expected. Investigation continues (0 I 40-03-CID389). 

• On 9 January 2004. CriminallnvestigationDivision was notified of the 
suspicious death of an Iraqi detainee. The detainee, a former Iraqi Army 
Lieutenant Colonel, was taken into custody on 4 January 2004 and was 
subsequently placed in an isolation cell and questioned .rt least two times 
during ensuing days. An examination of Lhe detainee'sremains disclosed 
there was extensive bruising on his upper body. On 11 Jan 04, an autopsy was 
conducted by an Aimed Forces Medical Examiner. His preliminary report 
indicates the cause of death as blunt force injuries and asphyxia, with the 
manner or death listed as homicide. Investigation continues (0009-04-
CID259). 
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DETAINEE ABUSE INVESTIGATIONS 

• Between 15 April and I July 2003, at the 3d Brigade, 3d Infantry Division 
detention facility in Samarra, lraq, enlisted members of Detachment B, 223d 
Military Intelligence Battalion (California National Guard), allegedly physically 
abused Iraqi detainees during inten-ogations. According to a statement from one 
Soldier, the Military Intelligence Soldiers struck and pulled the hair of the 
detainees, and forced into asphyxiation numerous detainees in an attempt lo 
obtain information. Investigation continues (0138-03-CID469). 

• On 12 May 2003, al Camp Bucca, lr.iq, ten United States Army Reserve (USAR) 
enlisted Military Policemen physically assaulted seven lraqi detainees during in 
processing at the facility. Case closed and referred to the command for 
appropriate action (0031-03-C!DS 19). The command initiated court-martial 
charges against the four Soldiers - all in Lhe 3201

h Military Police 
Battalion(USAR). All four Soldiers .-equested an adtninistrative disposition of 
their case in lieu of trial by courts-martial. All four Soldiers were 
administratively separated from the Anny; three of these Soldiers also 
teceived nonjudicial punishment .. 

• On "12 May 2003, at Camp Bucca, lraq, an enlisted Soldier fired a shot at the feel 
of an lraqi detainee instead of in a sate direction as required by the Rules of 
Engagement, and the detainee suffered a facial wound as a result. Case closed 
and referred to the command for appropriate action. The command disposition 
of this case (a PFC) is currently unknown (003 3-03-0519). 

• On 20 August 2003, at Forward Operating Base Gunner, Iraq, an Iraqi being 
detained in US custody was physically assaulted and threatened by a battalion 
conunander (Lieutenant Colonel West), three enlisted Soldiers and an interpreter 
after the detainee refused to provide information. Case closed and referred to the 
command for appropriate action (015 2 ~O 3-04 69). The enlisted Soldiers 
received Article 15 punishment; L TC West was relieved. of his command 
and, after an Article 32 hearing, received nonjudicial punishment. He also 
submitted a request to retire from active duty. 

• On 3 l August 2003. at the Battalion Headquarters. 1136th Inf an try, I st Armored 
Division, Baghdad, Iraq, an enlisted Soldier committed the offense of assault 
when he threatened to kill Iraqi detainees in US custody in an attempt to obtain 
information from them. Case dosed and ref erred to the command for appropriate 
action (0 I 29-03-CJD899). Soldier received nonjudicial punishment. 

• On I September2003, al the Ammunition Collection Point, Baghdad, Traq, 
enlisted Soldiers assaulted four Iraqi detainees who were in US custody. The 
four Iraqis, who were cuffed with their hands behind their hacks, were kicked 
numerous times. and then dragged from the detention mea to another area where 
they were thrown against a wall ~md assaulted. Case closed and referred to the 
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command for appropriateaction (O l 17-03-CID899). Three Soldiers are 
pending trial by Summary Court-Martial (a Sergeant First Class, a Staff 
Sergeant, and a Specialist. A fourth Soldier (Staff Sergeant) is pending a 
Special Court-Martial. All these cases are expected to be completed this 
month. 

• On 8 S~pLember2003, al Lhe Tik.rit detention facility, an Iraqi detainee alleged he 
had been physically assaulted and strnck repeatedly after being aJTested by 
unknown 4th Infantry Division Soldiers. Investigation continues(Ol 74-03-
CID469). 

• On 7 October 2003, at the Abu Ghurnyb detention facility, three active duty male 
en listed Soldiers assigned to Company A, 5 I 9th Military Intelligence Battalion, 
Ft Bragg, NC alleged I y sexually assaulted and threatened a female Iraqi detainee. 
Investigation continues (02 l 6-03-CJD259). 

• On 3 l !December 2003 during a "knock and search" operation, four lra~i civilians 
were detained and guarded by a Mi]iLa.-y Policeman a-,signed to the 300 11 MiJitary 
Police Company. The Military Policeman allegedly 'bll::t stroked" one of the 
individuals when he refused to stay quiet and placed the mu1,;.,.Je of his M-14 rille 
in the mouth o r anotherclelainee and "dry lirecl." He then removed the muzzk, 
charged the weapon, and fired the weapon into the ground near that detainee. 
Investigation continues (0006-04-CID259). 

• On 13 January 2004, a Soldier assigned to the Abu Gburaib Prison guard force 
provided Criminal InvestigaLion Division an envelope containing a letter and 
Compact Disc (CD). The lette r identi fied six Military Police guards allegedly 
involved in abusive acts against detainees. A review of the CD revealed 
photographs of approximately IOMilicary Police Soldiers involved in abusive or 
degrading acts involving detainees. The acts included male detainees naked in 
the presence of female Soldiers; female detainees exposing themselves to male 
Soldiers; detainees perfomting indecent acts with each other in the presence of 
Soldiers; and photographs of Soldiers physically assaulting detainees. Most of 
the pictures appear as if the Soldiers are posing for the camera. Preliminary 
information indicates that a number of the Soldiers interviewed thus far have 
admitted to the acts. Further, a computer belonging to one of the suspects, which 
allegedJy contains addilional photographs of abusive acts. ~ seized as 
evidence. Investigation continues(OOOJ-04-CID 149). 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

L/tY;I l§f ff?8R0Efetffl ¥f Slsl i8Mieiil!i) 

SteveCambone 

Paul Wolfowilz 
Jim Haynes 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld ?A 
SUBJECT: Detainee !Deaths and Alleged Abuse 

February 20,2004 

I am very concerned about these detainee deaths and alleged abuse. Please stay on 

top of this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/11/04 DUSO (C&S) m..:mo to SecDef 

DHR;db 
022004-Q 
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Please respond by _________ _ 
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February 8, 2004 

TO: 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Jib\ 
SUBJECT: Churchill Speech 

Please have someone get me a copy of the full text of this speech from the book, 

Never Give In! l want to see the rest of the speech. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Churchill, Winston. ''The Culture and Glories of the Arab Race" 14 June 1921, House of 

Commons 

DHR:dh 
020804·38 (ti computer).doc 
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Please respond by ______________ _ 
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1lliE CULTIJRF. AND GLORIES Of THE ARAB RACE' 

l4 June 1921 

House of Commo11s t 
} 

i 
fa•en in these e1Jrly days, Churdiill sees tht dangers posed by the t 
llxcre~ r;1 St2wl,i A,aji_iJi,£ ~biibi sect, which in recent decades t 
IJa5 been responsible (Qr the s121.ead thro11jhout ihe Muslim world o! · L,· 
tlz.9u~ands o( 'madt1W9S' lr£ii~t duli'{1ltd m t'zA V, 
e!:2P.2gation o e,::tTtmist Muslim fundamentalism comtmed i .. 

vtu ent atre o tstem va ues an cu '!!,rt~, 

Broadly speaking, thcrt are 1wo policies wh.ich can be adopted 
towards the Anh race. One is the policy of 'Keeping them divided, of 
di&couraging their national a,puation&1 of setting up administrations 
of local notables in each panicular province or city, and exerting an 
influence 1hrough the jealousies of one tribe against another. That 
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was latgely, in many cases, th" Turk.ish policy before the war, and, · .. f . 
qnkal as it was, it undoubtedly achieved a cerra,n measure ol '.') ;: .· _ . 
success. The other policy, and the one which, l think, is alooe · ,... Pr, 
compatible with the sincere tul.filmcnt of 1he pledges we gave during ·:} ,::· '. :; co 
the war to the Arab rac~ and to the Arab leaders, is an attempt to di.I 
buitd up a.co\lnd the ancient capital of Baghdad, in a form friendly to th, 
J\ritain and to her Allies, an Arab State which can revive and embod1 th 
the old culture and glories of the Arab race. and which, at any rate, 
will h.1ve a fuJI and fair opportunity of doing so if 1he A.rah r3Cf 

:,.nows itself capable of profiling by i1. Of these rwo policies we havt 

ar 
ru 
fe 

definitely chosen the latter. . : ; :.•• ,: . • 
U you are to endeavour s.o ro shape affairs in the $ense of giving )~ 

satisfa<=tio11 to Arab nationality, you will, I believe, find that the'~ ::'!J 
best suucturc around which to build, in fact, the only structurt ~
this kind which is avai\able, is the house and family and foUowingol '.,\1 

1h<' Sherif of Mecca. Jr was King Hussein who, in the crisis of_~ ·.\ . 
war, declared war upon the Turks and raised the Arab standilJl.l' · ,i, · 
Around that standard gathered hjs four capable sons - of wh~111 : ' 

Emir Feisal and the Emit Abdull3 are rhe two besl known tfl ·· 

country - and many of the principal chiefs and notabilities of the:·t · ·das• ·-
Arab world. With them at our side we fought, and with their 31 • · 

'l'a!uable auxiliary Lord Allenvy hurled the Turks from Paksun£- .... 
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.. : ··_.· : :· · ·. i,otb the Emir Abdulla aoo the' Emir feisal ha11e great influence in 
~. '. ·.· :/.: i :.iraq among the military and also among the religious dasses, both 
' . . ·( · Sunni and Shiah. The adherents of the Emir Feisal have sent him an 
.0:. :· · .·( . · invitation to go to Mesopotamia and present himself to rhe people 
.:; ·. : '.< .JJJd to the assembly which is soon to gather together, and King 

' tlussein has acc0tdcd his son permission 10 accept the invitation. The · 
;, • · .f.inir Abdulla, the elder brother, has renounced his rights and claims. 

:'.~ i. ·.· )'.1. have caused the Emir Feisal to be informed, in answer to his 
. ·'. ···,·:</_·::inquiry, that no obstacle will be placed in the way of his candidature, 
) ,;/.~:\--> · that he is at liberty to proceed forthwith to Mesopotamia, and that, if 

:_l ~r;\::i,/ :h~·'is·;choscn, be will ,cccive the countenance and support of Great 
\: :,~.[!. _:-·o:'i~ntain. ln consequence, the Emir Fcisal has already left Mecca on the 

· ·_{' ;{~{!.,tid·2it{of this month,· and is now on bis journey to Mesopotamia~ 
·'. )i ~~e he will arrive in about 10 days. We must see how opinion 
;~~~td"1'm.S itseU and what is the view of the National Assembly when it is 

be adop~ . · :"& }l;ff:9/:el~~. I cannot attempt to predict the course of events, but 1 do not 
n divided, of · ,}:: · .f~:t:;i;,-h:esitate to say that, if the Emir FeisaJ should. be acceptable ro the 

I ninistr~tiom: ')'ff; · · ··t~?P~~: gene!3llY, and !o the A~hly, a sol~tion will ha~~ been 
; :f exemng all .. :.)~~ -~~- which offers, m the opm1on of the highest authormes on 
j nothcr. That. '\~ !l'~J am relying, the beSt prospcc:ts for a happy and a prosperous 

he war, and~· :''i?; · ~t~ • 
. measure of. ':,··);11, )/Th'!e has, however, lately arisen in Iraq and panicularly in the 
ink, is alone ... ·, ; . :::rrovincc of Basra, a considerable movement in the direction. of 
~ gave during · · )~ >continuing direct British nllc. eo le a see 10 want 
m attempt to )} '.:--diffe om 'n done. W en we were giving 
:m friendly to :.-.t' .• :~lli direct British rule a few years ago t ey rebelled. against ic. Now 
! and embody : ; :J: /tml". we. offer t~em the. Arab State. which was thea demand~-. so 
1, at any rate; ,,;;: ,-.::~.fQ~dy, there J.S a considerable fuling that perhaps after all :Sr111sb 
:he Arab race '"' · .. · .. =tiale)wiU be found to be most s,able. It is one of the comparatively 
licies we have :,;.:.f~'. compliments that we have been receiving in this part of the 

> ~', w,orld. I think it reflects vecy much crcdi.t upon Sir Percy Cox that in 
ensc of giving ' ·. · /. S9 ~ort a . time he has effected such a considerable change in the 
I that the very : .:/ public sentllnent towards us. But I can hold out no hope that we shall 
.y suucture of '.· ·'1~.~.~~nd willing to continue these direct responsibilities. Our object 
d following of.:: \~ our policy is to set up an Arab Government, and to make it take 
LC. aisis of the , .~·~c: ~sponsihility, with our aid and our guidance and with an 
.rah standard. ,,.::dfeat\'e measure of our support, until rhey are strong enough to 
• of whom the }/tand alone( and so ro fos(er the de"Velopment of their inckpenden 
known in this :·· '/: \J ~s to pennit the S(eady and speedy duninution of our burden. I 
abilities of tbt . ?J ;./ _.C:annot. say in regard to Mesopotamia that there are primary, direct. 
h their aid as a ·<_ .. ~ategac British intcrcsrs involved. The defence of India can be better 
:r0 ,n Palestine, t conducrcd from her own strategic frontier. Mesopotamia is not, like 

···:.\~:(· 
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Egypt, a place which in a strategic sense is of cardinal importance to . 
our interests, and our policy in Mesopotamia is ro reduce our 
commitments and to extricate ourselves from our burdens while at 
the same time honourably discharging our obligations and building : 
up a strong and effective Arab Government which will always be the: 
friend of Britain and, 1 wi!I add, the friend of France. 

We are leaning strongly to what I may call the Sherifian solution, .· 
both in Mesopotamia, to which rhe Emir Feisal is proceeding, and in .: 0 

Trans-Jordania, where rhe Emir Abdulla is now in charge. We are: /' 
also giving aid and as:-.iscance to King Hussein, rhe Sherif of Mecca.",. 'i · · 
whose Sta re and whose finances have been grievously affected by the i:,;d 
interruption of the pilgrimage, in which our Mohammedan country· (:l 
men are so deeply interested, and which we desire to see resumed. J}l · 
The repercussion of this Sherifian polity upoH the other Arab chie~/}" 
must be carefully watched. In the vast deserts of Arabia, which ' · 
srretch eastward and nonh-easrward from the neighbourhood of: 
Mecca to the Persian Gulf and to rhe boundaries of Mesopotarrua,-' 
there dwelJ rhe peoples of Nejd, powerful nomadic tribes, at the heap;;; 
of whom the remarkable chief Bin Saud maintains himself. This Arab:;:, 
chief has long been ma state of warfare, raid, and teprisal with King/ 
Hussein and with his neighbours generally. A large number of Biii' 
Saod's followers belong to the Wahabi sect, a form of Mohamme4F 
anism which bears, roughly speaking, the same relation to orthodo' · 
Islam as the most militant form of Cah•inism would have borne. r· 
Rome in the fiercest nmes of the religious wars. The Wahabis pro · 
a life of exceeding austerity, and what they praccise rhemselves th 
rigorously enforce on others. They hold it as an article of duty, .. 
well as of faith, to kill all who do not share their opinions and .. 
make slaves of their wives and children. Women have been put · 
death· in Wahabi villages for simply appearing in the streets. his .. 
penal offence to wear a silk garment. Men have been killed , 
smoking a cigarette, and as for the crime of alcoho1, the m . 
energetic supporter of the temperance cause in this country falls ,; 
behind them. Austere1 intolerant, well-armed: and bloodthirsty, 
their own regions the Wahabis are a distinet factor which must.· 
taken into account, and they have been, and still are, very da~er .. 
to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina, and t0 the whole insatuD · '/ 
of the pilgrimage, in which our Indian fell ow-subjects are so deep~ 
c nccrned. ·:''"'z 

The Emir Bin Saud has shown himself capable of leading a~ 
within considerable limits, of controlling these formidable sects ::: 
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Un reply refer to EF.8402 & 04/001628 

Febmary 8, 2004 

,~ 

,. ' .. 
TO: Doug Feith (; 
CC; Paul Wolfowitz \j)"f 

°'"". SC'co1 . / v· r SUBJECT:' Croatia in NATO L . 
/ How do we do something to show that Croatia is a candidate for NATO? I don't 

know enough about the process. Why don't you get on the phone with Nick 

Bwns. 

They need to say something about the door remaining open for Croatia or possibly 

Croatia, Macedonia and Albania. Let's find out how we do it. I believe him when 

he says it would make his task a lot easier to get public support. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0~39 (ls compwei-).doc 
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March .Y, 2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Meeting on CPA 

I need a meeting with Kicklighter and Reuben Jeffery. The question is: does he 

think he is just supposed to follow up on the assessment teams, does he think he is 

in charge of the back office for CPA, or does he think he also has the 

responsibility to see that the transition to State takes place? 

Let's get the Jones briefing first, and then have Kicklighter there. Then let's 

figure out what Kicklighter is supposed to be doing and make sure he is doing it. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-2! 

oso 09663-011 
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February 8, 2004 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

CC: Doug Feith 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Invitation to Croatian PM 

How do we go ahead and push with State the idea of getting the Croatian Prime 

Minister an invitation to Washington? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-41 (15 compulc.r).doc; 
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Please respond by ______________ _ 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Powell Moore 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld f'\]~, 
SUBJECT: Congresswoman Sanchez 

February 8,2004 

I think l better get Congresswoman Sanchez to lunch sometime, possibly with Ike 

Skelton or Duncan Hunter. 

Please analyze her statement from the hearing, and take each piece, isolate it out 

and put down the correct answer. We can sit down and ,valk her through it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804,42 (ts computer).doc 
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Please respond by---------------
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TO: Dov Zakheim 

cc: Paul W olfowitz 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Budget Question 

We got asked a question in the House hearing as I recall where you and I looked at 

the numbers, and it turns out that we had cut the budget. I think somebody said 

we should take money out of missile defense and add it back. Was it chemical 

warfare? 

Let's look into it and figure out how that happened. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-43 (ts computer).doc 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Powell Moore 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1/j{_ 

SUBJECT: Ike Skelton Statement 

February 8,2004 

I 
J\°' 

lke Skelton said something about nol rushing out and separating something from 

security. [ think he used the word "[ndian len-itory" and that people were 

attempting to foment civil strife. 

1 would like to see that in the testimony. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
020804·44 (h comp111e1).dQC 
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Plea~·e respond by----------------
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LEGISL.ATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

February 10.2004 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE /J 
Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary Defense!; 
for Legislative Affair~(b)(6) I --+-~ ~i<-¥-:...,..."--lf 

SUBJECT: Response to Snowflake regarding Ike Skelton Statement 

• Pursuant to your request of 8 February, attached is Congressman Ike 
Skelton' s opening statement and a follow-up comment from your February 
4 hearing before the House Armed Services Committee. 

Attachment: 
Snowflake # 020804-44 

Attachment: 
As Stated 

oso 09667-0~ 
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FDCH TRANSCRIPTS 
Congressfonal Hearings 
Feb. 4,2004 

House Armed Services Committee Holds 
Hearing on FY 2005 Department of Defense 

Budget 

SKELTON: 

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 

And, Mr. Secretary, welcome back. It's good to sec you. I'm sure you've 
gotten the fill of this room already today, as I understand it. 

And General Pace, Mr. Zakhcim, thank you. 

And I sec Dr. Chu here. We thank them very much for being with us. 

Mr. Chairman, as you know, I have just returned from my second trip to 
Iraq and my first trip to Afghanistan about 48 hours ago. The impression 
that remains is again one of tremendous pride in our amazing American 
soldiers,just amazing. 

The morale is high, and each are doing so very much every day to bring 
stability to those nations. And we just can't thank them enough. And I 
think, Mr. Secretary, you should know that. 

We're facing real dangers, however. And I'm convinced, from my being 
there and talking with so many people, we will not be ready for transfer of 
the sovereignty by June the 30th. 

We must not let our own timetable determine the future. 

Rather, we should -- in my opinion, Mr. Secretary-- turn over the 
sovereignty when there is a stable and viable government and an adopted 
constitution, a stable security environment, fully restored services. 

lfwc rush to judgment, rush to progress, I think·· and I hope rm dead 
wrong -- I think there is a likelihood of a civil war among the Shia, the 
Sunni and the Kurds that could spiral out of control. And I'm very 
concerned about this. 

SKELTON: 
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And I give you my best thought on this from talking with a lot of folks 
over there, having met with some of the governing council. In particular, I 
had a very interesting conversation with a Kurdish leader. And I don't say 
what I said lightly, Mr. Secretary. 

Our efforts should be helped in Iraq by getting NATO involved, as they 
arc in Afghanistan -- actually more so. The alliance would diminish the 
perception that this is primarily an American operation, while alleviating 
the burden on our troops. 

Our partners in Europe have an interest in a strong and secure Iraq, even 
more so than we. NATO has certainly helped in Afghanistan, around the 
Kabul area and up in the Northeast corner. And they seems to be making 
progress under the NATO umbrella. 

And the Taliban, the Al Qaida arc security challenges as continues, and 
I think that we have to continue our efforts in Afghanistan. 

I'd like to turn for a moment, if I may, Mr. Chainnan, to the president's 
defense budget request. I applaud the increase it puts toward our national 
security and the funding, including the pay raise that is included for our 
troops. 

But let me spell out a couple of concerns, ifl may. 

The budget does not account for the operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
despite the fact that these have been ongoing for some time. And while I 
recognize it's very difficult to predict precise costs, our track record to date 
must give us some estimate, at least I think, of what we're likely to spend. 

Also, the overall budget increases of $26.4 billion, I applaud it. But I 
also sec that the Army increased only $1.8 billion, although they arc 
carrying the large majority of the miss.ion in Iraq, as well as being 
deployed in 130 countries. And the soldiers and their families, I think, 
deserve more of an increase. 

In my opinion, the Army, as well as other services, need additional end
strength. And I commend General Schoomaker. He testified here a number 
of days ago. And I commend him for his efforts in undertaking to find the 
30,000 additional soldiers. 

I have to tel1 you, I disagree with his premise. The demand, in my 
opinion, is not a temporary spike. 

SKELTON: 
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I would ask, Mr. Secretary, for your thoughts on this, in my opinion, 
extremely serious situation, please. 

RUMSFELD: 

Congressman Skelton, you have elevated an enormously important 
issue that is, as you suggested, currently being di~cussed in Washington, in 
the coalition countries that have exactly the same circumstance we do. 
There arc 34 countries now with forces in there, and each of them have the 
same circumstance, the need to make sure that we have the ability to 
assure the status of our forces. 

The decisions as to when sovereignty will pass will be a decision made 
by the president and the coalition. The target date is June 30th. The theory 
behind that was that it's a good thing to try to get the Iraqis taking a bigger 
role in their own lives and to have that responsibility. 

No one wants to rush it. On the other hand, the feeling is that to the 
extent the Iraqi people see the Iraqis governing themselves, they're more 
likely to have a stake in how that's done and in the future of that. 

So the desire has been to have governance move along a track, security 
move along a track -- and we arc now up to 200,000 Iraqi security forces -
- and to have the essential services, electricity, water, power and that type, 
all move along together because each is in one way or another dependent 
on the other. 

RUMSFELD: 

The subject of the status of forces agreement is something that's being 
discussed at the present time. I don't know that there is anything magical 
about March 31st. Obviously you have to have a timetable, so you set out 
dates. And to the extent it can be done then, fine. 

In the last analysis, nothing would take effect until sovereignty 
transferred anyway. And so that takes you down to June 30th, or whenever 
that actually happens, depending on the facts on the ground. 

I think your concern about civil strife is realistic. Historically, one looks 
at that country and we know they have had civil strife. And we also know 
that there arc terrorists who would like to foment civil strife, because it's 
to their advantage. 
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Going back, Mr. Secretary, to the testimony in 1995 in this room by the 
head of the personnel of the army, Lieutenant General Stroup, there was a 
need for end-strength, according to his testimony then. And we were just 
going into the Balkans at that time. And we still have, of course, forces in 
Korea, Germany and the Balkans. And I think we should take a good hard 
look at the increase in end- strength. 

But, Mr. Secretary, I must tell you, J really, really am proud of the 
young folks in uniform. And l know that you arc, as well. J talked to any 
number of them, had lunch with them, had breakfast with them, talked to 
them on post. l didn't find a complainer. And they know their duty. And J 
talked to both active duty, guard and some reserve. You should be very 
proud of our troops, and l pass that on to you. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

**************************************************************** 

HUNTER: 

General, thank you very much. 

And Mr. Secretary, General Pace and all your team, thanks for the great 
service over the last year. I appreciate your hard work and all the long 
hours -- we've spent tons of hours on briefings and keeping Congress up to 
speed as we move through this operation in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

And Mr. Zakheim, thanks for your patient explanation over many, many 
months of -- in your shop. We thank you for what you're doing. 

And I will reserve my questions and recognize the gentleman from 
Missouri. 

Mr. Skelton? 

SKELTON: 

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 

SKELTON: 
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As all of us know, these arc very difficult days for our country and for 
the challenges that we have. T have a deep concern -- let me speak, Mr. 
Secretary, about Iraq. 

There are two Damocles swords that hang over this situation, and both 
of them are time tables. One time table is the transfer of sovereignty on 
June the 30th. The other is the March 31 deadline that's laid out for a 
status of forces agreement, which give us the guidelines from that moment 
on as to the limitations and the authorizations of our military in Iraq. 

General Abizaid said last week that it's unlikely to get a status of force 
agreement by J unc the 30th, much less by the dead Ii nc of March the 3 1st. 

The status of force agreement could be -- and I hope it's not -- could be 
a serious problem, if it limits the rules of engagement and limits our ability 
to go after the guerrillas in any manner, whatsoever. If it does that, it 
would put our forces in far more danger than they are now. 

Looking to the June 30 transfer of sovereignty, in my opinion, I don't 
think it can happen by that time. We don't know what type of selection 
process we will have. And I think as we speak today and yesterday, I think 
the United Nations is sending a team in to sec if what type of selection, 
elections, caucuses or a combination thereof would work and what could 
come to pass. 

SKELTON: 

And we don't know what the constitution wil1 look like. We don't know 
what type of selection process, election or something like that. We don't 
know who the candidates may be. We don't who, of course, will be the 
government, which as I understand it would be an 18-monthgovernment 
from that election, if I'm correct 

That government would also have the power to undo any status of force 
agreement that would be made earlier. So !just don't -- I think we may be 
rushing to judgment on this whole effort. 

J do notice the present -- the administration -- let me sec if I can get this 
right, Mr. Secretary: Administration sources say that the president may be 
willing to postpone Iraqi self-rule as a last resort. 

I don't think there's any question about it. That has to be done. This is 
too serious to rush into something that may not work. If it doesn't work, I 
think there's a strong possibility of civil war, which no one wants. 
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And so what we arc doing is we arc sensitive to the points you've raised. 
They arc terribly important. l can assure you we're not going to leave our 
forces and nor arc the other 33 countries going to leave their forces in a 
circumstance that is disadvantageous. 

SKELTON: 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Powell Moore 
Larry Di Rita 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld !,A\. 
SUBJECT: Edit Testimony re: Sen. Kennedy 

February 8,2004 

I am going to want to take a look at my testimony and maybe make some edits in 

it when I see \Vhat Ted Kennedy asked me and how I answered. I want to be quite 

forceful that I never did blame the intelligence community, and he seemed to say 1 

did. 1 also never went around the intelligence community. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
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Please respond by----------------
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February 8,2004 4 ~ 

TO: Powell Moore 

cc: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

,~ <;J-~ SUBJECT: Coffecting Testimony on Numbers 

~ 1 want to correct my testimony on the numbers of people in the Active and 

Reserve componenls. Those numbers keep moving around on me. We ought to 

put in the correct numbers in the testimony in the House or Senate, whenever it 

came up. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 · 1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS March4,2004 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE i 
FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secret~of Defense 

for Legislative A1'fairs,!(b)(6) I 
SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake# 020804-54 

• You requested a correction to your HASC and SASC testimony responses on the 
Active and Reserve. component numbers. 

• OSD/P&R corre.cted the Guard and Reserve number as stated on line 235 of the 
transcript from 747,000to 876,000 (atch I). 

• The SASC transcript numbers are correct. 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake 
4 Feb 04 HASC Hearing Transcript 

OSD 09669- 04 
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STENOGRAPHIC MINUTES 
Unrevised and Unedited 
Not for Quotation or 
Duplication 

FISCAL YEAR 2005 NATIONAL DEFENSE 

AUTHORTZA TIONBUDGET REQUEST FROM 

THE DEPARTh1ENTOFDEFENSE 

Wednesday, February 4,2004 

House of Representatives, 

Committee on Armed Services, 

Washington, D.C. 

Committee Hearings 

of the 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

OFFICE OF THE CLERK 
Office of Official Reporters 
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225 year. Force levels, we ar allowed to fluctuate above and 

226 below during the year; and in the case of an emergency we can 
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fluctuate substantially as we have. Clearly, if the war on 

terror demands it, we will not hesitate to increase force 

levels even more using the emergency authorities that you 

have already provided. 

But it should give us pause that even a temporary 

increase in our force levels was and remains necessary today. 

Think about it. P.t this moment we have a pool of 2. 6 

million men and women, both Active and Reserve. That is to 
'3711:'1 ()Or) 

say that 1.4 Active, the ~47,60fl in the Guard and Reserve, 

the additional Individual Ready Reserve brings us up to a 

total pool of about 2.6 million. Yet the deployment of 

115,000 troops in Iraq has required us to temporarily 

increase the size of the force by 33,000. That suggests 

strongly to me that the real problem may not be the size of 

the force, per se, but rather the way the force is being 

managed and the mix of capabilities that are at our disposal; 

243 and it suggests that our challenge is considerably more 

244 complex than simply adding more troops. 

245 Pete Schoomaker, the new Chief of Staff of the Army, 

246 compares the problem to a barrel of rainwater. When you have 

247 a spigot that is near the top and you turn the spigot on, all 

248 you can draw is the water at the top. If the spigot is at 

249 the bottom, you can draw the entire rain barrel . 
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February~ 2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1}~ · 
SUBJECT: Letters from Students of Kiron Skinner 

Here are these letters we received wriuen by students of Kiron Skinner. 

Unfortunately, they date back to November and have not been answered. 

Would you please get an answer fast? Kiron Skinner is going to be in town this 

week for the Defense Policy Board. Please tell her you have them and here is the 

answer, or else you have them and you will get an answer to her, and that we 

apologize for the delay. 

Thanks. 

Anach. 
I 1/19/03 Theories of International Relations sludenrs of Kiron Skinner 1etter to Sec Def 
11/19/03 American Foreign Policy students of Kiron Skinner letter to Sec Def 

DHR:dh 
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Carnegie Mellon 

November 19, 2003 

Theories oflntemational Relations Class 

c/o Professor Kiron Skinner 

Carnegie Mellon University 

5000 Forbes Avenue 

Pittsburgh. PA 15213 

Via: Hand De]ivery 

International Relations Program 
Department of Hi story 
Carnegie MeMon Unl\lerslty 
Baker Hall 240 
Pittsbur h P nns lvanla 15213-3B90 

(b )(6) 

Dear Secretary Donald Rurnsfeld and Secretary Paul Wolfowilz: 

We, as students of Carnegie Mellon University's Theories oflntemational Relations 

class, very much appreciate this opportunity to share our thoughts on the situation in Iraq 

with you. Throughout our study of international relations this semester, American actions 

in Iraq have set the stage for theory application, discussion, and debate. This semester we 

have learned to view Attierican foreign policy through many different theories that seek 

to explain and predict international outcomes. These various theories point to many 

different solutions, and we have engaged in an ongoing debate concerning Attierica's 

proper role in Iraq. We would like to share some of our theory~based explorations with 

you and to conclude with some points upon which the class has reached consensus. 
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In considering real world applications of these theories, we have frequently analyzed 

American security and international terrorism. We commend you and the military for the 

quick and decisive military victory in Iraq. As stated earlier, there are several points upon 

which the class is in agreement. It is held in agreement that America's goal for remaining 

in Iraq until stability has been achieved, has been, and continues to be, crucial. America 

must prevent the country from falling into a state of anarchy and civil war. Theories of 

social identity have taught us that the differences in ethnic and religious backgrounds in 

Iraq make this a difficult, but important, task. The issues that affect Iraq also affect the 

whole region since there is a Muslim majority throughout the Middle East and because 

the Kurdish population is situated across several international borders in the region. We 

all realize that we are not privy to as much infonnation as those in the administration that 

are making foreign policy decisions, but the changing rationales leading up to the war 

have left us all very uncomfortable. Reports indicating that no weapons of mass 

destruction or evidence of these weapons have been found despite the fact that reports 

prior to the war cited such weapons as justification for the war, serves to magnify our 

concerns. On these points, the class is unified. 

Areas of tension within the class swface over the issue of whether we should have gone 

to Iraq in the first place. While a few of us believe that this was a justified war, most of us 

believe that this is not the case. TI:ris 1s because many of us feel that there was not a clear 

message, a clear indication of why we had to do this, of why anyone had to die for it. 

Many ofus have strong suspicions (perhaps based primarily on media accounts that have 

2 
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not been definitely proven to be true) that people within the administration had motives 

for going to war that were not fully consistent with national security. We have been 

skeptical about any connection between Iraq and terrorism or the horrible events of 

September 11th, but seek to be persuaded on the basis of hard evidence. Even here, we 

know that you are in the very sensitive position of having to hold intelligence in private 

for broad national security reasons. We would also like to hear more discussion about 

why the United States chose to liberate the Iraqi people who were under a horrible 

totalitarian regime, but not others in the world that are in a similar situation, like those 

living in Rwanda, the Congo, or North Korea. We are concerned about the persistent 

perception that this was a pre-emptive strike against a sovereign nation without the 

support and backing of the United Nations. We do not think that there can ever be too 

much discussion and clarification of these concerns by admirustration officials. For such 

discussion and clarification go to the heart of what is good about a democracy like ours, 

and what makes democracy durable. 

On the other side of the debate, those of us that supported the decision to go to war in 

Jraq recognize that Saddam Hussein was a violent and volatile tyrant who had an 

extensive track record of flouting United Nations resolutions. We recognize that the war 

on terror is an extremely complex and difficult task. The war on terror is wtlike any other 

conventional war we have fought. In light of this, we view the Bush administration's 

actions in Iraq as justified. Additionally, we also feel that this is a war of intentions. If 

Saddam Hussein had acquired these weapons, the results could have been disastrous. 

Because he had shown willingness to act in non-nonnative ways in the past, it is highly 

3 
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Wllikely that he would act responsibly with such power and it is quite probable that he 

cou1d constitute a real threat to the United States and our allies. 

To conclude, while many ofus did not support the initial decision to go to war, we are all 

very concerned about withdrawing from Iraq prematurely. Security has not been assured 

as of yet, and is 1llllike1y to become a rea1ity without the guidance and expertise of the 

American military. The continuing instability in Afghanistan reaffirm our belief that we 

must remain in Iraq 1lllti1 the situation is stable. None ofus want to see more American 

causalities in Iraq or in Afghanistan. We also care deeply about the civilian populations 

in these countries. They did not ask for war, nor did they contribute to the instigation of 

these wars. They deserve to have stability, opportunity, and access to the sorts of things 

that we, as Americans, find necessary such as health care, education, :freedom of speech 

and religion. There is another strong moral rationale for remaining in Iraq until it's 

stable-we must fulfill our obligation to the Iraqi people. Because of these reasons, we 

feel that staying in Iraq and building it into a self.sufficient country is more important 

than panisan haggling over how much it's going to cost in money or in political capital. 

Thank you for hearing OW' views. 

Sincerely, 

4 
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Carnegie Mellon 
November 19, 2003 

American Foreign Policy Class 
c/o Professor Kiron Skinner 
Carnegie Mellon University 
5000 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

Via: Hand Delivery 

International Relations Program 
Department of Hislory 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Baker Hall 240 
Pittsburgh. Penns:;1v>Jnia 15213-3890 

l(b)(6) I 

Dear Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and Secretary Paul Wolfowitz: 

We realize that you have heard a fu11 range of arguments for and against U.S. policy in 

Iraq. However, as undergraduates in Professor Kiron Skinner's course on American 

foreign policy, we thought you might appreciate hearing our views about the situation in 

Iraq. 

The events of the next several months will be crucial to the development of a stable, self

governing Iraq. We believe that U.S. economic, military, and political support is critical 

to developing a new Iraq, a country that enhances peace and cooperation with.in and 

outside its borders. Fine}y-tuned economic, military, and political reforms must be 

combined with close anention to some of the perspectives about the United States present 

among the Arab public. It is our perception that the United States wants to be an honest 

broker in Iraq and throughout the Middle East; however, perceptions of American 

unilateralism fuel the efforts to undennine American policy in the region. With this in 

mind, we ask that you indulge our particular take on U.S. policy toward Iraq. 
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The establishment of a stable, lasting democracy in Iraq is feasible in the long run, but 

only with some necessary changes in the short term. These will provide a better 

envirorunent for the development of such a regime, as well as foster key attitudes that 

will sustain it There are three basic conditions that should be met: 

I. lm'olvement of the intemational community and an emphasis on 

international cooperation in all aspects of the reconstruction, especially 

security and economic development; 

2. The fostering of secular venues of political discourse and free 

assembly (separation of religion and state); 

3. The development oh self.sustaining economy. 

There are few, if any, real precedents for international involvement in the creation of a 

stable democratic state, but actions taken by the UN or with UN support bear the 

legitimacy of world opinion and democratic consensus, and the significance ofthis will 

not be lost on the Iraqi people. We must make the case to the United Nations that it is in 

the world community's best interest to come to the Iraqis' aid now by providing military 

peacekeepers as well as civilian diplomats, negotiators, and aid workers as we diminish 

our military presence. We trunk that a substantial international presence on the growid 

wil1 do much to help stop the relentless terrorism seen thus far in post.Saddam Iraq. The 

international community. including the United Nations, is central to helping the Iraqi 

Interim Authority in its efforts to bring democracy to Iraq. Hostilities within the country 
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have undennined the efforts of coalition forces and the Interim Authority. Public opinion 

is by far the most effective weapon we have against future hostilities. The Iraqi people 

must see tangible efforts, such as this increased international presence and a greater 

empowerment of the Interim Authority. We believe that the terrorism against the Interim 

Authority and the coalition will lose momentum as these efforts are put into place. Such 

an authority under UN auspices can also be trusted, we hope, to have no conflicts of 

interest pertaining to economic reconstruction and to the political makeup of the future 

government We recogruze, though, that any body (a country like the United States or an 

international institution like the United Nations) responsible for restructuring a country 

will be open to all mallller of criticism, some of which will be unjustified. 

Historica11y, religious fundamentalism has not had as great an influence in Iraq as in its 

neighbors. Yet most recent political discourse in Iraq has taken place in mosques and 

been led by clerics. A secular government and freedom of religion, however, are central 

to forming a stable democracy in the Western style. This is not to say that certain 

religious values and norms have no place in government, but rather that no specific faith 

or sect must be either espoused or denounced by government. With religion more deeply 

ingrained in political tradition in the Middle East than in the Urtited States, there may 

never be such a 'separation of church and state' to the degree that exists here, but there 

should at least be enough separation to prevent a fundamentalist, oppressive regime from 

taldng hold. 
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The creation of a stable, self-sustaining economy in Iraq is also important. History shows 

that successful democratic nations tend to have a strong middle class and a healthy 

economy. In some ways, Iraq is unique among Middle Eastern nations because of its 

historically large, well-educated, relatively affluent middle class. It also has sufficient 

natural resources to sustain a stable economy. Foreign investment can help revitalize the 

Iraqi economy, provided such investment abides by international trade and development 

agreements. so as not to simply drain revenue and resources from the country. We must 

also encourage and protect local businesses and industries, to let Iraq reap the benefits of 

its own assets, and to restore a strong middle class. 

We think that these steps will lead to a new and vital Iraq, and diminish the widespread 

perception of American unilateralism. 

Thank you for taking the time to hear our views, and we respectfully request that you 

consider our conunents as you forge a new defense policy in these upcoming months. 

Sincerely, 

~lxeM 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Don'!ld Rumsfe]d il_ 
SUBJECT: Eritrea 

February 8, 2004 

I just read that piece on Eritrea again. It seems to me we just have to turn the State 

Department around and have them deal with Eritrea differently. We need Eritrea 

to cooperate with us in the g]obal war on terrorism. 

State is all hung up on some issue about a State Department employee. We have 

to find out if it is rea11y serious enough that we want to risk losing the relationship 

with Eritrea and harm our activities with respect to GWOT. I find it tough to 

believe. 

Thanks. 
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TO: Jaymie Durnan 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
Mike Wynne 
Larry Di Rita 

~ 
February\ 2004 

Donald Rurnsfeld 0 ct~OM: 
'~~ 
{!,.~~, SUBJECT: 

't, 14. 
Tanker Deal 

Apparently Mr. Stonecipher wrote an article saying that when DoD suspended the 

tanker deal, we only suspended the last 80, not the first 20. That is not my 

understanding. 

Please double-check and make sure I am'right. Tf l am right, please make sure 

somebody tells the world what we actually did. and not what Stonecipher said we 

did. 

Thanks. 
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MEMO TO: Jaymie Durnan DA TE: February 10,2004 

Secretary Rumsf'eld 
Deputy Secretary W'olf'owitz 
Acting Under Secretary Mike Wynne 
Larry DiRita . 

FROM: 
Dave Patterso ~ 

SUBJECT: Tanker Deal 

Reference: SD Snowflake, 9 Feb 04, same subject 

Jaymie: 

When I first became aware of the allegation that Harry Stonecipherrnay have stated 
that the tanker deal suspension applied only to the last 80 aircraft, I conferred with Cheryl 
Irwin in OSD/P A. After some investigation, the statement attributed to Stonecipher was an 
inaccurate quote by a Seattle-based reporter listening into a scheduled conference call that 
Boeing has with financial reporters. Boeing does understand that the suspension applies to 
the whole Tanker Leasing Program (all I 00 aircraft). 

11-L-0559/0SD/25140 
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February)(, 2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld i) P..., 

SUBJECT: Unions' Objections 

What are all these articles about unions objecting to the Pentagon's labor

management proposal? Here is an example. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Zeller, Shawn. "UnionsObjecl to Pentagon Labor-Management Proposal,'' GovExec.com, 

Pebruary 8,2004. 

DHR:dh 
020804·3 {ts compu1c1).doc 
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Please respond by---------------
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(Wasliiugton Pos1J ... Dana l\·1i!bank 
President Bush and Vice President Cheney yesterday said the war in Iraq was justified because Saddam Hussein 
could have made weapons of mass destruction. 

19. In Rare Talk Sbow Interview, Rnsh Detends Decision On War 
(New York Time.\') .... Richard W. Stevenson 
President Bush said Saturday that he did not want the commission he appointed to be hurried in evaluating prewar 
intelligence about Iraq's banned weapons, and he said voters would have plenty of opportunity to evaluate the 
decisions he made about the war even though the commission will not report until nearly five months after Election 
Day. 

20. 'Vlember QI' Sept. 11 Panel Praise, Inteniew With Rice 
(Wa.~lli11g1011 Post J •••• Associated Press 
The commission reviewing the Sept I 1,200 I, attacks met with President Bush\ national .security adviser yesterday 
for an interview one commissioner described as cooperative and productive. 

21. Coru!Hlav Jilt George 
(new York Daily New3") .... Thomas M. Defrank 
Condoleezza Rice is supposed tn he a sb.rn dunk for secretary of state in a second Bush administration. But she may 
do the unthinkable and just say no. Friends and culleagues of the national security adviser report that the 49-yenr-old 
Rice is exhausted, approaching burnout and aching to return to her idyllic previous life as a tenured professor at 
Stanford. 

ENSE DEPARTMENT 
Unions Object To Pentagon l.abor-Manacemcnt Proposal 

(GovExec.com) .... Shaw11 Zeller 
A Defense Depa11me11t memorandum aimed at kicking off discussions about the pending National Security 
Personnel System is prmnpting argry denunciatiom frnm labor union officials. Pentagon officials sent the mem<1 to 
union representatives on f-<riday explaining the agency's thinking (lll labor-management relatinns under the new 
1ystem. 

ARMY 
23. To Spouses In Iraa. A Video Valentine 

(lfo.1'11i11g1011 Po.1·1j.. .. Vikki Ortiz 
... Whitehouse was one of dozens of military spouses who were offered the chance to record video valentines at Fort 
Meade yesterday during the installation's firsr National Mnmage Week Celebration. The event. held a week before 
the much-hyped holiday for couples, was organized by the Anny post and Anne iuu.ndel County, where it is loc,tted, 
as a way to recognize and comfort those who~e spouses are deployed to Iraq and other countries. 

24. 6tmY Starts ~w lnquicy ln Jcai Sbooling 
(VPI.com) .... Mark Benjamin, Cnited Press International 
The Army has opened a new inquiry into a wartime shooting in Iraq by a Third [nfontry Division battalion 
commander, eight months after he was exonerated in a separate Anny investigation. 

25. Analyst's Report Criticizini? lraa War Draws Flak 
(J'hiladelphial11quirer) ... Andrew Maykuth 
The folks at the U.S. Army War College expected that Jeffrey Record's opiuions on Iraq might spark some debate. 
even disagreement. They did not expect a public firestorm. But since Record's essay came to light last month arguing 
that the Iraq invasion was "unnecessary" and a "detour" from the war on terroti~m. the elite military college west of 
Ha1Tbburg has come under an unaccustomed glare. 

NAVY 
26. Radical Warship Takes Shape 

(Washi11gto11 Po.YI) .... Guy Gugliotta 
... With its backward-canted bow, its inward-angled hull and its pillbox superstrucmre, the project the Navy calls 
DD(X) bears scant resemblance to any surface warship any modem sailor has ever seen. But this new destroyer·· or 

11-L-0559/0SD/25142 



Februar}f:'2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfwowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y ·~ 
SU BJ ECT: Contracts 

We have to find some way to explain to the world that we don't control contracts 

out of Iraq, so that people don't think we are doing them damage by not enabling 

them to get contracts. We would go to jail if we messed around with contracts. 

We need to explain it to al1 of our friends-like Spain, who brought it up at 

Wehrkunde. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020704-1 O(u computer}.doc 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY 
AFFAIRS 

' \ 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFENSE. PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 •2400 

INFORMATION MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1-04/001602 
~~- f).J7~ 

Assistant Secretary of Defense, lmernational Security Af~l,f~ 
(Peter W. Rodmanf b)(6) I ff f1L O 9 JUN 20rlf 

SUBJECT: Contracts 

• You asked for us to find some way lo explain to our Coalition partners that we 
do not control reconstruction contracts for Iraq, and cannot influence the 
awarding of contracts beyond determinarion of eligibility. 

• The Coalition Provisional Authority Program Management Office, the State 
Department. and the Department of Commerce have already addressed this 
issue through a series of "Subcontracting Outreach Events." 

• These road shows/outreach conferences were designed to reach out to 
Coalition partners worldwide to inform the business community about the 
contracts in Iraq so that they would better understand the competitive process 
for subcontracting opportunities. 

• These conferences were held between l4April and 25 May in ten countries. 

• Two additional outreach conferences are scheduled to take place on 15 June 
(Baghdad) and 20 June (Basra). 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/25144 --



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Trip Coordinators 
Arlene 

Donald Rumsfeld f[}\ 

SLBJECT: April ".'JATO~Russia Meeting 

February j, 2004 

Apparently in April there is a NATO-Russia meeting in :,.Jorfolk, Virginia. Ivanov 

wants to know ifl am going to attend. If] am going, he will go. I ought to think 

about doing that. 

Thanks. 

DHlhlh 
021/704-.l 1t, ,,1mpukr).cl.1c 

························································-·-················· 
Plea.,·e re.,7,ond by ____ 3-,/ ........ 1_/_o_~,,__ _____ _ 

OSD 09675-04 
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February 6, 1004 

'IO: LTG John Craddock 

cc: DovZakheim 
Powell Moore 

FROM. Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Heming Books 

The big hearing book does not work well 1or ne. Tt is useful for preparat .on 

beforehand, but I cannot find anything in it during the hearing. 

In the future when T testify, we need to develop an abbreviated book to be used in 

the hearing nxm. I would need a list questions that those who are 'With me should 

be ready to handle, and a smaller book for me with backup papers for whatever 

areas I an covering. The hearing book l«llld. probably be one-tenth the size of 

the big book. 

Thanks. 

DHJbtb 
o:ns<)4. 10 (ts rompllltt).doe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by----------------

OSD 09676-0lf 
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2:04PM 

Februal')' 5,2004 

.. 10: Jaymie Duman 

CC: Powell Moore 

;o/ FR01 Donald Rumsfeld /A 
~ &f1 SUBJECT: Infonnation from Congressman Dinge 

tJ \,\., '11\ ( 
I saw CongreS9Illan John Dingell last night at the {}Day event He said he has a 

person who has a laser that will take out a SAM missile. He would like to talk to 

somebody about it. 

Please get Ron Sega ~he is the appropriate person) and Powell Moore and set up 

a phone cal l~q.a_y ~o~rro~ to find out the infonnation. See what we can do to 

connect the person John Dingell knows with our people, and ttai .ha month tell 

me what has happened. 

Thanks. 

DHJ:ch 
Ol05"Q4·!1 ('IA comp\111el),doc: 

OSD 09677-0lf 
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L.~GISLATIVi;; 
AFFAIRS 

FOR: 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1300 

February 10,2004 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell Moore, Assistant Secretar of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs (b)(6) 

SUBJECT: Response to Snowflake regarding Information from Congressman Dingell 

• In addition to raising Mr. Ed Shula.k's laser with you on Wednesday evening, 
February 4,Congressman Dingell called me about it late Tuesday, February 3. 

• At our request, Dr. Sega's Deputy, Dr. Charles Holland, spoke by phone to Mr. 
Schulak on Friday, February 6 and discussed the technical features of his 
advanced CO2 laser technology and its potential applications. 

• Dr. Holland agreed to review technical materials to be provided by Mr. Schulak. in 
the near future. 

• Legislative Affairs previously facilitated a meeting on January 14between Mr. 
Schulak and Mr. Jay Kistler, AT &L, on the same subject at the request of Senator 
Levin's office. 

• Mr. Schulak is currently in contact with members ofthe Air Force Research 
Laboratory working on counter SAM technology. 

• The initial evaluation indicates the technology is not immediately applicable in a 
counter SAM role due to its lack of power out and wavelength agility. 

• When T spoke to Congressman Dingell last week, T promised to report back to him 
after we put Mr. Schulak in contact with the appropriate Department personnel. T 
spoke with him this afternoon and he see med appreciative. 

Attachment: 
Snowflake# 020504-5 
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Prepared by CDR Chris Aquilino, OSD/LA_!(b)(
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February 5,2004 

.. TO: Jaymie Duman 

CC: Powel1 Moore 

J FROM: 

7J'"? SUBJECT: 
. ('v\{\ 

Donald Rumsfeld I~ 
Tnfonnatii.111 from Congressman Dingell 

I saw Congressman John Dingell I as t night~ the D-Da.y event. He said he has a 

person who has a laser that vvill take out a SAM missile. He would like to t.alk to 

somebocl}· about it. 

Please get Ron Sega (ifhe is the appropriate person) and Powell Moore and set up 

a phone cal 1~4;:f ~omorrow to find out the inf onnation. See what we can do to 

,onnecl the person John Dingell knows with our people, and then in a month tell 

rte what has happened. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dl! 
020SQ,j., (1a c,;,mpul!:).d<)t 

.••••••.•..•............••.•••••.............•• , •.•.......•.....••••........ 

Please respond by _2..~/_h_,t,__0-4-f _____ . 



February 4,2004 

TO: Steve Cam bone 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Lessons Learned 

As I mentioned to you yesterday, I do think you ought to have all the intelligence 

activities in DoD pull together the lessons learned they have been working on. 

Also, please be prepared to assist George Tenet in his lessons learned for the 

Community and to assist.the Commission the President plans to appoint. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020404-7 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OFDEFE!l,'SE 
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February 4,2004 

TO: L TG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

cc: l(b )(6) I 
Trip Coordinator 

FROM: Donald Rumsfclcf'7/ 

SUBJECT: Armenia 

Let's put Armenia on our list of places I might want to go. Apparently Lithuania 

works closely with Armenia, along with Azerbaijan and Georgia. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020404-1 
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Please respond by---------

OSD 09679·0~ 
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Fe~ruary 4, 2004 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
DougF~ 
fttlbj 

~ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 
, 

SUBJECT: Lithuania Non-paper 

Here is the material the MoD of Lithuania passed to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated Lithuania Non-paper: Realignment of the US Global Defense Posture 
CD: Siaulia.i Air Base 

DHR:dh 
01030:l-ll 
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u. s.-LmruANIAONLY 

NON~PAPER 

REALlGNMENT OF THE US GLOBAL DEFENSE POSTURE: 
POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF LITHUANIA 

Lithuania strongly supports the efforts of the US military transformation of which 
overseas rebasing is a pivotal element. This timely move will further foster NATO's 
transformation and reinforce its readiness to cope with today's strategic reality - forces 
are no longer expected to fight where they are based. Lithuania especially welcomes 
the US strive to involve the new allies into this process, which will no doubt strengthen 
the spirit of collectiveness among the allies and the transatlantic link itself. 

Appreciating the transparent approach the US adopted in their consultations with the 
allies, Lithuania is ready and willing to contribute to the projected new American 
footprint in Europe. Taking into accoun11t1e primacy of strategic considerations over 
any narrower local interests in this endeavor, Lithuania deems relevant the following 
suggestions and proposals to the US rebasing efforts: 

) From a strategic standpoint Lithuania enjoys a benign environment in the Baltic 
Sea region and occupies a convenient position at the crossroads between Western 
and Northeastern Europe. 

l,> In practice, the territory of Lithuania could serve several important purposes for the 
new US force posture in Europe. Perceived as an investment into defense-related 
infrastructure, Lithuania could well serve as a "Cooperative Security Location~. 
Lithuania already has a convenient sea port at K!aipeda and a functioning civilian· 
military air port at Siauliai ready to provide host nation support, for reception, 
transit and stationing of friendly forces. With some investment and upgrading of 
existing facilities, this infrastructure could be used to assist the "rotational 
presence·, movement or periodic operational presence of US troops. 

) US and NATO forces could routinely make use of the open land for field exercises. 
Lithuania already has some appropriate infrastructure installed and running. 
including training bases, firing ranges, barracks, state-of-the-art tactical training 
facilities etc. In addition Lithuania can offer relatively low operating costs and highly 
experienced staff, who have managed a number of international exercises. 
Lithuania is also anticipating more information on the concept of the NATO Center 
of Excellence and looks forward to exploring possibilities to establish such a center 
in Lithuania. 

) Lithuania can also offer certain air force assets. Lithuania has been in the process 
of upgrading the Siauliai airbase infrastructure to NATO standards. H was recently 
visited and evaluated positively by American experts. The base can serve a wide 
range of functions: permanent stationing of NATO or US air force assets, 
temporary air force training, transitory airlift, or standby logistics support with pre
positioned equipment for forward deployments. It does not require any significant 
investment in any of these cases. In addilion, Lithuania can offer an open air space 
with little civilian air traffic for air force training. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25154 
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) Although not directly related to the current plans of the US force rebasing, 
Lithuania is also observing the debates within the Alliance and is looking forward to 
collective solutions on missi1e defense matters. Having fully integrated with 
NATINEADS, Lithuania will be able to consider the installment of certain missile 
defense assets. Besides being the most eastern EU and NATO member, Lithuania 
is in-between some troubled regions and the US as well as other Allies. Due to its 
location, Lithuania could serve as an Early warning site equipped with radar 
equipment or even interceptors. 

), In any of the above cases, US military presence in Lithuania. would not turn into a 
financial burden for the US - Lithuania can provide rsadi!y available infrastructure 
along with appropriate security and logistics arrangements for any potential US 
presence (facilities, equipment or/and troops) 

Lithuania looks forward to further consultations with American experts on the needs 
and plans of the US future force posture to be able to further refine the proposals 
advanced in this non-paper and present them in a more elaborate detail. 

Possible Lithuanian contributions to the US Global Posture Review are summarized in 
the table below. 

rNFRASTRUCTURE FUNCTIONS COMMENTS 
HNS, including reception, 
transit, stationing of 
US/ NATO forces 

Airbase at Siauliai Standby logistics support Readily available 
for for.vard deolovments 
Air policing functions 
Air force trainina 

Missile defense assets Early warning site Further consultations 
(radars and/or intercectors) needed 

Training facilities Training of land forces Readily available 
(training grounds, firing ranges, (especially in winter time 

tactical trainers, barracks} conditions) 
Logistics depots Pre-positioning of Readily available 

equipment for forward 
deployments 

Seapon at Klaipeda HNS, including reception, Further consultations 
transit, stationing of US/ needed 
NATO naval forces. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25155 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld i k 
SUBJECT: Releasing Docum.ents 

February 3,2004 

Please make sure you get on top of this Bremer memo on releasing documents. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
'.YJ/04 Rn:111,:r 1111:mn to SecD~f n.:· ISG Document, 

DHR:dh 
010J(I..I.') 
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MEMO FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

COALJTlON PROV JS[ONAL A UTHORTTY 

BAGHDAD 

February 3,2004 

Secretary Rumsfeld 

L. Paul Bremer YJr).. ~) 
Public Information Program Using lraq Survey Group (!$)Documents 

Recently, the JSG Deputy Director agreed with CPA officials in principle to allow, on 
a case-by-case basis, the release of selected documents to CPA for use in an information 
program. This is an important decision as 'IS:; controls a significant percentage of fom1er 
regime documents related to hunian rights atrocities. Access to these documents provides 
us with a significant opportunity to educate the international community about the 
egregious nature of the crimes cornrnittcd by Saddam Hussein's regime as well as to 
address the Iraqi peoples' interest in learning the whole truth about the former 
dictatorship. 

I intend to ask the CJTF-7 and CPA chief spokespersons to travel to Qatar to discuss 
immediate establishment of a systematic process to give CPA access to ISG-held 
documents as they become releasable. As my Office of Human Rights and Transitional 
Justice has access to search for relevant TSG documents through a computerized database, 
JSG officials and our spokespersons must develop a process for immediate public release 
of particular documents selected. This process would include safeguards to ensure that 
no document is used that would prejudice efforts to build cases for the 'Iraqi Special 
Tribunal, raise other legal issues, or adversely affect intelligence operations. 

We will keep you informed of fu1iher developments. 
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February 3,2004 

TO: l(b )(6) 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Trip Reports for POTUS 

Please go through this file and make sure I have one copy of each of my 

Presidential trip reports since I started, with a log in the front index, so we can 

track and make sure they are all there. Put them in chronological order and then 

give me the file back. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
File 

DHR'.dh 
020304-3 
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Please respond by---------
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February 2,2004 

TO: Gen. Pete Pace 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1J\ 
SUBJECT: Testimony 

Since you are going to be at the hearing with me, you are going to have to be 

prepared to answer the questions on "up-armor" HMVs, body armor, all of those 

issues about shortfalls in equipment and whether or not the Guard and Reserve are 

getting shortchanged vis·a-vis the Active force. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020204-17 
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TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen. Dick ~tyer.s 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel[\)... 

SUBJECT: Milicary fssues 

February 2,2004 

Attached is a pieec of paper Joyce gave me from a mee1ing she had in Norfolk. 

It is ~1re1ty dear 1hat (111e ,)f rhe 1oughesc problems we have is 10 see rhar there are 

internal rnmmunications that .u-e effective. 

Whar proces.s do we have ro crain people and 10 moniror and track and see whar 

kind of ajub people do in terms of chat'! 

Thanks. 

Atlach 
Unduted paper 

DHR-.dh 
020204-16 
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: Q(tl~~:: f r::ssue is t~t leadership needs to keep soldim 
J infonned. As much information as reasonable should be put out, and the chain of 

/\.,\ command should ensure it is disseminated. Then, when information is unknm.vn or can't 
..,~ be passed out later it isn't such an important issue. Soldiers will have learned to trust the 

leadership. 

Reservist: 
--Activated and prepared, then sat locked on Fort Eustis, little training, not allowed to 
leave for a month .... no details of what was happening until nearly :.he last minute before 
deployment. 
--While waiting to deploy, ,md locked down on post, were put in ancient barracks that for 
much of the time had no toilets or running water. 
--Told the unit would return in the Fall, then changed dates, then decided that half the 
unit would return. half stay until the Spring. J',;ow it appears the unit will finally return to 
the US (the half of the unit still remaining.) 
--Reservists are very uncertain about their return ... there are many rumors that the Army 
will leave them alone a month or so then re-mobilize. High level leadership should do 
\\'hat it can lo explain the needs of the Service and what will probably happen. 

Active: 
--Never clear what process was used to tell peotJle what was going on. One of the first 
units to deploy, then watched exact same units come after and very quickly redeploy to 
their home stations. (Probably are good reasons .... soldier deserve to know.) 
--Followed this up with many uncenaimies about .final redeployment schedule. 
--Pace of operations .... some units stili in Iraq are being alerted about deployment to other 
regions such as the Balkans or Afghanistan soon after their return. May be necessary, but 
doesn't do much for morale. 

All: 
--Telephones .... AT&T are gouging the soldiers, often not easy to find, and hard to make 
connections in the States. Connections. when made, are very poor. Fort Benning 
operators are being wonderful helping soldiers make connections. 

--Environmental leave policy should be stated ... Jet soldiers, officers and enlisted, know 
what the policy is and where they :-.tand. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25161 



• MEMORANDUM 
January 3 1.2004 

If there are six or seven 4-stars assigned to Europe, we probably ought to phase 

that down. 

My understanding is you've got the SACEUR, the Deputy UCOM, Giambastiani. 

Jones, Wal<l and then one for Army, Navy and Air Force. Apparently the Army 

NATO person is not always US. Therefore, we end up wanting a 4-star when the 

US Army person is also NATO and we don't need a 4-star when he is not. We 

ought to think through how we manage that. 

DHR/azn 
013104.14 
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February 2,2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld<].;,l 

SUBJECT: 4-Stars in Europe 

My impression is that we have six or seven 4-stars in Europe, counting 

Giambastiani. I have a sixth sense that tells me the deputy to SACEUR ought not 

to be a 4-star and that possibly the Army person for the land component 

commander there ought not to be a 4-star, except when he also has the NATO hat. 

Please look at that and get back to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020204-12 
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b MEMORANDUM 
January 31,2004 

If there are six or seven 4-stars assigned to Europe, we probably ought to phase 

that down. 

My understanding is you've got the SACEUR, the Deputy UCOM, Giambastiani, 

Jones, Wald and then one for Army, Navy and Air Force. Apparently the Army 

NATO person is not always US. Therefore, we end up wanting a 4-star when the 

US Army person is also NATO and we don't need a 4-star when he is not. We 

ought lo think through how we manage that 

DHR/azn 
013104.14 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Steve Cambone ::n Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfe)d 11' 
SUBJECT: Bill Bennett Statement 

Attached is an interesting statement on Iraq by Bill Bennett. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 

February 2, 2004 

Benneu, William J. 'The War in Iraq: What co Remember," 77re Proposition, Vo). I, No. 9, 
December 2003. 

DHR:db 
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* * * 
The Proposition * 0 * 

A Monthly Publication of the Oaremont Institute 

The War in Iraq: What to Remember 

By William J. Bennett 

* * 
Vol. I, No. 9 • December 2003 

Editor's Note: Last month. Brian T. Kennedy, President of the Claremont Institute, announced the 
appointment of Wi11iam J. Bennett as the Claremont Jnstitute's new Washington Fe1Iow. Dr. Bennett 
served President Ronald Reagan as Chainnan of the National EndolJ!Tflent for the Humanities and Sec
retary of Education. He also served President George H. W. Bush as the nation's first Drug Czar. The 
author or editor of ouer 15 books, Dr. Bennett is one of America'.s mo.st influential and respected 1.1oices 
on cultural, political, and educational issue.s. He is a co-diredor of Empower America and Chairman of 
Americans /or Vidory 01.1er Terrorism, a project dedicated to strengthening public opinion for the war on 
terrorism. Dr. Bennett will now represent the Claremont Institute in Washington, D.C. as a spokesman, 
ad1.1ocate, and analy.st both in public policy circles and in the national media. 

On No1.1ember 2 J, the Claremont Institute celebra1ed its annual Winston Clwrchill Dinner in Lo.s An
geles. Rush Limbaugh, the scheduled speaker, was unable to attend (please see page three). 'lite In
stitute i.s grateful that Dr. Bennett was able to step in and deliiier the e1.1ening's keynote address. Be-
low are excerpts from his remarks. · 

t With all the passion directed at President 
Bush right now by the Democratic con· 

tenders for the White House, it is the duty of pa
triotic Americans to clear our throats and start 
ratcheting up our own passion about the follow
ing brief facts about the war in Iraq: facts that ~ 
look at the conditions there before and the con- t 
ditions now: 

no longer murders its own citizens, including 
5,000 children a month, according to UNI
CEF; 

Iraq is demonstrably better than it was six 
months ago, six years ago, or sixteen years ago. 
Of this there can be no question. Iraq, while 
dangerous, is safer than it was, freer than it 
was, more humanitarian than it was. 

While we rightfully lament the challenge of 
internal terrorism there-and our men and 
women being part of that-there can be no ques
tion that the regime: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

no longer officially harbors terrorists (as it 
did with Abu Nidal and Al~Zarqawi); 

no longer exports terrorism outside of its 
borders; 

no longer threatens to purchase or U$C 

weapons of mass destruction from other na
tions such as North Korea or China; 

no longer shuts down hospitals and schools; 

• no longer subsidizes homicide bombers 
against Israelis. 

The Middle East has one less thug leading 
one Jess thuggish state today. And the threats 
from Jraq are exclusively internal to Iraq, and no 
longer external to other nations and allies. In 
Iraq now, it is easier to quell a cauldron than it 
was to prevent a volcano. We are helping to cre
ate the first democracy in the Arab world-and 
someday, someway, we may even receive a letter 
from Muslim nations thanking us for defeating 
their tyranny, like the letter from Czech Repub
lic President Vaclav Havel and the "European 
Eight• earlier in the year thanking us for 
"American bTavery, generosity and f arslghted· 
ness lin saving Europe) from the two forms of 
tyranny that devastated our continent in the 
20th century.• 

Our efforts in Iraq rank among the crowning 
achievements of our nation, of our democratic 
will against tyranny, and of our good will for 
human rights. We are turning one of the worst 
countries in the Middle East ipto one of the best 
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' countries in the Middle East. For this we should 
not be humble. For this we should not be em• 
barrassed. For this we should be proud . . -
The Holocaust Museum in Washington just 

celebrated its tenth anniversary. It is a pr& 
found place based on a simple premise: We 
should never forget man's inhumanity to man. 
And remembering and seeing with our eyes and 
imagination is the way not to forget. As ,A1ith 
Germany so it is with Iraq-we should see and 
remembeT, 

We should see and remember the \'ideos 
former NYC Police Chief Bernard Kerik saw in 
Baghdad: "Jn1errogatiom1 of 
Iraqis whose Jives ended with 
the detonation of a grenade 
that was tied to the neck or 
stuffed in the shin pocket of 
the victim ... .living bodies dis• 
integrateld] at the pull of the 
pin .... a tape of Saddam sitting 
and watching one or his mili
tary generals being eaten alive 
by Dobnmans because the 
general's loyalty was in ques
tion.• 

We should stt and re
member the plastic shredding 
device:s left-wing British Par
liamentarian Ann Clwyd 
hrought to the world's atten• 
tion, with the following wit
ness-tntimony by an Iraqi: 
"There was a machine de
signed for shredding plastic. 
Men were dropped into it and ~ were again 
made to watch. Sometimes they went in head 
first and died quickly. Sometimes they went in 
feet first and died screaming .... Their remains 
would be placed in plastic bags and we were told 
they would be used as fish food.9 

We should read testimony from the survivors 
of the chemical attack on Halabja that killed a 
minimum of 5,000 people; we should see the 
torture chambers and the rape rooms. We 
should see mass graves like the one near al-Hilla 
that journalist Christopher Hitchens descri~d: 
"The remains of 3,000 individuals were brought 

to the surface •... Eyewitnesses from the horrifJC 
repression of 1991 report having seen three 
truckloads of prisoners three times a day, for a 
month. being unloaded there." 

We need to have these images again, for too 
many seem to have forgotten thel!l, 

When l attended human rights rallies in my 
youth, J used to hear the quote from Tom Paine, 
fha.t •we have it in our power to begin the world 
over again.• In the Middle East-the cradle of 
rlktat01ship and terroris~we are beginning 
the world a.gain. What we are witnessing in Iraq 
today is what S\lCh work looks like. Yet many 
have forgotten that all beginnings are difficult. 

If our efforts succeed, we 
wm see more democracy, less 
war, and less torture. And, 
someday, we may even have 
the luxury of saying about 
this, and other memorials to 
horror. that we do not re
member the world that 
brought them about. 1n the 
meantime, let us be mindful 
that it is in that duert in 
haq that civilization and 
barbarism Bl'C now at war. It 
has faDen to us to be the 
arm, the conscience, and the 
wil] of civilization. And, la· 
dies and gentlemen of the 
Claremont Institute, we have 
done so by once again pledg
ing our lives. our fortune, 
and our sacred honor. 

And so 10 our critics we say, with passion, 
and conviction: we are proud of our county, 

we are proud of our fighting men and women in 
Iraq, and yes, we are proud of' our president. 
And on this evening, honoring Winston Chur
chill, we say, as he said, ·Never, never, never, 
never-in nothing, great or small, large or 
pt>lty-never give jn, except to convictions of 
honour and good sense. Never yield to force.• 

Thank you and good night. 

Visit us on the Internet at www.claremont.org for daily commentary on the news, 
essays on politics and culture, and information about Claremont Institute events. 

2 
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February 2,2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <v,iL 

SUBJECT: Military Retirement 

The fact that one of our Top Sergeants is going to retire this year at the age of 41, 

after 20 years is beyond comprehension to me. He will likely keep his same job, 

but as a civilian, make more money and receive military retirement and healthcare 

for life for the military service for the next 40 years, having served only 20 years. 

Our system obviously is designed to encourage people to leave. Something is 

wrong with the system. 

Please come and see me about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020204-2 
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TO: Doug Feith 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

I 

£+-t:G42. 
O(f/{}t)2-7G7 

~·I 
..I::@IJPU31 j 27, 2004 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?"-
/SUBJECT: Nation-Building 

Please take a look at this Max Boot article. We need to get going on this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Boot, Max. "Shouldering the Load, and the Rifle," Los Angeles Times, February 26,2004. 
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i Shouldering The Load, And The Rifle 

Los Angeles Times 
February 26, 2004 

Shouldering The Load, And The Rifle 

Failed states need new U.S. acti,,ism and a U.N. army. 

By Max Boot 

Page 1 of 2 

This year it's Haiti. Last year it was Liberia. Before that it was SieITa Leone, Congo, Rwanda and 
Somalia. The world is full of failed states where life is nasty, brutish and short Powerful nations know 
they cannot ignore these areas, not only for moral reasons but also because problems spill over into their 
own backyards, by way of communicable diseases, refugees and - vmrst of all - terrorists and 
weapons of mass destruction. But what are they supposed to do about these humanitarian catastrophes? 

A hundred years ago the answer was obvious: A "civilized" country would colonize an "uncivilized" 
one. Today there is little eagerness in the West to take on what Rudyard Kipling called "the white man's 
burden." So, instead of acting decisively, we muddle through, passing high-minded resolutions at the 
United Nations and occasionally sending a few troops. It is this half-hearted approach that allowed the 
genocide in Rwanda and Bosnia and lesser honws from Liberia to Haiti. 

Isn't it about time we got serious about dealing with failed states? If we did, we would have to devise 
both national and international remedies. 

Nationally, the United States needs to create a standing agency devoted to nation-building; it should 
have a director with the authority to force disparate departments in the U.S. government to work 
together, something that didn't happen before the invasion of Iraq. The military too needs to devote more 
attention to nation-building, perhaps by adopting a proposal from the Pentagon's Office of Force 
Transformation lo add a couple of divisions specially trained for peacekeeping. 

The job of policing the globe is too big for one country, however, and the U.S. needs more help from its 
allies. Washington should encourage regional powers to assume responsibility for their own backyards 
- Australia in Southeast Asia, Nigeria in West Africa, South Africa in southern Africa, and so on. 
Some of this has already been happening - for instance, the Australian interventions in East Timar and 
the Solomon Islands. The U.S. provided support for those missions but no troops - a good bargain 
from our standpoint. 

There arc also international organizations that can assist. NA TO is creating a 21,000-strong Response 
Force. The European Union wants to follow suit And the Pentagon has discussed setting up an 
International Peacekeeping Force with contributions from the U.S. and allied nations, though how it 
would work remains unclear. 

Don't forget the United Nations. It currently deploys more than 45,000 peacekeepers, but their 
effectiveness is severely limited because they are supposed to enforce existing peace accords and stay 
strictly neutral even if one party is clearly at fault. This does nothing to help in places like Rwanda and 
Haiti, where there is no peace to enforce. The idea of creating a more robust U.N. force capable of 
smiting aggressors has been around since the late l 940s. lt got a brief burst of life in the early 1990s 
after the end of the Cold War, but it was entombed after the U.N. was blamed for failures in Bosnia, 
Rwanda and Somalia. 
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,. Shouldering The Load, And The Rifle Page 2 of 2 

It's time to resurrect the idea of a standing U .N. army, as a supplement, if not replacement, for the other 
forces mentioned above. The key to making it work would be eschewing the old U.N. way of doing 
things, which consists of asking for military contributions from a lot of countries with minimal 
capabilities, no record of working together and differing strategic interests. This produces low-quality 
blue helmets that are the laughingstock of thugs everywhere. 

The U.N. needs a tough, professional force like the French Foreign Legion that would not quail before 
Haitian gang leaders or Serbian ethnic-cleansers. Members of such an outfit would have to be recruited 
on merit and trained together; it could not be cobbled together at the last minute from the military riffraff 
of Third World dictatorships. To make it work, the U.N. Department of Peacekeeping Operations would 
have to beef up its command, intelligence and logistical capabilities. The U.N. would also need to 
improve its ability to run failed states in a Kosovo-style receivership. 

This proposal may seem like wishful thinking, not only because the U.N. is so slow to change but also 
because there is so much animus toward that organization in the U.S., which would have to sign off on 
this new force. If even the "multilateral" Clintonites eschewed this idea, what chance is there that it will 
be embraced by the "unilateral" Bushies? Not much, perhaps, but then George W. Bush used to oppose 
nation-building altogether - until he realized that it was in America's interest. 

Likewise, beefing up peacekeeping capacity is very much in our interest. That would enable us to avoid 
the dilemma we face today in Haiti: either do nothing and let violence explode or take on a burden -
fixing things ourselves - that we're not prepared to shoulder. There has to be a better way. lhope we 
find it before the next disaster strikes. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald RumsfeldV / 

SUBJECT: Phone Call w/Ambassador Blackwill 

Please set me a phone call with Blackwill to discuss this memo. 

C) 
D 
0 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/21 Memo 

DHR:dh 
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MEMORANDUM 
2/21/04 

l0:I9 PM 

I need to talk to Blackwill about Pakistan nukes and Mishrah's comment when I 
met with him in Munich. 

DHR/azn 
022 I 04 05ts 
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TO: 

THRU: 

FM: 

Secretary Of Defense 

i'-' 
L TG Craddoc~ 

CDRNosenzo 

March 2,2004 

SUBJ: TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION WITH AMBASSADOR BLACKWILL 

l. U.N. Team investigating the Bombing of U.N. Headquarters in Baghdad last 
year requested interviews with four U.S. Army Officers attached to CJTF-7 at the 
time of the bombing. 

• This is the second LJ .N. investigation of the event. 

• Request was initiated by a phone call from the U.N. to OSD. 

• OSD/Joint Staff responded that the individuals in question would provide 
written responses to written questions. 

• Questions are currently with the Genera] Coun~lfor vetting (some of the 
questions are poorly wor~ome questions made reference to other 
documents nut included). 

2. Ambassador B lackwill requested an additional Military Assistant. 

o Ambassador Blackwill is not authorized an additional Military Assistant. 

o Ambassador Blackwill contacted the Joint Staff for a bv-name fill of the 
position. · 

o Joint Staff prepared a slate of eight Candidates in lieu of filling the by-name 
request. 

o Rank of by-name request and slated individuals is commensurate with an 
aide position vice military assistant. 

o Mr. DiRita pul1ed the slate and is cuordinating with Ambassador Blackwill 
to fill the request with a civilian from OSD or State. 
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TO: Bill Luti 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <)I\ 

DATE: February 25,2004 

SUBJECT: 

In the meeting with the Kw..ak Piime Minister, they a<iiked for help in connecting 

their people to the people in charge of reconstruction in Iraq. 

You have the responsibility to see that that happens. 

Thank<ii, 

DHR/azn 
022504.08 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

I-04/002693 
EF 8626 

USD(P)~ 

FROM: William J. Luti, DUSD Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs 1 ~/:,.j:, 1 

SUBJECT: Kazak Prime Minister Request 

• You asked about assisting the Kazak Prime Minister with connecting their people to 
the people in charge of reconstruction in Iraq. 

• The Kazakhstan Embassy in Washington contacted the CPA-Washington Office on 
February 17 ,2004, offering to send a team of high-ranking officials to Baghdad to 
discuss involvement in Ira4. 

• On February 20, CPA shared the procedural requirements for foreign government 
travel to Iraq. State has also passed this information to our embassy in Kazakhstan. 

• The Kazakhstan embassy informed State that it will be forwarding the necessary 
information to them hy March 3,2004. 

- Once the necessary information is received, State and CPA-Baghdad will process 

and accommodate the request accordiugly. Tn the interim, State has spoken to our 
emhassy asking that they remain in contact with the. Kaz,akhstan Foreign Ministry 
to ensure the information is acquired as quickly as possible. 

• I will keep you posted. 

f8 R 8 ffl@l;ltls (981!1 8F41sY 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 ~,~;":. 

"ii-"·'l 11 •• ~ f"i 

;_ :,;., ~l ' 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

ACTION MEMO June 25, 2004 5 :,30PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DepSecDef Action ___ _ 

FR<»I: Raymond F. ~s, Di~ nistration and M6a;i'~~ d 

SUBJECT: Eliminarion t;;;nnecess:.uy Committees, Boards, aicf Co•ss's 
• This responds lo the anached snowflake in which you requested that I review the DoD 

Advisory Boards and advise you as to which could be discontinued. The results of this 
review are as follows. 

• Five StaturoryConunitrees .. u-e either inactive, have lapsed charters, or have met less 
than once a year during the period FY99-FY03; i.e., Defen!-.e Environmental Task Force 
Il, DoD-Govenunent-lndustry Advisory Committee on the Operation and Modernization 
of the National Defense Stockpile, Semiconductor Technology Council, Technology and 
privacy Advisory Committee, and Unifonn Fom1ulary Bcm~ficiary Advisory Pantl. I 
believe that these have served their purpose and could be terminated. 

• The President\ Inthrmation Technology Advisory Committee. a Presidential Advisory 
Committee, has not met since FYOO and could also~ eliminated. 

~ 

• Four S tatuto1)' Committees could be combined into l\vo. The. Missouri Ri ver-No11h 
Dakota Task Force and the Missouri River-South Dakota Task Force rnuld be merged 
into a single Missouri River Task Force The DoD Domestic Advisory Panel on Early 
Intervention and Education for Infants, Toddlers. ami pre-School Children and Children 
with Disabilities and the Overseas Dependent Schools National Advisory Panel on the 
Education of Dependents with Disabilities could Ix: merged into a single Disabilities 
Advisory Body. 

• The Board of Advisors, Marine Corp University. a Statutory Committee, and two 
Discretionary Committees, the Air University Board of Visitors and the Board of 
Advisors to the President. Naval WE' College, perfonn similar functions, are service 
centric, and are not optimally structured to fosterjointness in military thinking. These 
could he combined into a ~inglc Board of Visitors for Professional Military Education. 
This new Board, with multi-service representatives, would emphasizejointness at the 
respective institutions. 

QSD O 9 7 1 7 •'0/i. 
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• Similarly, the three Service Academy Bo,i~til:s (Um1lt1ed Staite~ Air Force Academy Board 
of Visitors, the United States Military Acadamy BI}ttrrd of V1is1itorS,. and the United St:al:es 
Naval Academy Board of Visitors) could be co1nb1ined 1i1Jilto lsl s1imgle Hoard of Visitors for 
Military Acatlc.mics, which would he con,li.t~tutod t.o foster a s1~ron1ger join.t focus. 

• If effected, these actions would reduce 1the m.11mber of DoD Advii.sory Boards from 60 to 
48, rcsu I ting in a 19% reduction. 

• The committees and a brief description of cacllil .m~ :}l~[1c,til a1t Taib A. 

RECOMMENDATION: [f you concur. I win wm'tk. \Vi1th 1td1e General Counsel, Service 
Secretaries, and OSD Principal Staff Off~1c1ialls io itak 1tlhe au1ions nc,c.cssary to achieve the 
recommended eliminations and consolidations. 

Approved ___ _ Dis~ppmved,__ ___ _ Other -----
COORDlNATION: None 

Attachments: As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Paul Granahan1 ______ _,, 
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May 25,2004 

TO: Ray DuBois 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM Donald Rumsfcld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Advisory Boards 

Please take a look at some of these advisory boards and let me know if there are 

any you think we could usefully discontinue. 

Thanks. 

·1 I d . IJJRJ 7'LD ' ,1') ) 
Attach. ii Pf Jr ~fl,op.,p~ ffJ iJ' -h~h-f.-i ~ 
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Information Paper on DoD Advisory Boards 

• The Depaitment currently utilizes 6D adviso1)' boards, 34 of which were 
established at the discretion of the Secretary of Defense. Twenty-five were 
created in statute by the legislative branch, and one was established by Executive 
Order. A listing of these boards and their missions is at Tab 1. This listing is 
also found at the DoD Federal Adviso1)' Committees website: 
httD://faca.disa.mil under the Advisory Committees tab. 

• DoD advisory boards which have private citizens as members are subject to the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C App. I. This statute not only 
recognizes the merits of seeking advice and assistance from experts outside the 
government, but it allows the executive branch to receive advice that is relevant, 
objccti ve, and open to the public. 

• Department advisory boards can be established on a long-tenn basis to address 
continuing issues, or they am be established on a short-term basis to address a 
specific issue. Long-term boards can be established for two-year periods and can 
he renewed for additional two-year periods thereafter. 

• Under the law, advisory board meetings must be announced in advance and must 
be open to the public. All or part of an advisory board meeting may be closed, 
however, based on one or more of the provisions of the Government in the 
Sunshine Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552b(c). 

o As an example, advisory board meetings may be closed to the public when 
the board will discuss classified information. 

• The law also requires advisory boards to keep and make available to the public 
minutes of open and closed meetings, including an accurate description of and 
the resolution of each matter discussed by the board. 

• Department advisory boards are independent entities. While they report their 
findings to the Department leadership, their recommendations are not subject to 
direction and control by the Department. 

• It has been the Department of Defense's policy for the past 15 years to appoint 
all private sector board members as Consultants, also known as Special 
Government Employees. After agreeing to serve, potential members are vetted 
through the Office of the Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (White 
House Liaison) and various Principal Staff Assistants who utilize the board 
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and/or receive their advice. Nominees are also required to fill out financial 
disclosure reports if the board they serve on makes recommendations that could 
affect the expenditure of government funds in the future. Board members may 
accept travel and per diem, but are rarely compensated directly for their work. 

o The General Counsel of the Department of Defense notifies advisory committee 
members by letter to contact the Standards of Conduct Office (SOCO) for advice 
concerning ethics issues relating to their appointment. SOCO assures that the 
members' confidential financial disclosure reports are compkted before their 
first meeting. Committee members also complete a Foreign Activities 
Questionnaire and execute a disqualification from participation in any particular 
matters involving financial interests listed on the confidential financial disclosure 
report. SOCO attorneys provide an ethics briefing to the Committee members. 
A guide for current committee members is distributed at a committee meeting 
and can be found at http://www,defenseHnk.mil/dodgc/defense ethics under 
"ethics resource library" and under "DoD guidance." 

o Advice provided to the Department has been critical to current transformation 
efforts, keeping the Department informed on cutting edge issues from the latest 
best business practices to state-of-the-art science and technology developments. 
This advice cannot he drawn exclusively from internal government sources. We 
simply do not have the expertise or those with professional networks with access 
to the kind of intc)l"mation needed. This advice often has a direct impact on 
future military operations and the welfare of the war fighter. 

• If the Department were to use survey instmments and contractual anangements 
to gather the advice provided by advisory boards, the costs would be 
significantly higher. Most support provided to these committees is done by 
federal employees who manage these committees as a collateral duty to their 
p1incipal duties. 
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As of 04/29/2004 

'1.ype of Committee: Statutory (Total· 25) 
Presidential (Tora!· l) 
Discretionary/Established by Sec.teta:ry or Def en,e (lttal• 34) 

Ad visor ' C l)ll nci I on 
De cndcnts' Education ~catutory 

Advises the Secretary of Defem.e and the Director, Department or 
Defense Dependents Schools (DoDDSJ, on improvements to 
achieve and mainrain a high quality public educational program 
through secondary school for mi nor dependent, in overseas areas 
as defined in section 1411. Public Law 95-561. as amended. 

(ACDE) 

forTerrorism 
lnvolvin, Wea ons of 
NI& Destruction 

Air Univer:,;it Bo;m.l 
of Visitors 

Armament Retoolin 
and Manufacturin 
Su ort ARMS 
Executive Advisor 
Committee 

Sraturory 

Discretionary 

Discr~tionary 

Ar.;se'.ses lhe capabilitie, for rer.;ponding 10 terrorist incident, in 
the U.S. homeland involving weapons of mass desrruction. 
Examines re,ponse capabilities at the Federal. State, and local 
levels. 

As-.i-.t~ the Air Univer~ily in ~u~Laining effective programs 
pertaining W lhe educational. doctrmal. ,md research policies and 
aclivilit>~ or Lht> Air University. rmd advises lhe Secretary of lhe 
Air fprce. through the Commamler. AU. 

Studic-s the AR!v1S Jnitiati ve and reviews the Army's plan for its 
implenw11tatinn: makes specific findings and recommendations 
concerning the concept. cxecutability, and overall soundness of 
the plan; assesses government and industry expectations for the 
AR1'v1S Initiative: evaluates the incentives being proposed under 
the ARMS lnitiativc lmplemcntationPJru1 (AIIP); reviews and 
makes specific recnmmendationson the applicability and 
adequacy of the loan guaranty program and planning grants; 
reviews and determines which existing public laws, regulations, 
and policie~ are currently available Lo fulfill the ARMS Initiative; 
and. reviews m1d comments on the Army's plans for Plant 
Reutilization, Emergency Planning, and the Disposal of Excess 
Planr Equipment. 
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Armed Forces 
Epidemiological Board 

Arm Education 
\dviso Committee 

Armv Science Board 

Board or Advisors 1p 
the Presjdcnt, Nava) 
War College 

Board of Advisors to 
the Su erintendent 

I Naval Postgraduate 

. School 

Board of Regents 
Uniformed Services 
University or the 
Health Si;i1&ns;i;~ 

Discretionary 

Discretionary 
(Auth by Law) 

Di sere ti o nary 

Discretionary 

Discretionary 

Statutory 

Serves as a continuing scientific advisory body to the Surgeons 
General of the military departmenls and the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Health Affairs) providing them with timely scientific 
and professional advice and guidance in matters pertaining to 
operational programs, policy development and research needs for 
the prevention of disease and injury and promotion of health, 

Provide:-. the Secretary of the Anny, the Chief or 9:aff, and the 
Army's senior leadership with expert m1d continuous advice on 
Army educational programs. Advice provided relates to 
educational policies, school curriculums, educational philosophy 
and objectives, program effectiveness, facilities, staff and faculty, 
instructional methods, and other aspects of organization and 
management. 

Advises the Secretary of the Am1y, the Chief of Staff, the 
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and 
Acquisition), the Deputy Chiefs of Staff, and major Army 
Commanders on scientific, technological, and acquisition matters 
of interest to the Department of the Anny. 

Advises and assists the President, Naval War College in 
educational and support areas. Reports or opinions, suggestions 
and recommendations of the Board will be made to the President, 
Naval W:lr College. The President, Naval War College shall 
advise the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval 
Operations of opinions and recommendations made by the 
members of the Board which should receive consideration by a 
higher authority. 

Advises the Superintendent and the Secretary of the Navy on 
naval graduate education programs, assessing the effecliveness of 
the school in accomplishing its mission and inquires into the 
curricula, instruction, physical equipment, administralion, state or 
the student body, fiscal affairs, and other matters relating to the 
operation of school programs. 

Provides advice and guidance to the Secretary of Defense through 
Ire Assistant Secretary or Defense for Health Affairs for the 
operation of the Uniformed Services University of the Health 
Sciences; to assure that said operation is in the best tradition of 
academia and in compliance with the appropriate accreditation 
authorities. 
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Provides the Secrctmy d' Defense, Director, Defense Intelligence 

Board of Visitors. 
Agency (DIA), and the Commandant, Joint Military Intelligence 

Joint Militarv Discretionary College with independent,infonned advice and recommendations 

Intelli 1crence CollePe 
on matters related to policy. mission, accreditation, faculty, 
students, facilities, curricula, educational methods, research, and 
administration, in connection with the College. 

Reviews develops, and provides recommendations on all aspects 

Board of Visitors. 
of the academic and administrative policies of the University; 

Marine Corns Slattltory 
examines all aspects of the University's Professional Military 

lJniversitv 
Education operations; and provides such oversight and advice as 
is necessary to facilitate high educational standards and cost 
effective operations. 

Provides advice on matters related to mission, policy, faculty, 
students, cumcula, educational methods, research, facilities, and 

Board of Visitors 1 administration of the National Defense University (NDU). 
'.'lntional Defense Discretionary Principal components of NDU are: Armed Forces Staff College, 
I Tniven;itv Industrial College of the Armed Forces, national War College, 

Institute for National Strategic Studies, Institute of Higher 
Defense Studies, and Department of Defense Computer Institute. 

Provides to DoD expert advice on the operations and management 
of the Institute. Inquires into the cumculum, instruction, physical 
equipment, fiscal affairs and academic methods of the Institution 
and any other matters that it or the Secretary of Defense deems 
appropriate. Reviews WHINSEC cumculum and determines 
whether it complies with applicable U.S. laws and regulations 
consistent with U.S. policy goals towmd the Western 

Board of Visitors. 
Western Hernisnhere 
Institute for Securitv Statutory 
rooneration 
(WHINSEC) 
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Serves a<s advisor to the Chier for developing policy and 
procedures for Corps Programs; ascertains and advises upon 
natural, social and cultural resource management issues associated 
with Corps plans, projects and programs; provides advice aimed at 
both identifying and resolving existing environmental issues with 

Chief of Em!ineers 
new or expanded Corps missions; advises on the development of 

Environ mental Discretionary 
workable methods for quantifying natural, social and cultural 

Advisorv Board 
resource management costs and benefits of Corps programs and in 
expressing these in terms of both their tangible and intangible 
consequences; and, explores and advises on new directions where 
the Corps, acting as the national engineering agency, can continue 
to solve not only the engineering and economic aspects of new 
challenges, problems, and opportunities, but also those 
environmental featuresforwhich it has responsibility. 

Provides ::m avenue of communications by which a distinguished 

Chief of Naval 
group representing scientific, academic, engineering, and political 

1•tatii.:.m.s Executive 
communities may advise the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) on 

Discretionary questions related to national seapower. In pursuing its objectives, 
;1el Advisoo: the CEP may operate in committees composed of selected Panel 

Committee members to conduct detailed examinations of matters related to 
national seapower. 

Advise the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and 
Defense A ca uisi tion Technology) and the President of the Defense Acquisition 

Universitv Board of Statutory University (DAU) on "organization management, curricula, 

Visitors methods of instruction, facilities and other matters of interest" to I 

the DAU, as directed by IOU.S.C. 1746. 

Defense Advisorv Provides advice to the Secretary of Defense about issues 
Board for Employer. Discretionary concerning Reservists and their civilian employers, to include 

Sunoort of the Guard recommending policies and priorities for employer support actions 

and Reserve and programs. 

Provides the Secretary of Defense, through the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Force Management and Personnel), with assistance 
and advice on matters pertaining to military personnel testing; 
reviews the calibration cf'personnel selection and classification 

Defense Advisorv 
tests to ensure the accuracy of resulting scores; reviews relevant 

Commiuee on Militarv Discretionary validation studies to ensure that the tests have utility in predicting 

Personnel Testin2: 
success in technical training and on the job; reviews ongoing 
testing research and development in support of the enlistment 
program; and, makes recommendations l<.)r improvements to make 
the testing process more responsive to the needs of the 
Department of Defense and the Milit,u·y Services. 
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Defense Advisor 
Provides the Secretary of Defense, through the Assistant Secretary 

Committee on Wo1JJ1;D Discretionary 
of Defense (Force Management and Personnel), with assistance 
and advice on matters and policies relating to women in the 

in the s,rvii.;s;~ Anned Forces. 

Defense Business 
Makes recommendations to the Senior Executive Council (SEC) l 

Board 
Discretionary on effective strategics for implementation of best business 

practices of interest to the Department of Defense. 

Defense Studies ,md provides an annual report to Congress on the findings 
Environment,11 Statutory 

BesIHlDl:i!i: Task Force (Llpsedllnacti ve: and recommendations concerning environmental restoration at 
military installations closed or realigned. 

' 
Defense Finance and Advises and assists the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
A t(!:!Ll DD D2: Si;:rvis_:s:; Disc reti unary m1d the Director, DFAS, with respect to providing world class 
IDFAS} Board of finance and accounting services to the Department of Defense. 
Advisors 

Provides the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency with scientific 
and technical expertise and advice on cmrent and long-term 
operational and intelligence matters covering the total range or the 

Defense Intellieence 
mission of the Defense Intelligence Agency; provides a link 

\ vencv Advisorv Disc reti unary 
between the scientific/technical and military operations 
communities of the United States and the Defense Intelligence 

Bo.ard Agency; and, in the military operations area, addresses issues 
including intelligence support to combat units,joint intelligence 
doctrine, net assessments, anns control, and integration of 
intelligence and operational planning. 

Provides the Secretary of Defense, Deputy Secretary and Under 
Secretary for Policy with independent, infonned advice and 

Defense Poller Board Discretionary 
opinion concerning major matters of defense policy; focus upon 

Advisoo· Committee (Authby Law) 
long-term, enduring issues central to strategic planning for the 
Department of Defense; and, responsible for research and analysis 
of topics, long or short range, addressed to it by the Secretary of 
Defense, Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Policy. 

Advises the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, and the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition on scientific and technical matters of interest to the 

IJ:efense Science Board Discretionary 
Department cf Defense. 
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Provides the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition), the 

nno Advisorv Grouo 
Director, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, and the 

on Electron Devices 
Discretionary Military Departments with advice mid recommendations on the 

conduct of economical and effective research and development 

I 
programs in the field of electron devices. 

DoD Domestic Advises the Director, Department of Defense Education Activity 
Advisor;i1 Panel on (DoDEA) and Director, Domestic Dependent Elementary and 
EarlJ:'. Intervention anc Secondary Schools (ODESS) unmet needs within the ODESS for 
Education for Jnf<1D1~ statutory the education of children wid1 disabilities, comments publicly on 
Toddlcrs1 and any proposed ODESS rules or standards regarding the education 
Preschool Children of children with disabilities; and assists ODESS in matters that 
and Children with have been identified as areas of concern by the Director, DoDEA 
Disabiliti~ and Director, DDESS. 

Advises the Secretary of Defense on the actuarial status of the 
DoD Educatio!J DoD Education Benefits Fund; furnishes advice and opinion on 
Bcacfits ll!Ji.\rci !JL Statutory matters refe1Ted to it by the Secretary; reviews valuations of the 
Actuaries Fund; and, provides periodic reports to the Secretary and 

President and Congress on the status of the fund as required. 

DQD· Czol:s:Clment· 
Established pursuant to Section 1 O(a) of the Strategic and Critical 

Industry Adviso[I 
Materials Stock Piling Act (50U.S.C. 98h-t(a)), and Section3301 

Committee on the Statutory of Public Law 102.484, the National Defense Authorization Act 

0 erationand 
for Fiscal Year 1993, advises the Secretary of Defense concemini 

Modernization of the (Lapsed/Inactive significant issues relating to the operations of the National 

National Defense 
Defense Stockpile(NDS) and recommends ways to effect a 

Stock12ile 
modernization of the NDS consistent with NDS material 
requirements and sound business management practices. 

Provides advice to the Secretary of Derense, the Secretaries or the 
Militmy Departments, and the heads of such other Components as 
may choose to participate, regarding the professional standards, 

DoD Historical Discretionary historical methodology, program priorities, liaison with 
Advisorv Committee professional groups and institutions, and adequacy of resources 

cmmected with the various historical programs a11d associated 
activities of the DoD, These include: historical, archival, museum, 
library, art, curatorial, and related programs 

Makes all actuarial determinations necessary to sustain the DoD 
Medicare-Eligible retiree Health Care Fund for the accumulation 

nnn M1vlil""!1.rc-Fli!!iblc of funds in order to finance, on an actuarially sound basis, 
Retiree Health Care Statutory liabilities of the DoD under DoD retiree health care programs for I 

Board of Actuaries Medi carc-e ligi b le bcncficiari cs. I 
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Makes all actuarial deLerminaLions necessary to suslain the 

n.-.n Relirement 
Dcpan:mcnt of Defense Military Retirement Fund for the 

Board of Actuaries 
Statutory accumulation of funds in order to finance, on ,m actuarially sound 

h.1sis, liabilities of Lhe Depm1ment of Defense under military 

1 rc1ircmcnt and survivor benefit progmms. 

Discretionary I Makes recommendations regarding wage surveys and wage 
nnn ~'aoP Committee .. ·· bylaw: 

schcduJcs for blue-collar employees to the Department of Defense 
Wage Fixing Authority. 

II 

Inland Watcnvavs 
Advises the Secretary of the Army on matters relating to 

Users Board 
Statutory con~truction and rehabilitation priorities on the commercial inland 

1 wa1erways and harbors of 1he United States. 

Joinl Advisorv 
Advises the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of Energy. and the 

Committee on Nudear Discretionary Joint Nuclear Weapons Council on nuclear weapons systems 

Weanons Suretv surety mancrs that relate to protecting against inadvertent nuclear 
delonation or plutonium dispemaJ. 

~tis~~yri River·· 
Advise the Secretary of the Am1y on a plan and projects to reduce 
siltation of the Missouri River in the State of North Dakota and to 

jj ~= Dakota .. Task Statutory 
mee1 the objectives of the Pick-Sloan program in accordance with 
the Missouri River Protection and Improvement Act of 2000. 

II 

Missouri River·· Advise the Secretm-y (f the Anny on a plan and prnjet:b to reduce 

Snuth Dakota•• Ta!>k Statutory 
siltatjon of the .fvfo;sourj River in the State. of South Dakota and to 
meet th~ obj~cti\'e:-. of Lhe Pick-Sloan prngram in accordance with 

f!!I!!. ,1 the Missouri River ProtcctiDn and Jmprovcmcnt Act of 2000. 

II National Sccurit~ 
Advises the Director, NSNChief, CSS~ on maners involving 
Signals Intelligence produl·til)Jl. Jnfommtion Security, science, Ageng: Advisor): Di5cretionary I technoloev, business procedures and management related to the 

Board· . miS!ii.on o( &he NSA/CSS. 

Develop criteria under tht:> National Security Education Act of 
1991 for mvarding $dmlarships, fellowships, m1d grants to U.S. 

citit:en:-. and institutions: provide for wide dissemination of 
infonn~ttion regan.ling the activities assisted under the Act; 
establish qualifications for persons desiring scholarships or 

NaLis:mal Se.cyrit' Statutory felll)Wshipi-. and for institutions of higher education desiring 
f;;ducation Board! grants under the Act. The Board will repo1t to the Assistant 

Secretary of Defense (Strategy &Resources), who is rhe 
de$ignate-d re-presentative of the Secretary of Defense. 
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Naval Research 
Advisorv Committee 

Ocean Research 
Advisorv Panel 

Overseas Denendents 
Schools National 
Advisorv Panel on the 
Education of 
Denendents with 
Disabilities 

Plannin!! and Steerin2 
Committee (Navv) 

President's 
Information 
Teehnoloe-v Advisorv 
Committee 

Scientific Advisorv 
Board of the Armed 
Fot-rf"s Institute of 
Patholo2:v 

Discretionary 

'! Maintains an understanding of the technological needs 
confronting the Navy and Marine Corps. keeping abrea.;;t of the 
research and development which is being carried on to address 
them. and offering a judgment to the Navy and Marine Corps as to 
whether these efforts are adequate; senior scientific advisory 

· group to the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, 
lhe Commandant cf lhe Marine Corps, and the Chief of Naval 

[ Research 
====== 

1 I Pn~vides senior s~ientific advice to the National Oceanographic 

Statutory 

1
. Research Leadership Council. Advises the Council on policies, 

procedures, selection of project~ and allocations of funds 
reg .. uding the National Oceanographic Partnership Program and 
on matters relating to national oceanographic data requirements as 

I well a') ~)ther responsibilities that the Council considers . 
appropnatc. 

=====::::;,!,, "-·--~·====·:===:,~========== 

Statutory 

Advises the Director, DoDDS, of unmet needs within the system 
for Lhe education of children with disabilities; comments publicly 
on any Office of Dependents Schools rules or standards regarding 
the education of children with disabilities; and assists ODS in 

I l matters that have been identified as areas of concern by the 
. Director, DoDDS. 

=======: II Provides .to-the Advanced Technology Panel of lhe Chief of Naval 

Discretionary 

1, Operations Executive Board in-depth technical assessments to 
r U.S. and Soviet ASW developments and related technologies, 
II critically review programs which potentially impact SSBN 

survivability, and evaluate intelligence efforts to identify and 
··define ASW and SSBN survivability threats. 

====== 

Presidential 

Discretionary 

I 

Provides the National Science and Technology Council, through 
the Director or the Oflice of Science and Technology Policy, with 
advice and information on high-performance computing and 
communications, information technology, and the Next 
Generation Internet. 

; Serves in the public interest as a scientific advisory b()dy to the 
· Director, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, to provide 
scientific and professional advice and guidance in matters 
pertaining to operational program~ policies and procedures of the 
AFIP central laboratory of pathology for the Department of 
Defense and other federal agencies with responsibiliLies for 
consultation, education and research in pathology. 
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Maintains an understanding of the technologkal needs 
confronting the Navy and Marine Corps, keeping abreast of the 
research and development which is being carried on to address 

Naval Re::1tac~h Discretionary 
them, and offering a judgment to the Navy and Marine Corps as to 

Advist)fV Ci;immittee whether these efforts are adequate; senior scientific advisory 
group to the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, 
the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and the Chief of Naval 
Re~earch 

Pro\'ides senior scientific advice to the National Oceanographic i 

Research Leadership Council. Advises the Council on policies, 

Ocean Re::1,an;h, 
procedures, selection of projects and allocations of funds 

Statutory regaruing the National Oceanographic Partnership Program and 
Advisorv Panel on matters relating to national oceanographic data requirements as 

well as other responsibilities that the Council considers 
appropriate. 

Overseas Dtoendents Advises the Director, DoDDS, of unmet needs within the system 
Schools 1S:ati1.1oal for the education of children with disabilities: comments publicly 

, Advi§QC:: Panel on the Statutory on any Office of Dependents Schools rules or standards regarding 
I EdUC6'llO!l s;if the education of children with di-.abilities; and assists ODS in 

Det1en£15:nts \.vitlJ matters that have been identified .ts ateas of concern by the 
Dlablll!!es Director, DoDDS. 

Provides to the Advanced TcdmCl]ogy Panel of the Chief of Naval 
Operations E.\t'Culive Board in-depth technical assessments to 

P1annin1 !!!!d §teering Discretionary U.S. m1d Soviet AS\\i' developments and related technologies, 
~ummitlts::£Na· :~ critica11y revit'w prngrnms which pntenti:-illy impact SSBN 

survivability. and evaluate inte1ligence efforts to identify and 
define AS\V and SSBN ~urvivabi1Jly threats. 

President's. 
Providt's the National Science and Technology Council, through 
the Director of the Office of Sl·ience and Technology Policy, with 

InformatiQn Presidential advice and informotion on high-performance computing and 
Iechnol~)W Auvi::i<!• % communil:atilms. information technology, and the Next 
ComwiU~~ Genemrion Jntemel. 

Serve~ in th~ public inlerest as a scientific advisory body to the 
Director. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, to provide 

ScienLilic Advis!.lQ: 
scientific and pwfcssional advice and guidance in matters 
pertaining to operational programs, policies and procedures of the 

Boa!JI of the Aanm Discretionary A.FIP centml hiboratory of pathology for the Department of 
Forc~s lnstituti;: of Defense and other federal agencies with responsibilities for 
Pathol21! consultiitilm, education and reseurch in P"thology. 
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Semiconductor 
Te.c.hnola.,w Council 

Urutcd .States Stratq~ic 
Command Strategis 
Advisory Group 
{§AG) 

~·,r~ 
. 1., irnnmentaJ 

Re.search and 
DeYrlo,p.tnfJJl l!rotiitram 
.Sckn.tific Advisory 
Board 

Technology and 
Privae: Advisory 
Committee 

Tore.at.Reduction 
Advisory CommHtee 
.. TRAC) Charter 

Advises the Secretary of Defense on appropriate technology goals 
and appropriate level of effort for the research and development 
activities of Sematech; to link assessment by the semiconductor 

S industry of future market and national security needs to 
(Latatutod/lnry • ) opportunities for technology develupment through cooperative 

pse active : bl. ..-1 • • .-1 k d the : pu 1c ruru pnvate investment; anu. to see ways to respon to 

Discretionary 

Statutory 

Discretionary 

Discretionary 

technology challenges for semiconductors by fostering 
I precompetitivecooperation among industry, the Federal 
· Gnvemment, and institutions of higher education. 

Provides technical and scientific advice or qualified scientists and 
representative views of the scientific community to the Director of 
Strategic Target Planning (DSTP) during the development of the 
Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP). Convening upon 
request, the SAG will provide scientific and technical advice and 
representative views to the DSTP in order to enhanceJSTPS 
planning. 

Provides recommendations lo lhe Strategic Environmental 
Research and Development Program Council on environmental 
research and development activities as prescribed in statute and 
assume additional advisory responsibilities as directed by the 
Council. 

Advises the Secretary of Defense concerning the legal and policy 
considerations implicated by: a) the application of pattern 
queries/data correlation technology to countcr-tc1rnrism and 
countcr-intelligenccmissions, and b) other DoD activities related 
to the war on terrorism. 

[ Advises and assists the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition 
and Technology) on reduction of the threat to the United States 
and its allies from nuclear, biological, chemical, conventional and ... 
special weapons, sustainment of the nuclear weapons deterrent, 
chemical and biological defense, counterproliferation, technology 
security, weapons effects, and other matters related to the DTRA 
m1ss1on. 

Uniform Formula I 
Beneficiary Advisorv I Statutory 
Panel . 

15=======; 

II Revie-ws and com~~nts on the development of the uniform 
II formulary by the DoD Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee. 

USAF Academy Board S1atutory 
of Visitors 

Inquires into the morale and discipline, the cumculum, 
instruction, physical equipment, fiscal affairs, academic methods, 
and other matters relating to the Academy which the Board 
decides lo consider. 
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• .~ I 

II I 

Provides a link between the Air Force and the Nation's scientific 
I 

community by serving as a means of communicating the most 
I I recent sL'ienti fie infonnation as it applies to the Air Force; review, 
. and evaluate~ long-range plans for research and development and 

USAF Sci.eJJ1jfjc 
provides advice on the adequacy of the Air Force program; 

Discreciomu-y / recommends Uf.ually promising scientific developments for 
Advi;iorv Bo,ard -.elective Air Force emphasis and new scientific discoveries of 

techniques for pnictical application to weapon or support systems; 
makes a variety of studies designed to improve the Air Force 
Research and Development Program; and, serves as a pool of 

;1 expert advisers to vario_l!S Air Force activities. 

I Provides broad policy guidance and review of plans and fund 

U.S.Arm Cgasull 
: requirements for the conduct of research and development in the 
j' field of coar.;t,il engineering and recommends priorities of 

l :11gineering Research Statutory 
accomplishment of research projects in consonance with the needs Board of the coar.;tal engineering lidd and the objectives cf the Chief of 

11 Engineers. 

U.S. Euroo~n 
Ct)mmand Senior 

Discretionary Provides the Commander, U.S.Europcan Command with advice, 
Advisorv Group guidance, and af.sir.;tance towrrrd fulfilling its mission. 

<SA~' 
y.s. Joint Force~ Provides timely advke on :i>cientific. techniL'aL intelllgem·e. and 

policy-related issues to the Commander. USJFCOM. during the 
""v••--•..,.••;: development or the nation\joint warfighting concepts to provide Tram formutiun Discretionary 
Ad,·fsory Grou., joint fon.:f'S mu.I capabilitic:s. impnwejoint warfighting 

capabilities. lr:msfi.mn the joint force, and improve internal 

.. command Jirocesse~ . 

U.S. Military Academy 1 
Inquires into the morale: and discipline, the curriculum, 
ins1111ction. physkal equipment. fiscal affairs, academic methods, 

B.oard of Vi~itors . and other matters relating tCl the Academy that the Board decides 
to consider. 

Im1uires into the :-.late of morale and discipline, the curriculum, 
instruction. physiral c:quipment, fiscal affairs, academic methods1 

U.S. Naval A£1demr Statutory and other matters relating to the Naval Academy that the Boaiti 
B~ard of VfaHors decides tCl rnnsider, and, within 60 days of its annual meeting, 

~ubmits its findings and recommendation to the President uf the 
United States. 
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1. Statutolj' committees that are inactive or hm1e served their purpose. 

• Defense Environmental Task Force Il: Studies and provides an annual 
report to Congress on the findings and recommendations concerning 
environmental restoration at military installations closed or realigned. (One 
meeting FY99-03) 

• DoD-Government-lnda~try Advi~ory Committee on the Operation and 
Modernization of the National Defense Stockpile: Established pursuant to 
Section JO(a) or the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling Act (50 
U.S.C. 98h-l (a)), and Section 3306 of Public Law 102.484,the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993, advises the Secretary of 
Defense concerning significant issues relating to the operations of the 
National Defense Stockpile (NOS) ,md recommends ways to effect a 
modernization of the NDS consistent with NOS material requirements and 
sound business management practices description. (No meetings FY99-03) 

• Semiconductor Technology Council: Advises the Secretary or Defense on 
appropriate technology goals and appropriate level of effort for the research 
and development activities of Sematech; to link assessment by the 
semiconductor industry of future market and national security needs to 
opportunities for technology development through cooperative public and 
private investment; and, to seek ways to respond to the technology challenges 
for semiconductors by fostering precompetitive cooperation among industry, 
the Federal Government, and institutions of higher education. (No meetings 
FY99-03) 

• Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee: Advises the Secretary of 
Defense concerning the legal and policy considerations implicated by: a) the 
application of pattem queries/data conelation technology to counter-terrorism 
;md counter-intelligence missions, ,md b) other DoD activities related to the 
war on terrorism. (Committee's \Vork is complete) 

• Uniform Formulary Beneficiary Advisory Panel: Reviews and comments 
on the development of the uniform formulary by the DoD Pharmacy and 
Therapeutics Committee. (No meetings since FYOO) 

2. Committees that have not met since FYOO. 

• President's Information Technology Advisory Committee: Provides the 
National Science and Technology Council, through the Director of the Office 
of Science and Technology Policy, with advice and infonnation on high· 
perfonnance computing and communications, information technology, and the 
Next Generation Internet. 
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3. Committees that are duplicative and could be merged. 

• Merge into a single Missouri River Task Force. 

• Missouri River - North Dakota Task Force: Advise the Secretary of 
the Anny on a plan and projects to reduce siltation of the Missouri River 
in the State of North Dakota and to meet the objectives of the Pick-Sloan 
program in accordance with the Missouri River Protection and 
Improvement Act of 2000. 

• Missouri River -South Dakota Task Force: Advise the Secretary of 
the Army on a plan and projects to reduce sillation of the Missouri River 
in the State of South Dakota and to meet the objectives of the Pick-Sloan 
program in accordance with the Missouri River Protection and 
Improvement Act of 2000. 

• Merge inln a single Disahilily Advisory Body. 

• DoD Domestic Advisory Panel on Early Intervention and Education 
fodnfants, Toddlers, and pre-School Children and Children with 
Disabilities: Advises the Director, Department of Defense Education 
Activity (DoDEA) and Director, Domestic Dependent Elementary and 
Secondary Schools (ODESS) unmet needs within the ODESS for the 
education of children with disabilities,comments publicly on any 
proposed ODESS mies or standards regarding the education of children 
with disahilities; and assists DDESS in matters that have been identified 
as areas of concern by the Director, DoDEA and Director, ODESS. 

• Overseas Dependent Schools National Advisory Panel on the 
Education of Dependents with Disabilities: Advises the Director, 
DoD Dependant Schools (DoDDS), or unmet needs within the ~ystem 
for the education of children with disabilities; comments publicly on any 
Office of Dependents Schools (ODS) rules or standards regarding the 
education of children with disabilities;and assists ODS in matters that 
have been identified as areas of concern by the Director, DoDDS. 

4. Boards that perform similar functions for Service Schools and could be 
c.:onsolidated under a new c.:harter to emphasize jointness in Professional Military 
Education. 

• Air University Board of Visitors: Assists the Air University in sustaining 
effective programs pertaining to the educational, doctrinal, and research 
policies and activities of the Air University, and advises the Secretary or the 
Air Force, through the Commander, AU. 
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• Board of Advisors to the President,Naval War College: Advises and 
assists the President, Naval Wit:' College in educational and support areas. 
Reports or opinions, suggestions and recommendations of the Board will ta 
made to the President, Naval W:u::' College. The President, Naval W:u::' College 
shall advise the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval Operations of 
opinions and recommendations made by the members of the Board which 
should receive consideration by a higher authotity. 

• Board of Advisors, Marine Corp University: Reviews develops, and 
provides recommendations on all aspects of the academic and administrative 
policies of the University; ex.amines all aspects of the University's 
Professional Military Education operations; and provides such oversight and 
advice as is necessary to facilitate high educational standards and cost 
effective operations. 

5. Boards that perform similar functions for the Military Academies and could be 
consolidated under a new charter to emphasize jointness in Military Education. 

• United States Air Force Academy Boanl of Visitors: Inquires into the 
morale and discipline, the cumculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal 
affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy which 
the Bo:ud decides to consider. 

• United States Military Academy Board of Visitors: Inquires into the 
morale and discipline, the curriculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal 
affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy that the 
Board decides to consider. 

• United States Naval Academy Board of Visitors: Inquires into the state of 
morale and discipline, tie cumculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal 
affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Naval Academy 
that the Board decides to consider and, within 60 days of its annual meeting, 
submits its findings and recommendation to the President of the United States. 
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. ~ .. 

May 25, 2004 

TO: Ray DuBois 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~-
SUBJECT: Advisory Boards 

Please take a look at some of these advisory boards and let me know if there are 

any you think we could usefully discontinue. 

Thanks. 

Attach. j/J,i/Df '0<,t'/>;;~./f~ 0,-./ ~D ,fuJ,~ '73rwJ.-, 
-5/14/Q4 ~S9(J8P) n,ema h~ S1,cDef QSU 7661 I ·04 

DHR:dh 
052504-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 09717-04 
" 
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ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·1950 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
JAN O 3 2005 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Raymond F. ~ois, ~estration and Management 

Committees,B~, and Commissions 

• This responds to the attached snowflake in which you request that I coordinate 
with the DoD General Counsel and other appropriateDoD officials to consider 
the elimination or consolidation of 16 Federal Advisory Committees, Boards, 
and Commissions I had previously identified as candidates for such action. 

• Five advisory bodies have been eliminated. Defense Environmental Task 
Force 11, DoD-Government-Industry Advisory Committee on the Operation 
and Modernization of the National Defense Stockpile, Semiconductor 
Technology Council, Defense Finance and Accounting Service Board of 
Visitors and the Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee. 

• Four advisory bodies have been consolidated into two. 

o The DoD Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee has been consolidated 
into the Uniform Formulary Beneficiary Advisory Panel. 

o The DoD Domestic Advisory Panel on Early Intervention and Education 
for Infants, Toddlers, and Preschool Children and Children with 
Disabilities, and the DoD Overseas Dependent Schools National 
Advisory Panel on the Education of Dependents with Disabilities, has 
been consolidated into the DoD Advisory Panel on Early Intervention 
and Special Education. 

• As a result of these actions, the number of DoD Federal Advisory Committees, 
Boards, and Commissions are reduced by 12 %from 60 to 53. 

• We do not recommend combining the Missouri River-North Task Force and 
the Missouri River-South Task Force. The significant differences between 
upstream and downstream states in terms of issues, priorities, and resources 
make it preferable to maintain two separate entities. 
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• We detennincd that the consolidation of advisory bodies associated with the 
Service Academies and Professional Military Education institutions is not 
appropriate at this time for two reasons. First, the unique mission, needs and 
circumstances for each of these institutionsjustify separate advisory oversight. 
Second, the intensity of Congressional interest in the Military Academies and 
the uncertainties of BRAC outcomes for the staff colleges, war colleges, and 
Defense universities make this a particularly inopportune time to change their 
advisory bodies. 

COORDINATION: USD(AT&L), USD(P&R), DoD GC, Army, Navy, Air Force, 
Joint Staff, DFAS (Tab A) 

Attachments: As stated 

Prepared by: Paul GranahanJ_(b_)(_6) ___ _ 
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TO 

FRc:14'.: 

M!IR 8JiFl@I1 tlS tf8b 61 QB I 

Ray DuBois 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Eliminating Board'i, Commissions, etc. 

July 1,2004 

I received your proposal on Boa~ and Commissions. Please get with Jim 

Haynes, the relevant Service secretaries and OSD people. and .make a specific 

propo.i,al on a way forward. 

Thank". 

Attach. 
6/25/04 DuBois me.ino to S) [OSI:X)9717•04) 

Otit:A 
010101-21 

..........................................................•............ , 
PfetJJe respond by __ 1.....,....;;....+---1~--

f OR 61Pl@IJdS88158H£1f 

OSD 09717-04 
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OFFICE OF TH~ SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
19!0 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

ACTION MEMO June 25, 2004 .S: JOPM 

FOR SECRETARY OFDEFENSE DepSecDef Action._ __ 

FRCM: Raymond F. ~ D~ nistration and ~"jl'~d 
SUBJECT: Elimination ~ru1ecessmy· Committees, Boards. ~ Co ssra:s 
• This responds to the attached snov..·flakc in which you requested that I review the DoD 

Advisory Boards and advise you as to which could be discontinued. The results of this 
. review are as follows. 

• Five 9::abtory Committees are either inac1ive, have lapsed chaners, or have met less 
than once a ye .. U' during the fericx:i FY99-FY03; i.e., Defense Environmental Task Force 
Il, DoD-Governmenr-IndusrryAdvismy Committee on the Operation and Modernization 
of the National Defense Stockpile. SemiconducmrTechnology Council, Technology and 
Privacy Advisory Committee. and Unifonn Forrnulary Beneficiary Advisory Panel. I 
believe that these have served their purpose and could 1)e terminated. 

• The President's Infonnation Technology Advisory Committeet a Presidential Advisory .r 

Committee, has not met since FYOO and could also be eliminated. 

• Four Statutory Committees could be combined into two. Thr lVlissouri Rivrr-Nonh 
Dakota Task Force and the Missouri River-Sout.h Dakota ']:sc Force could be mergrd 
into a single Missouri River Task Force. The DoD Domestic Advisory Panel on Early 
Intervention and Education for Infants, Toddlers, and pre-School Children and Children 
,vith Disabilities and the Overseas Dependent Schools National Advisory Panel on the 
Education cf Dependents with Disabilities could be merged into a sing.le Disabilities 
Advisory Body. 

• The Board of Advisors, Marine Corp University. a ~tay Committee, and two 
Discretionary Committees, the Air University Board of Visitors and the Board of 
Advisors to the President, Naval Wru· College, pe11'onn similar functions, are service 
centric, and are not optimally structured to foster joi11tness in military thinkin;J. These 
could be combined into a single Board Qf Visitors for Professional Military Education. 
This new Board, with multi-.servi,e representatives. would emphasize jointness at the 
respective institutions. 

0 oso 09717-04 
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• Similarly, the thtre Service Academy Boards (United States Air Force Academy Board 
of Visitors, the U1ite:i States Military Academy Board of Visitors, and the United States 
Naval Academy Board of Visitors) could be combined into a single Board of Visitors for 
MJiay Academies, which would lx constituted to foster a stronger joint focus. 

• Tf effected, these actions would reduce the number of DoD Advisory Boards from 60 to 
48, resulting in a 19%reduction. 

• The committees and a brief description of each are listed at Tab A 

RECOMMENDATION: If you concur, I will work with the General Counsel, Service 
Secretaries, and OSD Principal Staff Officia]s to take the actions necessary to achieve the 
recommended eliminations and consolidations. 

Approved..._ ___ _ Disapproved..._ ___ _ . Other ___ _ 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: As stated 

Prepared By: Paul Gl::anahan, l ... (b-)(-
5

) ___ ___, 
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1. Statutory committees that are inactive or have served their purpose. 

• Defense Environmental 'las1c Force U: Studies and provides an mmual 
i:ep:rt. to Congress on the findings and recommendations concerning 
environmental restoration at military instal.laticnsclosed or realignoo. (One 
meeting FY99-03) 

o DoD-Government-lndustry Advisory Committee a, the Operation and 
Modernization lithe National Defense Stockpile: Established pursuant to 
Section lO(a) of the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling Act (50 
U.S.C98h-l(a)), and Section 3306 of Public Law 102.484, the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993, advises the Secretary of 
Defense concerning si gnifican ! issues relating to the operations of the 
National Defense Stockpile(NDS) and recommends ways to eftecta 
modernization of the ND S consistent Vvith NDS material.requirements and 
sound business management practices description. (No meetings FY99-03) 

• Semiconductor Technology Council: Advises the Secretary of Defense on 
appropriate technology goals and appropriate level of effort for the resemch 
and development activities of Sernatech; to link assessment by the 
semiconductorindw;try of futllle mmket and national security needs to 
opportunities for technology development through cooperative public and 
private investment; and, to seek ways to respond to the technology challenges 
:ti:r semiconductors by fostering precompetitive cooperation among industry, 
the Federal Govemment and institutions of higher education. (No meetings 
FY99-03) 

• Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee: Advises the Secretary of 
Defense concerning the legal and policy considerations implicated by: a) the 
application of pattern queries/data correlation technology to counter-terrorism 
and counter-intelligence missions, and b) other DoD activities related to the 
liar' on terrorism. (Committee's work is complete) 

• Uniform Fonnulary Beneficiary Advisory Panel: Reviews and comments 
on the developmentot-· the unifonn fonnularyby the DoD Pharmacy and 
Therapeutics Committee. (Nomeetings since FYOO) 

2 Committees that have not met since FYOO. 

• President's Information Technology Advisory Committee: Provides the 
National Science and TechnologyCouncil, through the Director of the Office 
of Science and Technology Policy, with advice and infonnation en high
pexforrnance computing and communications, information technology, and the 
Next Generation Internet. 
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3. Committees that are duplicative and could be merged. 

• Merge into a single Missouri River 'Iask Force. 

• Missouri River -North 1l:k:ta 'laek E'om3: Advise the Secretary of 
the Army on a plan and projects to reduce siltation of the Missouri River 
in the State of N:J:th DK:ta. and to meet the o~jectives of the Pick-Sloan 
prognun in accordance v.•ith the Missouri River Protection and 
Improvement Act of 100J. 

• Missouri River - South I:ak:t:a 'la9c. Force: Advise the Secretary of 
the Army on a plan ~md projects to reduce siltation of the Missouri River 
in the 9:.ct:e of South Dakota and to meet the objectives of the Pick-Sloan 
progr~un in accordance with the Missari River Protection and 
Improvement Act of 20()(), 

• Merge into a single Disability Ad,isory &:rly. 

• OoO Domestic Advisory Panel on Early Intervention and F.ducation 
fot· !nfai:s, Toddlers, and pre-School Children and Children with 
Disabilities: Advises the Director, Depanment of Defense Education 
Activity (Do DEA) and Director, Domestic Dependent Elementary and 
Sec<.mdm)' Schools (DDESS) unmet needs within the DDESS for tte 
education ,..1f children with disabilities,wmments publicly on any 
proposed ODESS rules or standards regarding tra education of children 
wilh disabilities; and assists DDESS in natters that have been identified 
as areas of concern by the Director, DoDEA and Director. DDESS. 

• Qyersea.s Dependent Schools National Advisory Panel on the 
Education o[ Dependents wftb Disabilities: Advises the Director. 
DoD Dependant Schools (Do DDS), of unmet needs within the system 
for the education of children witJ1 disabilities: comments publicly on any 
Offic.e of Dependent-; Schools(ODS) m1es or stanclarcis regarding the 
education or children with disabilities: ~u,d ~,ssists ODS in matters that 
have been identified as areas; of rnncem by the Director. DoDDS. 

4. Boards that perform similar ftn:t.imsfor SenicP Schools and couJd be 
consolidated under a new charter to emphasize jointness in Prof esslonal Military 
F.ducation. 

• Air University Board of\llsita:s: Assists 1:1& Air University in sustaining 
effective programs pertaining to th(' educationaJ. doct:J.inal, and research 
policies and activities of the Air University. mid advises the Secretary of the 
Air Fozce, through the Commander. AU 
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• Board of Advisors to the Preiident, Naval War College: Advises and 
assists the President, Naval Hr College in educational and support areas. 
Reports or opinions, suggestions and reconunendationsof t:lE Board ,vill be 
made to the President, Naval Wr College. The President, Naval WE" College 
shall advise the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval Operations of 
opinions and recommendations nlcl&. by the members of the Boaid. which 
should receive consideration by a higher authority. 

• Board of Advisors. l\fa1ine Corp University: Reviews develops, and 
provides reconunet1dariot1s on all aspects of the academic and administrative 
policies of the U niwrsity: exatnines all asp:cts cf the University's 
Professional Milit;:uy Edu~ation operations; and provides such oversight and 
advice as is necessa,y to facilitate high educatiomil standanls and cost 
effective operations. 

5. Boards that perfonn similar functions for the Military Academie.i; and could be 
consolidated mider a new charter to emphasize jointness in Military Education. 

• United States Ail' Fol'ce Academy Board of Visitors: Inquires into the 
mornk and discipline. the cuniculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal 
af fa:.xs, acadeniic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy which 
d1e Bo.u-d decides to ('On.sider. 

• United S1ates Military Academy Boan) (%'Visitors: Inquires into~ 
morale and <lhcipline, the CLirriculum, instruction, physical equipment. fis:Bl 
affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy that the 
Board decides to consider. 

• United States Naval Academy Board of Visitors: Inquires into the state of 
morale and discipline, the curriculum, instruction. physical equipment. fiscal 
aff.ain!, academic meth(Jd'.'.>, and other matters relating to the Naval Academy 
that the Board decides to consider and. within 60 days Df its annual meeting, 
submits its findings and recommendation to the President of the United States. 
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TO: Ray DuBois 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Advisory Boards 

May 25, 2004 

Please take a look at some of these advisory boards and let me know if there are 

any you think we could usefully discontinue. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 'f/1-1/of }...0.Ji/,fil.dtl. ~I).,.,,~~ 
S,'i 4JQ4 AS9(1S~ meme te S-c:De{ osnl(b)(S) I 

DHR:db 
057J04-20 
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Information Paper on DoD Advisory Boa.r.'ds 

o The Department currently utilizes 60 advisory ooards, 34 cf which were 
established at the discretion (f tl1e Secretary of Defense. Twenty-five were 
created in statute by the legislative branch, and one was established by Executive 
Order. A listing of these l::xJards and their missions is at Tab 1. This listing is 
also found at the DoD Federal Advisory Cl:nmi:tteeswebsite: 
httD://faca,disa,mil under the Advisory Committees tab. 

o DoD advisory boards which have private citizens as members are subject to the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App, I. This statute not only 
recognizes the merits of .seeking advice and assistance fmn experts outside the 
government. hut it allows the executive branch to receive advice that is relevant, 
objective, mid opec to the public. 

a Department advisory boards can be established on a Jong-tenn basis to address 
continL1ing issues, or they can be established on a shrn1-term ba-.is to address a 
speL'ific issue. Long-tenn boards can be established for two-year periods and can 
be renewed for additional t\vo-year i;ericds thereafter. 

• Under the law. advisory board meetings must be announced in advance and must 
be open to the public. lV1 or part of an advisory boa.rd meeting may be closed, 
however, based on one or more of the provisions of the Government in the 
Sunshine Act, 5 U.S.C.§ 552b(c). 

o As an example, advisory board meetings may be closed to the public \\'hen 
the board will discuss classified information. 

o The law also requires advisory boards to keep ~md make ~1v~1ilable to the public 
minutes of open and closed meetings, lncludlng an accurate description of and 
the resolution of each matter discussed by the tx::ard.. 

o Depamnent advisory boards axe independent entities. While they report their 
findings to the Department leadership, their recommendations are not subject to 
d:ized:jm and control by the Department. 

a It has been the Department of Defense· s policy for the past 15 years to appoint 
all private sectorboard members as Consultants, also known as Special 
Government Employees. Atter agreeing to serve. p:tatial members are vetted 
through the Office of the Special Assist.ant to the Secretary of Defense (White 
House Liaison) and various Principal Staff Assistants who utilize the board 
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and/or receive their advice. Nominees are also required to fill out financial 
disclosure repor:t,.s if the board they Serve on makes recarm:mdations that could 
affect the expenditure cf government funds in the future. R:aa:I neri::e:rs may 
accept travel and per diem, but are rarely compensated directly for their 'Wtltk. 

• The General Counsel of the Department of Defense n::tj:fim advisory committee 
members by letter to contact the Standards of Conduct Office (SOCO) for ad vice 
concerning ethics issues relating to their appointment. SOCO assures that the 
members' confidential financial disclosure reports are completed l::e:fol'e their 
first meeting. Committee members also complete a Fbreign Activities 
Questionnaire and execute a disqualification fi:an participation in any particular 
ua las involving financial interests list:ai on the confidential financial disclosure 
report. SOCO attorneys provide an ethics briefing to the Committee members. 
A guide for current committee members is distributed a: a committee meeting 
and can be found at http://www.defenseljnk.,nyVdodac/defea§e ethics under 
"ethics resource library" and under ''DoD guidance." 

• Advice provided to the Department has been critical to current transformation 
effa:ts, keeping the Departmentinformed on cutting edge issues fa::m the latest 
best business practices to state-of-the-art science and technology developments. 
This advice cannot be dra,,n exclusively :Emn internal government sources. We 
simply do not have the expertise or those with professional networks with access 
to the kind of information needed. This advice aftal has a direct impact on 
future military operations and the welfare cf the war figter. 

• If the Department were to use survey instruments and cx:ntrad:lel arrangements 
to gather the advice provided by advisory boards, the costs w::uld be 
significantly higher. Most support provided to these committees is done by 
federal employees who manage these committees as a collateral duty to their 
principal duties. 
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Type of committee: statutory (Total,. 25) 
Presidential (Total• 1) 
Discretlmaary/Establilhed by 9ac:mtm:y cf Defense (JZ:tal• 34) 

Advisorv Council Ill 
Denendenta' Erluc.aUon statutory 
C4CPI) 

Advisorv Panel f:1 
Assess Domestic 
ResDOnsttCapabilltltl 
ltEitmrllm 
lavQIY1n1 WeaDQJII gf 
¥ass Pffitrurnw 

Air QubeaJo Board 
o[Vhltgn 

Armament Retooling 
and Manufacturing 
~P.Dmt (ARMS) 
Executive Advfson 
CommJne, 

statutory 

Discretionary 

Discretionary 

. 
Advises the Secretary of Defense and the Director, Departmeot of 
Defense Dependents Schools (DoDDS), on improvements1:D 
achieve and maintain a high quality public educational program 
through secxn:laey school for minor dependents in overseas areas 
as defined in section 141L Public Law 95-561, as amended. 

Assesses the capabilities for responding to terrorist incidents in 
the U.S. homeland involving weapons of :rrass destruction. 
Examines response capabilities at the Federal, State, and local 
levels. 

Assists tpe Jtir University in SIJSla'llngeffective programs 
pertaia.ing to the educational, doctrinal, and research policies ancl 
activities of the Air University, and advises the Secretary of the 
A.it Ft:m:e, through the Commacd.et\ AU. 

Studies the ARMS Initiative and reviews tie Army's plan for its 
implementation; makes specific findings and recommendations 
concemi.ng the concept, executabil ity, and overall soundness of 
the plan; assesses government and industry expectations for the 
A RMS Initiative; evaluates tm incentives being proposed under 
the ARMS Initiative hnplementation Plan (AIIP); reviews and 
makes specific recommendations on the applicability and 
adequacy of the loan guaranty program and planning grants; 
reviews and detennines which existing public laws, Diigllat.ials, 
arrl policies ace OJIIatly available tD fulfill the A RMS Initiative; ' 
and, reviews arrl connnents on the Anny's plans for Plant 
Reutili7..ation, Emergency Planning, and the Di:pml of Excess 
Pfant Equipment. 
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Serves as a continuing scientific advisory body to the Surgeons 
General of the military depat1ments and tha Assistant Secretary of 

&rmed[orm lDiscretionaiy 
J)efe!'lse (Health Affairs) providing them with tim~ly scientific 

E1ld1mlolnlal Boa!JI nnd pmfossional advice and guidance in matters pert.ainio.g to 
operational programs, policy developmentandresearchneeds for 
lhe prevention of disease and injury and promotion of lEBlth. 

]Provides tra S;. :cs a,y of the Army, the Chief of Staff) and the 
Annf s senior leadership with expert and continuous advice on 

A tlll): Es.Jui;;;ati OD Discretionary 
Army educational programs. Advice pmvided relates to 
1educational policies, school curriculurrui educational philosophy 

£\fJ);ilNIY Q:mni:tm;, (Aurhby law) .arrl objectives, program effectiveness, facilities, s t.aff and faculty, 
instructional methods, aIKl other aspects of organization and 
man..1gement. 

Advises the ~of the Anny, the Chief of Slaff, the 
Assistat1t Secretary of the Army (Resear.ch, Development and 

ArmJZ Sci1:DD.! Bwlll Discretionary Acquisition), the Deputy Chiefs of Staff, and major Army 
Conunm1ders on scientific, technological, and acquisition matters 
cl interest to the Department of the Anny. 

Advises am. assists the President, Naval Wr College in 
educational and support areas. Reports or opinions, suggestions 

~U'1.IY uf 8,h:i~or~ t~ 
and recommendations cf the Board wll be made to the President, 
Naval Wr College. The President, Naval War College shall 

the President. Na 'r'~ Discretiomuy advise the Secretary of the N:lvy' and the Chief of Naval 
War Collen Operations of opinions and re.commendations made by the 

members of the Foani which should receive consideration by a 
h.ijher authority. 

Advises the Superintendent and the Secretary t-f the Navy on 
~~'1 Qt et.'1~i~cr~ t1t naval graduate education programs, assessing U,e effectiveness of 
the Su lierin t.end-enb Discretiomrry the school in accomplishing its mission and inquires into the 
t:1avaJ ,fQlrtma!J~L~ curricula, insuuction, pbyskal equipment, Edn:i.n:i.st:J:, state cf 

School th: student body, fis:al affairs, andotheruBLl.ets relating to tlE! 
operation of school programs. 

- Provides advice and guidance to the Secretary of Defense tlnuugh 
the Assistant 9:aEt.ar.y of Defense for Health Affairs for the 

Board of R2:ien l$1 operation of the th:ifi::::a:nB: Services University of tlE! Health 
:UW.fgmw Smim Statutory Sciences; to assure that said operation is in the best tradition of 
Universitv of d1I academia and in compliance with the appropriate accreditation 
Umttb Sci1:us:1:S authorities. 
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1 Vrovides the Secretary of Defense, Dtre;tor, Defense Intelligence l 
• Roard of v: .. ;. , .. -:-.. '..gency (DIA\ and the Comrnm1dant, JointMJ:ia;V Intelligence 

~oUege with independent, infonned advice and recommendations 
Discretionary ,n natters related to policy, mission, accreditation, faculty, 

itudents, facilities, curricula, educational methods, research, and 
tdmi.nistration; in connection with the College. 

Reviews develops, and provides reconmendationson a1J aspects 

Board of Visitors. 
Jf the academic and administrative policies of t:ha University: 

Marine Coms ltatutory 
examines all aspects of the University's ProfessionalMJ:im¥ 

Uruvenlb: &lucation operations; and provides such oversight and advice as 
js necessary to facilitate high educational Slandards and cost 
effective operations. 

Provides adviceontra:.te:s related to mission, policy, faculty, 
students, cunicula, educational methods, research, facilities, and 

Board nfVi~i•ors. administration of the National Defense University (NDU), 
Natiomd °'3fPn~ Discretionary Principal comp<ments of NDU are: Anned Fbn::es Staff College, 
University Industrial College of the Armed Et:irces, national Wu:' College, 

lnstirute for National Strategic Studies, Institute of Higher 

I Defense Studies, and Department of Defense Computer Institute. 

Provides to DoD expert advice on the operations and managemen 
of the Institute. Inquires into the cuniculum, instmction, physical 
equipment, fiscal affairs and academic na:hx:1s of the Institution 
and any other n:atters that it or the Secretary of Defense deems 
approp1iate. Reviews WHINSEC cun-iculum and determines 
whether it complies with applicable U.S. laws and regulations 
consistent with U.S. policy goals toward the Western 
Hemispheres and adheres to U.S. doctrine approp,iately 
emphm;izinghuman rights, the rule of law, due process, civilian 

Board !?I: VfsllQ[L 
control of the military and the role of the military in a democratic 

Wa!sm Hsmls~bm society. 

lnsdtuf& [OE ~Drill: statutory 
Coonentlon 
(yy'HINl"iECl 
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Serve~ as advisor to the Otief for developing policy mi 
procedum for Corps Pz:cgums; ascertains and advises l4JOO 
11atural, social and cultural resource management issues associated 
with Corps plans, projects arxi programs; provides advice ained at 
both identifying and resolving e;s.lsting environmental issues with 

Chief m:En&loeers new or expanded CorpsmissiCJ1S; advises on tl'e development of 
workable methods for quantifyingnatural, social and cultural 

Eorlmo,mnl!I Di sere ti o nary resource management costs and berefi.ts of C o p programs and in Adyisory Board expressing d1ese in tenns of both ilieir tangible and intangible 
c:onsequ~nces i and, explores and advises on new directions where 
the Corps1 acting as the national engineering agency, can continue 
1t) solve not only the engineering and economic aSfeC±s of new 
,challenges, problems, and opportunitie.s, but also those 
,environmental features for whk'h it has responsibility . 

. Provides an avenue of cmmnunications by which a distinguished 

ChJet or Navel 
group representing scientific, academic, engineer~, and political 
,conununitiesrnay advise the chief of Naval Operations (CNO) on 

•S:.WtmliWJ.ij Execut.iJZe Discretionary questions related to national seapower. In pursuing its objectives, 
;Panel Advisory the CEP may operate in committees composed of selected Pa1el. 
Committee members to conduct detailed examinations of matters related tr, 

national~. 

Advise the Under Secretary cf Defense ( Acquisition and 
'Defense a,gulJUl!JD Technology) and the President of the Defonse Acquisition 
lJniv~.n Board 11£ statuto•)' University (DAU) on "organizationmanagement, curricula, 
Vlsiton method~ of instruction, facilities and other matters of interest" to 

the DAU, as directed by 10U.S.C. 1746. 

lk[eos advisoa Provides advice to the Secretary of Defonse about issues 
BIHU1.I toe Eml!ha:ec Discretionary conceming Rese1visL,;; and their civilian employers, to include 
SuDDO[l rtlbi: Guard recommending policies and priorities for employer support actions 
and~ and programs. 

Provides the Secretary of Defense, through the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Force Management and Personnel), with assistance 
and advice on matters pntamm;J to military personnel testing; 
reviews ilie calibration c£ personnel selection and classification 

Defense Advisory 
tests to ensure the accuracy of resulting sa:mas;reviews relevant 
validation studies to ensure that the tests have 'li:i..licy in predicting 

Committee on Milftan .Discretionary 
sDESS in technical training and on the job~ reviews ongoing 

Personnel Testtn2 testing research and development in suwart of the enlistment 
program; and, makes recommendations for improvements to make 
lhe testing process more responsive to the needs of the 
Department of Defense and the H.litaty Services. 
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lltle~, Admm Frovides the Secretary cf Defense, ha..g, the Assistant Secre1ary 
c: f Defense (Rm:J!Mmmgement and Personnel), ltilh assistance 

~ !UI u ce !I! WomeD ms creliooary 
and advice on mutters and policies relating to women in tha ID1bESenial Armed forces. 

Defepse Businew l )iscretio nary 
Makes recommendutionstothe SeniorExecutiveCouncil (SEC) 
cin effe~ti ve strategies for implementation of best wsiness 

·=··· 11ractices of interest tD the Depanment cf Defense. 
-· 

Defense :ltud.ics and pmvides an annual report to Ccn:Jmss on the findin~ i1u:iommegmJ ;hatutory 
:ind recommendations concerning environmental restoration a: BesD01J1e 'Jask Force 1:Lapsed/lnacti ve) 
1 Dil.itary installations closed er realigned II 

De(ense EmiW,t and Advises ttnd assists the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 4,£0YQdDi 5&:[l'.if.:~ · DiS1...'retionaiy md the Director. DFAS, with respect to providing world clm,s CDFAS) Board m 
.finaact and accounting seniices to the Department of Defense. ~d1:i~r~' 

. Pmvides the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency with scieotifiif 
a.nd tc::dmical ex penise il"d advice on current and long-te1m 
operational and intelligence matters covering th: total rnnge of thd 

lh:l'1:~ IDltlllaen~ mission of the Defense; lnte11igence Agency; provides a lint 
retween the scientific/t.echnical and military operations At>encv Advisorv Discretionmy 
communitil!S of the United States and ltc Defense ImeJJigence Board Agency; and, in tte military operntions area. addresses issues 
including intelligence SUWort to combat units, joint intelligence 
doctrine, net a~sessments. arms control. and m,:g:atiawf 
intelligence and operational pkmning. 

Provides the Secretary of Defense, Deputy Scntaty wld Under 
Secretary tor Policy wiHl independent. informe.d advice and 

l?si{em, Poltg Board Discretionary opinion concerning major matters of defense policy; focus upon 
long-te1m, enduring isimes central to strntegic planning fortha Advisory Clmpi.t;hp (Auth by Law) 
Department rf Dt>frnse; mid, responsible for research and analysi!J 
of topics, long or short nmge .. addn'SSl'd tD it by the Secretary of 
Defense~ De put}' Secretary and Under Secretary for Policy. 

Advises the Secretary lT Defense, tlB Chain:n.an of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, and 1IE llnder Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition on scientific .. uld technical matters of interest to the 

~e11~~ ~ci"m;~ Bom1f Discretiomuy Department of Defense. 
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statutory 

Statutory 

(Lapsed/Inactive} 

Discretionary 

Provides the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition), tle 
Director, Defense Adv,mced Research Pmjec.ts Agency, and the 
Militmy Depaitments with advice and recommendations on th! 
conduct of economical and effective research and development 
programs in tlE field of electron d:!v:i.cEs. 

Advises the Director, Depmtrnent of Defense Education Activity 
(DoDEA) and Director, Domestic Dependent Elementary and 
Secondm-y Schools (ODESS) unmet needs within the DDESS for 
the education of children with disabilities,comments publicly on 
any proposed I:IESS rules or standards regarding the education 
of children with disabilities; and assists DDESS in matters that 
have been identified as are.as of concern by the Director, DoDEA 
cl'd Director, DDESS. 

Advises the Secretary (i Defense on the actuarial status of tre 
DoD Education Benefits Fund; furnislsadvice and opinion on 
matters refeffed to it by tlE Secretary; reviews valuations of the 
Fund; and, provides periodic IEfO!±s to the 9=crB:aiy and 
President and Congress on the status of the fund as required. 

Establ..isre:l pursuant to Section lO(a) of the Strategic and Critical 
Materials Stock Piling A± (50U.S.C.98b~l(a)), and Section 3306 
cf Public Law 102.484, the N:i:ia:al Defense Authorization kt 
for Fiscal ~ 1993, advises the S9'::7:etaiy of Defense concerning 
significant issues relating to the qeml:ja1S of the National 
Defense Stockpile(NDS) and recommends ways to effect a 
modernization of tlE ND S consistent with NDS material 
requirements and sound business management practices. 

Provides advice to the SD a ary of Defense, the Secretaries of the 
Milita:r.y Depa1tments, and the heads cf such other Components as 
may choose to participate, regarding the prof essionaJ standards, 
historical methodology, program priorities, lia.:is:n with 
professional p u p s cl'd institutions, and adequacy of reso:m:::es 
connected with the various hlstorical programs and associated 
activities of the DoD. These include: historical, archival, museum, 
libraiy, act, curatorial, andrelatedprograrns 

Makes all actuarial detenninationsnecessary to sustain the DoD 
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Makes a 11 actmuial dete1minations necessary to sustain the 

DoD Retirement Department of Defense MJ:im¥ Retirement Fund for the 
Statutory accumulation of fUnds in order to finanCE,OD an actuarially sound 

Board of Actnarje.~ basis, J..i;hiHties <i t:le Depwtment of Defonse under military 
reti.rernect and survivor benefit programs. 

IDoDWaa~ I f~uth~Uw) 

MiES recommendations regarding wage Sll'Veys and wage 
schedules for blue-collar employees to the Depamnent of Defense 
Wage Fixina Aulbority. 

!Jill•Dd Wal!:IWU:li Is~ Advises the Secretary of the Anny on matters relating 1D 
construction and rehabilitation priorities on the commercial inlancl 
wateiways and llar:l:Xlts of the thitBi States. ].!s~rs Dwu:d 

~[olnt Advi§OC: Advises the Secretary of Defense. Secretary of Enerl)', and the 
Joint Nuclear Weapons Council 6a nuclear weapoaa systems S:owmJU~ mi XS:uelea;c Discretionary surety matters that relate to protecting against inadvertent nuclear 'WeaoomSuren: detonation or plutonium di.!prsal. 

l!ajssourj Biv,[- Advise the Secretary of tl2 Army on a plan aoo projects to reduro 
siltation of the Mi.sSOLir:iRiver in th! State of'N::l.tJ:l Dakota and tat 

lt:f.2rlh l!@kuta .. ~ Statutory 
meet the objectives of the Pick-Sloan program in accordance witb 

~ the Missouri River Prott.ction and Improvement Ad of 2000. 

~BiI~c- Advise the Secretary ct' tteArmy on a plan and projects to reduco 
siltation of Ol!M:iSSOJri River in the State of South D!lld:a and to 

~Ql!lb Dakota .. TMk Statutory 
meet the objectives of the Pick-Sloau program in accordance with Ima the Missouri River Protection and Improvem• Act of 2000. 

:National Security Advises the Dnctor. NSAIChief, CSS, oa mattus involving 
Signals Intelligencepnx:luction, InfolTilation Security, science, A2eney Advisory Discretionuy technology, business procedures and rnaaaacment Jelated to the 

·asH1cs;1 mission of the NSAICSS. 

Develop criteria under the National Security Education .A:t d 
1991 for awarding scholarships, fellowships, and grcns to U.S. 
citizens aoo institutions; provide for wide dissemination of 
infamal:.iauegarding the activities assisted ~der the Act; 
establish qualificationsforpersons dasiri.rq ~ er 

;National Security statutory fellowships, and for institutions of higher education desiring 
Education Row;d grants under lhe Act. The b:r:d will n:pxt to the Assistant 

Secretary of Defense (Strategy & R!sl:m:s), who is the 
designated representative of the Secretary of Defense. 
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Maintains an ul\derstanding of ttele~hnological needs 
<:onfronti.ng tl2 Navy andMl:he Corps, keeping abreast of the 
1esearcb and development which is belng carrie4 on to address 

Naval Bli~B[dJ IXscretionary 1hem, :.md offering a judgment to the Navy and Marine Corps as to 
Advisory Commltta whether these eff011sare adequate; senior scientific advisory 

nroup to h SecretaryoftheNavy, tlEOnefofNaval Opera~ 
the Conun.'Uldant d' the Marine Corps, and the Chief of Naval 
]Research 

:Provi<ks senior scientific advice to the National Oceanographic 
Resern-ch Leadership Council. Advises the Council on policies, 

Ocean R~fi:~h 
procedures, selection cf projects and allocations of fwlds 

:s:a::,trrJ regarding the National Oceanographic ParmershipProgram and A,dylson Panel on maners relating to national oceanographic data requirements as 
\vell as other responsibilities that the Council considers 
appropriate. 

'2BCSM 12~1U!Dd~D ti Advises che Director,IkiDS, of unmet needs wirhin the f¥Dlll 
Schools Nationil} for the education rf children with disabilities; comments publicly 
&dl:'.i~C: Panel OU the .'st~1tutory 

on any Ofllceof DependenN Schools rules or standards regarding 
F.dugtion ,i the education of children with disabilities; and assists ODS in 
Deoendeq_t., n!.fi netteis tlat have been identified as areas of concern by the 
Dlahllbl• Dii-ector, DoDDS. 

Pmr.i.das k> ti& Advanced Tedmolcgy Panel of the Chief of Naval 
(i,erations Executive Board in-depth technicnl assessments to 

Plannlmr and~ Discretiomu)' U.S. and Soviet A SW developments and related tec:tmlcgies, 
Commlttee{N1nl critically review programs which potentially impact SSBN 

survivability, and evaluate intelligence efforts to identify and 
defineASW and SSBN survivability threats. 

President's Provides the NatfonaJ Science and 'Dachnology Council, through 
t:te Director of the office cl Science and 'l'echDlogy Policy, with lr:!formatlog Presidential advice and infi)1111ation on high-pe1tt)1mam:e computing and Technolow Advi~o_ry communications. infi..mm1tion tec:malogy, an:I. the Next CQmm.Jllee Generation Internet. 

Serves in the public interest IS a scientific advisory body to the 
Dil'ector, Armed Ebrx:as Institute ct Path:lJ.cgy, to provide 

~£i~111Ui, Advisoa scientific and professional advice and guidance in matters 
per:t.ainmJ to operational prugrams, policies and procedures of the Board "1bt Armad .Discretionary AFIF central Jabomtory of parhology for 1he Department of Fcmm Instituteol 
Defense and other frderaJ agencies with responsibilities for 

fat~silon c<.>nsultation. educ::,tion and research in pathology. 
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Semiconductor 
J:echno)pgy Coundl 

~) 

of Visitors 

am 

1tat\ltory 
Lapsed/lnactl ve) 

Discretiomuy 

statutory 

Discretionary 

Discretionary 

statutory 

statutory 

\dvises the Secretary of Defense on appropriate technology goals 
tnd appropriate level of effrnt for the research and development 
tctivitics of Sematech; to link assessment by the semiconductor 
ndustry of future market and natialal security needs to 
:,pportunities for technology development through cooperative 
?ublic and private investment; and, to seek ways to respond to the 
teclmology challenges for semiconductorsby fostering 
precompetitive cooperation among :i.rdml:Iy, the Fa::a:al. 
Govemment, and institutions of higher education. 

Provides te.ch.nical and scientific advice of qualified scientists and 
representative views of the scientific community to the Director cf 
Strategic Target Planning tDSTP) dming tie development of tte 
Single Integrated Operational Plan (S[P). Convening upon 
~, the SAG will provide scientific and technical advice and 
representative views to the DSTP in order to enhanceJSTPS 
platm.ing. 

Provides recommendations to lhe Strategic Environmental 
Research and DevelopmentP.n:g:r:a:tk Council on environmental 
rese~u-ch and development activities as prescribed in statute and 
assume additional advisory responsibilities as d..i.re.ct.ed hy the 
Council. 

Advises ti2 Secretary of Defense concerning the legal and policy 
considerations implicated hy: a) the ;g,lk.atlarnf pattern 
queries/daLa correlation technology to counter-te1rnrism ,.md 
counter-intelligence missions. mid b) other DoD activities related 
to the war on ten-01ism. 

Advises and assists the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition 
and Technology) on :ra:h:tiai of the threat to tie thitB:i States 
mld its allies from nuclear. biological. chemiral, conventional and 
special lt:l:!·cns, sust.runment of tra nuclear weapons d:tenBll:., 
chemical and biological defense. couoterproliferation, technology 
security, weapons effects. and other matters related to the DT8A 
nuss1on. 

Reviews and cpmments on the development of the unifonn 
fo1mularyby (M. D.""ID Phmmacy and Toerapeulics Committee. 

IIquires into tra momle and discipline, the curriculum, 
instmction. physical equipment, fiscal affairs, academic methods, 
and other mutters relating to the Academy which the Board 
decides to consider. 
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Provides a link betvleen the 1ir Force and the Nation's scientific 
:ommunity by serving as a!IES)S of communicating the most 
ecent scientific infomaticnas it applies to the Air Force; reviews 
md evaluates long-range plans for research cl'ld development and 

lJSAF Scientific 
,rovides advice on the adequacy of the Air Force program; 

1._tlvison Board >iscretionary -ecomrnends usually pmmising scientific developments for 
ielective Air Force emphasis and new scientific discoveries of 
:er;hniques for practical application to~ or support systems; 
makes a variety of studies designed to improve the Air Force 
Re~h and Development Program; and, serves as a p:xJ1 of 
~:xoert advisers to various Alr Force activities. 

Pmvidesb::oad policy guidance and review of plans aid fund 

II~ Armv • ~- ~I requirements for the conduct of IeSea.rCh and development in the 
field of coastal engineering mid re~ommends pri01ities c£. W.nQinttrintr Research statutory accomplishment of resemch projects in consonance with the needs 

.aJw:g of the coastal engineering field and the objectives of the Chief of 
~. 

TL~ Euron,,.an 
Conunand Senior Provides the Commander, U. S.El IU=!; B:1.1 CornITu'U1d with advice, Discretionary 
Arhii~rv Grouo guidance, and assistance toward fulfillinglts mission. 

~ 

U.S.Jnint:;",. --
Provides timely advice on scientific, technical, intelligence, and 
{X)licy-related issues to tie Commander, USJFCX>l, during the 

Command 
Transf onna tion Discretiomrry development of the nation's joint warfighting concepts to provide 

'-•' .. :-..• Grnun joint forces and capabilities, improve joint warlighting 
capabilities, b:ansfonnthejoint force, and improve internal (IAGl conunand processes. 

Irqriies into the momle and discipline, the curriculum, 
U.S. :Ji Academi statutory 

mstr:u:±:iaJ., physical equipment.fiscal affain", academic methods, 
Board ,f Visitors and other na:tss relating to the Academy fut the Board decides 

1D consider. 

Irqriies into the state'of morale and discipline, the curriculun, 
instruction, physical equipment, £is::al affairs, academic methods, 

US Naval Acad4::!mv statutory and other matters relating to the Naval Academy that tra Board 
Boom of Visitors decides to consider, and, within 60 days of its annualnm::::irg,. 

sutmits its findings and recommendation to the President of the 
u"l:d states. 
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ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOQV 

ANO LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C, 20301•3Cl10 

OCT 2 2 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 

SUBJECT: Termination of Department of Defense Advisory Boards 

Based upon my assessment of a September 2004 review, concerning whether three 
Statutory Boards and one Advisory Committee under my cognizance could be eliminated, 
the following applies: 

• I non-concur on the elimination of the President's Information Technology 
Advisory Committee. RATIONALE: This Committee is formally chartered 
by Executive Order 13035, which is not due to expire until June 1,2005. 

• I concur on the elimination of the Defense Environmental Task Force 11, 
SemiconductorTechnology Council, and the DoD Government Advisory 
Committee on the Operation of the National Defense Stockpile. 

Should you tave anv auestirs, please contact either Ms. June Woodford or 
Ms. Julie Bigler at (b)(6) 

G 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

AU& l I 200f · 

MEMORANDUM FOR Deputy Director, Administration and Management 

SUBJECT: Consolidation of Department of Defense Advisory Boards 

I cannot concur with your memo of August 5 ,2004 concerning the consolidation 
of cettain defense advisory boards. 

A recent study conducted by Admiral Charles Larson for the Air Force Academy 
Board of Visitors finds that the three academies are unique and recommends that policies 
administering the three academies recognize these differences. Even if consolidation of 
the Service Academy Boards of Visitors was recommended, such a recommendation 
would require multiple changes to the statute. As such, the first opportunity to request 
any legislative change would be in concert with the legislative cycle next year. Given the 
intense Congressional oversight of the Service Academies, the Larson Report and the 
Fowler Report, J do not recommend we suggest this type of change. 

The memo also suggests that we consider consolidating the Boards of Visitors for 
several, but not all, of the professional military education war colleges. The future of the 
staff colleges, war colleges and the service and defense universities are at play in the 
BRAC process. I do not believe that we should take any actions with regard to the 
Boards of Visitors for these institutions until the BRAC process is complete. 

In a second memo dated August 6,2004, you requested my views with regard to a 
DoDEA recommendation to eliminate the DOD Domestic Advisory Panel on Early 
Intervention and Education for Infants, Toddlers, and Preschool Children and Children 
with Disabilities and the Overseas Dependent Schools National Advisory Panel on 
Education of Dependents with Disabilities and to create a newly formed board, the DOD 
Advisory Panel on Early Intervention and Special Education. I concur with this proposal. 

e 
Principal Deputy 
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I~ 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
CM LWORKS 

108 ARMY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0108 

AcPLYTO 
ATTEHT'ION OF 

August 30, 2004 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, WASHINGTON 
HEADQUARTERS SERVICES, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON D.C. 20301-1950 

SUBJECT: Consolidation of Department of Defense Advisory Boards 

I am responding to your memorandum of August 5, 2004;vherein you ask 
that l reviewtwo Statutory Boards, the Missouri River-North Dakota Task Force 
and the Missouri River-South Dakota Task Force to see if they lend themselves 
to consolidation under a single Board. I do not believe that the two Boards can 
or should be consolidated. 

The two Boards were established under Titles VII and IX of the Water 
Resources Development Act of 2000 (Public Law 106-541) in order to provide a 
means for each state, and its sovereign Indian Nations, to be involved in 
assessing and addressing a host of issues of particular concern to them. While it 
is true that the two Boards are directed to periorm generally similar functions, the 
two Boards were created as distinct entities and were charged by statute with 
preparing reports and assessments on matters peculiar to the respective states. 
Congress recognized that there are significant differences between upstream 
and downstream states in terms of priorities, resource concerns, and views 
regarding operation of the Missouri River System. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Your staff 
may contact Mr. Chip Smith, my Assistant for Environment, Tribal and Regulatory 
Affairs at !(b)(6) !or Chio.Smith@hada.armv.mil. 

~ f?JW.J4-c:J 
John Paul Woodley, Jr. 

Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Civil Works) 
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' i I/• 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
t 9!50 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-19!50 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

MEMORANDUMFORSECRETARYOFTHEARMY 

AUG O 5 200~ 

SUBJECT Consolidation of Depai1ment of Defense Advisory Boards 

The Secretary has asked us to review the vurious Advisory Boards that have been 
established under DoD cognizance and to identify those that should be discontinued or 
consolidated. 

""': •• .... -
Q.r review indicates that two Statutory Boards under your cognizance, the 

Missouri River-North Dakota Task Force and the Missouri River-South Dakota 'D:et 
Force, perform similar functions that may lend themse'Jves tu consolidation in a single 
Board. 

Please advise us by 3) August 2004 if you concur with t11is .assessme.nt so that we 
may work with your staff, rhe Office of rhe DoD General Counsel, ancl the Office of the 
ASD (Legislative Affairs) to initiate the statutory changes necessary to effect this 
consolidar.ion. 

The point of contact for this review is Mr. 'Paul Granahan. Deputy Director for 
~lanning and Eyalration, Washington Headquarters Services. He may be reached at 

!(b)(6) 

,d..~h~ 

cc: ASD (Legislative Affairs) 
ASD (Public Affairs) 
GC,DoD 

Howard G. Becker 
Deputy Director 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF Tt1E SECRETARY 

1000 NAVY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

SEP 17 alM 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND l\,IANACEMEW, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRET.ARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Consolidation of Department of Defense Advisory Boards 

The Department of the Navy does not concur with the 
proposal to consolidate Department of Defense (DoD) Advisory 
Boards for the following reasons: 

• Consolidation of the three Boards of Visitors for tlJe service1 _ 

academips would require legislative action. tl11A, ;11~ ~/. _~ _ L 
I,;, /k. p.u),1AH.tf.14),. t ~ ~U, ~ /. ~r~, ~, UT, 

• The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) has statutory 
responsibility for oversight of officer joint education and 
has policies and organizations in place to meet this 
requirement. 

• The proposed consolidation of the Board of Visitors of select 
military war colleges omits the Army professional military 
education institutions and National Defense University (NDU) 1 

thereby fragmenting the professional military education 
process. The Naval \\a" College (NWC) has additional service
unique missions related to the development of the Navy's 
future strategy and research and analysis that could be 
impeded by the proposed consolidation. The Marine Corps 
University (MCU) receives direct oversight provided by the 
Commandant consistent with the intent of the Congress. 
Finally, consolidation stands to jeopardize accreditation of 
NV/C and MCU roaster's degree programs . 

A. Navas, Jr. 
Assistant Secretary of e Navy 
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) 
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Office Of The Assistant Secretary 

DEPARTMENTOFTHE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON DC 

oa SEP mM 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, ADMTNTSTRATTON AND MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF 
TI-IE SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: SAP/MR 

SUBJECT: Consolidation of Department of Defense Advisory Boards 

Tn response to your memo regarding the consolidation of professional military education
related Advisory Boards, the Air Force reviewed our current Board strncture and concurs with further 
exploration. Although many factors argue against a consolidated Service Academy Board of Visitors 
(Bo V), there may be merit in pursuing, to some degree, a combined Bo V for Professional Military 
Education (PME). 

Rationale for nor including the academies in this effort directly relates to the ongoing efforts 
to reinvigorate the USAF A BoV. An engaged USAF A BoV, with formalized by-laws ~.md new 
membership requirements, meeting four times a year, is key to the changes underway in the culture 
and management of USAFA. We want to avoid diluting the focus of our Bo V members by 
expanding their realm of review to the other academies. 

Interaction among the Services regarding PME already occurs. For example, the Educational 
Alliance Memorandum of Agreement between the Air Force and the Navy has existed since 
December 2002. The Military Education Coordination Council and the Process for Accreditation for 
Joint Education already provide basic oversight for PJ\IJE schools. Expanding the respective advisol)' 
boards to an across-the-board perspective, to include the Am1y and the National Defense University, 
would be another step toward increased jointnes~ in the spirit of Goldwater-Nichols. However, this 
should not be accomplished at the expense of the institutions from where this "combined" Bo V 
would be pulled. 

The Air University (AU) BoV ha'> existed since 1946 and takes its oversight responsibilities 
very seriously. The broad scope of this specific BoV calls for it to advise on programs and 
institutions that encompass much more than PME, to include precommissioning, professional 
continuing education, degree granting, and significant research effo1ts. Thus, the AU's BoV agenda 
is flexible and wide-ranging and addresses other AU priorities such as the Community College of the 
Air Force. For example, over the past five years less than half of the AU's BoV meeting agendas 
were spent on officer PME; the remainder of the time focused on other areas. The impact on 
accreditation would also have to be explored since any consolidation or expansion would constitute a 
fonnal change of governance according to regional accreditation rules. Moreover, board strncture 
plays an important role in the accreditation of degrees awarded tln-ough the PNIE schools and we do 
not want to jeopardize that role. We also need to consider that Bo V members are volunteers, ,lnd we 
must be sensitive to the inherent challenges of these positions, especially regarding their time 
commitment. 
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I. 

The Air Force supports participating in ajoint working group to explore potential value and 
further discuss the details if OSD ~ecides tu pursu~ this initiative. My point of contact is Colonel 
Kathleen Grabowski (AF/DPLE), l(b)(6) I -----

Assistant Secretary o r 
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) 
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THE JOINT STAFF 
WASHINGTON, DC 

-

Reply ZIP Code: 
20318-0300 

DJSM 0992-04 
15 September 2004 

l\1EMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

Subject: Consolidation of Department of Defense Advisory Boards 

1. Your proposal' to consolidate Advisory Boards dealing with professional 
military education (PME)has been reviewed. Regarding your first proposal, a 
Board of Visitors (BOV)for the Military Academies should not be created, since 
all three are unique and should be recognized as different entities, with diverse 
needs and circumstances. 

2. You also suggest consolidating the BOV for several, but not all, of the PME 
war colleges. The JCS does not concur with your recommendation to create a 
new BOV for PME, as the Military Education Coordination Council and the 
Process for Accreditation for Joint Education (both established in CJCS policy) 
meet the function defined for a BOV for PME. Additionally, the military war 
and staff colleges have varying requirements from their respective civilian 
accrediting organizations that must be considered if they are to continue 
offering degrees. 

Reference 

T __J \{~ 
T. J . KEATING 
VADM, USN 
DIRECTOR, JOINT STAFF 

1 OSD(A&M) memorandum, 5 August 2004, "Consolidation of Department of 
Defense Advisory Boards" 
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D.E.F.ENSE f!'INANCEA ND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
ARUNGTQN 

1851 SOUTH BELL STREET 
ARLINGTON, VA 22240-5291 SEP 27 aXJ4 

MEMORANDUM FOR DTRECTOR,ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT, 
OFFICE OF llffi SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Renewal ofthe Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DfAS) Board of 
Advisors 

In response to your memorandum of August 13 ,2004. subject as above. we will be 
establishing a Customer Advisory Forum to replace the DFAS Board of Advisors. This fonnn 
will not fall within the guidelines of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. 

www.dfas.mil 
Your Financial Partner @ Work 

11-L-0559/0SD/25227 



TO: 

FROM: 

LTG John Cr~! I 

Donald Rurnsfeld J;l 
DATE: February 25,2004 

SUBJECT: Kuwaiti Detainee 

1041AM 

Would you follow up arid get the name of the Kuwaiti detainee at GTMO lO the 

government of Kuwait? I have forgotten who was in the meeting with us. 

In the future, when you do these follow up memos, put down who was in the 

meeting and who should have the action so that we can just get it going 

immediately. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
022504.a.05 

Please respond by: -------~-~+--'b _______ _,.1/..,__/ ~ ,, 
?e11~ J; <1) t--9 

Ci)~ 

OSD 09727-011 
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Maret 1,2004 

TO: L TG Cra@f 

FROM: CDR Nosenzo 

SUBJECT: KUWAITI DETAINEE 
J 

MOHAMMED ALI JAB BA is the detainees name. He was captured 
on or about the 9th of Jan. The information has already been passed 
to the U.S. Emabssy in Kuwait. 

Attendees: 

• Kuwait Side: 
o PRIME MINISTER SABAH AL-AHMED AL-JABER AL 

SABAH 
o Defense Minister Jabir Mubarak Al-Hamad Al Sabah 
o Chief of Staff Lt Gen Fahad Ahmad Al-Amir 
o Note taker and translator (names unknown) 

• US Side: 
o SecDef 
o Dr. Luti 
o Charge Urbancic 
o Col(P) Mulholland (OMC Chief) 
o General Craddock 
o CDR McVety (Note taker, Kuwait desk, r;lliit) 
o Rick Bell (Embassy note taker) 

11-L-0559/0SD/25229 



February 26,2004 

Meeting with MoD of Timbuktu 
Checklist of Action Items 

Meeting time/date: 10: 15 am/Feb 26 2004 ' loi 
US Attendees: Sec Def. ... 
Timbuktuian Attendees: MoD of Timbuktu ... 

Open Action Item Primary Responsibility 

Coordinate Millions of Dollars of increase in FMF Office/Name 

Coordinate training and logistical support for deploying Office/Name 
Pease Keepers 
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TO: Andy Marshall 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

February 21 ,2004 

(t, ~UJ. JECT: Assumptions 

....:1::/ ./ We have to fashion assumptions for the kind of world we are going to be living in 
,~\\ 

1 for the next two or three years. Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022104-9 

•••••••••••a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s 

Please respond by---------

$\< f 

9-....Q.,Sf~~ ~\\-{\~ 

v/~ 

OSD 09729-0~ 
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DIRECTOR OF 
NET ASSESSMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1920.DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1920 

TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Andy Marshall 

SUBJECT: Assumptions for Next Two or Three Years 

Herc arc my thoughts: 

24 February 2004 

1. Major geo-political structure of the world will be as it is now. A possible Economic/ 
banking crisis in China could affect its relative position some. Therefore, the miiin 
uncertainties that should be taken account of in DoD planning concern: 

- How the situations in Iraq, Afghanistan, N. Korea play out over the next few years. 

- The fate of Iran, Saudi Arabia. Paklstan, Indonesia, Philippines; where governments 
could change or internal unrest increase. Some changes could be very favorable and 
others create major problems. 

- Large casualty terror events in the U.S., Western Europe. 

- Constant high rate of scientific and technological advance leading to some surprises. 

2. An effort to flesh out three to four alternative futures could be mounted. A team of 
people is needed to cover the wide range of knowledge necessary for intelligent speculation. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25232 
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INFOMEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1-04/002693 
EF 8626 

USD(P) __ 

FROM: William J. Luti, DUSO Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs 1 1/;,j~~ 

SUBJECT; K.azak Prime Minister Request 

• You asked about assisting the Kazak Prime MinisleT with connecting their people to 
the people in charge of reconstruction in Iraq. 

• The Kazakhstan Embassy in Washington contacted the CPA-Washington Office on 
February 17, 2004, offering to send a team of high-ranking officials to Baghdad to 
discuss involvement in Iraq. 

• On February 20, CPA shared the procedural requirements for foreign government 
travel to Iraq. State has also passed this information to our embassy in Kazakhstan. 

• The Kazakhstan embassy iafom1ed State that it will be fOIWarding the necessary 
information to them by March 3, 2004. 

- Once the necessary infotmation is received, State and CPA-Baghdad will process 
and accommodate the request accordingly. In the interim, State has spoken to our 
embassy asking that they remain in contact with the Kazakhstan Foreign Ministry 
to ensure the information is acquired as quickly as possible. 

• I will keep you posted. 

f8B 8FPI@Bti5 63£ Oi~Li 

11-L-0559/0SD/25233 
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I r I tin reply refer to EF-8626 & 04/002693 

I 
8:30AM 

TO: Bill Luti 

DATB: February 2S, 2004 

SUBJECT: 

In the meeting with tbe Kazak Prime Minister, they asted for help in connecting 

their people to the people in charge of reconstruction in Iraq. 

You have the responsibility to see that lhat happens. 

Thanks. 

p,-,. rapo,,41,y: _____ 2>=-4\~,~-------

OSD 09708-011 

27-02-0 4 l7: ·15 lJ U 1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsf eld 1 
June 1,2004 

Let's get a letter from me to that lawyer at the Geren-Maples meeting today, 

thanking him for his help 1Nhik he was here. 

Give me his name and whatever I 1Nill need. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060104.40 

4:12PM 

Please respond by: ______ &_1_1 ___________ _ 

osa 09190-04 
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T 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASH! NGTON 

I 
JUN 30 t004 

Maior Brad Clark 
(b)(6) 

Dear Major Clark, 

Thank you so much for your fine work during your months on 
active duty. 

Your briefing to me and the others'was superb, and indicative 
of what I am told was excellent service both in the Pentagon and Iraq. 

With best wishes, 

SincecdJ~ 

OSD 09790-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/252:36 
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June 30,2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

Eric Draper //. 
The White House 

Donald Rumsfel';y . 
SUBJECT: Pholographs 

When you get them developed, I would sure like to have some of the photographs 

from the summit meeting that involved Defense Department people. T pat1icularly 

,vant to get the one taken with the President and Mira Ricardel. 

Thanks so much. 

DHR:dh 
062904· 1 O(ls computer).doc 

OSD 09795-04 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

lNFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, C1csff)*'f,' 
SUBJECT: Standing Orders 

CK-1883-04 
30 June 2004 

• Issue. ''I just read this Operation Deep Freeze memo. l wonder how many things 
like this exist that need to be reviewed in light of September 11. This was in July 
2001 , before September 11. Four hundred missions is a pile of missions. Let's get 
some review of things that preceded September 11 that need to be reviewed like 
that. Please give me a proposal." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. for the initial response to this action, all pre-September 11 orders 
were reviewed with negative results (TAB B). As a follow-up, USTRANSCOM 
was additionally tasked with the fu1ther examination of Memoranda of Agreement 
(MOAs) to ensure the.ir applicability during the War On Terrorism (WOT) and 
their adherence to the standard DOD orders process. USTRANSCOM completed 
the review and stated that all MOAs are applicable during the WOT and are in 
compliance with the standard orders process. 

• Discussion. USTRANSCOM is the only command supporting active MOAs with 
other agencies. Operation DEEP FREEZE, which initiated the original question, 
was the only MOA supported by an Execute Order dated prior to 11 September 
2001 and is currently in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve 
Affairs) for rewrite. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Lt Gen Norton A. Schwartz. USAF: Director. J-3; ._ _____ _. 

,., 

OSD 09822-04 
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TO: LTG John Craddock 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,~ 

SUBJECT: Standing Orders 

TABA 

March 2,2004 

I just read this Operation Deep Freeze memo. I wonder how many things like this 

exist that need to be reviewed in light of September 11. This was in July 2001, 

before September 1 I. Four hundred missions is a pile of missions. 

Let's get some review a things that preceded September 11 that need to be 

reviewed like that. Please give me a proposal. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/12/04 J-3 response to SecDef snowflake 
l/27/04SecDefmemo toCJCS re: Antarctica (012704-17) 

DHR:dh 
030204-14 

; :e-:s~ ;;;;,;,;;; ;,;· · · · · 'i / i:; J ; y · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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ANTARCTIC OPERATION DEEP FREEZE 

>urpose. To provide a response to SecDef Snow Flake - 674. 

ssue. SF-674 stated, "In the meeting with the President, John 
~andy mentioned that there had been 400 missions to Antarctica. 
don't remember signing any deployment orders for that." 

3ottom Line 

DOD support to Operation DEEP F "ded om a 
reimbursable basis f onal Science Foun a .. u .. ,___ 

(NSF) under a D SF Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
at no cost to Department of Defense. 

• Operati are conducted under a standing SecDef EXORD 
that issued 03231 OZJul01 . 

• Dep 
1957. 

Operation DEEP FREEZE mission is designed to move 
people and cargo to, from and within Antarctica in supporrt of 
the NSF. 
MOA of 1 Apr 99 outlines NSF and DOD responsibilitiesfor 
Operation DEEP FREEZE. 

- The implementing party for NSF is the Office of Polar 
Programs. 

- The implementing parties for the Department of Defense 
are the US Air Force/Air National Guard and the US 
Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM). 

- As the DOD Executive Agent for the MOA, the Assistant 
Sec11etary of the Air Force (Manpower and Reserve 
Affairs) is required to perform a biennial review of the 
MOA 

• USTRANSCOM has operational control of all DOD comma 
user transportation assets and personnel when they are 
supporting the Polar Programs. 

• Operation DEEP FREEZE missions include: 

Flying support missions between McMurdo (base camp in 
Antarctica) and Christchurch, New Zealand, by C-141 and 
C-17. 
Intercontinental missions by LC-130 (ski equipped). 

On-continent missions by LC-130. 
- US Coast Guard (USGC) and Military Sealift Command 

vessel operations (USCG Icebreakers, one cargo vessel 
and one fuel tanker). 

CurrentYear/Season Support (Asof 12 Feb04) 

• 46 of 56 C-141 and C-17 missions completed ( only C-141 
missions remain) 

• 51 of 66 LC-130 intercontinental missions complete 

• 401 LC-130 on-continent missions complete 

- LC-130 providing additional airlifting for cargo offloaded 
from AMERICANTERN 

• McMurdo Station to close on 24 Feb 

• DEEP FREEZE closes o/a 27 Feb; all units return home 

Recommendation. None. Provided for information only. 

l (b)(6) 
Prepared by: CDR Warren, USN, J-3 JOO-PAC~ ... ___ _. 

Tab A 
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January 27,2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Antarctica 

ln the meeting with the President, John Handy mentioned that there had been 400 

1n.issions to Antarctica. I don't remember signing any deployment orders for that. 

Thanks. 

!JHR:dh 
012704-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by '1-/ i/ D i 

5lr, n 
ii._ .:.fhJ.e.J ~ B piw,aosly 

ro.JU, ~ r'\~v-JU~ ~~ ~ c;l"\o&AJ ft~ k.e. , 
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CHARIIJf Of nEJOINT CHEFS Of STAFF 

WAIHINGTCM, D.C.a:l'IHIII 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: GeneralRichanlB.!1,e:5,~, 

SUBJECT: St:ardin;J Orders 

Cll-1668-.04 
5 April 2004 

• Iss.E. "Ijust nmthisOperationD!I> Frw.ememo. I wonderl:x:w rrany thngs 
lliethis exist that need tcbe reviewed mlight cf September 11. This was :n Jlll.y 
2001, before September 11. Four lunlndmissions is a pile of mi.ss:ials. 1£t' sget 
some review of things dlat premled September 11 that need to be reviewed like 
Operation Deep Freeze. Ple$egive me a proposal." (TABA) 

• Conclusion. ~Joint~' combatantcommand and Servicestaffs have 
examined a 11 standing e>eo.tu:n orders (EXORDs). Operation DEEP FREEZE 
(<DF)js the ooly EXORD du had not been cancelled, reviewed <r modified 

since 11 September 200 I. I anticipate that a fwther evaluation of outstanding 
memorandums ofagreemmt (MOAs) and understanding with odu agencies may 
highlight ~ that do not have a direct bearing on the War on 'Pet 11 , i sn. A 
review of these 11e1ocad.n6 will be b'Wadrl by 30 April. 

• Discussion. EXORDs dawg back tD 1992 was analyzed to determine if they had 
undergone periodic review and approval since l 1 September. 

• Before ..bly 2001, ODFvaexecuted under anMOA \!ittl 1heNational 
Science Folmatial. tJSTRANSCCM q,ports several such MOAs pre-dating 
September 2001 that c1e now unrerevaluation 

• Combatant conumrxler and Service staffs were encouraged to continue thw
review of a11 EXCIIDs that IUJ.lire~ of DOD assets .in light of their 
applkability to current qe,t:ims. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

. l(b )(6) 
Prepared By: Lt Gen Nortm A. Schwartz, USAF; Dinctor, J-3; ..._ ___ ___, 

050 tJ33Yt?-Oy' Tab B 
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'lb: L TG JdD Craddock 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rmnsfeld ,~ 

SUBJECT: StandingOrders 

March 2, 2004 

I just read this Operation Deep Freeze memo. I wonder how many things like this 

exist that need to be reviewed in light of September 11: This was in July 2001, 

before September 11. Four hundred missions is a pile cl mi~ons. 

Let's get some review of things that preceded September 11 that need to be 

reviewed like that. Please give ne a proposal. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/12/041·3 response to Sec Def snowflake 
1 /27 /04 SecDef memo to CJCS m: Antarctica (012704-17) 

DHR:dh 
030204-14 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . . 
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COORDINATION PAGE 

USA COL Hooker 17 l\1an:h 2004 

USN CAPT Thompson 18 March 2004 

USAF Col Murphy 171\tlardt 2004 

USMC Col Van Dyke 17March 2004 

USCENTCOM Col Hiebert 16 March 2004 

USEUCOM COL Rogers 17 March 2004 

USJFCOM CAPI' Smith 17 March 2004 

USNORTHCOM CAPI' Jacobs 15 March 2004 

USPACOM Col Murphy 17 March 2004 

USSOCOM .l\.1r. Eichenberger 16March 2004 

USSOUTHCOM Col Gurney 15 l\1arch 2004 

USSTRATCCM CAPT OJh,er 17 ~larch 2004 

USTRANSCCM Col Pedersen 17 March 2004 

.. Tab B 
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USTRANSCOM 

TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Gen Handy 

11-L-0559/0SD/25245 
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, ..... , ...... January 27,2004 
.i . : .:.: ~ 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Antarctica 

In the meeting with the President, John Handy mentioned that there had been 400 

missions to Antarctica. I don't remember signing any deployment orders for that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
!ll2704- 17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 2.-t tf LO i 

5 l> / 
piu.n~ly 

~ ~ ~ "$ r\Gl v...J tt~ k. e. ' 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
TABA 

May~2004 

TO: Gen. Dick My~rs 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: FAA for Space 

You should have someone pull together that idea of having an FAA for space. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
(l~]l,(!4. 11 

UNCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/2524 7 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~~-

WASHINGTON ,D. C. 20301-1200 

HEALTH AFFAIRS INFO MEMO 

JUN 3 0 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

w:QJJ.i~. 
FROM: William w·mkenwerder, Jr.,«lo, ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Opportunity to Cut Health Care Costs (Email from Newt Gingrich) 

• The purpose of this memo is to outline the features of a new fotm of health care 
insurance suggested by Mr. Gingrich (TAB A) for adoption by the Department of 
Defense. 

• Many large employers in the United States are offering a new form of health 
insurance known as Consumer Driven Health plans. Consumer Driven Health plans 
combine the use of financial incentives and information on quality to promote cost
conscious behavior. Commercial Consumer Driven Health plans utilize a personal 
account for individuals or families from which consumers draw on for health care as 
they need. If the account is exhausted, the enrollee pays out of pocket costs on a 
dollar for dollar basis until an annual deductible is met. At that point, cost sharing 
applies until a catastrophic cap is reached. Preventive care is normally covered 
without cost. These financial features are combined with improved information on 
cost, outcomes, and quality to empower individuals to make better health care 
decisions for themselves and their family. 

• Consumer Driven Health plans can have varying features. One major form of 
Consumer Driven Health plans includes use of notional accounts where the employer 
designates a defined amount Under this design, the employer pays claims up to the 
amount of the notional account rather than providing funds to the beneficiary to pay 
the claims. A second approach is to use Medical Savings Accounts, which have tax 
exempt status, and allows beneficiaries to develop tax exempt interest, and involve 
actual employer provided funds. 

• Mi. Gingrich has suggested that given a recent change of Medicare policy, the 
Department of Defense should offer Consumer Driven Health plans, specifically one 
with a Medical Savings Account feature, to TRI CARE beneficiaries. He suggests 
Medical Savings Accounts might save TRICARE $1 billion per year or more. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25248 
oso 09909~04 



• David Chu and I met together with 1\llr. Gingrich to learn more about Consumer 
Driven Health Plans. My staff has followed up with Mr. Gingrich' s staff to gather 
more details and .suggestions. 

• I believe Con.sumer Driven Health Plans have great promise, and I am considering the 
initiation of a limited health care demonstration to establish the effectiveness of a 
Consumer Driven Health benefit in the Military Health System. 

• I do, however, have 2 concerns regarding this initiative: 

- First, our present benefit design is so rich, (provides such extensive healthcare 
coverage) with very liule out-of-pocket expense, that I suspect many beneficiaries 
may not find the Consumer Driven Health Plan option to be an attractive 
alternative. 

- Second, this option may require a legislative proposal and change in law to permit 

the implementation of this benefit design. 

• My plan is to implement the on-going changes in TRJCARE and the new multi-billion 
dollar contracts over the remainder of this calendar year. The design of these 
contracts, and organizational restructuring, will enhance customer satisfaction and 
quality of care while reducing costs to the Depa11ment. By early 2005 we would be 
ready to move forward with a demonstrntionon Consumer Driven Health Plans 
following this major transition. 

• I appreciate Mr. Gingrich's creative ideas and recommendations for TRICARE and 
innovative approaches that may improve the financing and delivery of military health 
care. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Thomas Williams, TMA/HPA&E, _r_)(-
5

) ___ 1PCDOCS 66066,66678 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

David Chu 
David Winkenwerder 

Donald Rumsfeld 7~ 
June6,2004 

SUBJECT: Gingrich 

Attached is another memo from Newt Gingrich on health care costs. Please take a 

look and let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060604D.05s 

Attach: Gingrich email 11.23.03- Opportut1ity to Cut Health Costs 

Please respond by: _____ ___.;::;...i..~_I ------------

11-L-0559/0SD/25251 



1c,v, OSD 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, November 23,2003 5:45 PM 

To: !(b)(6) ! La;µi QjRila@osd oentarn.mH; 
John.Craddock@OSD.Pentagon.mil;jb)(6) jack.patterso11@osd.mil; 
william.winkenwerder@ha.osd.mil 

Subject: cutting the cost of dad health 

for secdef ,depsecdef 
from newt 11/23/03 

opportunity to cut health costs while making people happy 

Page 1 of 1 

the new Medicare bill includes a provision for a health savings account effective 
1/1/04. 

this provision allows you to offer up to $2500 per individual or $5000 per family tax 
free in a health savings account which also is tax free in the interest buildup and tax 
free if you spend it on health, preventive health, long term care or long term care 
insurance. 

this is the biggest change in health policy since 1943, 

you could offer everyone in tricare under 65 an option. those who choose it and are 
healthy would rapidly begin to buildup a health savings account and would be 
spending first dollar on themselves and their family. 

this would dramatically change the incentives for use and would lead to much more 
informed people because they would be in charge. 

a family that had four years without a major illness would have $20,000 plus the tax 
free interest or investment return (say 4% in this environment) or potentially $21,300 
in savings which could also allow the insurance to rise with a floating deductible 
equal to the size of the savings account. 

given the size of tricare this might enable you to save $1 billion a year or more. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25252 
11/24/2003 
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Response to Opp01tunity to Cut Health Care Costs from Newt Gingrich - SNOWFLAKE 

DASO (HB&FP) 

CoS (HA) 

(A)PDASD (HA) 

USD (P&R) 

COORDINATION 

Concurred, 6/24/04 

Concurred, 6/25/04 

Concurred, 6/28/04 

n,..-,.,,..,,.,...7f,v.L7. t::'~ 

/J.~o~ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

David Chu 
David Winkenwerder 

Donald Rumsfe]d 7~ 
June 6,2004 

SUBJECT: Gingrich 

Attached is another memo from Newt Gingrich on health care costs. Please take a 

look and let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
0606040.0Ss 

Attach: Gingrich email 11.23.03 - Opportunity to Cut Health Costs 

Please respond by: ________ 6....._la_l ____________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/25255 
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I CIV, OSD 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, November 23,2003 5:45 PM 

To: !(b)(6) lLar.iJ.. =.D~iR=ita==="=ta~on.mil; 
John. Craddock@OSD. Pentagon. mil (b )(6) jack..patterson@osd.mil; 
wil\iam.win kenwerder@ha.osd.mil 

Subject: cutting the cost of dod health 

for secdef ,depsecdef 
from newt 11/23/03 

opportunity to cut health costs while making people happy 

Page 1 of 1 

the new Medicare bill includes a provision for a health savings account effective 
1/1/04. 

this provision allows you to offer up to $2500 per individual or $5000 per family tax 
free in a health savings account which also is tax free in the interest buildup and tax 
free if you spend it on health, preventive health. long term care or long term care 
insurance. 

this is the biggest change in health policy since 1943, 

you could offer everyone in tricare under 65 an option. those who choose it and are 
healthy would rapidly begin to buildup a health savings account and would be 
spending first dollar on themselves and the,ir family. 

this would dramatically change the incentives for use and would lead to much more 
informed people because they would be in charge. 

a family that had four ye,ars without a major illness would have $20,000 plus the tax 
free interest or investment return (say 4% in this e·nvironment) or potentially $21,300 
in savings which could also allow the insurance to rise with a floating deductible 
equal to the size of the savings account. 

given the size of tricare this might enable you to sav,e $1 billion a year or more. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25256 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC.' Paul Wolfowitz 
Mira Ricardel 

SUBJECT: Meeting in Rome 

JUN ! 1 2004 
I-f)y/~v 
fr--fatif 

Geoff Hoon called. He wants to go ahead with the MoD meeting in Rome, 

probably Sunday morning, the morning before the NATO MoD meeting in 

Istanbul starts. I told him that if he wanted, I would co-host it, but that he would 

have to do the work, because I just had too many things going on. 

I raised a series of questions. Issues he should consider: who to invite, what to 

present, etc. You might want to help them think through how to do it, if he 

decides to go forward. I told them the White House had no particular interest and 

that I didn't. He said that Downing Street had a lot of interest and that is why he 

has had to agree to do it. 

Thanks .. 

DHR:dh 
061904-5 

Policy Executive Secretariat Note 

June 30,2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 

I \ -------- Captain Marriott, 

ty Director 
Policy Executive SecreLJlriat 

iii 8FJiil@IJ1tls ersts 61 CE I 
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'IO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld '\}~ 

TABA 

SUBJECT: Aircraft Security tir Ukraine 

June 29,2004 

Let's make sure we provide the security for the Ukraine aircraft when they land at 

Al Kut, the way we indicated to Minister Marchuk. 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1 /},Lo 1 

11-L-0559/0SD/25258 
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CHARMANOFTHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ·-r! II\' ~ 
2;2 :.; '- _ _ -- 1 ~11 f' l' )-

1 -.. 1 W '"" 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20311-9999 

TNFOMEMO 

CH-18')7-04 
6 July 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

F.,t 
DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers,CJCSy~J'•"· 

SUBJECT: Aircraft Security for Ukraine 

• Issue. "Let" s make sure we provide the security for the Ukraine aircraft when 
they land at Al Kut, the way we indicated to Minister Marchuk." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. USCENTCOM Joint Operations Center confirmed that security for 
the Ukraine aircraft landing at A] Kut, Iraq, on 30 June was provided. 

• Discussion. Multi-National Corps-Iraq provided attack aviation sweeps of the 
area prior to the aircraft's arrival, as wel1 as ground security while the aircraft was 
at Al Kut. Aircraft depai1ed the same day with no incidents repmted. Ukraine 
General Officer feedback to Multi-National Force-Iraq indicated that they were 
pleased with the security arrangements. 

COORDINATION: TAB 8 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen N.A. Schwartz, USAF: Director, J-3; _r_)(_6) __ ..... 

11-L-0559/0SD/252:59 OSD 10040-04 ,, 



'IO: 

FROM: 

Gen.Dick~ 

Dona1d Rurnsfeld~I\, 

TABA 

SUBJECT: Aircraft Security fer Ukraine 

June 29,2004 

Let's make sure ·we prmide the security for the Ukraine aircraft when they land at 

Al Kut, the \.\>'3.Y YJe indicated to Minister Marchuk. 

1banks. 

~-~:~~~··········~~~~;·~···································· 

Tab A 
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USCENTCOM 

TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

COL S\vedburg 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul W olfowitz 
Gen. Pete Pace 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld14'\ 

SUBJECT: Hanson Article 

TAB 

June 8,2004 

71!:> 

Attached is an article by Victor Davis Hanson. Please read it, and let's discuss it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Hanson. Victor Davis. "Kill the Jnsurgents. Stop Talking." The New Republic, June 7 & 14, 

~004. p. i 3-14. 

JHIRdti 
l,f,OKll-"·lD 

.............••..••.....•......•..•.....•.......•..••..•••.••..•...•..•. , 
Please respond by ~-t,__,._J ..... J'l..._,_/_D_..'{_ __ _ 

Tab 

oso 10113-04 
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Kill the insurgents. 

Stop Talking 
IIY VICTOR DAVIS HANSON 

osT oF THE time in war, diplomatic 
machinationsdon't create enduring 
realities-events 011 the battlefield, 
do. After Worlo Waftl, the defeat
ed, but not !~~1iliated: Ger01,n 
army that s~re11,dered in France 
and Belgium ~~ovidcd the' origins 

for the ''stahin the huck"myqiolog}.thatweJed Hiller's rise 
to pO\ver.AfterWorld War IJ; by coiitrasuhe shattered and 
shamed Wehrmacht in Berlin was unable to energize a 
f<ourth Reich. George S. Patton, snarling to head for Berlin 
and beyond in 1945,grasped the importance of "the unfor
gh·ing minute," when military audacity can establish a fait 
accompli on the ground that diplomats quibble over for 
decades. His unrulfillcd wish to take Prague meant a blank 
check for a late-arriving Red Anny that would help ensure 
a half-century of toralirarianism in Eastern Europe. 

The labyrinth of failed plans and bad-faith deals in the 
Balkans led nowhere until the U.S. Air f<orce secured in 79 
days in 1999 the ca.pitulation of Slobodan Milosevic-the 
chief foreign policy achievemeut of the Clinton adminisrra
tion. Suicide bombing foiled to bring Yusir Arnfot whut he 
could not obtaiu ar Camp David only because of the skill 
and ing.:nuity cf the Israel Defense forces (TDr), which
through a multifaceted strategy cf border fortification, 
pmacLivc attacks, targeted air assus,inaLions, und increased 
intelligence and vigilance -drastically rnrtui led the cffk,1cy 
of the tactic. Arafat today is a marginalized figure nor be
cau,c or a belated European perception that he is corrupt 
and murderous,bul because he wa~ first reduced to a humil
iated lord of a rubble pile- rhanks to the IDF. 

In our current postmodern world, we tend to deprecate 
the efficacy of arms, trusting instead that wise andreason
ahlc people can adjudicate the situation on the ground ac
cording to Enlightenment principles of diplomacy and rea
son. But thugs like MoqtadaAl Sadr', Mahdi An;ny· and 
Saddam Hussein's remn:rnt killers beg to differ. They may 
eventually ,ubmit to a fair and honest brokered peace -bur 
only when the alternative is an Abrums tank. or €'0bragtm
ship.rather than a stern rebuke from L Paul Bremer. More 
important, ncutrab and wcll-mem1ing modetatesjn Iraq of
ten put their idcologicul preferences on hold as they wait lo 
see who will, in fact, win. The promise cr consensualgoy,etri
ment, gender equality, and the rule of law may indeed save 
the lray_i people and imprnve our own security-but only 

Vic-torDavis Hanson .:sa seniorfellow at rhe Hoover 
liutiwtion 
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t when 'those who wish none of it learn thal trying lo stop il 

will gel them killed. 
A year ago, we waged a brillianr three-week campaign, 

then mysteriously forgot the source of our success. Mili
tary uudaciLy, lethality, unpredictability, imperviousness tu 
cheap criti<.:ism,,md iron resolve, coupled with the message 
of freedom, convinced neutrals to join us and enemies not 
yet conquered to remain in the shadows. But our failure 
to shoot looters, to arrest early insurrectionists like Sadr, 
and to subdue cities like Tikrit or Palluja only earned us 
conlcmpt-and not just from tho,e who would kill us, but 
from others who would have joined us as well. 

The misplaced restraint of the past year is nm true morali
ty. but a sort of weird immorality that seeks to avoid ethical 
t'.cnsurc in the short term-the ever-present,24-hourpulpit of 
global television that inn ates a half-dozen inadvertent civilian 
casualiiesinto Dresden and Hiroshima.But, in the long term, 
such complacency has left more moderate lruqis to be target
ed by ever more emboldened murderers. for their pan, 
American troops have discovered that they are safer on the 
assault when they can fire first and killkillers,rather than sim
ply patrol and react, hoping their newly armored Hurnvees 
and fortified nak vests wi II ddlcct projectiles. 

This is the context for the current insistence on more 
troops. America', failure lo prompLly retake Falluja or rid 
Najaf of militiamen demands more soldiers to garrison the 
ever more f<allujas and Najafs that will now surely arise. In 
contrast audacity is a force multiplier. A Sadr in chains or in 
paradise is worth more, in terms of deterrence, than an en
tire infantry division. 

There are other advantages to a force of some 138,000 
rapidly responding soldiers,rather than 200,000or so garri
son troops. The more American troops, the less likely it is 
lra4is will feel any obligation to step up to the responsibili
ties of their own defense. The more troops, the more psy
chological rch.mcc {m numbers thun on performance of in
dividuul units. And, the more troops, the higher the profile 
or rnlturally bothersome Americans who disLurb by their 
mere omnipresence, rather than win respect for their 
proven skill in arms. 

0 Mo:-iDA Y EVENING, the president outlined a 
obcr, workable, step-by-step transition plan 
rom the appointment of constitutional framers 
o representative delegates and on to direct 

democracy, whichJike it or not, will at long last put a much
needed Iraqi face onboth political and military operations. 
The long-term trends offer hope-whether we look at 
heightened petroleum revenue from increased pumping 
and prices to the influx of U.S. aid and the resurrection of 
the Iraqi infrastructure. But these trends won't endure un
less our youth bring to bear the full force of U.S. military 
might that credits the Iraqis for their success in putting 
down the opponents of their own newly ~·reated society. 

This formula does not require more American soldiers. 
It requires the increasing use of admiltedly unreliable Iraqi 

SAVING IRAQ ... 

troops made more reliable by the massive use of U.S. tanks, 
airpower, and artillery. The former will grow in confidence, 
as did the l\"orthern Alliuncc in Afgh,mistan, when they 
grasp that real force is on their side and thaI their enemies 
have no commensurate recourse to ,tir strikes, armor, and 
heavy artillery-much less billions of dollars in aid. In other 
WQrds, we can accomplish two seemingly mutually exclusive 
gifals-more security and less of an American pro rile-but 
only by using the force we have to punish the enemy 011 

every single occasion it attacks,staning immediately. 
Practically. a new aggressiveness means greater use of 

Special Forces, Rangers, elite airborne units, gnd Marines to 
spearhead retaliatory raids in conjunctiop wite Ira.qi forc~s, 
Conventional and purely American 'i,nits should form 
strategic reserves out of sight that caq,arr:we in overwhelm
ing force to surround recalcitrant cities should our Ira~qi
Amcrican forces face problerns-and-they---Will,at first. Cleur 
success in falluja-defined nor just by apparent tranquility, 
but the absence or mms caches, nocturnal assassins, and or-' 
ganized gangs of Baathists using home~ and businesses to 
foment insuJTection -will undermine Sadr's militias, em
bolden democracy-minded moderates, and frighten I ran and 
Sy1ia into curbing their mischief. Iran will talk to us soon 
enough about behavior that promotes stability rather than 
terrorism-but only when they have real reason to fear US. 
succe" in Iraq. A consensual lruq, then, even in the broadest 
sense.is a de facto revolutionary force in the region, whose 
daily televised parliamentary proceedings, free and open 
presses, economic transparcncy,and vibrant popular culture 
(iffcr un alternative paradigm to the same qld tired Middle 
East dichotomy between the Islamic fundamentalism of the 
masses and the fascist autocracy cf the elite. 

By comra~t, hesitation and uncertainty would propel the 
sequence of evems into reverse. If the humiliating withdraw
al from Victnum in I 975helped create the hmdscapc for the 
boat-people, reeducation camps, the Cambodian holocaust, 
the takeover of the Tehran Embassy, the Soviet invasion of 
A rghani,aun, the Russian-sponsored insurrection in Central 
America, and a decade-long demoralization at home. so. in 
the same way, {)Ur momentum thus rar has curtailed the 
Libyan weapons program, brought revelations of nuclear 
mischief from Dr. A.Q.Khan, and put Tran and Syria under 
scrutiny-a volcanic, not a static.situation that can as easily 
deteriorate as improve. The hard truth is thal grand diplo
macy and geopolitkal calculus depend on the lethality of a 
few thousand American fighter;, in the streets if Karhula, 
Kufa, and Najaf. The more lethal they are today, the safer 
lru4is and Americans will be in the years lo comet:. ii 

Class Action 
GlveThe New Republlcto your favorite student. 

Subscrlbeatwww.tnr.com/glft 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFSOF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard 3 .Myers, CJC~ 1'1 
SUBJECT: Hanson Article 

< • 
' ·-

~ .'I 
J.. \ ,. 

Ql-,19.00--04 
7 July 2804 

, " I'' r \ - r ~.. •· 

• Question. "Attached is an article by Victor David Hanson. Please read it, and let's 
discuss." (TAB) 

• Answer. Hanson makes a sophisticated argument and raises several interesting points 
that merit discussion. 

• Analysis. Hanson's ba~ic thesis is that the Llnitcd States should employ lethality rather 
than diplomacy/restraint against Iraqi extremists. This is best achieved by employing 
existing troops in a more audacious manner rather than increasing force structure. 

• While his thesis is appealing, it also raises several critkn\ questions lo consider: 

• How would this approach impact the use of otherinstrume·nJs of power? 

• Why would this approach decrease rather J.lurn increase mnnbe1· of extremists? 

• How would this approach impact the legitimacy of the interim Iraqi government? 

• How would the UN and 011r allies respond to this t\pproach'! 

• Is he guilty of min:or imaging? 

• Does this approach make the US military a de fact0 arm of the Iraqi army'? 

• Finally, since Hanson was cd11catcd ~is a cla~~ici~t. with parti~1ilar ~xpcrti.1,~ in the 
Peloponnesian War, why is he relying so J1eav:ily on .tbe military inst:rumem of power? 
One of the principal reasons Athens fell is thnt jJ ovi1rly relied on jts navy (i.e. 
military instrument of power) to thl' exclusion of othcJ fostrument~:--i ii this a lesson 
worth bearing in mind'? 

COORDINATION: NONE 
Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG Waiter L. Sharp, USA.; DJ--sJ ... (b-)(_
5
) __ ___, 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Pete Pace 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rurnsfeld 11\ 
SUBJECT: Hanson Article 

TAB 

June 8, 2004 

°"?1!;> 

Attached is an article by Victor DaYis Hanson. Please read it, and let's discuss it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Hanson. Victor Davis. "Kil! the [nsurgents. Stop Talking." The New Republic, June 7 & 14, 

~004. p. 13-14. 

································~·······~································ 
Please respond by tt,Jr, Lo'/ 

Tab 

0 SD 1011 3-04 
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Kill the insurgents. 

Stop Talking 
BY VICTOR DAVIS HANSON 

OST OF THE time jn war, diplomatic .. 
machinationsdon'tcreate~nduring 
realities -events 011 the battlefield. 
do. After World Wiiil, the defeat
ed, but not ~~ated,' GcrQJ1Jo 
army that S~fplkred in France 
and Be1g:iun provided the origins 

fort he "stabip the back"myQiolog}')h~Lbickd Hitler's rise 
to power. After World War ll; by contrast, the shattered and 
shamed Wehrmacht in Berlin was unable to energize a 
Fourth Reich. George. S. Patton, snarling to head for Berlin 
and beyond in 1945, grasped the importance of "the unfor
giving minme," when military audacity can establish a foit 
accomplJ on the ground that diplomats quibble over for 
decades.His unfulfilled wi,h to take Prague meant a blank 
check for a late-arriving Red Army that would help ensure 
a half-century of totalitarianism in Eastern Qu:.q:e. 

The labyrinth cf failed plans and bad-faith deals in the 
Balkans 1e:1 nowhere until the US.Air f<orcese1..iurcd in 79 
days in 1999 the capitulation cf Slobodan Milosevic-the 
chief foreign policy achievement a· the Clinton administra
tion. Sukide bombing foiled to bring Yasir Arafat what he 
could not obtain at Camp David only because <f the sld.11 
and ingenuity of the lsrael Defense J-iorces (IDF), which
through a multifaceted strategy of border fortification, 
proactive attacks,targeted air assassinmions,and increased 
intelligence and vigilance - dras ticaUy curtailed the efficacy 
e1· the tactic. Arafat today is a murginalized rigure not be
cause d' a belated European perception that he is corrupt 
and murderous. hut because he wus lirst reduced to alumil
iated lord of a rubble pile-thanh to the IDF. 

In our current postmodern world, we tend to deprecate 
the efficacy cf arms, tnisting imteud th,tt wise anct,eason, 
able people can adjudicme the situation on the ground ,K

cording to Enlightenment piinciples cf diplomacytmd r.ea
son. Rut thugs like Moqtada ,t\J Sadr's Mahdi A~·y and 
Sa<ldarn Hussein's remnant killers beg to differ. They may 
eventually wbmit to a fair and honest brokered peace- but 
only when the alternative is an Abrams tank or C-abra gun
ship,rather than a stem rebuke fI:an L Paul Bremer. Me>re 
important,neutrals and well-meaningmodeQ.tes..in Iraq oE
ten put their ideological preferences on bold as they wait·!O 
sec who will, in f .u:t, win. Jbe prom i.~c of .c<iru;ensu al go y,etn
rnent, gender equality: and the rule d'law may indeed save 
the Iraqi people and improve our own s,e.curity- but a,ly 

Vicior Davis Hanson is a senior! cl/ow ar the Hoover 
Tnstlt11tion. 
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f when :hose who wish none (fit learn th,1t trring to stop it 
will get them killed. 

A ycllr ago, we waged a brilliant three-week campaign, 
then mysteriously forgoc the source d" our success. Mili
tary audacity, leihality, unpredictability, imperviousness to 
cheap criticism, and iron resolve, coupled with the message 
offreedom,convinced neutrals lo join us arn.I enemies nol 
yet nmquercd to remain in the shadows. But our failure 
to shoot looters. to arrest early insurrectionists like Sadr, 
and to suhdue dti-es like T1kr!t or falluja only earnec.l u~ 
contempt -and not just from those who woukl kill us, but 
from ot~rs who would have joined us as wdL 

The mi,placed restraint ofthc past year is nol true morali
ty, bul a sort of weird immorality that seeks to avuid cthical 
censure in th:: short term -the ever-present.24-hour pulpit of 
global television that inflates a half-dozen inadvenentcivilian 
casual!ies into Dre,den and Hiroshima.BUI, in the long term, 
such complacency has left more modermc Iraqis to be targel
e d by ever more emboldened murderers. For their part, 
American troops have discovered that they arc safcron the 
assault when they can fire first and kill killers,rather than sim
ply patrol and rcacl, hoping their newly armored Humvees 
and forti ricd flak vests "'ill deflect projectiles. 

This is thc context for the current insistence on more 
troops. America's failure tu promptly retake falluja or rid 
Najaf of militiamen demands more soldiers to garrison the 
ever more fallujas and Najafs that will now surely arise. In 
contrast, audacity is a force multiplier.A Sadr in .:hain, or in 
paradise is wonh more, in terms of deterrence, than an en
tire infantry division. 

There are other advantages to a force of some J 38,000 
rapidly responding soldiers,racher than 200,000 or so garri
son troops. The more American troops, the less likely ii is 
Jrnqis will reel any obligation to step up Ln the responsibili
ties cf their own defense. The more troops, the more psy
chological reliance on numbers than on performance cf in
dividual units. And, the more troops, the higher the prorik 
<:f culturally bothersome Americans who disturb by their 
mer-e omnipresence, rather than win respect for their 
proven skill in arms. 

0 MONDAY EVF.'JING, the president outlined a 
ohcr, workahlc, slep-hy-step transition plan 
rom the appointment of constitutional framers 
o reprc,cntativc delegate, and on to direct 

dcnmcra.:y, whkh, like it or not, will at long last pul a much
needed Iraqi face onboth policical and military operations. 
The long-rerm trends offer hope-whether we look at 
heightened petroleum revenue from increased pumping 
and prk,es Lo Lhe inllux of U-5. aid ,md the rcsurre<.:Lion rf 
the Iraqi infrastructure. But these trends won't endure un
less our youth bring to bear the full foroe of U.S. military 
might that credits the Iraqis for their success in putting 
down the opponents cf their own newlycreated society. 

This formula docs noL require more American soldiers. 
It requires the increasing use of admittedly unreliable Iraqi 

troop, made more reliable by the ma,sive use <f U.S.tanks, 
airpowcr, ,md artillery. The former wIL grow in confidence, 
,is did the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan, when they 
grasp that real force is on their side and that their enerr.ues 
have no commensurate recourse to air strikes, armor, and 
heavy artillery-much less billions cf dollars in aid. In other 
w'1rds, we can accomplish l wo seemingly mutually exclusive 
gJals-morc security and lc~s of an American profile-but 
only by using the force we have to punish the enemy on 
every single occasim1 it attacks, starting immediately. 

Prnctically, a ne\v aggresslveness means greater use of 
Special forces, Range.rs. elite airbmnc unJts, find Marincs to 
spearhead ret:iliatory raids in ,c.onjunctiop witFI lra,qi for<:~s1 

Conventional and purely American V,l)its should fonp 
strategic reserves out cf sight that cao..arri"'e in overwhelm
ing rorce to surround recalcitrant cities should our Iraqi· 
American forces face pro bl.ems~ ano-they ... wiU, m first. Cl-ear 
suc:~ss in FaHuJa-defined not just by apparent tranquility, 
but the absence cf arms caches, nocturnal assussins, and or: 
gani,.cd gangs of Baathists using homes and businesses to 
foment insurrection -will undermine Sadr's militias, em
bolden democracy-mindedmoderates, and frighten Iran and 
Syria into curbing their mischlef. Iran will talk to us soon 
enough about behavior that promotes stability rather than 
terrorism-but only when they have real reason to rear U.S. 
success in Iraq. A consensual Iraq, then, even in the broadest 
sense, is a de facto revolutionary :fa:aa in the region. whose 
daily televised parliamcntury procecdings, free and open 
presses.economic transparency, and vibrant popular culture 
offer an alternative paradigm to the ~ame ,)Id tired !Vlicldle 
East dichotomy between the Jslamicfund,1mcntalism or the 
masses and the fascist auto<.:raL·y of the cli Le. 

By contra;;t, hesitation and unccnainty would propel the 
sequence of events into reverse, If tie humiliating withdrnw-
111 from Victmun in 1!175 hclped,crea,e thc hmdsc,1pc for the 
boat-people, reeducation camps, the Cambodian holocaust, 
the takeover ct· the Tehran Embassy, the Soviet invasion cf 

Afghanistan, the Russian-sponsored insurrection in Central 
America, and a decade-long demoralizarion at home, so, in 
the same way, our momentum thus far has curtailed the 
Liby,111 weapons program, brought revelations c:f nuclear 
mischief from Dr.A.Q. Khan, and put Iran and Syn a under 
scrutiny-a volcanic, not a static, situation that c:in as easily 
deteriorate as improve. The hard truth is that grand. diplo
macy and geopolitical cakulus depend on thc lethality d' a 
few thousand Americ:in fighters in the streets of Karbala, 
Kufa, and Najaf. TI1e more lethal they are today, the safer 
lntqis and Americans wi II be in the years to come·. ii ' 

Class Action 
GlveThe New Republic to yourlavoritesludenf. 
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OFFICE Of THE SECRETARY Of DEIFE.NSE. 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON ,.. , • 

AO..,INl$TFU,Tl0N AP4D 

MANAGEMENT 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1~~ ' .. 

ACTION MEMO 
:· t•· ... 
I ! ? J • ,, ' 

~ j I j 

July 8,2004, 12:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF D~SE DepSec Action 

FROM: Raympois ~ministration and Management 

SUBJECT: Han · g ~Orts rom ~~oounittee of the Red Cross lFinalJ 

• Tn the attached snowflake you asked that we establish a systemf9r receiving, 
memorializing, and elevatingora] and written reports from the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). 

• The memo at TAB A establishes a process for receiving and prof1ptly elevating oral 
or written TCRC reports. To ensure expedited action, we propose that all ICRC 
reports received by a ni.litay or ci vi I ian official of the Department of Defense at any 
level shall, within 24 hours, be transmitted to the USD(P) with infom1ation copies to 
the Director, Joint Staff; the ASD(PA); the General Counsel of OoD; and the DoD 
Executive Secretary. Reports received by officials within a combatant command area 
of operation shall also be transmitted simultaneously to the combatant commander. 

• The USD(P) will determine the significance of reports and immediately forward to 
you those ICRC reports of significance. For all reports, the US~'P) will develop and 
coordinate a course of action. Actions of significance will be forwarded to you for 
decision. 

• Oral rep011s from the ICRC will be summarized in writing. Guidance on the essential 
information to be included is provided in the memo at TAB A. 

• The temporary procedures established in the memo at TAB A are effective 
immediately and shall be re.viewed in six months with a view to incorporating these 
changes into pertinent DoD issuances. 

• To ensure that DoD responses to ICRC repo11s are appropriately coordinated with 
other US Government agencies, the USD(P) shall establish an ICRC lnteragency 
Group, consisting of represent.atives of Defense, State, the NSC Staff, and other 
appropriate agencies, that will meet, initially monthly, to review TCRC matters, 
coordinate responses, and share information. 

RECOMMEND A Tl ON: Sign the memo at TAB A. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments 
As stated 

Prepared By: Bob Menig, ... l(b_H_6_) ___ __ 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

JUL 14 DK 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRET ARIES OF THE .MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMMANDERS OF THE COMBATANT COMMANDS 
ASSISTANTSECRETARIESOFDEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
ASSIST ANTS TO THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR. FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Handling of Rep01ts from the fllternational Committee of the Red Cross 

Prompt evaluation and transmission of reports from the International Committee of 
the Red Cross (ICRC)to seniorDoD leaders is of the utmost importance. Recognizing 
that information may be reported at various command levels and in oral or written form, I 
direct the following actions: 

• All ICRC rep01ts received by a military or civilian official of the Department of 
Defense at any level shall, within 24 hours, be transmitted to the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Policy (USD(P)) with information copies to the Director, Joint Staff; the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs; the General Counsel of DoD; and 
the DoD Executive Secretary. ICRC rep01ts received by officials within a combatant 
command area of operation shall also be transmitted simultaneously to the 
commander of the combatant command. 

• The USD(P) shall be responsible for determining the significance of ICRC reports and 
immediately forwarding those actions of significance to the Secretary of Defense. 

• For all ICRC reports, the USD{P) shall, within 72 hours of receipt, develop a course 
of action, coordinate such actions with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 
pertinent Combatant Commander, the General Counsel of DoD, and, as appropriate, 

-
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the Secretaries of the Military Departments, the Assistant Secretaries of Defense for 
Public Affairs and Legislative Affairs, and other DoD officials. Actions of 
significance shall be submitted to the Secretal'y of Defense for approval. 

• Combatant Commanders shall provide their assessment of the ICRC reports they 
receive to the USD(P) through the Director. Joint Scaff within 24 hours of receipt. 

• To ensure essential information is reported, oral reports shall be summarized in 
writing. The following information shall be included: 

Description of the ICRC visit or meeting: Location? When? Has corrective 
action been initiated if warranted? 

Identification of specific detainee or enemy prisoner of war reported upon (if 
applicable). 

Name of ICRC Representative. 

Identification of U.S. official who received the report. Also, identify the U.S. 

official submitting the report. 

• All ICRC communications shall be marked with the following statement: "ICRC 
communications are provided to DoD as confidential, restricted-use documents. As 
such, they will be safeguarded the same as !Jt!@!Rt!,Z t t@J810 information using 
classified information channels. Dissemination of JCRC communications outside of 
DoD is not authorized without the approval of the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of 
Defense:' 

These temporary procedures are effective immediately and shall be reviewed in six 
months with a view to incorporating these changes into pertinent DoD issuances. 

At the same time, lhe USD(P) shall establish an ICRC lnteragency Group, consisting 
of representatives of the Defense and State Departments and the National Security 
Council Staff, and other appropriate agencies, that will meet, initially monthly, to review 
ICRC matters, coordinate responses, and e nsure that all ICRC matters are appropriately 
addressed. 

Your compliance with the procedures in this memorandum is a matter of DoD policy 
and is essential to enabling the Department to continue to meet its responsibilities and 
obligations for the humane care and full accountability for all persons captured or 
detained during military operations. 

2--" 
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To: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Ray DuBois 

Oen.Dick~ 
Paul ff:i:fDm:z 
Doug Feith 
Pete Geren 

Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: ICRC and H.nal Rights Reporting 

Mayl0,2004 

Please fashion a ~ throughout the Department of Defense whereby any oral. 

input fi:Dn the International Committee of lre lei Cross is 1en riaJim :in a 

memorandum, am any written commwticationfrom the IOC Cl[' any hwnan 

rights group is elevated to at least the next two levels cf authority above where 1IE 

mports are sul:mitted. 

We need to get a Department-wide fix on this fast. Please do this in the next frur 

days and make an ID perrent proposal tD me. 

Thanks. 

r 
IN\. )/if 

_ ·--- ____ 11-1 -0559/0SD/25272 



Organization 

CJCS 

USD(P) 

General Counsel 

Special Assistant (Mr. Geren) 

cc: 
Secretary of the Army 
USD(l) 
ASD(PA) 

ICRC Coordination 

Official Date 
Coordinated 

MG Michael Maples, VDJS June 30,2004 

Douglas J. Feith June 23, 2004 

W. J. Haynes July 7 ,2004 

Peter Geren July 8,2004 
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TO: 

CC: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

TAB 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld q f\. 
SUBJECT: Foreign Forces 

We do need a plan to go out and get foreign forces to protect the TJN in Iraq, to 

protect the elections and to replace some of our forces. Let's design a program to 

do that. 

We also need to get a briefing on CENTCOM's ideas as to how they are going to 

arrange foreign forces relative to our forces. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0&0904-28 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Tab 
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2fDq JUL 12 Pa 5: 36 

ACTION MEMO 
EFoo,Q9 

I-04/00897~-
DepSecDef :\. 

USDP-ast: ~/c 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFE~SE ... 

~ 1't..l hj/' .1.l 8 2004 
FROM: Mira R. Ricart191,- Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISP) 

SUBJECT: Response to Letter from Dr. Edmund Stoiber; Bavarian Minister President. 

• Letter at Tab 8 from Dr. Edmund Stoiber, the Minister President for Bavaria, 
comments on the :?.8 May .'.!004 global posture consultations between Doug Feith and 
members of the Gennan federal government. 

o Stoiberthanks you for involving Bavaiia in the consultations. 

o He expresses his appreciation for the possibility of a Stryker brigade being 
stationed in Grafenwoehr. 

o Stoiber discusses the withdrawal of the 1 ~1 Jnfantry Division. the impact it wi]J 
have on the Franconian region, and points out the advantages of the Nuemberg 
International Airport and Rhine-Main-Da1rnbe cana1. 

• Letter at Tab A for your signature: 

o Thanks Dr. Stoiber for his letter. 

o States Germany will remain a center-piece for U.S. forces stationed in Europe. 

o Emphasize.s that no final dedsions have been made. 

o Promises to continue the close consultations between our two governments. 

RECOMMENDATION: You sign Tab A letter. 

Attach men ts: 
As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/25275 
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COORDINATION 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
European and NATO Policy 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Strategy 

Director, European Policy North 

Ian J. Brzezinski 

Mike Brown (for) 

Jess Kelso 

11-L-0559/0SD/25276 
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electronically 



, - . 

ro: Doug Feith 

P81t 8flfl@lt ZL ~8~ .l I! Ill 
·'- ' ~~=c..:r~~: . .:..:~·{ ·· .. :· 

ES-0029 
ot/ooiq75 

zrr:q J~1L 12 F:: S: ?6 July 1, 2004 

SUBJECT: Bavarian Minister President 

I would like to see the resJX>nse we draft to this letter from the Bavarian Minister 

President. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/28/04 Bavarian Minister Premmt ]tr to SD 

DHlt(lh 
070104-3() 

F81l 8M8.ttzt"~I! OICE i OSD 10269-04 
02-07-04 1 'I: 20 IN 
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/J,of/e,. t7.111.. ~ !"'" M 
"'-Jen1, 51-,1y, e4~ 

Courtesy Translationby USFLO Bayern/28Jun04 ~ 

The Bavarian Minister President 

Secretary of Defense 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Pentagon 

Washington DC 20301·455 

USA 

Dear Secretary: 

T~(b)(6) 

File# Bl13.'.2- 971-282 

Allow me to make some comments about the consultations at the end of May cf 

this year between representatives of your government and the Ger-can Federal 

government regarding the US military installations in Germany. I would liJle to 

thankyou that your government acknowledge~ the value of Bavarian as an 

esseritial stationing location and involve.<: us in these negotiations. Tn lhis 

fashion we also always d:t.ain factual information. 

I already had the opportunity this year, .inearly February, duringtbe Munict,. 

Conference for Security "Rilicy to state our position and to reassure you that the 

US military installations in Bavuriaareofhigh strategicimportancdorEurope 

and that the stationi..ngofthe USnilit3¥ in Bavaria provides many strategic 

advantuges with regards lo rapid deploynent into aisisa.reas, and that the US 

Army and their family members $re appreciated guests and a unique part cf 

Bavaria. 

Although the plans of the rcilita¥ have not been politically finalized, T 

appreciate chat the importance of uainin;J areas in Grafenwoehr and Hohenfels 

were taken inro account and that will possibly be upgr.1dechr.i.th a Str:yker 

brigade thereby retaining·lhe bi(jl str..-1tegic i.Jrportance of the arQ. 
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The intent to withdraw the 1$t Infantry Division due to a restructuring of the US 

Forces has a direct impact on Bavaria Especially in the Franconian :i:egial 

where the future use ci' the soon to be Yacated installations has nut been 

determined. Despite the military organization structure i believe that these WS 

installations are primarily suitable for rapid deployment or units, I request you 

reconsider utilizing these excellent installations :fi:r possible future use. 

In this respect I would lilB to point out the advantages of the Nuernberg 

international airport. For a lorv;r time now your soldiers stati.a:18:i in Bavaria 

have deployed to the Balkans from this airport. kl:l:i.t.:iooaly1 last February the 

soldier.s of the 1•1 Infanb:yDiv:isim deployed from this airp:irt to Iraq. Your 

Generals and Officers highly appreciate the sbxt travel distance from their 
installations in Bavaria lo the deployment airfield. 

In coordination with HQsJ USAREUR Nuernberg airp:irtestablished a separate 

deployment processing area for the US Army thereby guaranteeing a smooth 

operation. The Nuernberg ai.rp:xr:t also guarantees air routes into the ar-eas of 

operation in the Mi{W!e East, especially since the NATO expansion includes the 

new members of Bilgaria, Rumania and Slovakia and thair o:::rrmi.t:rcen to the 

alliance. Subsequently, a potential Austrian denial of ()Ver llight rights is ofno 

consequence any more. 

Should the requirement remain for the further deployment of heavy equipment 

iito the areas of operation the use of the Rhine-Main-Danube Canal lS obvious 

since the military installations crWuer:z;burg, Schweinfwt, Bamberg and 

Kitzingen are located directly on the canal. Also other US Army units stationed 

in Ansbach, lllesheim and Giebelst.adt are in closeprox.imity atteRhine-Main· 

Danube Canal. During the Iraq missic:n the deployment of heavy equipment 

'lt:ilizirg inland waterways to the oversea ports was successfully performed. 
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Because of the special importance associated with the sta~ofUS Forces 

.in Germany I would like to reiterate the strategic advantages of Bavaria's 

military installations which offer you the capability Io rapidly deploy of your 

troops in tot he areas of operation. 

Sin{,'erely, 

Dr. Edmund Stoiber 
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Dr. Edmund Stoiber 

THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 000 

The Bavarian Minister President 
Postfach 22 00 11 
80535 Munich 
Gennany 

Dear Minister-President Stoiber, 

J..l 1 6 2004 

Thank you for your 1etter regarding our ongoing Global Posture review. 

I appreciate your remarks about the possible return of the I st Infantry 
Division to the U.S.and the impact it will have on the Franconian region of 
Bavaria. The United States' long friendship with Germany will continue even as 
we change our force posture to meet the threats of the twenty-first century. 
Germany will remain a centerpiece of our forces stationed in Europe. 

As our review proceeds, we will continue the close consultations begun last 
year. 

\Vith best wishes, 

0 050 10269·04 
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PDUCY 

PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON -~, 

WASHINGTON._gc 20301-2000 
INFO mEMO 

JUL I 2 2004 

DepSecDef_-__ 

l-04/006163 
EF-9499 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Metrics for Iraq Weekly Update 

• You asked about the extent to which Senator Lamar Alexander's fifteen suggested 
metrics have been incorporated into the Iraq Weekly Update and suggested that we 
consider incorporating those that are not currently in use. 

• Also attached is a list of the Senator's suggested metrics and an explanation of which 
metrics are, or are not, being used and why. We have highlighted in bold text those 
metrics that we are using. 

CPA uses 13 of Senator Alexander's suggested metrics in whole or in part. 

Only two of his suggested metrics, the Number of Prisons and the Number of 
TV /Radio Stations Broadcasting, are not used. 

0 
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Senator Alexander's Metrics and the Iraq Weekly Status Report 
.~,~,64 

Su ested Metrics 
Electricity (megawatts produced, % of 
Iraqis w/power) 

Schools (# of schools open, % of boys and 
iris attendin 

Health care (# of hospitals operating, % 
receiving services) 

Governance (timetable to a constitutional 
democrac ) 
Crude oil production (barrels produced, 
shi ed 

Water (gallons of water available,# of 
Ira is with freshwater access 
Prisons (# of prisons, # of beds for prisoners, 
# of prisoners) 

Troops from other countries (# of troops, # 
of countries 
US Troops (overall#, reserve, and active 
du 
Food (# of malnourished Iraqis, amount of 
food available 

TV/Radio(# of stations, # oflraqis receiving) 

11-L-0559/0SD/25283 

We report megawatt hours produced, peak 
generation capacity (megawatts), as well as 
average hours of electricity by governorate. No 
Iraqis receive electrical power around-the-clock, 
therefore, the hours of power received per day is 
a better indicator of how well Iraq's electrical 
demand is bein met. 
Included in Iraq Weekly Status Report 

We report that all 240 hospitals are operating. 
We also report on clinics, pharmaceutical 
supplies, and other related data. The percentage 
of Iraqis receiving service& does not retlett 
im rovements in the uali of services received. 
Included in Iraq Weekly Status Report 

Included in Iraq Weekly Status Report 

We report on water projects underway and the 
estimated number of Ira is benefitin from them. 
We could report the number of prisons open, prison 
beds available, and/ or the number of prisoners and 
detainees held. CPA believes it would be more 
advisable to measure the number of prisons brought 
up to international standards. CPA also believes that 
reporting weekly on this long-term effort would not 
be worthwhile.~ IA\\.\. WdbL LQ'\'t\o\.nS"l:i, '\\t~ • 
Included in Ira Weeki Status Re ort 
Included in Iraq Weekly Status Report 

Included in Iraq Weekly Status Report 

We report the percentage of the projected 
uarterl food re uirements that are on~hand. 

We could track the number of TV /radio stations 
broadcasting in Iraq and how Iraqis obtain 
infonnation. CPA believes it would not be 
wo hwhile to re ort this information· week] 

\A)\l\.. I.Nr.SVL ~" ~ -t'b Y:!-4..vA\J>Atf,,J 
~ \\l~t ~CN.it ~ m~ t't£b\A.. 
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Iraq Status 

This briefing Is classified 

UN(~ LASS IF ff: i) 
Derived from: Multiple Sources 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Obiectives: 
• Support the Interim Iraqi Government 
• Build Justice 
• Reconstruct Communications & Postal 

Systems 
• Reconstitute Oil Infrastructure 

mal transfer of sovereignty was announced at a ceremony 
un, two days ahead of schedule · 
polling shows a high level of support (68%) for the Interim 
>vernment 
n Hussein appeared in an Iraqi court to hear preliminary 
; of war crimes and crimes against humanity read out 
: him 
umber of telephone subscribers in Iraq is now over 
DO (inc. 461,000 cell phone subscribers) - 50.3 % above pre
els 
ted crude oil export revenue is around $8 billion for 2004 

"L. 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Governance 
• The formal transfer of sovereignty to the Interim Iraqi Government took 

place at a ceremony on 28 Jun, two days ahead of schedule 

- Ambassador Bremer announced the formal dissolution of the 
Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) 

• Recent poll shows a high level of support (68°/o) for the Interim Iraqi 
Government and new leadership 

• The same poll also indicate that a large proportion of Iraqis expect that 
the upcoming elections for the National Assembly will be free and fair 

• The Government of Iraq is preparing for the selection of a National 
Council to oversee the government and cabinet council of Ministers 

- Assistance is being provided by an NGO funded by USAID 

• Kuwait announced the resumption of diplomatic relations with Iraq, 
severed since Saddam Hussein's forces invaded the emirate in 1990 

Obiectives: Governance 
Support Transition to Sovereignty; Develop Civic Participation in Governance; 
Develop Framework and Capacity for Elections; Promote Respect for Human Rights; 
Promote Durable Solutions for Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) 

3 
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2004 

2005 

WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Governance (Cont.) - National Transition 
OS Mar 

01 .. Jun 

04Jun 

28Jun 

Jul 

31 Jan 

15Aug 

150ct 

15Dec 

31 Dec 

Transitional Administrative Law signed 

Phase I 
Iraqi Interim Government (IIG) Announced and (Interim 
Governing Council dissolved Government) ___________________ ___. 

I Election Commission established 

I Transfer sovereignty from CPA to IIG J 

National Conference convenes and selects Interim 
National Council 

I Elections for the N;ti~nal Assembly complete: NL T 31 Jan 05 I 

l Iraqi Transitional Government takes power J (Elected Gov:r~::n~) 

j National Assembly completes draft of permanent constitution 

j Referendum for permanent constitution 

I Elections for government completed 

I Elected government assumes office 
4 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Essential Services - Water and Sanitation 
• A strategic approach for repairing and maintaining the Sweet Water Canal 

and for providing potable water to Basrah is being developed 

- PCO, USAID, the Ministry of Water Resources, and the Ministry of 
Public Works are working together 

• A substantial increase in access to potable water should result as work 
on a number of treatment plants and systems is completed in the second 
half of 2004, including: 

- Baghdad's Shark Dijlah plant will benefit 750,000 

- Ad Dlwaniyah plant will benefit more than 80,000 

- An Najaf plant will benefit 560,000 

- Ninawa' Governorate plants will benefit 50,000 

- Fallujah plant will benefit more than 200,000 people 

Obiective: Provide Water Supply. Sewerage & Municipal Services 

Create viable organization to deliver water/sewerage/municipal services (WSMS); 
Expand WSMS to meet national needs; Develop full range of municipal services & 
inclusive delivery mechanism; Infrastructure improvements to water resource system; 
Facilities improvements & capacity building within Ministry 

5 
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WORKtNG PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Essential Services - Telecommunications 

• Total number of telephone subscribers in Iraq is now over 1,252,000 
(inc. 461,000 cell phone subscribers) - 50.3 % above pre-war levels 

I 

I 
Telephone Subscribers (Fixed and Cell) 

j 1,400,000 ~---------
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• Over 3,300 radios have been installed as part of the Baghdad Digital 
Network, representing 100°/i of those under contract 

- Provides emergency communications capability for police, fire and 
emergency medical technicians 

Obiectives: Reconstruct Communications & Postal Systems 
Build Iraq's first responder network• Establish independent regulatory agency• Upgrade Iraqi 
Telephone and Postal Company (ITPC) network • Build transmission component data network for 
Iraq, inc. international gateways • Restructure ITPC and its business operations • Upgrade and 
modernize postal systems • Upgrade ITPC outside plant for increased subscriber capacity and 
use 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Essential Services - Transportation 
06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

• USAID's program for the management of the Port of Umm Qasr was 
completed on 30 Jun 

• Since the port re-opened to commercial traffic in Jun 03, achievements 
include: 

- Over $18 million in operating revenues were generated 

- Over 280 vessels, 1.2 million metric tons of cargo, and 8,000 people have 
moved through the facility 

---·------------------
' • Chart shows # of full PORT UMM QASR FULL CONTAINERS 

containers (Twenty 
Foot Equivalent Units 
(TEU)) processed 1 ~ 
through Port Umm Qasr 
from Oct 03 through 
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Obiectives: Restore Economicallx Strategic Transportation Infrastructure 
Enable Iraqi civil aviation to prepare for international commercial aviation and cargo service• 
Enable Iraqi Port Authority to administer a port of call with intermodal capabilities and inland 
container distribution• Enable Iraqi Republic Railways to provide domestic and international 
passenger and freight capabilities • Reform civil service at Ministry of Transportation 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Essential Services - Food Security 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

• Chart below shows o/o of estimated requirements for Public Distribution 
System (PDS) goods from Apr- 01 Jul 

• Requirement 
includes stocks 
sufficient for the 
period and a 
three month 
buffer for 01 Jul 

r 
I 

• While substantial , 100% 

additional 
shipments of 0% 

Progress Toward Three-Month Buffer Stock by July 1st 

most goods have : :i' rb' ,i_,(," -*'"'"' o~ J ,r;> c.O,,,~ A"~ .,# 
b d ~" ~" "'"" "' ~ '?v -~ :-.""' ' een procure , ~~~ ~._..~ ~ f.>~'?, ,:::,0'0 

they are not : ~~<:; xd·" r 

ShOWn as these Opening Stocks • Scheduled Arrivals Under Existing Contracts j 

Shipments Will :a New Procurements MOT a New Procurements WFP ii i
1 , o OFF Unconfirmed Conlracts arrive after 01 Jul' - ___________________________ __J 

Obiective: Provide Food Securi~ for all Iraqis 
Enhance capacity of Ministry of Agriculture• Assure supply of inputs• Strengthen 
research system• Ensure adequate stocks for Public Distribution System (PDS) • 
Monitor food security• Environmental Initiatives 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Essential Services - Food Security ( cont) 

• Food availability throughout Iraq has improved through the combined 
efforts of the Coalition and the Interim Iraqi Government: 

- Tenders for procurement of all commodities needed through the 
end of the year, including the three-month buffer, are complete and 
will be issued by Ministry of Trade (MOT) in the coming weeks 

- Both wheat and rice stock levels are above 30 days, excluding the 
national wheat harvest 

- The MOT has concluded contracts with two Iraqi firms and a 
Turkish firm to supply 200,000 metric tons of flour in Jul and Aug 

- Harvest of national wheat through the end of Jul will ensure that 
there is an additional two months supply of wheat 

- Three berths are now operational at Umm Qasr with a combined 
off .. toad capacity for wheat in excess of 15,000 metric tons per day 

- Security on the highways has been enhanced and the ability of 
trucks to transport wheat and rice is being closely monitored 

- Financial incentives for truck drivers have been implemented 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Essential Services - Health Care 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

• Estimated that 85% of Iraqi children have now been immunized 

• 240 Iraqi hospitals and over 1,200 preventive health clinics are 
operating 

- Iraqi non-governmental organizations are using USAID assistance to 
rehabilitate health facilities throughout the country 

• Supplemental funds are targeting construction of primary health care 
clinics in every governorate and rehabilitation of 16 pediatric/maternal 
hos pita ls 

• The Minister of Health approved a $11.5 million emergency drug 
purchase 

-This is the second phase of a program to reduce the occurrence of 
shortages of critical pharmaceuticals across the country 

• Training for medical professionals and support for primary health care 
centers is improving the awareness and treatment of malnutrition 

Obiective: lm12rove Quality and Access to Health Care 

Develop health care organizations, management, & infrastructure; Train health 
care professionals; Pharmaceuticals logistic support; Public health 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Essential Services - Education 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Primary, intermediate, and secondary students have completed their 
final examinations for the school year with minimal disruption 

With support from USAID, Iraqi government agencies are conducting a 
various vocational training programs to help alleviate unemployment 
and supply appropriately skilled workers, including: 

- A 90-day agricultural training course for youth in southern Iraq 

- An Information Technology training program will train 1,000 young 
Iraqis in southern Iraq 

To date, over 32,000 secondary school teachers and 3,000 supervisors 
have been trained as part of effort to upgrade the quality of education 

Nearly 2,500 schools have been rehabilitated to date and an additional 
1,200 are expected to be complete by the end of the year 

Obiective: Improve QualiW and Access to Education 
Reorganize and staff the Ministry of Education; Rehabilitate school buildings and 
build new schools; Advance national dialog on curriculum reform; Continue and 
expand teacher training 
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WORKING PAPERS 

PCO Developments 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

• The former Program Management office is now the Project and 
Contracting Office 

• The Accelerated Iraq Reconstruction Program (AIRP) continues to 
gain momentum nationwide to meet urgent local needs 

• Projects and requirements were developed as a joint effort between 
various US and Iraqi agencies, and local community leadership 

• Projects cover: water and sanitation, health, education, building, 
roads, power, telecommunications, and various other 

• Achievements of the AIRP include: 

- Over 11,000 Iraqis have been directly employed on projects to 
date 

- Over $303 million was under contract at 30 Jun, which surpasses 
the AIRP goal of $250 million by this date 

- Jump starts community essential services construction and 
improves Iraqi's quality of life 

- Stimulates local economy 

- Provides opportunities for local businesses 
12 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Project and Contracting Office Developments 

• The former Program Management Office (PMO) has been renamed the 
Project and Contracting Office (PCO) 

• Major construction accomplishments to date include: 

- Tadji Military Base, Phase Ill 

- Kirkush Military Training Base - Base Utilities 

- Public Safety Academy, Baghdad 

- Civil Defense Headquarters, Baghdad 

- Counter Terrorism Training Facility, Baghdad 

- Ministry of Environment, Baghdad 

- Nasiriyah Power Generation Water Intake 

- Khor Al Zubayr Generation Rehabilitation 

• The Accelerated Iraq Reconstruction Program (AIRP) continues to gain 
momentum nationwide to meet urgent local needs 

- Over 11,000 Iraqis have been directly employed on AIRP projects 

- Over $303 million was under contract at 30 JunJ which surpasses the 
AIRP goal of $250 million by this date 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Project and Contracting Office (PCO) 

2207 Apportioned 

Sector 

Security and Law Enforcement 

Electricity Sector 

Oil. Infrastructure 

Justice, Public Safety, and Civil Society (less 
Democracy) 

Democracy 

Education, Refugees, Human Rights, Governance 

Roads, Bridges, and Construction 

Health Care 

Transportation and Telecommunications 

Water Resources and Sanitation 

Private Sector Development 

Admin Expense (USAID, CPA Successor) 

Report 

3,243 

5,539 

1,701 

1,038 

451 

259 

370 

793 

500 

4,148 

184 

213 

18,439 

Data as of 30 Jun 14 
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Obligated Expenditure 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

oject and Contracting Office (PCO) (Cont.) 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

1ject and Contracting Office (PCO) (Cont.) 
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WORKiNG PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Economy 

• On 27 Jun, estimated crude oil export revenue was around $8 Billion for 
2004 
- Revenues in June affected by attacks on northern and southern 

pipelines 
• In Jan 04, the Ministry of Planning reported a national unemployment 

rate of 28 % and an underemployment rate of 21.6% 
• According to a recent poll of Iraqis, 59°/o said that Iraq's economic 

situation is better than it was before the war 

• In the same poll, nearly 59o/o of respondents expect the economic 
situation to improve over the next 6 months 

• The Consumer Price Index for May in Iraq declined by 1.2 percent 
relative to its level in April 

• The New Iraqi Dinar was at 1,460 dinars per dollar on 27 Jun, and has 
been stable for over four months 

Economic Objectives: 

Build Financial Market Structures; Develop Transparent Budgeting And Accounting 
Arrangements; Private Sector Initiatives; Lay Foundations For An Open Economy; 
Pursue National Strategy For Human Resources Development 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Economy (Cont.) 

The Iraq Stock Exchange opened on 24 Jun for the first time since the fall 
of the Ba'athist regime 

• The mid-market loan program has been launched with the creation of 
Iraq Mid-Market Development Foundation, a separate legal entity that 
will channel $140 million of medium term loans to Iraqi companies and 
banks 

• The Kurdistan Trade Forum was held in London during the last week of 
June to promote investment opportunities in the northern governorates 
of Iraq 

• The Japanese government approved $290 million in emergency grants 
for rebuilding infrastructure 

- These grants are part of the $1.5 billion aid pledged by Japan last 
October 

• The Ministry of Finance is implementing a 10 percent hotel and 
restaurant tax that will apply to deluxe hotels or first class restaurants. 

- USAID assistance has included the development of educational 
materials for businesses and training for tax administrators 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

1i Budgeted Spending for 2004 

owing chart shows budgeted Iraqi spending for 2004, from all 
! sources: 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Electricity Overview 
06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

Goal Jun 04: 6,000 MW Peak 
Deliverabfe Generation Ca aci 
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• Due to unforeseen problems, achievement of the Jun goal has 
slipped until at least Jul 

• Spring maintenance program continues resulting in about 620 MW 
of generation capacity currently offline for scheduled and 640 MW 
for unscheduled maintenance 

/P Data as of 01 Jul 20 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Power Production 
Mega Watt Hour Production 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Crude Oil Production 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 
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Weekly Average of 1.815 MBPD Is Below Target of 2.5 MBPD 
• Long Term Target (Dec 04): 2.8 - 3.0 MBPD (Pre-War Capacity) 
• Pre-War Peak: 2.5 MBPD in Mar 03 
• Post-war Peak: 2.595 MBPD on 16 Apr 04 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Crude Oil Exports 

Monthly Average of Crude OIi Exports 
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1.025 1.804 
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• Current Monthly Average: Jun data up to 27 Jun. No data for Jul 
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WORKING PAPERS 06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

iel Supply 

Current Goal: 

14-20 May 21-27 May 28 May - 3 June 4--10 ..une 11-17 June 18-24 June 25 June - 1 July 

-Production -Import -Target ' 

eek's average production and imports are 105% of goal 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Kerosene Supply 
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11-17 -.kJne 18-24 .line 25 June - 1 July 

• This week's average production and imports are 98% of goal 
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Gasoline / Benzene Supply 
06 0635 EDT Jul 04 
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• This week's average production and imports are 90% of goal 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas Supply 

Current Goal: 4,000 Tons 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 
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• This week's average production and imports are 78% of goal 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Security - Build Justice 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

• On 30 Jun, Saddam Hussein was formally transferred from US to Iraqi 
custody 

• On 01 Jul, Saddam Hussein was brought before the Investigative Court of 
the Central Criminal Court of Iraq (CCCI) to hear seven preliminary charges 
against him for the following crimes: 

- Anfal campaign against Kurds, late 1980s 

- Gassing Kurds in Halabja, 1988 

- Invasion of Kuwait, 1990 

- Brutality against Iraq's Kurdish and Shia communities in the aftermath of 
the 1991 Gulf War 

- Killing political activists over 30 years 

- Massacring members of Kurdish Barzani tribe in 1980s 

- Killing religious leaders, 1974 

• Eleven senior members of Saddam Hussein's former regime also heard the 
charges against them on 01 Jul 

Obiective: Build Justice 
Establish Independent Judiciary; Reform Judicial System; Improve the Penal 
System; Establish Commission on Public Integrity; Solidify Real Property Rights 
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WORKING PAPERS 

Security - Developments 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

• Coalition advisors are working with Iraqi security forces to increase 
surveillance and protection of the oil pipelines after recent attacks 

• The initial battalion of the Iraq Intervention Force {IIF), which was formerly 
known as the Iraq National Task Force, deploy into Baghdad at the end of 
Jun 

- The IIF is being established, trained and equipped for urban 
counterinsurgency operations 

- All three battalions of the first IIF brigade will be ready by end of Jul 

• The Iraqi National Guard {formerly the Iraqi Civil Defense Corp) are 
conducting joint patrols throughout Iraq with Coalition and Iraqi Police 
forces 

- Focus is on equipping, training, and reconstituting the force 

Obiectives: Securit~ 
Achieve a Secure and Stable Environment; Develop Institutions that are Effective in 
Protecting Society and Constitutional Order ; Develop Iraqi Defense Capabilities 
and Oversight Mechanism 
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WORKING PAPERS 

urity - Developments (Cont.) 
06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

·e underway to recruit six additional 400-man public order 
» as part of the Iraqi Police Service civil intervention force 

liese additions, the Iraqi Police Service civil intervention force will 
ine public order battalions and two counterinsurgency battalions 

5,085 new IPS recruits have completed the eight week training 

lasses, or over 3,411 students, have graduated from the Jordan 
my 

lasses, or 1,674 students, have graduated from the Baghdad 
Safety Academy 

,ately 25,000 IPS personnel who served as police under the 
gime have completed a three-week Transitional and Integration 
taught by Coalition 

rs are also being taught basic criminal investigation, criminal 
t:e, and dignitary protection by Coalition advisors 
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WORKING PAPERS 

llrity - Developments (Cont.) 

06 0635 EDT Jul 04 

,low shows significant insurgent activities in Iraq to 26 Jun, which 
. attacks using: 

>vised explosive devices (IED), vehicle-home IEDs, mortars, rocket 
~lled grenades (RPG), and improvised rockets 

Significant Acts 

Falujah 1 -=:=\--1---------J -----; Operation Iron 1---------1 and al-Sadr 1-

Harrmer Sedition 
Announced 
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Stability Contributors - OIF 

Countries with forces in Iraq Countries considering decision 
to provide forces for Iraq 

[!iJ 
Albania 
Australia 
Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 

Czech Rep 
Denmark 
El Salvador 
Estonia 
Georgia 
Hungary 
Italy 
Japan 
Kazakhstan 
Korea 
Latvia 

Data as of 02 Jul 

TOTAL-22K 

Lithuania 
Macedonia 
Moldova 
Mongolia 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Phllippines 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
Singapore 
Slovakia 
Thailand 
Ukraine 
UK 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Metrics for Iraq Weekly Update 

Here are some good metrics that Lamar Alexander sent along. 

May3,2004 

Why don't you see the extent to which they have been incorporated into our Iraq 

Weekly Update, and. if they have not, consider incorporating them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/22/03 Senator Alexander ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
OS0:304-25 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _..;;..5...__2,_1__._0-+----
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, LAMAR ALEAANDER 
, TENNESSEE 

~nitcd ;ocacc.s ~matt 

The Honotable Donald Rumsfcld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
l 300 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Don, 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

October 22, 2003 

Thank you very much for your letter of the 16~ and the copy of the one pager you are 
working on to explain the administration's plm to W'in the peace. 

The: Qf\C-pagcr is moving in the right direction. Fully developed. it shou1d pcnuade 
American& of our goal, our plans and our progress toward the goal. 

Since you asked, .here are my suggestions: 

J, Set a c1c.ar overal1 goal: Operation Iraqi Democracy. 

2. Set a timetable for aiccomplishing the goal and withdrawmg most American 
forces: for example, January 1, 2003 or 2006. 

3. Establish a set of measw-able objectives which, takrn together, add up to a plan to 
meet the soaL 1bcsc should specify pre-war levels, post-war levels, today's 
levels, today's goal, and the goal for January J, 2005 (or 2006). I've appended a 
list of suggested measurable: objectives that aR easy to 1Dldc:rstand. 

4. Report publicly on the objectives once a week. 

5. In every speech you, the President, Vice-President. Secretary PoweJl, Dr. Rice 
and other key officials make, refer briefly to that week's progress report: "As our 
weekly progress report on our plan to build democracy in Iraq showed, electricity 
before the war was at 3300 megawatts, our goal for Janwuy 1, 2005(or 2006) is 
6000 megawatts, we are at 4217 megawatts today which is 1217 more than 
before the war, and right on schedule for our goal; on crude oil production, etc. 

Sincerely, 

/ ,.,,,, 

U 175 9~- IO 3 
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Suggested objectives (should be measurable and simply pres~nted): 

./ Electricity (megawatts produced, % of Iraqis w/ power) 

./ Schools (# of schools open, % ofboys & girls attending) 

./ Health care(#. of hospitals operating,% receiving services) 

./ Governance (timetable to a constitutional democracy) 

./ Crude oil production (barrels produced, shipped) 

./ Police(# in training,# serving) 

./ Militia (# in training, # serving) 

./ Water (gallons of water available,# of Iraqis w/ fresh water access) 

./ Prisons(# of prisons,# of beds for prisoners,# of prisoners) 
1 
./ Iraq Troops (# in training, # serving) 

./ Troops from other countries(# of troops,# of countries) 

./ US Troops (overall#, reserve, and active duty) 

./ Food(# of malnourished Iraqis, amount of food available} 

./ Unemployment (# and/or %) 

./ 1V /Radio (# of stations, # of Iraqis receiving) 

./ Etc. 
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June 21,2004 

TO: Ray DuBois 8 :· ..... .l 

.,-:; 

1 l ,( ~ .. :! cc: Paul Wolfowitz ~ 

' 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
::., 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: DoD Di rec ti ves 
J 

Thanks for your memo on the status of DoD Directives. Are there units that are ·-~' 

lagging on getting this work done? 

Do you think we ought to establish a directive that requires that these directives be 

reviewed every two or three years? 

Thanks. 

A1tach. 
6/J 4/04 DuBois memo to SD re:, Review ofDoD Directives Status Report (OSD 08556-04] 

DHR:dh 
06211)4-10 

Sr ' ) 

Kesru./\ se r J 

A 'frc:, C (,__ -eLQ . 

I 6:C @lftZl@IAls 88f! 6T JL\f 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRE:TARV OF DEFENSE. 
1 950 DEFENSE P ENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 -1950 

JUtc:n . 2;1_20QJ Pii Li= I 5 
"-0MINl$TRAT40N ANO 

MANAGEMENT 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INFO MEMO 

FROM: Raymo~d 7t~~~nistra1ion and Management 

SUBJECT: Periodic Review of DoD Directives 

• In the attached June 21 snowllake you asked if there. are units lagging on 
completing the Directives review, and whether we should establish a system to 
review DoD Directives for currency every two or three years. 

• The table at Tab A shows the current progress made by each Component. 

• We are institutionalizing a 2-year review cycle for all DoD Directives (Tab B ), 
and my staff is visiting Componencs chat appear to lag in their progress. 

• You also inquired about the relationship between DoD Directives and DoD 
Instructions. Directives establish policy for the Department and Instructions 
implement policy. Instructions that are not specifically authorized by Directives 
(approximately 40%) provide directions for operating programs or prescribe plans 
of action. 

• Presently, 654 DoD Directives and 373 DoD Instructions are in effect. 

• We are reviewing DoD Instructions on a 5-year cycle. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Mr. Dan Cragg, ESCD,_l(b_)_(
6
_) ----

osa 10318-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

I OR bl I :CiAE OGE 6142 I 

Ray DuBois 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: DoD Direclives 

June 21,2004 

Thanks for your memo on the status of DoD Directives. Are there units that ::u·e 

lagging on getting this work done? 

Do you think we ought to establish a directive that requires that these directives be 

reviewed every two oF three years? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/14/04 DuBois memo lo SD re:. Revi~w of DoD Direc1ive~ Status Report [OSD 08556-04] 

OHR;dh 
062104,10 

·························~··············································· Please respond by 1 /_q/_D~'f __ _ 
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REVIEW OF DIRECTIVES 
PROGRESS REPORT 
FOR WEEK ENDING 

7/9/04 

TOTAL CERTIFIED TO BE REYISED SUBMITTED FOR %OF TOTAL 
COMPONENT NU\-1BER CURRENT OR CANCELED COORDINATION* SUB\-1ITTED SIGNED 

USD(AT&L) 108 37 71 50 ( 70%) 15 
USD(P) 66 11 55 6 ( 11 %) 0 
USD(C) 15 9 6 5 ( 83%) 0 
USD(P&R) 192 103 89 49 ( 55%) 18 
USD(I) 58 8 50 11 { 22%) 2 
ASD(LA) 3 0 3 0 ( 0%) 0 
ASD(NII) 40 17 23 16 ( 70%) 6 
ASD(PA) 14 11 3 3 (100%) 0 
GC,DoD 36 19 17 9 ( 56%) 4 
DOT&E 3 2 I 1 (100%) 0 
IG,DoD 14 7 7 6 ( 86%) 3 
DA&M 87 31 56 14 ( 25%)** 3 
DPA&E 2 1 1 1 (100%) 0 
DNA 1 0 1 0 ( 0%) 0 
WHS 15 8 7 7 (100%) I 

TOTALS: 654 264 390 178 ( 46%) 54 

* Of the 178 submitted for coordination, 49 have been recommended for cancellation. 

** Of the 56DA&M Directives identified for revision or cancellation,49 are charter Directives. 
While DA&M is the agent for updating, coordinating, and maintaining these Directives, processing 
updates is a participatory endeavor and cannot be completed without full and timely input from the 
concerned PSAs and Component Heads. 
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5.2.The Director. Washington Headquarters Services, under the DA&M shall: 

5.2.1.Adrninister and operate the DoD Directives System. 

5.2.2. Administer periodic mandatory reviews of DoD issuances as follows: 

5.2.2.lEvery 2 years, provide the PSAs with lists ofDoD Directives under 
their cognizance for their review. 

5.2.2.2Every 5 years, provide the PSAs with lists ofDoD Instructions and 
Publications under their cognizance for their review. 

5.2.3. Place approved unclassifiedDoD issuances on the Internet. 

5.2.4. Approve Administrative Instructions. 

5.3. The positions identified in subparagraphs 4.4.2.through4.4.3., above shall: 

5.3.1. Prepare DoD issuances that are relevant and necessary to accomplish their 
assigned responsibilities, in accordance with reference (b). 

5.3.2. Prepare. coordinate, and approve DoD Instructions within their areas of 
responsibility and, if authorized by their organizational charters, sign the Instructions. 

5.3.3. Prepare, coordinate, and approveDoD Publications and sign the foreword. 

5.3.4. Coordinate proposed DoD issuances with the DoD Components, as 
prescribed in paragraph 4.4., above, and coordinate on proposed DoD issuances 
originated by PSAs. 

5.3.5. Conduct periodic reviews for cmTency of all DoD issuances under their 
cognizance according to the following schedule: 

5.3.5.1. Beginning in January 2006 and every 2 years thereafter, review all 
DoD Directives under their cognizance. 

5.3.5.2. Beginning in January 2008 and every 5 years therealler, review all 
DoD Instrnctions and Publications under their cognizance. 

5.3.6. Provide written certilicationto the DA&M whether each issuance reviewed 
according to subparagraphS.3.5.above, is current or shall be revised or canceled. 

5.3. 7. Issue directive-typemernoranda forwarding a signed copy of each to the 
Director. Executive Services and Communications, Washington Headquarters Services. 
Cancel or convert such memoranda into DoD issuance as appropriate. 

5 
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TABA 

~--,, .... . ' .. , -· 
·May .2$,<2004 .. : -:-·. 

7'b 1 
TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~~ 

SUBJECT: Incident Conferences 

1 think wc ought to have an analysis of the incident conference that could happen 

if an aircraft is hijacked, and decide who we want on il, who is allowed to talk and 

what the proper procedures would be. 

Thanks. 

l)HH .Jh 
fl5~:>11-l·l 1 

~l:~:: ~::;:~~ ~~-· · · · ·k·1:;;_;; 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Tab A 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

71.{-i·i 

I OR 61 I ICIAL CSE e, ff5 I 

Lt. Gen. Michael Dunn, USAF 
President, National Defense University 

Donald Rumsfeld 9 /J 
NDU Accomplishments/" /l . 

July 13,2004 

Thanks so much for your memo on aCl'Omplishments owr the last year. It sounds 

like a loL of good work is being done there. 

Congratulations. 

DHR:dh 
071304-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____ -_____ _ 

-w 
~ -
0 

-C. 

-0 

~ 
OSD 1 04 1 3 -04 c 

-t 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Secretary of Defense ( l'( ~) 
Chairman, Joints Chiefs of Staff 

FROM: President. National Defense Universit~ 1 .. ""'.__~,--
Subject: Accomplishments Over the Last Year 

9 Jul 04 

Sirs, I wamed to give you some thoughts on the changes we have made during my first year 
at NDU. 

Transformation - we have thoroughly infused the curricula in all our colleges with 
transformation - from transformational leadership, transformational organizations, to 
transformational thinking. However, we are still not satisfied. Art Cebrowski is in the 
process of funding us to develop curriculum for a certificate program in Transformational 
Leadership - which could be used in all war colleges (Army, Navy, Air, etc.), 

GW-OT -~ Adjusted curricula to reflecl the long-lerm nawre of the contlict. Have focused on 
differences of views between US/allies and others. Have brought our int.ernational s1.udents 
forcefully into the debate. And have brought many senior policy makers to speak - in order 
to ensure we present the USG point of view. Have conducted workshops/roundtablcs for 
CPA, Amb Negroponte, and for Generals Casey and Sharp. Have conducted exercises for 
EU COM and Government of Greece to enhance security for the 2004 Olympics and a major 
bioterrorism exercise for Secs Ridge, Minetta, Thompson, and other cabinet officials. 

Capstone -- many changes - most significantly -- to expose our new GOs/FOs to senior 
leaders - including both of you, USDP, Dir CIA, and Art Cebrowski. One class even heard 
from VP Cheney. Secondly, have shifted overseas travel to visit our JTFs - to include 
GTMO, Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, Korea, and Horn-of-Africa. Have also visited Israeli 
Northern Command (watched live Hizballah infiltrations in broad daylight) - great lessons 
learned. Speaker Gingrich continues to support us with his time and thoughts. 

Research -- have refocused our efforts to support our customers in OSD/JS - policy, AT &L, 
and NII. Have added OSD chairs to the university from policy and AT&L. Have met with 
DAS Os/Directors on products/round tables frequently. Have provided numerous studies and 
papers: on transformation; stabilization and reconstruction ops; IT in the military; analyzed 
difficult. Homeland security challenges, including bio-terrorism, dirty bombs, and MA'.'lPADs 
threal to civil avialion; studies on implementation of US CT strategy; de-Ba' thification; 
building new Iraqi defense forces; changing civil-mil relations in the greater Middle East; 
enhancing stability in Afghanistan; papers on NE Asia and Korea/PRC roles, and others. 
This year, Joinl Force Quarlerly celebrated its 101

h anniversary and INSS c.ompleted its 20111 

year of operations. We have provided library support to both OSD/JS. 

• o.t m. :@urs '98'- ormn; 
11-L-0559/0SD/25326 
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Counter Terrorism Fellow (CTF) Program - A singular success. Is supported by SOLIC -
brings international officers from those countries without enough IMET or those which have 
significant IMET restrictions (e.g. Indonesia), and focuses them on a CT curriculum. About 
70 officers per year for 8 month program. A new class enters every 4 months. We expect our 
first Afghani and Iraqi students this year. 

Regional Centers (Africa Center, NESA Center, Cent.er for Hemispheric Defense 
Studies) - All have new directors. Thru Ryan Henry' s leadership, are in process of using 
them in the "battle of ideas.'' We have new courses on GWOT, created alumni associations -
and providing them with high quality information, provided virtual access 10 our library, 
shared best practices among the centers, and a myriad of other programs. 

Congress - have continued simulated war games and attracted over 80 members and many 
senior officials - have added scenarios on anthrax, plague, pon security and transportation 
system. Have also run a Korean scenario and have one on China/Taiwan planned for later 
this month. We have conducted Hill staffer courses - both in terrorism and in "Defense 101," 
and run brown-bag lunches for Hill Slaffers. With Ike Skelton's help, we have held 
Congressional breakfasts - which expose our Nalional War College and ICAF studenls to 
members of Congress (and vice versa). 

Joint Professional Militarv Education (JPME) - we ihave broadened JPME: created a 
course for Capl/lJ S .\J Lts, created a Joint Advanced W m·fighting Course for joint planners, in 
process of creating a course (named Pinnacle) for prospective JTF Commanders. Are 
reviewing ideas for joint courses for NCOs. have created A<lvance<l JPME course for Reserve 
Component (RC) Officers - combination in-residcncc/DL format, and increased the number 
of RC two-week courses by 50%. 

Sr Leaders - we have made a concerted effort to bring the most senior policy makers to the 
University to address our students. DSD has visited about a dozen times, Dep Sec State, 
USDP, USS Political Affairs, OHS, amJ almost every Combatant Commander and Service 
Chief have addressed our students. We have gone after many notables - many of which are 
scheduled to talk - including former Sec Schultz. Pres Bush addressed our classes. in 
February. 

International Focus - have expanded our International Fellow (Ifs) program with NWC and 
ICAF by 25% -- seeking lo increase the number of countries represented from the arc of 
instability aml from Africa. \Ve are delivering more courses to more people with our regional 
centers - both here and abroad. We have reinvigorated our international Hall of Fame -
where we recognize those IFs who succeed in their country. Working with embassies in 
Washington and country teams abroad, we have sought out our grads, catalogued their 
present positions, and sent notes to every Ambassador, D/\SD//\SD/DASS//\SS informing 
them that they had people in the AORs which have studied in the US and are likely to have a 
favorable impression of the US. We urged they be nurtured and included in events when key 
US officials visited the country. In the near future, we see NDll linked with counterpart 

FiR iFFI@liilS 652 014£ I 
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institutions and alumni in almost every country in the world - interacting virtually, by VTC 
and in person - seeking to build consensus in support of US objectives. [Presently I 
correspond with the Commandants from over 50 countries on a routine basis.] We continue 
to volunteer to host distinguished foreign visitors here - to conduct roundtables with them 
and to press US views on them. Our experience is that we can say some things in an 
"academic setting" that can't be said in formal meetings. 

Homeland Security-Have formed a new Institute for Homeland Security Studies (IHSS) -
led by Hon Steve Duncan, former ASD (RA) and DOD drug czar under SD Cheney. Purpose 
of THSS is to pull together various aspects of HLS in other NDU components and to interface 
with DHS. We have created a Homeland Security Planner's Course in support of 
NORTHCOM. We have developed a range of training and simulation programs designed to 
enhance interagency planning and cooperation of complex contingencies. 

Information Resources l\tlanagement College - continues to adjust its focus - we have new 
intensive courses focused on network-centric organizations, DOD enterprise architecture, and 
building the business case for IT. Curriculum changes were made to update ClO 
competencies and CIO leadership skills such as collaboration, communication, critical 
thinking1 and leading change. Enrollment in distance learning courses grew to 25 percenl of 
total enrollment, and the College continues to be an innovator in instructional design. 

Facilities and Infrastructure. Planning is well under way for a new 240,000SF Academic 
and Conference Center - we expect ground breaking Nov 04. We plan to bring numerous 
NDU elements housed in leased space off campus into what we are tentatively calling 
''Lincoln Hall." However, we have an opportunity to build a Homeland Security College -
one which serves DOD, DHS, other parts of the government, and state/local authorities. We 
want OHS to fund the college and help us build the curriculum. Will let you both know of 
any roadblocks we might face. 

Board of Visitors - have reinvigorated the BOY - provided it with more expansive view of 
NDU activities; have included its members in almost every facet of NDU operations, 
including overseas u·avel, key conferem:es. and workshops. I am very happy with the 
independent, thoughtful adv ice I get from Lhe Board. 

Funding - we have adequate funding ... but, in priority order, need additional funding for: 
( 1) NESA center - courses for Af ghanistanis and Iraqis, and for playing an increasingly 
important role in the battle of ideas in the Presidents' Greater Middle East Initiative. (2) 
NCO JPME - this is long overdue, needs resources. 

Bottomline: Great things are underway here. We are improving in all we. do. 

Very Respectfully, 

CF: DSD, USDP, DJS 

Pill Qfff 8Ufs tf8M Qlff51 
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TABA 

J'O: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. John Abizaid 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 1~-.. FROM: 

SUBJECT; Afghanistan Security 

.June 14,2004 

Bos 

[ think we ought to develop two or three options as to different ways we might 

deal with the Afghanistan security situation. 

One option should indude using our clout to get the militias to tum in their 

weapons and cooperate with the government. A second option might include an 

accelerated Afghan security force. Another might include a way to incorporate the 

Afghan militia:; into the Afghan military. 

Here is a report on Afghan capabilities. 

T)nks. 

A~ NIC Intelligence Cnrnnrnnity Ascr:~~uo"-e J.'420~0\..;4K-v'~~--~ 

DHR:t.1n 
%1404-12 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond b,v ___ 1+L_9..._J_o_f __ _ 

( I 

UPONREMOV AL Of AITACHMENT(S) 
'X>ClJMB1T BECOMES UNCLASSIFIED 

Tab A 

0SD 10492-04 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT OIEFS-OFST A# ~: . : 
~-· . ... - - - - ··: :-~j~!. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 203f~9999 . . . . .. , ..... , 
INFOMEMD 1 • CM-1933-04 

1 ~~ ! I t • t • ~ ll 
- . ~ -~ l) f ; i ' ' :: 1; ,-5 July 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~iltr 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan Security 

• Issue. "I think we ought to develop two or three options as to different ways we 
might deal with the Afghanistan Se~~ Situation. Orie option should include 
using our clout to get the militias to~n their weapons and cooperate with the 
government. A second option might include an accelerated Afghan security force. 
Another might include a way to incorporate the Afghan militias into the Afghan 
military .... " (TAB A) 

• Conclusion 

• My staff is working closely with General Abizaid to develop a framework for 
Afghanistan security forces, similar to the one now being developed for Iraq. 
This framework will address concerns regarding the security situation and 
provide a way ahead for Afghanistan forces. 

• As the Iraq framework piece nears completion, work is beginning in earnest on 
a similar framework for Afghanistan. 

COO RD IN ATION: TAB B 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp. USA; Director, J-5; .... l<b_><_5> __ ____. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL'/oso 10492- 04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25330 



ro: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

q .. ,· r- 1n• . .. -~· . . -l k 
TABA 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. John Abizaid 
Doug Feith 

DonaJd Rumsfeld 1a-, 
Afghanistan Secur ity 

June 14,2004 

I think we ought to develop two or three options as to different ways we might 

deal with the Afghanistan security situation. 

One option should include using our clout to get the militias to tum in their 

weapons and cooperate with the government. A second option might include an 

accelerated Afghan security force. Another might include a way to incorporate the 

Afghan militias into the Afghan mi l itary. 

Here is a report on Afghan capabil i ties. 

Tjl'nks. 

A~ 

NIC Intelligence Commun;ty Ascr~~ on..._c 1"120_,,0.._.4"""'-..,-,_~ 

tHOl.:~h 
lt!\140-1- 12 

..................................................................••.••. , 
Please respo!ld by 1 / q J O 'f 

r ' 

- CONFlBC~ff Al UPONREMOV Al.Of A 1TACHMENT(S) 
noctJMENT BECOMES UNCLASSIFIED 

Tab A 
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TABB 

COORDfNATfON 

COL Doxey 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OIF' DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

():,;::_~--~ .:· . ,, ~ .. · ' 
c--;:, .. :-; ":' . , . 
",'-\a,,/•·-' 

ACTION MEMO ,~· n. r,.-: 
( : : ' ,._.,,,_ 

AOMONOSTRATION ANO 
MANAGEMENT 

December 1, 2004, 4: 15 PM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: Raymon~. is, Direr,, A~iStration & Management 

SUBJECT: ~<n~ ~~ Court(ICC) 

• The directive at TAB A clarifies and updates policy guidance to the DoD Components 
on the assignment of personnel to' UN Missions. The directive responds to your 
snowflake on this subject and subsequent guidance from V ADM Stavridis (next Q 
under). ''\ 

• Key points of the Directive: 

-- All initial assignments of personnel to any UN Missions are approved by the 
SecDef. 

-- Personnel will only be assigned to UN Missions in countries where sufficient 
protections exist to ensure U.S. personnel will not be exposed to the risk of 
assertion of jurisdiction by the ICC consistent with U.S. policy and the American 
Servicemembers' Protection Act. 

-- The ASD(SO/LIC) is responsible for the receipt and coordination of requests for 
personnel to serve in UN Missions and for submitting a recommendation for your 
consideration. 

-- The Secretary of the Army is designated as the Executive Agent for DoD Suppo1t 
to UN Missions. The USMilitaryObserverGroup-Washington (USMOG-W), a 
unit operating under the Secretary of the Anny, provides administrative and 
logistical support for personnel assigned to UN Missions and ensures they receive 
anti-terrorism training prior to deployment. 

• The directive was coordinated among the DoD Components and the OSD Staff. 
Comments received during coordination have been accommodated where appropriate. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the directive at TAB A. 

COORD1NAT10N: TAB B 

Attachments: 
As stated 

PreparedBy: BobMenig>_r_)<_
6
_) ___ _. 
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ADMINIST~ATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

MEMORAND~THE SENIOR MILITARY ASSISTANT 

SUBJECT: Proc!:Jn frofu the ICC 

In response to your note (attached) on the Secretary's snowflake o 
drafted the DoD Directive at TAB A. 

It is clear that a directive is needed to update guidance to JCS 
Depaitments. Memoranda providing guidance on these personnel 
as far as 1973. 

Key points of the Directive: 

'~ r ' ,• 
J'..:: . ._,.; ..: ~ ~ 

""~.., .. . . .,, ,.,., . 

• The SccDcf approves all initial assignments ofpers nne I to UN Missions. 

r-•1 ro.. ,15 

• Personnel are assigned only to UN Missions in co tries where personnel are 
protected from the ICC. 

• In cases where personnel rotations are needed fi already approved 
assignments, rotations are managed by the Co ander of the US Military 
ObsenrerGroup-Washington (USM:>G-W), a ·t operating under the 
Secretary of the Army as the Executive Agen for DoD Support to United 
Nations Missions. 

• USMOG-W handles training and support o .. ,_..,_,,,,..nnel being assigned to UN 
Missions. 

• Personnel assigned are considered .11in~di::.1;..V1:.:·;::,==--=~=-~ 
ITTits are deployed, the JCS deployment 

The draft directive was prepared with input om the Joint Staff, OUSD(P), and the 
Army Staff, but formal staffing is needed before rovaJ and publication. 

APPROVED:._~...,"'""""~~~~ 
DJSAPPROVED:._cr...i.---
OTHER: _____ _ 

Attachments 
As stated 

Z':l F.DuBm. 
Director 

OSD 1 0 4 9 7 - 0 4 



Departn1ent of Defense 

DIRECTIVE 
NUMBER 2065.lE 

SUBJECT: Assignment of Pc-rsonnd to United Nations Missiom 

References: (a) Title I 0, U nired States Code 

DA&M 

(b) Secretary of Defense Memorandum, "'Delegation of Autholity to Approve 
Depa11ment of Ddense Personnel Assignments to the United Nations for 
Headquatters Supporr,"Januacy 14, J994(hereby canceled) 

(,:) Under Sc('retmy of Defense for Policy Memorandum. "US Military Support to 
rhe United Nations ~1ission in Ethiopia and E1itrea (UNMEEJ." October 31, 
2000 (hereby cancekd) 

(d) Sc('rctaryof Ddcnsc Memorandum, "United Nations Truce Supervision 
Organization (UNTSO)," July 20, 1973 (hereby L:am:eled) 

(c) DoD Directive 510 l. l, "DoD Executive Agent" May 9,2003 
(f) Section 7421 er seq. of title 22, United States Code 

I. PURPOSE 

Pmsuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of Defense under Section J I 3 of reference (a). 
this Directive: 

I. I. Est,iblishes policies and assigns respom,ibilities for the m:t'ipt. analysis, roonJination 
and approval of assignments of DoD military or civilinn personnel lCl serve with United Nations 
(UN) Missions. 

1.2. Cancels references (b) through (d). 

1.3. Pursuant to reference ( e J, designates the Secretary of the Anny .is the Executive Agent 
for DoD Support to UN Missions. This designation replaces and subsrnnes the executive agent 
designations made in referen(:e., (c) and (dJ. 

2. APPL1CABIL1TY AND SCOPE 

This Directive: 

2.1. Applies to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Military Departments, the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Combatant nmm,ands, the Office of the Inspector 
General of the Department of Defense, the Defense Agencies, the DoD Field Activities, and all 
other organizational entities in the Department of Defense (hereafter referred to collectively as 
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Department of Defense 

DIRECTIVE 
NUMBER 2065. l E 

SUBJECT: Assignment of Personnel to United Nations Missions 

References: (a) Title IO, United States Code 

DA&M 

(b) Secretary of Defense Memorandum, ''Delegation of Authority to Approve 
Department of Defense Personnel Assignments to the United Nations for 
Headquarters Support," January 14, 1994 (hereby canceled) 

(c) Under Secretary of Defense ti.Jr Policy Memorandum, "US Military Support to 
the United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE)," October 31, 
2000 (hereby canceled) 

(d) Secretary of Defense Memorandum, "United Nations Truce Supervision 
Organization (UNTSO)," July 20, 1973 (hereby canceled) 

(e) DoD Directive5101.l,"DoD ExecutiveAgent,'' May 9,2003 
(f) Section 7421 et seq. of title 22, United States Code 

I. PURPOSE 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of Defense under Section 113 of reference (a), 
this Directive; 

1.1. Establishes policies and assigns responsibilities for the receipt, analysis, coordination 
and approval of assignments of DoD military or civilian personnel to serve with United Nations 
(UN) Missions. 

1.2. Cancels references (b) through (d). 

1.3. Pursuant to reference (e), designates the Secretary of the Army as the Executive Agent 
for DoD Support to UN Missions. This designation replaces and subsumes the executive agent 
designations made in references (c) and (d). 

2. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE 

This Directive: 

2.1. Applies to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Military Departments, the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Combatant Commands, the Office of the Inspector 
General of the Department of Defense, the Defense Agencies, the DoD Field Activities, and all 
other organizational entities in the Depaitment of Defense (hereafter refen-ed to collectively as 

1 
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Missions, including but not limited to equipment, training, and transportation. Provide an officer 
to serve as the Commander of the USMOG-W. 

4.4.3. Coordinate the assignment of personnel approved to serve in UN Missions and the 
replacement of such personnel with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretaries 
of the Military Departments or their designated representatives. 

4.5. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff shall, after approval of the request for 
personnel, request the Secretaries of the Military Departments and, when appropriate, the 
Commander, U.S. Special Operations Command and the other Combatant Commanders, to 
provide appropriate military and civilian personnel as approved by the Secretary of Defense. 
Personnel shall be directed to report to the USMOG-W for anti-tenorism training and for 
administrative and logistics support. 

5. EFFECTIVE DATE 

This Di rec ti ve is effective immediately. 

4 
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• 
Department of Defense 

DIRECTIVE 
\ICMBER206S.1E 

DA&M 

SL:BJECT ,Assigrunent of Personnelto United Nations :vnssions 

References: (a) Title 10, United States Code 
(b) SecreHuy of Dcfi.:nse Mi.:morandum, "Delegation of Authority to Approve 

Department of Defense Personnel Assignments to the United Nations for 
Headquarters Suppo1t," January 14.1994 (hereby canceled) 

(c) Under SecretaryofDetense for Policy :vtemorandum, "US.\lfilitary Suppmtto 
the United Nation~ Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE)," OctdJer 31, 
2000 (hereby canceled) 

(d) Secretmyof Defense Memorandum. "United \lations Truce Supervision 
Or:gan.i.zatia: (CNl9.)), 'foly 20.1973 (hereby carn.:ekd) 

(e) DoD Directive5lOLl,''DoD Executive Agent," May 920m 
(i) American Servicemembers' Protection Act of 2(Xl2. Section 7421 et seq. of 

title 22, lJ nited States Cnde 

1. PURPOSE 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Sec-retary of Defense 1Jllder Section 113 of reference (a), 
this Directi vc: 

1.1. Establishes policic,,; and assigns responsibilities for the receipt. analysis, coordination 
and approval of a.~signmentsofDoD military or civilian personnel to serve with United :-.lat ions 
[UN) l\,lissiuns. 

1.2. Cancels references (b) lhruugh (d). 

1 J. Pur~uant tn referenc-e (e ), designates the Secretary of the Army as the Executive Agent 
for DoD Sq:iport lu UN :\iissiuns. This designationrcplaces and subsumes lhc excculive agenl 
designations made in refcrcnccs(c) and (d). 

This Directive: 

2. I. Applies to the Office of the Secretary of Defonse (OSD). the Military Jl:pE.tler.s, tte 
Chairman of the Joint Chief~ of Stafl: the Combatant Commands, the c:tl5i:2 of the Inspector 
General of the Dcparnnenl uf Dcfonse, the Defcn~c Agencies, the Do D Field Activities, cl'd all 
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Nher organintional entities in the Department of Defeme (hereafter referred to collectively as 
the "DoD Components"). The tam "Military Services"as used herein applies to the Anny, the 
:--Javy, the Air Force, the :vlarine Corps, and the Coast Guard (when not a plrt. of the :--JavyJ. 

2.2. Applies to all assignments (whelhcrp1.:1111anenl or temporary duty) ofDoD military and 
civilian pl!rwnncl in support ofUJ\" ~issions, but docs not apply lo the deployment of mits in 
si.w,rt of UI\' operations. 'w11en the deployment of units is required. the Chairman of the Joint 
Chii.:fs of Staff shall prep;u-e the appropriateonlns for approval by tbe Secretary of Ddensc. 

2.3. Applies to authorized personnel ~ 10 a UN Mission in place on the ettective date 
of this <lin;ctiv..: and to such support to a UN ~ission in the fil:ute. 

2.4. Takes precedence overDoD memoranda or other issuances that contain conflicling 
guidance on the assignment ofpcrsonncl to UN Missions or Executive Agent n:sponsibiliticsfor 
such assignments. 

3 . .em.ICY 

Ith DcD policy that: 

3.1. All initial assignmentsofDoD military and civilian personnel LO any CN Mission shall 
be approved hy the Secretary of Defense. Follow-on assignments to a UN Mi~sion, including 
assignments rewlting from lhe 1.'.Xlension of a UN mandate shall be managed by the Executive 
Agent for DoD Support to LIi\' Missions. 

3.2. DoD military and civilian pe1wnnel shall be a\signed only to UN :S.1issions in countries 
where sufficient protections exist to ensure U.S. personnel will nut he exposed to the risk of 
assertion ufjurisdictionby lhe lntemalional Criminal Court (ICC) r.:onsistL:nt with U.S.polky 
and the Am..:1ican S..:rvieern..:mbers' Protcetion /\cl (rckrence (t)). Such protections may be 
provided. as applicable, hy a Status of Forces Agreement in effect in the country where the UN 
~ission takes place. a bilalernl agreement between lhe United Stales and that country consistent 
with Articl..: 98 of the ICC Treaty. a L;N Security Council Resolution undc;r Chapter V1l oft he 
UN Charter, or other legally binding provisions or agrccments. 

3.3. DcD military and civilian personnel st:ning in t.: N ~issions shall be un<ln the 
managcm..:nl oversight of an Executive Agent and supporte<l by a single focal point official who 
\hall be responsible for providing command, oversight.training, and administrative and logistics 
support for all DoD personnel serving in UN Missions. 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES 

4.1. The Assi,tant Sccrctarvof JJdi.'JJM' for Six:ciaJ Owerat\ons and I,ow Jntensity G@Okt, 
under the Under Sceretarv of Defense for Policy. shall O\'L:rsee the process forthc receipt. 
analysis, coordination, and approval ( or othcnlisposition)of r..:quesls fur personnel to scrvc with 
UN ~issions received from lh..: Lil\' and forwarded by th\! Dcp:ntmcnt of Slate to lhe Deparlmenl 
of Deh;nse, and shall: 

2 
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4.1.1. UJX-ln n:ccipl of a request for DoD personnel to serve with a UN ~ission, 
dc:termine, in coordination with the General Counsel of the Depaitmenl of Defense (DoD GC), 
am.l other orficialsrcsponsiblc fur JX-Jlicy regarding the ICC, whcther the assignment or personnel 
mc.:ts the provisions of refr:rence (f), thcrcby µrnlet:ting DoD pcrsunncl from thc jurisdiction of 
tht: ICC 

4.1.2. Forward lo the Sccrclai-y of Defense fur decision an Action Memoramlum 
coordinated with the Chai.man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the DoD GC, and others as 
appropriate. The Acrion :Vlemorandum shall cootain all pe1tinent information cor::iceming the 
rcquesl fur personnel, indu<ling the <lelcnninationrcquired by subpardgraph 4.1. l, 

4.1.3. Courdinall: with the Department of S:cte to <lclerminc force protection 
responsibilities for DoD personnel serving on UN lvlissions. 

4.2. The OSD Principal S"att6ssi•fiUll.i shall. within their functional areas, exercise their 
designated authorities and responsibiliries as established by law or DoD guidance to facilitate the 
mission of the Executive Agent for Dc,D Support to UN Missions. 

4J. The Secretaries of the Military Deoartrnents shall: 

4.3. 1. Provi<lc the military and civilian personnel to support UN Missions. as requeslcd 
by the Chainnan of ~1e Joint Chiefs of !taff. Personnel shall be directed to report.to thl: U.S. 
Military Observcr Group. wasbingtoo (CS~OO-W) (a jointly staffod orgacizatio11), ror 
anri-te1TOrismtraining and for administrative and logistics support before executing their 
assignments. Active or Reserve componentpersonnel who are required for UN \1issions for a 
period that exceeds 180days may be assigned pursuant to pe0Jlane11l change of station orders as 
an authorized overslrength in the appropriate component. Retirees supporling UN ~bsions shall 
be ordered to active duty pursuant to Secticn688 of reference (a). 

4J.2. Provide personnel as n:questcd by the Executive Agent for DoD Support to UN 
Missions, lo staff th1: USMOG-\V, 

4J.3. Cooperate with and suppon the Executive Agent for DoD Support to UN Missions 
to ensure the effective and efficient use of resources and facilitates the mi~sion of the Executive 
Agent. 

4.4. The Sc:cn;t;uy of the Army is hereby llcsignaLed as th<.: ExccutivcAgi:mt for DoD 
Support to UN \1issions in accordance with reference (e). In this role, and in addition to the 
respuusibiliLies prescribed in paragraph 4.3, th<.: Secretary of thc Anny shall: 

4.4.1 Command and oversee all DoD personnel serving in UN \1is~ionsthroughthe 
Commander of the US\10G-W to ensure that mission requirements and the administrative and 
logistics needs of the personnel are met. 

3 
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··t 
Missions. including but not limiti.:d to equipment, tra:inirg, aml tra'l.<pxtal:.i. Provid~ an affi.ca: 
lo serve as the Comm,mderof the USM:OG-W. 

4.4.3. Coonlinale the assignment of p.:rsonncl appro\'cd lo ser\'e in UN Missions and the 
replacement of such personnel with the Olaiman cf the Joint Chiefs of S::affand the Scc1-ctarics 
of the Ylilitary DepartmL:nts or lhdr designated r.:presentillives. 

4.5. Th.: Chain:nan of the Joint Oliefs of 9:aff sl:all1 after approval of the request for 
personnel, reque~t the Secretariesofthe \1ilitary Departments and, when appropriate. the 
Commander, C.S. Spcciill Operations Command and the otbcrCombalanl Commanders, lo 
provide appropriate military and civilianper!;onnel as approved by the Secretary of Defen~e. 
Pe[!;onnel shall be directed to report to the Lbl\:IOG-W for anti-terrorism trainin;rand for 
administrative and logistics support. 

5. EFfECT.:YE ~A TE 

This Dirceli ve is c ffcl.:ti ve immediately. 

4 
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TO: 

FROM: 

I Oh CJ l :CU LS CUC ..... ,..., • 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Om 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Protection from ICX::: 

June 30,2004 

I think in the future I should a Pp rove anyone, who is going to 20 serve on a UN 

~n who is a military or civilian person. We need to have 2recise clarity as to 

where they are going and whether or not those places would have protection from 

the .XJ: - Article 98 or SOFAsl 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0630()4,J 

' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

I OR BFF!e!li tis !!8tl 81 Its I 
0SD 10497-04 
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DRAFT 

Department of Defense 

DIRECTIVE 
NUMBER xxxx.xx 

DA&M 

SUBJECT: Assignment of Personnel to United Nations Missions 

References: (a) Section I 13cf title 10, United St.ates Code 
(b) Secretary of Defense memorandum, "Delegation of Authority to 

Approve Department ct Defense Personnel Assignments to the United 
Nations for Headquarters Support," January 14,1994 (hereby canceled) 

(c) Under Secretary of Defense for Policymemorandum1 "US Military 
Supp01t to the United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea 
(UNMEE), "October 31,2000 (hereby canceled) 

( d) Secretary cf Defense memorandum, "United Nations Truce Supervision 
Organization (UNTSO)," July 20, 1973 (hereby canceled) 

( e) Title 11, Public Law I 07-206, "American Servicemembers' Protection Act 
of 2002'' 

(f) DoD Directive510l.l, "DoD Executive Agent," September 3,2002 

I. PURPOSE 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of Defense under reference (a), this 
Directive: 

l.1. Establishes policy and assigns responsibilities for the receipt, analysis, 
coordination and approval of assignments for DoD military or civilian personnel to 
serve with United Nations (UN) Missions. 

1.2. Cancels references (b) through ( d). 

l.3. Designates the Secretary of the Army as the Executive Agent forDoD Support 
to United Nations Missions. This designation replaces and subsumes the executive 
agent designations made in references (c)and (d). 

2. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE 

This Directive: 

DRAFT 
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DRAFT 

2.1. Applies to the Office cf the Secretary cf Defense (OSD),the Military 
Depattments, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs cf Staff, the Combatant Commands, the 
Office of the Inspector General of the Depattment cf Defense, the Defense Agencies, the 
DoD Field Activities, and all other organizational entities in the Department cf Defense 
(hereafterreferred to collectively as the "DoD Components"). The term Military 
Services as used herein applies to the Anny, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. 

2.2. Applies to the initial assignment of DoD military and civilian personnel to serve 
with UN Missions; it does not apply to the deployment cf units in support cf UN 
operations. When the deployment of units is required, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff shal I prepare the appropriate orders for approval by the Secretary cf Defense. 

2.3. Applies to the extant personnel and other support arrangements provided to: 
UN Mission Haiti (MINUSTAH),UN Mission Libe1ia (UNMIL),UN Mission Ethiopia 
and Eritrea (UNMEE), UN Mission Georgia (UNOMIG), UN Truce5upervision 
Organization (USSTO);and to such supp0ti provided to UN Missions in the future. 

3. POLTCY 

It is DoD policy that: 

3.1. All initial assignments cf DoD military and civilian personnel to UN Missions 
shall be approved by the Secretary cf Defense. 

3.2. DoD military and civilian personnel shall only be assigned to UN Missions in 
countries that enable their protection consistent with the American Servicemembers' 
Protection Act (ASPA), reference (e). 

3.3. DoD military and civilian personnel serving in UN Missions shall be under the 
management oversight of a DoD Executive Agent and supported by a single focal point 
organization that will be responsible for providing command and cbntrol, 
administrative and logistics support, and training for all DoD personnel serving in UN 
Missions. 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES 

4.1. The Assistant Secretary cf Defense (Special Operations and ,Low Intensity 
Contlict)(ASD(SO/LIC)) under the Under Secretarv of Defense for Policy (USD(P)) 
shall oversee the process for the receipt, analysis, coordination,andi approval, or other 
disposition, ofrequests forpersonnel to serve with UN Missions received from the 
United Nations and forwarded by the Department cf State to DoD, and shall: 

DRAFT 2 
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DRAFT 

4.1.l. Upon receipt cf a request for DoD personnel to serve with a UN Mission, 
determine whether or not the assignment of personnel meets the provisions of the 
ASPA, reference(f), thereby protectingDoD personnel from thejurisdiction cf the 
International Criminal Court (ICC). 

4.1.2. Forward to the Secretary cf Defense for decision, an Action 
Memorandum coordinated with the Chairman cf the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Under 
Secretary cf Defense for Personnel and Readiness, the General Cowisel <i the DoD, and 
others as appropriate. The memorandum shall contain all pertinent information 
concerning the request for personnel. including the determinationaddressed in 
subparagraph 4.1.1 above. 

4.1.3. Oversee the implementation cf the responsibilities Q( the Executive 
Agent for DoD Support to United Nations Missions pursuant to DJD Directive 5101.1, 
reference (f). 

4.2. The Chairman <i the Toint Chiefs cf Staff shall, when tasked by the Secretary <i 
Defense following approval cf the request for military personnel, task the Chiefs <i the 
Military Services to provide the military personnel as approved by the Secretary c{ 

Defense. Personnel shall be directed to report to the US Military Observer Group, 
Washington (USMOG-W)for administrativeand logistics support. 

4.3. The Secretary cf the Army is hereby designated as the Executive Anent for DoD 
Support to United Nations Missions in accordance with DoD Directive 5101.1, reference 
(f) and in this role shall: 

4.3.I. Provide command and control cf all DoD personnel serving in UN 
Missions through the USMOG-W. Oversee personnel during their service with UN 
Missions to ensure mission requirements and administrative and logistics needs cf the 
personnel are met. 

4.3.2. Program and budget to fund the operational and support requirements cf 
USMOG-W and provide administrative and logistics support for personnel serving in 
UN Missions, including but not limited to equipment, training, and transportation. 
Provide the Commander cf the USMOG-W. 

4.3.3. Coordinate the assignment cr personnel approved to serve in UN Missions 
and the replacement <i such personnel with the Chairman cf the Joint Chiefs <i Staff 
and the Secretaries cf the Military Departments. Unless mission requirements dictate 
otherwise, personnel assignments shall rotate among the Military Departments. 

4.4. The Secretaries cf the Military Departments sh al I: 

DRAFT 3 
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DRAFT 

4.4.1. \Vhen tasked by the Secretary of Defense following approval cf Lhe request 
for DoD civilian personnel, provide the civilian personnel as approved by the Secretary 
of Defense. Personnel shall be directed to report to the USMOG-W for administrative 
and logistics support. 

4.4.2. Provide personnel as requested by the DoD Executive Agent for DoD 
Support to United Nations Missions to staff the USMOO-W, a jointly manned 
organization. 

4.4.3. Cooperate and support the Executive Agent for DoD Support to United 
Nations Missions in a manner that ensures the effective and efficient use cf resources 
and facilitates the mission of the Executive Agent. 

4.5. The OSD Principal Staff Assistants shal~within their functional areas, exercise 
their designated authorities and responsibilities as established by law or DoD guidance 
to facilitate the mission of the Executive Agent for DoD Support to United Nations 
Missions. 

5. EFFECTIVE DAJE 

This Directive is effective immediately. 

DRAFT 4 
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: Git GI I ICIAL USE 614L I 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

FR OM: Donald Rumstdu~ 

SUBJECT: Protection from TCC 

TABA 

June 30,2004 

I think in the future l should approve anyone who is going to go serve on a UN 

mission wllo is a military or civilian person. We need to have precise clarity as tu 

where they are going and whether or not Lhu:,e places would have protection from 

the ICC - Article 98 or SOFAs, 

Thanks. 

PIii< ili1 
11(1 ~j >11-i-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond b_v -----------

Tab A 
SOP OFEIS: I I J If[ 9 III Ji 
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- CHAIRMANCFTHEJOINTCHEFSOFSTAFFw,...,....- ,..,~ •.. -
r~,·r· tit .. t l.Ji I·~':: 

WASHINGTON, D.C 20311-9899 '.J~':.::-:::·~/·.;; 1 ~:i7 ~ =::-f:: :~.~ 
C!-ltll-04 

Z
.~:, ii" 1515.,.f-Y.l/.~ 2004 lNFO MEMO '-'· ,J•.J.i,. 71•1 lU· _, :.) 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, OCS 

SUBJECT: Protection From the International Criminal Coun (ICC) 0 

• Issue. ''I think in the future r should approve anyone who is going to go serve on a ll\ 
UN mission who is a military or civilian person. We need to have precise clarity as to 
where they are going and whether or nOl those places would have protection from the 
ICC· Article98 orSOFAs." (TABA) 

• Conclusion. l11e Secretary of Defense is the approval authority for assigmnent of 
DOD personnel to UN peacekeeping m.issions. 

• Discussion 

• The Depamnent of State forwards UN requests for personnel to the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict) 
(OASD(SO/LIC)) for action. The requests are subsequently routed through 
OASD (SO/LIC) to the Deputy ASD (Stability Operations) (DASD(SO)). After 
coordination with Joint Staf£/J-5 and OSD (Negotiations Policy), DASD(SO) 
makes a recommendation through OASD(SO/LIC) to the Secretary of Defense 
whether to grant each request. Tf approved, the OSD Executive Secretary informs 
the Joim Staff of the requirement to be filled. Joint Staff/J-1 then tasks the 
Scrvi('.Cs in ac·oor<lancc with OCSI 1301.01 C, ''Individual Augmentation 
Procedures." Protection from the ICC is detemtined during coordination between 
DASD(SO) and Joint Staff/J-5 and annotated on the OASD(SO/LIC) 
memorandum to the Secretary of Defense. 

• There are currently no 000 civilian personnel assigned to UN missions. 
However, such assignment would follow essentially the same procedure less the 
J-1 actions. 

COORDJNA TION: TAB B 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: L TG Walter L. Sharp, USA: Director, J-5~ .... (b-)(_6> __ 
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OASD(SO/LIC) 

DASD(NP) 

USMOG-W 

TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

COL Brown 

Guy Roberts 

Col de la Pena 
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AOM!NtSTRATION ANO 

MANAGEM!.""T 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 950 

MEMORAND~HE SENIOR MILITARY ASSISTANT 

SUBJECT: Prot(7n frofu the ICC 

,... , . ~· . ·, .·'\ 

In response to your note (attached) on the Secretary's snowflake on the ICC, we 
drafted the DoD Directive at TAB A. 

It is clear that a directive is needed to update guidance to JCS and the Military 
Departments. Memoranda providing guidance on these personnel assignments date back 
as far as 1973. 

Key points of the Directive: 

• The Sec Def approves all initial assignments of personnel to UN Missions. 

• Personnel are assigned only to UN Missions in countries where personnel are 
protected from the ICC. 

• In cases where personnel rotations are needed for already approved 
assignments. rotations arc managed by the Commander of the US Military 
Observer Group-Washington(USMOG-W), a unit operating under the 
Secretary of the Army as the Executive Agent for DoD Support to United 
Nations Missions. 

• USMOG-W handles training and support of personnel being assigned to UN 
Missions. 

• Personnel assigned are considered individual augmentees, not units when 
units are deployed, the JCS deployment order process is used. 

The draft directive was prepared with input from the Joint Staff, OUSD(P), and the 
Army Staff, but formal staffing is needed before approval and publication. 

\Vith your concurrence, we will send the draft directive out for formal coordination. 

Attachments 
As stated 

z~F.DuBois 
Director 
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TO: 

FROM: 

! US 0£ ! £022 EL CCC 014£ I 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Om 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Protection fmnlCC 

June 30,2004 

I think in the fulure I should approve anyone,w ho is going to go sezye on a JN --mission who is a military or civilian person. We need to have precise clarity as to ...--
where they are going and whether or not those places would have protection from .... .. 
the ICC-Article 98 or SOFAs} 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll ,.,...., 

£).,bo•,. 
/1.--t .. 

I .-.../-<,JJ<,.,,.. ,. ~ 
(;)'I. " J> r,,.. 

~'9 ri• o""' 
,J •"" 9-i' .......•..........•.....................................••..•..• , ....... , 

Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 

i' 8 R ffPiJiiI @liit! U SL 61 & I 
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TAB 

July 2, 2004 

sz\ 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7)i\ 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan 

I ilm told we are spending something like SI l billion a year on the military in 

.~t);hanistan. and that the ·05 hudgct for the entire USG for non-military support 

for Afghanistan is about $1 billion. 

Civcn the disparity, and the fact that our goal is to not have our military in 

-\fg:hanistan forever, we need to fashion a way to present this obvious disparity in 

a way that is persuasi\'e and that enables the USG to get things right. 

The tirst thing we need to do is to prepare a security force plan addressing the 

same elements we are addressing in Iraq. We have been in Afghanistan for two 

,md half years. We hBvc made some progress, but we need to have a detailed plan 

and timetable. Then we need to find a way to fund it so we can shift the funding 

a,v~1y from our military O\'cr to theirs. 

Thank you. 

I ii Ill ,lh 
O'IJ~IJ-1-k ......................... 

2 S.t Si 1 iC!J tE 632 Gitt I 
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'IO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

DonaldRumsfeI1, 

~= Olympics 

June 29, 2004 

€314 

Wu: is 1he status on moving those booms from England down to the Ol)mpics? 

\Vhat other issues do we have? I want to make sure~ do what we need to do to 

help the Olympics, but nothing that leaves us slm. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by '1 /,_ / D 't 

11-L-0559L0SD/25353 
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_ CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~1/tf" 

SUBJECT: Dunlop Barrier Support for the Greek Olympics 

CM-l 936-04 
15 July 2004 

• Question. "What is the status on moving those ·booms from England down to the 
Olympics? What other issues do we have? I want to make sure we do what we 
need to do to help the Olympics, but nothing thal leaves us short" (TAB) 

• Answer. Tn anticipationof fund.ingi USEUCOM prov.ided maritime transportation 
of Dunlop Barriers from England to Athens.: Hll barr:iers (32) have arrived in 
Greece and installation has begun. 

• Analysis 

• Greece was unable to support the project ($800K). US State Department was 
also unable to provide resources for the Dunlop Barr.iers. On 1 July, 
DepSecDef approved use of Emergency and Extraordinary E:xpeuse (EEE) 
funds. Use of over $500K required notice to House mid Seuate Arme£l 
Services and Appropriation$ Committees. Fumls have been obligoted for 
emplacement of the barriers. 

• USEUCOM anticipates a 30-day installation period. Cruise ships arrive the 
week of 8 August. Estimated completion is during first week in August. I will 
notify you when complete. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
A$ stated 

Prepared By: Lieutenant General N.A. Schwurtz, USAF_; Director, J-3; .... r_)(-5) _ ____, 

oso 10552-04 
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.. 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

~··- 'I ., " I 
I• 

Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz fl fw' 

Donald Rumsfeld~ {L..--Y~ 
History 

JUN 1 4 2004 

I would like to visit with you about when the last time was that the US fired from 

the ground at aircraft attacking US forces. My guess is that it was probably Korea. 

I don't think it happened in Vietnam, and likely not since. All we have seen lately 

have been Scuds. 

What personnel and investment do we have in the Army air defense forces? Do 

you have any proposals with respect to the future? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061004·22 

~,:~:~· ;:;;:~~ ~~-· · · -~ ·i9·z;~· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · 
t , 

OSD 10SS4-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25356 



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

INFO.MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

,. "';- .. ~~ i ~ t .'. 
L-..; ... ·- ~ L..-

C I ~ ~ ,-,, -. " 

, July-9, 2004, 3:00 PM 

>'""" 
' 

FROM: R. L. Brownlee., Acting Secretary of the~ :i: 
Peter} ~cltoornaker Geo;ial ChitfofSta&I;,PoitedStates 4:RDy ~.A::t -~I 

o I i 'iS.vrt{)4"1" 

SUBJECT: Anny Air and Missile Defense (AMD) Transformation 

• Reference your memo dated 14June 2004 at Tab A 

• The last time the Army fired at an attacking manned aircraft was in 1950 during the Korean 
War. Currently, our Air Forces- have attained a level of deterrence that dissuades potential aml 
current adversaries from pursuing fargc manned air forces. As a result, the Army began 
reorganization and modernization efforts within AMD. The Joint Force identified capability 
gaps that include the need for improved defenses against ballistic and cruise missiles, Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles, rockets, m1illery, mortars, combat identification, and a Single Integrated Air 
Picture. Of panicular concern are cruise missiles and the proliferation of short-range ballistic 
missiles. 

• This concern resulted in the shift of personnel and investments as indicated in the attached 
chart at Tab B. Specifically, the Army ce,minaced Stinger Based Systems, received transfer of 
Patiiot and Medium Extended Air Defense System (l\tIBADS) programs from the Missile 
Defense Agency, and stood up a National Guard B,igade and Battalion for Ground Based 
MidcourseDefense. These efforts support National Security Presidential Directive - 23. 

• The centerpiece of the Army's AMO transfonnation is the conversion to composite 
battalions. These battalions are capable of ope.-ating from tactical to strategic levels, 
interdependent with other services, as well as providing for Homeland Security. The Army has 
realigned 29 AMD battalions to other missions. The remaining organizations arc transforming 
into a minimum of 14 Active Component AMD Task Forces and eight Homeland Defense 
battalions. 

• A recent review of Army Cruise Missile Defense (CMD) capability resulted in increased 
funding for this mission by $1. l billion in President's Budget 05. The Anny will deploy a CMD 
capability by fiscal year 2008. The Anny will field an aerosrnt-based elevated sensor and an 
integrated fire control capahilitywhile executing an acquisition effort with the United States 
Marine Corps on a Surface Launched Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile 
(SLAMRAAM) System. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: COL Ralph M. McGee, ... ___ _. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25357 OSD 10554-04 
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.r: 

TO: Les Brownlee 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz n /jJI 

Donald Rumsfeld~ fl-----1"'., 
History 

JUN i 4 2004 

I would like to visit with you about when the last time was that the US fired from 

the ground at aircraft attacking US forces. My guess is that it was probably Korea. 

I don't think it happened in Vietnam, and likely not since. All we have seen lately 

have been Scuds. 

What personnel and investment do we have in the Army air defense forces? Do 

you have any proposals with respect to the future? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061004-22 

......•....................•..........•...........••••.••....•.••...•.•. , 
Please respond by _·,-(--tf-P--'-1 __ _ 

OSD 10554-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25359 
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Army AMO Transformation Since 1999 

Legend: 

'PB99 

-..- .... ..,.. ~" ,...,,,...."""~·~-~•"' •"111,"'.-,:..,z•~.. ~ ..... -_. .... -~~ .. , -..- ~-. 

• • 

1999 

:.f .. ""r , ,., .. • ·, -· - ..... ~::; .... • • " - ' t 

• ---------

ABT - Air BreathingThreat 
BMC2- Battle Management Command and Control 
GMO - Ground Based Midcourse Defense 
MAMD - Maneuver Ar and Missile Defense 

Investment 

Personnel 

PB05 

...,...... -- . ~~ .. ..,,,,..~,,,.... ... ~ ~ 

• 

2005 

*Reflects Total Anny 
Analysis-11 (TAA-11) 
Decisions, Modularity 
and AMO Task Forces 

" - - ~ . . - .. ' . . . ~ 
----- - - ----------

AMD TF - Ar and Missile Defense Task Force 
CM D - Cruise Missile Defense 
HLS - Homeland Security 
TBMD -Tactical Ballistic Missile Defense 

11-L-0559/0SD/25361 
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TABA 
FIil U I IIIMUR 91•.t 

TO: Gen. Pete Pace 

CC; Dous Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Decision Recommendations 

r~r..~:r -::-· 
\ii 

L"~ "\~. ~ 
~;,_=._· ·.--

June 24, 2004 

Someone is going to have to get their arms around the decision recommendations 

from the Genensl Barno brief - on money, trainers, who needs to do what, etc 

Thanks. 

DHL'dh 
0Q404-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. Please respond by 7/, /of 

F9ll 8ff!telhl tfll 8l1Wf 
TabA 

11-L-0559/0SD/25362 OSD 10557-04 
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July 1, 2004 

~ ~ 
0 

TO: Doug Feith 

-1{{ ~ 

SUBJECT: Memo on Haili 

Please don't forget to give me a memo on Haiti, so we can caution them that the 

UN is not living up to its assignment. 

Thanks. 

DHR.'1111 
cmn04-10 

·························· ...........•................•.•.....••..•.. , 
Please respond by __ 1-+--'~-+----

G~D 
~L- ,;,c~ 
~ 1"?> .vte, 

' I~ 1/tb 
~Ir 

I 

/es;:)v\f< I > 

q·Tft- c_L-e» 

JI) fl/ ( a_ i1. 

IOR&i&L&UXOICLI 
OSD 10560-04 

02 .. li7-04' 17~}~2 J1 NIN 
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CJCS Decision: 

Memo forny Signablre 

Will answer at .RoundlahiP..: \A. I 
Give me vartJm !!!fDnH ~( 0 

Give metHnaR ~ __ 

Giveme 5x8/ side/ etc. 

Send to Staff far Info 

No Reply Required 

Copyto: "J"f,,_· ~l)l_:S~-

'I'O: Oen. Dick :\1yers 
Paul Wolfowitz. 
DougPellh 
Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "pi 
SUBJECT: Detainees 

I needl.O have the name this week oflhc peuon who iii going to be io charge of 

Iraqi detainees, like General MuelJer is in chargeofGT}IOclct.aineet. 

What is happening has got to stop. 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pltalt n1pond by .3 / 1~/6~0 

........................ •u O ' .... , 

~y-33 
11-L-0559/0SD/25364 / !F~ so 

... 
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THE JOINT STAFF 

([SJ~ SJS/CPCB Protocol 

LA LC Speech writer 

MEMORANDUM L 
DATE: 3115 4: 

Aides JHO NG/RA 
I' 

PA Othe~ / Vc.;:r~ -(1'~ 

-,J--F::;:::::c 2 
I'"/ 

3 4 rs J 6 I 7 a 

' - -
..... ,. CJCS Reply Vet$11'-) See CJCS Note Info Only 

ican & File/Note & l<'ile Direct Reply Appropriate Action 

:ondolence BSA/GSA Translation 

Secommendatlons: 

Forward to: / Purple note: 

l\mplifying Information 

'ersonal friend/salutation is: 

::::omments: 

Enclose w /letter 
>hoto I Bio !CJCS Book 
~utographed Card l CJCS Functions Sheet 
)ther 

3iftsls) Received 

~USPENSE; lcoNTROL# 11-L-0559/0SD/25365 
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f8fl 81ifl@IJ ttsCSE C: 42 ; 

July 14,2004 

E'S -o,ss 
I-OL\ lo:A~L\ 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Uzbekistan 

ere was a Presidential waiver for Uzbekistan. Colin Powell Your people told me th . . 

and Condi say there is not. Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
071404-15 

Z <:ir_?-i>l..c v, .fi. Pv:1 \?..,,-Ji,, "'"'~ 
r .1!,'.;c..UJ'~+t?'-' :· Oi't ~l&-.,, ~."'• t...; t~ 

~~ ~ - ~ , .. ,t./~ '.~ ,, ,,,..,.-~ 

q k>-::. e-r:. 

~-~ 
15-07-04 11 : 05 IN 

11- L-0559/0SD/25366 filliUl 8fft@ttt!ls 19BE 8! ffsZf 



Fifi Ofli4Bb tlS t§819 01 FL f 

TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Uzbekistan Waiver 

Please dig into this question of whether the President has a waiver on U1.bekistan. 

Thanks. 

DH.R:dh 
070104-12 

··~-~-······-·······~·-············~····································· 
Please respond by j/1 /of 

oso 10589-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/25367 
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fldft Oil ICJAE CSE 6 . 4£Jf 

INFO MEMO 
VSDP ~~\ ?l,'1 

DEPSECDEF~~~ 
ES-0031 

041008977 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE M ~ 

~ "/'4,#tl(/ w 
FROM: MIRA RICARDEL, ~SISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY POLICY (Acting) 

SUBJECT: Presidential Waiver Authority for Uzbekistan Certification (Pe5Me5J 

JUL I 2 2004 

• (F8 ~ 8) You asked that we dig into the question of whether the President may waive 

prohibitions on assistance to Uzbekistan. (Tab A) 

• (U) Under section 568(a) (Tab B) of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2004. 
funds are only available for Uzbekistan if the Secretary of State certifies and reports 
to Congress that Uzbekistan is making substantial and continuing progress on 
protection of human rights and on other matters. 

o Unlike similar provisions, e.g., related to Kazakhstan, the Uzbekistan 
provision docs not include a "national security interest" waiver. 

• (U) There is an extraordinary authority in the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) (section 
614, Tab C) that would permit the President to provide assistance to Uzbekistan 
notwithstanding the prohibition, provided he determines, an<l so notifies Congress in 
writing, that to <lo so is "importanllo the security of the United States." 

o FAA section 614 authority is sensitive and rarely used. We are unaware of its 
use during this Administration. 

• (U) It appears that Secretary of State will make a decision whether to certify 
Uzbekistan under section 568(a) within the next week. 

• (fiijWij) If the decision is not to certify, you may want to discuss with Secretary 
Powell the possibility of recommending that the President use his extraordinary 
authority under section 614 of the FAA. 

OGC A.u •• ui" 

A/DASO Eurasi~ C)_tl0 "i \o~ 
~ •f"'· 6"'1 .. t•O"l"'F"ILIIIIIL& ... 1116111111§"'£111611.4"£~£119 

0 SD 1 0 5 8 9 • 04 

I( (6 l ·t-O'l -'.14 :) 8:10 IN Prepared by: LTC Kurt Meppcn, b) ) .,, 
Classified hy: Principal Dim :lor, ELtrasia 
Reasons: 1.4( d), Declassify on 02/09/14 

11-L-0559/0SD/25368 
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EXTRACT FROM THE 2004 CONSOLIDATED APPROP:RIA 'f.IONS ACT 

Sec. 568. (a) Funds appropriated by this Act may be made available for assistance 
for the central Government of Uzbekistan only if the Secretary of State detennin es 
and reports to the Committees on Approp1ia1ions that the Government of 
Uzbekistan is making substantial and continuing progress in meeting its 
commitments under the "Declaration on the Strategic Partnership and 
Cooperation Framework Bet\veen the Republic of Uzbekistan and the United 
States of America". including respect for human rights, establishing a genuine 
multi-party system. and ensuring frei.: ,mJ fair elcctiom., freedom of expression, 
and the independence of the media. 

(b) Funds appropriated by this Ace may be made available for assi,:,tance for the 
Government of Kazakhstan only if the Secretary of State determines and reports to 
the Committees on Appropriations that the Government of Kazakhstan has made 
significant improvements in thL' protection of human rights during the preceding 6-
month pc ri o<l. 

( cj The Secretary of State may waive the requirements under subsection (b) ifhe 
determines and reports to che Committees on Appropriation,:, that such a waiver i ~ 
in the natimial security interests of the United States. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25369 



U.S. Code Page 1 of7 

Search USC, About Database. Download US_r, Classification Tables. Codification 

• ~, ,:> Po to 1~i query term(s) 

-CITE-

?.?. use sec. ~364 01/22/02 

-3XPCITE-

TITLE 22 - FORE.::GN RELATIONS AND .::NTERCOURSE 

C:iA?T::O::R 32 FORE.::GN ASSISTANCE 

SUBCJJAPTE~ I I I GENERAL AKO AmHNISTRATIV:<:: PROVIS:::ONS 

?art - General Prov~sions 

- HE.till -

Sec. 2364. Spccia_ author~tics 

-STATUTE- -:fdr.e1;n. ,1ssr,ft:"4('--tt!../f c:.lt I ),it.c.,ff(;,,,,_ ,, 7' 
(al ?urnishing of assistance and ar:ns export sa cs, erect~ ts, a:'.d 

guara::tie.s upon dete:cm~nation and notification of Congress of 

~mporta~ce and vita_ity cf such actic~ to secu:city ~nterests 

and national sec~rity ~nterests of Gn~ted States; po:__icy 

just~ficatian; f~sca: yea= :i~itations; t=ansfc=s between 

accounts 

("l) The Pres~de::t :nay al1thorize the furnishinq of assistance 

under this chapter wit~o~t regard to any prov~sion of this Chapter, 

tr,e Ar:ns E:xport Contro:__ Act (22U.S.C. 2751 et seq.), anv law 

relating to =cccipts and crcd~ts accruing to tho Cnitcd States, and 

any Act authoriz~ng or approp=~ating funds €a= ~sc ~ncte= t~~s 

chapte:c, 'n furtherance of any cf the purposes cf th~s chapter, 

when t:,e Pres:de:-.t. dete::::m:nes, a:-.d so ::ot:f~es ~n w::::~t~nq the 

Spea~e:::: of the nouse of Representatives and the chairma:: of the 

Committee on Foreiqn Relatio::s of the Senate, that to do so is 

important to L,e secu:city :::terests of the t.:nited States. 

(2) The Pres~de~t may ma~e sales, extend cred~t, and issue 

7/9/2004 



U.S. Code 

qlla'.'.'.'a:ct ies under the A'.'.'.'ms Export. Cont rr)l ,v::t (22 U.S. C. ').7 51 et 

seq.), wit~out reqard to any provision 0f this c~apter, t~e Arms 

Export Control Act, any :aw relat~nq to receipts and cred:..ts 

accr..::..ng to the U:'.itcd Stat L'S, elite! cL:'_y ;,.,:t aut k)Iizi:'.g or 

approp'.'.'.'iat:..nq f~nds for use ,.;nder the Arms Export Control Act, in 

f~rthera:cce of any of the purpases of such Act, w~en the ?res:..dent 

determines, and so not1f~e3 ~n w~it1nq the Speaker af t~e nouse of 

Representatives d.l\ll the chair:mdt1 c:_,f the r::onuni t. tee (A, Foreign 

Rclat:.ons of the Sc::dtc, that tL' d(' 'jO '.:; vit6!_ t_rj tt,e r,6ti,_mal 

security 'nterests of the United 2t3tes. 

(3) Gefot-e exet·,._-:1.si·-.q the 3ur·-1(':-ity q~,o,r,t,;;d 1- th1.:; :~·,.;):;3,;;r_;ti0:-, 

t:tc t'.::-c,:ndL't\t ::,l1~-1.l con:,;ult with, and sr,al prov· de: 61 writ tu, 

puliL,y J--t.t' f1cc1ti,)11 t(', the, (\)tmn:..t.tcc on ?,.;re 131, Aff6!:::. -s dJid t.lie 

C,,~nm' tte2 ,,n Appu,pt i 3t 1,,ns cJf the :louse of R::;piesent:it. i 'lC:c.s. and t>,e 

C: 0J1run:..ttr_::.-~ 'JC\ foreign ?-i.::lation::.; and the Co1nm:::.tte:s: on AFpropriatic>ns 

(i) rnor':r th.,ar, $750,000,000 in :::ales t,· be;; rncid8 unde;;r rJ-,e Amis 

Export Contrc.l Act (d:C 1;.::;.c. 2751 ct t's..'(J,); 

( ii) tho u;~c •)L rw.:u.: than $250,000.000 ;_,f fund::.; nk1ck cl\'di_ablc 

for ~se under this ch.,apte~ o_ the Arms ~xp0rt C0ntrol Act; and 

(iii) t:1c use of rrvJr--_ th::u, ,,100, OCH:', O•::':Jof fc.,r'-'-'Jll currcncios 

accr~'nq under this ch.,apt~- or any ether aw. 

(8) If trw auL1.o:::-ity of thi:" '":~b.'.i<)C.:t ic.,:, is used both to authorize 

a sale unde:c:- the Arms Export Cantrel Act a:~d tc aut:1.0:c:-ize funds to 

be used u~der the Arms Export Contr0l Act 0r unde'.'.'.' this c~apter 

w:.th '.'.'.'espect to t~e financing of that sale, then the use of t~e 

funds shal:. be counted aga:.nst th8 · imitation i:: subparagraph 

Page 2 of? 

http://uscode.house.gov/uscode-cgi!&l~6QMjSJ§Qf~~lt.zl1t25+2257+0++%28%... 7/9/2004 
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(A) (ii} a:".d the port:..on, if anv, of the sale whic:'l :..s -.ot so 

financed sha 1 be counted aqainst. tr,e limit.atio:' :..n subparag::::aph 

(A) (i). 

(C) Not mo.:::c than $5C,000,000of the $2~0,000,000limitatio~ 

provided in subparaqrap:'1 (A) ( ii) rnay be al :..ocat.ed to anv one 

country :..n any fiscal vear un ess that cou~try is a vict.:..m of 

active aggression, and not .:no.:::e than .$500, 000, 000 or the aggregate 

limitatio:" of $1,000,000,00Clprovided :..n subparag-:aphs (A)(il and 

(A) (ii) rnav be a:..located to any one count.rv :..n a::v fiscal yea::::. 

(5) The authority of t~:..s sect:..on rnay not be ~sed to wa:..ve t~e 

_i.:nitations on transfers contained in section 2360 (a) of t:i:..s 

t:..t:..e. 

(bl Un_ted States obliqations :..n West Ge::::many 

(,Jhenevcr t:ic Pres:..de~t detcnni.'.':cs it te be :..mp::nta:-:t to the 

national inte.:::est, he :nay ...;sc, funds available for the purposes of 

part IV of subchapter I of this chaptc.::: in order to meet the 

responsibilit:..es er cbject:..ves of the Cnited States in Germany, 

includ:..ng h1cst Bc.:::lin, and •,.;:..thout .:::ega.:::d to such prov:..sions of law 

as he dete.:::m:..nes should be dis.:::ega.:::dcd to achieve this purpose 

(c) Ce::::t'fication by ?resident of inadvisability to spec'fy nat~re 

ot use of funds; repo::::ts to Conqress 

The Pres:..de::t is authorized to use amo-..:.nts not to exceed 

.$50, :JOO, 000 of t.he L:nds made avai:..able ·..:.nde::: this cJ-1apte:::: v:rsuant 

to his cert:..fication t.h,l.t. it is :..:-:advisable to specify t.he natll::::e 

of the use of such funds, which certif:..cation shal.:. be deemed to be 

a suffic:..cnt voucher fo.::: suc:1. amo·...;nts. The Prcs:..de::t shaL fully 

info'.:."m the chairma:c and rank:..nq minority 11e11ber of the Committee on 

ro'.:."e:..gn Affa:..rs of the !louse of Represent.at :..ves and the c'.1ai ::."man 

and :::anki::g ::nino:::ity ::ne.:nber of t.1.c Corrunittcc on ?orcign Rclatio.'.':s 

of the Senate of eac~ use of funds unde:::: this subsectio:: pr:..o:::: to 

Page 3 of7 
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the use of such funds. 

-SOURCE-

(Pub. L. 87-195, pt. 111, Sec. 614. Sei:,t. 4, 1961, 75 Stat. 444; 

?t1b. L. 89 583. pt .. 111, Sec. 301(f), (gJ, .'::ept .. 19, 1966, 80 

St.at. 805; Pub. L. 90 137, pc. 111, S<2,:. 3Dl(e), Nov. 14, 1967, 81 

Stat. 459: Pub. L. 93-559, S.e,: 19(b), Der: 30, 1974, 88 Stat. 

1800; Pub. L. 96-533. t:_t_0 :, S,:,c 117(a), De:c. 16, 1980, 94 Stat. 

3140; Pub. L. 99-83. t1tl0 I, 82,:. 128, Auq. B, 1985, 99 Stat. 206. 

Pub. L. 101-222 8. Dc:c. 12, 1989, 103 :":itot. 1899, ?ub. L. 

103 199, t:..t_z_, VII, Sc:c 705(2), O<!C 17. 1993, 107 ;:,tot. 2328.) 

REF'TEXT 

REFERENCES -N TEXT 

Tins c1t~1pt'-,1, 1e£01 n.•.:.i c_; · n aubse.cs i:c,) 611,rJ (c), was · r, u,,_ 

~1c g1nal '' thia A~~t ••, me;1r11nq Pub, I,. 87-195, Eei:,t. 4, 1961, 75 

St~i.t. 424, dS ,uu0t1ckd, ,t1.:.,w11 as t:lc t'o:::c_r3n Assistcl!JC'.: Act ,..;f 1961. 

?,Jr co:rtf;_rJt,~ classificat1or1 cf this Act to the Code, sec Sho::t 

Tith, n•::ite ::,et c:ut 1Jn:ler ::,er:::t:.cm 2151 :;f tins tith, dlld Tables. 

Th':c Arm:;, E>:port:. Cr)r,trr,1 Act:, t:':cfet:Ted to n subsec. {a.) (1), (2}, 

(4) (/..), (Bl, i:;, Pub. I •• 90-629. Oct: 22 1968. 82 ."'tat. 1320, clS 

a:ncndcd, wtnd1 1.s cl,:;;,;~s1fie:d pr n,~1pally t;_, c:llaptcL 39 (Sec 2751 

the Code, see .Shc:rt I1tl-=, rv::ite ::,-=,t out under sect::.on 2751 of this 

title a~d Tables. 

::<.EFEREJ\CES TO PART I'/ Of SUBCHAt'TE:-' I DEEMED REFEK::t:CES TO ?ART :v 

C'.;? SUBCHAt'TE::.; I I 

Pa~t IV of subchapter l (S~s. 2241 et s~q.) 0f th~s chapter has 

been repealed. References to part :v 0f subchc1pter :, or any 

sections thereof, are deemed refe:::-ence.c: to i:-ai:t :v of subchapter II 

{Sec, 23 4 6 ct seq.) of this cha1;tr:.::, or to appropriate sections 

thereof. Sec scct.:..on 202 (b) of Pul.J, L. 92-226, set out as a .:'.otc 
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U.S. Code 

under sect~on 2346 of th~s t~t-e. 

-MISC'.2 -

AMENDMENTS 

1993 Subscc. (a) ( 4) (C) . Pub. L. 103-199 str:.ck out '' Communist 

or Communist-supported'' afte::::- '' victim of active••. 

1989 Sub.sec. (c), ?ub. L. 101-222 amended second sente:'ce 

gcne::::-,Lly. Prior to amcndmc:nt, second sc::tencc read as fo_lows: 

' 'The P rcs_dc::t s:"laL. promptly and fu_:_ly _::form t:ic Spca<::c::::- of t."lc 

.'iouse of ~epresentatives and the chairma,: and ::anki::g :nino::ity 

:nember of the Co:nm:_ttee on ?oreign Re_ations of the Senate of each 

-~se of funds under this subsection." 

.98:i - Slibsec. (a) (4). Pub. L. 99-83 des~qnated existinq 

provis~ons as subpar. (A), added cl. (i) and desiqnat~ons '•{ii)'' 

a~d ''(iii)'', st::::-uck out fiscal yea::::- :i~itation for any one 

country, and added subpars. (8) and (CJ . 

980 - Subscc. (a). ?ub. L 96-533, in revising subscc. (a), 

inco::::-poratcdpart of exist_ng first scntc::cc in prov:_sions 

desig:'.at.ed pa::::-. (1), inserted reference to Arms Export Cont.::::-o: Act, 

struck out rofo::::-cncc to M-~t·:.al Dofcnsc Ass:_stancc Co::-'.trol Act of 

19~1, ::::-cquircd notification of the Speaker of the House and 

chai ::man of L1e Senate Cornrni ttee on Foreiqn Relatio::s, a::d 

sub st i tllted ' 'secu ::::-i ty :nterests .. for ' 'secu;: i ty' ' ; inserted pa:: s. 

(2) and (3); ~::corporated part of existinq f:rst sentence, second 

sentence, and substance of third se::tence '..n provis:_ons designated 

par. { 4) a.:'.d '...:'.scrtcd rcfe::::-ence to the Arms Export Co.:'.trol Act; a::d 

designated fourth sente::ce as pa:c. (5) and substitllted therein 

''may 11ot'' for' 'sl,.;a.ll not' 1 • 

1974 Subscc. (a). Pub. L. 93-559 provided that t:1.c authority of 

the sect~on shall ::ot be used to waive the limitatio::s on transfers 

contained ~n sect~on 2360(a) of this title. 
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U.S. Code 

1967 Subscc. (a). Pub. G. 90-137 substiL:.tcd ''506'' for 

''510' 1
1 classified to the Code as sect~on 2318 of t~~s t~t-e. 

1966 - Subs cc. (a) . ?ub. L. 89-583, Sec, 301 (f), prov:..dcd Llat 

the $50 1 000,000 limitatio:: on allocation of funds to any country :..n 

any one fiscal yea::: shal_ not app_y to a::y country whic:i :..s a 

vict~m of active Comm__:nist or Co:'llmunist-supported aqqressio:-'. 

Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 89-583, Se,:. 301(g), inserted prov~.3ion for 

:::cpo:::ts to Cong:::css of use of f~nds ~ndc::: t~:..s subscc. 

-CHANGE-

C,IANG:i: OP KAME 

Co:'llm~ttee on Po:::e~gn Affa~rs of nouse of ~epresentatives treated 

as :::cfe:::r:..ng to Co:run:..ttcc on .::ntcrnat::.onal ?.c_ations oi House of 

Representatives by sect:..on 1 (al of Pub. L. 104-14, set out as a 

note preced:..ng .section 21 of Title 2, The Congress. 

-MISC4 

3:[T'ECT:::VE DATE OP 1985 AME:NCMDJT 

Ame:-'.dme:-:t by Plib. L. 99-83 effect~ve Oct. 1, 1985, see section 

1301 of ?ub. L. 99-83, set out as a ~ote ~nde::: section 2151-1 of 

this title. 

-TRANS-

DELEGATION O? PUNCTIONS 

?o::: dc_egatio:a. of f"..;.nctio:a.s of P:::cs::.dcnt under this scct:..on, sec 

Ex. Ord. Ko. 12163, Sept. 29, 1979, 44 P.R. 56673, as amended, set 

out as a note ~nde::: sect:..on 2381 cf th:..s title. 

-S8CRE.F 

SECTIOK RE:FERRED TO :N OTTER SECTIOKS 

This section is referred to ~n sections 2151g, 2161, 2222, 2314, 

2360, 2394, 2413, 2780, 3281 of this t:..t:c. 

•1'J• 
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t 

Subject: 

Secretary of Defense 

KenKri~)/ 

Pau1 Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Ryan Henry 

Snowflake on polling SLRG Members for topics 

July 13,2004 

After a note to principals, memo to staffs and several reminders at staff meetings, I 
received two inputs: 

• Air Force had no suggestions at this point, but will pass along as they have 
them, and 

• Dr. Chu suggested doing a future presentation on entit1ements growth. 

I agree with David's recommendation and suggest that we do that in the context of 
the FY '06program and budget review and FY'06 legislative submission sometime 
this fall. 

This is in addition to the topics that Ryan and I have been developing amended by 
you in a conversation a month or so ago: 

Combating Weapons of Mass Destruction - this week 

Next Round Global Basing (next week) - integrate developing costs with plans and 
debate priorities, opportunity costs, etc. 

Strategic Capabilities - Led by Ryan -- Next round of discussing strategy and tying 
to future capabilities. 

Joint Forcible Entry - first ofjoint integrating concepts - how do we want to fight 
in the future jointly and what does our current portfolio of investment and effort do 
to prepare us. 

Under Sea Superiority - second target of above technique. 

Horizontal lntegration 

Broader Portfolio Topics 

Beyond Goldwater-Nicho1s ideas and other Jointness issues (CSTS related work) 

11-L-0559/0SD/25376 

"-· 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Ken Krieg 

Pau1 Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJEL1: SLRG 

April 27,2004 

I think you ought to send a note to all the paiticipants in the SLRG, and ask them 

if they have suggestions for future SLRG meetings. 

P1ease tel1 me who suggests what. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
042704-2 

~1::~·:;;;;:~~~·····~tl-.;j~~········································ 

Mi- ~c.V,.~, 

OrJL--'( ~el'-l'J~ D 

OSD 10603~04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25377 



Look tor Classification Marking in Message Body 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Good afternoon all. 

Mr. Krieg would like all participantsto the SLAG to please provide suggestions for future SLRG meetings. Please 
have appropriate staff forward those suggestions to me via e-mail by next Friday. 

Thank you 

V/r 

Carlos 

Commander Carlos Del Toro 
Vfilitary Assistant 
to Che Director and Deputy Director 
Program$ Analysi$ & Evaluation 
Otlice (if the Sect·etary 111 Def~nse 
Room30841 
1800 Dcl'ense Pentagon 
Washin~ton DC 20301-1800 

r b)(6) 

Look for Classification Markin__gJn Message Body 
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Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

Del Toro, Carlos, CDR, OSD-PAE 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 

Seipel Bradley Lt Col AF/XPXS • 
Thursday, May 06, 200~:16 PM 
Del Toro, Carlos, CDR, OSD-PA&E 
Olinto Louis Col AF/XPXS 

Subject: RE: Special Request for SLAG Inputs 

Carlos, 
The USAF has no suggested topics for SLRGs at this time, but we certainly may in the future and will pass along 

to you. 

V/r 
Bradley A Seipel, Lt Col, USAF 
Exec Sec QDR Integration Group 
HQ US~F1xpxs 
PhoneT_(b_)_(6_) ---------

-----Original Message---·· 
From: Del Toro, Carlos, CDR, OSD•PA&E 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2004 3:58 PM 
To: Butler, Trish, CIV, OSD-POLICY; Pond, Paul A, LtCol, JCS SJS; Steve LtCol John C [HQMC]; 

Mccollum, Douglas F MAJ Army G3; Montalvo, Gary G LT; Barrett, Darren E; Rudder Col Philip C 
[HQMC]; Brown, RosemaryJ, CIV, JCS ODJS; Miott, Ron, CIV, OSD-POLICY; Valente, Claudia, 
OSD-COMPT; Burchfield, Jeffrey B, Maj, JCS JS; Gunzinger Mark Civ AF/XPX; Rotach Karen Civ 
AF/XP; Burke, Richard, CIV, OSD·PA&E; 'Champoux, Bernards, COL, JCSVCJCS'; Coulter, Eric, 
CIV, OSD-PA&E; Daly, Peter H, RDML, JCS JS; Gallant, Al, CIV, OSD-P&R; Gay, Robert, COL, 
OSD • P&R; loffredo, Michael, CIV, OSD·PA&E; Johnson, James, CIV, OSD-PA&E; Lamartin, 
Glenn, Dr, OSD-ATL; Mikolaski, Stephen, COL, OSD-COMPT; Roby, Cheryl, CIV, OSD-NII; Roth, 
John, OSD-COMPT; Spruill, Nancy, Dr, OSD-ATL; Stenbit, John, Mr, OSD-NII; Altomare, MichaelJ, 
COL, JCS J8; Farmer, Paul, CIV, OSD-PA&E; Rotach Karen Civ AF/XP; Collins, Christine, CIV, 
OSD-PA&E; Nappier, Milt, Mr, OSD-ATL; Rodgers, Philip, Mr, OSD-ATL; 'Gorenflo, Mark LCDR 
J004'; Henry, Ryan, HON, OSD-POLICY; Krieg, Ken, CIV, OSD·PA&E; Szemborski, Stanley R., 
VADM, OSD-PA&E; Lester, Suzi, CIV, OSD; Duncan LtCol James C rHQMC]; Collins, Barbara A, 
CIV, OSD-PA&E: Honecker, Brian A CW02: Van Dyke Col Anthony i; [HQMC]; Alston, Mack A 
YNCS (PTGN); Brasher Edward C. Col; Musca Col Joseph I [HQMC); Bucci, Steven, COL, OSD; 
Cunningham Stickman LtColAF/XPXS; Buechler, NicholasJ COL DAS; Vancamp, EricJ, Col, 
Force Transformation; Daugirda, John J, LTC, NORAD/USNORiHCOM WASHINGTON OFFICE; 
Snead, Lawrence R., LTC, JCS J?; Fair John Ctr AF/XOA; Greenwood, Charles R, Col, JCS SJS; 
Cunningham Stickman LtCol AF/XPXS; Pond, Paul A, LtCol, JCS &JS; Earhart, Douglas B COL 
Army GS-QDR; Angello, Joseph J,,CIV , OSD-P&R; Rudder Col Philip C [HQMC]; Caspers Col 
Jeffrey L [HQMC]; Brilakis Col Mark A [HQMC]; Sultemeier Col Mark A [HQMC]; Ramon Col Steven 
W [HQMC); Van Dyke Col Anthony E [HQMC); Holland, Gary, COL, OSD-POLICY; Davis, Stephen, 
CDR, OSD-POLICY; Provost John CIV SOCOM-WO; Tucker, Christopher, COL, JCS J8; Long, 
Letitia, DISES, OSD-USDI; Shafford Troy Maj AF/REXP; Flowers Alfred Col USSOCOM/COMPTR; 
Ross, Kevin, LTCOL, OSD-POLICY; McGinn, Jerry, CIV, OSD-POLICY; Robinson, Scott, CAPT, 
OSD-ATL; Luther, Brian E; Snead, Richard L, CAPT, JCS J8; Comes, Scott, CIV, OSD·PA&E; 
Barrow, Brent, CAPT, OSD-P&R; 'robert.bellitto@jfcom.mil'; Walker, Belinda MSG Army GS; 
Ledford, John H YNCS; Johnson, Clarence, Maj, JCS J8; Bayard GS15 Richard C [HQMC]; Sims 
Col Terron D fHOMCJ; Plata, Nancy D., CIV, OSD-P&A; 'Bryant, Richard R. LCDR (CNO)'; Olinto 
Louis Col AF/XPXS; Buzzard, Curtis A MAJ Army G-3; Kaufman Timothy Contr AF/XPXS; Bayard 
GS15 Richard C [HQMC]; Berkson, Brad, Mr, OSD-ATL; 'robert.bellitlo@Jfcom.ml1'; Caspers Col 
Jeffrey L [HQMC]; Kott Marilyn Lt. Col AF/XP; Philbrick, Christopher R LTC Army GS; Seward, 
Pamela, CIV, OSD-POLICY; Simkins-Mullins,CarolineA, LtCol, JCSJ8; Brown, RosemaryJ, CIV, 
JCS ODJS; Crawford, Paul M COLArmy-GB-PAE; Bayard GS15 Richard C [HOMC]; Long, Letitia, 
DISES, OSD-USDI; Hagerott, Mark R, CDR, OSD; Malone, David, CTR, OSD-PA&E; Nosenzo, 
Thomas, E, CDR, OSD; Schotzko, John E MAJ ArmyG8-0DR; Hannes, Kevin L CDR; Char, 

Look for Classification Marking in Message Body I 
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Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

Del Toro, Carlos, CDR, OSD-PAE 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

loffredo, Michael, CIV, OSD-PA&E 
Friday, April 30, 20044:49 PM 
DelToro, Carlos, CDR, OSO-PA&E 
RE: Special Request for SLRG Inputs 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

As I mentioned at ths morning's staff meeting, funding shortfa11 for combined Patriot/MEADS. 
-----Original Message-----

From: De1Toro, Carlos, CDA,OSO·PA&f 
Sent: Friday, April JJ, 2004 3:58 Avl 
To: BuUer, Trish, av, OSDPOUCY: Pon;:I, Paul A LtCol, ...a; SJS; Steve Llcol John C [l-0/CJ: McCollum, Douglas FMAJ OCLL; Montalvo, 

Gary G LT; Barrett. Darren E; Rudder Col Philip C [Hc»./CJ: Brown, Rosemary J, av, JCS ffi.6; Miott, Ron, CIV, OSD-POUCY; 
Valente, Claudia. crocav1PT; Burchfield, Jeffrey El Maj, J:SJ8; Gunz1nger Mark Civ AF/XPX; Rotach Karen Ov Af/XP; Burke, 
Richard, CIV, OSO·PA&E; 'Cr1ampoux. Bernard S CXl.. .LSVOCS'; Coulter. Enc, ClV, 050-PA&f; Daly, Peter H Filvt, JCS JS; 
Gallant, Al, OV, OSD-P&R; \'.By, Robert, CXl.. CID· P&R; loftredo, Michael, C N, DSD-PA&f; Johnson, James, CIV, 050-PA&E; 
Lamartin, Glenn. n-, 000-ATL: Mikolaski. Stepien, ffi.. OOD{;('.tv1PT: Ftoi,i, Ci'ay1, CN, OSDNII: Roth . ..btn, OSO-COMPT; Spruill, 
Nar'Cy. Dr, 000-ATL: Stenbit, Jolin, Mr, OSDNII: Altomare, MichaelJ, o::t, J:SJB; Fanner. Pau, CN, OSO-PA&E; Rotach Karen Civ 
Af/XP; Collins, Crinstine, av, OSD-PA&E; Nappier, Milt, M, OSDATL; Rcd;;iers, Philip, M, OSD-ATL: 'Gorenflo, MarkLCDRJ004'; 
Henry. Ryan 1-(N OSD-FU.JCY Krieg. Ka'\ CN, OSD·PA&E; Szemborski. Stanley R, VAD,t,, DSD-PA&E; Lester, Suzi, CIV, OSD; 
Duncan LtCol James C [HOMC]: Collins, Barbara A. CIV, O.SD-PA&f; Honecker, Brian A LTJ3: Van O),i<e Col Anthony E [HQMC]; 
Alston, Mack A 'VI\CS (PTGNl: Brasher EdwardC Col; Musca Col Joseph I [1-0VC]: Sued, Steven. CCl.Cffi; Cunningham Stickman 
LtColAF/XPXS: Buecr1ler. Nicr1olasJ o::l..OCSA; VanGarrp, Erd, Cd. Force Transformation: Daugirda. JohnJ, LTC. 
NORAD/USNORTHCOM WASHINGTON a:FICE: SnE9J, Lawrence R LTC. .CSJ7; Fair John Ctr AF/XDA; Greenwood, Charfes R, Col, 
J:S SJ5; Cunningl1am StickmanltCat AF/XPXS; Ard, Paul A, LtCol, JCS SJS; Earhart, Douglas BCOL Army G8-QDR; Angello, Joseph 
l,OV ,OSD-P&R; Rudder Col Philip C [rk)'v1Cj; Caspers Col Jeffrey L [1-0!\,C]; Brilak1sCo1 Mar1'. A (1-0MC]; Sultemeier Col Mar1'.A 
[l-l(JvCI: Rawson Col Steven W [1-0!\,C]: Van Dyke Col Anthony E [1-0!\,C]: Holland, Gary, COL, OS(HOUCY; Davis. Stephen, CDR, 
OSDPOUCY: ProvostJohn CIV '::JXXM-'NJ Tucker, Chnstopher. a::t. .CSJ8; Long, Letitia. DISES. OSDUSDI: ShatfordTroy Maj 
AF/REXP; FlowersAllredCol USSOCOM/COMPTR; Rm;, Kevin, Lm:t. OSD-PClJCY: MdiN'ln, Jerry. CIV, a.:.rR:l.C'I; Robin9;Jl1, 
S:xt::t, CAPT OSD-ATL Luther Brian E: Slea:J, Richard L CAPT. LSJS; Cones. Scott. CIV, 05D-PA&.E; Barrow. 6rent, CAPT, 050-
P&R; · robert, oe!11 tto~ Jfcom. mil'; Walker, Belinda rvl'G Army ra: Ledford. John H YN::S Joh11soo, Oarence, ~. JCS J8; Bayard GSl 5 
R1chardC [H(JvCJ: SimsCol Terron o [1-0!\,CJ; Plata. NancyD., CIV, OSD-P&R; 'Bryant Rldwd R ~(CMJ)': OllntolouisCol 
AF/XPXS; Buuard, Curtis A r,J;\J Army G-3; Kaufman Timothy Co11\r AF/XPXS; Bayard GS I 5 Rii::hard C 11-0'/C]: Berkson, Brad, M, 
0SD·Al1.; 'robert.bellitto@Jfcom,mll'; (aspers Col Jeffrey L [l-OVICJ: Kott Marilyn Lt Col AF/XP; Philbricx, Christopher R LTC Army GB: 
Seward, Pamela CN, OSO-POLICY; Simkins-Mullins, Caroline A, LtCol, JCS J8; Brown, Rosema1yJ, CIV, JCS mB; Crawford, Paul M 
CU. Army·G8·PAE: Bayard GS15 Richard G [HOVCJ: Lorg. Letitia, OISES, OSDUSDI: Hagerott Mar1'. R ~ CID; Malroe, DaVK:I, 
CTR, OSD·PA&E; Nosenzo, Thomas, E cm 03J: Sctiotzko, Jot111 E MAJ Arrny GWDR Hannes, Kevin LJS/\K:IllCNO N815E/NOOXSE; 
Char, Chester, LTC, 050.PA&E; Donnelly, Edward P Ql. Am1y G8-0DR: Ban:Jay. Jim O CCt ~ FattahiOmid Ctr AF/XPXS; Sample 
Todd Contr AF/XPXS; Lindenbaum, Eric: Duma, Davd, M, OSD-DOT&E; Wells. Maly. M,. OSD-DOT&E; Lilli Charles ICapt. USN; 
Miller, Nancy L CN (N8P); Austin. Stephen D. a::t. OSD-PA&E; Davis. Lisa. TSGT, OSO-POLICY; Loy, Davd, CU., 000-FOJCY; 
Joms, Raymon::! LTC(P), OSO-All: Ksy, Todd E MIIJ Anny G3: Hannes. Kevin~ Q\ON81SE/NOOXSE; Ford KathleenMSgt 
AF/XO; Valente. Claudia. OSDCQ.i1PT: Romero, Gr'o'Qory R La::R Kustra MaJ Ma1xC [l-OVIC]; Koch Jeffrey Lt. Col AF/XPPE; Anselm, 
Cleta Q OF,. J:SJ8; Lilli, CharlieCAPT(NSA); Shea. Patrick O Cffi (N8A2); Sdlebler, Daniel CCR 0\0 N815(/NOOXSC; McGrath, T. 
J, Maj, DoD OGC; Hendrickson, Randall, CAOT, OSDPOUCY; Sul111eyer. Mii;hael, CIV, OSD-POUCY; Wilson, Charles, CAPT, 050-ATL; 
Samuels. Celeste, CN, OSDC0v1PT: Wilkenson, Wade F U31\CCfHYNAV(NBlA/NOOXA); Mann, Thomas, lvR OSDUSDI; Smrth, 
ElizabethA, CTR, OSD·USDI (ISR Systems): Troyano. Thomas. M', OSD-ATL: HargisLtCd Darren L [H'.lvlC]; Cave, FrancineH, CIV, 
OSD-PA&.E; Collins, Chrisline, CIV 050-PA&f; Burke-Angel. Fran GIV. OSD·PA&E; Strickland, Melocie, CIV, OSD·PA&E; Adams Maj 
Mark A [H'.lvlC]; Smith, Winton CIR {NJN5); Girrier Robert P. (N3N5}; Samuels, Celeste, CN, OSOCOMPT; Odom, Anita, Mrs, OSD· 
ATI.; Davison, Rich, CN, C60-POJCY: Euresti, Kara CTR, OSDATL; Steptoe Philip P Civ AF/XPPE; Ba,ven, Desney V, Lcr:R OSD· 
ATI.; Seipel Bradley Lt Col AF/XPXS; McCloud Maj Trane [1-0v'C): West Scott D Cd, IS JS; Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD; 
Pasquarette, James F, LTC, ..CSJB: Cnno, John R MAJ Anny GB-PAE Rcgers, JeffreyV, CTR, LSJS; Kolesar, Krystyne, CN, OSD
PA&E; Armstrong, Brett, CXl., QSCLAll: Altomare, Michael J, UL ..CS JB; Gingrich, Ka~ H 1\1\A.J, JCS JB; Bowen, Oesney V, LCDR., 
OSDATI.; Rogers, Jeffrey V, CTR, JCS .18; Quinlan. Robin. M... OSDATI.; Beasley, William, CTR, OSD-ATL; Mitnaul, Henry, Cd, 0 SD 
LA; S::ttt, William, Mr, 050-ATL; Hestennan. Jeffrey A CAPT, J:SJS; Marsh, Steve, CN, OSD-POUCY; Wilson, Tom, rvt, O.SD.\.JSDI; 
Wilson, Kirk, ro=l, OSD-ATL; Gordon, V~. av, OSD-PA&E; Poirier, Michel T, a:R, JCS JB; Stenger, Gail E, CN, OSD-P&R; Dig;is, 
Donald, rvt, OSDNII; Nielsen Andrew MajAF/XPPE; Camey, Thomas F, Capt, ..CSJB; Tyson. Dustin, COi (S), OSDPOLICY; Anderson, 
Christler R, CTR, OSD•PA&E; Sweatt, filsan. CU 0SD{JSDI; Dal Toro, Garlos, a:R OSIHA&f; Hagstrom, Robert R, CIV, 050• 
PA&E; Taylor, Breo:la, ,OSD-lJSDI; Thompson, cather, CIV, OSD-USDI; Hicks, Kristine, CTR, OS[}ATL; Ott, Alan, L'TC, Do0 OGC; 
Clar1'., HarleyW LTCArmy GB-FD; Tyson, Dustin, Col (S). OSDPOUCY; Cordray, Elisabeth, CN, OSDPOUCY; Wilson, Tom, Mr, OSD 
USDI; Jones, Cecilia, OR, OSD-NII; 8encal Christopher). CIR: 5auer Edward K. LTC; McGee Michael L Lt COi; Paustin; Kyler, Brent 
J, L.CCFI, J:SJ8; 'Mcleese, Christine' 

Subject: Special Request for SLRG Inputs 

Look for Classification Markin.9 in Message Body 
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Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

Del Toro Carlos CDR OSD-PAE 

From: Gallan1, Al, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Friday, April 30, 20044:03 PM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Dei Toro, Carlos, CDR, OSD-PA&E 
RE: Special Request for SLRG Inputs 

Carlos: It probably goes without saying, but I think Dr Chu is amenable to presenting the "Entitlements Growth" briefing-
he just couldn't do it on May 7 because of out-of-town commi1ments. Al 

---··Original Message-···· 
From: DelToro, Carlos, CIB, OSD-PA&E 
Sent: Friday, April 3'.J, 2004 3:58 Rv1 
To: Butler, Trish, CN, OSD-FOJCY; Ftn::J, Paul A ltCol, ...CS S.S: SteveLtcol John C [1-0'v!C]; McCollum, Douglas F MAJOCL!; Montalvo, 

Gary G LT; Barrett, Darren E; Rudder Col PhilipC [I-O'vlC); Brown, Rosemary), CN, JCS CO.S; Miatt, Ron, CIV, OSD-PCllcY; 
Valente. Clamia, OS'.).(OAPT; Burchfield, Jeffrey a Maj, J::SJB; Gunzinger Mark Civ AF/XPX; Rotac:h KarenOv AF/XP; Buri<e, 
Richard. CN, OSD-PA&E; 'Champ:iux, Bernard 5, CO., JCS VOCS'; Courter, Eric, CN, OSD·PA&E; Daly. Peter f-j RtM.., J:S JS; 
Gallant, PJ, CIV, OSD•P&R; Cbf, Rooert, Cil., C60 • P&R; loffredo, Michael, CIV, OSD-PA&E; Johnson, James, CN, OSD-PA&E; 
Lamartin, Glenn, Dr, OSD-ATL; Mikolaski, Stephen, CD.., OSD-COl\/1Pf; Flc4', Cheryl, av, OSD-NII; Roth, John, Cl3DCO'v1PT; 
Spruill, Nan:;y, Dr, OSD-An; Stenbit, John, M; OSD-NII; Altomare, Michael~ CO., JCS .B; Farmer, Paul, CIV, 050-PA&E; 
Rotach Karen Civ AF/XP; Collins, Christine, CIV, OSD-PA&.E; Nappier, Milt, Mr, OSO-An; Rodger.;, Philip, M; OSO-ATL; 'Gorenflo, 
Mark.LCIRJ004'; Henry, Ryan, l-0\I, OSD-POLICY; Krieg, l<ffi, CIV, OSD·PA&E; Szemborski, Stanley R, VPD"vl, 050-PA&.E; 
Lester, Suzi, CIV, CED, Duncan UCol James C [f-Ov1C]; Collins, Barbara A. CN, OSD-PA&E; Honecker, Brian A LTJG: Van Dyke 
Col Anthony E [f-Ov1C]; Alston, Mad<A YtC3 (PTGN); Brasher EdwardC COi; MuscaCOI Joseph I [1-0VC]: Bucci, Steven, CO., 
CED, Cunningham Stickman LtColAF/XPXS; Buechler, Nicholas] c;a_OC5A; VanCamp, EricJ, C.01, Force Transformation; 
Daugirda, John], LlC, NORAD/USNORTHCOM WASHINGTO\I OFFICE; Snea::t, Lawrence R, LTC, JCSJ7; Fair John Ctr AF/XOA; 
Greenwood, Charles R Col, J:S &IS; Cunningham Stickman LtCol AF/XPXS; Ftn::J, Paul A L!Col, J::S &JS Earhart, Douglas B CQ 
Army GB-WR; Angella. JosephJ.,OV ,OSD·P&R; Rudder Col Philip C [f-Ov1C]; Caspers Col Jeffrey L [HQVC]; Brilakis Col Mark 
A [HQMC]; BultemeierCol MarkA [f-Ov1C]; RawsonCol StevenW[HQVC]; Van DykeCol AnthonyE [1-0'v!C]; Holland, Gary, 
ca., OSD-POLICY; Davis, Stephen, CCR, OSD-PCllCY; Provost Jahn C N s:.:t:X:MWO; Tucker, Christopher, W.., J::SJB; Lang, 
Letitia, DISES, OSDUSDI; ShaffordTroy MajAf/RDP; Flowers Alfred Col U5SOCOM/COMPTR; Pa:s, Kevil, rnn., OSD· 
POJCY; McGinn, Jeny, CIV, OSD-PCllCY;Robinson, Scott, CAPT, OSD-ATL; Luther, Brian!:; Snead, Richard~ CA?T, J:SJB; 
wnes, Scott, CN, OSD·PA&E; Barrow, Brent, CAPT, 050-P&R; 'robert.bellitto@jfcom.mil'; Walker, Belinda MSG Army GB; 
Ledford, Jahn H '\1'-tS; Johnson, Clarence, Maj, JCS JB; BayardGS15 Riehard C [1-0'v!C]; Sims Col Terron D [HQVC]; Plata, 
Nancy D, CIV, OSD-P&R; 'Bryant, Richard R L.CTFl (CNO)': Olinto Louis Col AF/XPXS; Buzzard, Curtis A MAJ Army G·3; Kaufman 
Timothy Contr AF/XPXS; BayardGS15 Richard C [l-0\IQ; Berkson, Brad, M', OSD-An; 'robert.bellitto@jfcom.mil'; CaspersCcl 
Jeffrey L [1-0'v!C]; Kott Marilyn Lt Col AF/XP; Philbrick, Christopher R LTC Atmy GB; Se/Jard, Pamela, CN, OSD-PCllCY; 
Simkins-Mullins, Caroline A, L!Col, JCS JB; Brown, Rosemary J, CIV, JCS CDJ5; Crawford, Paul M CQArmy-G8-PAE; Bayard 
GS15 RichardC [l-DvlC]; Lorg, Letitia, OOES, OSDUSDI; Hagerott, Mark R CIB, OSD; Malone, David, CTR, OSD-PA&E; 
Nosenzo, Thomas, ~ a:A, OD, Schotzko, John E l'vlA.I Atmy GS-QDR; Hannes, Kevin~ CN) N815E/NOOXSE; Char, 
Chester, L~ OSD-PA&E; Donnelly, Edward P c;a_Am1y G&CDR; Barday, Jim OCOL \/CSA FattahiOrnidCtr AF/XPXS; Sample 
Todd Contr AF/XPXS; Lindenbaum, Eric; Duma, David, M', OSD-DOTS,E; Wells, Mary, tv's, OSD-OOT&E; LJIJ1 Chal1es I Capt U3\J; 
Miller, Nancy L C N (NBP); Austin, Stephen D, CO., OSD-PA&E; Davis, LJsa, TSGT, OSDPOUCY: Loy, Davo, OJ.., OSD-PC1.CY; 
Jones, Raymord, LTC(P), OSDATL; l<ef, Todd E l'vlA.IArmy G'.3; Hannes, Kevin~ Q\ON815E/NOOXSE; Ford Kathleen 
MSgt AF/XO; Valente. Claudia, OSD·COMPT; Romero, Gregory R LCDR; Kustra Majlv'erk C [HQVC]; Kool Jeffrey Lt. Col 
AF/XPPE; Anselm, Clete D. CIR LS JB; Lilli, Charlie CAPT(NSA); Srea, Patrick 0. CDR. (N8A2); Schebler, Daniel Clfl C'f.O 
N815C/NDOXSC; McGrath, T. J, Maj, DoD OGC; Hendrickson, Randall, CAPT, OSD·POUCY; Sulmeyer, Michael, CIV, OSD-~Y; 
Wilson, Chanes, CAPT, OSD-All; Samuels, Celeste, CN, OSD{X)\11PT; Wilkenson, Wade F. ~O'N'>,V(NBlA/NOOXA); 
Mann, Thomas, M'1, OSD-USDI; Smith, ElizabethA, CTR, OSD-USDI (ISR Systems); Troyano, Thomas, rvt, OSD-ATL; Hargis 
L!Col Darren L [l-O'VIC]; Cave, Francine H CN, OSD·PA&E; Collins, Christine, CN, 0SD-PA&E; Burke-Angel, Fran, OV, OSD
PA&E; Strickland, Melodie, CN, OSD•PA&E; Adams Maj Mark A [l-O'VIC]; Smith, Winton Cffi(N3N5); Girrier, Robert P. (N3NS); 
Samuels, Celeste, CN, OS().(X)'VIPT; Odom, An~a. Mrs. OSD-AlL: Davison, Rich, CN, OSD-POJCY; Euresti, Kara CTR, OSD
An.; Steptoe Philip P Civ AF/XPPE; Bowen, Desney V, l!l11, 0SDA1L; ~ Bradley Lt Col AF/XPXS; McCloud Maj Trane 
[HC:t-lCJ: West, Scott Q Col, .a; J8; Generous, Monica, CIV, CRl: Pasquarette, James F: LlC, JCS 18; Crino, John R MA.J Army 
GB-PAE: Rogers, JeffreyV, CTR, J:SJB; Kolesar, Krystyna, av, OSD·PA&E; Armstrong, Brett, CO., OSD-ATl; Altomare, Michael 
J, CO., J:SJB; Gingrich, Karl ti MAJ, J:SJB; Bowen, Desney\,; l..lXR, OSDATL; Flogers, Jeffrey V, CTR, J:SJS; Quinlan, 
Rabin, ~ QSD-ATL; Beasley, William, OR, OSD-ATL; Mitnaul, Henry, CDI, OSD·LA; Sa:tt, William, lv'r, OSD-ATI.; Merman, 
JeffreyA, CAPT,JCSJS; Marsh, Steve, CN, OSDPOUCY; WIison, Tom, Mr, 0SD{JSDI; Wilson, Kiri\ cm, OSD·All; Gordon, 
Vance, CN, OSD·PA&E; Poirier, Michel T, cm, ..CSJS; Stenger, Gail E., CIV, OSD·P&R; Diggs, Donald, Mr, OSD-NII; Nielsen 
Andrew MajAF/XPPE; Garney, Thomas F. Cap!, .CSJS; Tyson, Dustin, Col (S), OSD-POJCY; Anderson, Chrlstfer R, CR, 0SD· 
PA&E; Sweatt, Susa,, CXl., OSD-USDI; Del Tom, Carlos, CIR OSD·PA.&E; Hegstrom, Robert R, CIV, OSD·PA&E; Taylor, Brenda, 
, OSD-USDI; Thompson, Cather, CIV, OSD-USDI; Hoo, Kristine, CTR, OSD-ATI.; Ott, Alan, L TC, DoD OGC; Clark, Harley W L TC 
Army GS-FD; Tyson, Dustin, COi (S), OSD-POLICY; Cordray, Elisabeth, CIV, OSD-POLICY; Wilson, Torn, Mr, OSD-JJSDI; ..bnes, 
Cecilia, CTR, OSD-NII; Bencal Christopher J, ro=I; Sauer Edward K LTC; McGee Michael L Lt Col; Paustin; Kyler, Brentl, l..lXR, 
JCS JS; 'Mct.eese, Christine' 

Subject: Special Request for SR3 Inputs 

Look for Classification Marking In Message Body 
11-L-0559/0SD/25381 
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CC: Gen. Dick l\'(yers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Syria and Iran 

T think the OS Government needs a fresh policy on Syria and I ran. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 

. 
OSD 77344-04 
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... 

TO: Doug Feith 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

"'~_1Y_,. _.....,..S) ~' elf 
_,f'2 "1 SUBJECT PKK 

Where do we stand on the PKK? 

Thanks. 

ff- j7,(, 
l\1arch 8,2004 

I-QI.(/ ooJ'). al 

DHR:db ~ 030804-'42 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Powell Moore 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 1'-
SUBJECT: Letter to Cong. Knollenberg 

This looks funny to me. What should I think about it? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/30/04 Service Chiefi:; ltr to Cong. Knollenberg 

DIIR:dh 
OJ3104-7 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 

3 0 MAR 2004 

TheHonorable Joseph Knollenberg 
Chainnan, Subcommittee on Military Construction 
United States I-louse of Representatives . 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Chairman Knollenberg: 

We regret th at our request to have our re spec ti ve service experts on installations and facilities 
testify before your Subcommittee has disappointed you. We assure you that we understand the 
importance of L h e annual appropriations ror military construction, and we appreciate your long
standingcommi tment lo the superb men and women of our Armed Forces. 

However, we are concerned about possible conflicts of interest regarding our role in pending 
decisions for the Integrated Global Posture and Basing Study and the Fiscal Year 2005 Base 
Closure and Realignment process. Service chiefs must maintain a certain distance from 
deliberations on these matters until they are ready for ourjoinl assessment and a final decision. 
Your Subcommittee rightfully would expect a level of familiarity and detail that is inconsistent 
with OUT Jutie~ regarding these issues al this time. 

Our intent always has been to provide the Subcommittee with the most accurate information 
possible on our military construction priorities. Therefore, we believe our respective subject matter 
experts are the right witnesses to answerthe Subcommittee'squestions. Additionally, their 
appearance would preserve our ability to offer the Secretary of Defense and the President, at the 
proper time, our impartial judgments regarding what is best for the Nation. 

Once again, we greatly appreciate your continued advocacy on behalr of our outstanding men 
and women in uniform, our Department of Defense civilians, and the thousands of family 
members, retirees and otl1ers associated with on military. Nmv, more than ever, your steadfast 
support is tangible proof of America's commitmentto those making very real sacrifices for our 
COW1b-Y, 

Sinmel~ 

Peter J. Schoomaker 
General, U.S. Army 
Chief of Staff 

.~ ~ 
Michael W. Hagee . ~ 
General, United States Marine 0~ 
Commandant 

11-L-0559/0SD/25385 
Printed ... 11\ Rec-ttled Paper 
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TO: 

FROM 

Honorable Andrew H Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld <J)/1-
SUBJECT: P011JS Recognition of Employer.s 

... 

On September 21. 2004, we will hold the Secretary c£ Defense Employer Suppon 

Freedom Award ceremonial dinner to recognize certain U.S.employers who have 

provided exceptional support to their Guard and Reserve employees. 

This event would ~ an opportunity for the President to say "'thank you" to 

America's employers for their patriotic corrimitmcnt to the global war on terror. 

Jam told there wiIJ be about 500 guests. Some additional information on the 

award is attached. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
lnfonnation Paper: Stcre1ary a Dt/e11..re E,nployee S1Jppon Freedom Award 

.. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25387 
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lNFORMA TION PAPER 

SecretJJry of Dt/tnst Employer Support Freedom A ward ... 
The SecreJary a Defense Employer Support Freedom Award was instituted .in 
1996 under the auspices of the National Committee for Emp]oyer Support of the 
Guard and Resen,e (ESGR). The sward recognizes employers who provide the 
most outstanding support for their National Guard and Reserve employt•es and .is 
presented annually by the Secretary of Defense. Thf Secretazy c£ Defense 
Employer Support Freedom Award is the highest il a series of aw.artts for 
employes. which also include the Parrtot Award, Tlte Above and Beyond Award, 
and the Pro Paula. 

Secret:ary of Defense William Perry authorized the first award in 1996 and 
presented it to SchneiderNatiooal, a Green Bay, Wisconsin trucking company. In 
the yeas sinte. many companies have received this 1>restigious award. In 2003, 
recipients were Central Atlantic Toyota Distribution Cent.er; D.H.Griffin 
Wrecking Company; Millet Brewing Com1>any; PG&E Corp.; mxl T)'11on Foods, 
Jnc~ 

Traditionally, each of the 55 volunteer ESGR Committees ( one in each state, the 
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin .Jsla.nds, and Europe) 
submitted one nomination. The.,c employer nomim1tionswere chosen from a pool 
of applications submitted by Guardsmen and Reservists. 

In today's environment of continuous mobilization ol'Guardsmen and Rt.>set"Vists; 
America's employers arc l:e:xmirg inextricably linked to the nation's defense. 
ESGR recogruzes that more enployers are being impacted by the Nr on 
Terrorism. and the on-going military operations :ii. lnq. In 2004, the nomination 
proces.s wa.s opened up to the general puhlk and applications arc s.tmitt.e::i on-line 
to ESGR. 

The nominations provide a detailed description of employer's outstanding efforts 
in suppo11 of their Guard and Reserve employees. On April 20,2004, a Nationa] 
Selection Board will judge employer nominations based on criteria that assesses 
their company polices, pra.cti~s, and programs that suppo11 their employees who 
sen,e in the Guard and Reserve. Special focus is given to what employers do 
"above and beyond11 the support required by' law. 

For more Information about the Secretary of Defense Employer Support Freedom 
Award, or other ESOR programs and services de: i ned t h uard and Reserve 
members and their employers, contact ESGR a (b)(6) or 
www.esgr.com. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25388 
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APR 1 2004 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y/L 
SUBJECT: POTUS Recognition of Employers 

On September 2 1,2004, we will hold the Secretary of Defense Employer Support 

Freedom Award ceremonial dinner to recognize certain U.S. employers who have 

provided exceptional support to their Guard and Reserve employees. 

This event would be an opportunity for the President to say "thank you" to 

America's employers for their patriotic commitment to the global war on teffor. 

I am told there will be about 500 guests. Some additional infonnation on the 

award is attached. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
lnfonnalion Paper: Secretary of Defense Employee Support Freedom Award 

DHR:dh 
D32604·2 
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INFORMATION PAPER 

Secretary of Defense Employer Support Fn?edom A ward 

The Secretary of Defense Employer Support Freedom Award was instituted in 
1996 under the auspices of the National Committee for Employer Support of the 
Guard and Reserve (ESGR). The award recognizes employers who provide the 
most outstanding support for their National Guard and Reserve employees and is 
presented annually by the Secretary of Defense. The Secretary of.Dtfense 
Employer Support Freedom Award is the highest in .n series of awards for 
employers, whic:h also inc:lude the Patriot Award.. TheAbove c111d Beyond.Award, 
and the Pro Patrla. 

Secretary of Defense William Perry authorized the first aw.ar<l in 19.96.and 
presented it to Schneider National, a Green Bay, Wisconsin trucking company. In 
the years since, many companies have received this prestigious award. ht 2D03, 
recipients were Central Atlantic Toyota Distribution Center.; D.H. Griffin 
Wrecking Company; Miller Brewing Company; PG&E Corp.; and Tyson Foods, 
Inc:. 

Traditionally. each of the 5 5 volunteer ESGR Committees (one in each state, the 
District of Columbia, Guam. Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Europe) 
submitted one nomination. These employer nominations were chosen from a pool 
of applications submitted by Guardsmen and Reservists. 

In today's environment of continuous mobilization o:f Guardsmen and Reservists, 
America's employers are becoming inextricably linked to the nation's defense. 
ESOR recognizes that more employers are being impacte<lby the War on 
Terrorism and the on-going military operations in Irnq. In 20041 the nomination 
process was opened up to the general public and applications are submitted on-line 
to ESGR. 

The nominations provide a detailed description of employer's outstancling efforts 
in support of their Guard and Reserve employees. On April 20,2004., a National 
Selection Board will judge employer nominations based on .cr.iteria that assesses 
their 1:ompany polices, pra1.:tii:es, and programs that .support their employees who 
serve in the Guard and Reserve. Special focus is given to what employers do 
"above and beyond" the supp01t required by law. 

For more information about the Secretary of Defense Employer Support Freedom 
Award, or other ESGR programs and services desi ned to hel Guard and Reserve 
members and their employers, contact ESGR at (b)(6) or 
www .es gr.corn. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25390 
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March 31,2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'96l 

SUBJECT: Day of 9/11 

Please take a look at this article from the New York Observer. 

We need to start now to prepare the testimony for the hearing they will have when they 

look at the day of 9/ 11. 

Please get with Marc Thiessen, and let's sketch out the testimony. We can use those 

portions of the original testimony that related to 9/1 I. In addition, we ought to do a 

complete timeline, minute-by-minute. We ought to have a section that raises every 

question raised by this article, by others, and by Zelikow - and just walk through 

precisely what happened. 

In addition, in this testimony we should lay out what each Department in the USG's 

responsibility is, so it is clear what our responsibility is. 

Let's set a timetable to do this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Sheehy, Gail. "Four9/11 Moms Watch Rumsfeld and Giumble," New York Observer, March 29,2004, 

p. l, 

DHR:dh 
033104-1 
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:VIARCH 29, 2004 

Four9/ll Moms 
WatchRumsfeld 

AndGrumble 
!}',.~ :• ~ ~ • ~ • ' T • • ( - ' • 

. ~~~.7:··;t· ;?} ....... 

uruiowr/Jriiefa»n1vew Jerseg to &e &ot?1toy, 
Asfc Tuuglz QuertionsAs He, Powell Terti.f!I; 

Snocked 11wt 7£1:ikuw Named in Clarke Book 

BY G,1.11. SHEEHY 

In the predawn hours of Tuesday, 
'.'!larch 23, Kristen Breirweiser, Lone 
Va.gAuken, \fo1dy Kleinberg and Pat
ty Cas:lZZ:! dropped off theircoller.:tivc 
seven fatherless children with grand-

aruund the S epl. 11 terrorist <tltacks 
that now has top officials from both 
the Clinrnn and Bush admimstmtions 
duking it out in conflicting iestimon ies 
at this week's high-drama hearings i11 

the Harl Office Building bdon: the 
9/11 commi~sion 

0 \.~_,.J ,·····~·: ~,, 

one w.is different. On :'vtarch JI\~~ al fu.r them, their beans wen.: 
23, tesrimony w,l\ to he heard ~~ heavy. 
by the commission investigating R"'"f[ ~ The Four :'vtums had sub-
intelligencefailures leading up BllllllD ""'• l mitteddozensof que~tionsthey 
to the Sept 11 lcnorist altach frum have been burningtoaskalthesehear-
Defense SecretarvDonald Rumsfeld, ings. :'vtr. Rumsfcld is a particuhtr 
among others. · thom in their sides. 

These four moms from New Jersey "He needs to answer ro his actionsun 
are the World Trade Center wid(W,,IS Sept I J ," said Ms. Klcinbcrg.''Whcn 
whose tireless advocacy pnxluced the was he aware chat we were under at-
hroad investigation into the failures tack? What did he do abuul it?" 

BASRA HOTf l BlAST 
~O~NDcD UK~ GOD1

~ 

~cDROOM ~cl ff ll 
New Boraq Hotel Bombed-

Targeted for Btitish, 
But Made Iraqi Victims 

if-68 MY HOME! RELAX!' 

When the widows had a conference 
call last week with the commi,s1011 
~bff. they asked that Secrr.1a1yRums
fi;]d be questiunc<l about his rcspunsi.: 
on the day of Sept. 11. They were told 
that this was not a line uf questioning 
the staffplarfncd to pursui.:. 

They were not especially impressed 
with his tcstimuny. l.11 Mr. Rumsfclcl ·s 
opening statement.he said he knew of 
nu intelligi.:ni;ei n the months leading up 
to Sept. I I indicating 1hat1cnmim in
tcn<lcd to hijai;k i;ummcn::ial airplanes 
and fly them intu 1hi.: Pcntagun ur lhi.: 
World Trade Center. 

It was his worst moment at the 
mike . Commi ssioner Richard Ben
Veniste ran through a list of at least a 
du.:cn r.:ascs uf foik<l pluts usin? com· 

c'1"11~l;~OO'ff9/QS 

N £. W YO R K 'S WE E K L Y NE W S PA 1 

Tom's Rislty 
Superstar Cruise Bolts P.R. Supc·rpowc 
It's Hard to Be Mega-Brand Over Dec 
Cruise Has Survived Better Than AT~ 

For an ac!Or whose best pcrlur
mances have come from playing vul 
nerablc men-tlli:11. JerrvMoguirc . 
Mnf11oliri'~ Frank T.J Ylackcy. the 
dick-sv.:i 11r.i11 ti motivational speaker 
with father issues. or \lanil/a Sl,,-,:s dis-

/2~j92L"l(ly, David!\.unes .:_Tum 

Ctlliseha.., rnnsistcntlyprese : 
sel fon the stage of puhhc pen 
a prctty impregnabkguy. \V 
was flashing his halogen smi I 
peccable manners on some n 
laughing too hard on the late
shuws, vigurou~ly litigatin ; 
some tabloid report tl1a1 que,1 
scxuolity . ur beating b..i.c 
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THE NEW YORK OBSERVER 

9/l l Widows Quiz Run1sfeld ~;1.Jtu./1.kJ ,~itlW'." Mom ... lLkt 11 wl1f~,.. ;· I< 
w.:.uh11~tul\;.ifllll;:'ff 

·Tl•i~ '"'J:i ~V<!f}'l-.,Jl":. f.11.111 ~m.l 
IJ.!lll•,J)' ":..faldt:' 

nii:M,m1:,,iJu1i"•hvyit. 
(;o""'TINUllP ,i.~nl'II Po1t,C,lt t 
ll'lcf(1JI :..irJ011,::rs ltJ cm.a,1.:~ hi~} 1,;,U'r"l' m 
Hie U.S ... mU r-1!>(',..,'hr:rr;. Mr. l1~11-

Vc111~!L' 1..•i1('U 1h&:' "ll.t1/i11t .. i'' plu-1 111 
Jl)t)5,, ~~!.111,:h r!ti'.'1;,,11)Jl~i.J !,i,n .. ut:g ui• 
\ 1•i~,.1,r11 t.:n!ll!'fk'h. i: .. d pl.ilk!;,, in A:r.1:.. 

111,11 pJ,111 ,1._h lo1!tU h_11 tht: ill1·C111!11t111 
..1,1i.) 1111,.1q h:,\ i.: l">c\.'li rm rht m11nJ l;! 

t' l A i,J1ri.:i.:l\w (j.:\w:;e Tl.'.Jk'L "'hn w;& 

11:.i'.;11,: 1\~·.:~!)' iu;1d1t1> 'WHh Mr, 
R1J111bih"ldlil!nLJ:;:h:Z001 h1 l(_"rj}i:,,m 

Al Q;1~1.fa"'"'l.\>t1nt!'.t''~J ~n)Up l:JH,~i.J 
;.it.i..llJ! fi)'in~' ,;l.;:1,;itllOJ;l\'l.ll (U111; io.olht 
Wtitlll Tr.:kte C.r1ner 

.. S.,, ~hr.; n ,,.•t h.i.J !hi"' 1hn:a11;oeJ 
iarih'. 1h,,1 s.001ClhinJ:! hu.~e W;.ll. ~wig 
\!) ,1:!ipf)l,:!I. whr J1J1i"1 D O.D, Jltr1 
pr.upfe;;mlh~11.j,J1,11NJ1•1 o1 ~1i1i::1~1,.,JJ•
h:.1,1.b1 h1J.1Cl.il1;!; Wh)' ll"11,Hf1 it t•,.~T 
~el IO :.111 OCillmJtill!: lt•t:l?'' lJ,c" i.:om, 
i,1is.~KJ.licr .1,lei.l 

Mr RuiY1sft"lJs.:.1i1Jhetl-lliY ritmr:m, 
hete,Y hcafni~ Uin::ul'i.Oi ol ~;>~ .rl,l\'f'.i.11 
lw:u1p1~J "'111(: ..ki.-hkll11o~y ;i,c1J1•· 
fi'lc'l\'ljr .afrn: . .f1: '1,1,,'a.~ l)IJ( l.1'lllwn 1ume ·· 

Mr. B.tn · ~ni~t~ Ci.Jill(. WL·i.. aL hHn. 
··we l,1lifw f1um 1llt' Mllk1mium pl1~ 
I LL.J, til,w.· u1• Lu~ Angie:lr~ lnitm;.i11v11, 
i.llAiffllJIILJ !l1u1 Al Q:ied::i ..-,;ii 1I)'Jlll' 

lllb,,1m.b;.1,1;Am,1:n..:iin.:ill'J)Jlt,''hcSia'll.i 
11'11: C!1u,\LMi .1J111u11,(n11M.lll j.,iJtoj dut 
pk)l Jilli 1,])l.)u~htr~rry J:iy :ih.iu1 fotl
ill~ 'leIYi•'!:UH,Jlt' ~.w. "BL.It a, VIC' ftl ,11· 
Ill '2001. 1t ,..,:.l\ bli;c C\l(h,)t'lt v,,.1!>. 
k~1l.1llM ui di~ while uucl· frol'n !hi" 
llolllp(:I ilH....,·!.s .:ic,J 1tl.Jol J,:,,.i~uiil 111 tilt 

61'!h! 1J1renitJ11 Nt1b..liJ,, Ui.J .l thrn~ 
Jt:-."M.Jt!l" 

Mr RuHt,,;,i.elJ h.1.r,;tct.l ,)n wlih lhc 
l>iiiL't-:.O.:"ll:;t:'.,·'l!1hiJuliJs.;i-1,IM,i·1._1•J¥,·.·· 

\k ~JwJl]u11,1)1,h~ n~ir-imrulSiept 
i ! , 2001, la: 'w\·:.a~ • ho:-.1u11 :i 1rill!l"1111~ 

for ~ume ul tl'IC'. mi:.1nbtr~ Llf Con· 
#lC!i.~ ,. 

"lnm11i.;:11lh,m1!1crour!:.l!::lJftJlC'C,i;1. 
"~·;:.,;1\1Lm, I ~11(~~i:IJ IJ11.rw imf~rl.101 11 
w,;i~ fw t1111 1.LJUiHIY 1,v M .nkqv,it,:J~ 
1ir~p.n~tJinnht 1,111(':.;pc.rtc:d," I• ~a1.J 

hi,. '1.1~1! u11;re.J1hlti 10,IK:' U!Ofll' 1b.11 
lfl('fi 5<t·n·f.J1)" vf f>rt.i::m,: L'u:ni:a~J 
hl .. 1\ JI\ luc.. pti\l.11tt.fHli111' IUOJHJL ib{ 

Fttiti.1!:!Un wl11k' IIH:;ir hu"h,1m.b \Wt"lc 
~i:n~ i11o._'incru1i:t.1 11; lhe t1.Ju.·cr~ ol ll>C' 
WurkJ Tr,a,tlc ttoltt Tti<:y l110\.!.· tJ11, 
fomi ;.l.11 ;Ll'~'OLUll fk))lc<l vn ~tpt JI 1.•H 

11it WietrsilrlltThn:s1ophtrCcu.,uRe· 
Jll.'tlhcm Cmlj!Ji;;:~~UMll frvm Or,1.11~~ 
!'.."mm.!)' \l ho ti. L'h.;..irm.iH ur ,Ji.-: l fo,ibr: 
l'11h1:y Commillc( 

"frl1"1ttl.'...1ll;·:· M1 Co:-. wro1,. ";u>I 
rn1mll!rH.:, hd,11t- dlt Or";1.:i.mrte"m 1,t 
Veh:m,~ ',l,il~ hil hy J~u1rnk h1j;,.:lcr. 
SC:t:'JcUJry Hu,ihj('td ,,...~ rJcs,:rib111i iu 
me whr l'mitft!:S:?i, h.:."w ~ot 10 ~111,r: 

tl.e: l'1n11Jc111 1\1c 1wts. he 11ecd:) Ill 
n,m·t" !'t11w.a,..1 w11h :, Jr:"lc!l'1 ..... • !Jot Anlt"l-
111,;;J 1.1~,ilm:,lb.i!h~hl.' Jlli>~ilc, ·· 

AL th;.i! poili1. N.:1[1tJn;.il 5n.'umy AJ· 
YISllJ Cu1rJnftCll'J k.h:~, the S!!:l.'.rc1 
St:r'ril'e, the f.A.A.., NORAD (oor 
NDf1hAr11i::::,i~·Jfl.'l1r-ddtn.i..t: "'}".tem), 
A mcrii.:an AirH,,e~ ;,UlJ Un;IC'J ?rn• 
linll!',,amun101l11cr1.lnr""''lha1.ai11-c;l}I 
three pl.ail!!~ h~ ht:C'n ..,.1oknd~ n,. 
jxio:J. ir,,ir =-.t>>>l<n wnmJ utr.:ud 
th;n 1hou~.:mLls o{ Amc,itall<"i1i1.c:ns 
hllkl lx:l:'TI i.ll1n1hi:l.:.1cJ 1n 1b~ Wi)lld 
Tn...JC' Center bv MldiJ!e [Mlem tcr
Ju,i~ts.sonit uf.wllom had bt".tn under 
s.uPt!tl11r~:e: by Ll1r; EH.I. Yet ll1c" fl.Ji· 
1ion1s.dcfC"ni..e t·hi<:( didn't lhink it s1,t• 
rutic•ml etruua::t• •Q in~t>rrll'pt hhi 
p(1'i11C11l pitch 10 a 'k:~y ~.e:flllblK.1n h1 
Ca,11re1s 10 rtal:'1i1i'Dl~ the Sur Wt1111o 
illl11.lh'lit of the bu!.h 1 Jl!::1.1 s. 

"l'vl' bt-~1\ .urwc,d the- ~Jod ~ f~...
llll14i'.li.'' Mr. k.1.11nsicloLJ mid tJ\11: Cun, 
111rt:ssmon. t11,ci.:rrdmj to his oYl'n ;K'· 
~ll'\;nt "Tl~rl!: 1,1,·ill bC' .al104hr:r e:~·1:mc:· 
M1. R1.11nsttkl te.ptalcd JI for cril)l\4!.i::i.. 
Mr t:ux 1,1,·rute: ''The~ ~m be .:mOlh· 
CT C'\Cllt.'' 

·'Withir, 11l1i"j1.1,C'S oftha1 Ltne-r.illC't:.. 
Rum~frlJ'111 wcm.ls. prt),i=d u::1ii,:i1.·,:.i1J' 
('l(Ophc1ic,''Mr.Co,. wrol~. 

"Somcol'IC'lum~cd n1e-;., l"ll'lli: th.ii a 
ill:.i.1w: h.iiJ t•1, i::i11t:ufttll!' W.T.C. n.-.w-
1:1·~.''M1. R11111s.1e-ld1e'i.11htd on Maret. 
:.t~ ··Li:atC't l wiu, in iny um,:t wiel1.t 
( LA r.i11tfer 'A'llt\1l J "'-JS 101d :11.ec~ 
tll~ pl.me ~£.I hr! rhir i)lhtr J1'\~·!!J'. ~· 

"11lC: lk'Kt: !,h~11't ~m 10 r'._,..llpl ;,i,,L)" 
:.u;1i~w1 •m h~~ 1).111. 

"Sh1.11tl~ 1lll:!rt.1U1::r.JrtJ ,s.3 r'H, 1l1it 
f1i;:nu;ontli.h11.lil,, ""'ith;,u1,l!.\fllo~1,,1nul J 

rh.e:11 u11tri..,,,...1H1<i!!;11 ·-1):::.;.ii,J 

H:! !LJl.l !o>!rt1h.Uf1~·,,.,,m1J11-.. ,111 Im 111, 

hi,:t 1U ~t' !h;i !lit l\::i1!.J~,ril h~ '11:.:<11 

:.i.11;Jl.·li::J·JN1r,t ihc 1-1,,m) \\t'tt:~('11!11:.! 

,J,ilt1Jlti.L 
·'{\t't'J1JsUJb1.J,: 1,,J..:1,'!illll!("\lhd 

h:14.lh.:.i1)1..::J'CJ."lll.'l.; .. 11J1,·,J .. ; .... .,..,,11,i 

tl1i;:o1.,: iuu:;. :..ir,p;,iii::-1,1!}. P').'.,.;.1,1~..:- I \".J\ 
t,~J l"'~~l ,11,Jk"l\ui~,••. 111:,1thtl.
L'ris.i, ::t1:tiv!t (t.l1ll, h~ )!Ull~ ~tor( rir 
ah.er 10:.a.m 

"U~111l:1;,' rc{,,ir,1 fr11n1 tilt ~·rJ.,lt 

::-.11e-, ;i.1Wbl:f.Me-fUIIL£ LO Lh(' fai;:-.;1.1,11~ 
SuprunCt11tn-,"he\._1m1t•""'.J ··[h.6J 
out lll' 1111.)fl! r::ilb.111 IH) l.Hf1<.:t,UU( ti! 

w11·1-:i1 J tclte"._.(' ..,, .. ~ lfle' iJre~1Jc1u .. 

Tllf:'1L{'onuni~1rh!li 11Kmhe1 JJiiln~: 

Gorii:iit~. -w11t) ~h,U .i~ 

dcpu!.\o .;murnq· ~('i~r;,d 
:.i.nd fc!f'l('f.ll ('~M.l!b('l ft)[ 
1hc Dc[),;imnt-nt ot Ot, 
f(1l,r,t' Ill tht Chrit~lll ...._i. 

tillil1li.tfati1M.l1.,Jti'1,.'thJJrt 

with Mr Ru11bldJ 
"Wlu:rc \l,:rc y1NJ, ,.md 

vialliun:r..1n ..... i;iie1;;.,11w.wlt 
:....:i~ h,::J.i.11fli 10 the PrntJ· 
}!llfl"i S.ut('I)" di.;it IS ~OUf 

rt"sJ-.m.:irOrli1r, tlJ pt'U(t,&,'f 

out t;.ii;,1111~). uur l1t.i..l· 
~J.1.ir1e1>-ll1t- Pcrn.1,u11 
h tl1trr:.a11~1h111j \/t,<thJ LIJ 
p,r01C"i.'t01.;.1r•·· 

.Jllfl!1L;111t~ 
One \ti thi! ~1..·~ 41,1,;.· .. 111 >lb. Lh.il l!IC' 

}..f.m1:.. i.'>.l\_'\.'Jt.:t.l M ,.,.,. pl.II :1.1.Mr :F\H, ~ 

d!-..J.\ 1,o.!,~,,,,i:"1 H.Umr111!1('1-.1d 1h .. · 
:S:.iu~J.1 ••>fJI 1:11n,!., .n1J 111.m) 1Hi.::u1 

ht·r ... ,:il tll('bi11i..:1di.:1,...:l..11• .. ,:l"1~·.111l!1!: 
cJ 1 •1.1i1 t,1 me.· l i ,~. 111 1hi..: ll.isf~ 
111:11i.,:...!1.,lt"l\t;11!i1w111'.'l:x;tc:rr.,ii~1.i,1-

i::11,'b-"":ti1;1u! lw.:>Jl!f-llHtl~IL'""\.'J h)" 
!.J\I. t..:111,,1,·.:m,L,'n!-~\!111¢ lllJ tlltl..:1 
A,ii.:,,.,,..11,,, 1[1 .. IOO.it'l!lk'J1itll.'r~,.Jft!k:' 

\·i~·r;.:i,~ · li.J111;J.\· ... ~t:1.o•l.J r.:i.k J t?l,;.ui.:.' 
Jin-.- .... ·hett 111 ilic l.1 .S The St;ifc: D~
[l~rl1C"11r hlJ ,rh; 1,1t.bl} b;l'<!t .It, ~p
prt~ .. ;11. u~[ l)rJ \\)f1Hl!l'it.!t)1l('J 

.;,i,pp.11,:1iil:~ .tJ.Jr~,J rn IOiJdt tlu ~;,,,:riJ· 
~11L1 S:,uJ1 fr11•uJ3,,,ftl1tB1J:,i1l,.11111l1i 

Y.·11n1 Ri;:o,p\lhhi:.:an rn1111u1s.~1,)fl~r 
hmt'~ Tlh1mps.."111 ;,i"'l<'J Mr. Pu ... ~:irll 

"'Wh)' tLicJ ii 1.:1,J.;<" C't'.lft,Ji Rh:~ nine_• 
1rnHHlhi hH,k·\·dop :i CliL1"li.T1i::rw1nm1 

1k1li .. y f'.1r AtQ.:lro.:i. 11.·r,ik" il ui..Jf: tlfl· 

I; l"·ti ""'ll!i!l.:s t;,1 Jtvelop ii pnhcy for 
1-i=f!!ile .:11.Jill~'C Ill ,r~r· Ms. ra~itl· 

fltir! ;i, .. llo:"tLi1iet,)q,,:.:iUy 
(Jt f{,(~' b:1:1. ~IYe'l\(11:k~ t,:l,n;;lt\J-,J1it;lf 

1111-.•r ·, 11.·,1· :ukl lt:J> hn·u ;J.,;,J.:t"J tn r.c:t1,!!'u 
(111 ;1H1.1ttl...:•, hi.II lilt: i:(liliillll>~i1l!l-er~ 

h.Jv: Je...: l,ik:'U 1~1 ~!'II! thci. ~ubp(W:Hi.l 

p,•\\.t'I t,.H·rnn~l l~f' rmtMk te:i\11110· 
;1~· Arn.I ml',.'. 1J~y S~)'. ii h vrutii1t1Jy 
,,~Jblc 

"1lla! itlilit"~)' nt.J~' JM.ll lW'ThJVI wtll 
hH th-r llush JUmimltr:tjon:· J\.h 
(.ivr,t:l,•:l ~.ilJ 

1klttKUT('~, lhe:-i.:~llmniS.llil.Jflet ~hu 
r _q}l...ii.'t LI M.:,,x Cl,el.:l.nJ, t:J,p«'.):i.eJ tile 
~ame \•t,c,.,., 111 ;j 'i.itp.;1.1.J.te i1u-1:"n'i,(';¥1 

''Th~ ri~~ !tw)' 1u.rt1n nmt~1lc11g 
wh:.it thty wt'fl'. J\}\11i 1h11ing 
u,.i, 11t1i1..Kl of iilt,r: i~ 1.h.i.1.c ot~er 
11.,ill.;r.fr,,·~~ iwill pfC.'llilil." 

1'111" ft·1u1 Mom:.. 11:J i.'C'. j!'lJ~ 

J\1yt:(J :-..,w~~ \'1dlJ(II!~ .:11~111, the 
w;.i\ TOf: t\1~t ',l,J!r Yvht:n me 
\.\1;ii~ ili.hl:,cllnuU~ r:wt-~).,.,. 
w~ lil t11u:l ;ar'I ,,kk.pcnJrnt cu 
\·t~lifJ.Cit.m; 1he: r.i.>t11:mi~uon 
-.,.· .. t~1.:u·.i1tJ 1n Di::umber 1002 

~ Tllt" Mrnn:, :i,li(Jll LluWll hi W.1sl1, 
~ to1;ttll1-bt1J!1PIU~ iii \ulhC 11..1 
! clt:111~<= IJUt nt thc::ir C';,ip,1 p.mh 
; ~t11J 111!0 1'1MII'(' pams.uic~-HI 

.MiRurlLSl4;,•lJ....:.taJ11,..·...1.1 St·Uir-U1J'~· ur lh·fnh<t;' 01.1.1u1ihJ Klllm:)frld jc,3,fiifrd ti,.,. 111('.(t W1Ll11h,e I)(''- t"'\ll!Ulli .. ~,i.i.Jf1• 
C"r;,.. ••..-h"> Lh...1111kC"d ti~111 tor pro
~1d11l,l,"llll' "~ahhol' 1:11funi1 .. ,huo 

J.!.:.1i....tot'orn.-1ill'lll l:s1kr hlrt> th.- ¥fl l Cun1111b.~ion M.ir. 231 bc.11 rn11ur .-.ho hn,, t'i.,~:::~~~ ~t'.'~~;~·.:~1~!~~ bmU:,. 1th·mbl·r~ iu: 11,r .. thu·ll, \.till l111n !fl.lt'>tiuw ... 

113d ~(:n f 1\ C'U -lht" 

.:rnHm.11..J la.,J hcc1trJ,Tll lll)lru1,h1,.111, 
1hJi 1hc: 1rr,i1Jl'i ,.:n"UIU ·!,.11.o• •• t.h.11~ r1 Ju~ 
(!)nllUll!!h.'!.J! .;;1{lll!r"I, t11l,c:J ... ,t!l l,)IJ,t 

~11-..lc 11 lllL pl.me \,C',:,11ied lU he 1~ 1 

;i11~ 1n;.i1hn.-:.:11ct11n~ 111.1mit1 ·' tr ~:.nJ 

1'111, v<1tl1(I ~1<11101« M1 Kmn, 
ii:dd li> ~•::- w11irtt.ir1 Jlle' NOR .-\I) pik-il, 

·P,1ii1 Lu5i;"JlL J J ..... uuii.l •l I\J'o'>' hs."1.·1i 

l'L'"'"1hk 1,i ~.!I, h' \he P.1lh1J1u~ ..1i.J 

5:11JL11 .... ·y,.i,,''ri: r11l1er w,tti 11, ti! 

.J~•.am~c u,·1 • M1 P,n,,dr ~1111r,I.\ ;r 
1-...,in.! 1h!!' r'-i,u~n1 th, S.JtMl1, l"l.a;.'rl1pi.i,n! 

,,11lll11"1,u111ul,ml',Ai\.!,m 

tlJt:!1'11~1 ... ·t" ... lrnr .... · 1[1(:! 11.11,.J .J'Lithorivy FOJI: .IN THE CHtcktN HoUS,[_ 

w 1h1•1I ~1~·11 J f11J.tte' T1•1li..·~fo11t).th·t't1•1h!r1n, 1,~nh1l11: 

lhQ 'Jtll!'.i:n ~:.tlKrilll!,S.111'.e k1~
u1r ihc,r lu1:-h.'!.1tt1s t'M1 SrpL 1 l 

M~ lfl.,..,:olid; up1,~1,c.c:J ,ilJlL.llcmcnt at 
t!l<."h'.:-<.;LH hthc WOIU('r'lh..MJ-iJi..~~,illlU 
'-l1wt"J ,i .. uuldt,, 1lwi1r·'1oad m:i.p." 

··\\T,ii'.cf(:lltt-1f,i'.1ftt:$l :1J\lo,,,'i.1lC'S,'' 

1..,11J 1hrt111~Ly- ... ui.n::u M· .. KkinN"1r. 
··11,cya,ltu "' 1~~r.1lirm llRt< 1"»1· 
111t, J.D~ ,J.:~ Jid lt ,:,:nullJ h.ivr llct11 :..i 

J.'rC"..tl ,,t1.iuou ... t11p. NH II l1~11·t hc:i::o" 
M1 ~!i~,rw\ JJi:.;ulfl111w ~H'UllUUCi 

·'J J,,1,ui l11ti"- \,li,11 rtlt";' ;11,,1.11"1>1 ii:I i ,1,,mm,.,.,1,,1 ... ,:,,: ;.ih,.,·J•r'),...1J1p.11 1!,t•;J1\'l'~•1;.a.t1\J11,1he M~•111:1i :-..J.i\l. 1s 1U 

1:'l(",;mw,,m,:J ·'! WJ.q1m11('iJ1:.1t,rh (\.'111- c11\ Uu, 11lt J1\.Jj>f)ll!m11y L~~ut11<m~' hulU 1"\'f.'t~Lil11ill ~·liJ)I!' C\)\11( Vof~t 

..:~m1.'111l1~,1~) kt"°'' ..... t1,1,id1<:y,'l)UkJ l1u111M1 kunhklJ ¥..!~n[ll.i.:1,11!) dll· ··"thi.:y Ju11'1 t-t:U u~ ..;r lltC' ?4,Jblt,;: 
Jo;,i11U th~twt:{'tun~t.'lltlllt'ruk",urt'n· h.:uh 10 h:;ii lhc Mlll!h i1jt.l 111s-J hJ .Jt1ychir1~·. and lhe" ,...\)n't umlt ihll!y 
yJt:e1i1t111." ~e'ltlicir1ml')L p1,,)1h~'i.lL1i."~i1,ll1:i,111\l1i." p11hlt'li111hC"H tin.a( rq,or1,'' ,.,,ud ~b. 

One: ol Utt lt.JfJ.e~L tlunr~ 11.Jr tloC t,>nrn,1:.,11.1rH,1t~·.:i~ll"t.!t,l M1 Muni.~· (°.J~.in..1. "Al whKI• pomt. U1ey'U be 
fJm1hi:~ \\} f)c:.;r Wi.11, n ... ,...,, i,:•r<r~,.. L!· li:lJ huqln:•11 t:U('ll'h l1::Jf,ou1tikrt'.J;1l 11\llVI ti,1~1.Lii,:~:," 

,ic:,-s. ikti:1ill.k'1 ho""'' IIC' !,.i,J ..kmc t.:ven. 1h:: l1.111J.) ,11 l'111l.pld1~1111,'-·, tl14; n 1m M'i Kii.:1nhc:fjl.·d11mcJ iff ··~11r no, 

1Jm1i P'lJ':i(hl'° I\JtiV1'1tt-;i 1!1e ihrut ~I tiH:,.:0-1,,11 ... "'1.J1l i.!1k·~·t~i; r1t.1hl1:-.h 111icn1\11q)l,111~. in1,ttat!111'k-4· 
tc.1r1.,,,11l ~ll~K:i~,J. ''W,c,1tll 1-t1 . .1n ,, i,,.kcJ, 11 w,J, 1ir1!"'· -.i.,1111 rht l('('l.'!11 t111r IL~~,, :af\11,uiJ h,11 ,~o)'t:J!S t:ilud-

St1.:fl+t.:11\· irJ1 S1,,1.!'C' Colm Ps1~:·r.:II pvl)l1~·.,11t.)l\1,•t ),ti.,.h.1HJCl.art..c\mi:m· •ll;t! tof .11t\wie:r~ !" 
(omrl.:iHllt'J •li.:11 dit Uui;!1 Jd111m1 ... 1r .1· 1..111 1l1 1,,... ._·wnh.!n.:;1h111,111J.i) ~ 11.tlic" "'Wt' ~~ve lou,,cr ,nit.I. luwt::r IC';\-

11~1 1,1,-;.s, ,l.'L'lil:"ll IIV 1iohL:.11~ [)l.JJI ti) \l,ci WhHc t .11t1'it", A timrt; All £11t'111H' J, j}t.·;;i~lhU!LL .. z;11J M1i. V.io Au~e!I, 
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March~' 2004 

TO: Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 "ll-
SUBJECT: Shortage of Ammunition 

I need to know why we are running out of sma11-caliberammunition. It suggests 

that some unfortunate decisions were made, and, further, that there may be some 

systemic problem. 

It concerns me that risk issues like that seem not to get elevated when they are 

being balanced off. 

Please look into it and get back to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032904-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 4:/ 7..P /of 

OSD 10722·04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25394 
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TO: Adm. Ellis 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld:)!l' 

SUBJECT: British Officers 

}l 
March 2", 2004 

Mira Ricardel advises me we are making progress on assigning British officers to 

Strategic Command. 

I hope it is helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/18/04 ASD(ISP) memo to SecDef {OSD 04268-04] 

DHR:dh 
032904-24 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by------------

OSD 10723•04 
11-L-0559/0S D/25395 
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ASSISTANT SECRE.TARY OF OE.FE.NSE. • ·- ... ,. -- ~ -, ~i'. ~'. ~7 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·2900 cf. f'lµt!J 

MAR i0a0£68~:~p~tfr>l .. u.i-,J 
INTE:RN,.TL(:>NAL ~e:CIJl'IITY 

P01,.1C'f 

INFO MEMO 
~~~~~ 

To: 

From: 

SECRETARYOFDEFEN~\~ .J 

Mira Ricardel, A SD/ISP (Ac~ing) \~ ~:~.I\P I 8 ,· · · · 

Ass1gnment of UK Military Personnel to USSTRA TCOM Subject: 

• In response to your memo of February 5 (Tab 1) regarding the U.S. Strategic 
Command's (USSTRATCOM) desire to assign UK officers to key billets without 
providing U.S. officers in exchange, my staff has been working with the General 
Counsel, Comptroller, the Joint Staff and USSTRA TCOM to find an appropriate 
solution. 

• We have developed a draft arrangement under which UK military personnel would 
perfonn tasks assigned by the USSTRA TCOM chain of command, and would be 
permitted to share relevant information with the UK :rvrinistry of Defence. 

o Under this arrangement, the U.S. would not be required to provide officers to 
the UK in exchange. 

• The General Counsel has advised that we are authorized to enter into such an 
arrangement under Title 10 U.S.C. 2608, which states: 

o "The Secretary of Defense may acceprfrom ... any foreign government or 
international organization ... any contribution of services made by such foreign 
government or international organization for use by the Department of 
Defense." 

• Acceptance authority under this provision has been delegated to the Comptroller. 

• My staff is working with the Comptroller's office on such an arrangement, with the 
objective of having this mechanism in place by late March. 

• We believe that this type of arrangement could be used not only for this 
USSTRA TCOM assignment, but also to provide for similar assignments to other 
combatant commands. 

o Specific approval would be required from USD(P) consistent with DoD 
Directive 5230.20, "Visits, Assignments, and Exchanges of Foreign 
Nationals," each time this authority is requested. ----------.. ·~ SPl ASSISTANT DI RITA 

Coordination: Tab 2 

11-L-0559/0SD/25396 
Prepared By: Frank Rose, ISP/FP/MDPJ(b)(5) I 
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THE SECRET ARY OF 0EFENS£ 
1000 DEFENSE Pitg'AGON 

WASHINGTON, CC 20301·1000 

FEB 5 a::o4 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: UK Officers on llSSTRATCOM Staff 

Commander. IJSSTRATCOM ([ORUSSTRATCOM). wanls to assign UK 
officers to key USSTRATCOM staffbilleLs without having lo provLde US officers to the 
UK in exchange. Current DOD policy allows exchange officers or foreign liaison 
officers, but not officers who function in both i.:upa1.:i1h:s and 011 a non-recipn;ic;;al basis. 

Please review the officer exchange/liaison policy to determine if the policy 
supports this closer cooperation across all combatant conunands. lf it does not, please 
advise me as to what courses of action may be 1aken to mee1 1his goal. 

Please repon back to me by February 20, 2004. 

l ! I 
0 S O i S 1 9 l; - 0 l; 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/25397 



TO: Powell Moore 
Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 
Paul Butler 
Jaymie Durnan 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y(\ 

March 30,2004 

SUBJECT: Procedures for Appointments with Members of the House and 
Senate 

With respect to meetings on the Hill and invitations to people on the Hill to come 

to the Department of Defense, I want to set some new procedures. 

Invitations to Members of Congress to come to DoD to meet with me will need to 

be approved by me before the invitation is extended. 

The same will be true for any proposals for me to go to the Hill to meet with the 

House, the Senate or anyone on the Hill. 

I am concerned that appointments are being set that I cannot make, and it is 

awkward to have to keep canceling the meetings. It is best to get them set right 

the first time. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
033004-4 

••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

oso 10724-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25398 
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TO: Eric Ruff 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T)./l:,. 

March 30,2004 

(~,fijl/ SUBJECT: Vail Resorts 

;Z You oughtto be aware of the wonderful things that Vail Resorts are doing. Here 

;,,/ is a press release. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/23/04 Vail Resorts Press Release 

DHR:dh 
033004-2 

~[::::• ;;;;:~~ ~~- • • • •••::::::•••a• a••• a•••••••••• a•••• a••••• •1• ~-•••••••I /h l t l{ t fi 
. /e ~ 

I _1/u J/· 
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11-L-0559/0SD/25399 oso 10725·04 
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FROM: Eric Ruff 

THRU: Larry Di Rita 

TO: SecDef 

cc: DepSecDcf 

DATE: April 8,2004 

SUBJECT: Vail Reso1ts 

We have put the generous cont,ibutions of the Vail Resorts company on the 
DcfondAmerica website, and it is being picked up by base newspapers and the 
Service news organizations. Additionally, Stars & Stripes has indicated their 
intention to cover this story in future issues. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25400 
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Operation Freedom 
Lodging Offers Free Stays 

PETERSON AIR FORCE BASE, Colo., 
March 29,2004 (NNS) - Vail Resorts in 
Colorado is offering 1,000 free nights to 

P•es·1dent Bush Lauds F·irst service members who served in 1raqand 
• · Afghanistan, as part of ffOperation Freedom 

Responders' Ml· 11·tary Members Lodging." Members from any branch of 
service who served for 30 or more days in 

By Kathleen T. Rhem JAmerJi,an Forces Press Service th8se countries are eligible for up to three 
WASHINGTON, March 30,2004 • The United States is at war consecutivenightsoflodgingatVail Resorts-

and needs to be "ready on all fronts," President Bush told first :~~~:~~~=d hotels in Breckenridge 
responders in Appleton, Wis., today. 

"The first-responder effort and the strategy with the local, state .,. ___ •_s;,_·_n_a_n_a_n-1,_i_ne_Th_a_n1c._Yi_ou_No11. __ _. 
and federal government is really an important part of making su 
that we do everything we can to do our solemn duty, which is•-'~"-... 
protect our fellow citizens from harm," Bush said during a br f 

Future Iraqi Defense 
Leaders Train in Washington 

WASHINGTON, March 30,2004 - Iraqis stop in the Wisconsin city of about 70,000 people. 
The size of the United States makes it particularly tou 

stop terrorists on U.S. soil, Bush said. Thars why it's vi 
the fight to the enemy. Ma 

Spike in Iraq Violence L 
Two Coalition Soldier 
ByU.S. Army Sgt 1st Class DougSSmple I Ameri Forces Pres$ SeNice 

WASH ING TON, March 30, 2004 -A ent splke in attacks 
against coalition forces in Iraq has left more coalition soldiers 
dead, a coalition military spokesrran · today in Baghdad. 

A coalition soldier was killed and e was wounded today in 
an improvised explosive device k on their patrol near 
Ramadi, said Army Brig. Gen. Kimmilt, Combined Joint 
Task Force 7 deputy operations director. Mn 

Bush Welcomes NATO Nations, 
Pledges Unity in War on Terror 
By Gerry J. Gilmore/ American Forces Press Service 

alningfor leadershippositionswithin the new 
lfaqi Ministry of Defense told reporters here 
today they look forward to building a military that 
transcends ethnic and political differences to 
protect Iraq's people and its constitution. Mall 

Iraq Survey Group 
Continues WMD Search 

WASHINGTON, March 30,2004 - ALLS. 
official working with an international group of 
specialists searching post-Saddam Iraq for 
weapons of mass destruction said today that 
more work needs to be performed before arriving 
at any condusions . .lko 

Defense Leaders Speak 
President George W. Bush 

"NATO's core mission remains the same: 
the defense of its members against any 
aggression. Today, our alliance faces a 
new enemy, which has brought death to 

Naw Reserve WASHINGTON, March 30,2004 - President Bush welcomed 

innocent people from New York to 
Madrid. Terrorists hate everything this 
alliance stands for. They despise our 

freedom, they fear our unlty,they seek to 
divide us. They will fail. We will not be 

Air Fm:ceRuorve seven new NATO members at a March 29 White House 
Marine Reserve ceremony, noting the alliance "is made stronger by their 

11-L-055~/0SD/25401 
http://defendanerica-stg.dtic.mil/archive/200403litxnT 4/2/2004 



March 30,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld To 
SUBJECT: Briefing on Account 

I need to get a briefing on the transfer account that Tom O'Connell manages. I 

have forgotten the correct name of it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
033004-8 

, 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Lf / _ q f~V_..,_t---

OSD 10727-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25402 
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March 29,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld +-
SUBJECT: Thank You Letters 

Now that v.re have these speechwriters, we ought to be writing thank you notes to: 

the people from the USO who support the troops, press people, corporations that 

support the troops, the wrestling people who are going to visit them at the 

hospitals, and the NASCAR people who go in, for example. 

I think we ought to get a system to get that information, get some very good letters 

written, drafted and sent, and show me how it works. 

Thanks. 

DHR:d!i 
032904-7 

OSD 10728-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25403 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald R umsfeld 

SUBJECT: Public Thank You 

March 29,2004 

~ \.~ 
"-'-°' 
\.'1 
(./) 

We ought to start announcing people who are helping the troops, like the USO, the D 
wrestlers, the NASCAR and other ente1tainers who go out to Walter Reed, and 

thank them at a press briefing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
032904-8 

~1:~~~·e· ~:;;::;~ ~;~ .... ·;; T,j '/ ;; f' ....................... 'A/' ·23 .. .. 
I 7 -1 

OSD 10729-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25404 



March 29,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1Ji'-.. 
SUBJECT: Condolence Letters 

I do want to write a letter to all the families of the people who have died and those 

who were wounded. I would like to see a new go at it. I don't feel like we are 

doing it as well as we could. 

Thanks. 

DHR:clh 
032904-10 

OSD 10730-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/25405 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 

Marc Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld 'V 
SUBJECT: Letters 

March~2004 

:;;, 

I think we could be doing a better job on letters. Now that we have some 

speechwriters, we might want to try to do that. 

Specifically, some thoughts are: 

Letters to combatant commanders periodically - when they take over, 

depart, or do something important, for example. 

- Letters to families of people who have been killed. 

- Letters to people who are retiring. 

We ought to try to do a bcttcrjob on these. Let's try to do that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032§)4-9 

····················-····· 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Ian Brzezinski 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 'l)\ 

SUBJECT: Romanian MoD 

2.ci 
March~, 2004 

Please get back to me and tell me whether or not we can do something special for 

the Romanian MoD on the day he is in town - whether we can get him in the 

POTUS meeting. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032J)4,3 

·························-··············································· 
Please respond by -Z>/.2 ~ / O Y 
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TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelf'j/l 

SUBJECT: Active and Reserve/Guard 

z.q 
March~; 2004 

I want to get a speech working now on the material on the Active and 

Guard/Reserve balance. 

I have Chu and Abell working on it in terms of cost It is an important subject and 

is going to take some time and some substantive help. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/26/04 P&R Brief "Active and Reserve Component Pay & Benefits Cost Analysis" 

DHR:dh 
032604-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

0 S D 1 0 7 3 3 -:-. 0 4 
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Active and Reserve Component 
Pay & Benefits Cost Analysis 

USD for Personnel and Readiness 

March 26,2004 
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Personnel & Readiness 
.... ~.::-,:.""'_·~·""-~ ..... ~"\ >, : ·~~ ~ ' ... 

SECDEF Questions: 

1. As we gather data, we ought to know how much more 
expensive the Guard and Reserve are relative to the Active 
Force, because of Congressional add-ons ... 

2. Please develop a way to look at this that compares the usage 
of Active forces vs. Reserve and Guard forces per dollars spent. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25410 
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Personnel & Readiness 
~-, ••~ ~:•/ • r,,~• -~~~~ii"' • -. • ~'\.. - ~~., -....j ""I" 

Per Capita Cost of Entitlement Changes 
AC RC RC% 

FY02 Avera2e Cost Per Caoita $54,642 $6,970 12.7o/o 
- -

TRI CARE for Life Accrual $5,279 $C759 

Repeal of 1986 "Redux" Retirement $929 

Family Separation Allowance $73 $73 

RC Healthcare $534 

FY04 Avera2e Cost Per Caoita $63,765 $9,814 
(Also includes pay raises & force mix changes) I5.4o/o 
"Worst Case" Benefit Increases: 

Full Concurrent Receipt $1,065 $40 

Additional RC Healthcare $2.804 

Reserve MGIB Increase $256 

Survivor Benefit (Social Security) Offset $111 $48 

Age 5 5 Retirement $893 

Potential A vera2e Cost Per Caoita $64~94 I $13,855 21.3% 

11-L-0559/0SD/25411 



Personnel & Readiness 
~-,.,,,.r..-.;'.J..,.......,_._.~.,.~_....,..... ~- ,..,r •I'~-,"' ,~( 

Facts 
•Average annual (non-mobilized) compensation: RC 
is 15.4% of the cost of AC (FY 04 Appropriations; 
composite average) 

-AC: 
-RC: 

•Average lifespan is 83 years (DHRA) 
•Percentage of force reaching retirement (DHRA) 

-AC: 
-RC: 

•Average length of career for retirees 
-AC: 22 
-RC: 25 

11-L-0559/0SD/25412 
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Personnel & Readiness :· 
',"'"'. ·~~ ......... ~ ....... ·;:,•--.- ...... --~ ,-.~~-:·_::- ... ·1~ -. ,·~· ,, 

Assun1ptions - Calculating Lifetime Costs 

•'~Usage" is defined as number of deployments in a career: 
-AC: 7 (1 per 3 
-RC: 4 (1 per 6 

*Until we complete mil/civ conversions and rebalancing, 
portions of the Active and Reserve forces never deploy 
•Non-pay incremental costs for RC deployments are about 
two times higher than deployment costs for AC service 
members. Including added "full-pay", RC deployment costs 
are ten times higher than AC members 
•Commissary and exchange service costs net zero between 
Active and Reserve forces 
* Active component personnel receive DoD schools support of 
$1,274 per member per year, and $2,550 per member in 

medical treatment facilities 

11-L-0559/0SD/25413 
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Personnel & Readiness 
•-~~,l'~"''h'11"""" -~i:--.,--~.....--, ,II -~ ,.. ~ \~,, • ., I ' 

Key Points 
•Lifetime RC personnel costs are one third of AC personnel in 
"busy" careers 

•Incremental costs and additional pay associated with 
mobilization make short-term expenses very high for RC 
forces 

• Fixed costs for active personnel far exceed those of non
mobilized reserve personnel and relate directly to the overall 
higher lifetime cost 

•The "gray-area" between the end of RC service and the 
beginning of retirement benefit reception constitutes a 
significant cost savings over AC forces (AC member receives 
,....,$327,000 during RC member's non-paid "gray area") [Age 
55 RC retirement would change to $210,0001 

11-L-0559/0SD/25415 
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Personnel & Readiness · 
~~.-."I"'~~-=:--~-----"~ --~.,;•-.,.•"7"'"'- ~~ -- --~~ 

Conclusions 

• Entitlement changes are increasing the costs of both AC and 
RC members, but RC growth is greater. 

• Reserve component personnel cost about one third the costs 
of Active forces over a lifetime (pay and retirement). 

• In all scenarios of reasonable expectations, RC forces are 
more cost effective than AC forces in terms of total lifetime 
costs, and lifetime costs amortized over a number of 
deployments. 

•The Reserve components are cost-effective force providers 
to augment the Active force, despite higher short-term 
mobilization costs and lower "usage" opportunities. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25417 
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r r reply referto EF-9062& 041004211 

TO: Doug Feith , 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
{' \.MPff}i-~>-~ t7 \~-

"\ (\ SUBJECT : Ash Carter 

I think someone ought to brief Ash Carter broadly on what we 

respect to the posture. He cracked it in the press, without kn 

doing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032504-16 

I 

J 

• USDP spoke with Ash carter on 4/ 1. 

• USDP gave SecDef a readout of the 
conversation at the 4/2 Roundtable. 

• Please close this action. 
A 

t 1..vt~ 
Colonel C. L. O'Connor1 USMC 

Director. Policv Executive Secretariat 

11-L-0559/0SD/25418 
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TO: David Chu 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)\ 
SUBJECT: Cost of Reserve v. Active 

2'1 
March 252004 

I need some data that shows me what the taxpayers are getting for a Reservist or 

Guard person, versus active duty, given the number of man-days or years we get 

out of each of them based on some assumption. 

Please do it soon. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032504-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by + / 1 ft> / 0 'j 

OSD 10736·04 
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l\farch 2tf, 2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld fJA 
SU BJ ECT: WSJ Article 

Please see if you can get me a copy of an article from Monday's Wall Street 

Journal on the Moors in Spain and Islam, and taking it back, 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
03$4-8 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ z_,_.2-_f.o~1)~---
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

cc: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Ryan Henry 
Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: SLRG Prep 

l\·farch 21, 2004 

In the future, I would like all SLRG preps to be held t\vo or three days before a 

SLRG meeting, so I can have an effect on what takes place. 

The SLRG prep papers did not arrive to me until the morning of March 24, which 

means I will not have time to read them prior to the prep session scheduled for 

today. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031,f04-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please re.!Jpond by------------

11-L-0559/0SD/25421 
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March 24,2004 

TO: LmTy Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ry1\ 
SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial Fund 

I would like some brochures and information about how people can give to the 

Pentagon Memorial fund. 

I want to get them up and out and get a little more aggressive in promoting it. I 

need some in my office so I can give them to people, and maybe l will send them 

to some people. Maybe we ought to have stacks of them in the waiting room. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
m2404-2J 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

OSD 10739-04 
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TO: Marc Thiessen. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Barone Article 

Please take a look at this article by Michael Barone - it is good. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 

i, 
March }", 2004 

Biaronc:, ivfo.:h.-ad. "H~icniug P1u&-..:...., ~u Ir;;;'i,'' l'.S. ,\'cw.; .!. Wcr!d Report, March 22/M:irrh 
29. 2004, p. 48. 

DHR:dh 
031904-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ ~ ___ .... ____ _ 
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Heartening progress in Iraq 

I T HELPS SOMETIMES TO PUT THINGS 
in historic and metric perspective. The Iraqi 
Governing Council adopted a constitution on 
March 8, 11 months after the fall of Saddam 

Hussein. The German Western Parliamentary 
Council adopted a constitution-in May 1949, 
48 months after the fall of Adolf Hitler. George 
W. Bush's critics complain of his "rush to war" 
and unpreparedness for its aftermath, but the 

n months it took to get a constitution was less than the 14 
months between his speech naming Iraq as part of the "axis of 
evil" and the beginning of military action in Iraq. 

What is remarkable about our occupation of Iraq is not that 
it has gone badly but that it has gone so well. uist week, crude 
oil production was above target level, the central bank signed 
up for the payment system used by central banks interna
tionally, and 140,000 Iraqi police and law enforcement offi
cers were on duty. A new Iraqi currency is drculating, and 
schools are open. Wages are rising, interest rates are falling, 
businesses are opening and hiring. Millions of Iraqis are buy
ing cellphones, TVs, and satellite dishes. Attacks on Ameri
cans have greatly diminished, and attacks on Iraqis are like
ly to turn them against terrorists rather than against IJ5, 

The interim constitution adopted March 8 is worth serious 

republic .•. if you can keep it." What is encouraging here is the 
language used by Governing Council members. Sunnis and 
Kurds, Adnan Pachachi (said to be the State Department's 
man) and Ahmed Chalabi (said to be the Pentagon's man), 
they all get it-democracy, human rights, minority rights
to a degree not many expected a year ago. 

This may have something to do with the extraordinary 
worldwide spread of democracy in the past 25 years. When 
Gen. Lucius Clay was prodding the Germans to produce a con
stitution in 1949, there were precious few democracies op
erating throughout the world. Now there are dozens and 
dozens. Starting in the I970S with Spain, where the king played 
a key role, and Portugal, then in Greece and Turkey, South 
Korea and Taiwan, the Philippines and Indonesia, in Latin 
America and eastern Europe and Russia, authoritarian and 
totalitarian regimes have been replaced by working democra• 
cies; not always perfect, in some cases backsliding, but democ
racies. The trend is positive, and examples are there to see. 

Advancing democracy. Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, 
George H. W. Bush, and Bill Clinton all made contributions to 
this. Now George W. Bush is working to advance democracy 
in the Middle East. Iranian, have been demonstrating against 
the mullahs; Saudi Arabia'• Crown Prince Abdullah has been 
talking about reforms; Persian Gulf states are moving toward 
democracy; some brave Syrians even demonstrated in Dam
ascus. The developments in Iraq cannot help hut change the 
focus of Arabs and Iranians, who have long been encouraged 

attention. It provides for an 
elected national assembly, a 
strong prime minister, a large
ly ceremonial three~member 
presidency, and an indepen
dent judiciary. It has a bill 
of rights, with freedoms of 
expression and religion. It 
promises full equality for 
women. It bridges one of the 
thornier issues by saying that 
Islam shall be •a source"-not 
the sole source-of law, and 
that no law can run contrary to 
democratic principles. It pro
vides for a laige measure of au
tonomy for the Kurds, who 
have already developed their 
own democratic institutions 
despite a history of feuding. 
Both Kurdish and .Arabic will 
be official languages. 

What is remarkable about our 
occupation ... is not that it has gone 
badly but that it has gone so well. 

by their tyrants to blame their 
plight on Israel and the Unit
ed States. Now their attention 
is being redirected to the ques
tion of how to build a decent 
democratic society. 

One more thing for the Coa
lition Provisional Authority 
and the Iraqi Governing Coun
cil to consider: the creation of 
som,ething like Alaska's Per
manent Fund to flow some 
percentage of state oil rev
enues through to each citizen. 
Huge oil revenues have'pro
duced wasteful, tyrannical 
states. Flowing through some 
of the money to citizens would 
provide a safety net and en
courage the growth of a vi
brant and independent prjvate 
sector. Democracy, requires 
not only a good constitution 
but a self-reliant people jeal
ous of their rights. An Iraqi 
Permanent Fund would be a 
step in that direction. • 

No constitution is self-exe
cuting. Benjamin Franklin, on 
being asked what America's 
Constitutional Convention had 
produced, famously said, MA 

WEIGHING IN. Paul Bremar lrithl), the chief U.S. administrator 
In Iraq, talcs wilt! memNrs of the Iraqi &onmint Council, 

48 U.S.Nl!WS • WORLD REPORT, MA!LCH :a/ MARCH 29, 1004 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld ?71 
SUBJECT: Intrepid Foundation Invitation for POTUS 

March 19,2004 

Here is a letter from the Intrepid Foundation in New York. They want to honor 

the President in May. 

It is an organization that does a good deal for the military, including providing 

scholarships to dependents. The Fisher family also funds the Fisher Houses. 

which arc rooms military families can use while visiting loved ones undergoing 

treatment at military health facilities, including Walter Recd and Bethesda Naval 

Hospital. 

It is w011h your consideration. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I 2/22/031ntrepid Foundation invitation to POTUS 

DHR:dh 
031904-7 
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08/03/13~5 09:59 !(b )(6) 

01101/0~ FRI 17;2~ ~L 

MNOUl f'lstn.l 
Ov.lUWI GP TMI Bo.aD 

Dear Mr.President, 

PAGE 92 

-~ INTREPID ~ua&u~ avP; Pa;. 4 

December 22, 2003 

Ori behalf of the Board ofirustees of the ll'l~epid Museum Poundstioo, it is my honor to 
invito you to receive the 2004 Intrepid Freedom Award, a special honor presented to selected 
world l~d~n for their le.admhip in the advancement of peace, freedom &nd democracy. 

The Intrepid Freedom Award was created by the Board of Trustees ht 1992 to reeogniu 
ouManding leaders who have stood Lull in defense of the princip\os priz.e.d by people throughout 
the world. Past ~iplen~ have included Presidents Reagan and Yeltsi11, and Rime Ministers 
R.abin and TJ.a.tok•r. u well u th~ .. -o .... , .. ta,, Cl, .... .,, .,,J OQUCl'lll Puwcll. vur .ooaro ns.s 
~omm!11ded you for this Award in recognition of your ~umiit of world ftmint and 
democracy. 

The Award will be pre,emed at the Fl~ Week Gala. hosted aboa.td the historic World 
War II ai~n.ft ctrrier 11'1tr~pld in New York City on the evening of May 27,2004. The dinner 
will be pL:rt of the 1.,... anniversary of Fleet Week. Fleet Week, often referred to as "America's 
Premiere thank-you to the men and women of the Anned FoI:ces," is hosted annually by the 
lnmpid Museum Foundation end the City of New York. Vessels nan the United States Navy 
and Coast Ch.111d, a, well u from Al lied nations from around the world, visit New York lo Join in 
the weak's oe\ebr1tion1. 

Since tho inception of Fleet Week in New York in 1987, 300.000 American military 
personnel, from all five branches of the Anned Forces, have jolned in the event. The Ml.l9eum 
amnges I series of activities for them, including fre,e crew pan.iea aboard Jntr~pirJ, athletic 
competitions. and other spacial ·c'w'en't!. Oth·er New York organiutiorn join in as well: The New 
York Y U'lkec~ and Meta e.3Ch donate 5,000 tickets for the uoops fur ba.sebal! games; theatres offer 
Bl'Oadwty show tickets. 1nd many restaurants and stores offer discounts for .~r;1eemen and 
women in town. Fleet Week has becorne a true opportunity for American citiuns to offer their 
thanks to lho10 who serve rn rur nation's defense. This year 10,000U.S. troops will bejoined by 
sallon from other allied nations for our celebration, 

The black.tie Gala is hosted an 1hc hangar fo:k of the World War 11 - em carrier 
/rttrt:pid, which serves U the cenlbrpiece of the Intrepid Sea Air Space Museum. The Gala, 
whkh ,1110 honors the member"3 ul' the Armed Forces otthe Unlud States and allied nations, is a 
military-thorned event featuring patriotic enfuuinment. The event is scheduled to begin !t six 
o'clock with a receptinn, followeo by dinner in the carrier'~ hangar deck a.ree., Senior Federal, 
State and City official.a will be in anendancc. Our nation's lop corporate CED' sand national 
fi11.1re1 wi 11 be p"'8cnt u well. 

Ct£ IITTR51'tD SQV.UE • WEn 'IOTH Sll'.tET AND 12TH ,\ ~ UIU • l'ff.W YORK. NEW YORK l~J6 r )(6) 
._.,11i.cpidnluK1111orgll111t __________ _. 
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09/03/1995 03:59 
!(b )(6) 

PAGE 03 

41•c•~"•d~ , 1 010"' , a,oa; 

Ol/09/04 FRI J7:%C 11:L 

I hop that you will join in what 1 promise will be u, outstanding evenL ~ office will 
provide a11 details required by your staff, and we arc stardng by tc assist in any special 
ammgcmcints that may be required. We hope that you will •r;-:cpt our invitation en;l thEtt we will 
see you and the 'Fiut Lady at the Oala. 

The lfonorabl.e George W. Bush 
Prc,ident of the United States 
The White Hou• 
1 EUl Peftruylvuia A 'Venue 
Wllbington, DC 20500 
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v.c·. 
~ PK.::Mi€£s 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

/'Au(., W~t1 z. 
1)o\l 6-- ft;, flt 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Non-NATO Ally Status 

March 19, 2004 

I just heard that Colin has announced that Pakistan is now a non~NATO ally. 

I don't recall knowing about this. 

We ought to decide who should have non-NATO ally status, and on what basis we 

will decide it. 

It ought not be like passing out eggs at Easter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031904-4 

11-L-0559/0SD/25428 
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TO: Doug Feith 

cc: PaulW'fiowi~ 

• \j> ~ ./FROM: s;(t C ,/ Ju/ 
~ SUBJECT Oil-for-Food 

~ 3lic, 
Please come fonvard with a plan soon for the US Govenunent on this UN issue, so 

we can be helpful to the CPA and get it sorted out. I would like a plan we ran 

propose to the interagency. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/18/04 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef re Oil for Scandal 

DHR:dh 
031804-12 

···········································-·························· 
Please respond by 2 /U, /o if 

I 1 

OSD 10743-04 
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F81l 8FPI@I/1Is "Elf! 8UL1 

INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

I-04/003783 & 003697 
E.F-89 1 & 8941 

FROM: Mira R. Ricardel, ASD for International Security Policy (Acting} _. / t,rx' 
,JC~ ~~') 2 4 2r0 

SUBJECT: Oil for Food (OFF) Program Allegations of Abuse Update P" · 

• You requested we prepare a draft USG plan to address the unfolding OFF program 
abuses (Tab A). Earlier you had also asked about getting the Inspector Genernl 
involved (Tab B). 

• Several events occurred since you raised this issue atthe 11 March PC meeting: 

o The Iraqi Governing Council has hired an independent accounting :furri,KPMG, 
and legal counsel to investigate past and current OFF Program ~buses. 

o Senior Officials from State briefed the HTRC Subcommittee on National Security 
on OFF Program abuses. 

o A sub-PCC has developed options on how best to proceed. 

• On 19 March UN Secretary General Annan announced Jfrs in1.e:nlion to create an in
dependent high-level commission to fully investigate the OFF Program abuses. 

o An internal UN investigation of UN officials and UN contractors is ongoing. 

o SYG Annan intends to seek the ful[ and active cooperation of the UN Security 
Council and all member states. 

• Over the weekend, both Secretary Powell and NSA Rice gave their support for 
Annan's proposal, and promised whatever assistance may be needed. 

o Jerry Bremer has frozen all records that exist in Iraq and has promised the full 
support and cooperation of the CPA and the Iraqi Governing Council. 

Next Steps. In conjunction with these ongoing investigations we will continue to press 
for full disclosure and accountability, and ~1fiaKeaV11itab1eTo mvestigators any 
information we have on the OFF Program. 

1),fi· ... 11. 1 ..... .s ~e'h IL,, b;:.Ll, 'w,r,, ... ~\c.'.v( (.,.~,l,;(••14' OJJ,·"1- l·h .:i 

fe .,h.-. 15 ,.,,,is..: f":,"''"'j tt...,, :~S"t 1,;,ti-.'J,!"'1 ~{~c-r~\ ~,,i-·k~c . 

Prepared by: Guy B. Roberts PD/NP Reviewed by: Mark T. Esper, DASO/NP ---

F81t 8Ffll'.I1'L "8'1 enu, 
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TO: 

FROM: 

LTG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld j fl 
SUBJECT: POTUS and Basing in Spain 

March 18, 2004 

The next time I meet with the President, I am going to have to be able to tell him 

what we currently have in Spain in force posture, what we were planning to do and 

how we have adjusted what we were planning to do. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031804-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 3/'-?iJ / ot.f 
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March 17, 2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetdy,'~ 

SUBJECT: Memo on Audit 

What am I supposed to do with this memo from Dov Zakheim on audit? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/16/04 USD(C) memo to SecDef re: Audit 

DHR:dh 
031704-5 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
I 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1100 

COMPTROLLER 

INFO:MEMO 

March 16, 2004, 1:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 

SUBJECT: Audit 

• Attached is the type of audit I have asked the DCAA staff to perlonn. 

• Highlighted are the key points. 

• Today I talked with the Polish Deputy Defense Minister, Janusz Zamke. 

He told me that since my recent visit, con · · 

Multinational Division. 

Attachments: 
As Stated 

COORDINATION: NONE 
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Dr. Zakheim wanted to know the status of the living accommodations and camp conditions for the 
coalition forces (Multinational division) with specific emphasis on the Polish sector. He was concerned 
that all personnel in theater be treated on an equal footing as regards the camp accommodations. He 
also wanted a comparison to contractor living conditions. 

We have been performing some floorchecks and perambulations in the Polish sector and making 
observations over the past weeks. I personally visited one of the Camps, Camp Lima. There was about 
a 60:40 split of Thai versus Polish troops at that location, so the Thai commander was the camp 
commander. I spoke to the Thai commander as wel as the Polish commander on site and made some 
observations of my own. I also spoke to some Thai, Polish, and American troops. There were a few 
American troops at the camp and some Slovak troops were due to arrive in a couple days. 

My observation was that the living accommodations of all the troops appeared to be similar, whether Thai, 
Polish or American. Higher ranking officers did have better quarters than the regular troops, as would be 
expected. At the time of my visit, all but about 150 of the Polish troops were in mobile containers, which 
is considered a desirable living accommodation at a camp like this. All the Thai troops were already in 
containers. I am not sure why the Thai's got priority over the Poles. It could be that they were there first 
or may have had something to do with the fact that the commander was Thai. But once they get into a 
container, the accommodations are similar. 

There was a very clear difference in the living accommodations tor the troops versus the contractor (KBR) 
personnel. There were 25 containers tor KBR personnel, each a one person container with plumbing. By 
contrast, the troops are three to a container with no plumbing. 

Another observation is that the KBR containers seemed to have better protective measures than some of 
the troop containers. A blast watl had been erected between the KBR containers and the camp 
perimeter. There was no such wall for much of the troop housing. There may have been good reasons 
for this disparity. It may be that the KBR side of the camp was considered more dangerous or vulnerable; 
they may have been closer to the perimeter etc. I am not qualified to make these assessments. The Thai 
commander said some of his troops had commented on this disparity. He was not complaining, but did 
say he had heard some comments. 

I asked the Thai commander about the KBR housing. He said that some of the Thai troops had brought 
up this subject. He said he had explained to them that it was not a problem because KBR itself was 
paying for those containers. I did not attempt to explain to him that it was really the contract that was 
paying for the containers. As for the LOGCAP support, he did not have major complaints but was not 
entirely satisfied. He said it took a long time to get things done. He said they sometimes just use their 
own money when they want to get something done quickly. On this subject, I am sure there is a certain 
amount of confusion and misconception about what can and can't be done under LOGCAP. His 
expectations could be different than what the contract actually provides for. 

The Polish commander had no major complaints. He did not seem to have a problem with the disparity 
in living conditions. One of the Polish officers explained that soldiers expected to be living in field 
conditions and that they expected that civilian contractors would be treated differently. 

We made additional observations at Babil, with a large concentration of Polish troops and a Polish 
commander. We spoke with the commander there. He was very satisfied with the conditions and 
treatment his troops were receiving. The food was good and the camp conditions positive. The 
conditions at Babil were better than Camp Lima and the feedback from the commander sounded more 
positive. The commander did not seem to have any problem with contractor living conditions there. He 
said the troops expected to be living In field conditions. 
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The JBO auditors performed three additional field visits at camps for the Polish and the Ukrainians. Our 
observations disclosed no significant problems with the quantity and quality of the life support being 
provided to the Multi-National Forces under the LOGCAP Contract. We have coordinated with the local 
DCMA offices on this review. 

KBR's living conditions are significantly better than the troops, but there may be valid reasons for this. 
We are considering an operations audit to determine If cost savings can be achieved by placing KBR 
personnel in hOusing more similar to that provided to the troops. We asked KBR for its in-theater housing 
policy for its personnel nearly a month ago. We have still not received it. 

Best regards, 

Dan Altemus 
Branch Manager 
Defense Contract Audit Agency 
Iraq Branch Office 

IMPORTANT: This e-mail, includlng all attachments, constitute Federal G-Overnment records and property 
that is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It also may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If 
the reader of this e-mail transmission is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for 
delivering the transnus,ion to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution, copying or use of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. H you have received this e-mail 
in error, please notify the sender by responding to the e-mail and then delete the e-mail immediately 

For Official Use Only 
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March 17 ,2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'y/l 
SUBJECT: Poll Results 

Here is an interesting poll you might want to reference in some remarks sometime. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Poll 

DHR:dil 
031704-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by-----------
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Poll: Iraqis say life better now 

LONDON, England-- A majority of Iraqis believe life is better now 

than it was under Saddam Hussein, according to a pill by 

broadcasting organizations released to coincide with the first 

anniversary of the U.S.-led invasion. 

And almost half·· 49 percent-- of those questioned believe the invasion cf their 

country by U.S. and British troops was right, compared with 39 percentwho said 

it was wrong. 

The poll-- the first nationwide poll in Iraq since the war -- was commissioned by 

ABC of the U.S., Britain's BBC, Germany's ARD and Japan's NHK. 

Some 57 percent of respondents said life was better now than under Saddam, 

against 19 percentwho said it was worse and 23 percentwho said it was about 

the same. 

Iraqi people appeared optimistic about the future, with 71 percent saying they 

expected things to be better in a years time, six percent predicting it will be worse 

and nine percent the same. 

But Iraqis are concerned about conditions in their country, the poll shows. 

They have considerable worries about joblessness, security and basic services 

like electricity. 

"The positive attitudes and the high expectations and optimism are quite striking, 

with majorities telling us their lives are going well," ABC polling director Gary 

Langer told The Associated Press. 

"Expectations carry risks, however. If these are unmet, there could be political 

consequences." 

Seven in 1 O say the availability of jobs is poor and nearly that many said the 

same about electricity. Almost three-fourths gave a positive rating to local 

schools, however. 
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The biggest overall concern nationally was regaining public security -- named as 

the top concern by almost two-thirds in the poll, 64 percent. That was far higher 

than any other priority. 

About half said they oppose the presence cf coalition forces, but few want those 

troops to leave now -- wanting soldiers to stay until the Iraqi government is in 

place or until security E restored. 

Only 25 percent said they had confidence in coalition forces to deliver their 

needs. There were far higher levels ct· confidence in Iraqi religious leaders, 70 

percent; local police, 68 percent; and the new Iraqi army, 56 percent, 

Four of five said they want a unified country with a central government in 

Baghdad. Kurds, an ethnic minority in northern Iraq who make up about one-third 

of the total population in Iraq, were less likely to feel that way. By a 2-1 margin, 

Kurds favored the formation of regional states with a federal government. Kurds 

have been seeking autonomy in Iraq. 

The number who think Iraq needs "a single strong Iraqi leader" in the next year 

increased from 27 percent in November, when the polling firm Oxford Research 

International last asked the question, to 47 percent now. 

When asked what Iraq needs in five years, people were more likely to say an 

Iraqi democracy, 42 percent, followed by "a single strong leader," 35 percent. 

The poll was conducted by the Oxford Research International of Oxford, 

England, for ABC News, the British Broadcasting Corp., the German 

broadcasting network ARD and the Japanese network NHK. 

The poll of 2,737 face-to-face interviews was conducted in Iraq from Feb. 9-28 

and has a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 2 percentage points. 

ABC's Langertold AP the interviewers faced difficulties conducting the poll 

because of the security situation in Iraq. 

The polling firm "reported a car wreck, interviewers detained by coalition forces, 

interviewers detained and questioned by Iraqi police, and some who had to 

detour around a bombing site," he said. 
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ABC, BBC, ARD (GER) AND NHK (.JAPAN) NATIONWIDE POLL, 
9-28 FEB 04: LIFE IN IRAQ 

Based on 2737 face-to-face interviews: 2% margin of error. Oxford 
Research International did polling for the news organizations. Some 
difficulties encountered during polling due to security situation. 

Issue '•. Data 
Life now versus under 57% life is better than under Saddam 
Saddam Hussein 19lllife is \Vorse 

2J % about rhe same 

On the future 71% said things will be better in one years time 
5% things will be worse 
;l% chi ngs the same 

Rated poor 70% poor availability of jobs 
- 7W7c poor availability of electricity 

Raced posiri ve 75% positive about local schools 

Biggest concern 64% regaining publk: security 

Coulition Forces 50o/o oppose presence: but most want soldiers to stay 
unti I r raq gov 't rn place or security restored 
25% believe coalition for1:cs can dclivcr needs 

Iraqi Leadership 7(Vi1<:: confidence Iraqi religious leadership 
68% confidence local Iraqi police 
56% confidence new Iraqi anny 

Unified country with 3J% favor (Kurds favor regional states with federal 
central gov't in Baghdad gov't by 2 to 1) 

Strong, single Iraq leader 47% of Iraqi~ see need for (up from 27% in Nov) 

Iraq's needs in 5 yrs 42% democracy 
35% single, strong leader 

Thornhill/16 \1ur 04 11-L-0559/0SD/25439 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 
Marc Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Questions and Answers 

March 17,2004 

Herc is an artic1c from this week's Time that I think raises some questions we may 

want to raise and answer ourselves. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Klein, Joe, ·'Bush and 9/11; What We Need to Know," Time 

DHR:dh 
031704-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by '?> /, 1 / D Lf 

OSD 10773-04 
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*VIEWPOINT 
Bush and 9/11: What We Need to Know 
The i nvcstigative panel is getting ready to grill the President. Herc's what they 

should ask 
By JOE KLEIN 

E! @ ~ ~ 
Print E·Mail Save Popular 

l>Subsoribe to TIME 

Saturday, Mar. 13, 2004 

George W. Bush's most memorable day as President was Sept. 14,2001, when he stood 
in the rubble of the World Trade Center, holding a bullhorn in one hand, his other arm 
slung over the shoulder of a veteran fire fighter from central casting. Bush was pitch 
perfect that day-the common-man President, engaged and resolute. This is the image the 
Bush campaign is probably saving for the last, emotional moments of the election next 
fall. It is the memory the Republicans want you to carry into the voting booth. It is why 
the Republican Convention will be held in New York City this year. And it may also be 
why the White House has been so reluctant to cooperate with the independent 
commission investigating the events of Sept I 1,200 I. 

The commission, which will finish its work in midsummer, on the eve of the conventions, 
will soon question the President about his response to the tetTorist threat in the months 
before 9/11. I asked a dozen people last week-some intimate with the commission's 
thinking, some members of the intelligence community, some members of Congress who 
have investigated 9/11-what they would ask the President if they could. Their questions 
fell into three broad categories. 

Why didn't you respond to the al-Qaeda attack on the U.S.S. Cole? The attack occurred 
on Oct. 12, 2000; I 7 A mcriean sailors were killed. The Clinton Administration wanted to 
declare war on al-Qaeda. An aggressive military response was prepared, including 

J 
special-forces attacks on al-Qaeda training camps in Afghanistan. But Clinton decided 
that it was inappropriate to take such dramatic action during the transition to the Bush 7/ presidency. As first reported in this magazine in 2002, Clinton National Security Adviser 
Sandy Berger and counterte1rnrismdeputy Richard Clarke presented their plan to 
Condoleezza Rice and her staff in the first week of January 2001. 

Berger believed al-Qaeda was the greatest threat facing the U.S. as Clinton left office. 
Rice thought China was. What were President Bush's priorities? Was he aware of the 
Berger briefing? Did he consider an aggressive response to the bombing of the Cole or to 
the al-Qaeda millennium plot directed at Los Angeles International Airport-which was 

'-y foiled on Dec. 14, 1999? Did he have any al-Qaeda strategy at all? Rice, who has not yet 
testified under oath, decided to review counterterrorism policy; the review wasn't 
completed until Sept. 4. A related question along the same lines: Why didn't you deploy 
the am1ed Predator drones in Afghanistan? The technology, which might have provided 
the clearest shot at Osama bin Laden before 9/ I I, was available early in 200 I. But the 
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CIA and the Pentagon squabbled about which agency would be in charge of pulling the 
trigger. The dispute wasn't resolved until after 9/1 I. Were you aware of this dispute, Mi-. 
President? Why weren't you able to resolve it? 

Indeed, the second category of questions revolves around the President's interest in and 
awareness of the al-Qaeda threat As late as Sept. I 0, after the assassination of Northern 
Alliance leader Ahmed Shah Massoud, Bush was asking in his national-security briefing 
about the possibility of negotiating with the Taliban for the head of bin Laden. "If he had 
studied the problem at all," an intelligence expert told me, "he would have known that 
was preposterous." As early as Aug. 6, Bush had been told that al-Qaeda was planning to 
strike the U.S.,perhaps using airplanes. What was his response to that? How closely was 
he following the intelligence reports about al-Qaeda activity, which had taken an 
extremely urgent tone by late spring? Another intelligence expert proposed this question: 
"Did he ever ask about the quality of the relationship between the CIA and the FBI?" 

Obviously, the President couldn't be responsible for knowing that the FBI was tracking 
suspicious flight training in Arizona or that the CIA had an informant close to two of the 
hijackers, but was he aware of the friction between the two agencies? Was he aware that 
John Ashcroft had opposed increasing countcrterrorismfunding for the FBI? 

Finally, there arc the questions about the President's actions immediately after 9/1 I. 
Specifically, why did he allow plancloads of Saudi nationals, including members of the 
bin Laden family, out of the U.S. in the immediate aftermath of the tenorist attacks? Who 
asked him to give the Saudis special treatment?Was he aware that the Saudi Arabian 
government and members of the royal family gave money to charities that funded al
Qacda? 

It is easy to cast blame in hindsight. Even if Bush had been obsessed with the tenorist ll [ / 
threat, 9/11 might not have been prevented. But the President's apparent lack of ligor- · • 
his incuriosity about an enemy that had attacked American targets overseas and had 
attempted an attack at home-raises a basic question about the nature and competence of 
this Administration. And that is not a question the Republicans want you to take to the 
polls in November 
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TO: Powell Moore 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~., 

SUBJECT: RC Members Serving in the Balkans 

March 17 ,2004 

My recollection is that when Blunt was here, we talked about what the percentage 

was of the Reserves actually utilized for the Balkans, and I guessed it was 0.12. 

In any event, here are the numbers. I \Yonder if you ought to get'them to Blunt. 

Did we ever do that? 

Please check with David Chu and see if he did. 

Thanks. 

Attach. I 
3/8/04 USD(P&R) memo to Se.cDEf re: Number of Reserve Component Membeirs Serving in 

the Balkans (OSD 03585-04) 

DHR:dh 
031704-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••• ·····························~············ 
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PERSONNEL AND 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 ~ 

INFOMEMO · ... -~ r -.. : 

REA01NEss March 8,2004, 1200 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USD~. . . ~ .J , 1...,; .~ /!,! IL 
C _!)!~l'-,'1--f/rt';,t-,,;~"-·..,,. /" 't~-r,. ~~, 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE- Number of Reserve Component Members Serving in the 
Balkans 

• Based on an inquiry from Congressman Roy D. Blunt, you asked for the number and 
percentage of Reserve component members who served in the Balkans. 

------ FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 F\U) FYOl FY02 FY03 Total 

Bosnia 8,114 7,776 1,378 1,754 1,965 4,614 2,808 3,041 31,450 

Kosovo 0 0 0 5,576 1,527 960 842 2,529 11,434 

Total- Balkans 8,114 7.776 1,378 7.330 3,492 5,574 3,650 5,570 42,884 

% of Selected 
Reserve* 0.87% 0.85% 0.15% 0.83% 0.40% 0.64% 0.41% 0.63% 

% ot'Ready 
RcscrvcM 0.53% 0.54% 0.10% 0.57% 0.28% 0.46% 0.30% 0.48% 

• Reserve component call-ups for Bosnia operations began December 8, 1995 
(Presidential Executive Order 12982)and for Kosovo operations April 27, 1999 
(Presidential Executive Order 13120). 

• The annual totals represent less than 1 % of the Selected Reserve force for each year, 
and, at the highest, slightly more than 1/2 of I %of the Ready Reserve. 

• COORDINATION: NONE iSPL ~DI RITA 

Prepared By: Mr. Dan Kohner, OASD/RA(M&P)'L] ,~.-
1maa1lWN>TT 
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FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOO FY01 FY02" FY03* "';: 
· Bosnia 8,114 7,776 1,378 1,754 1,965 4,614 2,808 3,041 :.-::i. 

Kosovo 0 0 0 5,576 1,527 960 842 2,529 ij 
Balkans - Total 8,114 1,ns 1,378 7,330 3,492 5,574 3,650 5,570 j 

[:l\ 

SelRes Pop 928,033 909,740 889,078 879,027 873,207 875,398 882,142 882,792 : 
r. 

: Mob'd for Balkans • .. 
% of SelRes 0.87% 0.85% 0.15°/,:, 0.83% 0.40% 0.64% 0.41% 0.63%; '*if, 

}· 

':'\ 
Jfl!!~IR!!!!'!!R!""P!!!!"o-p---..... -60_8,'!'!60!'!!!7.,! -54!!"!'1"'!,2"!!'34'!'1'1-4"!!'64'!"'!,~1!'!!5'!'!01-409'!"'!!'!!","!!'81'!'!!7!'Pl--i!!i!37!!!'!8!"!.2!"'!'4'!!!'151-3!!"!'4'!!"8,'!!!'!72!'!3!'1"'! -3~17!!!!"','!'!!17!!'!!9 .. l -2"!!!'84'!'",3!!!!'!!0!"!!'1i!9~'. 

.. ,:.• ,. 
Ready Reserve Pop • 

: (SelRes + IRR/ING) 1,536,640 1,450,974 1,353.428 1,288,844 1,251,452 1,224,121 1,199,321 1,167,101 · 
,: Mob'd tor Balkans -
· % of Ready Reserve 0.53% 0.54% 0.10% 0.57% 0.28% 0.46'% 0.30% 0.48% .t 

PRC via EO 12982· 8Dec 95 
Kosovo PRC via EO 13120 • 27 Aor 99 

Cumu a1ve nvo 
31,450 
11,4 

• Includes Reserve members in support of Operation NOBLE EAGLE in Balkan countries as well as Operations 
.·· JOINT ENDEAVOR/GUARD/FORGE (Bosnia) and JOINT GUARDIAN (Kosovo) 

Does not include volunteers . .. .,.., . 
r .. ~.':. ~~ • • ,, ,· ... -~ ,.!>,.,~: , 

RC Members Mobilized for Balkan Operations 
(Depicted as% of SelRes and IRR) 

0.5% 

0.0% 

FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOO FY01 FY02• FY03* 
·-------------------------------·---·-··--

Ii] -RC members mobilized for Balkans - % of SelRes force. 

• - RC members mobilized for Balkans-% of Ready Reserve force. 
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March 4,2004 

TO: David Chu 

ROM: Donald Rumsfeld"tif\._ 

SUBJECT: Number V -
Please get back to me with that number I asked you for, the percentage-the one I 

guessed was something like .012. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-30 

Please respond by 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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March 17, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
SUBJECT: OH-for-Food 

Here is the material Newt gave me on the UN oil-for-food "scanda1." What do 

you think about getting the Inspector General working on it? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/10/04 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef w/attachments (45 documents) 

DHR:dh 
031704-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ~ ~ 0 

OSD 10775-04 
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oa .pentagon.mil; Lal"J',¥.,PiRita@osd.penta~on.mil; 
~~""'la~==cx:~k@OSD.Pentagon.mil;[b)(6) jjack.patterson@osd.mil 

peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; damicorj@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: corruption in iraq and the threat to the BUsh administration 

for secdef ,depsecdef 
from Newt 
3/10/04 

Page 1 of2 

Hankes-Drielsma (the man who uncovered the Nobel scandal in Sweden and 
negotiated the South African debt crisis) is convinced the UN oil for food program 
was the largest financial scandal In history 

he is also convinced it reaches into France, the UN, Jordan, and a host of other 
countries 

finally he is convinced it will inevitably show up as corruption in our efforts to 
moderrnize Iraq because the depth and habit of corruption are so deep 

it is vital that we get ahead of this corruption scandal by appointing a special 
investigative task force both to help uncover past corruption and to root out current 
corruption. 

Given the scale of corruption KPMG is uncovering it is almost certain a lot of very 
clever experts in bribery and false accounting are doing business with CPA. 

former Deputy Attorney General Ed Scmults is in Iraq now as Advisor to the 
Justice Ministry. He could be reassigned immediately to head an anti-corruption 
task force with a counterpart from Iraq. 

Either we will be the people rooting out corruption or we will be the people presiding 
over corruption 

This could explode this summer and fall and be very much to our disadvantage unless we 
get ahead of the curve and very loudly meet it head on 

I am forwarding a number of already published articles which make clear how big this is and 
Hankes-Drielsma is back in town next week and I am certain this will get bigger. Someone 
fairly senior should be assigned to work with him. 

3/10/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/25448 



March 17, 2004 

TO: Ken Krieg 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelch}.... 

SUBJECT: Cost-Cutting 

Here is a memo I sent you January 31. Please take the lead on this and make sure 

we get a good list. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/3 l/04 SccDef Memo ( I03 l04. L6) 

DHR:dh 
0Jl7Q4-l7 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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' TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 
Jaymie Durnan 
Steve Cambone 
Paul Wolfowitz 
k~ l<1t..1~ 
Donald Rumsfelci\A\ 

January 31, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached 

Attached is a list of some major cost-cutting efforts. 'Why don't you add some 

others to this list and let's refine it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
103104.16 

Attach: List of Cost Cutting Activilies 

Respond by: _________ «_...\_'l_...\o_L{ ________ _ 
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I • MEMORANDUM 

January 31, 2004 

Important cost-cutting activities that will change the face of how this department 

functions. 

I. Complete revamping of the DAT system worldwide. 

2. New security cooperation. 

3. Massive review of regular international and biJatera) meetings to 

increase the ones that should be increased and decrease the ones that 

should be decreased. 

4. Force posture. 

5. Complete review of DoD directives. 

6. Complete revamping of contingency plans. 

7. Other. 

DHR/azn 
013104.15 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Marc Thiessen 
Tony Dolan 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Questions for Press 

March 17 ,2004 

We ought to think about questions I can ask the press that the answer to which will 

inform them of something that is useful. 

On a recent trip, Tasked the press how many people they thought had been killed 

in action in Afghanistan. As I recall, the estimates were 200 to 500. I think the 

truth is that it was in the 6Ds or 70s. It was helpful for them to learn the answer. It 

was also helpful for them to know that they thought they knew the answer but 

didn't, and that they were wrong because of impression. 

We ought to think about questions 'Ne can ask. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

CC: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 
LTG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 1).. 

China 

March 17, 2004 

I have not been to China in the three~plus years I have been here. I am wondering 

if we ought to finish four years without my doing that. I have been asked 10 visit 

15 times. 

I am going to be going over to Australia and Singapore. Why don't you noodle 

that and give me your advice? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704,20 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\A. 

SUBJECT: Story on Stop-Loss 

After we get a report back from the Army Association of America, or whatever 

outfit it was that came out with the story about stop-loss being like a draft, I would 

like to know ,.vho contacted them and whether or not we were able to disabuse 

them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031504-35 

............•............... ·········-································· 
Please respond by __ ":> ....... /......_ ____ _ 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: GEN Casey, Vice Chief of Staff, Army 

SUBJECT: Army Stop Loss Update 

March 15, 2004, 4:45 p.m. 

1. Purpose. To respond to a question of the Secretary of Defense on "Face the Nation" 
concerning an allegation by the Military Officer's Association of America (MOAA) that 
the Army policy of Stop Loss (SL) is being used as a means to generate the authorized 
30K end strength increase,. 

2. Discussion. 

• Stop Loss is the temporary holding of soldie~ past the compktion of their contracted 
term of service for operational purposes. 

• The Army has judiciously employed SL over the last two years. being effective stewards 
who used SL to increase unit readiness. The requirement for SL is reviewed monthly and 
was completely eliminated for an extended period for the active forces; however, 
operational requirements caused it to be reinstated. 

• The focus of Army deployments is on trained and ready units, not individuals. SL is a 
management tool that sustains effectively a force, which has trained together, to remain a 
cohesive element throughout its deployment. 

• As of February 2004, SL affects a total of 44,535 soldiers of all components; with the 
transition between OIF1/0IF2 and OEF4/0EFS, current projections reflect an average of 
30,889 Soldiers affected by Stop Loss (all components for the remainder of this calendar 
year). 

• Wilhoul SL, selected low density skilled units would be required to remain in theater 
longer than the current 12 months Buots on tlw Ground. 

• The Army' s Force Stabilization Initiative will minimize tme necessity for SL as we 
source OIF3 and OEF6. 

e SL is a temporary measure that does not permanently affect the Army's End strength; 
n th. 

• The 30K temporary growth will be met through a 20K increase in recruiting and a · 
increase in retention over the next four years. Actions have already been initiated to 
. ions ~K cb~ __ FY. _ 

• The SL program was initiated well before the approval~o5nl'Ie--3BlHeffii~:aA~:O.W~m< 
affects only the deployed or deploying forces. 

• This temporary growth allows the Army to reorgani1.e internally through the Army's 
initiatives of Modularity, Restructuring and Rebalancing our AC/RC force structure mix, 
and Force Stabilization. 

Prepared By: LTG Lovelace, ... l(b_)_(
5
_> ___ ... 
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Craddock, John Jr Lt Gen, OSD 
From: Lovelace, James J LTG DAS uames.lovelace@us.army.mil] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 20046:18 PM 
To: Craddock, John J Lt Gen OSD; Caldwell, Bill MG OSD 
Subject: Stop Loss Update .. SITREP 15 March 04 

John/Bill, 

• Today met with several on the staff to wargame/AAR circumstances that led to Stop Loss 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

being an issue on this past weekend's "Face the Nation" program. 

PURPOSE: To respond to a question of the Secretary of Defense onf"Face fhe Nation" 
concerning an allegation by the Military Officer's Association of Amerfca (MOAA) that the 
Army policy of Stop Loss is being used as a means to generate the cllthorized 30K end 
strength increase. 

MOAA appears to believe that the Army's Stop Loss policy is keeping Soldiers in the 
Army until 2005, not understanding the actual facts d the progrn.. i~n lnapcurate 
article was posted on MOAA's legislative update web site on 13 Febfuary, 2004 (item 
#3). ' 
I spoke with GEN (Ret) Sullivan, President of Association of the United States Army earlier 
today .... he was also caught by surprise on MOAA's perspective on Stop Loss. 
BG Gaylord (OCPA) has made contact with MOM .... I also have attempltd to caU 
(ADM(Ret) Ryan has not yet returned my call)in order to offer to provide t~em factual 
information that they then can use to set the record straight on their web site. Secretary 
Brownlee intends to talk with the President of MOAA ... already being coordinated between 
the offices. 
We are currently developing TTP, so that in the future the Army can keep1Army-related 
lobbying organizations accurately informed, staying within legal bounds ... similar to what we 
already do with ALISA. Will not let this happen again!! 
We have been monitoring both the media and the Hill for any follow up requests for 
information .... none to this point. 
Below is an updated information paper to show your bosses, 

Army Stop Loss 
Update,doc (25 ... 

Hooah,Jim 

11-L-0559/0SD/25456 



TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Lanzilotta 

Donald Rumsfeld JA 
SUBJECT: Departure 

I am very sorry you're leaving. 

March 17, 2004 

I sure hope you' II stick around until Tina is confirmed and in the saddle, and has a 

week or two with you, so you can pass the baton. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704-Hi 

............................•...•.•........•............••......•.•••..• , 
Please respond by .:> /J...t, Jo j 

OSD 10781-04 
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March 17 ,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
SUBJECT: Kennedy Story on Internet 

I think you better let Kennedy's office knO'-'' that I have never said anything like 

that e-mail being sent out on the internet, so they are aware that it is just factually 

not true. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704-1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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l\farch 16,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Binder for "Radio Day" 

The notebook for today's "Radio Day" activities atTived in my office sometime 

after I left last night It is 40 or 50 pages long, and there is no way in the world I 

have any time to even look at it. 

It is just a waste of everyone's time to do it if they are not going to get it to me the 

day before. I should also add that it is unintelligible. 

Thanks. 

' 
DllRdh 1 :31 :~1:~:~ .................................................................. . 
Please respond by ) 

J /1) 

\\ 

/ ar~e- %£1/y t,~J,-~U 
~ s/of(J · 

J)}R J-~ 

OSD 10783-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

LTG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Location of Iraqi Chemical Suits 

March 15, 2004 

Please find out in what town in Iraq did we find the chemical suits the Iraqis had 

to protect them against a chemical attack. how many suits there were and where 

they were located. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
031504-34 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Lessons Learned Brief for POTUS 

March 15, 2004 

Let's make sure we get Ed Giambastiani scheduled to brief the President on 

lessons learned from the Iraqi viewpoint. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031504·29 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

O!> 
3//'1 
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March 1 5, 2004 

TO: 

o~· FROM: ? .. / 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

9/1 I Press Avail V .1 SUBJECT: 
. l'-> 

Please get me the transcript of my press briefing the night of September 11,2001 

in the press briefing room in the Pentagon. I think it was around 6 p.m. I need to 

read it. 

Also, please give me a videotape of it 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh. 
031504-27 

.•.•....•..•.•....•....•...................................•............ , 
Please re!ipund by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/25462 OSD 10786:-:0lf 
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DoD News: DoD News Briefing on Pentagon Attal·k 

United States Department of Defense. 

On the web: http:[,\".)w,:_.dffcps~li11k.P,1i!{r,gj-bin/.9lp1fot,cgi? 
h11p:t1www.d~frn~~li!)k.rni1!t11i11s_crjpts/~QO lil091 I 200LJ.Q_<l.J ts<l.hrml 
Media contact:+ l (703) 697-5 13 1 
Public contact: http:/ / www.d:d.mil/faq/m .. ced...tmbl j._(b_)_(6_) __ ___, 

Page I of 6 

Presenter: Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld Tuesday, Sept. 11 ,200 I - 6:42 p.m. EDT 

DoD News Briefing on Pentagon Attack 

(Also participating were Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Hugh Shelton, Secretary of the 
Army Thomas E. White, Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich.). and Senator John Warner (R-V.t.)) 

Rumsfeld: This is a-- first of all, good evening. This is a tragic day for our country. Our hearts and 
prayers go to the injured, their families and friends. 

We have taken a series of measures to prevent further attacks and to Jetermine who is responsible. 
We're making every effort to cake care of che injured and che casualties in the. building. I'm deeply 
grateful for the many volunteers from the defense establishment and from the excellent units from all 
throughout this region. They have our deep appreciation. 

We have been working closely throughout the day with President Bush, Vice President Cheney, CIA 
Director George Tenet, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dick Myers, who is currently 
participating in a meeting elsewhere in the building, and a great many other officials from throughout 
the government. 

J shoulc..1 say we've received calls from across the world offering their sympathy anc..l inc..leec..1 their 
assistance in various ways. 

I'm very pleased to be joined here by Chairman Carl Levin and Senator John Warner. Senator Warner 
called earlier today and offered his support and was kind enough to come down and has been with us. 
We've very recently had a uiscussion with the president of the United States. Chairman Hugh Shelton 
has ju st landed from Europe. Secretary of the Army Tom White, who has a responsibility for incidents 
like this as executive agent for the Department of Defense, is also joining me. 

It's an indication that the United States government is functioning in the face of this te1Tible act against 
our country. I should ac..ld that the briefing here is taking place in the Pentagon. The Pentagon's 
functioning. It will be in business comorrow. 

I know the interest in casualty figures, and all I can say is it's not possible to have solid casualty figures 
at this time. And the various componencs are doing roster checks, and we'll have information at some 
point in the future. And as quickly as it's possible to have it, it will certainly be made avai !able to each 
of you. 

I'll be happy to take a few questions after asking first General Shelton if he would like to say anything, 
and then we will allow the others to make a remark or two. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25463 
http://www.def enselink.mil/cgi·bin/dlprint.cgi?http://www.defenselink.mil/transcripts/200 . . . 3/15/2004 



DoD News: DoD News Briefing on Pentagon Attack Page 2 of 6 

Shelton: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Ladies and gentlemen, as the secretary just said, today, we have 
watched the tragedy of an outrageous act of barbaric te1rnrism caLTied out by fanatics against both 
civilians and military people, acts that have killed and maimed many innocent and decent citizens of 
our country. 

I extend my condolences to the entire Department of Defense families, military and civilian, and to the 
families of all those throughout our nation who lost loved ones. 

I think this is indeed a reminder of the tragedy and the tragic dangers that we face day in and day out 
both here at that home as well as abroad. 

[ will tell you up front, I have no intentions of discussing today what comes next, but make no mistake 
about it, your armed forces are ready. 

Warner: The chairman. 

Rumsfeld: The chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, Carl Levin. 

Levin: Our intense focus on recovery and helping the injured and the fammes of those who were killed 
is matched only by our determination to prevent more attacks and matched only by our unity to track 
down, root out and relentlessly pursue te1rnrists, states that support them and harbor them. 

They are the common enemy of the civilized world. Our institutions are strong, and our unity is 
palpable. 

Senator John Warner. 

Warner: Thank you. 

As a past chairman, preceding Carl Levin, I can assure you that the Congress stands behind our 
president, and the president speaks with one voice for this entire nation. This is indeed the most tragic 
hour in America's history, and yet I think it can be its finest hour, as our president and those with him, 
most notably our secretary of Defense, our chairman, and the men and women of the armed forces all 
over this world stand ready not only to defend this nation and our allies against further attack, but to 
take such actions as are directed in the future in retaliation for this terrorist act -- a series of terrorist 
acts, unprecedented in world history. 

We call upon the entire world to step up and help, because terrorism is a common enemy to all, and 
we're in this together. The United States has borne the brunt, but who can be next? Step forward and let 
us hold accountable and punish those that have perpetrated this attack. 

Again, I commend the secretary, the chairman, and how proud we are. We spoke with our President 
here moments ago. He's got a firm grip on this situation, and the Secretary and the General have a firm 
grip on our armed forces and in communication the world over. 

Rumsfeld: Thank you very much. 

We'll take a few questions and then we'll adjourn. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25464 
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Charlie. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, did you have any inkling at all, in any way, that something or this nature and 
something of this scope might be planned? 

Rumsfeld: Charlie, we don't discuss intelligence matters. 

Q: I see. And how -- how would you respond if you find out who did this? 

Rumsfeld: Obviously, the president of the United States has spoken on that subject, and those are 
issues that he will address in good time. 

Yes? 

Q: Mr. Secretary, we are getting repotts from CNN and others that there are bombs exploding in 
Kabul, Afghanistan. Are we, at the moment, striking back? And if so, is the target Osama bin Laden 
and his organization? 

Rumsfeld: I've seen those repotts. They -- in no way is the United States government connected to 
those explosions. 

Q: What about Osama bin Laden, do you suspect him as the prime suspect in this? 

Rumsfeld: It's not the time for discussions like that. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, you said you could not be specific about casualties. Can you give us some 
characterization, whether it's dozens, hundreds in the building? 

Rumsfeld: Well, we know there were large number:-;, many dozens, in the aircraft that flew at full 
power, steering directly into the -- between, T think, the first and second floor of the -- opposite the 
helipad. You've seen it. There cannot be any survivors; itjust would be beyond comprehension. 

There are a number of people that they've not identified by name, but identified as being dead, and 
there are a number of causalities. But the FBI has secured the site. And the -- information takes time to 
come. People have been lifted out and taken away in ambulances. And the numbers will be calculated, 
and it will not be a few. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, could you tell us what you saw? 

Q: Mr. Secretary? 

Rumsfeld: Yeah? 

Q; Mr. Secretary, do you consider what happened today, both in New York and here, an act of war? 

Rumsfeld: There is no question but that the attack against the United States of America today was a 
vicious, well-coordinated, massive attack against the United States of America. What words the 
lawyers will use to characterize it is for them. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25465 
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Q: Does that mean that the U.S. is at war then? 

Q: Mr. Secretary. you said that the Pentagon would be open for business tomorrow. What kind of 
assurances can you give the people who work here .at the building that the building will be safe? 

Rumsfeld: A terrorist can attack at any time at any place using any technique. It is physically 
impossible to defend at every time in every place against every technique. It is not possible to give 
guarantees. The people who work in this building do so voluntarily. They're brave people, and they do 
theirjobs well. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, can you give a sense of what happened what did you see when you left your 
office. ran down to the site and apparently helped people on stretchers and then returned to the 
command center·) 

Rumsfeld: The -- I felt the shock of the airplane hitting the building, went through the building and 
then out into the area, and they were bringing bodies out that had been injured, most of which were 
alive and moving, but seriously injured. And a lot of volunteers were doing a terrific job helping to 
bring them out of the buildings and get them into stretchers and into ambulances and into airlifts. 

Q: Mr. Secretary. can you tell us how many of the dead were soldiers and how many were civilians? 
Have you been able to determine that? 

Rumsfeld: Absolutely not. 

Yeah. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, today we saw military planes both in New York and in Washington. How much 
more of a military presence will we see, now that this incident has occurred, for the next week? 

Rumsfeld: Those kinds of decisions are made day to day. It is c01Tect that we had aircraft flying 
protective missions at various places in the United States today. And they will do that as appropriate. 

Q: Mr. Secretary --

Q: ~fr. Secretary --

Q: -- what do you say to the American people who may have questions on how something so 
coordinated has been carried out against this nation? What do you say to them who might not have 
confidence that our intelligence and security are what they should have been? 

Rumsfeld: I say to them that the president of the United States will be making some remarks to them 
this evening that will address those subjects. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, you've dedared -- the Pentagon lias dedared Threatcon Delta for forces around the 
world. Could you tell me why? Have you received any threats? Or has anyone claimed credit for this? 

Rumsfeld: We have in fact declared Force Protection Condition Delta and a condition of high alert -
indeed, the highest alert. We did so almost immediately upon the attacks, and it is still in force. 

http://www.dafenselink.mil/~-bin)cilpJmP.~Q~~~-mil/transcripts/2o:B/15/2004 
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Q: Mr. Secretary, were there threats issued against other U.S. facilities elsewhere in the world today? 

Rumsfeld: The --1 don't know that there's a day that's gone by since I've been in this job that there 
haven't been threats somewhere in the world to some facility somewhere. It's a ww it's one of the 
complexities of the intelligence business that you have to sort through those kinds of things. But we 
don't get into the specifics. 

Yes? You had your hand up? Yes? 

Q; Mr. Secretary, there were rumors earlier in the day that the plane which crashed in Pennsylvania 
had been brought down by the United States, either shot down or in some other manner. 

Rumsfeld: We have absolutely no information that any U.S. aircraft shot down any other aircraft 
today. 

Q: I wonder if we could just ask Senator Levin one thing, Senator, if that's all right. 

Levin: You bet. 

Q: Senator Levin, you and other Democrats in Congress have voiced fear that you simply don't have 
enough money for the large increase in defense that the Pentagon is seeking, especially for missile 
defense, and you fear that you'll have to dip into the Social Security funds to pay for it. Does this sort 
of thing convince you that an emergency exists in this country to increase defense spending, to dip into 
Social Security, if necessary, to pay for defense spending -- increase defense spending? 

Levin: One thing where the committee was unanimous on, among many, many other things, was that 
the -- we authorized the full request of the President, including the $18 billion. So I would say that 
Democrats and Republicans have seen the need for the request. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, could you describe what steps are being taken -- defensive measures -- beyond force 
protection, and whether there's been any operational planning for homeland defense and as to --

Rumsfeld: Those aren't the kinds of things that one discusses. 

Q: Sir, the perpetrators of the Khobar Towers bombing were never found -- the Cole bombing as well. 
What assurances or what confidence do you have that the perpetrators of this act will be found? 

Rumsfeld: All one can offer by way of assurance is a seriousness of purpose. We're still taking bodies 
out of this building. so I would say that that's a little premature. 

Q: Mr. Secretary? 

Rumsfeld: Yes? 

Q: You've talked about -- and others at the podium have talked about being ready, the military is ready, 
General Shelton said. And we understand the Navy has dispatched two carriers and some guided
missile cruisers and destroyers and a couple of Marine Corps helicopter amphibious ships, such as the 
Bataan -- it's not the Bataan -- here and to New York. Can you tell us if that's true? And also any other 
things you can share with us about how the United States military is preparing to take on whatever in 

11-L-0559/0SD/25467 
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the next few days? 

Rumsfeld: We don't make announcements about ship deployments. 

Q: Mr. Secretary? 

Rumsfeld: Yes? 

Page 6 of 6 

Q: Can you describe the fire-fighting efforts that are going on right now in that corridor and the search
and-rescue efforts that are beginning? 

Rumsfeld: Can I describe them? 

Q: Yeah. 

Rumsfeld: Why don't we let the Secretary of the Army, who was out there with me a few minutes ago 
and has been talking to the incident commander on the site. 

White: T think it's fair to say at this point that the fire is contained, and will shortly, if not already, be 
sufficiently controlled to allow entry into the building. That entry will be supervised by the FBL who 
are in charge of the site, assisted by the fire departments that are present. We, on the Army side, will 
support them as they go in the building and search for casualties and bring them out, then we will 
support them in dealing with that. That's what's going on on the ground. 

Rumsfeld: We'll take one last question. 

Q: Is the government operating under the assumption that this attack is done, or is it poised or bracing 
for more action? 

Rumsfeld: The government is certainly aware that it\, difficult to know when attacks are concluded. 

And T want to thank Senator-- Chairman Levin and Senator Warner, and certainly Secret,u-y of the 
Army White ,md General Shelton for being here with me. And "''e'll excuse ourselves. Thank you. 

Q: Thank you. 

http://www.defenselink.mil/transcripts/2001/to9112001_t0911sd.html 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 't
Human Rights Watch Report 

March 15,2004 

Here is a repmi by Human Rights Watch. T haive not read it. How should we 

respond? Should we respond? 

t 
Please give me a way to think about this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/04 Human Rights Watch, "'Enduring Freedom' Abuses by U.S. Forces in Afghanistan" 

DHR:dh 

031504-40 \ 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

March 29, 2004, 7:00 PM 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counse~ 

SUBJECT: Human Rights Watch (HRW) Report on ENDURING FREEDOM 

• You asked whether DoD should respond to a report by HRW (Tab A) 
published in March 2004 covering operations in Afghanistan in 2003 and early 
2004. The report alleges human rights/law of war violations during U.S. 
operations in Afghanistan. For the reasons explained below, ~ resp©nse is 
neither required nor recommended. 

• This is the most recent of several HRW public criticisms of U.S. military 
operations in the Global War on Terrorism and the war in Iraq. Other reports 
have focused on combat operations in Iraq (December2003) and post-conflict 
civilian casualties in Iraq (October 2003 ). HRW also has been publicly critical 
of the use of military commissions. 

• This report alleges that U.S. forces have employed excessive force in the 
continuing military operations against al Qaeda and Taliban; denounces 
capture (versus arrest) and detention of al Qaeda/Taliban suspects; and 
criticizes HRW's lack of access to detainees. 

• The HRW rep011 contains major flaws of fact, law and theory. For example: 

• HRW endeavors to apply peacetime law enforcement/human rights standards 
to an on-going armed conflict with regard to (a) use of force, and (b) capture 
vis-a-vis arrest. 

o The argument disregards threat conditions and assumes, wrongly, that the 
rules for engaging the enemy during wartime do not apply. For example, it 
recommends that firearms not be used except in "self defense against the 
threat of death or serious injury," and states that "intentional lethal use of 
firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect 
life." 
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o These are incomplete statements of domestic law enforcement rules for use 
of deadly force that would limit use of supporting arms and aircraft and 
would placing U.S. forces in Afghanistan hunting heavily armed al Qaeda 
and Taliban at undue risk. 

• The complaint about HR W's lack of access to detainees assumes a privilege 
that HR\V does not have. 

o The U.S. abides by the law of war and, in the case of detainees, ensures that 
they are treated humanely and, to the extent appropriate and consistent with 
military necessity, in a manner consistent with the principles of the Geneva 
Conventions. We do this even though detainees arc not entitled to prisoner 
of war (PW) status. 

o Consistent with this policy, the U.S. has provided International Committee 
of the Red Cross (TCRC) access to detainees in view of the ICRC's 
recognized role under the Geneva Conventions. As is the case in armed 
conflicts across the spectrum, there is no requirement to provide access to 
other international and nongovernmental organizations. 

• HRW argues that if detainees arc not entitled to PW status, they arc entitled to 
protection under the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of 
Civilian Persons in Time of War (GC). This argument is not consistent with 
the diplomatic history of the Geneva Conventions, which afford no protection 
for unprivileged belligerents. 

• The HRW report applies standards contained in the 1977 Additional Protocol 
II, a treaty to which U.S. is not a party, incorrectly arguing that its provisions 
arc customary law binding on the U.S. 

• The HRW report is based on media rep01ts rather than first-hand accounts. 

• The HRW rep01t expresses HRW's objections to U.S. policy and operations, 
framing its criticism in legal terms. A response is neither required nor 
recommended. 

Attachment: As stated. 

CC: CJCS 
USDP 
VCJCS 
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I. Summary 

Fo\1owing the September I 1,200 I attacks, the United States went to war in Afghanistan 

in the name of national security and the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms, 

and with a stated secondary ain of liberating the people of Afghanistan from the cruel 

and capricious rule of the Taliban. 

Yet today, on Afghan soil, the United States is maintaining a system of arrests and 

detention as part of its ongoing military and intelligence operations that violates 
international human rights law and internat1onal humanitarian law (the laws of war). In 

doing so, the United States is endangering the lives of Afghan civilians, undermining 
efforts to restore the rule of law in Afghanistan, and calling into question its 

commitment to upholding basic rights. 

This report based on research conducted in southeast and eastern Afghanistan in 2003 

and early 2004, focuses on how U.S. forces arrest and detain persons in Afghanistan.' It 
details numerous abuses by U.S. personnel, including cases of excessive force during 
arrests; arbitrary and indefinite detention; and mistreatment of detainees. The report 
also details the overall legal deficiencies of the U.S.-adrninistered detention system in 
Afghanistan, which, a'> shown here, operate!i almost entirely outside of the rule of law. 

1n Afghanistan, United States and coalition forces, allied with local Afghan forces, are 
fighting armed groups comprised of members of the Taliban, the mujahidin group 
Hezb-e Tslami, and a relatively small number of non-Afghan fighters, some of whom are 

associated with al-Qaeda. For their. part, these groups have shown little willingness to 
abide by international humanitarian law a human rights standards: they have carried out 

abductions and attacks against civilians and humanitarian aid workers and detonated 
bombs in bazaars and other civilian areas. Those responsible for these violations, 
including the leaders of these groups, should, if captured, be investigated and prosecuted 

for violations of Afghan law and the laws of war. 

l For the purposes of this report. the term "U.S. forces" refers lo U.S. personnel in the Department 

of Defense and Central IntelligcnceAgcncy ("CJA ") and all other miliwrypcrsunncl umkr the overall 

.:omman<l of lhc Prcsi<lenl of lh1.: Unilc<l States. The US.-lt:d .:oalition force in .-Hghanistan is made 

up pr1.:<lominatcly of U.S. personnel, although there arc approximmcly two lhousan<l lroops from 
other nations in the force. .\pproximately 6,000 troops from varinus nations are alsn stationed in 

Kabul and Kunduz city a!i part of the U.N.-mandatcd International Security Assistance Force (tS.-\F). 
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But the activities of these groups are no excuse for U.S. violations. The Geneva 

Conventions do not require reciprocity to be applicable. Abuses by one party to a 

conflict, no matter hO\v egregious, Jo lhH justit)' violations by the other side. This is a 

fundamental principle of international humanitarian law . 

• 

From 2002 to the present. Human Rights Watch estimates that at least one thousand 

Afghans and other nationals have been arrested and detained by US.-led forces in 

Afghanistan. Some of tho.-:e apprehended have been picked up during military 

operations while taking direct part in hostilities, but others taken into custody have been 

civilians with no apparent connection to ongoing hostilities. (This latter category may 

include persons ,v:11ucd for crimin:11 offem.es., bm such rirrests rire not caffied out in 

compliance with Afghan or intern.1tion.d kgal st:.mdards.) 

There .ire numerous reports th.Lt U.S. forces have used excessive or indiscriminate force 

when conducting arrest.-: in residential .1re~1, in Afghanistan. As shown in this report, 

U.S. 111ilitmy forces haw repeatedly used deadly force from helico1}tcr gun!'>hiJ}S and 

small a11d heavy anus ti.re, including undirected suppre!'>Slng fire, during what arc 

cssemiallylaw-cnforccmenropcrations lo arrest persons. in uncon1cs1ed locale!.. The us.c 

of the-.e ta.:tics has resulted in avoi<lahle civilian deaths and injuries, and in individual 

cases may amount to violations of inlcmational humanitarian bw. 

Human Right:,; Watch has abo documented that Afghan soldiers deployed alongside U.S. 

li.n·ces have beaten and otherwi'.-.e mi~treateu peopk during .irre:-t operation~ and ]outed 

htimes 01 seized the land of thrn;e heing detained. These violations should be a mailer 

of concern lo the United State:;. The Afghan government remJim respon:-ible for 

violations hy Atghan forces that are under their rnntml. and mdividual Afghan military 

commanders arc culpable for abuses by their troops. But \\'here Afghan forces have 

been put under the de facto control or command of U.S. ft1rces during operations, U.S. 
personnel bave a responsibility to prevent (mg.oing abuses by Afghan troops. and may be 

criminally culpable if they fail to do M:i. 

Many of those arrested by U.S. forces arc detainee! for indefinite periods at U.S. military 

bases or outposts. \Vhile held. the~e detamees have 1w nmtai..'t with relatives or others, 

although some detainees re<:eive visits from the lnternationul Committee of the Red 

Cross (ICRC). Detainees have 110 oppmlunity l\l chullenge the basi.') for their detention, 

and arc sometimes subjected to mistreatment or torture. Some detainees have been sent 

to the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Buy N;w,11 8(.ISe in Cuba, while others have 
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been kept in Afghanistan.2 Many have ultimately been released; but some detainees in 

Afghanistan have been held for over two years. 

The U.S. military maintains its main detention facility in Afghanistan at the Bagram 

airbase, north of the capital Kabul. There are an unknown number of additional U.S. 

detention facilities in the country, including at bases in Kandahar, Jalalabad, and 

Asadabad. The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is also holding an unknown 

number of detainees, both at Bagram airbase and at other locations in Afghanistan, 

including in Kabul. Furthermore, the United States has encouraged local Afghan 

authorities lo detain hundreds of persons taken into custody during joint U.S.-Afghan 
operations. These persons are held without charge and in poor conditions, and some 
have been subjected to torture and other mistreatment. In the northern city of 

Shiberghan, approximately one thousand detainees-alleged Taliban combatants and 

foreign fighters allied and captured with them----we being held at a facility under the 
control of Afghan General Abdul Rashid Dostum, a member of the Karzai government 
and the commander of a predominately Uzbek militia, Junbish-e Melli. CIA and US. 

military interrogators are believed to have access to these detainees and others held by 
Afghan forces. The United States has opposed efforts by the Afghan and Pakh,tani 

governments lo screen such detainees for release. 

Human Rights Watch is also concerned about mistreatment of detainees in custody. 
Human Rights Watch has had access on]y to detainees re/ea.red from U.S. custody.J 
Human Rights Watch researchers therefore have only been able to interview detainees 
whom U.S. authorities did not consider to be a security risk or indictable fi:r criminal 
offenses. From these detainees, however, Human Rights Watch has received credible 
allegations of mistreatment in U.S. custody. These allegations arc consistent with other 
allegations received by the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission, the United 

Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), and numerous international 

journalists. 

2 The Guantanruno Ray Naval Ra,e in Cuba, where the United State, is holding approximately 660 

detainees, mnst of whom were taken into cu,tody i11 Afghamstan, i, not the subject ofthi, report. 

J Human Rights Wntch sent written requests in 2003 to Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and. 
General John Ahizmd. the commnnder of Central Command (CENTCO.i\~, for permission to visit 

U.S. detention rm.:ililics in Afghanistan am] discuss our com.:crns about allcgcd abuses by U.S. forces 

with officials in the Depanment of Defense. To date we have not received any response. Official, in 
the public affairs offices of the Pentagon and CENTCOM told Human Rights Watch in October 

2003 and again in January 2004 that sut:h requests would not bL: granled. Human Rights Watch has 

also made written requests to George Tenet. the Director of Central Intelligence. regarding concerns 

about CV,. upcratiuns in Afghanistan; a response frum thi.: Gi.:neral Counsel of thc CL\ in<licatcd that 

CL\ uflit:ials would nol be available to discuss operatiunsin Afghanistan. 
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Afghans detained at Bagram airbase in 2002 have described being held in detention for 

weeks, continuously shackled, intentionally kept awake for exlende<l periods of Lime, and 

forced to kneel or stand in painful positions for extended periods, Some say they were 

kicked and beaten when arrested, or later a.;; part of efforts to keep them awake. Some 

say they were doused with freezing water in the winter. Similar allegations have been 

made about treatment in 2(X)2 and 2003 at U.S. military bases in Kandahar and in US. 
detention facilities in the eastern cities ofJalalabad and Asadabad. 

In December 2002 two Afghan detainees died at Bagram. Both of their deaths were 

ruled homicides by U.S. military doctors who performed autopsies. Department of 

Defense officials claim to have launched an investigation into the deaths in March 2003. 

InJunc 2003, another Afghan died iit a detention site near Asadabad, in Kunar province. 

The Department of Defense has yet to explain adequately the circumstances of any of 

these deaths. Human Rights Watch is concerned that the results of any investigations 
may never be publicized, and that approrriate criminal and disciplinary action may never 

take place. 

Concerns about conditions at Bagram persist. The Afghan Independent Human Rights 

Commission has collected complaints alleging torture and mistreatment made by 

recently released detainees and families of persons still detained. 

Human Rights Watch is also deeply Concerned about the lack of legal process for 

detainees. The United States has set up a system in Afghanistan that does not provide 

detainees a process whereby they can contest their detention and obtain their release. 
Ordinary civilians caught up in military operations and arrested arc left in a hopeless 

situation. Once in custody, they have no way of challenging the legal basis for their 
detention or obtaining a hearing before an adjudicative body. They have no access to 

legal counsel. Their release is wholly dependent on decisions of the U.S. military 

command, with little apparent regard for the requirements of international law-whether 

the treatment of civilians under international humanitarian law or the due process 

requirements of human rights law. 

Not a single person detained in Afghanistan since the start of U.S. operations in 2001 
has been afforded prisoner-of-war status or other legal status under the 1949 Geneva 

Conventions.4 No one held by the United States since the start of hostilities to the 

4 Belligerents 1:aptured during Lhc inlemmional armed conflict between the United Stal1.:s and Lhe 
Tulibun shuukl have been afforded the status uf p1i:soners of war under the Third 01.:nevu Convention 
unl1.:ss and llt:il a '\:otnpelcnl tribunal" under artick 5 d1.:termincd otherwise. The U.S. did not 
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present has been charged or tried for any crime (with the single exception of John 

Walker Lindh, a U.S. citizen) nor has the United States or the present Afghan 

government set up any tribunals or other legal mechanisms to process detainees 

captured in connection with military operations. The United States continues to treat all 
detainees it has captured in Afghanistan a'> "unlawful combatants" it considers not 

entitled to the full protections of the Geneva Conventions or of human rights law. 

The Afghan government also has obligations to protect the rights of persons within its 

borders. President Hamid Karzai has complained to U.S. authorities on occasion about 

abuses by U.S. troops. The Afghan government and the Afghan Ministly of Defense 

have limited influence over U.S. military strategics and policies, but they can do more to 

insist that U.S. forces operating in Afghanistan uphold international humanitarian Jaw 

and human rights law. 

* * * * * 

The violations of detainees' rights documented in this report are exacerbated by the 

almost complete opacity maintained by US. officials about the Bagram facility and other 

detention facilities in Afghanistan. The United States refuses to al.lc:w access to 

detainees' families, lawyers, or advocates, or to journalists or representatives of non

governmental organizations (other than the ICRC). And it is not evident that the 

detention system maintained by the United States in Afghanistan is conducive to the 

security of US. forces. The routine arrests and indefinite detention of persons who have 

no genuine connection to armed opposition groups hm, angered many Afghan 

communities and lessened their willingness to cooperate with U.S forces. 

Almost nothing is known about U.S. investigations or prosecutions of U.S. military 

personnel for alleged violations of international humanitarian law. (Ibis is in sharp 

contrast with Iraq, where a number of cases involving U.S. soldiers have been publicly 

reported.) Simply put, the United States operates its detention facilities in Afghanistan 

in a climate of almost total impunity. As noted, the Department of Defense has not 

even released the results of its investigations into the deaths of Afghan detainees al 

Bagram and Asadabad and has yet to explain adequately the circumstances of these 

deaths. Nor have U.S. officials adequately responded to inquiries about alleged 

convene a singll! arlicll: 5 lribunul in Afghanistun, lhough ii hus hl!ld hundreds during the 2003 Irnq 
war and in previous conflicts. Afghan nationals found not to be prisoners of war would be entitled to 
"protected person'' slalus unul!r the Fourth Geneva Convention. 
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mistreatment and tonure hy U.S. forces in Afghanistan made hy human rights groups 

and members of the U.S. Congress.5 

There is little doubt that U.S. policies on the detention of terrorism suspects-both in 

Afghanistan and clsewhell!-have harmed public opinion of the United States around 

the world, and have damaged some of its effons in building a coalition to combat 

international terrorism. 

These polidcs arc also making it more diflkuh for the United States to critic.:ize other 

governments for violating international human rights and humanitarian law standards in 

maintaining detention facilities. Every year, the U.S. State Depanment puhlishes 

"Country Reports on Human Rights Practices," which contain c1iticisms of abuses 

similar tu those dornmented in this rcpu11, such as beatings. use of sleep deprivation, 

continuous shackling, and long-term isolation.6 The United States is undermining the 

effcctivcncs.-. of these reports by committing the same abuse.-. it has rightly criticized 

elsewhere. 

The U.S. detention policy in Afghanistan serves a.-. a poor example for other nations 

around the world, and for Afghanistan itself. Afghan warlords whose troops an: 

deployed alongside U.S. rorces in Afghanistan have done lillle 10 improve their horrific 

records with regard to the treatment of detained persons. Instead of selling a positive 

example for them, the behavior of the United States sends the message that the U.S. 

operates on a set of double standards. And worldwide. it is now all too easy for 

governments to justify their failures to uphold human rights by pointing to U.S. 

violations in Afghanistan. 

It doesn't have to be this way. Human Rights Watt:h oelieves that the protections 
provided under international humanitarian and human rights law do not conflict with the 

security of states. The U.S. and Afghan governments have hoth a duty and a 

responsibility to provide for the security of their populations and to take appropriate 

actions against those who threaten state security or violate the law. But in Afghanistan, 

the United States appears to have allowed its single-minded pursuit of security to 

obscure the obligation to protett individual rights, rights deeply ingrained in U.S. 

5 Sec, e.g., Letter f'rnm Senator Patrick Leahy to National Security At..lvbor Cont..lolccza Rke.Junc 2, 

2003, ,l vai bhle :It http://www. hrw .org/pre~~/2003/06/leller-ro-rice. pdf; Re~ pon ~e 10 Sen al or Leahy 
from Department of Defense General Counsel William Haynes, June 25, 2003, availahle at 

http://lllWW.hnv.org/press/2003/06/letter-to-leahy.pdf 

~ See Appendix. 
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constitutional law and reflected in international law (as well as in the frmner and current 

Afghan constitutions). This course of action is shortsighted and damaging to the rule of 

law, not only in Afghanistan but across the world. 

A list of recommendations to the United States, the Afghan government, and other 

countries involved in Afghanistan begins on page 51. 
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II. Background "Operation Enduring Freedomn 

The ongoing U .S.-led military operations in Afghanistan discussed in this report fall 

under a larger campaign referred t0 by the United States and its coalition partners in 

Afghanistan as "Operation Enduring Freedom." 

Operation Enduring Freedom as otiginally planned was a response to the September 1 I, 

2001 attacks on the United States. le was, in it'> fir'>t m:inifestation, a militaty operation 

against the Taliban government of Afghanistan and the network of foreign groups, 

including al-Qaeda, believed responsible for the Sertember 11 :i~1cks.' 

The U.S.-led coalicion·s mirial milic.uy operations m Afghanisrnn, from September 

through December 2001, were directed at the Taliban forces and their foreign allies. Tn 

late Septemher, CIA forces entered Afghanistan to organi1e existing Afghan anti-Taliban 

forces (prima.ril~, the loose coalition of grours called the Northern Alliance) and assist 

covert U.S. Anny and Air Force units to tr:insrort equipment into the country. 

Thrnuglll)ut the first phase of the 1.:onllic1, millions of dollars in cr1&h and significant 

amounts of weapons, communieacions equipment, and other military supplies were 

ti::ffied into Afghanistan and given tt) anti-Talihan forces. As the war prngressed, the 

U.S. advan.:e teams wel'e joined by Army Srecial Forces :ind Srecial Forces units from 

rhc Navy and Air Force, and ulrimaccly, regular anny ground troop~ and units from 

coalition partners such as the United Kingdom and Australia. Over the next t\vo 

months, the U.S.-led coalition carried out an extensive air camp:.1ign against tht> Taliban 

and its allies. Anti-Taliban forces on the ground initially a:-:,;isted in identifying targets 

ror the air campaign and later advanced and seized areas held by Talitian and al-Qaeda 

forces. 

Since December 2(HJl, the U.S.·led coalition·s primary military focu:,; has been on 

locating remnants uf the Taliban an<l al-Qaeda which did not surrender and fled into 

remote areus of the country. 

However, there was and is more to Operation Enduring. Freednm than militaty 

operations against Taliban and al-Qaeda remnants. Cml:iti.c:n operations have included 

7 For more mformation on the diverse characten,tirs ::md compo,llirm of non-Afghan armed groups 
operating in Afghanistun bcf'urc and uflcr lhe t.:S.-ll'd ,lllllL'~ in 2!X1J, including al-Qacdu, sec Jasun 
Burke. A/Qaeda: Ca.11i11g a Shadow of Terror, (B. Tauris : September 2003). See also Ahmed Rashid, 
Talibart: Milita11t Islam, Oil e'.?' F"t1dame11ta/iJv, in Co1tm/ ,-k,1 \Nl·w Haven: Yale University Press, 2(()()). 
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investigative and intelligence-gathering components aimed at locating or uncovering 

threats to the United States and other coalilion members, and disrupling or eliminating 

those threats. Operations have also included efforts to capture terrorist suspects and 

gather intelligence in Afghanistan as part of the global campaign to disrupt the 

worldwide operations of al-Qaeda. 

U.S. and Coalition forces have also increasingly broadened the scope of their activities in 

Afghanistan to include peacekeeping and pe:1.cebuilding efforts, delivery of humanitarian 

aid, counter-narcotics work, and general intelligence gathering. As in other post-conflict 

situations where the United States has taken the leadership role, it has deployed 

significant numbers of personnel from the CIA and other intelligence services: tbe State 

Department, and the U.S. Agency for International Development, in addition to the 

armed forces. 

Since the fall of the Taliban government in late 2001, U.S. and coalition military 

operations under Operation Enduring Freedom have largely consisted of small- and 

medium-scale operations whose overall am is lo destroy er disrupt the remaining 

Taliban, al-Qaeda, and other hostile forces in the country. Some of these operations 

have focused on fixed Taliban or al-Qaeda militaty positions, such ac; caves, bunkers, and 

olher forlified positions, uswlly in remote rural areas. Others have been directed at 

residential compounds, usually in small villages, in which anti-coalition suspects are 

thought to be hiding. These operations can be divided into those where the primary 

ii1tent appenrs to be to destroy the target, such as through bombing raids and other 
direct attacks, and those where the intention is to take into custody particular individuals 

and collect intelligence information, either from local residents or seized materials. 

a The office of lhe Director of Central lnlelligenct: officially oversl!es nut only lhe CIA bul also the 
''U.S. Intelligence Community." which consists of at least fourteen different government agencie~. 
including Department or Defensl! inlclligem.:c offices and several non-military agencies. 
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III. Violations by U.S. Forro, 

This chapter is divided into three sections addressing, respectively, use of excessive force 

hy U.S. forces during arrests; arbitrary arrests and indefinite detention; and mistreatment 

in detention. 

As the cases in the first section shmv, U.S. forces repeatedly have used military means 

and methods during arrest operations in residential ,rreas where law enforcement tactics 

were more appropriate. This has resulted in unnecessary civilian casualties and in some 

cases may have involved indiscriminate or disproportionate force in violation of 

international humanitarian law. 

Cases in the second section of this chapter raise serious questions about the intelligence 

gathering and processing that leads to coalition arrests. Members of the U.S. armed 

forces have arrested many civilians not directly participating in hostilities and persons 

whom U.S. authorities have no legal basis for taking into custody. The cases in the 

second section also make clear that persons detained by U.S. forces in Afghanistan arc 

held without regard to the requirements of international humanitarian or human rights 

· law and are not provided reasons for their arrest or detention. Detainees are held 

virtually incommunicado without any legal basis for challenging theit detention or 

seeking their release. 

The final set of cases presented here raise serious concerns regarding the treatment of 

detainees at U.S. detention facilities in Afghanistan, particularly in light of the failure of 

the United States to investigate and publicly report on several unexplained deaths in 

detention. There is credible evidence of beatings and other physical assaults on 

detainees, a'> well a'> evidence that the United States has used shackling, exrosure to cold, 

and sleep deprivation amounting to torture or other mistreatment in violation of 

international law. To date neither the Department of Defense nor the CIA has 

adequately responded to allegations of mistreatment. 
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Indiscriminate and Excessive Force Used During Arrests 

As this section shows, U.S. forces routinely use military force when carrying out arrests 

in Afghanistan, sometimes with insufficient regru·d Lo the requirements of applicable 

international humanitarian and human rights law. U.S. military Rules or Engagement 

designed for combat situations seem to be applied where law enforcement protocols are 

rcquircd. 9 In addition, it appears that faulty and inadequate intelligence has resulted in 

targeting of civilians who were not taking a part in the hostilities, unnecessary civilian 

deaths and injuries during arrest operations, and needless destruction of civilian homes 

and property.H) There arc also credible reports that U.S. forces have beaten and abused 

persons during arrest operations, and that Afghan troops accompanying U.S. forces have 

abused local residents and looted the homes of those detained. 

According to U.N. officials in Kabul, numerous complaints have been made to their 

offices about U.S.-led operations in southern, southeastern, and eastern areas of 

Afghanistan alleging excessive use of force by coalition ttoops.11 Complaints often state 

that U.S. forces have been manipulated by local Afghan forces, including local Afghan 

"fixers'' and interpreters; that U.S. military forces have unwittingly been used a'> proxies 

in local rivalries; and that the presence of U.S. forces has been the backdrop for Afghans 

to extort money from local residents or intimidate opponents. 

Government officials in the Karzai government, along with local government officials, 

have also repeatedly raised concerns with U.S. officials about excessive military force 

being used duringoperatioos.12 

One U.N. official who collected complaints about U.S. operations in 2002 said many of 

the complaints concerned the "use of cowboy-like excessive force" against residents 

9 The Department of Defen.se wa~ unwilling to provide Human R1ghts Watch with copies of current 

Rules of Engagement (ROE) Cards for their pcn.onnd in Afghanistan, or a cupy of Afghanistan

specific ROE. 

10 The consequences uf mistaken attacks un Afghan civilians am.I civifom objects during air strikes is a 

large issue of concern hut is not discussed in this report. Hun:;n Rights Watch h,1s raised this issue 

elsewhere. See, e.g., Human Right.s Warch, "Afghanistun: U.S. l\iilitary Should Investigute Civilian 
Deaths," press release, December 13,2003. 

Ii Human Rights Walch intcrvicws with U.N. offi.t:ials, K,ibul, Dccembcr 16, 2003. Human Rights 

Watd1 telephone intervicws with a former senior U.N. uffo.:iaL December 5, 2003 and February 6, 

2004. 

12 Paul Walson. "Afghan Leader Told C'.S. About Abuscs, Aide Says," Oc.:tubcr 31, 2003; Pat1ick 

Quinn, "U.S. raids. cultural problems )cud tu rising n:st:nlment in soulhcrn Afgh,mislan," Associated 

Press.June 24, 2002. 
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"who generally turn out to be law abiding citizens." The official noted cases of U.S. 

forces "blowing doors open with grenades, rather than knocking," and roughly treating 

women and children.13 

Human Rights Watch i~ particularly concerned about the use of suppressing fire during 

arrest operations-that is, the indiscriminate firing of weapons to immobilize possible 

enemy forces. As noted bdow. Human Righ1s Watch believes that the use of 

suppressing fire in the first re son tnot in rc!.ponsc 10 enemy tire) is inappropriate during 

arrest operations in residenti~tl areas where no combat is t:.iking place or underway. 

The case of Ahmtd Khan and //is sons 

On a night in l.icduly 2001, U.S. forces r.iided the home of Ahmed Kh:.in, a resident of 

Zunnat district in Pak ti a pmvince. Zurmac di!-ltrict, while not comrletely stable, is firmly 

under the control of Atghan force-; allied with the United States :.ind was under such 

control in July 1002. During the raid, Ahmed Kh:.in wa,; arrested along with his two 

sons, aged 17 and 18 years.!• A local fam1er died from gunfire during the arrest 

operation, and a wnnun in a neighboring house w;i,; wounded. Human Rights \Vatch 

spoke> ,vith sc>vera\ neighb(1rs and other witne,8es to the raid. Ahmed Khan described 

the atta..::k: 

It was .. 1roun<l harvest time. The farmers were sleeping by the harvests .. 

. . fl was about nine at night. We were l)ing in bed, hut Wf" Wf"re 11111 yet 

asleep .... Suddenly. there was a Joi of 1111ise. Some helicopters we,n• 

flying over. Then tht:rt: were large explnsinns. The hPllSt' ~book: the. 

n Human Right, Watch e-m:111 exchan13e with former ll.N off1c1al 111 Atgh.Jrnsl:m. Fehrn::11-y 2(11\.t. 

1-f There were contl1ct111g reports hy reporter, who vi~ited lhe sile of th<' J\tad.: ;ibnut what the target 

of the raid wa., an<l whether other men in lhe an:a '>HTC lah·n inlll cu,ll>dy during lhc raid. Om: news 

report about the mcident .,ugge,ted that tive other pep;oil'; wer<.' arrested on th<" same night. "US 

Lroops kill Afghan, lake aw,1y M.\ in rai<l: F.1bc n,p1..1rl mi~kll ,l1ilfin,: govL:rm11," Agencc France 

Pre:,se, August l. 2002. Another report liuggcst~ lhal tlw ;un,~t wa, ;iimvd al ,l m,m ~·alled Haji Uddin, 

whu was alleged to have given lihcllcr tu anti-US. for~·v~ in the ,irva. Liz Sly. '"lJ.S. grabs at shadows 

in hunt fur Al-Qaeda," C!uw1,:0Trib11111, Scplcmtic1 J, 2002. Tlw ~.um: rcpl>rl ~tillcd that fivc pusuns 

wcn, arresled during tbe raid two rclalivc~ ol Haji lldJm. mdli1.hn!c' ,1 1-t-yv,ir-uld boy, and thm.: f<liln 

workers. Blll Human Rights Watch interview~ with rt>sidt>nl~ and hxal officials in Zurmat shed no 

light on the reason for the US. fqrces raid on Al1111ed Kha11·~ hnme. The governor of Paktia, Raz 

hiohammad Dalili, who wa, familiar with the mc1de11t. cmild 1101 explain why the attack took place. 
Human Rights Watch interview with Ra7. }.tohamrnad Dllili, govt>mor of Paktia, March 9. 2(X)3. See 
abu Parnda Constable, Fru:trated hu11f far Bi11 fode11: ,1/-Q1mlu lmlE•r r-fmire, but U.S . . ~r JHC(lff i11 Affihcm 

mids. WashingllJn Post, Scplcmbt:r J 1.2002. 
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towers [corners of the house] had been hit. ... The operations started. 

Some helicopters came, 'NC could hear them circling and firing machine 

guns. It was a lot of noise. There were also explosions. They rocketed 

one of the towers, and they rocketed a hole through the wall. 15 

During the shooting, Ahmed Khan said he and his family hid on the floor in their 

bedroom on the second floor of the house. Gunfire shattered their windows and 

doors.16 Neighbors said they saw helicopters shooting at the house and at areas around 

it.17 Ahmed Khan described how U.S. forces entered his house, firing their weapons: 

I looked out the broken windows here, and saw that there were many 

soldiers in the compound. They shot at the door [front door of the 

house l, and opened it, and came up these stairs. They came through the 

windows .... They entered the house, through the windows, which had 

been broken by the shooting and the explosions. They came up to our 

room, and they kicked the door upen and entered with torches and 

machine guns. They signaled for us to put up our hands, there were no 

Afghans with them, no Pashto speakers, although later [we saw] 

interpreters in the yard .. , . Then they fastened the men's hands and 

told the women to go into the yard. And they took us into the yard 

too.rn 

Troops, including Afghan soldiers, then searched the house, occasionally using gunfire 

to open locks. 

They [U.S. soldiers] made the women go to the other house [across the 

yard]. Then they searched the house. They broke all the windows, and 

1::, H;na:'l Right~ Watch interview with Xhmed Khan. Zurmat. Paktia, March 10,2()()3. A neighbor of 

Ahmed Khan'.s descrihed the attack in similar terms: "I heard a lot of noise, which came from 

hdicuplers. Su I got up, and I cn;pt up tu my roof. l luukcd around. Thi.:re were hdicoplt:rs circling 

his [Ahmed Khan's] house. There was a lot of shooting and it was difficult to look thoroughly at 

what has happening. There were many, many helicopters. We did not dare to go near that house." 

Human Right~ Walch interview with H.M., Zurmat, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

\6 "There v,·crc a Jut of bullet~. The glass broke in all the windows 

interview with Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia. March 10,2003. 

'' Human Rights Watch 

l7 Human Rights Watch interview with H.M., Zurmat, P11ktia, March 10, 2C.XB, Human Rights Watch 

interview with brother ofNiaz hiohmmnad, Zurmat, Pakda. March I 0,2003. 

is Human Rights Watch interview with Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia, March 10, 2003. 
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tore the doors off cupboards, and shot open the boxes, and turned them 

over. . . . [Later,] they put hoods over 'ow:heads, and walked rn; out 

We were lifted up, into a helicopter. I could hear the rotors. We were 

in the helicopter for a long time .... I don't know how long. Later I 
learned 1 was; in Bagram.19 

The body of a local laborer and fam1er, Niaz Mohammad, was found after the raid. A 

neighbor told Human Rights Watch: 

[Later, we] found the corpse of the man who was; killed. It was; Nia7. 

Mohammad. He had a bullet in his foot, and a bullet in his back. It had 
entered in his back, an<l come out 1ight where his heart is. He wrn, 

found near ro the mill.20 

Ahmed Khan and his neighbors told Human Rights Watch that Niaz Mohammad had 
been sleeping outside, near piles of harvested wheat, in order to keep watch so that no 

one would steal the gtain.21 

According to neighbors, a local woman was also wounded in the attack. She received a 

bullet wound that was rd: considered to be serious. The homes in the vicinity of 
Ahmed Khan's house received considerable damage from bullets and other weapons, 

indicating that the U.S. forces used considerable firepower even though there was no 
evidence of any armed opposition. A U.N. local staff person visited the site the day after 
the attack: "There were bullet shells all around the house, everywhere, many shells. 
There was a big hole in the wall and bullet holes in the windows; the glass was; all broken 

and bad fallen into the yard. Household items were scattered all about-all around the 
compound."22 Human Rights Watch visited Ahmed Khan's compound in March 2003 

J9 Human Rights Watch interview with Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia, March 10,2003. 

2o Human Right., Walch inlcrvicw wi1h H.M., Zurmal, Paklia, Man.:h 10,2003. 

21 Human Righls Watch inh.:rvicw with Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

22 Human Rights Walch intcrvicw with H.M .. Zurmat, Paktia, hfarch 10,2003. Human Righls Walch 

interview wllh G.A.U., local U.N. staff, Gardez, Paktla, March I 0, 2003. One of the neighbors 

described the house after the attack "After all Lhe noisc ended and the hclirnplers left, I went to !he 

house tu sec what happened. I went with some neighbors. Wc wenl inside. The first thing is lhat the 

women were very .,cared. Boxes from the house were thrown around the yard, and there were 

posscssinns scattered about. . . . About ten minutes later. we walked outside. We were walking 

around to a,k people what happened." Human Rights Watch interview with H.M., Zurmat. Paktia, 

Mard1 10,2003. 
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and observed scores of bullet holes in the window frames and doors of the house, bullet 

slugs, and destroyed farm equipmeot.23 

Ahmed Khan's family said they lost many of their most valuable possessions on the 

night of the raid. U.S. forces confiscated some books and four automatic weapons, 

which they later returned to Ahmed Khan, when he and his teenage sons were released. 

But the family said that other possessions were missing. Sa.id Ahmed Khan: 

They stole all my possesswns. . . . I don't know who it was. The 

Americans returned some things tu us, but a lot of jewelry disappeared. 

The women were in the other room. They didn't see anything .... The 

Americans may have taken the je\\-'Cil)', or the Afghans. I don't know. I 
lost a lot of property. I don't know what was Jost that night. A lot of 

jewelry was taken.24 

Ahmed Khan's frustration was manifest months later: 

They killed a farmer, Niaz Molmmmed. He was just guarding his 

harvest and was killed. He had four children, two boys and two girls. 
What will I do for these children? T take care of them now. We will 
forgive America when they pay for his life, ,H least to help me with these 

children.25 

2J :B...na:l. Rights Wau.:b rcscan:hers also ,;aw that ncwly laid mud and brick had bccn used tu fill in a 

largc hole in lhc compound's wall, approximately three mcters in diameter. where a rocket was said lo 

have hit. Scores of bullet holes in the house's walls and window frames indicated that gunfire had 

come from two directions: thc hole in the wall, and thi.: door of the compound. Bullcls in the window 

framcs \Vere embi.:<lded in two trajectories: some wen: clearly driven in pcrpen<licularly (at 90 degrees). 

i.:oming from the direi.:lion of the hole in the wall; others •werc diiven in much mori.: obliquely ~ess 

than I ()degrees off the surfaces flush with the house) starting from the direction of the house's door. 

2-1 Human Rights Watch interview with Ahmed Khan. Zurmat, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

~ Human Right,; W;it.;h inh.:rview wili1 Ahmed Kh.tn, Zunn;!l, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 
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Otherrae:. 

Human Rights \Vatch documented a case in February 2003 in the southern province of 

Uruzgon in which U.S. troops a<.;saulted two children during a raid on a civilian house.2° 

The owner of the house, a low-level military commander in Uruzgon province, 

cooperated with U.S. forces during coalition attacks on Taliban forces in southern 

Afghanistan in late 2001 and early 2002. But one night in February 2003, U.S. forces 

raided the man's home, entering by force and tying up him and one of his older sons. 

Through local interpreters and Afghan soldiers accompanying them, the U.S. troops 

accused the man of holding weapons and cc,operatingwith the Taliban. A Farsi-speaker, 

the man was baffled why the soldiers believed he wm; rnoperating with the Pashtun

speaking Tai iban. 

According to the man, the soldiers pushed him and his older son against a wall, and 

sei7.ed the man's young son and nephew: 

1 n front of my eyes, two Americans laid down both the boys on the 
ground and pressed their boots into the children's backs. And they were 

yelling: 'Where is the ammunition'? Where is the ammunition?" 

These boys were aged only eleven and thiiteen. The children were 
shrieking and shouting. I was saying, "Look over all my house - I have 

nothing!" But they kept asking this, as' thechildren screamcd.27 

The soldiers subsequently searched the house, but only found two weapons, both of 

them registered with the authorities. Still, the man was arrested by the local Afghan 

forces and taken to a neighboring province. He wa-: released a few days later. 

0 n December 5,2003, U.S. forces conducted an operation in the village of Kosween, in 

Sayed Karam district of Paktia, near Gardez in southeasti\fghanistan.28 According to 

U.S. military officials, the ain of the operation wa" to arrest a man named Mullah Jalani, 

alleged to be a Hezb-e lslami leaclerinvolved in anti-U.S. military operations. As a result 

of the operation, a couple and their six children were killed: Ikhtari Gul, 35 (a farmer), 

26 Information about this incident is taken from a Human Rights Watch interview with man from 

Urnzgon, Kabul, March 2(XJ3 

27 Human Rights Walch interview with man from Uruzgon. Kabul, March 2003. 

28 Inrunnalion aboul lhis case is bused on interview:; in December 2003 and Janumy 2004 with several 

journalists who visited the site of the raid in the weeks after it occurred. 
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and his wife, Khela; their four daughters, Khela, DaulatZai, Anara and Kadnm; and two 
sons, Asif and Nematullah.2~ The use of militru}' methods an<l tactics during the 

operation may have violated international legal obligations to minimize hann to civilians 

and prohibitions against disproportionate ,dtacks. 

The U.S. military gave inconsistent accounts of the operation after it occurred. On 

December 6, Lieutenant Colonel Bryan Hilferty told several reporters at Bagram airbase 

that U.S. tixces the previous night had raided the home of M dah Jalani in Sayed 

Karam)o He said that U.S. forces had detained "several persons" during the raid, but 

had not captured J alani.3t The village was scaled off in the week after the raid several 

journalists who attempted to visit the site oJ the operation during the week of December 

7 - 12 were turned back by Afghan forces cooperating with a Special Forces unit in the 

village.32 

On December IO, Hilferty admitted that the Sayed Karam raid had involved close air 

support and bombing, and said that on December 7 U.S. forces found eight civifoms 

who had died during the opetacionsY Hilferty indicated that the dead civilians were in 

another compound than the one attacked and were buried by a wall that collapsed 

because of "secondary and tertiary explosions" from stored ammunition in Jal.mi's 

compound.34 He suggested that U.S. forces were not "completely responsible" for the 

deaths because the civilians (presumably including the children) had '·surrounded 

?J Ikhtari's brother, Naser, told a reporter that the children's ages ranged from one to twelve. Pamela 

Constable, "Deadly U.S. Raid Leaves Some Afghans, Bewildered; Villagers Say Target Was Not a 

Tc1rnrist," Washington Post, December 12,2003. 

30 ''Troops In Afghanistan Raid Insurgent Base, Destroy Weapons." Associated Press, December 6, 
2003. 

31 Ibid. The next day, December 7, the military announced that nine children had been killed in a 

separate incident-an aix alla<.:k on a building in Ghazni. Afghanislan. Aijaz Rahl, "Afghan Village 

Angry After Gunship Attack," Associated Press, December 8, 2003. For more information about 

these two attacks, see also Human Rights Watch, ''Afghanistan: U.S. ~filitary Should Investigate 

Civilian Deaths.'' press release, December 13,2003. There was no indication that the Ghazni incident 

was a1 arrest opcralion. 

32 Human Righl1; Wmch telephone inh.:rview with an international journalist who atH.:mptc<l to visit 

Sayed Karam, February 6,2004. 

33 Paul Watson. "Civilian Toll Not C.S. Faull, Afghans Say,'' Los Angeles Timl:s. December 11, 2003. 

U.S. Secretary of Defen.se Donald Rumsfeld gave a press briefing in Washington on December 9 but 

did not reveal Lhe civilian deaths in Gnrdez. Why thi.s information wit~ withheld by the military for 

three days wus not explained. 

3• Walson. "Civilian Toll Not U.S. Fault, ,-\fghans S.1y." 
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themselves" with weapons and ordinance-a puzzling claim, since the dead civilians 

were not in Jalani's compound.JS A foreign correspondent.visiting the village the same 

week found a large concave crater at the compound where the civilians were killed, 

suggesting that an errant bomh had hit the compound,36 

Hilferty said that the aim of the operation had been to arrest Md ah Jalan.i, whom he 

described as a suspected associate of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, the leader of Hczb-e Islami: 

'We try very hard not to kill anyone. We would prefer to capture the terrorists rather 

than kill them."37 But he gave no adequate explanation ..L'i to why U.S. forces on the 

ground ultimately used bomhs in an operation in a residential area. 

There are conflicting reports from different sources as to how many people were 

arrested in the operation, varying from five to fourteen.JR A reporter from the 

WashingtonPOJI visited the village a week after the attack and wac; told by villagers that 

Jalani was a local military leader who had cooperated with Taliban forces during the 

Taliban era, but ,vho had changed sides and cooperated with U.S. forces at times and ~at 

on a local governmental council.39 Villagers said thatJalani had been involved in several 

tribal disputes in the area and was living openly in the village before the attack, but had 

left before it took place. 

Human Rights Watch received a complaint from government officials in Paktia about an 

operation in Zurmat district in February 2003 in which Abdul Gehafouz Akhundzada, a 

cleric, was arrested in hi~ home after a firefight. (Akhundzada'sdctention is discussed in 

more detail in the section on arbitrary arrests and detention below). Among other 

1s Ibid. 

36 Human Rights Wt1t<.:h inti:rview with a journalist who wished lo n:main anonymous. Kabul. 

December 12,2003. 

37 Watson, ·'Civilian 'll:.lll Not C.S. Fault, Afghans Sny," 

38 Officials in the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission told Human Rights Watch that 

eleven persons were arrested during the operation. and had not heen released. Human Rights Watch 

interview with AIHRC official. Kabul, December 16,2003. A local Afghan governmental official in 
Paktia, Faiz Mohammed Zalan, told a reporter: ''There were five people arrested during the whole 

operation, but they were innocent, so they were relea~ed the next day." See Watson, "Civilian Toll 
Not U.S. Fault, Afghans Say." The Washington Posl reporter who visited !he village was; told by 

residents that possibly as many as fourteen people had been urrcstcd during the rnid. 

~9 Pamela Constable, "Deadly U.S. Raid Leaves Some Afghans Bewildcn:d; Villagers Say Target Was 

Not a Terrorist." Washington Post. December 12, 2003. U.S. Special Forces in the villnge refused to 

talk to the reporter. 
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things, officials complained of U.S. forces coming for Akhundzada in the middle of the 

night, a course of action which they believe set off a dangerous firefight. 

According to Akhund7.ada's family and neighbors, the arrest took place on or around 

February 20, 2003. Afghan and U.S. soldiers gathered outside his home late at night and 

knocked on his door.40 Akhundzada reportedly thought they were Afghan troops who 

had come to rob him-a common occurrence in Zurmat district.41 He fired a weapon 

from his roonop, either in the air or directed at the troops. The troops outside returned 

fire, and soon thereafter, U.S. helicopters flew tov.'ard the house, reportedly firing 

weapons. According to his family and neighbors, Akhundzada then realized that the 

Afghan troops were working with U.S. forces, and sutTendered. Before this happened, 

however, U.S. and Afghan forces fired hundreds of rounds of ammunition into 

Akhundzada's home, where there were two women-Akhundzacla's mother and wife

and his two children. The women and children told Human Rights Watch that they lay 

on the floor of the home during the attack, and were not wounded. 

After Akhundzada wa'i arrested, U.S. troops entered the home and searched it, shooting 

open steel trunks with their weapons and breaking doors and windows.+2 Human Rights 

Watch researchers inspected the house in March and saw hundreds of bullet holes in the 

compound's external and internal walls. Two bullet slugs dug out of the compound's 

internal walls appeared to be from an M-60 machine gun, a more powerful weapon than 

the standard assault rifles carried by U.S. and Afghan troops (M-16s and Russian AK-
47s). 

Local officials maintained that Akhundzada was a civilian, living openly in Zurmat, who 

could have been peacefully approached and taken into custody during the clay. 

Kandahar officials also complained tu U.S. forces in 2002 about a raid involving U.S. 

Army and Special Forces troops that Look place on May 24,2002, in the village of Banet 

"'° Information about this case is based on interviews in. Zurmat w:ith family members of Abdul 

Geh,1fouz Akhundzada, March 10, 2003; mterviews with villagers in Zurmat district on March 10, 

2003; and interviews with governmental officials in Gardcz on M;m.:h 9, 2003. 

11 Human Rights Walc.:h documented in 2003 Iha! home robbe1il's by Afghan soldiers and polkc v..-cn.: 

common in southeastern Afghanistan in 2002 and 2003, including in Paklia provim.:e and Zurmat 

district in particular. See Human Rights Watch, "Killing You Is a Very Easy Thing For Us; Human 

Rights Abuses in Southeast Afghanistan," A Human Righi-' Watch Shor"/ Repon. vol. 15, no. 5(c), July 

2003, a,·uilabh.: al hllp://www.hnv.org/rcports/2003/afghanistim0703/ . 

.f.l S0m1.:titne ciuring the operation, the family's copy of the Kornn was shot through with a bullet, a 

fact which I mer and understandably caused anger in the local community. 
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Taimore, in Kandahar province. Accounts of the operation arc not clear, but according 

to journalists who interviewed villagers, a tribal leader in his 80s was shot dead in a 

mosque and a 3-year-old girl drowned after she fell into a well ttying to run away from 

U.S. forces.43 

* * * * 

Through 2003, the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission office in Gardez 

city has received numerous complaints from the Gardcz area, including allegations that 

U.S. forces or Afghan forces working with them used excessive fi:)rce and destroyed 

property during operations. According to the complaints: 

• November 9, 2003, Central Gardez: G.K. 44 claims he "w<ts arrested without cause 

and his house ·ww; damaged by coalition forces. Women and children were kept in 

the yard in the cold weather and the locks of the women's boxes were broken, 

money and jewels were taken." 

• November 8,2003, Gardez, Shekar Kheil village: H.M.K. complains that "house was 

damaged by the coalition forces and the named person was taken along with 

property deeds and other things." 

• August 22, 2003, Central Gardez, Khajeh village: Dr. B, Dr. J, Engineer T.B claim 

that "In the middle of the night, their house was damaged and coalition forces 

entered the women's rooms without permission. Due to fear and terror one woman 

lost her fetus [spontaneously abottedl. [Dr. BJ was taken, along with some money 

and jcwchy." 

• July 28, 2003, Central Gardez: N.G. claims he "was atTestcd by coalition forces 

without cause in the middle of the night from his house, and money and jewels were 

taken." 

• July 13, 2003, Central Gardez, Shaykhan village: J.M.M. complains that: "Coalition 

forces arrested, beat, harassed and insulted him." 

~l Si.:i.: i\Iichael Wari.:, '"We Were Beller Off Um.lcr Lhe Russians,"' Time Magazine, June 10. 2002; 
Patrick Quinn, "U.S. raids. cultural problems lead to rising resentment in somhern Afghanistan." 
Assoi.:ialcd Press.June 24,2002. 

+1 Names have been replaci.:d \Vith "initials ro protect Lhc confidcnLiality of Lhi.: complainanls. 
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• May 2003, Khost province, Ldamy Koli district: H.I.K. complains that "compound 
bombed by coalition forces: two killed, four injured, four others were taken 

[ aJTestedl by coalition forces." 

UN AMA local offices and UN AMA headquarters in Kabul have also received numerous 

complaints over 2002 and 2003 about U.S. forces using excessive or "culturally 

insensitive" force during orerations in the south and southeast of the country.45 

(Complaints about culturally insensitive force usually refer to allegations of male troops 

touching or looking at women during searches, which in some areas violate local norms 

even if there is no sexual intent. Local leaders have re<.1uested, among other things, that 

the U.S. military use more women soldiers during search operations.) 

A.buses l!j Afghan farces 

Afghan forces deployed alongside U.S. forces have been implicated in abuses during 
military operations. As noted elsewhere in this report, persons arrested by U.S. forces 

routinely complain about local Afghan forces looting their homes in the wake of U.S. 

military operations. 

An Afghan journalist in Kandahar city told Human Rights Watch in November 2003 

that he received several complaints in 2003 from residents in Zabul and Helmand abcmt 

local forces operating with U.S. troops extorting money from villagers by threatening to 
tell U.S. forces that local residents are "with the Taliban," claiming that the villagers wil I 

be targeted for arrest by the United States if they fail to pay certain sums of money
typically around 10,000Pakistani rupees (approximatelyU.S.$175).411 

In October 2003, a reporter from the Los Angeles Times documented that local troops 

from Kandahar, working as guides for U.S. forces, looted homes and beat and tortured 
civilians during a v.•eek-long military operation in Zabul province, which lies directly lo 

the east of Km1dahar.47 Residents showed the journalist two young men who had been 

~~ Human Rights Watch interview with U.N. officials, KabuL December 13 and 16, 2003. Human 

Rights Watch telephone interview w.ithformer U.N. official, February 6,2004 . 

.i6 Human Rights Watch interviews with A.G.S., Afghan journalist, October 5 and 9,20(}3_ 

n Paul Wali:iun, "Afghans Tell of Torlun.: During Security Swccp," Los t\ngcles Times, October 30, 

2003; Paul Watson, "Afghan Leader Told U .S .A.bout Abuses, Aide Says," October 31.2003. Sec also 

transcript of interview with Paul Wat.son by Los Angeles Times Online editor, on documenting 

abuses and interviewingwitnesses, available at: http://www.latime~,corn/ 
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beaten by the troops; one described being severely beaten and blacking out, the other 

was still unconscious days after the att.1ck. According to other residents, U.S. forces did 

not witness the abuses, but the Afghan trm)[), allegedly stole "cash, jewelry, watches, 

rndios, three motorcycles-even the mud-brick c;cho<Jl's ,vindows and doors" before 

leaving when U.S. and Afghan troops moved on 10 other areas. Said one cider: "These 

people are robbing us, torturing us and beating us .... They are also taking innocent 

people to jail" 

In late October 2003, a spokcsman for Presickn1 Hamid Karzai said publicly that 

Karzai's office had been recdving i11fonn.1tion about similar abuses by local troops for 

more than a year; that Karzai had told U.S. mili1ary comm:mclcrs. in Kabul that Afghan 

militias accompanying U.S. troops wcrc commining ribus.cs; th[lt Karzai had suggested to 

U.S. commanders they not u.,,;e Afghan militias in non-combilt situations; and that the 

U.S. actions with local militias wen: undcrmining the overall effort to combat terrorism 

in Afghinistan. 4 ~ 

Ltg.il .nmulmd ,ifljlliwb/c to IL'ii' offom dming arnrl upemliuns 

International hurrn.111itarian bw seek.,,; to protect civifom; from unnecess,iry harm during 

anncd conflict. Ccntral to this protection i~ the impcra1ivc that military force~ 

differentiate between combacanc-; and civilians during military nreratinn.; and when they 

take persons into custody. 

Rules applicable to the currenl contlicl in Afghanbtan-l.9 rl'."quirl'." a milit:U)' foJ\.'e tu "take 

all feasible precautions in tllc choice of means and methods of altack. with ;i vie,,• to 

avoiding, and in :my event rninimi7.ing, incidental Jo.;s of dvifam lite. injury lo civilians 

and damage to civilian objects."50 Atlackers must refrain frpm :m altai.:k that may be 

expected to cause disproportionate civilian casualties and damage.s1 Also prohibited arc 

indiscnminate attacks, which include lhose not directed at a .;pecitk military objective 

4& Watson, "Afghan Lc,1dcrTul<l C.5. t\b,.1Ut Abuse~. Ai~k S;iy~:· Octut>n JI. 2003. 

~9 Sec section on "lntcrnalional Legal Conll:;>.I," bdow. 

su Protocol I (1977) Additmnal to the Geneva Co11w1111n1i,; nf 11)..J\J r·rrotocol I"), art. 57(Z)(a)(ii). 

Many uf the provisions uf Pn.itui,;ol I ol the Gvnvva Co1nvntilins. induJing Lhuse applying to 
methods and means of attack, are nccepled a~ cu~t<1111ar1,1 intenmtional law npphcahle lo international 
and non-inLcmatiunal armi.:J cunni1:t. Sec i;cctiun (.111 "lnll'rn:lliunal Legal Cunlexl," below. 

51 Protocol I, art. 57(2)(a)(ili). 
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and consequently of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects 

without distinction.52 

In situations where forces are conducting essentially law enforcement operations-for 

instance, atTests of civilians wanted for questioning-basic mies of international human 

rights law also apply, including standards applicable to the use of force by law 

enforcement personnel. Applicable law enforcement standards are typically more 

stringent than those under international humanitarian law, and narTowly prescribe the 

contexts in which deadly force and firearms may be used, 

Hum,m Rights Watch believes that the use of military tactics and military rules of 

engagement in operations that othenvise hear the characteristics of civilian law 

enforcement, particularly the atTcst of suspects in residential areas, raises legal concerns 

and in Afghanistan likely has led to avoidable casualties and destruction of civilian 

property. The United States has an obligation to investigate such incidents, take 

disciplimuy or other legal action as appropriate, scrutinize its arrest methods and rules of 

engagement, and adopt necessary policy changes to prevent further unnecessary loss of 

life and property. 

S2 Protocol I, art. 51(4) .• -\mong indiscriminate atrncks are those expected to cause incidental loss of 
civilian life and properly that would be ex.<:essivc in relation to Lhc eoncrclc and direcl military 
advantage anticip11ted. Id, art. 51(5). 
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Arbitrary (}r Mistaken Arrests and.Indefinite Detentfr.m 

U.S. forces in Afghanistan regularly capture combatants and civilians who have taken up 

arms against U.S., Afghan, and coalition forces, during both combat and search and 

arrest operations. However, as shown here, U.S. forces also routinely arrest civilians 

taking no direct part in hostilities, sometimes in contexts in which the arrests seem 

arbitrary or based on poor or faulty intelligence. 

As shown in this section, U.S. forces sometimes take into custody all men of military age 

found within the vicinity of an operation. Other times, it seems persons are targeted for 

arrest because U.S. officials have determined they arc a security risk or arc useful for 

intelligence purposes-for instance, clerics or local tribal leaders \Vho might be politically 

involved with the Taliban, or civilians spotted near the site of a recent attack. Human 

Rights Watch has interviewed many Afghans who were arrested for simply being at the 

wrong pluce at the wrong time. 

For many of these men, an-est is the start of an ordeal in which they may be beaten or 

otherwise mistreated during arrest or detention, repeatedly and seemingly randomly 

interrogated, held for weeks or months without family visits, und eventually released only 

to find that their homes were looted by Afghan troops. (Negations of beatings and 

mistreatment arc not discussed here but in the "Mistreatment in Detention" section 

below.) 

In late May 2002, U.S. forces raided two lmmes in the village of Kinnati, near Garde7. 

city, and arrested five Afghan men, all of whom were later released and returned to 

Gardcz. During the raid, U.S. forces reportedly used helicopters and airplanes to patrol 

the area and lay down suppressing fire. The raid took place in an entirely residential 

area, and there is no evidence that U.S. forces met any resistance. Kirmati is firmly 
under the control of Afghan forces allied with the United States and was so at the time 

of this attack. 

U.S. forces took five people into custody: Mohammad Nairn and his brother Sherbat, 

Ahmaddullah and his brother Amanullah, and Khoja Mohammad. Mohammad Nairn 
described the raid as follows: 

It was late al night. ll was after midnight. Suddenly, there were a lot of 

noises, very loud, confusing . . . . T went into the yard. Suddenly, there 

was someone in my house with a gun on me. So I sutTendcred.53 

SI Humun Right8 WuH.:h inLcrvii.:w with hfuhummad Nairn, Garde:£, Paktia, M,m.:h 10,2003. 
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l'vlohammad Naim:s brother told a similar story.54 Ahmaddullah and Amanullah, who 

are brothers, were arrested in a house nearby. Another villager, Khoja Mohammad, was 

arrested when he came out of his house to investigate what was happening in t1:ie other 

houses.ss Amanullah described the arrests a<; follows: 

I awoke, there were helicopters all around the house. And I looked out 

and there were people in my house [in the compound]. There w,Ls a 

man J could see, I thought he was a thief. He had a gun. But he spoke 

English, and I realized he was an American. I don't speak much 

English, but I said, "How are you?" But then he said, "shut up" in 

Pashto - "Chopsha." 

My brother was there too, and he was arrested. They tied his hands, and 

they were pointing their guns at me all the time. Then they arrested me 

too, and tied my hands.56 

The five men were taken to Bagram. Mohammad Naim described what happened after 

they landed: 

They threw us in a'room, face down. \Ve were there for a while. Then 

they stood me up and led me somewhere, and then they took off my 

blindfold. I saw that I was alone. I saw that there were some other 

people in the room, but l was the only prisoner. 

I was on the ground, and a man stood over me, and he had a foot on my 
back. An interpreter wa<; there at this point He asked me, 'What is 

your name?" and I told them. 

They made me take off my clothes, so that l was naked. They took 

pictures of us, naked. And then they gave us new clothes, which were 

dark blue. 

~ a.nan Rights Watch interview with Sherbllt, Gardez, Paktill, M!lrch I 0,2003. 

:ii Hman Rights Watch intcrvii.:w with Khuja Mohnmmad, Gardcz. Paktia, Murch I 0,2003. 

iG Human Rights Wutch inH.:rvicw with Amanullah, Gankz. Paktia, M.irch I 0,2003. 
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A man came, and he had some plastic bag, and he ran his hands through 

my hair, shaking my hair. And then he pulled out some of my hair, 

some hair from my beard, and he put it in a bag .... The most awful 

thing about the whole experience was how they were taking our pictures, 

and we were completely naked. Completely naked. It was completely 

humiliating.57 

According to Mohammad Naim and Sherbat, the questioning at Bagrnm over the next 

few days wa'> exceedingly geneml, and indicated that the U.S. investigators had no idea 

who the brothers were: 

In the interrogations they asked us, 'Who are you? What do you do?" I 
told them, "'I am butcher. I am just a butcher with a shop in the 

village." Theyshowe<l me Khoja Mohammad's picture [ one of the other 

villagers arrested] and asked me if I knew him. "Obviously I know 

hirn----he is my neighbor," I said.SB 

U.S. forces also asked very general questions of Ahmaddullah, Amanullah, and Khoja 

Mohammad, suggesting the U.S. knew very Little about them .:L'i well. Amanullah 
described his interrogation at Bagram as folJows: 

During the inten-ogations, they were asking me, "Do you know 
Jalaluclid? [A suspected Taliban commander.l Do you know Mullah 
Omar?" And they were asking about some other Taliban ministers. But 
I was telling them, "I am only a laborer.'' But then they would a-;k me 

ragainl: "Do you know Ali Jan, Jalaludin's deputy?" 

There was one Afghan translator, one American, and two others 

[nationalities unknown] ,59 

Khoja Mohammad, meanwhile, was asked about Sherbat, one of the brothers arrested in 

another house. "During the interrogations, they showed me Sherbat's picture, and they 

asked me if I knew him. I said, laughing, 'Of course T know him: he is a butcher in my 

village. I buy my meat from him.'" 

57 Human Rights Watch interview with Mohammad Naim. Gardez. P11ktia, March 10,2003. 

5B Hum11n Rights Watch interview with Sherbat (last name withheld). Gardez. Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

s, Ibid. 
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After sixteen days of detention, including six days of interrogations, the US. released 'the 

five men. Said Sherbat 

When they released us, an American came and said, through the 

translator, 'We apologize to you. We apologize on behalf or America 

and even on behalf of President Bush. We apologize." They said that 

they would help us by giving us compensation for what they did. They 

said we would receive assistance. But we never did. 

They covered our heads again, and put us in the helicopter, and took us 

to Gardez. We landed in Gardez, and they took us in truck. We told 

them to stop before we got to our village, and that we would walk. The 

interpreter gave us about thirty-thousand [old] Afghanis each 

[approximately 70 cents U.S.l, so that at least we could get some tea.w 

The five men returned home to find that their houses had been looted and most of their 

possessions of value gone. Said Mohammad Nairn: "I think that night f of the raidl my 
house was looted. . . . After that, no one helped us, no government, no NGO, no 
onc."6t The brothers said that they were told later that the Afghan forces working ,vith 

the Americans had searched and looted their houses. 

Ahmaddullah says he suffered mental health difficulties after the arrest: 

When we were there [to Bagram], l was; so afraid they were going to kill 

me. Even now, having come back, I wony they w i 11 come and kill me. 

We are innocent people, we have nothing. We were punished by the 

Taliban: we were Persian speakers [i.e., not native Pashtuns like the 

Taliban.] We thought they [the U.S. forces at Bagram] would kill us for 

sure. I have to take medication now just to sleep .... Afghanistan has 

had so many governments in the last thirty years, and under all of these 

governments J have suffered. Under al of them l have been mistreated. 

They all ask for forgiveness. What's the good of forgiveness if they 

don't give you anything?c.2 

6(1 Human Right., Watch interview with Sherbat, Garde1., Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

61 Human Right., Watch interview with Mohammad Naim. Gnrde1., Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

r.2 Human Right;, Watch interview with AhmmJdulliJh, Gar<lc:1;, Paktiu, March JO, 2003. 
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Human Rights Watch received information about various other persons detained for 

extended periods by U.S. frirces after being taken into custody. 

Human Rights Watch interviewed two civilian men who were arrested in Paktia in early 

2002 and held al Bagram for over a month before being llown lo Guantanamo Bay 

Naval Base in Cuba.CiJ Both were released in May 2003. The fact that the two were 

released from Guantanamo and were not held by Afghan authorities after their release 

makes it clear that insufficient evidence existed that they committed any crime. Neither 

of them had any idea why they were arrested. One of the detainees said that a close 

friend of his wm; still in custody, either in Bagrarn or Guantanamo. The detainee's 

family ,md residents of his village told the detainee that his friend was arrested when he 

(the friend) approached a U.S. mi1itary b,L',e near Khost asking for infonnation about 

bim. 

Human Rights Watch received a report about two persons in Khost city, Paktia, arrested 

by U.S. forces in August 2003.64 The two men were arrested after their brother was 

killed in an explosion that local authorities believed wa<; the result of a premature 

detonation of a car bomb. According to the two men, who spoke with local journalists 

in Khost, they were taken to Bagram airbase and interrogated by U.S. forces there. They 

said they were released after two months, when U.S. forces determined that they were 

not involved in the explosion or affiliated with anti-Coalition forces. During this whole 

time, their. family was unable to receive news of them. The two said they received 

compensation from the United States and were flown back to Khost. 

ln Jalalabad in May 2003, four persons \Vere taken into custody by U.S. forces operating 

out ofJalalabad airport.65 After interrogation, the men ,vere then turned over to Afghan 

authorities. The detainees, who according to some residents were merely civilians, had 

no criminal charges pending against them, and were being held seemingly at the request 

63 The information here is gathered rmm mterviews by Hum,in Rights Watch with the two derainees 

in July 2003 and severnl inlervicws with a journalist who inlcrvicwed thcse di.:taim:cs earlier. For 

security reasons, thc names of the lktainccs arc withheld. The two dctainct:s were scvi.:n:ly mislrealed 

by U.S. forces while at Bagr,m1; their i.:asc is discusst:d in more detail in lhc J\fistreatment in Delenlion 

section, below. 

11-f Jnform.ition about this case is b.ised llTI a Human Rights \Vatch telephone interview with a local 

joumulist, Pak ti a province, November 4,2003. 

~s The information about this case is based on a Human Rights Watch interview with AIHRC ofticial, 

Jalalabad, May 7 ,2003. 
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of the U.S. forces. They were released a few weeks later after AIHRC officials pressured 

the local authorities. 

One case discussed above involved the February 2003 arrest of Abdul Gehafouz 

Akhundzada, a cleric from Zurmat district. After the arrest, described earlier, 

Akhundzada was taken away in a helicopter, presumably to Bagram airbase, but his 

family was not informed of the location or reason for his arrest over the following 

months. As of late 2003, there was no response lo appeals made through local 

government officials to both the U.S. and the Afghan authorities for an explanation a'> lo 

his whereabouts. According to local residents, the U.S. government released no 

information as to the reasons for Akhund7.ada's arrest to his family or made such 

information public. Local U.N. staff in Paktia suggested that coalition forces focused 

operations in Zurmat district in 2003 in part because several senior Taliban Ofticials were 

born there.M, It is possible U.S. forces arrested Akhundzada in order to question him, 
believing that since he is a cleric he might have, infonnation about the location of 

Taliban officials. U.N. staff, however (as well a<; local officials), do not believe that 

Akhundzada had any meaningful or high-level connections with the Taliban.67 

Aluned Khan and his two sons (discussed above) also told Human Rights Watch that 

they were arrested in Zurmat and taken to Bagram airbase after their arrest. They said 

they were questioned about their identities, and whether they knew certain people
various names were given, people whom they did not know.68 They were held for over 

two weeks, and then flown back to Zurmat. Ahmed Khan told Human Rights Watch 

that U,5. officials at BagramAir Base apologized to him befrxe releasing him, and asked 

him "for forgiveness." 

Naim Kuc hi, an elder and tribal leader of nomads from Paktika province, wm; arrested in 

late December 2002, while traveling on a road outside of Kabul.69 U.S. personnel in 

civilian vehicles, accompanied by Afghan forces, reponedly took him into custody. 

• 0 Human Rights Watch interviews with local lLN . .',taff, Garde7, March 11, 2003. 

67 Human Rights Watch interviews with local U.N. staff, Gardez, March 11, 2003. B..nan Rights 

Watch intcrvicw with Raz Mohammad Dalili. governor of Paktia, anti other government oflieials, 

Gardez, March 9, 2003. 

us Human Rights Watch interview with Ahmed Khan and his SCflS, Zurmat, Paktia. March 10,2003. 

G? Information about this case is based on Human Rights Watch interviews with Naim Kuchi's 

brother. Kabul, March 8 and 29, 2003. See als(> Marc Kaufman, "Afghans Protest Clan Leader's 

Detention." Washington Post.January 12, 2003; Marc Kaufman, ''Afghan Figure Sent lo U.S.Facilily 

in Cuba," Washington Post, M,m:h 29,2003. 
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Kuchi's family told Human Rights Watch that Kuchi had no involvement with anti~ 

Coalition activities and said they had 1\2ceived no information about the basis for his 

arrest, nor were they able to meet with him after his arrest. In March 2003, Kuchi was 

transferred to the Guantanamo R1y detention facility, where he remains. A former U.N. 
official told Human Rights Watch th,tt Kuchi wa~ allied with the Taliban and with the 

former mujahidin government in K.tbu 1 from 1992-1996, and that he had represented 

the Ahmadzai nomad tribe in meetings with the Kar7.ai government and the United 

Nations in 2002.7° In April 2003. lLS. Department of Defense officials told Human 

Rights Watch that Kuchi w,Ls a forma Taliban official and a "scumbag" involved in 

smuggling arms over the Paki!-:tani border." Whatever the c:..ise, Kuchi remains detained 

without charge or trial. 

Rohullah Wakil. a loc,tl le.tdcr from Kunar rmvince who wa,; elected tn the 2002 loya 

jirga in Kabul, was; .uTe!-:ted in a raid in Kunar in August 2002 and remains in custody

possibly at Bagrnm. Local representatives from Kunar have made repeated picas to the 

United States and lT.N. in KabuL complaining that Wakil should either be tried for a 

crime or rdc:\Scd. No charges have been filed against him. 

Human Rights Watch estim:ues chat at least l ,000 person-" have been detained in the 

course of coalition operations in Afghanistan from early 2002 to the present, mo!.t of 

whom have been rdc:1sed within days or wech of their capture. This e!.limate is based 

on the average nurnb.:r of weekly new detainee!. who arrive at Bagrnm-approximatdy 

ten -according to joumalhts an<l human rights monitors who have been fi.)Jlowing tht> 

Bagram process. The numher of new detamees ohviously fluctuate~: Tn December ::!003. 

according to a U.S. milirnry spokc:,;man in Kabul, U.S. forces tktaincd over IOOpeople.n 

GA f Jetn1tio11 F arilities 

As noted ahove, CIA agents have operated 1hn1ug.hl1ut A.fg.hanistan sine,;- so11n after 
September l 1,200 I, conducting military and intelligence oper~itions. The Cl A maintains 

a large heavily guarded compound in Kabul. in the Aliana Chowk neighborhood, 

surrounded by forty foot wall:,;, razor wire, and guarcl towi:n.. The CJA also controls a 

separate detention and interrogation facility at Bag.ram nirbasc. though Lhis has never 

ill E-mail conc,pondcncc with l'urmcr U.N. <•ffidul. fd,nimy 2004. 

71 Human Rights Watch mcctmg with U.S. Dcp,1nmrn1 l•f Dck1m: vflidals, Washi11g1011 D.C., April 
24.2003. 

n S1cphc11 Graham, "U.S. Kills 10. tmc~ll> l!JO in Argh,mi~lan:· Assodate:d Press, Dc.:cmbcr 30, 

2003. 
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been officially acknowledged by the United States. Little is known about who is 

detained there, for how long, conditions of cktcntion, or grounds for release or transfer 

to other US.-controlled facilities. 

Human Rights Watch interviewed one former det:1inee, a former high-level Taliban 

official, who was held in an unknown facility near Kabul for eight months, guarded by 

Afghan troops but interrogated by U.S. per!,onncl in plainclothes.73 Since all U.S. 

military personnel are under orders to wear unifonns in Afghanistan, it is possible that 

the government personnel in question were from the CIA. The fi:mner official said that 

there were other detainees held in the ,;:,ime facility: he heard their voices and heard 

guards discussing other prisoners in the hallway outside his cell. He said he cooperated 

with the U.S. personnel and wa-; not mistreated. He believes he was held in an Afghan 

detention center in the Sha,;hdarak area of Kabul or at the Ariana Chowk CIA facility. 

There i::.. ~Llsl) Sl)llle evidence tlut the United State!'. detains people in Afghanistan who 

have b..::..::n captured ourside of the counrry. Paki!,tani officials told a reponer with :crrre 
that Khalid Shaikh Mohamm..::d. an alleg..::d al-Qaeda leader, was taken to Bagram air base 

,1fter hi:s anest in P,1ki:-tan in March 2003.74 Saifullah Parncha, J Pakistani man who was 

alkgeJ 10 have conne..:tion,; to Sh~tikh Moh;.immed, wa, also taken 10 Afghanistan after 

he was anested in Pakistan rn July 2003, according ro his wife, who received a lcncr 

from hir1 delivered by the International Committee of the Red Cross.7S (His son was 

.tlso arrested by autfwrities in the United States.76) Emt of the letter frnm Saiful.lah read: 

I am in Kabul with U.S. authorities. My health is OK. My blood 

pre:;sure and sugar is contwlled. Tell relative~ al)out my welfare .•.• 

The Red Crm;s people do visit me [every] .;even 111 JO days. Reply me 

soon. You can send me fax. Get tile number from Internet orICRC.77 

Saifullah reportedly remains in custody without charge. 

7.1 The information rre\ented here is ha~ed on a Human Ri!c,hls \Vatch 111terview with a former 

detainee onJuly 18.200:1, in KahuL For security re;iq,n,. the pt>r,1111·, name 1~ withheld here. 

74 See 'The Biggest Fish otThem r\11,"T,me Maga7.mt'. J\fard1 17,21.lll.:., 

75 Zarar Khan, ''Missing bu~ines,m:in in U.S. cusll'dy. wife ,ilys:· A~,ociated Press, September 4, 

2003. 

76 Jbi<l. 

77 Ibid, 
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Lgal standard applicable to detention of civilians and combatants .in Afghanistan 

International humanitarian law and human rights law provide protections to all persons 

taken into custody during situations of armed conflict A"> discussed in the section 

"International Legal Context" below, since the establishment of the K::irzai government, 

the ongoing fighting in Afghanistan is considered to be a non-international (internal) 

anned conflict under the Geneva Conventions. Pen,cms arrested an<l detained during 

internal armed conOicts must be treated in accordance with Article 3 common to the 

1949 Geneva Conventions, customary international hum::initarian la\\', and the due 

process requirements of human rights law. 

During an internal conflict, persons apprehended for taking part in armed conllict may 

be prosecuted for taking up arms against the government. This is different from the 
situation of an international armed conflict, where soldiers arc nom1ally entitled to the 

"cornb::itant's privilege," which protects them from being prosecuted for taking part in 

the hostilities. This means that the Afghan government may prosecute persons 

apprehended during the current fighting for violations of Afghan law. But such 

prosecutions must be carried out by trihun::ils that meet international due process 
standards. 1a 

Persons taken into custody who have not taken a direct part in the hostilities must be 

charged with a criminal offense or released. The protections of human rights law, in 
particular the rights Lo be charged with a ctiminal offense, have access to legal counsel, 

and be tried before an impartial and independent court, apply.79 In a declared state of 

emergency, some due process requirements may be derogated, but such derogations 

must be "limited Lo the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situati.on."SO The 

7B Commun arlich.: 3 of tht: Gt:nt:va Convt:ntiuas pruvidt:s that criminal st:nlcnccs may not be 

imposed except hy regularly constituted courts that afford "all the judicial guarantees which are 

recognized as indispemahle by civilized people." Geneva Conventions of 1949, art. J, Customary 
international humanitarian law incorporntcs many uf th!.! fair trial protections found in human rights 

law. Pl.!rsons must be presumed innocent, be prosecuted by an indcprndrnl and imparli,d court, be 

informed without dday of the chargl.!s against tlu;m, and thi.!y shall havl.! thl: right and ml.!ans of 

defense. See Protocol L arL 7'i See al~o International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
("ICCPR"),opcncd for signaturcDcccmber 16, 1966,999 U.N.T.S. 171 (entered into force March 23, 

1976, and acceded to by Afghanistan January 24. 1983 und ratified by the United Stales on June 8, 

1992),art 14. 

N JCCPR. art~. 9 and 14. 

8Cl The U.N. Human Rights Committee, the body that monitor.s compliance with the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Right.s, states in its commentary to article 4 on states of emergency, 

that I imitation.~ to derogation "relates to the duration, geographical coverage nnd material .~cope of the 

state of emergency and any measures of derogation resorted to becau~e of the emergency .... [T]he 
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right to a fair trial by ,m independent and impartial court, for instance, may never be 

vio[ated.~1 

Even if the United States maintains that an international armed conflict persists in 

Afghanistan (see International Legal Context section below), U.S. actions with regard to 

its detainees would remain contrary to international law. During international armed 

conflict, civilians may be detained for "imperative reasons of security," but they may not 

be held indefinitely without review. The Fourth Geneva Convention permits detention 

"only if the security of the Detaining Power makes it absolutclynecessary.''112 Even then, 

the internee is entitled to have his internment reconsidered ·\t,; soon a,; possible" before 

an appropriate court or administrative board set up by the Detaining Power for that 

purpose. Thus, most of the standards applicable to non-international conflict are 
applicable even lo international conflicts. By flaunting these standards, the United States 

is violating international Jaw. 

obligation to limit any derogations to those strictly required by the exigencie~of the situation reflects 

the principle of proportionality w-hich is common to derogation and limitation powers. Moreover, the 

mere fact that a permissible derogation from a specific provision may, of itself, he justified by the 

exigencies of the situation does not obviate the requirement that .~pecific measures taken pursuant to 

the derogation must also be shown lo be required by the exigencies of thc siluation." Human Righls 

Commillec, Gcncral Commenl 29, SLalc~ of Emergency (art. 4), lJ.N. Doc. 
CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11 (2001), para. 4. 

SJ Human Righls Commillcc, General Commcnt 29. para, 11. 

si Fourth Gcm:va. url. 42. 
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Mistreatmentin Detention 

Bagmm airbase 

Human Rights Watch has received credible and consistent information about 

mistreatment of detainees at the Bagram detention facility. It also appears that during 

the first months after the United States set up the Bagram facility in late 2001, the 

treatment of detainees there was especially harsh. 

Two detainees held in Bagram in March 2002 (who were later sent to the Guantanamo 

facility and ultimately released and repatriated} described to Human Rights Watch being 

held in a cell for several weeks, in a group, stripped to their undershirts and underwear.SJ 
According to the two men, bright lights were set up outside their cells, shining in, and 

U.S. military personnel took shifts, keeping the detainees a\\•ake by banging on the metal 

walls of their cells with batons. The detainees said they were terrified and disoriented by 

sleep deprivation, which they said lasted for several weeks. During interrogations, they 

said, they were made to stand upright for lengthy periods of time with a bright spotlight 

shining directly into their eyes. They were told that they would not be questioned until 

they remained motionless for one hour, and that they were not entitled even to turn their 

heads. If they did move, the interrogators said the "clock was reset." U.S. personnel, 

through interpreters, yelled at the detainees from behind the light, asking quesrions.M 

Two more detainees held at Bagram in late 2002 told a New York Times reporter of being 
painfully shackled in standing positions, naked, for weeks at a time, forcibly deprived of 

sleep and occasionallybeaten.85 

A reporter with the Associated Press interviewed two detainees who were held in Bagram 

in late 2002 and em·ly 2(XJ3: Saif-ur Rahman and Abdul Qayyum.86 Qayyum was 

AJ The 111formation here is gathered from interviews by H.rmn Rights Watch with the two detainees 

in July 2003 and several interviews with a journalist who interviewed these detainees earlier. For 

security reasons, the names of the detainees are withheld. 

3-1 I\ journalist with a British BroadcasLing Corporation Panurama program interviewed these two 
detainees in July 2003 about their experiences at Bagram ,md Guant,tnamo. See ''Inside 

Guuntananm," liliC-One program broadcast on October 5, 2003, transe1ipt available at: 

http: //news .bbc. co. uk/nol/shared/spl/hi/prcgran111es/paorama/transcripts/insideguantanamo.txt 

s; Sec Carloua Gall, ''US. 1Iilitary Investigating Death of Afghan in Custody," New Ymk Times, 

March 4,2003. 

~6 Information about these cases i~ based on an article hy an Associated Press journalist who 

interviewed the two in Mard1 2003. Sec Kathy Gannon. "Prisoners released from Bugram forced lo 
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arrested in August 2002; Rahman in December 2002. Both were held for more than two 

months. Interviewed separately, they described similar experiences in detention: sleep 

deprivation, being forced Lo stand for long periods of time, and humiliating taunts from 

women soldiers. Rahman said that on his first night of detention he was kept in a 

freezing cell for part of his detention, stripped naked, and doused with cold water. He 

believes he was at a military base in Jalalabad uL this point Later, at Bagram, he said U.S. 
troops made him lie on the ground at one point, naked, and pinned him down with a 

chair. He also said he wa-; shackled continuously, even when sleeping, and forbidden 

from talking with other detainees. Qayyum and Rahman were linked with a local 

commander in Kunar province, Rohullah Wakil, a local and national leader who was 

elected lo the 2002 Joya jirga in Kabul, and who ww; arrested in August 2002 and 

remains in custody. 

According to detainees who have been released, U.S. personnel punish detainees at 

Bagram when they break rules-for instance, talking to another prisoner or yelling at 

guards. Detainees arc taken, in shackles, and made to hold their arms over their heads; 

their shackles are then draped over the top of a door, so that they can not lower their 

arms. They are ordered to stand with their hands up, in this manner, for two-hour 

intervals. According to one detainee interviewed who was punished in this manner, the 

punishment caused pain in the arms.87 

In March 2003, Roger King, a U.S. military spokesman at Bagram, denied that 

mistreatment had occurred, but admitted the following: 

We do force people to stand for an extended period of time. . . . 

Disruption of sleep has been reported as an effective way of reducing 

people's inhibition about talking or their resistance to questioning .... 

They arc not allowed to speak to each other. If rhey do, they can plan 

together or rely on the comfort of one another. If they're caught 

speaking out of rum, they can be forced to do things, like stand for a 

period of time-as payment for speaking out.Ra 

strip naked, deprived of sleep, ordered to stand for hours," Associated Press, March 14, 2003. 

Hmmm Rights Watch interviewed Gannon 10 confirm lht: accounts givcn hcrt:. 

87 Humun Rights Watch intcrviewwi1h.J1.hmed Khan. Zunnal, Paktiu, Murch 10,2003. 

88 Gannon, "Prisom:rs n:lcascu from Bagram forceu tu strip nakt:d. dcprivcu of slt:cp, ortkrcu to 
smnd for hours," March 14, 2003. 
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King also said that a "common technigue" for disrupting sleep was to keep the lights on 

constantly or to wake detainee1, every fifteen minutes to disorient them.89 

Several U.S. officials, speaking anonymously to the media, have admitted that U.S. 
military and CrA interrogators use sleep deprivation a'i a technique, and that detainees 

arc sometimes kept standing or kneeling for hours in black hoods or spray-painted 

goggles, and held in awkward, painful positions.')() 

In March 2003, a U.S. official told a New York Times reporter that Omar Faruq, a 

detainee at Bagram who wa.,; allegedly duse to Osama bin Laden, was, subjected to 

interrogations at Bagrarn that were "not quite torture, but about as close as you can get." 

The official said that Famq was fed very little and subjected to sleep and light 

deprivation and prolonged isolation and room temperatures ranging from l ()()degrees to 

10 degrees Fahrenheit (38 to -12 centigrade) ,91 The same month, U.S. officials told 

another New York Times reporter about interrogations of Abu Zubaydah, allegedly a 

senior al-Qaeda leader who was arrested in March 2003 and possibly held at Bagram. 

Abu Zubaydah was shot in the chest, groin, and thigh when he was captured in Pakistan 

in March, and, according to one official, interrogators later manipulated levels of pain 

medication for Abu Zuhaydah while they were interrogating hi.rn.92 Military 
interrogators told the Wa//Stml}o11r1tal: 

so Ibid. 

"Interrogators can also play on their prisoners' phobias, such as fear of 

rats or dogs, or disguise themselves a-; interrogators from a country 

known to use torture or threaten to send the prisoners to such a place. 

Prisoners can be stripped, forcibly shaved and deprived of religious 

items and toiletries."n 

10 See, e.g., D,rn,1 Priest and Barton Gellman, "U.S. Decries Abuse hut Defends Interrogations: 'Stress 

and Duress' Tacncs Used on Terrorism Suspects Held in Secret Overse,1s Facilities," Washington 

Post. December 26,2002.; Eric Lichtbhiu and Adam Liptak, ''Questioning LO Be Le;Jal., Humane and 

Aggressive the White House Snys," New York Times, March 4,2003. 

91 Don Van Natta Jr. "Adarkjail for Qaeda suspc..:b; caplives an: dep1ived of sleep and sometimes 

chilled." The New York Ti mes, March I 0,2003. 

n Erich Lichtblau and Adam Liptak, "Questioning of Accused Expected to Be Humane, Legal and 

Aggressive,'' New York Times, March 4,2003. 

93 Je!is Bravin and Gary Fields, "How do Interrogators Make A Captured Terrorist Talk?," Wall Street 
]01mtal, March 4;2003. 
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Mistreatment in other jt1cilities 

Human Rights Watch interviewed a Pakistani fighter with the Taliban who was held at 

the Kandahar airport in early 2002 and later taken to Guantanamo. He said'he was 

beaten and kicked by U.S. troops in transport to Kandahar and while there.94 He was 

released from Guantanamo in July 2003. 

[On the plane to Kandahar;] We were shackled and our eyes were 

covered so that we could not sec anything. . . . [A]ll the handcuffed 

prisoners were forced to sit with their legs stretched and hands behind 

them and the whole body bent onto the legs all the way. [Demonstrates: 

kneeling but essentially sitting on top of his calves and feet, with torso 

bent down over the knees.] 

It was very difficult to remain in that position and if we fell to the side 

or moved, the armed men standing over cur heads would beat us 

mercilessly with their a1111y boots, kicking us in our back and kidneys. 

We were all beaten, without exception. 

The man also said that he and other prisoners were beaten when they arrived in 

Kandahar: 

Our eyes were closed [blindfiJlded] while we were getting out of the 

helicopter at the Kandahar airbase. One man pulled me up by my arm 

and threw me down the stairs, and then made me to lie down on the 

ground with my face upward. 

We did not have the right to move, and ifwc did we were beaten. Other 

people were beaten .... 

\\.'hen we V.lerc in Kandahar, we were not allowed to talk with each other 

and if we did, we were beaten and we were not allowed to sleep. For 

instance, if we were sleeping we were waken up or if we were covering 

our head with our bed cover we were beaten strongly. 

,~ HuT11illl Rights W.nch intcrvicwwib M.S.M. (name wiLhhcld), Malak.mt! uistrict, Pakistan, January 
3,2004. 
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They would kick and punch us. To tell you precisely they were behaving 

rudely with us. 

The man also said that he and other prisoners were occasionally taken outside and 

forced to lie on the frozen ground until they ,vcre numb with cold.~5 

Another Pakistani man, who was arrested in Pakistan by U.S. forces and taken to 
Kandahar in early 2002 (he wm; later sent to Guantanamo and was released in 2003), said 

he was beaten during an interrogation at Kandahar: 

l\,fy hands were handcuffed in my back. There I was; beaten for the first 

time by the Americans. They made me lie down on a table w·ith my face 
down, ,vhile two persons held me, one at my neck and the second at my 

feet. Both pressed me down hard nn the table, and two others beat me 
on my back, my thighs and my anns with punches and their elbows. 
The beating lasted five er six minutes. Then the interrogations started 
and lasted for half an hour. I wm; standing the whole cime.96 

The man said he was beaten again at Kandahar in a holding cell, along with other 

prisoners, before being taken to Guantanamo. 

Persons taken into custody after a raid in January 2002 provided other details of 

mistreatment at the Kandahar airbase. On the night of January 24, 2(02, U.S. forces 

attacked two government buildings in Khas Uruzgon, a small village in eastern Uruzgon 

province, and mistakenly killed several anti-Taliban fighters who were assisting U.S. 
forces.97 U.S. forces destroyed a school in the attack, killing 19 soldiers and Afghan 

95 James l'vkck, a rcporh.:r wilh the Guardian (U.K), inlcrvicwcd this detainee and others held in 

Kandahar at the same lime. Their stones were comistenl, including berng beaten and forced to lie on 

the frozen earth. See James Meek, ''People The Law Forgot." The Guardian, December 3, 2003. See 

also Gannon, "Prisoners rckascd from liagram forced to strip naked, deprived of sleep, ordered lo 

stand for hour~," ~'larch 14, 2003 (im.:lmling allegations by a delainec al falalabad who was forced to 

lie outside in a puddle of frozen water). 

% H.na:l. Rights Watch interview ;,ri.th A.Z. (name withheld), North West Frontier Province, 

Pakistan, February 6,2004. 

?7 The informution ubout thia account is based on the following interviews: Human Rights Watch 
interview wilh A.M.S., n:sidcnt of Khas Uruzgun, Kabul, February 23, 2003. Human Righls Walch 

interview with R.H.M .. re~ident of Khas Uru:i:gon; Kabul, February 23, 2003: Human Rights Watch 

telephone interview with an international journalist who visited Uruzgon village on January 27, 2002, 

February 20,2003; Hi.rrBn Rights Walch interview with intcmationaljoumalisl who visih:d Uruz:gon 
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government employees who were with them. U.S. forces took into custody twenty

seven anti-Taliban fighters and g(Jvernment workers and transferred them to Kandahar 

airbase, where they were held for sevcl'al days. 

Several of these detainees said tlut they were kicked and punched repeatedly by U.S. 

forces after they ai.Tived, and suffrred broken bones that went untreated. Several were 

beaten until they were unconscious. Anwng those beaten was an elderly man, who had 

his hand broken. Others l'eportcd being kicked in their ribs and heads.98 

At the scene of the attack, local residents found two dc&d Afghan soldiers with their 

hands bound with plastic ties similar to those commonly us.ed by U.S. troops. They had 

apparently died from gunshot wounds tc, chc torso. Resickms were unable to determine 

whether they had been bound before they were killed nr whether they were wounded, 

bound, and thcn ,ubscquently dkd. The deaths raise seriou-; issue, th:.it the U.S. military 

should fully invcs1iga1c. If the: mcn were intentionally killed after their capture, the 

killing would amount to an extr~~udi.:ial execution and violation of the laws of war. If 
the men received their injurieS beftwe being captured, then it may have been unlawful for 

the US. forces co lc:wc them bound without providing them proper medical atte.ncion.99 
That the: U.S. fon:es were able to take some two donn persnns into custody ~uggests 

that they would have been fully capahle of taking the other two for medical tre:.itment. 

After the Kha~ Urutgon detaine6 were rdea,.ed, U.S. officials visited Uruzgon and 

apologized to ciders there, and gave out $1,000 10 the fom.ilics of persons who had been 

killed in the raid. Those who were mistreated by U.S. forces received 11othing.1w 

,1llage in early Fehruary 2002, Fehruary 5, 2004. See alsn Cr.ii~ Sinith, "U.S. A,count 01 ~ fhlllk with 

Tal1han is 01sputt"d," New Yori,; Times, January 27, 2002; Eric Schmitt ::md Thom Shanker. "U.S. 

Relea~ing 27 Captured in Raid," New York Times, Febnmrv 7, 2002. 

98 See precedmg note, See aho Carlotta Gall. "Relea,ed Al~h..111,, Tell nl J'k:11111g5 ... Nt>w Y1~rk Time,1;, 

February JI. 2002; Ellen Knickmeycr, ··survivor~ or raid h~, U.S. fore<'~ ,s.1y ,.,jctims were among 

America's be~t tnend\," A~~nc1ated Pres~. Fehruarv 6, 20Cl2; M:ll.ly Moore, "Villngers Released by 

American Troops Say They Were Beaten. Kept in 'C..1ge:·· Waslimgtnn Pl~q. February 11,2002; Eric 
Slater, "U.S. Forces Beat Afghans After Deadly Assault. Ex-Prisnner~ Sav:· Los Angele~ Times. 

February 11,2002. 

9tl See Second Geneva Conventmn, art J ('The wounded, . shall Ix- collt>,ted and cared for"): art 12 
(Wounded belligerents who fall In to enemy hands ·\hall lx- trt'Jlt'd lmmanely and cared for .... Only 
urgent medical reasons will authorize pnor1ty in the order of ITt'Jlmem to be administered"). 

uJO A CIA spokesman acknuwkdgcd to CNN lhal 11w agl·n.:y ~ml it~ pcrsunncl lU Uruzgun to 
provide payment. Scc "CIA pay~ victim~ ul Cl1mm,mlk1 rnid." February 6, 2002, avail.1blc at: 
http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/02/06/ret.deta1nee~.rrlt'a~t'd/ 
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On March 17 ,2002, U.S. forces raided a compound in Sangesar, a village near Kandahar, 

and mTested more than thi11y anti-Taliban fighters, apparently by mistake.ml The 

detainees were taken to the Kandahar airport !02 According to the detainees, hoods were 

placed over their heads and they were "thrown down," face first, onto rocky ground. 

Many !>aid they were kicked in the back by U.S. forces. One witness, with a bruised ar:n, 

said he was held by the feet and head and kicked repeatedly in the back. Another man, 

who still had a black eye when he was intcrviev.,ed three days after being released, said, 

"They picked me up and threw me down on the rocks. Tt was painful. I couldn't rest on 

my chest. When I moved they kicked me.''J03 The detainees also said they were 

punished for talking to each other, by being made to kneel with their hands behind their 

heads for extended periods, and were kicked when they moved. 

A photojournalist who accompanied Special Forces and soldiers from the U.S. 82nd 

Airborne during operations in eastern Afghanistan in July 2002 told Human Rights 

Watch that Special Forces referred to the Kandahar airbase as ''Camp Slappy," and that 

U.S. forces would threaten uncooperative persons encountered during raids, suggesting 

that they might be sent there: 'We tell them they can either cooperate or go to Camp 

Slappy," a Special Forces soldier told the journalist."' 

Recent complaints received by the Gardez office of the AIHRC about U.S. forces in the 

Gardez area include the following, from Zunnat district in Paktia province, alleging that 

1o1 Information about this case is based on a tclephom: interview with a journalist who inlervit:wt:d the 

detained men. February 4, 2004. and the news story that journalist filed. See Charles J. Hanley, 

''Fmally freed, Afghans say they were kicked and abused in U.S. hands," Associated Press, March 23, 
2!X)2 

102 This case was discussed in a Department of Defense briefing on March 20, 2002 in Washington 

D.C. At that briefing. a military spokesman, Brig. Gi:11. John W. Rosa Jr., said "We went to the 
compound-no shots were fired-found out who these folks were, temporarily detained them. We 

never processed them and they never became dew.inees. Rut no shots were fired. and those folb were 

released." This statement was false. Several journalists \Vere told by officials in Afghanistan that the 

men were still in custmly. and wcrl: not released utilM,m.:h 21. Set: Hanley, "Finally fn.:i:d, Afghans 

!;Uy they were kicked and abust:d in CS hands," March 23,2002. 

103 See Hanley, "Finally freed, Afghans say they were kicked and abused in U.S. hand.,," March 23, 
2002. 

1().1. Human Rights W,1t..:h tdephom; inti:rview with Tomas van Houtryve, February 3, 2004. Sec alsu 

Tomas van Huutryve, "Prisuners uf America," International Relations Journul, San Fruncisco Stali.: 

Univmity, Spring 2003. 
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five residents there were anested and tortured by U.S. forces (this case is cunently being 

investigated by the AIHRC): 

November 29, 2003, Ezzat Kheil village: "The compound was 

bombarded by coalition forces from Bagram at 2 a.m., damaging the 

compound and terrifying and frightening women and children in the 

middle of the night. ... Five residents of the village were arrested and 

released after six days; they had been subjected to torture and two of 

them were injured." 

Human Rights Watch has learned that U.S. fixces routinely hold Afghans at the local 

airport in the eastern city of Jalalabad. However, former detainees there refused to 

speak in detail with Human Rights Watch about their experiences in U.S. detention. 

One told Human Rights Watch: 

We were treated absolutely terribly there. They did terrible things to us, 

things we'll never forget. It was absolutely awful what they did .... We 

absolutely cannot talk about it We don't want to talk about it with you. 

\Ve have made our agreements not to talk, and we won't talk aboutit.105 

* * * * * 

The treatment of detainees at Bagram seems to have become more standardized and 

professional since 2002, though the absence of access to detainees makes it difficult to 

determine whether conditions have significantly improved. Human Rights Watch 

interviewed several persons detained at the military facility at Bagram in 2003. 

According to these accounts, persons ancsted arc· usually blindfolded, hooded, and 

shackled during the trip to Bagram, which is nonnally by helicopter.l06 Once at Bagram, 

detainees are taken to a room, separated from other persons who were detained with 

them, and then stripped and photographed. Samples of hair and skin flakes are taken, 

presumably to collect for a DNA database. Detainees are then instructed, through 

interpreters, about the rules of Bagram, which include restrictions on talking with other 

detainees. They arc then shackled and taken to cells, where they arc held during the 

IIJS Hurrum Rights Walch interview wilh two Afghan mm (nameswithhcld),Jalalabad, May 8, 2003. 

1116 International law permits .<,ecurity forces to use mea~ures during transportation of arre~ted pen,ons, 

sm:h as blindfold~ and .,hackling, thal would not normally be pcrmiucd once a detainee is at a 

detention facility. However. these measures can amount lo cruel, inhumane er degradingtre11.tment
espci.:iully if they arc used intentionally tu cause pain ar suffering. 
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periods they are not being interrogated. They are given bottles of water and fed in the 

cells. Except during interrogations, the detainees are shackled, even while sleeping. 

Human Rights Watch has not been able to locate or interview anyone who has been held 

at the Bagram CIA facility. Human Rights Watch researchers spoke with one detainee 

held in Kabul city who was interrogated by U.S. officials who were likely CIA personnel 

(as mentioned in the Arbitrary Detention section above). 

Delainees held Jr Afghan fO!tl:!S 

Human Rights Watch is extremely concerned about the treatment of the hundreds of 

Afghans alleged to be from Taliban, Hezb-e Islami, or other anti-Coalition forces held 

under the auspices of the Afghan military and intelligence authorities. In past reports 

Human Rights Watch has documented numerous cases of torture, beatings, and other 

mistreatment of persons in the custody of local Afghan military officials.rn7 Recently, for 

instance, there have been credible reports from human rights monitors in Kandahar that 

"Taliban prisoners" arc repeatedly and severely beaten by the Afghan soldiers holding 

them. A monitor who met with some pri!i<mers there said: 'We have come across this 

repeatedly. It is an ordinary thing. We km)\.\' about this. \Ve visit the prisons."to8 

In the northern city of Shibcrghan, approximately one thousand detainees-alleged 

Taliban combatants and foreign fighters captured with them- -are being held at a 'facility 

under the control of Afghan General Abdul Rashid Dostwn, a member of the Karzai 

government and the commander of a predominately Uzbek militia, Junbish-e Melli. 

According to human rights monitors in Kabul, CIA and U.S. military interrogators have 

access to these detainees and others held by Afghan forces across the country.ta? 

According to officials in the Pakistan govcmment, the United States has resisted efforts 

by the Afghan and Pakistani governments to screen the detainees for release. 

!Oi Human Rights Walch, 'rol. Our Hopes an.: Crushed Violence and Reprt~ssion in Wcstcm 

Afghanisl,m." A H11ma11 Right1 Watch Short &pllrl, vol. 14. no. 7(q, Oclobcr 2002, available al 

http:/ /hrw.org/reporrs/2002/afghan3/herat1002-06.htm#P997_155129, section IV entitled 

"Torture and Arbitrary Arrests"; Human Rights Watch, "Killing You Is a Very Easy '111.ing ror Us: 

Human Rights Abu~e~ in Southeast Afghanislan," A Human Rights 1¥'akh S/1or1 Ivport, vol. 15, no. 5(c), 

July 2003, available at http://www.hrw.org/reports/2003/afghan1.~tan0703/. 

1118 Human Rights Walch telephonl.! 'interview with humun rights monitor in Kandahar, Ot.:tober 15, 

2003. 

109 Human Rights Watch interview with a human rights monitor, Kabul, December 1712003. 
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Officials with UNAMA and the Afghan Human Rights Commission have visited Afghan 

military detention facilities in several provinces and expressed concerns to Human 

Rights Watch about the treatment of prisoners, including their belief that prisoners have, 

in some cw,es, heen subjected to torture.110 U.S. military and CIA in Afghanistan are 

aware of these facilities' existence: U.S. forces regularly work with local forces during 

military operations that result in the arrests of persons who arc put in Afghan military 

custody. 

Death in U.S. cnstotfy 

Two Afghans died while in detention at Bagram airbase in December 2002.111 Both 

deaths were ruled homicides by U.S. military doctors who performed autopsies. 

One of the prisoners, Dilawar, aged 22 and from near Khost city in southeastern 

Afghanistan, died on December IO, 2002 from "blunt force injuries to lower extremities 

complicating coronary artery disease," according to his death certificate prepared by a 

military pathologist, which was obtained by the New York Times. 112 The other clctaincc, 

Mullah Habibullah, aged approximately 30 years and from the southern province of 

Oruzgan, died earlier, on December 3, 2002. A military spokesman at Bagram 

confirmed to reporters from the New York Times that Mullah Habibullah's death was 

ruled a homicide by a military pathologist, the cause being "pulmonary embolism [blocxi 

clot in the lungs] due lo blunt force injury to the legs.''113 Both military pathologists, 

when contacted by Human Rights Watch in November and December 2003, turned 

down requests to be interviewed. 

11(1 Thcse concerns hm1L'. bccn cited in correspondence and telephone convcrsation:; betwccn Human 

Rights Watch and staff from the United Nation.d·.fission in Afghanistan and the Afghan Independent 

Human Rights Commission. For a more detailed description of military detention sites and ordinary 

criminal jails and prisons in Afghanistan sec Human Righls Watch, "Killing You Is a Very Easy Thing 

For Us," n. 9 uml m;companying text. 

Ill See Carlotta Gall, ''U.S.1v1ilitary Investigating Death of Afghan in Custody," New York Times, 

March 4, 2003. Information about these cases 1s also based on extensive conversmions with 

journalists who have researched the cases and requested mforrnation from C.S. military spokespeople 

in Kabul during 2003. 

112 The death certificate was signed by a military pathologist named Dr. Elizabeth A. Rouse. Diliwar's 

family have insisted to reporters from the BBC and tht: New York Times that Diliwu was a civilia.n
a taxi driver and farmer. See Gall, "U,S. :-.Iilitary Investigating De,1th of Afghan in Custody," March 

4, 2003; and "Inside Guantanamo." BBC-One program, Ociubcr 5, 2003. 

1 ll The spokesman iuld reporters that the miliLar)' pathologist who performed the autopsy was named 

Dr. Kathleen lngwi.:rscn. 
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Militaty officials at Bagram said in l\farch 2003 that the militaty had launched an 

investigation into the deaths. But rn; of this \Vriting in February 2004, they have not 

announced any results. 

In June 2003, another Afghan died at a detention site near Asadabad, in Kunar 

province.114 U.S. military officials in Afghanistan and in the United States have refused 

to provide any details about this death. 

Human Rights Watch has written repeatedly in 2003 and 2004 to officials in the U.S. 
Central Command (CENTCOM) and the U.S. Anny Criminal Investigation Command 

(which CENTCOM officials have said is responsible for the Bagram investigation) 

asking for information about all three of the detainee deaths. Officials from both offices 

have replied and stated that the investigation into the Bagram deaths is ongoing and that 

no information is available. As for the Asadabad death, both offices have refused to 

release any information at all-not even a statement that an investigation is ongoing. 

Legal standard applicable to pfpical fnatmenl of detainees 

The prohibition against the ill treatment and torture of detainees is fundamental lo both 

international humanitarian and human rights law. Common article 3 to the 1949Geneva 

Conventions prohibits torture, cruel treatment, and "outrages upon personal dig11ity, in 

particular humiliating and degrading treatment.'' The "Fundamental Guarantees" under 

Protocol I of 1977 to the Geneva Conventions, generally accepted a-; customary 

international law in non-international as well as international armed conflicts, likewise 
prohibit "at any time and in any place whatsoever ... torture of all kinds, whether 

physical or mental."115 Human rights law similarly prohibits torture and other cruel, 

inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishmcnt.116 The prohibition against torture and 

other mistreatment is in effect at all times, and cannot be derogated from during a state 

of emergency. !17 

11 4 April Witt, "U.S. Probt:s Dt:ath of Prisont:r in Afghanistan," Washington Post.June 24.2003. 

us Protocol I ( 1977) Additional to the Geneva Convention, of 1949 ("Protocol I"), art. 75. 

116 St:t: gl~ncrally !ht: Convention againsl Torturt: and Otht:r Crud, Inhuman or Di:grmJing Trcalmt:nl 

or Punishment (''Convention against Torture"). G.A. Res. 39/46, annex, 39. U.N. Doc. A/39/51 
(cnlt:red into force June 26, 1987: ratified by Afghanisl,m April 1, 1987 anJ by tht: Unile<l Stales on 

October 21. 1994) See also ICCPR. art. 7. 

111 ICCPR, art. 4(2). 
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\Vhile international law permits the discipline and punishment of prisoners who break 

reasonable rules, such punishment must be determined by law or imposed by a 

competent administrative authority, and may not amount to torture or other 

mlstrcatmcnt 118 

There is no clear line separating some types of permissible interrogation techniques from 

unlawful mistreatment.11!> Each case must be assessed on its own merits. To conform 

to the letter and spirit of international law, detaining forces should err on the side of 

caution and constantly evaluate their methods. A practice that is acceptable in one 

context can be abusive in other circumstances; for instance, allowable day-long 

questioning of a detainee, when continued overnight and into the following day, can 

become impermissible sleep deprivation. 

Prolonged shackling of detainees violates international law prohibitions against 

mistreatment, and can amount to torture. The Special Rapporteur on Torture has 

repeatedly and in various contexts identified shackling for lengthy periods as an example 

of a torture practice.120 The UN. Secretary General has also referred t.o shackling as an 

example of a prohibited method of torture.121 

m ICCPR, arl. JO ("All persons deprivcd of lhi.:ir libe11y ~hall bi.: tri.:aled with humanity and with 

respect for the inherent dignity of the human per<;on"); United Nations Standard tvfinimum Rules for 

the Trcatment of Prisoners, adopted August 30, 1955, by the First United Nations Congress on lhc 

Prevention of Crime and the Trealmt:nl of Offemkrs. U.N. Doc. ,\/CONF/611, annex L E.S.C. res. 

663C, 24 U.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. I) al 11, U.N. Doc. E/3048 (1957), amended E.S.C.res. 2076, 62 
U.N. ESCOR Supp. {No. l )at 35, U.N. Doc. E/5988 (1977), paragraphs 28-32 

m See Nigel Rodley, The Treatment of Pn!oner.r (Jnderlnternatirmal Lt., (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1999), 
p, I 05 ("[T]he borderline between 'ctlerill-treatmenf and treatment falling outside the prohibition 

altogether cannot be precisely drawn."). 

120 Rcport of thc Special R11pporteut on Torlurc, Mr. Nigel S. Rodlcy, "Qucstion of the Human 

Rights of All Person, Subjected lo Any Form of Detention er Imprisonment, in Paiticular: Torture 

and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degradmg Treatment or Puni,hment:' U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/1998/38, 

submitted 24 December 1997 pursuant Lo Commis,ion on Human Rights resolution 1997 /38, 

(Yemen, para. 200) ("Thc mcthuds of lorlurc repurtcd included ... shackling for lcngthy period, ... "); 

Rcport of thc Sp1x;ial Rapporteur on Turluri.:, Mr. Nigel S. Ro<lley, "Qui.:stion of lhe Human Rights 

of All Persons Subjected to Any Form of Dctcnlion or Imprisonment, in Parlil;ular: Torture and 

Olh(;r Crud. Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment." U.N. Due. 

E/CNA/1996/35/Add.1, submilled 16January 1996 pursuant to Commisi;ion on Human Rights 

Resolution 1995/37, (China, para. 104) ('The method., of... torture reportedly include handcuffing or 
shackling for· long periods .... "); Report of the Special Rapporteur on Torture, Mr. Nigel S. Rodley, 

"Question of thc Human Rights of All Pt:rstms Subjt:c.:Wu lo Any Form of Dewntiun ot 

Imprisonment, in Particular: Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment," U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/1995/Jrl, submilleu 12January 1995pursuanl lo Commission on 
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Prolonged sleep deprivation and exposure to cold may also violate international law 

prohibitions against mistreatment, and can amount to torture. The U.S. State 

Department, in its "Country Reports on Human Rights Practices," has repeatedly listed 

prolonged sleep deprivation and exposure to cold as examples of practices amounting to 

mistreatment and torture. (Sec Appendix.) 

Human Rights Resolution 1992/32, (China, para. 91) ('\.\mong the most common methods of tortun: 

reported wi:re ... sh.1ckling with handcuffs or leg-irons, often tightly and with the victim's body in a 

painful position."). 

i2r See, e.g., United Nations Secretary-General. ''Human Right, Que,tions: Human Right, Situations 

and Report~ of Special Rapporteur~ and Representatives, Situation of human rights in Myanm:ir; Note 

by the Secretary-General," (1994), A/ 49 /594, para. 13 ("Numerous allegations .. -have been rt>ceived 

from various suun:cs alleging that forces uf the Myanmur militai11, intelligence and security services 

and police continue lo torture persons in detention ur otherwise subject them lo cruel, inhwnan ur 

degrading treatments and punishments .... Allegations incl~1de subjection to ... shackling .... "). 
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IV. International Legal Context 

International humanitarian law binds all of the patties to the military conflict in 

Afghanistan, including non-state armed groups, Afghan government forces, and the 

United States and coalition forces. Fundamentally,it imposes upon these wmTingparties 

legal obligations to reduce unnecessary suffering and protect civilians and other non

combatants. However, the specific legal context of conflict in Afghanistan and the 

specific applicable rules of international humanitarian law have changed over time. 

The war between the United States and Atghanistan started at least by October 6, 2001, 
when U.S. air attacks on Afghanistan began. This ,var wa,;; an inter11atio11al armed 

conl1ict-a contlict between opposing states. The law applicable to international 

conflicts includes the fom Geneva Conventions of 1949, to which Afghanistan and the 

United States are party,122 and the Hague Regulations of 1907, which are commonly 

accepted as customary international law.123 

On December 22,200 I, power was transferred lo an Interim Authority as the sovereign 
power of Afghanistan, chaired by Hamid Karzai and established by the December 5. 
2(XJI Bonn Agreement, endorsed by U.N. Resolution 1383 (2001).124 Six months later, 

Hamid Kamai was elected by an Afghan Joya jirga to the presidency of the transitional 

administration of Afghanistan; he was inaugurated on June 19,2002. 

As ofJune 19,2002, and possibly as early as December 22,2001, the international armed 

conflict between the United States and Afghanistan concluded. Since the end of the 
international conflict, hos ti I ities have been part of a 1w11-i11tenwtional(also referred lo as an 

122 Grneva Convrnlion fur the.: Amelioralion of the Condition of the Woumkd and Sii.:k m Armi.:J 

Forces in lht: Field (Firsl Grneva Convention), 75 U.N.T.S. 31, entered inlo force Oct. 21, 1950; 

Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked 

Members of Armed Forces at Sea (Scumd Geneva Convenlion), 75 U.N.T.S. 85, enlcred into force 

Oct 21, 1950: Geneva Convention relaLivc to the Treatmrnt of Prisoners of War (Third Grneva 

Convcnlion), 75 U.N.T.S. 135, entered into force Ot.:t. 21, 1950: Gcm:va Convrnlion relative co the 

Protei.:tion of Civilian Persons in Time of War (Third Gc.:neva Convention), 75 U.N.T.S. 287, enlered 

into force Oct. 21, I 950. 

12J Convention (IV) respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Lam! of 1907 (Hague Rcgula1ions), 

3 Martens Nouveau Recueil (ser. 3) 461,187 Consol. T.S. 227, entered mto force Jan. 26, 1910. 

12-1 Accordmg to the Bonn ,\greement, art. I: ''A11 Interim Authority shall be estahlished upon the 

official Iransfcr of power on 22 December 2001 .•.. " Ari. 3: "Upon the official transfer of power, 

the Interim Authority shall be the repository of Afghan sovereignty, with immediate effect." See 
Agreement on Provisional Arrangements in.·\ fghanista.n Pending the Re-Establishment of Permanent 

Government Institutions. Bonn, Germany, ~igned December 5,200 I. 
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interoa~ am1ed conflict. U.S. forces in Afghanistan arc now operating in the CQfl'ltty 

with the acquiescence of the Karzai government, and hostilities fall under provisions of 

the Geneva Conventions applicable to non-intcmationalam1cd conflict. The primary law 

applicable to non-international am1ed conflicts is article 3 common to the Geneva 

Conventions. Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions, applicable to non-international 

conflicts, has not been ratified by Afghanistan or the United States, but most if not al! of 

its provisions arc recognized a<; customary international law and arc therefore also 

applicable.m In addition, certain provisions of Protocol I, including many of those 

concerned with the protection of the civifom population, are also recognized as reflective 

of customary international law and are also applicable. 12G 

During a non-international armed contlic..,1:, international humanitarian law as the lex 
speciali.r (specialized law) takes precedence, but does not replace, human rights law. 

Persons under the control of a party to an internal anncd conflict must be treated in 
accordance with international humanitarian law. But where that lav,; is absent, vague, or 
inapplicable, human rights law standards still apply. Human rights law inc1udes, among 

other things, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rightst27 and the 

Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment,128 both of which have been ratified by the United States and Afghanistan. 

Human rights standards applicable to military and police forces who arc carrying out law 
enforcement or investigative operations-including arrests and searches -include the 

U.N. Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials 

and the U.N. Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officia.ls.129 These ~tarnlanb 

apply to military forces when they arc operating in 1.1 law enforcement context.BO 

121 Protocol II ( 1977) Additional to the Geneva Cm1ventions of 1949 ("Protocol II"). 

1:26 Protocol I ( 1977) Additmnal to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 ( "Protocol I''). 

127 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights {ICCPR). opened for signature December 16, 

1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (entered into force Mnrch 23, 1976, and acceded to by Afghanistan January 

24.1983 and ratified by lht: United States onlunt: 8, 1992). 

1211 Convention agninst Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrndmg Treatment or Punishment, 

G.A. Re~. 39/46, annex, 39. lLN. Doc. A/39/51 (entered into force June 26, 1987; ratified by 

.Ughanistan April I, 1987 am.I by the United States on Octobi.:r 21, 1994). 

129 U.N. Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, U.N. Doc. 

A./CO~F.144/28/Rev.l ( 1990); lLN Code of C{1nduct for Law Enforcement Officiab, G.A. res. 

34/169, annex. 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No.46) at 186, U.N. Doc. A/34/46 (1979), adopted by the 

U.N. General A~sembly on December 17.1979. 

131.J Ibid. In accordance wi.tr. the commentary to article I of the Cotle of Conduct for Law 

Enforcement Officials, in countrie~ where police powers are exerci~ed by military authorities. whether 
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V. Conclusions 

This report raises serious concerns regarding the actions of U.S. forces in Afghanistan, 

specifically with regard to the use of excessive force during arrests; arbitrary or mistaken 

arrests and indefinite detention; and mistreatment in detention: 

• U.S. forces regularly use military means and methods during ancst operations in 

residential areas where law enforcement techniques would be more appropriate. 

This has resulted in unnecessary civilian casualties and may in some cases have 

involved indiscriminate or disproportionate force in violation of international 

humanitarian law. 

• Members of the U.S. armed forces have arrested numerous civilians not directly 

participating in the hostilities and numerous persons whom U.S. authorities have no 

legal basis for taking into custody. These cases raise serious questions about the 

intelligence gathering and processing that leads to arrests and call into question the 

practice of arresting any and sometimes all Afghan men found in the vicinity of U.S. 

military operations. 

• Persons detained by U.S. forces in Afghanistan arc held without regard to the 

requirements of international humanitarian law or human rights law. They are not 
provided reasons for their arrest or detention. They arc held viitually 

incommunicado without any legal basis for challenging their detention or seeking 

their release. They arc held at the apparent whim of U.S. authorities, in some cases 

for more than a year. 

• The general lack of due process within the U.S. detention system violates both 
international humanitarian law and basic standards of human rights law. The United 
States, as a detaining power in Afghanistan, is essentially applying no legal principles 

to the persons whom they detain in Afghanistan, Simply put, the United States is 

acting outside the rule of law. There are no judicial processes restraining their 

actions in arresting persons in Afghanistan. The only real legal limits on their 

activities are self-imposed, and there is little evidence that the Department of 

Defense has seriously investigated allegations of abuses or mistreatment at Bagram, 

and the department has most certainly not sought on its own to correct the legal 
deficiencies of its detention regime, 

uniformed or noL, or by state security forces, Lhc definition uf law enforcemcnl l1fliciuls shall be 
regnrded as including officersof such services. 
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• There arc serious concerns regarding the treatment of detainees at Bagram airbase, 

pariicularly in light of the failure of the United States to investigate and publicly 

report on several unexplained deaths in detention. There is credible evidence of 

beatings and other physical assaults of detainees, as well as evidence that the United 

States has used prolonged shackling, exposure to cold, and sleep deprivation 

amounting to torture or other mistr-eatment in violation of international la\\'. 

Neither the U.S. Department of Defense nor the CIA has adequately responded to 

allegations of mistreatment at U.S. detention facilities in Afghanistan. 
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VI. Recommendations 

To the United States Government: 

Oete11tio11 

• Publicly identify all places in Afghanistan where the United States, including the 

CIA, is holding persons in detention. The CIA should transfer all detainees under 

its control to U.S. military or Afghan detention facilities or release them. ln the 

event that the International Committee of the Red Cross docs not have access to all 
detainees under U.S. control, pennit full access immediately. 

• Ensure that all detainees are treated in accordance with international human rights 

law and international humanitarian law applicable to non-international armed 

conflicts. As the sovereign authority, the Afghan government is ultimately 

responsible for protecting the legal rights of those detained by the United States. 

The United States must take .immediate measures in conjunction with the Afghan 

Ministry or the Interior to ensure that detainees at Bagram airbase and other U.S. 

detention sites are charged and prosecuted, or released, in accordance with 

international due process standards. This includes access to counsel, and the right to 

a fair and public trial before a competent, impartial, and independent court. 

• Permit families of detainees, and those providing legal assistance, to visit detainees, 

• Abide fully with U.S. obligations as a rxu1y to the Convention against Torture and 

Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Prohibit all 

interrogation techniques that cause physirnl or mental suffering. Cease practices, 

such as shackling and sleep deprivation, if they rise to the level of mistreatment. 

End incommunicado detention practices that facilitate mistreatment 

• Fully and impartially investigation allegations of mistreatment of detainees in 

detention at all U.S. facilities in Afghanistan and make public the results of those 

investigations. 

• ln particular, release the results of investigations into detainee deaths at Bagram and 

Asadabad military bases. Take disciplinary or criminal action as appropriate against 

all personnel responsible for mistreating or otherwise violating the rights of 

detainees. 
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Military Op!'1Wionrnnd Law E11fim:fmem 

• In all circumstances comply with international humanitarian law standards to protect 

civilians against the dangers arising from military operations. These include 

prohibitions on attacks agamst civilians and civilian objects, indiscriminate attacks, 

and attacks that cause harm to civilians or civilian objects that are excessive in 

relation to the anticipated military advantage. 

• Take all precautionary measures during militat}' operations, including: taking all 

feasible steps to verify that objectives to be attacked are not civilian but military; 

taking all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack to avoid 

or minimize harm to civilians and civifom o~jects; and canceling or postponing an 

attack where it becomes apparent the objective or target is not a military one or 

where civilian loss would be disproportionate. The United States must give 

particular attention lO these standards during operations carried out in residential 

areas that have not been the scene of military action. 

• Revise as necessary standing Rules of Engagement for Afghanistan to ensure that in 

law enforcement situations, the U.S. anned forces and CIA forces abide by 
international standards on the use of force by law enforcement officials. For 

instance, indiscriminate suppressing fire should not be used in law-enforcement type 

operations. 

• In law enforcement situations, military forces should abide by the standards set forth 

in the United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law 
Enforcement Officials and the U.N. Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement 

Officials. U.S. ti:xces deployed in such situations must be provided with the 

equipment and training necessai}' for this purpose. ll is also necessary to have 
sufficient and appropriate interpreters to communicate with the local population. 

Applicable standards provide in part: 

o In law enforcement operations, non-violent means shall he applied, as 

far a<; possible, before resorting to the use of force and fireanns. Force 

and firearms may only be used if other means remain ineffective or 

without any promise of achieving the intended result. 

o Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms is unavoidable, restraint 

must be exercised in their use and in proportion to the seriousness of 

the offence and the legitimate o~jective to he achieved. Force used 
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must minimize damage and injury, and respect and preserve human life. 
Injured persons must receive medical aid and have their family notified 

at the earliest possible moment 

o Firearms shall not be used against persons except: in self-defense or 

defense of others against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, 

to prevent the perpetration of a paiticularly serious crime involving 

grave threat to lite, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and 

resisting their authority, or to prevent escape, and only when less 

extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives. In any event, 

intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly 

unavoidable in order to protect life. 

o It must be ensured that firearms are used only in appropriate 

circumstances and in a manner likely to decrease the risk of unnecessary 

ham1. Prohibited arc the use of those fircam1s and ammunition that 

cause unwarranted injury or present an unwarranted risk. 

• US. forces should, in all instances, take all appropriate steps to prevent or stop 

Afghan forces deployed with or under the command of U.S. forces from committing 

violations of international human rights and humanitarian law. Those who do 

should be turned over to the proper Atghan authorities for disciplinary action or 

criminal prosecution. 

To President Hamid Kanai and the Afghan Govenunent: 

• Ensure, through the Ministry of the Interior, that the Afghan justice system applies 

to all persons detained in the country, including those held by U.S. forces at Bagram 

airbase an<l other detention facilities. Work with the United States to ensure that the 

fundamental rights of all detainees arc respected. 

• Thoroughly and impartially investigate all allegations of criminal offenses and 

violations of the laws of war by Atgllan military forces and militias, and take 

appropriate disciplinary and criminal action against those responsible. 

• Pressure the United States government to ensure that all forces operating m 

Afghanistan uphold internationalhumariitarian law and human rights law. 
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Appendix: U.S. Criticisms of.Mistreatment and Torture Practices 

The U.S. State Department has condemned as; torture or other inhuman treatment many 

of the treatments and techniques described in this report and used by US. personnel in 

Afghanistan. Listed below are reports from 2000, 2001, and 2002 in the U.S. State 

Deparlment'sannual "Country Reports on Human Rights Practices." 

Country Methods Used: 

Bunna According to a State Department country report, the Burmese military "routinely 

subjected detainees to harsh interrogation techniques designed to intimidate and 

disorienr."1l1 Techniques listed include being forced to squat or remain in uncomfortable 

periods for long periods of time, sleep and food deprivation, confinement in leg clamps, 

and prolonged questioning under bright lights.BZ 

Cambodia The State Department reported that "torture, beatings, and other fonns of physical 

mistreatment of persons held in police or military custody continued to be a serious 

problem throughout the country." 133 In patticular, the State Department noted that 

"there were credible reports that both military police and police officials used physical and 

psychological torture and severely beat criminal detainees, particularly during 

interrogation."134 I l also noted reports of shack] ing of prisoners. 

Cameroon The State Department reported that "security forces continued to subject prisoners and 

China 

detainees to degrading treatment," which included stripping ofintnates.m 

The State Department reported that "(Xllice and other elements of the security apparatus 

employed torture and degrading treatment in dealing with some detainees and prisoners" 

including prolonged periods of solitary confinement,incommunicado detention, beatings, 

and shackling.1.16 Reports noted that the practice of shackling hands and feet constituted 

torture. m 

Ill U.S. State Department, 2001 CouJJtry Rqwrt.v a, Human Rights Pn1C1ices (Rurma),Sec.t. 1(c). 

n2 Ibid. 

m U.S. State Department, 2002 Countly &port; on Hi1ma11 Rights Pl.1.diu; (Cambodia),Scct. 1 (c). 

!3~ Ibid. 

135 U.S. State Department, 20(XJ County Rep;)rts on Hu111a11 Rights Pnt(1iccs (Cameroon). Sect. 1 (c); U.S. 

State Department, 2001 Cormty ~s on Human Rights Prr:«1itx'.1· (Cameroon). Sect. l (c); C.S. State 
Department, 2CXl2 County Repr1rt"s on Htlll'/((11 Right. Pmctii:e.1· (Cnmeroon ). Sect. l(c). 

,% U.S. State Department. 2002 Country Reporl.t op Hu111a11 Rights Pmctice.1· (Chinu (including Tibet. 
Macau and Hong Kong), Si.:r.:L. 1(c). 
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Country l\lethod,;;: Used: 

Egypt 

Greece 

Iran 

Iraq 

The State Dermrtment noted that "there were numerous, credible reports that security 

forces tortured and mistreated drizens."138 The country reports cite the stripping, 

handcuffing, being doused with cold water, and blindfolding of prisonern among the 

principal methods of torture used by Egyptian authorities.139 

1 n a 2002 report, the State Department described kicks, blows the hands, fists, batons or 
other objects and excessive force at the time of arrest as "ill treatment."140 

According to the State Department ··there were numerous crccliblc reports that security 

forces and prison personnel continued to torture detainees and prisoners."141 Common 

methods of torture include sleep deprivation and "suspension for long periods in 

contorted positioos.''142 The State Department further noted that systematic abuses 

included "prolonged and incommunicado detention."143 

Iraqi security services used extended solitary confinement in small dark compartments as a 
form of torture, according to 2001 and 2002 reports."' Reports from 2000,2001, and 

2002 also cite the use of prolonged and incommunicado detention and the continual 
denial of citizens' "basic right to due proccss."'""5 

°'Ibid. 

\:18 U.S. State Depmtment, 2002 Cmmty &porl.l 00H1111ra11 RighisPJ:a::tit:,;s (Egypt), Sect.1(c). 

l39 U.S. Stale Deparlrncnl, 2000 County Reports on Human Rghts I'mclices (Egypt). Sci:l. l(c); U.S. Slalc 

Dcpartment, 2f1J7 Cm1111ry R!!purts oo Human Rightr Practim (Egypt). Sect. 1 (c); U.S. Statc Dcparlmcnl, 

2002 Country Reports cm H1m11.111 Rights Pl'acti:es(Egypt), Sccl. l(c). 

uo US State Department, 2002 Co11111ry&jWrtJ O'I Hwna11 Right1 Pmr1ices (Greece), Sect. 1 (c). 

Ut U.S. St,1te Department, 2001 Co1111Jry &ports on HNman R.igfllI Pra1:tic1J (IIanl, Sect. l(c); U.S. state 

Depmtment, 2(X)2 CounttyP.cporlf on H«man RightJ P1t«'li(x,v (Iran), Sect. l(c). 

W U.S. State Department, 2000 County P.eplrts on HJ1111an Rg/11.v Practices (Iran), Sect 1(c); U.S. State 
Department, 2IJJ7 Coullfry Reports on Human FJghts I'mclices (Iran), Sect. 1(c); U.S. Slati.: Deparlrncnl, 

2002 Co11t1fl)' Reports on Hmmm Rights Pmctices (Iran), Sccl. 1 ( c). 

PJ C.S. Slali.: Dcparlmi.:nl, 2000 C:mmt.,· Reports on Human Rights Practices (Iran), Sect. l(d). The 

practice of incommunicado detentions wa, continued in 2001 and 2002. U.S. State Department, 2007 

Cowl/I)' Rep:ll'ts OIi Huma11 Rightr Pmc1ice1· (lr:111), Sect. 1 (d); 2002 Counrry Reports on Huma11 Right, Pnu·rices 

(Iran), Sect 1(d). 

1++ C.S. State Depmtment, 2001 Coumty Reports on Ha11um Rzghrs Pmr'lices (Iraq), Sect. l(c); U.S. State 

Department. 2002 Countty &portJ 011 Human Rithls P.t::a::ticas (lrnq), Sect. l(c). 

1~s US. Stale Dcpartment, 2(0) Coumry &p()rtf on Huma11 Rights Pmctices (Iraq). Scel. l(d). The practice 

of im.:ommunicado dctcnlilms was continued in 2001 and 2002. U.S. Stale Dcpartmcnt, 2fJJ7 Co1mlry 
Report1 on Hum cm Right1 Praffke1 (lrnq), Seel. 'J (d}; U.S. Stale Dcpartmcnl, 2002 Cmmlt)' &port, 011 
Huma11 Right1 Pra,lit'IJ (lrnq), Sect. l (d). 
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Country Methods Used: 

Jordan The State Department reports that Jordanian police and security forces were alleged to 

engage in acts of torture, including the m,e of sleep deprivation, solitary confinement, and 

prolonged suspension with ropes in contorted positions. HG 

North Korea The State Department stated that methods of torture "routinely" employed in North 

Kuwait 

Libya 

Korea include "severe beatings ... prolonged periods of exposure, humiliations such as 

public nakedness, and confinement to small 'punishment cells', in which prisoners were 

unable to stand upright or lie down, where they could be held for severalweeks."t47 The 

State Department characterized the use of leg irons, metal collars, and shackles as 

"harsh".148 

According to the State Department reports, "there continued to be credible reports that 

some police and members of the security forces abused detainees during intetrogation."149 

Abusive treatment included blindfolding and verbal threats. 150 

The State Department reported that prisoners were subjected to "torture and other 

abuses" including "beatings, long-tenn solitary confinementin completely darkened 

rooms .... In some cases detainees were held in leg chains or wooden stocks".tSt 

According to the State Department, Libyan authorities commonly chain detainees to a 

will. or hang them by their wrists for hours and deprive them of food and water.1s2 The 
State Department stated that "[t)he Government's human rights record remained poor, 

rnd it continued to commit numerous serious abuses," examples of which included 
J.olding prisoners incommuoicado.1s:i. 

H 6 U.S.Statc Dcparlmcnl, 2000 Co1.111tryFJp()rfJ 011 HumanR.igh!J Practicer Oordµi), Sect. 1 (c); U.S. Slatc 

Dcparlmenl, 2002 CounttyRcport.t onHumw1 RiJhtr Practim Gordan), SecL. l(c). 

W U.S. Stale Dcparlmenl, 2002 G.lfuT10· Reporls 011 Hu1n1 Rights Practices (Democratil: People's 

Republic of Korea), Sect 1(c). 

t-1$ Ibid. 

149 US State Department, 2CX.X) C1Jm1t,y Rsport1 oo Human RightJ Pn1crice.1 (Kuwait), Sect t(c).U.S. State 

Department. 2001 Cow1flYRejxJt1J on Human Rights Pnictices (Kuwait), Sect. i(e); U.S. Statc Deparlmcnt, 

2002 ('a1111try Repm1s on Human Rightr Practicer (Kuwait), Sect. I (c); 

150 U.S. State Department, 2002 Cow11,y Reporls 011 Human &ght.r Pn:icricer (Kuwait), Sect l(c); U.S. State 

Department, 2001 C01mtry Repmt.~ an Human Rights Pmcrice.~ (Kuwait), Sect I (c) 

1s1 U.S. Statc DeparLmcnl, 2002 County 1ip:lttS m1 Human Righi! I'racticer (Laos), Sel'.t.1 (c). 

m U.S. State Depmlment, 2((Xl Country Rtports mi Human Rights Pmctice.1 (Libya), Sect 1 (c); U.S. State 

Dcp:trtmcnt, 2001 Country Reports m1 Human Rzght.r Pracr.i,·~s (Libya). Sc<.:l. 1(c); U.S. Slate Dcparlmcnl, 

2002 Cot111t,y 'Rlportt on H1mra11 RightsPraaim (Libyu), Sect. l(c). 

1B U.S. Stnte Department, 2(XX) Country &ports 011 Human Rightr P1a'riu,.~ (Libya), Sect. 1 (d). The 

prnctice of incommunicado detentions wa~ continued in 2lX)I and 2002. U.S. State Department, 2001 
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country Methods Used 

Pakistan The State Department rep{)rts that prolonged isolation, being chained to a cell wall, and 

denial of food or sleep are common torture methods.154 

Philippines The State Department reported that "members of the security forces and police continued 

to use torture and to abuse suspects and detainees." The State Department cited reports 

by a non-governmental organization stating that "torture remained an ingrained part of 

the arrest and detention process." The State Department noted that common forms of 

torture and abuse rep{)rted during the arrest and detention process included striking 

detainees and threatening them with guns. The State Department also cited reports of 

detainees being tied up, blindfolded and punched during interrogations as cases of 

torture. 1s5 

Russia The State Department described forms of "torture" by police officers including beating 

with lists, batons or otherobjects.156-

Saudi The State Department noted that Ministry of Interior officials use sleep deprivation and 

Arabia suspension from bars with handcuffs a<; interrogation tactics.157 

t:_ According to State Department reports, "torture continues with relativeimpunfry."158 

Reported methods of torture include suspension by the wrists or feet in contorted 

positions and being forced to remain in unnatural positions for extended periods.159 

Country Reports on Human Right1 Practices {Libya), Se.;l. 1 (d); U.S. St alt: Dt:partmenl, 2002 Cmmtrr ReportI 
011 H11mt1n Rights Pmctices(Llbya), Seet. l(d). 

rs.. U.S. Stait: Departrnt:nl, 2cm Cowrtt:i· Reports ou Human F.ight.r I'm1:.tices (Pakistan), Sect. 1(c); U.S, 
State Department, 2007 Coumrl' Reports Of! Humm1 Rights Pr11cti12s (Pakistan) Seer. 1(c); U.S. State 
Department, 2002 CoumryRtport.r onH11ma11 RightsPraclim (Pakistan),Secl. l(c). 

m US. Stale Department, 2002 Countty Reporls 0,1 Human Rig/us I'mctices (Philippines), Se.;t.1 (c). 

156 U.S. State Department, 2002 Cr!Wl/1)' Rep:>rts 011 H11ma11 Rigl111·Practicn (Rus,ia), Seer. l(c). 

157 U.S. Stale Depanmrnl, 2000 0Ju11fry REp,rts rm Human RightsPra,ti.e, (Saudi Arabia). Sect. 1 (c); U.S. 
S1a1e Dcpannwnl, 2001 Gnmtfy R,7x!11s 011 Human RiKht.Y Pra,tim (Saudi Arabia). Sect. l(c); US S1ale 

Department, 2002 Cu1111111· 1'11D!tSon Human Rights I'ra1:.tices (Saudi 1\rabia), Scct.1 (c). 

l58 U.S. Stale Dcpartrnt:nl, 2000 Co1111t,y Reports (XI Ht1111(lfl Right1 Pmctin:~ (Sri Lanka), Seel. 1(c); U.S. 

State Department, 2(X)J C,m1111y Reports on HJ1mt111 Ri,1;h1xPractim (Stl Lanka), Sect. 1 (c). 

li~U.S. State Department, 2007 Co1111lry Reports m, Human Right1 P1r~:rice.1· {Sri Lanka), Sect. 1(c); U.S. 

State Department, 2001 County Rep,:ts 011 H11ma,r Righi.! Pmcril~'.\' (Sri Lanka), Sect. l(c); U.S. Stale 

Deparlmt:nl, 2002 Co//111,y Rq;ortJ w H11man Right, Pmctici-s(Sri Lank.1), Si:t.:l. !{~,). 
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Country Methods Used: 

Tunisia Tactics such as food and sleep deprivation or confinement to a tiny, unlit cell arc 

commonly used in TunisiaY"' In addition, the State Department notes that despite the 

shortening by Tunisian government of the maximum allowable period of pre-arraignment 

incommunicado detention from IO to 6 days, "credible sources claimed that the 

Government rarely enforces the new provisions and that appeals to the court for 

enforcement are routinely denied."161 

Turkey According to the 2001 and 2002 country reports, some of the many methods of torture 

Yemen 

employed by Turkish security forces and recognized by the State Department included 

repeated beatings; forced prolonged standing, isolation; exposure to loud music; stripping 
and blindfolding; food and sleep deprivation; and psychological torture includingverbal 

threats and deception of a detainee, for example, instilling a false belief that the detainee is 
to be killed.162 

According to the State Department, detainees in Yemen have been confined in leg irons 

and shackles despite a 1998 law banning the practice.Hil 

1w l.S. State Department, 2001 Co1111try Reports m H11111cm Righi! Pra1.·1icer (Tunisia), Sect.1 (c); U.S.State 

Department, 2002 Countty Reporrs 1111 H,mmn Rig/11.1 Pmc1ices (Tunisia), Sect l(c). 

161 U.S. State Department, 2001 Coemtry Reporr.1 on Human Righ1.1· Pmttit.·es (Tunisia). Sect. l(c), (d). The 

practice of im.:ommunicadu detentions was .::untinued in 2002. L'.S. Stale Department, 2002 Country 
Reports <ill Human Right1 Pmcru·cr (Tum.,ia),Sect. l(c), (d). 

162 U.S. State Depnrtment, 2001 Cou,rt,y Rlpl)'l'/f m Huma,r Rigbtt Pm1Jicer (Turkey), Sect l(c); U.S. Stnte 

Department, 2002 Col/nty &porlr on Human RightJ Pr(ll.'li<x~~ (Turkey). Sect. 1 (c). 

!Ill U.S. State Department, 2002Cr11mtry Reports m1 H.rnin FJ,gh/1 Pmrlim (Yemen), Sect.1 (c). 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

cc: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz , 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Brit GTMO Detainee Allegations 

l\farch 15,2004 

My understanding on this detainee beating allegation is that it is flat untrue, that 

we have had many people check it, that they are lying and that they are trained to 

lie and say these things. 

It seems to me we ought to knock it down hard and expose them for following 

their training. 

Thanks. 

ALtach. 
3/13/04 AFP (FBIS OW43484535) 

DHR:dh 
031504-21 
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More G1Jantana'.no Bay Britons allege beatings and ab,ise 
ATTENTION - ADDS quotes, deLails, background / / / 

TO PL INES: 
LONDON, March 13 (AF:P) - Three BriLish iriends released Lhis 
week from Lbe United SLaLes' Guantanamo Bay cenLre :or Lerrorism 
suspects have said t.hey were regularly beat.en while in US c,ist.ody, 
TEXT: 

More Guantanamo Bay Britons allege beatings and abuse 
.iUTENTION - ADDS qucles, deLails, background / / / 

LONDON, March 13 (AFP) - Three BriLish friends released this 
week from the United States' Guantanamo Bay centre for terrorism 
suspects have said they were regularly beat.en while in US custody, 
backing similar allegations by two other Brit.ish detainees. 

Asie Iqbal, Ruhal Ahmed and Shafiq Rasul, all from Lhe Lown of 
Tipton in central England, .said Lhey were regularly mist_reaLed from 
the moment they were handed over to r;s for:-ces in A::ghanistan in lat.e 
2001. 

A::ter being taken to a US detention cent.re in the Afghan cit.y of 
Kandahar, they were [occed Lo kneel bent_ :.o.rwards fo.r hours wiLh 
their :':orebeads touching the ground, Rasul told The Observer, a 
British Sllnday newspaper. 

"I lifted my head up slightly because I was really in pain. The 
sergeant came up behind me, kicked my legs from underneath me, then 
knelt on my back," he said. 

"They Look me outside and searched me while one man ·"as siLt_ing 
on me, kicking and punching." 

The three childhood --'=riends, aged bet.ween 22 and 26, said they 
had gone to Pakistan _:_or Iqbal's planned wedd.i.ng, arranged by his 
family, before going int_o Afghan.is Lan Lo help arrange humaniLar ian 
aid. 

There Lhey were captured by U1e US-backed Nort_he.rn All.i.ance, and 
almost died after hundreds of prisoners were forced int_o lorry 
containers, tbe majority of whom su:':focated. 

The t.rio's allegations of US mist..reatnent follow similar claims 
made earlier this week by two other British returnees. 

Tarek Dergoul, a 26-year-old former care worker from east. 
London, said in a st_at_emenL issued Lb.rough his lawyer on Fri.day LhaL 
he had endured "botched medical treatment, interrogation at 
gunpoinL, beat_i.ngs and inhuman condiL.i.ons•. 

Earlier that day another released Brit.on, 37-year-old website 
designer Jamal al-Ha:d th, said in a newspaper interview t_haL he had 
experienced beatings and degrading treatment dliring his two years at 
the ja.i.l. 
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us SecreLary oi SL ale Colin E'o1vell Lold a BriLish Lelev is ion 
pro9ra.rorue which also inLerviewed Hari th LhaL Lhe chargec.; were 
.. unlikely". 

The five British :-nen flew home on T1.1esday from Camp Delta, the 
high-securit.y camp in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba where t.he United States 
is holding about 650 suspected Al-Qaeda and 'Nil i.b,:H1 fighters. 

DespiLe Lheir lenglhy deLenLion and alLhough iouL· of Lhe men 
were briefly held by British police when Lhe:i reLurned, none has 
been charged with any crimes. 

The three ::riends recounted being repeatedly interrogated by 
boLh US and BriLish inLelligence o.:'.ficials who falsely claimed Lo 
have incontrovertible evidence linking them to the Al-Qaeda 
LerrorisL group. 

The trio said that last year they were moved to an isolation 
block at the Cuban camp aft.er int.errogators said they had been seen 
on a video tape :-nade in August 2000 standing behind Al-Qaeda leader 
Osa,ia bin Laden. 

ls.a::;ul told the newspaper that he had pointed out that at the 
time he was alleqedly with bin Laden, he had been enrolled at a 
British university and workinq at a local electrical qoods shop -
boLb (acLs LhaL could be easily checked. 

On beinq told he could have falisfied these, Rasul :-nade a ::alse 
confession along with his friends. 

"I qot. to the point where I just couldn't take it any :-nore. Do 
wh1:1t you have to do, l told them. 

"I'd be>2n_,,itt:i.ng there for three :-nonths in isolation so I said 
yes, it's me. Go ahead and put_ me on Lr ial, " Rasul said. 

Alt.houqh Britain has been t.he United States' closest ally in its 
"war on terrorism", there has been considerable disquiet. in the 
counlry over Lhe LreaLmenL of Lhe Brit_ons deLained aL GuanLanamo 
Bay. 

Washington sa.ys that t.hose held at t.he base are "illegal 
combatants", and Lhus noL subjecL Lo rules governing eiLher civilian 
or miliLary prisoners. 

pw/gk 

BriLain-US-aLLacks-GuanLanamo 
AFP 132340 GMT 03 04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: TV Programs on Anniversary 

March 15,2004 

Please have someone pull up what are going to be the best programs on the one

year anniversary of Iraq. 

Let's make sure we get them put on my calendar and taped. If I can, I will watch 

them; if not, I can watch them later on tape. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
031504-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 3 // fo/o V 

TJ6 
3/Ji 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

/"till-A- t~ec-
Peter Rodman 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 'yf\ 
SUBJECT: Condolence Letter to Spain 

March 15,2004 

Please draft a note to Aznar about the terrorist act in Spain, and get it to me to sign 

by tomorrow. 

Joyce had dinner with him at the White House recently. You might include her 

and say that we arc both thinking of him, the people of his country and the loved 

ones of those who were killed. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
031504-7 

........................................................................ , 
Please respo11d by _ ___,?:>..,_/ _I.',,/ 0 \/ __ _ 

OSD 10790-04 
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March 15, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Oil-for-Food 

Here is the material from Newt Gingrich on the Qil.for-Food program. Let's push 

ahead. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
_3110/04 Gingrich memo to SecState 

DHR:dh 
· 031504-4 

~;e~:e·~;:;~~~········~~~~·i;·~···•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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l(b )(6) AEI ~•AGE 01 

American Enterprise 
Institute 

Fax 
Te: Secn,ta.ty CoHn Powell 

Fma l(b)(6) P:1gat ~ (Including !his one) 

from newt 
3/10/04 

Date; 3f.1 Q/2004 

Claude Hankes-Orielsrnra (the rni!ln Who uncovered the Nobel scandal in Sweden and negotiated 
the South African debt erisis) is convinced the UN oil for food program. was the largast fina.nclaC 
scandal In history. · 

he i5 alst:1 convinced 11 reache6 into France, the UN, Jol'dan, and a hc;ist of other countriais. 

flnally he is c:cnvinced ·it will inevltably show up as cQrruption in our efforts to moderrnize lreaq 
because the depth and habit of corruption arv so deep. 

it is vital that we get ahead of this corruption scandal by appointing a special investigative task 
·. force both to help uncover past corruption and to root at.it current com..iption. 

Given the scale of corruption kPMG is uncovering ii is alm~t certain a lot of very clever experts 
In bribery and false accounting are doing business with CPA. · 

former Deputy AUorney General Ed Schmults (sp?) Is in Iraq now as Advisor to the Justice 
Mjn)stry: He could be reassigned immediately to head an anti-corruption task force with a 
counterpart from Iraq. · 

Either we will be the people rooting QUt corruption or we will be the people presiding over 
corruption. 

This could explode this summer and fall and be very much to our disadvantage unless we get 
ahead cf the curve and very lou_dly meat it head on. 

I am forwarding a few of the number cf already published articles which make clear how big this 
is. Hankes-Drielsrna is back in town next week and I am certain this wm get bfQger. Someone 
fai~y senior should be assigned to work with him: Please h~ve blrn or ber c1ntact BIii Sanders at 
the American Enterprise lnsti1Ute (WSanders@ael.org. ph.fb)(5) _for 
Hanl<es .. Drielsma's contact and scheduling informaticin. 

your fnend, newt 
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Copyright 2004 The Fm:aneial Tunes Limited 
Financial Times (London, England) 
February 21, 2004 Saturday 

Two firms named to probe Iraq graft claim · 

By THOMAS CATAN 

Iraq 1s Govemin.g Council has appointed KPMG accounr;mts and Freshfields. the 
intemational law finn, to investigate allegations of cmruption under the United Nations' 
oil-for-food programme· set up to alleviate the impact on ordinary Iraqis of sanctions 
against Saddam Hussein; 

The JOC opened the investigation last month after compiling a list of some 270 people 
from 45 countries who allegedly received crude oil contract!\ .from lvh- Hussein's regi.1De. 
under. the UN programme. 

The Iraqi oil minister, Ibrahim Bahr al~Uloum, said last week that bis ministry would sue 
anyone found to have taken bribes from Mr Hussein's regime, 

The UN has strongly denied accusations of conuption w1t:hin its operations and said it 
was requesting documentary evidence. 

Claude Hankes-Drielsma, a British adviser to the IGC. said yesterday: "The concerns 
and questions put to the UN are serious and warrant an independent investigation by the 
UN .. .I tl,ink what will shock everybody is the extent of it (the c:offllptian) ... 

11The amounts involved and the blatancy of it is beyond anything that certainly I've seen/' 
he added. 

Some former weapons inspectors jn Irag have mado similar allegations. 

David Kay, former head of the US Iraq Survey Group, told the AP news "-iency la.st week 
that bis team b.ad found widespread corruption in the oil·for-food prograrmne~ 

"There are goi.og to be red faces among a lot o,f our allies and friends as to this," he said. 

The US Treasury and the customs ~ervice are a1so investigating whether international 
san,ctions against Iraq were violated. 

### 
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' Copyright 2004 News World Communications, Inc. 
The Washington Times 
Febniary 20, 2004 

Saddam1s fan club· 

By Ariel Cohen 
SPECIAL TO THE WASHINGTON TIMES 

The latest revelations that the deposed Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein used oil sales under 
the U.N. oil-for.-food program to buy friends and influence policy around the world 
should tum on an alarm in Washington, New York, Paris and other capitals. Saddam's 
.influence buying is only a. part of a broader phenomenon. Other oil-producing countries 
are engaged in similar activities on an even larger scale. 

Several imponant lessons arise from discovery of Saddam's buddy list. First, this is just 
the beginning: There are t.housands of documents in Baghdad that American and Iraqi 
intelligence officers need to catalog, translate, analyze and investigate. The precedent~· 
the E~tem German intelligence service STASI archives, which e~posed hundreds of 
spies in Europe and America. 

Sec_ond, the U.N. may have done more damage than good in Iraq - and may do so again. 
The U.N. oil-for-food officials knew about the global bribery effort and did nothing to 

· stop it. Moreover, it is possible the officials in that august body facilitated and benefited 
from at least some of the transactions. 

A key question is whether a 11Mr. Sevan11 who allegedly received oil export vouchers in 
Panama is these.me pen;on as the U.N. Assi~tant Secretary General Benon V. Sevan. who 
ran th~ oil-for-food program. So far. U.N. Secretary General Koffi Annan has .refused an 
internal investigation, and the U.N. bureaucracy has stonewalled and resisted an ex.temal 
investigation of the oi1-for-food program. 

This is not the first time the U.N. has bungled major policy undertakings: The U.N. aid 
effort in the West Bank and Gaza called United Nations Relief and Works Agency for 
Palestine Refugees in the Near East [UNRWA] only perpetuated·the refugee problem and 
has been thoroughly penetrated by Hamas and other terrorist organizations. 

Third, persistent rumors are worth checking. Stories about Saddam's global payola have 
been in cir~ula.tion for years, with nobody investigating. Similar stories are in circulation 
about Saudi and Chinese influence-b1Jying. It is high time the law-enforcement and · 
intelligence agencies in the U.S. and Europe cooperated in investigatin~. 
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' The documents uncovered in Baghdad by the Iraqi Oil Ministry and published in Al 
Mada, an independent haqi newspaper, are a jackpot of embarrassing information. Their 
vetacity is confirmed by Na.seer a1-Chaderji, a senior member of the Iraqi Governing 
Counsel [IGC]. and by Claude Hankes~Drielsma, the British chairman of Roland Berger 
Strategy Consultants and an adviser to the IGC. 

The documents list dozens of organizations and individuals in more than 50 countries 
who were instrUmental in orchestrating pro-Saddam policies, and point to a spjder web of 
a11ies, from the pro-Saddam British back-bencher Member of Parliament George 
Galle.way to President Jaques Chirac's friend Patrick Maugein, an oil trader, and to highly 
influential former French Interior Minister Charles Pasqua~ who has denied any· 
connection to Iraq. While Bemarde Merimee - France's ambassador to the United Nations 
- who is on Saddam's buddy list, denied accusations, can banking details available in 
Baghdad exculpate the French diplomat? 

The list includes Indonesian President Megawati Sukamoputri1 the Bulgarian Socialist 
Party. the highly influential Russian Orthodox Church, Yasser Arafat's Palestine 
Liberation Organization and Jordanian Islamic radical leader Layth Shbeilat. Some of 
those fingered have denied the.accusations. Others, like Mr. Maugein,have announced 
Chey "did nothing wrong. '1 

There are a few surprises on the list. The extent to which Russia benefited from doing 
business with Saddam is mind-boggling. While others received several millions of 
barrels, Russia got the lion's share of 1.3 billion barrels. 

Vladimir Zhirinovsky's "Liberal Democratic Party" is listed as receiving a whopping 80 
million barrels. A senior official in that extremist party complained to the a.uthor in a · 
2002 meeting at the Duma that Washington's military action against Saddam would. 
"destroy the most lucrative business" they ever had. 

President Putin's United Russia party was equally well-oiled. Russian politically 
influential oil companies received close to a billion barrels with market value of more 
than $20 billion. "Our Foreign Ministry is for sale as far as the Russian oil companies are 
concerned. A depart.meat chief receives about $200 a month- you do the math~" a 
Moscow-based Russian Middle Eastern expert to]d me. 

Many names and positions on the list require fun.her investigation and clarification: Who 
is the anonymous "director" of the. Russian Presideotial Adrniniscration? Th.c recently 
retired Alexander Voloshin, Mr. Putin's chief of staff, or a lower-level officiali possibly 

· still in place? Undeniably> Moscow's resistance to the war against Saddam was as 
implacable as it was slu-ilL 
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., 
Did the millions of barrels earmarked for the "Uki:ainian Social Democrat Party"· benefit 
President Leonid Kucbma's Chief of Staff Alexander Medvedchuk, the leader of that 
party or go directly the president who allegedly sold ar.rns to Baghdad? 

Just as Saddam's oily revenues corrupted presidential chancelleries and newsrooms. funds 
from orher major Middle Eastem oil suppliers with ambitious religious an<! political 
agendas may wreak even more havoc. 

At stake fa; the integrity of the foreign policy process, which is supposed to, but often 
does not, reflect na~oilal interests - not the size of bribes in ministers' bank accounts .. 
However, an ugly reality is emerging, one that should be investigated by U.S. intelligence 
·and law-enforcement agencies. · 

Consumer countries have to strive to tum oil suppliers into what they should be: 
commodity providers, not power peddiers corrupting global political systems1 media and 
academia. National agendas should be set at the ballot box and in legislatures, not in 
desert tents. Global bribery may be as dangerous to the West as global terrori$rn. 
Saddam1s buddy list is ju5t the tip of the iceberg. 

Ariel Cohen is a research fellow at the Heritage Foundation. His expertise is in 
international energy security. 
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~addam oil bribe claims probed in US 

By TIIOMAS CATAN, C~OLA HOYOS and MARK TURNER 

·PAGE El6 · 

. US authorities are investigating claims that hundreds of people received oil contracts 
· from Saddam Hussein when US.sanctions were in force in return for supporting his 
regime. 

'!lie US Treasury's office of foreign assets control and immigrations and customs 
enforcement ate examining whether any oil contracts violated international sanctions.·· 

· Iraq's Go~eming Council (IOC) has also launched an investigation since a local 
new31>apcr listed 270 people from more than 40 countries alleged to have received oil 
coou:acts, including foreign politicians, officials, companies and activists. 

Senior United Nations officials will, shortly discuss a response to related charges of 
cor:ruption in connection with the oil-for-food programme, which the UN administered 
for Iraq during Mr Hussein's rule. · 

1ne UN meeting will also study a series of allegations made by members of the 
Governing Council, a UN official said. 

In a letter this week to the UN, obtained by the FT, JGC adviser Claude H.ankes
Drielsma detailed "serious transgressions'' in the oil-for-food programme. He said the 
original list of oil contracts "demonstrates beyoud any doubt that Saddam Hu·ssein bought 
po]itical and other support under the aegis of dle UN", Kofi Allllan. the UN secretacy
general, has said the ·programme was satisfactorily audited many times. 

According to Mr Hankes~Drielsma, the UK chairman of Roland Berger Strategy 
Consultants and a former chainnan of the management coIDI.nittee at Price Waterhouse 
and Partners, at least 1.0 per cent was added to the v~lue of all invoices under the UN-run 
programme. 

He calculated that the scheme would have provided Mr Hussein1s regime. with more than . 
Dollars 4bn (Pounds 2.2bn). · 

UN officirus said they were aware that Mr Hussein's regime had found ways to 
circumvent the sanctions and raise cash through kickbacks. 
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·. 
''Everybody knew this was going on but it was not going on under our noses because it 
was not part of the procedures we were .involved jn," said a UN official. "Cenainly a lot 
of people and companies got involved. in illicit transactions but these were not part of the 
oil-for-food programme." 

Mr llankes-Dri.elsma said h.e was "absolutely certain" the document was legitimate. "I 
know how it was compiled and l'm totally satisfied that it's genuine." He said the list was 
compiled on IGC orders mainly from existing oil ministry records . 

. Mr Hankes-Drielsma has long known Mr Chalabi, he.ad of the Iraqi National Congress 
(lNC) and chairman of the IGC finance committee, which is investigating the allegations. 
Mr Chalabi began pursuing the charges against the UN at least eight months ago, 
according to a person who spoke to him last s·t1mmer. 

"There are many indications there's. a huge amount of corruption as regards this 
programme," said a spokesman for Mr Chalabi. 

· Additional reporting by Mark Turner and Carola Hoyos 

### 
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Monitoring panel for Iraq spending yet to start work 
' ' 

By THOMAS CATAN 

An independent watchdog set up by the United Nations nine months ago to monitor 
spending of Iraqi revenues by occupying powers has yet to begin work, plagued by long 
disagreemeots over its scope. 

In the meantime, the occupying powers continue to spend billions of dollms ·in Iraqi 
funds without the independent oversight ordered by the UN Security Council last year. 

"There's been all of this time, all these revenues, without any independe.nt verification ~ 
which is in breach of UN resolutions," said John Davison of UK charity Christian Aid. 

The Coalition Provisional Authority_(CPA) is due to be dissolved in around five months' 
time. when it is scheduled to hand over power to an lraqi government. It is unclear what 
will happen to both the fund and the international panel supposed to monitor it after that 
time. 

\ 
The situation ha.s fuelled suspicions that the CPA is deliberately dragging out the process 
to avoid independent scrutiny of its spending in its final months of existence .. something 
it strongly denies. 

"One is never quite suri:: what the actual hold-up is," said Claude Bankes .. Drielsma, a 
British adviser to Iraq's Governing Council. "The lack of transparency and adequate 
consultation has at times contributed to that perception. It1s quite disgraceful and 
unnecessal)' that it hasn't started work yet." 

The UN Security Council set up the International Advisory and Monitoring Board 
.(IAMB) Jast May to oversee spending from the Development Fund for Iraq (DFl) - a 
newly created account containing Iraqi oil revenues, frozen assets .and funds left over 
from the UN's oil-for-food programme. 

Under the terms of the UN resolution, the watchdog is made up by representatives of the 
International Monetary Fund, the Wor]d Bank end the Arab Fund for Social and 
Economic Development. They spent much of last year engaged in disagreements over the 
watchdots remit. 
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"One. of the issues chat held it up is that the VS didn1
l want it to have any real teeth, 11 said 

an official from one of the watchdog's member organisations. 11(The members) said wait a 
second, we are not in the business of rubber-stamping things here." 

. After months of wrangling, the IAMB was finally set up in October. and has held two 
. procedural me~tings since then. But it is still waiting for the CPA to nominate 

accountants, which the IAMB is meant to then approve or reject. 

"The institutions presented a work programme to the CPA in December and are still 
waiting for a final commitment by CPA, 11 said the official from an IAMB member 
organisation. 

A CPA official, however. said they were waiting for the '1statement of worktl to be 
finalised before any accountants could be selected. According to CPA figures, Dollars 
10.5bn has flowed into the DFT account in New York, of which just over Dollars 3bn has 
been spent. The CPA says it has used funds from the account to, among other things, buy 
~vheat, pay Iraqi salaries, rebwld essential sezvices and print the new currency. 

As time goes by, there is a growing sense among critics that they will simply have to take 
occupying forces at their word. 

11Five months from now, the CPA.is supposed to dissolve," said Nathaniel Hurd, who is 
preparing a report on spending by the occupying powers for Iraq Revenue Watch> a 
watchdog funded by financier George Soros. 11So this whole thing may have been some. 
giant window-dressing exercise and all of this money maybe spent with minimal external 
oversjght." !aid Mr Hurd. 

### 
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Taylor. Nelson creates· new role for Lowden 

PAGE HI 

ROLAND Berger Strategy Consultants have appoin~ Claude Hankes~Drlelsma as 
chainnan. H~ is chairman of the Windsor Leadership Trost. 

### 

Copyright 2003 The Financial Times Limited 
Financial Times (London.England) 
October 15. 2003 

And finally ... Claude Hankes-Drlelsma 

By RUTII SULLIVANBODY: 

* Roland Berger Strategy Consultants has appointed Claude Hankes• Drielsma~ fonnec 
chairman of Price Waterhouse's management committee, as chairman. 

### 

Copyright 2003 T1mes Newspapers Limited 
The Times (London) 
October 7, W03 

The College of St George Windsor Castle 

Mr CJaude Hankes-Drielsma was elected Honorary Fellow and Special Adviser, Toe 
College of St George, at the meeting of the General Chapter on September 291 2003. 

### 
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WEASl:L ALERT 

Saddam's Global Payroll 
Ies time to take a serious look at the U.N.rs oil-for-food 
program. 

BY THERSE RAPHAEL 
Monday, February 9, 2004 8:00 a.m. EST 

I 

On Dec. 5, during a trip to Baghdad, Claude Hankes-Drielsma faxed an urgl 
letter to U.N, Secretary-General Kofi Annan. Mr. Drielsma, the U.K. Chairm, 
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, had recently been appointed to advise 
Iraqi Governing Council. What he saw in Baghdad le~ him shocked. "As a rt 
of my findings here, combined with earller information," he wmte, "I most 
strongly urge the U.N. to consider appofnting an independent commission b 
review and investigate the 'Oil tor Food Programme.' Failure to do so might 
bring into question the U.N.'s credibility and the public's perception of it •.• 
My belief is that serious transgressions have taken place and may still be ta 
place." 

Just how serious these transgressions were became clear late last month, ¥ 

the Iraqi daily Al Mada published a partial list of names, compiled by Iraq's 
ministry, of those whom Saddc,m Hussein rewarded with allocations of Iraqi 
Mr. HankespDrielsma, who says he was among the first to see the list in ear 
December, says it is based on numerous contracts and other detailed 
documents and was compiled at the request of the Iraqi Governing Council. 

The list, a copy of which has been seen by the Journal's editorial page, is in 
spreadsheet format and details (In Arabic) Individuals, companies and 
organizations, grouped by country1 who oll ministry and Governing.Council 
officials believe ~ceived vouchers from the Iraqi regime tor the purchase ot 
under the oil-for-food program. Mr, Hankes-Drielsma said the recipients wo 
have been given allocations at below-market prices and then been able to 
pocket the difference when a middleman sold the oil on to· a refinery; 13 tin 
periods are designated and with Indications of how much crude, In millions 1 

barrels, each recipient allegedly received, 

The list reads like an official registry of Friends of Saddam across some 50 
countries. It's clear where his best, best friends were. There are 11 entries 
under France (totaling 150.8 million barrels of crude), 14 names under syrl 
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(totaling 116.9 mllllon barrels) and four pages detailing Russian reciplents, 
voucher allocations of over one billion barrels. Many of the names, 
transliterated phonetically from Arabic, are not well-known or are difficult tc 
Identify from the information given. Others stand out. There's George Gallo· 
the Saddam·Supporting British MP recently expelled from the Labour Party, 
has always denied receiving any form of payment from Saddam. Other note 
include Indonesian President Megawati Sukarnoputri (also listed separately 
the "daughter of President Sukarno"), the PLO, the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, the Russian Orthodox Church, the "director of the 
R.ussian President's office'" and former French Interior Minister Charles Pasq 
Some--including Mr. Pasqua, the Russian Church and Ms. ·Meg21watl--have 
denied receiving anything from Saddam. Patrick Maugeln, a close friend of 
Jacques Chirac and head of Soco International oil company, says his deaUn! 
were all within "the framework of the oil-for-food program and there was 
nothing illegal about it." 

The list's breadth, and the difficulty in reading and interpreting it, has slowt 
Its exposure. There's also the question of authentication. Mr. Hankes-Drtels 
(who is not an Arabic speaker) Is convinced it is authentic and will be follow 
by more detailed evidence as the lraqi ell ministry and Governing Council 
conduct further Investigations. "I've seen the documents that have satisfied 
beyond any doubt that we're dealing with a genuine situation," he told me .. 

One of the most eye-catching names on the list is easy to miss as It's the s, 
entry under a country one would not normally associate with Iraq--Panama 
The entry says: "Mr, Sevan." That's the same name as that of the U.N. 
Assistant Secretary-General Benon v. Sevan, a Cyprus-born, New Yorl<
educated career U.N. officer who was tapped by Kofi Annan In October 199: 
run the oil·for-food program. 

When 1 tried Mr. Sevan for comment, a U.N. spokesman wouldn't put me 
through to him directly but offered to pass on e-mailed questions. In an e·r 
reply to questions about Mr. Seven's apparent Inclusion on the list and Inter 
1n the Panama·based business that allegedly received the discounted oil, th 
spokesman quoted Kofi Annan's statement Friday: "As far as I know, nobod 
the Secretariat has committed any wrongdoing. If there is evidence, we wo, 
investigate it very seriously, and I want those who are making the charges 
give the material they have to me so that we can follow up to determine if 
there has been any wrongdoing and l would take necessary action. So far 
statements are being made but we need to get facts.· The pro forma u.N. 
response certainly s~ems inadequate. Mr. Sevan should take the opportunlt 
defend himself against the inference that the presence of his name on this I 
could help explaln how Saddam was able to get by with so much influence
buying around the world with little apparent objection from the U.N. 

In the seven years that Oil·for·Food was operational, (It was shut down in 
November and its obligations are being wound up) s.addam was able to sklr 
funds for his personal use, while at the same time doing favors for those wt 
supported the llftlng of sanctions, supplied him with his vast arsenal of 
weapons, and opposed military action In Iraq. Indeed, .it was dear from the 
outset that Saddam would be able to use the program to benefit his friends 

· The 1995 U.N. resolution setting out the program--Resolution 9S6--bends o 
backwards to reassure Iraq that Oil-for-Food would not "Infringe the 
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sovereignty or territorial integrity" of Iraq. And to that end it gave Saddam 
power to decide on trading partners. 11A contract for the purchase of petrole 
and petroleum products will only be considered for approval if it has been 
endorsed by the Government of Iraq," states the program's procedures. 
Predictably, Saddam exploited the program for Influence-buying and kld<ba 
and filled his coffers by smuggling oll through Syria and elsewhere. With OU 
for.;Food and smuggling, he was able to sustain his domestic power base ar 
maintain a lavish lifestyle for his inner clrde. 

The system was ripe for abuse, In part because a divided Security Council g 
Saddam far too much flexibility within the program. Oil-for-Food not only Qi. 
Iraq the power to decide with whom to deal, but also freedom to determine 
official price of Iraqi oil, revenues from which went legally intothe U.N.'s Oi 
for-Food account. U.N. rules did not allow it to order Iraq to deal directly wl 
end-users and bypass all those lucky middlemen who got deals from Sadda 
Nor was the U.N. allowed to view contracts other than those between the oi 
ministry and the first purchaser, so it had no way of verifying that surcharg 
were being imposed by the middlemen on end-users. That enabled him to c 
surcharges to finance his own schemes while still making the final price 
competitive. 

U.N. rules were ostensibly devised to prevent pricing abuses, but in one of I 
many indications of administrative failure, those safeguards appear not to ~ 
been enforced. In response, the U.S. and Britain tried often from 2001 to 
impose stricter financial standards, but Russia blocked changes. Then the U 
and Britain instituted a system of retroactive prlcing--delaylng approval oft 
Iraqi selling price so that they could take account of the market price when 
9Mng their approval. This too met with grumbling from. Friends of Saddam 
while it reduced oil exports, it didn't end the corruption. 

Throughout most of the program's life, Mr. Sevan•s office seemed to see no 
evil. When overwhelming evidence finally surfaced that Oil-for-Food had 
become a gravy-train for the Iraqi regime, U.N. officials acknowledged som, 
the abuses but refused any of the blame. Criticism Is routinely portrayed as 
politically motivated. "The [program] has existed in a highly politicized 
environment from day one," explains the u.N. Web site. "The scale of these 
operations has also made it a rather large target." Its last line of defense w 
to punt to the Security Council, whose sanctions committee (authorized by 
1990 sanctions resolution and composed of Council members) was meant t1 
oversee the program, receive reports and review audits. 

The record of systemic aouse of the program lends credence to claims that 
oil-minlstiy list is genuine and should be investigated. The Iraqi Governing 
Council says It's considering legal action against anyone found to have profi 
iltegalfy from Oll4or-Food. The U.S. Treasury's Bureau or Immigration .and 
Customs Enforcement is Investigating possible violations of U.S. law. But th 
U.N. has resisted calls for an Independent investigation Into abuses. Says M 
Hankes-Drlelsma: 11I would urge the U.N. to take the high moral ground an< 

· instigate a truly independent investigation.'' 

To this end, he wrote a second letter to the U.N. secreteriat on Feb. 1, this 
addressed to Hans Correll, Under Secretaiy for Legal Affairs and Legal Cour 
of the U.N., with a copy to British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw. He catalog: 
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questions on areas "which need urgent investigation/' e.g. "Why did the U.I 
approve oil contracts to non-end users?" His letter alleges that "not less the; 
10% was added to the value of all invoices to provide cash to Saddam ..• • 
was this not identified and prevented?" The letter also asks ·what coritrols · 
in place to monitor BNP [the French bank]who handled the bulk of the LCs, 
total value of which may have [been] in the region of $47 billion?n 

In a June 2000 statement on OIHor-Food, Mr. Sevan said, "As [Mr. Annan] 
It recently, we, as international civil servants, take our marching orders fror 
the Security council. n It might have been more accurate to acknowledge th_ 
U.N. took its marching orders from Saddam. 

Ms. Raphael is editorial page editor of The Wall Street Journal Europe. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 
Jim Haynes 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Transitional Arrangements for Coalition Forces 

March ts, 2004 

Please take a look at this note to Secretary Powell on the situation in hjaq legally. 

Please get back to me with a proposal - fast. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/10/04 Jack Straw memo to SecState 

DHR:dh 
031504-3 
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artaligeniertts and thus address DilJlY of the issues highlighted above. If we can get the IGC 
to, issue an invitation to the MNF to remain. beyond 30 June, a new UNSCR should then 

.. note this as repres~t:ing lnqi ·consent until s11ch time u the new sovereip Trwitional 
govmiment addresses. the matter; 

• re-authorises lhc MNF on that basis; and 

- . give UNSC r~gp.ition/cudolliemcnt to other mnngemeof:11 set out in an IGC invitation, 
· including eg the type of operations the MNF would conduct, and the relationship 
.between the MNF md Iraqis as set out in the IGC invitation. 

Status of forces prol'iiio11 

~ :: . ; .,' :· With :the.. di.!apt,eai:'ance. of.the: CP.A on: 30 J.une, .the privilogea, .and imimmitiea a~t'·out 
tor coalition forcu under. CPA Order 17 will "'81 to exist, notwithsl.aliding .Article 26(C) 

. ·of'tbe·TAL. UNSCR 1511 does not confer P&I on the MNF, and it would be un\lSllal and 
.'aWkward to write lhem. into a new UNSClL Theee issues need to be provided for in some 
other form. This is important \0 the UK. miliwy. who have a duty of~ 1cquiring tbcsn to 
cnsme .thai thc,ir pcrso.llllcl arc lc&a.lly. protected for the activities they arc likely to ·be 
involved in. Coalition partners also feel stroogly about t1m. and will find it difficult to 
securc·cootinuing approval from their p~liamenu in the absence ·oC clarity on such issues. 
'lne continuation of CPA Order 17. would fill part o( this tap, although th.er~ would be a 
rteed to fuid some legally watertight way of effecting this - such III nmen.dmg Order 17 so 
that it does not ewe to apply with the demise of the CPA. But CPA Order 17 anyway 

. '·covers only S()me or tho issues relev111t to the status of forces - namely jurisdi~tioa, 
immunitiee and claims. It doe, not cover i11ue& such u: · 

freedom of entry m\O, exit from and movemmt within Iraqi territory, iirspace and 
waters 

1 .tbe right to use sucb bases and facilitiu a., lhe MNF d.ecm:s apptopriillc, including ~e 
.· reteption of pro~c,rty curtently being \lkd. . 

',: . 

:1.. :·fbe right to use utiliti~ and other services, etc 

. · ·· ' .. It .Ii is widely accepted now that a formal SOFA could probably not be negotiated with the 
: . '. IGC nor would' it be likely to be seen as a legitimate bilateral agreement. _But the IGC couJd 

. · -· .· express a vie'W which would establish a working interim basis for MN.F forces pending any 
· · ·.· negotiation of a formal SOFA agreement with the Transitional Government This could be 

. · ' .. :: <in the (orm ot ....:._ annex to the letter of invitation from the IGC. An possibl~ aliemative 
. : . i .. '•,·.option would be for the IGC letier' simply to state chat until 8 sovereign haqi Government.· 
· · . ·condiides a binding interoational agreement on the status of forces. as provided for in the 

TAL, lhe provisions of the UN's generic model SOFA should apply, mutatis muta"dis. 
(though this options needs further analysis and might not ~ovidc all the protections we 
need). This would save the IGC having to negotiate on some politically vr:ry sensitive 
is$ueB. Subsequent UNSCR. recognition of this urangement would al&o go a long way to 

·:, solving the JGC legitimacy problem. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
David Chu 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Mandatory Retirement 

March 15,2004 

Please get together and tell me how I am supposed to speak out on this mandatory 

retirement problem. Please get me some anecdotes and some examples, and let's 

get some action going on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/8/()4 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: Mandatory Retiremenl (OSD 03360-04) 

DHR:dh 
031504-2 

~,::~s~e· ;;;;::~ ~;· • • • • • ¥ /~ f; 9+ • 1 
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.. . . ' 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D. C.20301,4.000 

INFOMEMO 

, I 
' I 

~:,~:; .. i 
) 

z~.:t ':··~ -=j I· CI 
I ~ _; ··;) 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS Marc:h 8.2004 -1.1 :00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense(P~R) ..... _ 

SUBJECT: Mandatory Retiremenl--SNOWFLAKE(Tab A) 

; t,,/i..,./ J (J_ 6A-u.-, J-· /J-/ 4' r.,.- C' jl 

Signature & Date 

• There are several remedies applicable to Captain Jenkins and others like him: 

» He can be recalled to active duty. The Secretary of a Military Department may order 
most retired officers to active duty (10 U.S.C. 9688). No more than 25 officers can 
serve concurrently and they carmot serve more than 12nwmbs in a24-month period. 
(During periods of national emergency tllcsc.- rcstric'lions arc lifted. which is the 
cunent situation.) · 

) If selected by a selection board, an officer who wou.ld otherwise be required to retire 
fol lowing completion of 30 years service nmy have retirement defe1Ted and be 
continued on active duty for up to 5 years or until age 62, whichever is sooner ( I 0 
U.S.c.§637). ·---

• The real problem is that officers like Captain Jenkins may not wish to be retained, because 
there is little financial incentive to stay. Indeed, it could be argued the current incentive is 
negative, since delayed retirement may damage second career earnings. .---J--

• We are pursuing a set of legislative remedies to this dilernrna for flag officers (raising ,,- \ 
maximum a re to 68, and providing for an increased pension if they serve beyond 30 years). 

our spea ing out in support will help us, since we failed to win their acceptance last year. 

• RAND is helping us evaluate alternatives for officers below flag rank. To enable us to try 
these out without having to justify each in advance, we are seebng military personnel 
demonstration authority. 0MB has not yet cleared this, but Tam hopeful they will soon do 
so. (1 will let you know if by the end of next week we have not yet succeeded.) 

COORDlNATlON: TABB. 

Attach men ts: 
As stated 

0 
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TO: 

cc: 

~~ROM: 

December 11,2003 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

~Ju SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld r.f}~ 

Incentives 

Yesterday I met the Executive Assistant to Reuben Jeffery. He is a Navy Captain 

with 30 years of service. He is 51 years old, and he is retiring. He is first-rate. 

All the incentives in our system arc wrong. Why don't we get them fixed'? 

Please come back to me with a proposal by January 5. 

Thanks. 

D!IR:tJh i 
l'llll.\.l~ _.--·-rP 1 · _· .... ~-............ ·,·,:·...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ,,1~ 
l11eu.,c re.1·1)011d h\' \ I ·_;, / ~1 7 

. I 
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TO: Powell Moore 

CC: 

/ 'l t,i,t 
~ 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rum<feld ~ ;oM: 
, SUBJECT: Voting Record 

I~ 
March d, 2004 

~-~0\v~ I would like to know how Ted Kennedy, John Kerry and Carl Levin voted on the 

/ regime change legislation in 1998. 

Thanks. 

l>HR:dh 
C1Jt204-4 

oso 10794~04 
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THE ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFl::NSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

L.EGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS March I 6, 2004 4:00 PM 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assi cretary of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs, (b)(6) 

1----...J I~ 1 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake regarding Voting Record 

• You wanted to know how Senators Ted Kennedy, John Keny and CarJ Levin 
voted on the regime change legislation in 1998. 

• On October 7, 1998, the Senate passed H.R. 4655 by unanimous consent. There ( 
was no recorded vote. . 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake# 031204-4 
H.R. 4655 Bill Summary and Status 

11-L-0559/0SD/25560 



Bil,l Summary & Status 

Bill S11mmary & Status for the I 05th Congress 

Item 1 of 1 

PREVlOUS:ALL I NEXT:ALL 
NE_W_SEAR.CH I HOME 111£.L.:e , _____________________ _ 
H.R.4655 
Title: To establish a program to support a transition to democracy in Iraq. 
Sponsor: Rep Gilman, Benjamin A. [NY-20] (introduced 9/29/1998) Cosponsors: 1 
Related Bills: H.R.4664, S.2525 
Latest Major Action: 10/31/1998 Became Public Law No: 105-338. 

Page 1 of3 

Jump to: Titles. Status, Connnittees. Rclated .. Bill Detail.~. Am(;:,;idments. Cosponsors, Summary 

TfTLE(S): (italics indicate a title for a portio11 of a bill) 

• SHORT TlTLE(S) AS INTRODUCED: 
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE: 
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED: 
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 

• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED: 
To establish a program to support a transition to democracy in Iraq. 

~------, ·--- ··-·-·--··-·· 
STATUS: (color indicates Se11ate actions) (Floor A~Jioq~C.01'gre~io..P.al BecQrcl PI;!ge E,efe.ren_!::esl 

See also: R!:l.!.ated. HQµs_~CQ.mmi_lli:e Qocum.ents 

9/29/1998: 
Referred to the House Committee on International Relations. 
10/2/1998: 

Committee Consideration and Mark-up Session Held. 
10/2/1998~ 

Committee Agreed to Seek Consideration Under Suspension of the Ru1es, (Amended) by 
Voice Vote. 

t 0/5/1998 6: 12pm: 
Mr. Gilman moved to suspend the rules and pass the bill, as amended. 

10/5/1998 6:12pm: 
Considered under suspension of the rules. 

10/5/1998 6:54pm: 
At the conclusion of debate, the Yeas and Nays were demanded and ordered. Pursuant to the 
provisions of clause 5, rule I, the Chair announced that further proceedings on the motion would 
be postponed. 

10/5/1998 7:26pm: 

11-L-0559/0SD/25561 
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• , Bil,l Summary & Status 

Considered as unfinished business. 
10/5/1998 7:33pm: 

Page 2 of3 

On motion to suspend the rules and pass the bill, as amended Agreed to by the Yeas and Nays: 
(2/3 required): 360 - 38 (Roll_No .. 482). 

10/5/1998 7:33pm: 
Motion to reconsider laid on the table Agreed to without objection. 

10/6/1998: 
Received in the Senate. read twice. 

10/7/1998: 
Passed Senate without amendment by Unanimous Consent. 

10/7/1998: 
Cleared for White House. 

10/8/1998: 
Message on Senate action sent to the House. 

10/20/1998: 
Presented to President. 

10/31/1998: 
Signed by President. 

10/31/1998: 
Became Public Law No: 105-338. 

COMMITTEE(S): 

Committee/Subcommittee: Activity: 

House lnternational Relations Referral, Markup 

« 

RELATED BILL DETAILS: (additional related bills may be indentified in Status) 

Bill: 

H.R.4664 
S.2525 

AMENDMENT(S): 

***NONE*** 

Relationship: 

Identical bill identified by CRS 
Identical bill identified by CRS 

COSPONSORS(]), ALPHABETICAL [followed by Cosponsors withdrawn]: (Sort: 1:>y<:l&t~) 

Rep Coxt Cluistopher - 9/29/1998 [CA-47] 

SUMMARY AS OF: 
10/5/1998--Passed House, amended. (There is 1 Q.tbti::sµmm,a.ry) 

Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 - Declares that it should be the policy of the United States to seek to remove 
the Saddam Hussein regime from power in Iraq and to replace it with a democratic government. 

11-L-0559/0S D/25562 
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Bill Summary & Status . ' .... Page 3 of3 

Authorizes the President, after notifying specified congressional committees, to provide to the Iraqi 
democratic opposition organizations: (1) grant assistance for radio and television broadcasting to Iraq; 
(2) Department of Defense (DOD) defense articles and services and military education and training 
(IMET); and (3) humanitarian assistance, with emphasis on addressing the needs ofindividuals who 
have fled from areas under the control of the Hussein reg1me. Prohibits assistance to any group or 
organization that is engaged in military cooperation with the Hussein regime. Authorizes appropriations. 

Directs the President to designate: (I) one or more Iraqi democratic opposition organizations that meet 
specified criteria as eligible to receive assistance under this Act; and (2) additional such organizations 
which satisfy the President's criteria. 

Urges the President to call upon the United Nations to establish an international criminal tribunal for the 
purpose of indicting. prosecuting, and imprisoning Saddam Hussein and other Iraqi officials who are 
responsible for crimes against humanity, genocide, and other criminal violations of international law. 

Expresses the sense of the Congress that once the Saddam Hussein regime is removed from power in 
Iraq, the United States should support Iraq's transition to democracy by providing humanitarian 
assistance to the [raqi people and democracy transition assistance to Iraqi parties and movements with 
democratic goals, including convening Iraq's foreign creditors to develop a multilateral response to the 
foreign debt incurred by the Hussein regime. 

11- L-0559/0SD/25563 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301·4000 

INFO MEMO '•' j4 I ! .. 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

July 20,2004 11:00AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE d/ /'///;/ 
FR<J&vid S.C. Chu, USD(P&R)~:f"'~ Zo, 2oo¥ 

SUBJECT: Update on the Federal Voting Assistance Program--SNOWFLAKE 

• You signed memos on March tl 2004, tot.he Service Secretaries and Combatant 
Commanders directing that they give the voting program command attention and 
emphasizing quality officers as their Unit Voting Officers. We wrote all Governors 
on March 10,2004, requesting voting assistance for Guard and Reserve units. 

• We have worked with the Postal Service to implement special expedited handling 
procedures for election materials sent to and from Service members outside the U.S. 
during the 45 day period preceding the November election. Separate expedited 
postal handling procedures have been implemented for members serving in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 

• The Department and the Department of Justice have written state chief election 
officials urging election officials to use every available means to help ensure 
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCA VA) voters may 
receive and return absentee ballots by fax or electronic mail methods. 

• We have been visiting mobilization sites and major installations to inform 
commanders on voting program requirements and to train Voting Assistance 
Officers. As of July 15,2004, 113 Voting Assistance Officer Training workshops 
have been completed at military sites and 30 workshops have been presented to 
overseas citizen audiences at U.S. Embassies and Consulates. A total of 157 
workshops are scheduled through August 2004. In addition, Voting Assistance 
Officer Training is offered On-Line. 

• We have an aggressive public affairs campaign, which includes television, radio, 
billboards, posters, pre-recorded messages from leaders. slogan contests, and 
emphasis through the Overseas Citizen Voters Week (July 4-10, 2004), Anned 
Forces Voters Week (September 3-11, 2004), and Absentee Voting Week (October 
11-15,2004). 

• We are monitoring voting during the Prima.-ies to detect problems and implement 
necessary corrective actions before the General Election. 

• We look forward to briefing you at your convenience to review these and other steps 
being taken. 

Prepared By: J, Scott Wiedmann,_!(b-)(_5_) ___ _. 

0 oso 10801-04 
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March -Ii 2004 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\)/\ 

SUBJECT: "Bumper Sticker" 

You are going to get back to me with a "bumper sticker" on accomplishments. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031104-! I 
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• 

• 

The First 3 Y ears-1/01-3/04-Highlights 
DoD Accomplishments 

Global War on Terrorism- • Improved Military Readiness 
Developed global offensive strategy Funding increases to support tempo 
Removed Taliban and Al Qaeda power - Joint combat capability strengthened 
base Targeted pay raises 
Removed Iraqi regime from power- - Budget supplementals to sustain 
Saddam Hussein and top Ba'athist readiness 
leaders in custody 

- Implemented single focal point for air 
- Executed the largest troop movement mobility operations 

since WW II Nuclear Posture Review • 
- Degrading/damaging worldwide 

terrorist networks New triad 

Innovative approaches--to high value, - Nuclear weapons reductions underway -

time-sensitive targets; maritime • Developed Proliferation Security 
interdiction Initiative 

- Transforming mindset-more flexible • Restructured Missile Defense Program 
and agile 

Withdrawal ABM Treaty 
- Delegated authorities to capture/kill 

Refocused and broadened R&D for MD high value targets 
Aggressive test program - Sense of urgency 

Implemented Space Commission 
- Began fielding an initial capability 

Recommendations 

3/4/04 1 
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The First 3 Years-1/01-3/04-Highlights 
Accomplishments (cont.) 

• Defense Status • 
- New defense strategy 
- New force sizing construct 
- New risk balancing focus 

• Modernized Unified Command Plan 
- Northern Command-fully 

operational Sep 03 
- JFCOM- Focus on Transformation

NA TO Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation 

- Strategic Command--combined • 
w/Space Command; new missions 

- NA TO command structure 
modernized 

• New Working Relationships 
- OSD & Joint Staff 

DoD&CIA 
- DoDandDHS 

• Improved Strategic Reconnaissance 
Operations 

3/4/04 

New Strategic Direction 
DoD role in new political military 
strategy 

- Liberia crisis-initial US lead to 
stabilize, then hand-off to follow-on 
UN force 
Strategic Planning Guidance, 
Enhanced Planning Process, Joint 
Programming Guidance, Contingency 
Planning Guidance improving 
speed/relevance/value of plans 

New Strategic Relationships 
- Central Asia/Caucasus and South Asia 

Eastern Europe and NATO 
- Missions determining Coalitions 
- Security Cooperation Guidance 

in1plemented 
NA TO Expansion 

- NA TO Response Force 

2 
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• 

• 

The First 3 Years-1/01-3/04-Highlights 
Accomplishments (cont.) 

Implemented Top-Down, Capabilities
Based Requirements & Acquisition 
Process 
Adopted Realistic Budgeting/ Cost 
Estimates 
Illustrative Program Decisions 

- Crusader to FCS/Precision 
- Acceleration ofUAVs/UCAVs 

DD-21 to DD-X 
Stryker Brigade combat capability 
SSBNtoSSGN 

- "Ship Swaps" 
- Laser Comms and C41SR funding 

3/4/04 

Consolidated Navy/Marine aircraft 
programs 
Army Aviation Task Force/Comanche 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Supply chain management reforms 
- Established sing1e entity responsible for the 

Defense Logistics supply chain 
- Estab1ished USTRANSCOM as the 

distribution process owner 
- Flattened planning cycle - 50% faster 
- Improved in-transit visibi1ity - reduced 

costs, improved performance 
Stand-up of: 

- USD(I) 
- ASD (Homeland Defense) 
- Coalition Provisional Authority (Rear 

Office) 
Defense Transformation Legislation 

- National Security Personnel System 
- Range and Training Area Readiness 

BRAC authority 

Established Senior Level Review Group 
Process 

3 
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UNITED STATES TRANSPORTATION COMMAND 
508SCOTTDR 

SCOTT AIR FORCE llASE l. 61225-5357 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: TCCC 

SUBJECT: USTRANSCOM 30-Month Snapshot 

10 March 2004 

1. The United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) has transformed 
dramatically over the past 30-months, greatly benefiting the Department of Defense (DOD) 
and the warfighter. The attached listing highlights some of the key events and initiatives. 

2. Rest assured that we are committed to continuous process advancements that will 
significantly improve DOD distribution, and provide premier support to global 
warfighters. I am truly proud of the USTRANSCOM team, and you can count on us to 
deliver excellence! 

3. I look forward to any feedback you may off er. 

Attachment: 
USTRANSCOM 30~Month Snapshot 

cc: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (AT&L) 

~~ 
General~ u!~;et 
Commander 

11-L-0559/0SD/25569 
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Organization: 

USTRANSCOM 30-Month Look 
(Oct 01-Mar 04) 

- Flattened and streamlined the HQ based on industry modeJ-identificd 86 positions 
- Created J-3 Directorate dedicated to warfighter operations 

Consolidated two Numbered Air Forces into one - single focal point for;air mobility ops 
- Established Joint lnteragency Coordination Group 
- Transferred the Joint Deployment Training Center to USJFCOM and Defense Courier Service 

to HQ USTRANSCOM 
- SDDC/MSC reorganization - consolidated contracting into one component 

Process: 
- Implemented DOD Distribution Process Owner 
- Cost avoidance using sealift over airlift 
- Established DDOC Forward - created template for joint theater logistics 
- Deployed/embarked force protection for common user sealift - Operation Guardian Mariner 
- Drove reauthorization of Maritime Security Program - expanded warfighter cap.1billty 
- Union/Labor Support 

Warfighting: 
- Optimized Sealift - l0ls1 deployment closed in 12 days 
- C-17 Performance-ie., 173rd Airbon1e Brigade Airdrop 
- CRAF I RRF Activation 
. Delivered combat capability- force packaged and sequenced troop/equipment mrivals 
- Containerized ammo vs. break bulk 
- ITV to identify MRE's in theater 
- Reduced footprint 
- Aerome<lical Evacuation 
- Safety 

Technology: 
- DOD certified command architecture model as template 
- Designed expandable 1T system - GTN 21 ready for global distribution mission 
- Published RFID CONOPS - driving global visibihty for warfighter 
- Established global ITV of patient movement 

Bottom Line: Supported combat operations in two austere environments - ;executed the largest 
troop movement since WWII, while simultaneously supponing other combatant commands 
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Deployment and Distribution Operations Center (DDOC) 
"The First 45 Days" 

Organization 
Formed from DOD's Logistics Partners 

- Led by Distribution Process Owner 
- Lean Organization: 63 Logistics Experts 
- Deployed into Theater; Tactically Controlled by the CENTCOM Commander 
- Reach back Capability - leverages the power of DOD's National Logistics network 

Improved Theater Execution 
• Improved customer confidence collaborative theater environment 

- Connected logisticians in Kuwait, Iraq, Qatar, and the US 
- Most robust collaborative logistics network in DOD 
- Flattened the planning cycle for intra-theater distribution (50%lfaster) 

- Improved perlormance and reduced costs by gaining visibility of key fprces and materiel 
- Located and redirected 19 containers of armored vehicle track in Kuwait 
-Diverted over 100 Repair Parts containers back to origin in CONUS 
- Prevented shipment of over 1700 containers from CONUS 

- Synchronized strategic & intra-theater Deployment and Distribution: 
- Generated CRAP-level perlormance in a NON-CRAP environment 
- Achieved record single day performance - approx. 8,000 pax moved globally 
- Discharged and loaded 5 LMSR-size vessels simultaneously in record time 

Accelerated 101"1 AA Div Redeployment by 3 weeks 
- Improved strategic delivery of critical materiel directly to forward units 

- Streamlined packaging process for frontline units 
- No longer requires multiple handling and repackaging in theater 
- Pallets constructed in CONUS for direct delivery to combat units in Iraq 
- Improved velocity -significantly reduced customer wait times 

- Introduced leading edge, national systems into theater 
Vessel berth throughput to synchronized deployment/retrograde operations 

- First ever web-based tool to track intransit visibility in Iraq 
- Created repair parts to provide accurate visibility of inbound cargo 

- Demonstrated new technology 
- Tested Iridium satellite tags to track container and unit convoys 
- First ever employment of commercial satellite tags to manage containers 

Bottom Line: We moved out and demonstrated the power of DOD's logistics partnership while 
achieving a truly "end to end" distribution process 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: TRANSCOM Dual-Hat 

,,/ 
/ ':, 

1\1arch j1, 2004 

We need to address the question of the fact that the TRANSCOM ClNC is dual

hatted as an Air Force four-star in charge of Mobility Command. That is 

inhibiling in terms of who is going to be TRANSCOM someday. 

I need some visibility into that and why that is a good idea. Do we need that task? 

Could il be merged with something other than a combatanl command or a 

specified command? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031104-10 ~l:~~e· ;;;;~~~ ~~· .... 'ij j ~·i ~· V ...................................... , 

OSD 10870:~~ 
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March 15, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1) 
SUBJECT: Response by Joe Collins to Atlantic Monthly 

I saw this letter to the editor of Joe Collins wrote to the Atlantic Monthly. It is 

excellent. Please tell him: "Good job!'' 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Collins, Joe ... Blind Into Baghdad" Letter to the edito •. Atlantic Monthly, April 2004. 

DHR:dll 
031504-) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by-------~-

o so 1 oa 71-04 
" 
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' 
LITTlaS TO TNI IDITOII 

Blind Inao Baghdad 

As o. ne of the Department of Defense 
11.. officials involved in the inilial plm
ning for relief and ·reconstruction in 
Iraq. I would like to comment on James 
Fallows's article "Blind Into Baghdad" 
(January/February Allanlic). At every 
tuni in bis description of planning for 
Iraq. the author overemphasized bureau
cratic con.tlict in the executive branch 
and distorted the nature of o:indngency · 
planning 

A& the Pentagon's "point man" (his 
teltll) for p<>stWW plans. I worked con
tinuously and harmoniously with my 
colleagues at State, USAID. the CIA, 
and the NSC. l also participated in nu
merous interagency meetings and con
ferences. including the January 2003 
National Iatelligence Council exercise 
that Fallows says Pentagon personnel 
were "forbidden by OSD to itten.d." 

'lbe author states that rather than 
holding a meeiing with the Secretary 
of Defense or the deputy seaetary, the 
nongovernmental organizations were 

given an audience only with me. In faci 
I. had been meeting with the NGOs 
frequently on many topics since the 
start of operations in Afgb:miswi. I was 
not a consolation prize for the NGOs 
but a frequent interlocutor. and I re• 
Dl8in so to this day: Our conversations 
are substantive. and have often resulted 
in policy changes. even though we for
go the photo ops and the press ffleases 
that often encumber one-time meetings 
with the most seoior officials. 

Misq from Fallows's narrative was 
av.y mention of the official interagenq
plauning ef1on that went oo from ear
ly fall of 2002 to March of 1003. The 
planning group met weekly in the 
Ebtilbower Executive Office Building. 
next co the White House. Chaired by 
NSC and 0MB o!iclah. this group in
cluded senior representatives from State, 

14 THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY 

USAID, the CIA. Treasury. and many 
other agencies. Tom Warrick. the head 
of State's Funire of Iraq Project, was a 
back-bencher at some of the sessions. 
1be senior interagency planners were 
aU familiar with the interesting work of 
his eclectic SJ'OUp. 

The interagency group formulated 
first a sttategy and then a detailed plan 
for relief and reconstruction. Represen
tatives from the group coordinated these 
plans with international organizations 
and with General Tommy Franb., the 
combat commander. Secretaries Colin 
Powell and Donald Rumsfeld were 
briefed on the final p1an. as was the Pres
idem. The group even briefed the press 
on itll work on Februiuy 24. 

Although none of this planning was 
as juicy u the bureaucratic infighting . 
that Fallows dwells on, it is an essential 
pan. of the story. Jay Gamer-appointed 
in bte January of' 2003 to lead the field 
effort in Iraq-did face a daunting task. 
but not a blank sheet of paper. Indeed. 
the basic reconstruction plans discussed 
at the two-day conference that Gamer 
held in February at the National De
fense Univenity were in the main de
veloped-and harmoniously so-by 
the vety interagency group that Fallows 
overlooked. 

Finally, Fallows's judgmi=nt that 
when the past eighteen months are 

assessed "the. Adttiinistratioo will be 
found wanting for its carelessness" does 
not pass muster. 1be ro.).. confilcts that 
I have helped to plan in the Pentagon 
suggest clearly that war. as Clausewitz 
told us. remains the province of chance. 
Miliwy campaigns and their aftermath 
defy predktiOD. Intelligence accepted 
for a decade can be wrong. 'lbe same 
experts who incorrectly predict huge 
refugee flows may accurately predict · 
civil disturbances. Staffs will fixate on 
things that do not conie to pats and 

· auum.e away the importance of things 
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that do. No plan-political or milituy
survives contact with reality. Planners 
will always m.ake more mistakes than 
journalisfs who have the benefit of 
20/20 hin&ight. 

We h1i.ve not .. squandered American 
prestige. fortune, and lives" in Iraq. De
spice high OO$tS and lban}' casualties. the 
United State1 and its thirty-four coali
tioo pannen have descroyed one of the 
niost heinous and dangerous regimes 
in the world, captured 80 percent of 
its criminal senior leadership. liberated 
the Iraqi people. and started the political 
and economic reconstruction of a na
tion that may well bring democracy to 
that part of the Middle East Mr. Fallows 
should resist. the temptation to call the 
game io the third inning. 
JorepA J. aJ/ins 
lMptllJ! Astistanl Secrrtary t( Defe,ue 
.Altxandria, Ya. 

James Fallows's lengthy list of expert 
warnings on Iraq that were ignored 

by the Bush Administration would 
have benefited from some reference to 
the strikingly parallel '"splendid little 
war" that provided the other bookend 
to the twentieth century. (And both of 
those conilkts boasted a British tre;iuba
dow-, although 'lbny BJair's flar.k Aliswr 
Campbell never quite matched the 
elo<pience that Rudyard Kipling showed 
in his paean to American benevolence, 
"The White Man's Burden.") In the 
Philippine!! a century ago a walkover 
victory in the capital was followed by 
prolonged hostilities in the country· 
side. A foray by General Fredericl 
Funston and his special fun:a iDto hos
tile tenitory led to the capture of the 
enemy leader, Ceneral Emilio Aguinaldo. 
(The two Napoleonic figuree-both 
about five feet four-actually got along 
quite well after that epieode.) Mark 
Twdn suggested a reduign of Old 
Clory, with "the white stripes painted 
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March 16,2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\jf\ 

SUBJECT: Thoughts on WMD 

Here are some thoughts on the WMD issue that we might want to use from time to 

time. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/15/04MFR on WMD (#031504-33) 

DHR:dh 
031604·4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by-----------

OSD 10872•04 ., . -
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March 15,2004 

SUBJECT: WMD 

How many times did the President ask what General Franks was going to do when 

WMD was used on US forces during the invasion of Iraq? Many times! 

General Franks believed the likelihood of Saddam Hussein using WMD was the 

greatest at that point where our forces got closer to Baghdad, from any direction. 

How many times did US forces put on their chemical protective gear, despite the 

discomfort? The reason is because they expected a chemical attack. 

The heads of state of most countries in the CENTCOM AOR believed Saddam 

Hussein had WMD. Mubarak cautioned General Franks that Saddam Hussein has 

biological weapons and will use them - "be careful." 

The likelihood is that we did surprise Saddam Hussein. He likely had precursors 

that he could have put together fast, but because he was surprised, he didn't have 

time to do so. 

We will find out at some point in the future what the situation actually was. 

DHR;dh 
031504-33 
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March 16,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d <y{l 
SUBJECT: Internet Story 

ljust read this thing on the internet that my son sent me. It is just factually not 

true. l never said anything like that. How do we get something like that 

corrected? Ts that legal for people to do that? 

Maybe one thing Lo do would be lO put the exact testimony on to counter iL 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/15/04Nick Re-mail to JR 

DHR:dh 
031&1)4-l 
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Page 1 of 1 

Joyce Rumsfe_ld _________________________ _ 

From: 
To: 
Sent: 

"Nick" <nick@rain~net oro> 
"Joyce Rumsfeld"I __ ( b-~-[6_~ -------
Monday, March 15,2.0041:32 PM 

Is this accurate? I would guess not. If it is not, itjust shows what kind 
of stuff can circulate. 

Nick 

Rumsfeld: Kennedy 'All Wet' About Bush Lies 

(2004-02-05) -- Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld told Sen. Edward M. 
Kennedy yesterday that he was "all wet" when the Senator alleged that the 
Bush administration lied about Iraq's weapons of mass destruction to justify 
going to war. 

The. verbal clash came during Mr. Rumsfeld's testimony at a Senate Armed 
Services Committee hearing probing the state of pre-war intelligence. 

Sen. Kennedy begm1 his questioning of the Defense Secretary by saying, 
"Don't you think some members of the Bush administration should be held 
legally accountable for the lies they told about Iraqi weapons, and the 
subsequent cover-up?" 

"First, with all due respect Senator Kennedy, you're all wet," said Nr. 
Rumsfeld "The administration has not lied or covered up. However, in 
general, I do believe that when a man commits a crime he should face the bar 
ofjustice. He should nol be allowed to serve in positions of power in our 
government, and be hailed as a leader. when the question of his guilt 
remains unresolved, if you know what [ mean." 

'
1I 1m sure I do not know what you mean," Mr. Kennedy said. "But the American 
people deserve to know why you can't find Saddam1s weapons of mass 
destruction.'1 

"Sometimes things are hard to find, even when you know where they are," said 
Mr. Rumsfeld. "For example, I've heard of a man who missed a bridge and 
drove his car into the water, even though he knew where the bridge was. And 
then sometimes you just keep diving into a problem and <lespiterepeated 
efforts, you come up empty handed. That doesn't mean that nothing's there. 
As you know, eventually, the truth comes to light." 

Having no further questions, Mr. Kennedy yielded the remainder of his time. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25578 
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March 10,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Jerry Lindauer 

Please put Jerry Lindauer on the Defense Business Board. He is a smart guy. You 

might want to connect with him somehow. 

Thanks. 
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March 10,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldt<J.. 

SUBJECT: Serving as Acting Secretary 

I talked to Les Brownlee last night. He tells me that since he is the Under 

Secretary, he can serve as Acting Secretary as long as is needed, and he is not 

limited. 

Please check the law. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dn 
031004-4 

oso 10876·04 ,, .... 
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March 10,2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Same Sex Man-iage in the Military 

I was asked a question in the press avail about what DoD would do about same sex 

marriages by military personnel, given the "Don't ask, don't tell" policy. 

Please get back to me personally to discuss it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031004-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _________ _ 

oso 10877·04 
0.-
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)1\ 
SUBJECT: March 8 Gompert Memo 

.. March 10, 2004 

Please get on top of this Gompert memo. Talk 10 Paul Wolfowitz. and then tell me 

what you recommend. 

We better get back to him fast. Time is shon. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/8/04 Gompert Memo: Iraq Issues 

DHR:dh 
031004·17 

·····························-· ••••..••................•....••.•.•••... , 

OSD 10878•0• ... 
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COALITION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITY 

BAGHDAD 

March 
8,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR LTG Jolm Craddock, Senior Military Assistant to the Secretary of 
Defense 

SUBJECT: Iraq Issues 

Several items for attention: 

a. Egypt: I intend to visit Cairo to promote Egyptian cooperation with the coalition. 
In the near term, this will involve unit training of the Iraqi Army units at high-quality 
(US-spec) Egyptian sites. It could also include Egyptian participation in the MNF 
post-7/1 - an option we'd like to create while making no commitment from our side. 
(Amb Bremer, State and CJTF7 concur.) 

b. Iraqi defense budget: We've stabilized the 2005 MoD budget at $1.78 (which 
includes ICDC but not police) and are sending it to OSD and JS for review. Unless 
otherwise directed, I will advise the Iraqis that they should asswne the fiscal 
responsibility. 
(Amb Bremer concurs.) 

c. Creation of Iraqi MoD: The order will be signed and announcement made on March 
20, assuming consultations go smoothly. CPA order has been worked thoroughly 
between CPA and DoD. Input to SECDEF on choice of Iraqi Defense Minister and 
post-7/1 senior advisors will follow separately and shortly. 

d. Threat and Iraqi capabilities: Per inter-agency guidance, we will begin using our 
consultations with Iraqis to build factual awareness and political consensus concerning 
threats in and to Iraq, Iraqi capabilities and responsibilities to deal with those threats, 
and gaps. CJTF7 is involved; DoD links are Policy and J-5. 

CC: 
Amb L. Paul Bremer 
GEN John Abizaid 

//SIGNED BY// 
DAVID C. GOMPERT 
Senior Advisor 
Office of National Security Affairs 

Baghdad, Iraq 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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March 9,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Chu's Charts 

If you have David Chu's charts, please get them in to me fast. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0.10804-95 

···················~····················································· 
Please respond by 3 / (b/ o '( 

oso 10879-04 . - 1, . -
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301-4000 

TNFOMEMO 

March 3,2004 -l0:00 A.M 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

D,R. DAVID S.C. CHU, UND~R· .· .RB. TARY OFDEF~NSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READ · , . · _._,...Iv iJ Cj: 

'--- . ' ,,,r.. . " . """-' 
'-' HI ~ c_, ti 

Revised Entitlement Charts I~ 7 

• Attal~hed at Tab A is a revised set of entitlement charts and assumptions used 
to build the charts, responding to your direction (Tab B). As you requested, 
each chart parses the recent growth of entitlements among retirees {the bulk of 
the change), actives (very modest change), and the reserves (most near-tenn 
potential growth). 

• The first chart in the series tabulates Lhe burden on the defense budget -from 
legislation currently in force; the next, if thm legislation is extended ( e,g., 
reserve health care expires this year); and I.he last summarizes the effect of 
further changes being discussed on the Hifl. 

• You will note that most of the changes occurred in the last five years or so (the 
effects arc delayed, and <lo not show up until FY03). We arc researching the 
record of the prior five years, but believe only modest changes were matle in 
that period. 

INFORMATION ONLY 

COORDINATION: -t-· __ t_V~o;;.,.a. __ S:__,Je....=. 2-.=-----
r USD (Comptroller) 

Attachmt~nts: 
As Stated 

~ Prepared by: Captain Stephen M. Wellock,L___J 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/25585 



Personnel & Readiness Growth of Entitlements FY02-FY09 
Current Law $ Billions 

25.0 

20.U 

15.0 

10.0 

5.0 

0.0 

$19.5B 

FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FYCX:i FY07 FY08 FYOO 

I Reserve/Guard 
IIActive 

IIR.etirees 

Reserve - Includes cost for enhanced Reserve healthcare authorized by the FY03 Supplemental, and the reserve portion of 
Family Separation Allowance (FSA) from the FY03 Supplemental. 

Active dutv - Includes enhanced healthcare benefits from F\'01/02 NDAAs and the active portion of FSA from the FY03 
Supplemental. 

Retirees· lnclddes TFL accrual pmts for benefits in FYOl NDAA, costs for enhanced benefits from FYOI/02 NDA.As, cost of 
new Tri care claimants, cost of 2004 NOAA concurrent receipt- change in accruals, and DoD cost for the repeal of the 1986 
Militarv Retirement Reform Act contained in the FYOO NDAA 
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Personnel & Readiness 

$ Billions 
25.0 

Growth of Entitlements FY02-FY09 
If Current Law is Extended 

20.0 

15.0 

10.0 

5.0 

0.0 

$20.7B 

$.4B 

FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 

• Reserve/Guard 
I Active 

• Retirees 

Reserve - Includes cost to extend enhanced Reserve healthcare authorized by FY03 Supplemental, and the Reserve portion of 
Family Separation Allowance (FSA) from the FY03 Supplemental.. 

Active dutv - Includes enhanced healthcare benefits from FYOl/02 NDAAs and cost to extend the active portion of FSA from 
the FY03 Supplemental assuming current legislation is extended. 

Retirees - Includes TFL accrual pmts for benefits in FYOl NOAA, costs for enhanced benefits from FYOl/02 NDAAs, cost of 
new Tricare claimants, and DoD cost of repeal of the 1986Military Retirement Reform Act contained in the FYOO NOAA 
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Personnel & Readiness 

$ Billions 
30.0 

25.0 

20.0 

15.0 

10.0 

5.0 

0.0 

Growth of Entitlements FY02-FY09 
for Past and Potential Legislation 

$2S.9B 

$.7B 

IIIReserve/Guard 

IIActive 

IIRetirees 

$20.7B 

FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07 FYOS FY09 
Reserve - Includes cost to expand Reserve healthcare originally authorized by F\'03 Sup, and the reserve portion of Family 
Separation Allowance (FSA) from the FY03 Sup. Also includes cost of potential legislation for age 55 Reserve retirement. 

Active dutv - Includes enhanced healthcare benefits from FYOl/02 NDAAs and the active portion of FSA from the FY03 
Supplemental assuming current legislation is extended. 

Retirees - Includes TFL accrual pmts for benefits in FYOl NDAA, costs for enhanced benefits from FYOl/02 NDAAs, cost of 
new Tri care claimants, and DoD cost of repeal of the 1986 Military Retirement Reform Act contained in the FY O O NOAA. 
Also includes cost of potential legislation to provide for full concurrent receipt, and Survivor Benefit Program offset. 
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... March 9,2004 

TO: Jim Roche 
Gen. John Jumper 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald RumsfeJcrp{\ 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Acti ve/Rescrve 

I would like to have a look at your proposal for rebalancing the Active component 

and the Reserve component. It certainly took a lot of Reserves to activate the air 

bridge, much more than I ever expectec.l. It suggests to me that we need to c.lo a lot 

more rebalancing than you are currently proposing to c.lo. 

Please explain. 

Thanks. 

UHR:dh 
030804-88 
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SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUMFOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: SECRET ARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Active/Reserve 

In response to your questions about rebalancing Air Force Active and Reserve 
components, I offer the following. Over the past year, we have undertaken the largest airlift 
effort since World War ILlnitial deployments forOIF delivered over 325,000personnel and 
120,000tons of cargo while concurrently transporting another 80,000 troops and 40,000 tons of 

cargo for operations in Afghanistan. We are now in the process of a 200,000 personnel swap 
out. All totaled, these figures exceed passenger and tonnage requirements for two Major Combat 
Operations. Commercial airlift support is reduced because of combat threats in Iraq. 

The Air Bridge to support these operations is a "surge" effort to support contingency 
operations and not a normal peacetime operation. The air bridge is scaleable--the active duty 
forces are sized to handle numerous small-scale conflicts (e.g. Somalia) or very brief, intense 
operations (e.g., ALLIED FORCE). For more prolonged, large-scale mobility movements as 
part of major combat operations, use of the Air Reserve Component is in the plan. A shift of 
mobility forces toward active duty would mean a surplus or mobility personnel during 
peacetime. 

The Air Force leverages the Reserve Component to be fiscally responsible and cost 
effective. We use that capability only at the right time and in the right amount. Prior to 9/1 I, 
mobility operations did not require the extensive reserve call-ups that were characteristic of 
Operations OIF/OEF/ONE. OIF/OEF air bridge efforts are not a new steady state as evidenced 
by our gradual reduction in optempo over the last two years. During OIF, we selectively 
mobilized the Reserve Component to fulfill Combatant Commander requirements that could not 
be met by a combination of active forces, reserve full-time personnel and volunteers. We 
deactivated many of these forces as soon as the requirements were met. Since last August, we 
have demobilized over 15,000personnel. These are smart, cost effective business practices that 
work well for the Air Force and our Nation. 

The Air Force continues to aggressively pursue rebalancing initiatives as discussed in the 
SLRG. We call this the Future Total Force. I have created a Future Total Force office within 
our headquarters to explore new organizational constructs that integrate Active, Guard, and 
Reserve units. By integrating some units, we increase available manpower and take advantilge of 
Reserve component experience during surge operations but keep overhead lean during 
peacetime. As we divest legacy weapon systems, we will increase investments in unmanned 
aerial vehicles; space capabilities; and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance systems. 

11-L-0559/0SD/25590 



These investments translate into roles and missions that are ideally suited for the Guard and 
Reserve. Our developing concepts of operations put many Guard and Reserve units into front
line combat roles while reducing the need to mobilize. 

The Air Force is reshaping its total force mix and is on target to meet peacetime and 
contingency requirements. We do not need to extensively rebalance to solve a spike in 
requirements due to major contingency operations. We will continue to reviev,.r our force balance 
against the backdrop of current and future contingency and peacetime operations as we go 
through our program review for the Program Objective Memorandum '06 . 
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.. 
March 9,2004 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Veterans 

Here is a letter from someone who is obviously a little frustrated, Why don't you 

call him and see what he has to say, 

Let me know. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3n/04 Weeks !tr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
030904-13 
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George J. Weeks 

March 7,2004 

]'..1r Donald Rurnsteld 
The Secretazy of Defense 
Wsshington. DC 2030 l 

Dear Don 

r ax1(b)(6) mar ti LUIJ4 ~: 44 

There ~r~ ov_er 35~1~ilita1y vets who feel they should receive s::rrercspcct and 
recogrution tortheu ded1catJon to their country. 

r. U I 

We understand who was president and secretary of de:feuse in 1990 when publk faw l O 1-150-
NOO 15, 1990 was enacted. W c also undt~rstand tt1e flme:ndments nddcd in 1998. 
Whar we have a problem with is how the Pentagon can hire a COChvhobas never been in the 
military and has absolately no concept of our way of life. to take our Ta:E:t Fl:lnd and clo with 
what h~ likes. 

J have tried for several months to co1Hacl' David Chn to no avail. ·1 have spoklm to Col Pachuto, 
John Mole.no, Capt Wallec.k on several occasions, but without satisfaction. 

We foci that someone from your office should meet w1th us to answer several problems that we 
have, such as spending l.9rnilliondoUars for a 46 room txpansionproject and mmyofthe 
problems we have. 

We know you wilt do the right thing by us. 

Respectfully, 

l!. ;11/;~ 
.~~fiJ 

USN retired r ,__)(-6) ________ _,f 
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l\rlarch 9, 2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1;1l 
SUBJECT: Quotes 

Please use some of these quotes. I think they are worth repeating and certainly 

send an important message. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Quotes from 1•• Armored Division Calendar 

DHR:dh 
030904-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

oso 10883-04 ... -
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SUBJECT: Quotes (taken from 1004 Calendar of J" Annored Division) 

Once we have a war there is only one thing 10 do. lt musL be won. For defeat 
brings worse things than any that can ever happen in war. 

Ernest Miller Hemingway 

Few men are born brave. Many become so through training and force of 
discipline. 

Flavius Vegetius Renatus 

We've got the terrorists on the run. We're keeping them on the run. One by one 
the terrorists are learning the meaning of American justice. 

President George W. Bush 

To foster the people's willing spirit is often as important as 10 possess the more 
concrete forms of power. 

Sir Basil H. Liddel-Hart 

People sleep peaceably in their beds at night because rough men stand ready to do 
violence on their behalf. 

George Orwell 

When we assumed the Soldier, we did not lay aside the Citizen. 
George Washington 

No man is worth his salt who is not ready at all times to risk his body, to risk his 
well being, to risk his life, in a great cause. 

Theodore Roosevelt 
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We make war that we may live in peace. 
Aristotle 

Victory is reserved for those who are willing to pay its price. 
Sun Zi 

I am a soldier, I fight where I am told, and I win where I fight. 
General George Patton, Jr. 

Only our individual faith in freedom can keep us free. 
Dwight D. Eisenhower 

A better world shall emerge based on faith and understanding. 
General Douglas MacArthur 

Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that we shall pay any 
price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe, to 
assure the survival and success of liberty. 

John F. Kennedy 

DHR:dh 
Current MFRS/Quote~ 
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March I, 2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

cc: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ f'.. 

SUBJECT: Review NSC Notes 

Steve Hadley apparently is going to have you go over the notes as to what the 

Administration did between January 20,200 I and September 11,2001. 

You probably should do that soon, and then get back to me, so I can have some 

sense of it. Apparently he is going to have you and Armitage go over it. That's 

what Condi told me. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-3 
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TO: Mira Ricardel 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld T,l. 
SUBJECT: Croatia 

I talked to Condi and Colin about Croatia. 

i 
March!, 2004 

1. Colin is going to delay inviting the Prime Minister. They say they are 

going to work on Croatia to do some other things. I said the PM just came 

into office, so it is hard to hold him accountable. Colin said they want to 

see more progress before they give him an Oval Office meeting. 

2. With respect to the shipyard deal, Colin and Condi both said they were for 

it and the problem is there are some sanction laws. Colin has to go through 

certain legal steps to lift the sanctions. He says his people are working on 

it 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -______ _ 
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INF8ffMA"R8N A~9N 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

. ~ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "vtl 
..14'. 0-J/ SUBJECT: Paying for Secondary Roads 

March 8, 2004 

~ 
Zal claims you said we could pay for secondary roads from a defense standpoint. 

What is that about? 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
030804-15 

I_ s [,H.: \((>~ -tc ,i., \.. ~v.~ ,u, N~ tt ~ ( ""'-:l 
C.ol,\~,.1:J icv< -tt\~il"'t--S 

CJ0 ls \4-
Sc>L) C. 

oso 10887•04 
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March 8, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Estonia 

Please Jet me know if. when and where we put nuclear submarines near Estonia 

and how often. 

Thanks. 

DHR:clh 
030804-23 

··············~············ 
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March 8, 2004 

~(. 

0: Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,)1\ 
SUBJECT: Lunch Meeting w/HHS 

Let's set up a lunch with Secretary Thompson regarding the hospital in Kabul. 

The correspondence includes material from Joe Collins. What does SOLIC have 

to do with this subject? 

For the meeting, please have Lanzilotta, Collins (if he is the guy), Winkenwerder 

and anyone else you think should be there, 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/5/04 Sec HHS letter to SecDef re: Rabia Balk hi Women's Hospital 

DHR:dh 
030804-68 

) ,.. /()~( ..J .. 
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M0194·11Hffliitdm0114MhM 
200 Independence A venue, S. W, 
1IlIH Building, Room1639-K 

: Washirpqo P C 2P~Pl 

@001 

: Phone:l._t~o_)J_(6_) __ : _______ _. 

~ffiml.itJW~I 
To: Secretary R.umafeld 

::l(b)(6) Fax: 

Phone 

Ee: 

I 

Fram: Bill Steiger 

Date: March s. 2004 

I 
PagN: 13 (incluclingco\rc,r) 

D Urgent Cl f:'or Ravlaw tl P.._ Cormlef1i D Plaaae Reply 

• • • • • 
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© THE SECRETARY OF HEAL TH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201 

111-5 IN 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
Wash~f301 

Dear~~: 

Thank you for your note of Febrnary 27 regarding our joint activities at Rabia Baikhi Women's 
Hospital (RBH) in Kabul, Afghcrrlstan. I appreciate lhe time you took to write. 
In response, I thought I would provide you with an assessment of the actions our two Departments 
have taken to date to address the physical infrnstruc..1ureof the hospital antl the b:a:inirg we have 
initiated for the benefit of the hospital staff. 

As you know, emblematic of the problems found throughout Afghanistan, the hospital suffers from 
a multitude of problems after years of neglect and willful destruction during twenty years of civil 
war. As a result, when oor two Departments jointly agreed to work at RBH, it opernteu as a 
hospital in name only, and was missing many of the components found in even the nest basic 
hospi cals in many developing countries. Since the time we teamed together in late 2002, we have 
jointly been able to implement a number of critical improvements at the fadlity. and have upgraded 
not only the physical infrastructure but also the skills of the staff to handle the current patient 
caseload. 

Specifichealth-related impro,,ements at RBH in the last 18 month~ include the following: 

~ Maternal and Child Health Teaching;Clinics began in April 2003 with continuous physician 
and nurse-midwife.consultant rotations; 

9 Dramatic drou in hosuital-base<l maternal and infant monalitv rates from toper week in the 
first quarter of 2003 to less than one per week during the last quarter of 2003; 

9 Drouin post-operative infection rate £ran over 50 percent prior to October 2003; to 16 
percent in October; 2.3 percent in January 2004; and O percent during the first two weeks of 
February; 

9 Establishment of RBH's fm,t emergencv room, which has already saved lives; 
~ Expansion and renovation of a newborn nurserv and opening of a newborn discharge room~ 
9 Start of rudimentary medical records program (no record~ system existed before at all); 
9 Start or quality-assurance work show; 

}:>- Opening of comuuter lab with Internet links; 
);> 9:ad: of environmental rounds for review of sanitation and infection-control measures; 
9 Initiation of significant events- reponing system for tracking unnecessary deaths and other 

adverse. events; and 
9 [mproved education and training of deaning and maintenance staft. 

2 
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Specific facility improvements at R.BH in the last 18 months include the fpllowing: 
i 

(i)OOJ 

> RBH is now on an independent line connection to the city power f pply (previously shared 
with a dental clinic); 

), Emergency power generator is operational; , 
.), Second,smaller emergency power generator is operational (donat¢d by Japan); 
> Medical-waste incinerator is operational; 
> Hospital is on a separate, clean water well (previously shared with a drtal clinic); 
> Emergency diesel fuel is now available; 
> HHS has provided. $15,000 for emergency plumbing and electrical repairs; 
), The Department of Dcfcmsc(DoD) will initiate a janitorial and mmnten.ance contract; 
> Approval of Special Commander's Emergency ResponseProgram1 funds for cleaning of 

f1cx:n:s is pending action; and 
> Numerous safety and hurenitarian external imprnvementsare underway. 

I 

In association with the janitorial and maintenance contract, HHS and DoD have pledged to work 
with RBH and the Afghan Ministry of Health (MOH)o develop a modeliJ)rOg:ram of a Voluntary 
Nominal Fee System, the fist-ever fee-for-servii..:eprogram for the M)H. ' 

Additionally, since Congress has now appropriated Fiscal Year 20()4 funds to HHS for the support 
of this activity, we will soon initiate a request for proposals from non-gov~mme,ntal groups to 
operate this program on a long-tenn, perfom1ance-based contract. This v,JU answ:e we can maintain 
and build upon the results we have seen s, far. Furthem1ore, we will issub a second request for 
proposals that will initiate <1JI' long-term residency program in obstetrics ind gynecology. 
This program will I ikely be awarded to a U .S .university or rnedii..:al sdmH that has significant 
experience witt1 workiJ1g in developing countries. Through a.combination of these two programs, 
we will lay the base for signifaant improvement of the staff and. opera ti ops at RBH, ,.md in b.:rr.n, the 
hospital will serve as a model for the rest of the natioo. 1 

While funding for these two pro~arns is assured, what has not yet been r1solved is the extent to 
which we will be able to improve the physical infrastructure of the hospital As you must have 
heard on yow- trip to Afghanistan, we need to improve the working environment of the hospital to 
more effectively operate oot training programs. We are currently waiting for the results of an 
assessment of the hospital undertaken by the U. S .Anny Corps of EogLnefrs in Kabul. Pnilimirmy 
findings indicate a strong imperative to alldress the plumbing, sewer, andrlectrical systems at the 
hospital, in adliticn to the maintenance and emergency repairs we are cui1ently suppo11ing. 
Estimates of the needs haven.mas high as $2 million, which we understand exceed the current 
guidelines for this sort of humanitarian work set by your Department. l would welcome further 
discussions\lD..thyou to identify sources of funding forrenovation. Additionally, we might wish to 
consider outside sources of funding from private groups. For your referen.ce, I have enclosed copies 
of recent correspondence between my staff and Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Joseph 
Collins, Ph.D., on this topic. : 
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I understand that you might have hear<l on your trip that another maternity, hospital in Kabul, 
Malalai, is doing better thanRBH. There is a growing competition of sorts (healthy forthem:st 
part) between RBH and Malalai, that might have been in play. It is true that, on the surface, Malalai 
looks better than RBH., wi.thout doubt, because of a betterpaintjob, bette~lighting, and regular 
maintenance and cleaning. However, ,1\fghan and American physicians (Uot only those involved in 
our pwject) ten<l to say that the staff at RBH are better traine<l and have s~ills t:h:t sw:pass those of 
doctors at MalalaL Additionally, Malalai is referring its more diffic\llt cases to RBH, and patients 
are often found to be transferring themselves from Malalai to RBH for better care. So, while 
supe1tkially tvfalalai looks to the untrained eye to be a better facility, pati,nts seem to be voting 
with their feet forRBH. 1 

The bottom line is that conditions at RBH are improving, and the care being provided to mothers 
and their infants there is better now tlm it has been in many years-perba.'ps since the mid-1980s or 
before. We still have much work to do, of course, but we can be proud of the energy and 
commitment our two Departments have demonstrated in the course of the le.st year and a half. Qr 
next step is to expand our joint program frorr: Kabul to other sites within Afghanistan, as we agreed. 
We are working with DoD and the Afghan Ministry of Public Health to idb8lifv_Rotential sites for 
ad:lit:iaal maternal and child health teaching clinics for Fiscal Years200f an<YZOOS. 

' 
Thank you again for the support you and your team provided to makeiey ~isit to IIaqpossible. 
You have much to be proud of in the Coalition Provisional Authority's accomplishments in tht 
a:runt:cy so far, and my Department and I are pleased to be able to contribute in some small way. 
an also contemplating mother stopover to Afghanistan in association with a visit to the Mi<ldle EEi: 
and South Asia next m:rith, and I would appreciate any assistance you coiti reDder in this regard to 
make this visit a success. 

I look forward to continuing our dialogue on both Traq and Afghanistan. As always, thank you for 
your friendship and your great leadership in these trying times. 
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DEPARTMENT CF HEALTH & HUMA~ SERVICES 

JAN2 Dl4 

Joseph Cbllirs, Ph.D. 
Dpi::y Assistant Secretary for Stability Operations 
U. S .Department ofll:!li!n!E! 
2000 Defense Pentagon 
Wa5hington, D.C. 20301-2000 

Dear rr. Collins: 

Office r:f the S1or•llll'J 

Olficeol lnternationalAffalrs 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

Please accept my best wishes to you and your family for a healthy an~i:.1 ,;sedNew Year. nB1k 
you for taking the time to meet with me on December 8. We had a p tivediscussionthat 
day that reaffirmed the purtnership between the Depurtment of Defens~ D) and the 
Department of Haith ard Hlllan Services(HHS) and the commitment~)' our respective 
Secretaries to improve the health and welfare of the Afghan people and tci ensure the stability 
and security of that country. 

To follow up regurding RabiaBaJkhi ~·s Hospital (RBH) in Kabul, we would like to 
reiterate the need to complete the necesi;a1y renovations at RBH for \IS to maintain and expand 
our existingtraining program there. As tE discussed, problems at RBH:aR m threenain areas: 
training, administration, and physical infrastructure. HHS jg addressingthe first two needs of 
t:l3inirgand adninistrat:.im through our on-the-ground staff of physicians, nurses, midwives, and 
administrators, who are providing needed. expe1tise to the staff at llBH. ~ fri±itiC7l to didactic 
trainilg and improving the clinical skills of phy.5icians, nurses, and mi.d~ves. we are also 
providing medical English classes to the sniff, and implementing ournerolis initiatives to improve 
the overall a:mini.st:ratimof the hospital. including such basic ~as .inktial o:introl, 
inventory control, personnel, record-keeping, and pharmacy management. Senior hospital 
administrators from HHS and the Department of Veterans Affairs have been providing needed 
expert advice on a continuous basis. 

While carryin; outlhese acLiviLies, rur inslructors andRBH staffhave encounLered severe 
problems with the physical infrastructure of the hospital that negatively affect the quality of 
teaching by our faculty and ultimately the qBlity of care by the Afghan dxt:ars and nm.es. 
The poor physical condition and layout of the hospital complex, the lack of maintenance and 
repair services at the hospital, and the substandard utilities infrastructure that serves the facility 
are all challenges that impede rur ability to meet our shared goals, Majb.r deficiencies exist in 
the electrical system, the water supply including plumbing, and waste management systems at 
RBH. Furthermore, the Afghan Mnis:::J¥ of Public Health is currently rillt capable of providing 
the necessary maintenance required to sustain the primary functions of~ major hospital. RBH 
regular! y suffers from extensive power outages, sewerage system fa ilures1 including backed-up 
sewers, and waste collection system failures that result in the u.ncontrol!M accumulation of 
bioha2aJdous wastes. 
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As a result of these problems, oor HHS trainers are nut able tu work effecdvely in the 
substandard environment, and, because of utility deficiencies, the hospital cannot install essential 
equipment donated by DoD an<l others. A number ofvisilorslo RBFl'froni flle Jo1nt Civil
.Military Operations Task Force (JCMJTF)based in Kabul have taken no!* of these 
circumstances and are developing various proposals to address the probleMs .at RBH. 
CAPT Jose Cuzme1 one of cur senior hospital engineers at HHS .. 'Whan yqu met, made .. an 
assessment of the situation. I an enclosing an abbreviated trip rt!poJ1 by GAPT Cuune with his 
major findings and recommendations, as well as the lates.t weekly teport oh ourwo:rk at RBH 
lhat we delivered to Secretary Thompson. We would be glad 'lo discu~-s these ~ in rrom 
detail, if you wish. 

We are eager to continuecooperativeefforts with DoD to addrths these problems ancl eslablish 
an effective, su~tainable health care facility a: RBH. Thus,] t·ncou.ra.gi::: your eEfi::lct:sto negotiate 
and furxi a contract through JCMOTF with the Afghan.Ministry ot··=ubU ·Health to pro.·rvide 
some regular maintenance at RBH. In doing so,I would hope1hnt . · ·· would ~the 
requirements made or the Minisb:y commensurate with the level ofin . enl DoD i~ planning 
to make. 

Furthermore .. we here at HHS would appreciate the oppot1lmity 10 expnnd our partner.ship with 
DoD, particularly the Army Co.z.psofEngineen; and JO,IOTF,indrafti:a:· . and implementing 
plans for the renovation of the facility's electrical andwa·te.r/sewag.e SfS · • te hope that DoD 
would be wi Hing to make the capital investments neces.smy to hri.ng R · • up to :acccptnblc 
standards of hygiene and safety. At a minimum. we al HHS beHeveDoDsbot:ild underwrite01c 
costs of implementing CAPT Cuzrnc's first set of recommendi111ons., although we consider his 
second option Oltlin:!d in the attached trip report a bener, 1a'g-terrn solut1on. We at HHS will be 
pleased to work with you on this important renovation. Our goal is to ha}'e a sustainable 
enviromnentin which we. can effectively operate ourtra:irun;Jprogram inlcOOp(ll"'d.tion with the 
Afghan Ministry of Pub fa: Health, your ofm and JCM::>'D'., for the bette.rme:ot of Afghan 
m::dms and children. 

Or joint DoD-HHS activities at RBH have helped us understand the ch~lenges vw will face as 
we expand oorprogram or maternal and child teaching clinics inlo other~eas uf Afgha:nistan. 
A..s we discussed last week, Jalalabad is under serious tonsi<leration as U·J'e IB!t site mr wr 
trairlizq progmm. HHS and DoD 8taff visited this toe.at.ion .in October ~ d noted that the major 
requirements seem to be in place. Or next step is to ask for an asse.ssrn~nt by our.non
governmental organization (NGO) partner, International Medil:a1 Coz:ps)o ensure it feels. 
confident that its staff can operate in that environment. On the as3urnptitn that theanswer will 
be positive, we are going ahead wilh plans to allocate funding for this1ofation. 
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You might be interested to kn:wthat one of our staff .m Kabul was invited to purticipme in the 
opening of the headquarters for the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PR t) in Kandahar. In 
addition to observing the opening ceremonies, he 'lEIS able to nm:. with sareprovincial tel.th 
officials who welcomed our efforts. As you noted during ourmeefrng, ho~·ver. our staff 
member did not think the security situation ,rm approp1fa1efor ourprogrmn jJst yet. He also 
had an opportunity to make a visit himself to Jalalabad ,md had gooddisciissions with local 
health officials. 

Finally, I would like to thank you for keeping HJ-IS in mind when ·staffm:g the PRI:s. 
We consider the PRl's a major component of the U .S.Government',, commitment to assist.irg 
Afghanistan, and T would like to propose that HHS asr,ign pen;onnel .to theJi1hih1badPRT 11-s a 
potential first step. To that end, we have already begun to identify staff who would be interested 
in contributing to the effoctsofthe PRTin Jalalabad. St.mieofthepropoood staffhave had 
significant military experience and would work wel 1 in the PRT envirorurlent in lending public 
health and clinical expertise to the team. 

Thank you again ror meeting with ny staff and me . .11.tdt forward to cominuing our 
conversations and to accomplishing our objectives in Afghanistan. Pleas(' ac('tlpt my hest wishes 
for a happy ancJ healthy holiday season. 

William R. Steig D. I 
Special Ass:i:~aut 1o Secrc1llry 

for International Affairs I 
Endosun.'S 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE I 
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•PI.CIAL o•u• .. ,. ..... , 
L.,gW,.Ui1111TC .. S1T1' co .. ~~,c.T 

William R. Stcigu, ?h.D. 
Special Asaiatant ID tbc SecrcL&ry for lntcmationalAffairs 
Cffice of the Secretary 
Department of' HeaHh and a.mm Services 
~DC20201 

Dc11r Dr. Steiger: 
I 

Thank you for mc1..1i11g with us on Deccmbc:r 8.2003 and for your letter of~llfflllr)' l, 
2004 l'f21ll'11in2Rabl:i. Ba1khi Women's Hospit11l I RBH) In Kabul Af,illanis}an, I 
appredate the work Health and Human Services (HHS) ha<J done to improv.e lhe hospllal. 
DoD will oontin~e tosi.appon HHS stafl' ri Afs}lanhrt.an with meala. lods;ins and other 
logistical support. 

In addition to the chllcn3e& for IU)J r that you idcntlf\cd-ttaining, admlnlstratlonAnd 
p1rysicr.1 infnt!ltru1..-turc, the lack of an adequate hospital operating budget and overall 
h~pital Ddnrimtnti.on and manai;:cm1:ntare issues that 1hc Atghanistan 11o~cmftlent 
needs tu Dild~:.s. 

Belaf ere specific comments, fz:an information we obtained from TF -180 'mldCc:nD"lll 
Command, a.nd updatas on physical infrastructure i11SU11s: 

I 

1 

Jwtt task Fort.'t! 180 (JTl'-180) stat't'has heen llm'lting with the l!'.Sl Cotpsof 
Engineers through support of USAID to 1:omplct1: a'l exteusivc assessment and 
technical de:sign plan for reconstruction of the l'ap!.t.al.' s clcctric1:1l ~, · rlnKl'J>ower 
sytt\ems and plumbing, wastewater and waste disposnl syst«rrs, wb bare the 
issuesnotod in Option 1 of CAPT CW'l'M'S report. Il is best tti awn t the rttulls 
und estimates of this very extensive effort bcfQrc co1nminin,i any 11dditio111d 
r~!.OUrces b reconstruction at RBH. These detaile1 plan'i are ex~c;d w be 
completed by the end of'January. The construction reqnlred for HHS Option 2, 
with i~ estimatedco1t of ~1 -2 million,ciceeds the rudimentaryl~,1 of work that 
the Department ot Ueflnle (DOD) seeks IU lillhcn: w lu 1~ lm.n.1AAi1f rian work. 

DOD is drafting a project to provide one year of mainienance covef-.£~ atRBH. 
We arc working with the Afghanistan Miniatry ofHClllth to ensure 'ha1. thia 
maint,n&ncc responsibility will be assumed by the Afghans .in succcssi vc yan. 
Additionally, we have idantified anurnberorcrltlcal admini1ua1ivc\ man11gemc:n1 
andu-ainmg rcquiremen1~ lhat will improve 1hc: mini»Lry'~ cham:q; lliO a;111l&in 'thr:; 
expected investment<;. We ask HHS assi~tance to insure progn:s;, on these 
actions, in particular, the development of plans for an dl~ctive matgemt:nt of 
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I 
thcjanilurial .aml WAintcnance program, and the. ca-tial staff ard paticrn training 
p~~m;. 

JTF • l ~O staff has informed us that th(; German Medii:al Service, q Gem1an 
non govern mentnl orgrLnl2.~tion, has worked with item antl RBB s'Lrrff to connect 
the hosJ>ital to an existingdetp well at the fron1 , idc of the denlnl ~ linic 10 provid~ 
a safe source of drinking water. If you b.ave utlditi1.m;.1J \nformatloh 011 the w111er 
system we would appreciato it and will invc~tigatcfurthcr. 

ln the HHS weekly report of January 2,20041 it .~tutc!-:tlw lncem~
1 
ion.I J'vhxlicul 

Co1ps (l.MC) .is inv~stigatin~ the possibility ofren1i11g ~tnic t~ provide 
regularpurnp,ng ot the septic tanks. 'lhls 1s an excdli:nt Hkli. ttnd w11h the 
plumbing maintenance, should reduce clogged sinks and !'.ewu,ge ljac.lui~s. Past 
"ir.w1gr: ~y~tem failures" have been linkecl to !he disposnJby RB*staff of 
bru1dages, medir.al waste etc., jr) sinks Rnd toilers, Tnijni1'1£ nht11 · to pt"Cvcnt 
pipe hlockag(is is ne~ue.d . Co11$inJcLlon ol'a :~cwcny.~1om1\) t:l1\!' cff:h.,cnttu 
the Kah'.ll River exccodi the rudimentary le\~ of "WOt'k req11irei:I of I:>epnrlme:nl of 
o..,fcaH (000) humnnitarum J)rojects. 

I 
we arc infonncd by TP· 1 SO sW'flhat the rm~c1icn1 inr;mcra10rhau peen 
opcmional bJt its moto1·1 broke dl>c t o ove1rhtai.ing t UJibP1tcho inttttn~ 
Installation. Repairs have ui:en completed .and !be 1·ncinen.ilor i~ oper;J'Jiomil .;is of 
12 January . Hospital rnaimcn.m(:c staff has alrer1clybttn m1i11cd tn thc.' propc:r n:~c 
of the incinerator. w c enccuraie H.HS to inl11.1cr1ccthe 1)1:,tplwl admini~lrntimn,, 
est:ii.hli5h an effective medical waste dispos.il p1.'lky,pro'Jo\;o\ ,mJ implcnwn1 
mellicui staff r.raining to i n.~ure that the .ldY\lf\!11g¢ o.fhR v\:11.g a'Tnccfital Inc 1n,:r;:11N 
.is beneficial to the long-1em1 infection co111n)l need:<. of !he h~1~pi1:11. 

i 
As you know, backu)) power is an issue we !Jave been working on~· nd wlll 
i-nonti nuc to DW'i\l c l\lltil tl1c cloctrical .SY~\t:m l;I, fu ll)' fl'll)C'IIOll;Jl, . ra..are fr1Jm·rr1c:•d 
t at both geherators have been operm10m1l h over a month. us ID provmet 1hr 
initilll allocation of fuel for the 400 KW gcmc:nnor i.md 1he Japan JntemationaJ 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) is conunittctl to Juov,icliug J'u('] .lt1r a·~urnbcr of 
JTa'lths for the smaller gcncrawr which they imtnllcd. Ho.,pi'ta1 staffh:as r-cccivcd 
appropriate training and we 11re re~1larly mo11itorrnp, Uie ·pror,er U·S?. n tlhe 
generator and the ex trnt of fuel usage of tbe rm1h1 gem:ra tor especially. 

Extensive alter.itionsw walls may fod IO ::i. pr<i.\ecl th111 is not npproprialc 1bro. 
DOD humanitarian project. If you can identify w.l-uch wan, you would 1i kc 
ev.tuatcd .l~rstructural desif n, D_OD could tissii.l Y:'11: If HHS co~ldpmvfde 
rrcre :.pcc1lic rcco1u.mendAt1011s for fJ.cxr and w.al Ltu1u,hea 11cedi:d to prov.11Jc .a 
more sanitary environment, we will consider doing th1s w1)rk.. 1.igQt~upgrooes 
,viii be included with lhe electrical upgrade project '.IF-1 EO .~·ttiff ~Jll provide 
HHS the final ~ from the Corps of Engjnel·rs;.HHS could i.o,Hcaic i.t 1nat 
timt! any s1.1gges1e<1 changeg or a<lditions. 
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DQD wc,'~omc~ ~ms participa~1~ theAf!Jhanii;lall ProvincialRe~orui~lcuon TelLffili 
(FRI') . Io fac1htatcHHS partici~tron, l suggest w~ arrange a me~ung "fJth Oeparun~nt 

of State staff. Ple3sc contactCOLSarn Jones at !{b)(6) !to talk over the 
mechanics of ec:tting up such a mcqtin,g. 

Again, thanb for all ofHH~'s !ff~m 10 impro~c Afghani~t:'" :-'atcmal ~d child 
healthcare. W e look to contmu1ng!Our productive1>artnersh1p llltht {1.1twlc ud 
addr$ingthe r..ll-.ge of challenges that we have identified tme. 

S\nce~ly, 

atll 
b J. Collins 

1 cputy i\ssistant Sccccuuy qf Def cnsc 
St11bilityOpmition1, / 

10 
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PURPOSE: 

AFGHANISTAN '!RIP REPORT 
Jos~ F.Cuzme, P.E 

U.S. Public Health Servic.e 
Indian Health Service 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Servkes 
November 17- 23,2003 

• To assess the current con<litions of Rabia Balhki Hospital (RBH) iil Kabul, indudingthe 
water system, sewerage treatment an<l disposal, solid waste manag~ent, a:ndpower 
facilities. , 

• To identify potential conceptual infrastructure alternatives for a su~tainable maternity 
hospital. 

• To identify stabilization priority needs to stop the weakening of thd existing supporting 
in frastructw'e of the bospi tal. ,I 

• To develop recommendations of adequate space and staffing fr.i co.qj nnction with heal th 
professionals assigned to the HHS initiative that is assistingRBH. I 

FINDINGS: 

• Water Svstern: The existing wat~r supply is pol1uteu <1ml limi:tedili !LWUJtity. 
The existing RBH well is not functional and has been disconnecteq, .DQP has tested 
water from the RBH well in front of the emergency:roorn fo:r colifqrm counts. Tbe tests 
reflect coliform counts of 1275, which are extreme·lyhiql. RBH. in.stead relies cm a water 
supply from the Dental Hospital next door. A new well and storag~ facilities me 
necessary to provide the quantities of safe and dean water neeueu ly RBH. 

I 
• Sewa.~e Svstem: R.BH suffers from constantly clogged sinks and.srrwagc backups in 

toilets. Buildings A, B, and C have each a septic tank urtanks o:f'l:Qlknown d1rr:iensicms 
that drain onto the grounds as they fill. It is speculated that these stptfo tanks are about 2 
by 3 meters and 3 ns::sm deep. They are essentfr1JJy cesspools designed to be ve1tical in 
nature, which ,lllows percolation thrw';Jhthe lank walls. MOH host:mmngements to 
pump these tan ks twice a week with a hydro pump trnck d3 700 li . . MOH ·.indicatr.d 
that the pump trucks belong to another hospital and are in poor coo ition from •sc and 
usage. Our recommended solution is to reconfigure the sewer syst~m to create a new 
wastewater system an<l divert effluent to the nearby Kabul River. . 

• E)ectrica) Sy~tem: The electrical system is iondequnte 1hroughou1 iaH. As a mul.t, the 
HHS-supported tiaiIES and hospital staff are unable to use donflted medical equipment 
and heaters. Cl.r recommended solution is to externally wire the entire complex with a 
capacity matched to anticipated needs. 
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• Meclical Waste: Inadequate disposal of medical waste is a const3Jt source of new 
infections throughout RBH. Medical waste is deposited into recycled paint buckets 
available in the medical treatment rooms and emptied periodically/into 40-gallon ste.el 
drums located in front of the generator and incinerator building. A.TI attempt at rne<lical 
waste disposal was observed, using supplemental fuel in an existiJig incinerator, which 
proved unsuccessful. Repeated attempts during my visit were equally unsuc<.:essfol. 

• Power Supply: Power outages occur every two to four hours beca~se of the overcapacity 
of the city power system. RBH does not have backup power, beca'.use the existing 400 
KW generator and a 65KW generator<lunate<lby theJapaneseGcivemment mmin 
unconnected to the hospital. Problems continue because of a lack Pf fuel and bntteries, 
poor communications, or other reasons. CMCOORD has expen<f¥ major effiJct to work 
with the Ministry of Power to restore eleclJicity. I 

I 
• Structures: The RBH buildings are of solid stones and blocks. and am 70 years ol<l. The 

unreinforced masonry structure, with walls up to two feet thick, m\ik.es pa,:tition 
relocation difficult. Strnctural design advice is needed for all load.!,bearing walls that 
could need removal or alteration. The floor tiles hav,e a deteriorated finish that is 
prohibitively expensive to repair. The buildings have very poor Ji<rhting throughout, no 
handraib ct; the staiis, failed sinks, leaking pipes and faucets, poorly painted walls, and ,m 
unsanitary environment. All of these factors contribute to an envi~onment favorable for 
infections ancl the transmission of disease. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Option 1: Address the immediate priorities of access to fresh water, Wastewater treatment, 
waste disposal, and external electrical wiring, without addressing structural issues related to 
physical space. This low-cost (under S500.000) course of action can be accomplished witr.in 
one year. However. this is clearly a stop-gap solution that will need r~-addressing within a 

matter offive years. I 
Option 2: Demolish the combined administ:rativebuilding and outpaticot clepartment 
(Building C). lJse cleared space for a wastewater treatment system, RBH. Constmct a 
new building with all administration functions on the second floor supply and facility 
maintenance on the first floor. 

Sllll: all inpatient serv ices to the nain building (Building A). Relocate all surgery, labor and 
I 

delivery, and other inpatient services to the second floor of Building.Aj. Put inpatient beds 
and dining facilities on the fi rst floor. This option will require the iiutallation of an elevator 
suitable for the Afgh,m environment. 1 

Shift all outpatient services to Building B. Provide an enclosed passage fro in the second 
floor of Building B to the second floor of Building A so that gurneys can be moved between 
buildings. This medium-cost solution ($1-2 million) will take approximately two years to 
ac~omplish, but is a longer-lasting approach. I 

11- L-0559/0SD/25613 
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Option 3: Do nothing with RBH and focus attention on working wiJ ~MOH to develop 
and implement a plan that wil\ drastically reduce the number of patien'.ts referred to RBH. 
This p Ian would acknowledge the severe limitations of the RBH infrastructure and wi JI force 
the MOH to reconfigure current plans that rely on RBH to serve a large population of 
µti.ert:s. This will a lso affectlBS' plans to use RBH as a location for a maternal and child 
health teachingcli.ruc. 

i 

(A related option is to suggest that the MOH decommission RBH en~ly and sell the 
potentially valuable property to commercial land developers. The prooeeds could be used to 
c:onstruct a new facility elsewhere. The cost of this option is unknow1t but will likely take 
several years to implement and could require the infusion of new resources at othe r facilities 
.in the Kabul region. Note that this is a decision that thd U.S. Governnieot cannot unilaterally 
implement, but ins1ead is one die Ministry of Health wdwd have to make.) 

I 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz t'(/ 
Donald Rumsfeld r 

SUBJECT: Uzbekistan 

March s; 2004 

I think we ought to get back to the President of Uzbekistan and explain what that 

article he was waving in my face was, and what it wasn't. 

Please draft something. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dli 
030804-46 

OSD 1089 0•04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld ·-;; l 
SUBJECT: Responsibility for Relationships 

March 8,2004 

I think we ought to develop a system where you tell me who is the person 

responsible for maintaining the relationship with all key countries. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
030804-49 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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